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Dedicated to the bright

memory of my son

Rolen Bertinov

PREFACE

The wide application of electric power is one of the most impor-

tant conditions underlying increased aircraft flight safety and com-

bat efficiency. The degree of electrification of a flying craft is

determined in the last analysis by the installed generator capacity,

the number of electrified mechanisms, i.e., the number of electric

motors, apparatus, instruments, and relays; in this connection, the

role and responsibility of aircraft electricians and, in particular,

of specialists in aircraft electrical motors and generators has risen

considerably.

Aircraft electrical machines have several special features that

depend on the conditions under which they are used; thus aircraft

electrical machine design presently has the status of an independent

field in aircraft electrical engineering.

Quite a number of articles have been published dealing with

special topics in the theory and application of aircraft electrical

machinery. Certain problems in aircraft electrical machinery are

taken up in books on aircraft electrical equipment. Until the present

time, however, there has been no book on aircraft electrical machinery

and, in particular, a textbook designed specifically for educational

institutions that would correspond to the curriculum for a course in

"Aircraft Electrical Machinery."

This fact has complicated the author's task, since a considerable

number of the topics had to be freshly developed, using as a basis ex-j

perience gained in this field as well as theoretical and experimental

-2-
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Investigations carried out or participated in by the author.

Lectures given by the author to the students of the Moscow

Aviation Institute Imeni S. Ordzhonikidze over the 1950-1956 period

form the material for the book.

It is assumed that the reader has had the following courses:

"Theoretical Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering," "Electrical

Motors and Generators," and "Electrical Measurements."

The book consists of two parts. In Part One, we present general

information on aircraft electrical machinery and aircraft general-

purpose and special generators, while in Part Two we give general in-

formation on electrical machinery for aircraft automatic equipment:

electric motors, converters, selsyns and amplidynes.

The author wishes to thank the reviewers of this Look, Correspond-

Ing Member of the Academy of Sciences USSR, Doctor of Technical Sci-

ences Professor A.N. Larionov, Doctor of Technical Sciences Professor

G.I. Atabekov, Doctor of Technical Sciences M.F. Romanov, Engineer

F.I. Golgofskiy, Candidate of Technical Sciences A.F. Fedoseyev, for

S making several valuable comments on the manuscript, Engineer A.Ye.

• Legkova-Bertinova, for the large amount of work done by her in comput-

S Ing the considerable number of graphs and checking many equations,

~ and also Candidate of Technical Sciences V.N. Istratov for undertaking/
the Job of editing the book.

The author requests that all comments and suggestions be sent to:
ry

Moscow, 1-51, Petrovka, 24, Oborongiz.

le
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INTRODUCTION

The increased speed, altitude, range, and flight safety of a

modern flying craft depends in considerable measure on the level and

quality of its electrification. Electrical and radio elements of air-

craft equipment provide for reliable brief or extended flights by day

or by night at high speeds and altitudes (flight along a radio beam,

takeoff and landing in any weather, automatic determination of posi-

tion, provision of hea1 during flight, anti-icing measures, etc.).

The special equipment of a flying craft takes the form of a com-

plex set of instruments, apparatus, mechanisms, and machines quite

different in operating principle and design.

Such installations and controls may be actuated by muscle power

or electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical, chemical, or pyro-

tec•hical power sources.

Of all types of energy, electrical energy Is the most versatile.

It is used to actuate all elements of flying-craft installations

and equipment (engine unit, controls, landing gear, devices for com-

munications and illumination, space and spot heating and ventilation,

flight and navigation equipment, etc.), while the remaining forms of

energy have at best limited special applications.

By using electrical energy, It is possible in practice to auto-

mate all operations, increasing their speed, reliability, and accuracy

while easing the Job of the crew.

The development of aircraft electrical-machinery design is as-

soclated with progress In aviation engineering and general electrical-
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machine design, and also with the increasing degree of electrification

Sof flying craft..

In 1869, A.N. Lodygin designed a heavier-than-air flying craft

with an electric enirine, the "Elpectrnlne."

Taking into account the special conditions under which electrical

equipment operates on a flying craft, A.N. Lodygin designed a special

high-speed electric engine and regulator, and also provided for elec-

trical illumination, thus anticipating the use of household electric

lighting (at the end of the Seventies).

P.N. Yablochkov concerned himself with the creation of special

storage batteries, which he proposed to use to power electric motors.

During the 1880's, the first vertical takeoff machines appeared;

they were powered by surface electric-power sources by means of a

cable. The utilization cf electric motors was retarded by the lack of

economical and small chemical sources of electrical energy.

In 1914, on the eve of the First World War, A.N. Lodygin developed

a second design for an electroplane in which the four propellers were

rotated by four electric motors. The motors obtained their electric

power from a generator driven by a 20-hp internal-combustion motor.

In 1930, V.S. Kulebakin directed the designing of an aircraft

driven electrically, while in 1935 A.G. Iosif'yan directed the manu-

facture of specially designed electric motors to power a vertical-

takeoff machine. Owing to unsatisfactory weight characteristics, the

electrical drive mechanism had so far not been employed in aviation.

Electrical power was first used on board aircraft for communica-

tions and ignition systems, and then for illumination, signaling,

heating, and, finally, to furnish electric-drive power and to electrify

Svarious installations.

In 1912, the first multiengine bombers were built In Russia, and
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the first units consuming electrical power were installed: ele.trical

illumination and heating systems, and a radio installation (on the

aircraft "Ii'ya Muromets").

.LAI J.7.LC., V. *A VALJJ0lJ5 J6&& "SvVWJkA- % flLfIUA~J .~JJ Ah~~J~C

generators of 2 kw capacity for supplying power to the radio equipment

of the aircraft "Il'ya Muromets." The generator was belt-driven from

the aircraft engine. In addition, V.P. Vologdin developed in 1913 air-

craft generators of 500 watts capacity and in 1915 generators deliver-

ing 750 watts at a frequency of 1000 cps and a speed of 6000 rpm.

The first aircraft used alternating current at a frequency of

600-1200 cps for the electrical systems, since the basic current-con-

suming elements of spark-type radio telegraph transmitters required

alternating current, while the type of current made no difference as

far as illumination and heating were concerned.

The year 1919 saw the conversion of aircraft to the direct-

current system with the power furnished by a storage battery and a

wind-powered generator delivering 36 watts at 6 v.

Prior to 1929, DC generators delivering no more than 250 watts

were in use; the prime movers were wind-driven. It was only in 1934,

In connection with the increasing flight speeds, that wind-driven

motors were replaced by the main aircraft engine as the prime movers

for generators.

Prior to 1936, the 12-v system was used on board aircraft, and

maximum generator power was 500 watts. Then owing to the increasing

requirements for electric power, generator capacity rose to L kw, and

the voltage was increased to 2 4 v. This level was retained up to the

beginning of the war in 1939.

As is well known, the first electrical drive units were proposed

by A.N. Lodygin for propellers. They received their first practical

6 6-



application in the starting of aircraft engines.

During the 1925-1926 period, B.A. Talalay succeeded in driving

9 the rotor of a gyroscope by means of a synchronous motor having a

speed of 60,000 rpm.

In the period extending from 1926-1929, electrical drive came to

be used for boosters, gasoline pumps, oil pumps, In 1930. Retractable

landing gear appeared; they were raised and lowered by an electrical-

hydraulic drive mechanism (now electrical alone).

Before 1939, aircraft electrical equipment included: generators,

storage batteries, ignition system, illumination, heating devices,

and monitoring-measurement equipment. Various aircraft employed elec-

trical starters for the aircraft engines, electrical drive mechanisms

for landing gear and landing flaps, but the majority of aircraft used

pneumatic, hydraulic, or purely mechanical drive systems.

A sudden advance in the development of aircraft electrification

came In 1939 with the creation of the Pe-2 dive bomber (V.M. Petlyakov)

which for the first time made wide use of electrical mechanisms for

landing gear, the stabilizer, landing flaps, and to control radiators,

J-trimmers, supercharger speed, etc.

Before the Second World War, the advantages of the universal ap-

i plication of electric power to basic and auxiliary equipment were not

Sreccgnized.

Hydraulic or pneumatic systems were preferred for power units;

electrical drive units for landing gear and wing flaps were used in-

frequently on light aircraft. Electrical mechanisms have now replaced

hydraulic and pneumatic devices in particular for the reason that

* damage to any part of an electrical system will in the majority of

cases not affect the operation of the entire system, while damage to

hydraulic or pneumatic systems will cause a drop in pressure and will

-7-



Impair operation of the system as a whole.

The Second World War was a turning point in the development of

aircraft electrical equipment; at the present time, electrical power

is the most important form of energy for aircraft equipment.

In 1932, the installed power of devices consuming electric cur-

rent on the most highly electrified aircraft amounted to only 5 kw,

rising to 30 kw in 1940; it has now reached 100 kw.

The installed capacity of generators on board a four-motor air-

craft presently exceeds 100 kw (as against 6 kw in 1940), i.e., there

has been a sixteen-fold increase in installed generator capacity over

a period of 15 years. There are certain types of aircraft whose in-

stalled generator capacity exceeds 250 kw, while current-consuming

devices can draw more than 600 kw.

Over the past 15 years, the power of aircraft generators has

risen by a factor of 50.

Over 200 electrical machines of 50 different types are installed

on a modern four-motor aircraft, including about 30 generators and con-

verters of various powers.

With increasing aircraft size, the relative weight of the elec-

trical equipment and electrical power system has risen. While in a

typical two-motor military aircraft (10 Lons) the electrical equipment

forms 50% of the total weight of all equipment, in a four-motor (32-ton)

aircraft, it amounts to 80%, and has an absolute magnitude of 1200 kg.

In this case, the relative weight of the electrical power system has

risen from 29 to 52% (Table V. 1).

The electrical systems of modern heavy aircraft weigh in excess

of 2000 kg, while the electric-power system handles up to 1000 current-

consuming devices and is about 100 km long.

Soviet scientists and designers have created electrical machinery

-8-



TABLE V. I
Weight Distribution Among Individual Elements
of Three Military Aircraft
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it ucy Oftyaas. I
1) Type of aircraft- 2) 10-ton two-motor; 3) four-
motor; 4) 16-ton; 51 32-ton; 6) weight; 7) abso-
lute, kg; 8) relative, %; 9) equipment; 10) radio;
11) instrument; 12) anti-icing devices; 13) elec-
tric-power sources; 1) electric-power network;
15) electric starting motor; 16) other; 17) gen-
erators; 18) rechargeable battery; 19) electric
motor; 20) electric-power network; 21) weight of
electrical equipment relative to total weight of
equipment, %.

and alternating-current apparatus of the highest quality, which has

facilitated the conversion of aircraft electric systems to alternating

S. . . . . ... .. . . . .. . .



current.

At present, it is necessary to solve important problems in con-

nection with the increased technical level or aircraft electrical-

equipment production:

the reliability, high-altitude performance, and durability of

all electrical equipment must be increased still more;

electrical machinery, apparatus, instruments, etc., must be made

lighter and smaller with an accompanying increase in energy character-

istics (efficiency and cos 9);

measures riust be taken toward a further increase in the high-

altitude and high-speed performance characteristics of electrical

equipment;

integrated automation and electrical mechanization of aircraft

controls must be introduced;

there should be a widespread introduction of constant-frequency

alternating current;

electrical alternating-current drive units that are automatically

controlled and regulated must be developed;

new types of aircraft generators, transformers, motors, regulators,

etc., must be developed;

there must be increased precision and stability in voltage and

frequency regulation;

studies must be carried out of transient, unbalanced, and emer-

gency conditions in aircraft electrical machines, and protection cir-

cuits must be improved;

measures must be taken to reduce electrical hazards on board

aircraft;

the theory of aircraft electrical machines must be developed, and

design methods improved.

- 10 -



* Chapter 1

GENERAL INFORMATION ON AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL MACHINES

1.1. OPERATION CONDITIONS FOR AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL MACHINES

Aircraft electrical machines (AEM) operate under conditions that

differ sharply from the operating conditions for general-purpose elec-

trical machines. The basic conditions are:

a) high-altitude capabilities up to 25 km or more;

b) sub- and supersonic flying-craft speeds;

c) increased mechanical loads due to vibration, Jolting, and

acceleration;

d) arbitrary spatial orientation;

e) short service life.

High-Altitude Performance

High-altitude conditions are characterized by the parameters of

the surrounding air (temperature, density, pressure, humidity, compo-

sition, dielectric strength, heat capacity, etc.).

Air temperature is characterized by Its height-dependence in ac-

cordance with Fig. 1.1, which shows the standard, maximum, and mini-

mum curves for t = f(H).

The temperature of undisturbed air taken in drops with Increasing

flight altitude H within the troposphere (up to 11 km), then remains

constant (to a height of roughly 20 kin), increases with H > 20 km,

reaching 0 at a height of 4o km.

Air temperature depends on altitude, and also on the time or year

S and location above the earth's surface. The standard international at-
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mosphere (SA) is frequently used In calculations; it gives the average

values of temperature (Table 1.1).
Tphe rsAt-nnqhin hbfewen the t-emnert-se f n i-h"i in'h:, A4v

of the standard atmosphere and altitude within the troposphere may be

found from the equation f.

1= (1-,H~ C. (1.1)

where H is the altitude, km, and 150 is the initial temperature at sea

level at a pressure of 760 mm Hg.

TABLE 1.1

Standard Atmosphere (SA)

STexvep yp, 4 5 *IuMa 7
BucO- GapoueTpKqc- ________ _la_ FN 03te -CICO-

T& CKOC RA3lcH Run O/---T
""f- se -- CT o 3 Dyx a -H/ pf PO Ti I fTO 7 I9 1 1 LYP 90D3KOCN

""o P1 .O -,. 0 o

-0.5 806.2 10960 1,061 291.25 18.25 1,011 1.285 0,131 1,019 1.024 I0.139 342.1 0,965
0 760.0 10332 1.000 288 15.00 1.000 1.225 0,125 1,000 1,000 0,144 340.2 1.000
2 596,2 8105,4 0.784 275 2,0 0,955 1.007 0.1027 0.8215 0.9061 0,1679 332.,5 1.165
4 462,2 6284,•2 0,608 262 -11,0 0,9097 0.819 0,0835 0,6685 0.81766 0,197 324,5 1.37
6 353.7 4809.5 0.465 249 -24 0,8645 0,65J8 0.0673 0.5384 0.73375 0.234 316.3 1.62
8 266.89 3628.4 0,351 236 -37 0.8194 0.5252 0,0536 0.4286 0.6546 0,2709 308.0 1.94
10 198.16 2694.0 0,261 223 -50 0,7743 0,4126 0.0421 o,3367 0,5803 0,339 299.4 2.35
11 169.63 2306,1 0.22.3 216.5 -56.5 0.7517 0.36"38 0.03710 0.29-69 0.5449 0.3-5 295.0 2.6
12 144.87 1969,5 0,191 216.5 --56.5 0,7517 0,3108 0.03169 0,2536 0.5036 0,4386 295.0 3.04
14 105.67 1436.,5 0.139 216,.5 -56.5 0.7517 0.29265 0.02311 0,18495 0.4310 0.6013 295.0 4,18
15 90,24 1226.9 0,1187 216.5 -56,5 0.7517 0.1935 0,01974 0,15795 .0.3974 0.7041 295.0 4,89
16 77.07 1047.8 0,1014 1216,5 -56.5 0,7517" 0. f5.3 0,01686 0.1349 0,3673 0,8244 295,0 5.72
1s 56,21 764,23 0,074 1216.5 -56,5 0,7517 0,1206 0.012296 0,09539 0,3137 1,130 295,0 7,85
20 41,00 557,41 0,054 216.5 -56,5 0,7517 0,08795 0,008968 0,07176 0,2679 1,550 295,010,75
22 29,9 4M,571 0.0391 1216,5 --5,5 0,7517 0,06115 0.00o61 0,05234 0,2288 2,125 295,014.75
24 21.18 296,54 0.02870 216,.5 -56,5 0.7517 0,04679 0.0o947 0.03818 0.1951 2.913 295. 20.35
25 18,63 253.25 0,0245 1216.5 -56,5 "0,7517 0.03996 0.004075 0.03260 0,1806 3,411 295,023.75
26 15,90 216.2 0,0209 j211F.5 -6,5 I 0,7517 0.03412 0.00348 0.02785 0.1669 3.994 295,027.75
28 11,60 157:76 0.01527 216.5 -56.5 0.7517. 0,02489 0,002538 0,02031 0,1425 5.476 295.040,1
30 8.464 115,07 0.0111 12166 -56,5 0,7517 0.01815 0,001851 0,01481 0,1217 7,507 - 2M5,O 52.2

1) Altitude, H; 2) barometric pressure pH; 3) temperature; 4) weight-

volume ratio, yH; 5) density, ; 6) kinematic viscosity of air,
4 H H2v-lO ; 7) speed of sound, aH; 8) mm Hg; 9) kg/m ; 10) kg/.n,3 ; 11)

kg-sec 2/m 4; 12) m2/sec; 13) m/sec.

At a height H = 11-30 Ian in the stratosphere (isothermal atmos-

phere) the air temperature is
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Fig. L.I. Variation in temperature of undisturbed
air stream with height above sea level according
to SA. 1) Maximum; 2) troposphere; 3) standard;
4) minimum; 5) tropopause; 6) stratosphere; 7)
ionosphere.

t=-56,5° C=const.

In designing aircraft electrical machinery, it is necessary to

proceed on the basis of the least favorable temperature conditions for

undisturbed air. In this case, we use as a basis the maximum standard

air temperature, determined by the expressions

t=(60-8,33H)OC at H1<12 xx
and (1.a)

t---C at H> 12 sex.

SThe air densities with respect to weight (y) and mass (p), which

depend on pressure, temperature, and humidity, decrease with height

above sea level. The relationship between the relative* air density

and altitude according to the SA (see Table 1.1) may be determined

approximately for altitudes up to 11 km from the formula

0. T 20-H
'S 204-#

For altitudes H > 11 km, the formula

9- (1 .2a)
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may be used; here H is the altitude, kin, y,,(PH) and yo(po) arc the

air densities at the altitude and at sea level, respectively,

pA. are the relative densities at the a-ltitde H; then

p =Y/g, g = 9.81 m/sec 2

P0. = 0.125 kg.sec2/m4 , To = 1.225 k

The air pressure drops with increasing height above sea level

(Table 1.1),

The relative air pressure according to the SA may be fo.und ac-

proximately from the formulas

p,= P =( I--0,0226j)5.' at H .< II
and A (11. 3)

P 170 e-c'IG(f-1 ) at H 1I xm,

2where P0 = 760 rmm Hg = 10,332.3 kg/mr

The relationship among pressure, temperature and air density is

established from the gas law

pL-==gRT._p

Using Formula (1.2) in the form

"I_ 7 J jP J. n p H -+T) (2 3 .--------------"" -0,379
F. 74 p, T', p, (2;i-+iH) 20, 3 -9

or, taking the values of pO, to, and m, from the SA, we can obtain:

PH-=-0 ,0 4 7 3  P N

and (1.4)

-heoresur, m -Hg6t 25i .J

where p h is the pressure, mm Hg, tH is the air temroerature at a!-:-:--:

H, and in accordance with the SA, P 060 70 mm_ rg, and t-=i-,G.

The air humidity (relative) m-ay reach 98- at an ami-ient ten:ra--

ture of +20 0 C.

Air comoositIon. With increasing altit-ide, the amount c--o....

and oxygen in the air decreases, and the concentration of c.-one r_.
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Fig. 1.2. Partial pressures of
nitrogen, oxygen, and saturated
water vapor as a function of al-
titude. 1) p, mm Hg; 2) water
vapor; 3) oxygen; 4 nitrogen.

Figure 1.2 shows the partial pressures of nitrogen, oxygen, and satu-

rated water vapor as a function of altitude. The amount of ozone at

the 20-30 ka level Is (35-4)-io0-5 g/m3 , i.e., greater by a factor of

17-20 than at the earth.

The dielectric strength of air drops as the pressure decreases.

t At an altitude of 15 ki, the dielectric strength of air .is roughly

2.5 times less than at sea level. Arc length Tg increases with alti-

tude, and at the 15-km level it nearly doubles for a DC voltage of

24 v.

The curves of Fig. 1.3 show arc time as a function of flight a-

titude and break current.

The change in parameters of the surrounding air with increasing

height has a negative effect on the operation of electrical machines;

it decreases cooling efficiency, especially in the'stratosphere where

the temperature is constant and the air density continues to drop; it

impairs commutation conditions, since sparking at sliding contacts and
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brush wear increase (under high-altitude conditions, collector spark-

Ing can easily change into ring arcing). In addition, the thickening

of oil and decrease in structural clearances owing to decreasing tem-

pezratuure can increase the starting counter torque of mechanisms, while

increasing ionization raises air conductivity and decreases its elec-

trical strength, which impairs the operation of commutating devices.

J11 x I
40- 1/ __

ii- x...........
*.....- ! - • -

V 3 6 9 a a M V fsW a0 W W J• X

Fig. -. 3. Arc time T as a function of alti-
tude 1- and contactor breaking current I for
125 v DC and an inductive circuit. 1) r,
millisec.

Finally, the high ozone concentration at high altitudes (20-30 km)

aids the oxidizing action of the atmosphere on metals and organic

materials, and also leads to an increase In air temperature as com-

pared with the SA temperature.

Flight Speed

As flight speed goes up, the temperature of the air surrounding

the flying craft and used to cool electrical machines also increases.

The temperature rise in the boundary layer, in intakes, and

within the fuselage of a flying craft is proportional to the square of

the flight speed v, and is independent of the air rarefication occur-

ring as the craft climbs.

If we assume that the intake air enters the generator duct at a

speed equaling the flying-craft speed v, and leaves at a speed v1 , the

temperature rise of the gas stream owing to Its deceleration In the

-16 -
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Fig. 1.4. Dynamic temperature
rise and impact temperature (dashed
line). td and ttorm = f(v) at H =

= O(t = 60°C) and H > 12(t = -40 0 C).
"1) V, m/sec.

ventilating system of the electrical machine is determined by the

well-known Bernoulli equation:

O¥, --t-' __ t
2 h-i2 4-1

then allowing for adiabatic compression, the air temperature will be

I • t,=t+ + -1(,,-w,,)c.*k( , 2 (1.5)

Thus, the gas-stream temperature will rise by an amount

-2.. •-CR(•• (1.6)

owing to the loss of velocity. For air, the adiabatic coefficient k Is

a constant equaling k = 1.4; the gas constant R = 29.27 kgm/kg-degree,

2and g = 9.81 m/sec

In this case

1W (1.6a)
For complete deceleration of the air stream, i.e., at the critical

point where the stream velocity equals zero (vI = 0),

S,= t(5 io

and
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t o (1. + o6b)

Here ttorm is the temperature at the critical point, called the impact

temperature, and td is the dynamic temperature rise above the tempera-

ture of the undisturbed air.

The temperature of the air used to cool electrical machines dif-

fers from the impact temperature; it depends on the location of the

machine and the method used to cool it. In the general case, if we

allow for adiabatic compression, the cooling-air temperature will be

below the impact temperature, i.e.,

to,.- t-+Pa (•)'< to,., (1 .6c)

where v is measured in m/sec and p1 < 5.

;YA For aircraft electrical machinery, we may as-

sume that Pi = 4".3

N'S *1 In view of (1.1) and (1.6c), we may obtain

from the SA:

t - 15 6,5l-+p(k- -fH2

and o (1.6d)
_ _ .za to=-56.5+pai-) for H>1 Ij Jx

where t Is the air temperature according to the

Fig. 1.5. Air International standard.

temperature as Figure 1.4 gives curves for td = f(v) and
a function ofd
altitude and t = f(v), while Fig. 1.5 shows the air tempera-
flight speed torm =
(M = 0 and M= ture for higher altitudes and flight speeds of 2M.
=2)0

For flight speeds up to 300 m/sec (1080 km/hr),

the cooling-air temperature does not rise by more than 45°C owing to

stream deceleration; at a flight speed v = 600 m/sec, however, it

reaches 180°C, and at v = 900 m/sec (3240 km/hr), it is 4050 C.

It is clear that at flight speeds of v > 600 m/sec, it is impossi-

ble to use natural or forced-air cooling for electrical machinery.
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Mechanical Loads

Large mechanical stresses appear in aircraft electrical machines

owing to vibration and jolting of the main aircraft engine, and are

~ ,~iiaA h~? 1~v~afirn 1r ~ rq ncr~rvtippno in maneu1veriniz~

(take-off, landing, and turns), in firing, etc.

The frequency and amplitude of vibrations and jolts are deter-

mined by the type of flying craft and the type of main engine. Their

magnitudes are normally established in the tactical-technical speci-

fications.

Mechanical loads normally increase with flight speed and reach

values of 10 g or more. Vibration frequency fluctuates from 10 to 500

cps.

Mechanical stresses have a substantial effect on electrical-

machine design and, in particular, on coupled elements.

Spatial Orientation

A flying craft and all of the equipment carried by it can occupy

any position in space, which also affects electrical-machine design

and must be taken into account during design and, in particular, during

the choice of bearings.

Service Life

General-purpose electrical machinery may operate continuously for

10-20 years.

The service life of aircraft electrical machines Is considerably

less. They should operate without failure and without need for repairs

for 500 hr over a three and one-half year period from the day that

they leave the factory. The service lives of some aircraft electrical

machines may be even lower (for example, generators for deicers, elec-

trical machines for rockets, etc.).

Service life influences the choice of thermal and electrical
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loads, which rise as service life decreases; type and size of bearings,

and grade of lubricant are also affected.

The permissible winding-insulation temperatures are determined by

service life (machine lifetime), as well as by the class (grade) of

insulation used.

Insulation service life depends on temperature. Thus, inbulatlon

made from organic materials (class A) can serve for 25 years at a

00temperature of 100., and about 15 min at a temperature of 2000.

Insulation service life may be determined from an equation of

the type

S=k•e-0 • hr,

where kt is an empirical coefficient; t is the winding temperature;

T is the insulation service life.

For class A insulation, i e coefficient kt = 72-107, and at t =

=150', = 1200 hr.

Thus, if we take the service life of aircraft electrical machin-

ery as 500 hr, we can accordingly increase the permissible winding

temperature and, consequently, the electrical load as well.

1.2. BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL MACHINES

Aircraft electrical machines should satisfy the All Union

Standards for electrical machinery. In addition, various additional

specifications apply to them, necessitated by the peculiarities of the

operating conditions. These requirements form the content of the tech-

nical plans (TZ) on the basis of which a part is developed and the

technical specifications (TT), and the equipment is procured on their

basis.

The basic topics covered in the TZ and TIT are:

a) uninterrupted operation in any orientation under high-altitude

conditions with various accelerations, temperatures, humidities, loads,
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and stresses, as is clear from the previous discussio',;

b) durability, the degree to which the equipment Is selfcontained,

and simplicity of servicing;

c) optimum weight and least size;

d) increased mechanical strength;

e) protection against radio interference;

f) protection against penetration of oil,' water, or fuel within

the electrical machine.

The durability of any device is its ability to continue to oper-

ate when damaged. It also provides for resistance of equipment to

damage by the automatic connection of parallel or spare equipment.

The degree t q 'hich a flying craft is selfcontained indicates its

ability to do without airport technical facilities.

The presence of a spare aircraft generator driven by a special

. motor increases the independence of an aircraft, since it makes it

possible to prepare for takeoff while the aircraft engines are not

operating.

The requirement of optimum weight and least size is self-evident:

every kilogram of excess equipment weight decreases payload and com-

bat ability of a flying craft, while the conditions under which elec-

trical machines are located on aircraft-engine housings, under which

they are built into mechanisms, etc., require minimum size.

The problem of minimum electrical-machine weight, however, should

be related to power characteristics. A decrease in electrical-machine

weight with a simultaneous drop in efficiency may lead to negative

results owing to the additional fuel consumption and decrease in lift

of the flying craft. It is important to obtain an optimum machine

. which will give minimum weight.for given power characteristics.*

In aviation, the general tendency of design is tG obtain minimum-
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weight equipment. Minimum-weight electrical machines do not always

result In a flying craft of minimum weight, however. The lower the

efficiency of an aircraft generator, the more Dower that must be takc "

from the aircraft motor and the greater the weight flow rate of th-

cooling air. This increases the power (weight) of the aircraft engi!1=

and the fuel consumption. Consequently, in calculating the weight of

an aviation electrical machine, it is necessary to consider the ex-

penditure of power and fuel on cooling, as well as the power taken

from the aircraft engine, i.e., the flying weight must be taken as

the basis. In this case, the problem of electrical-machine optirmum

weight and efficiency will be solved in accordance with the type of

flying craft.

1.3. CLASSIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL YACHIN-ERY AND ELECTRIC-
POWER SYSTEMS

There presently is no generally accepced classification of air-

craft electrical machinery.

The fields of application and the varieties of aircraft electri-

cal machines are so diverse that they should be classified by basic

criteria. Below, we propose a basic classification of aircraft elec-

trical machinery according to function, which will then be given ac-

cording to the individual types of machines, e.g.:

a) direct-current and alternating-current generators for supplyi-•

the main electrical powar system, electrical deicing systems, stand-b:-

and special devices;

b) single-phase and three-phase transformers and autot•anZfc:..E.;

c) direct-current and alternating-current motors for continuous.

intermittent, and cyclic service in aircraft drive mechanisms;

d) centralized and individual power-supply converters for gyro-

scope, radar, and other systems;
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e) control-system amplidynes;

f) special electrical machines for aircraft drive mechanisms,

computers and tracking systems (selsyns, magnesyns, fast-response

actuating motors, etc.).

Table 1.2 gives the basic aviation electric-power systems, which

may be reduced to four groups:

a) low- and high-voltage direct-current systems;

b) variable-frequency alternating-current systems;

c) fixed-frequency alternating-current systems;

d) mixed or combination systems.

The choice of an electric-power system is determined by the type

of flying craft, its function, and the tactical-technical data. Owing

to the variety of flying craft, there is no one aircraft electrical

power system that is optimum for all cases.

A direct-current system may operate at 30 or 120 V, or at two

voltages: 30 and 120 v (Figs. 1.6 and 1.7).

Where two voltages are available, the 30-volt line is used to

supply low-power devices and, in particular, for light bulbs whose

filaments would have to be so thin to operate from 120 v that they

could not withstand vibration.

The 30-v DC system is the most common and most highl:' developed.

It is simple, safe, and satisfies the tactical-technical requirements

of small and medium flying craft for altitudes up to 20 km and speeds

below 500 m/sec.

For heavy aircraft, requiring more electric power and longer cir-

cuits, extending to 75-100 km, this system becomes heavy owing to the

excessive weight of conductors. In addition, at high altitudes and

flight speeds, the operating reliabillty of the sliding commutator

contact (brushes and commutator) decreases, and It becomes difficult
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TABLE 1. 2

Aircraft Electric-Power Systems
Cacrua~a aIenpiipoomaH 3 P4cUpeaeAernme41
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IM. q I I 48 ; 11.......

8 8 30 8 28.5
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30 28.5
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1) Electrical system; 2) generation; 3) distribu-
tion; 41) comments; 5) frequency; 6) voltage, V; 7)
alternating current from converter; 8) direct cur-
rent; 9) alternating current; 10) or above; 11)
direct and alternating current; 12) part of alter-
nating variable-frequency current rectified; 13)

automatic voltage regulation 14) (U1~ const
maintained automatically; M5 booster generator

used to maintain (U/f)n = const; 16) frequency con-
verter, couplings, electrical. circuits, brakes; 17)
independent installation; 18) independent Installa-
tion with direct-current generator actuated by
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TABLE 1.2 (key continued)

main drive; 19) alternating-current generator
and direct-current generator actuated by main
drive; 20) generators operated from main drive,
4 A Ap + 4 "ý 4- ftI ^+- 4 -, - - - -, -- A -4 .. ^.-,

L46 &A &%A ,&A W L & A-.7 % L ( J. CAL %, .L'%JA& 4 .L e, %-- A & % J.- X ',W AA .5 V Ir;A 4

from main drive with coupling; 21) mixed sys-
tems.

f-P 1.-.30 1o3
2 2 V&J f &~! 11i200 1

Fig. 1.6. Circuit Fig. 1.7. Circuit diagram
diagram of 30-v DC of 120-v DC electrical
electrical system, system. Converters: P) DC-
P) DC-stabilized fre- DC; P1) DC-AC. 1) Volts;
quency AC converters, 2) P; 3) P1
drawing about 20% of
generator power. 1)
volts; 2) P.

fa war LI: CiOrSt F 1 gicuit

diagram of ACfavor variablem~-frqecy eec

6 3
et%) vol2s;.0)

P;~~M 3)V fhagebl ate•l)or;

2n Ni -o
too tecommtator

Fig. 1.8. Circuit Fig. 1.9. Circuit diagram
diagram of AC-DC of variable-frequency elec-
electrical .system. trical system. V) Rectifier;
V) Rectifier; P) con- P and e converters; B) re-
verters; 1) volts; 2) chargeable battery; 1) or;
P; 3) V. 2ývolts; 3) Pl 1P 5) B;

to cool the commutator.

A 120-v DC system reduces the weight of the conductors by a fac-

tor of roughly 41.5 when compared with a 30-v system'. This system pos-

sesses substantial drawbacks, however:

a) electrical-machine commutation is impaired, especially for low-
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power motors whose weight increases;

b) at high speeds, difficulties appear with respect to commuba-

tion and regulation of equipment, since arcing time increases owing to

the decreasing air density;

c) 120-v rechargeable batteries weigh more than those for 24 v;

d) a 30-v source is required to furnish power to apparatus, in-

struments, bulbs, etc.

1 1 1 1

r rr tr

3 3

formcr; ) rectiier; P) converer

)A 1volts.

5%1 conde foree
3M3.

Fig. 1.10. Circuit diagram of cogh-
binati.on variable-frequency system.
VDa) Booster generators- TT trans-
formpr; V) rectifier; by converter;
Nýload; 1)0G; 2) VDG; 3) N; 4) V;

5j volts.

The system cannot be recommended for use since it is less reliable

and has poor high-altitude characteristics.

The availability of two voltages complicates the system but makes

it possible to decrease conductor weight.

An AC-DC system consists of v~arilable-freq~uency AC generators and

rectifiers (Fig. 1.8).

A part of the variable-frequency AC power is used directly, and

part is rectified by means of semiconductor rectifiers to 28.5 v DC.

The advantage to this system is the possibility of increasing
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generator power without a corresponding increase in sLze, i.e., a de-

crease in the relative generator weight; there is also a certain de-

crease in system weight, and it is possible to use the highly devel-

Soped equipment available for 30 v DC. The utilization of germanium

rectifiers makes possible a considerable decrease in rectifier weight

while the utilization of silicon rectifier in addition permits solid-

state rectifiers to be used at temperatures up to 2000C.

Variable-frequency AC systems may take various forms (see Table

1.2), e.g.:

a) frequency varying with voltage automatically intained con-

stant with the aid of a voltage regulator; in this case, the torque

of electrical induction motors drops off with Increasing frequency and,

consequently, motor sizes should be made larger since at maximum fre-

quency it is necessary to provide given starting and maximum torques;

b) system voltage is automatically regulated with frequency

variation in accordance with the law (U/f)n = const; in this case, the

torques of induction motors remain nearly unchanged with frequency

variation, but other current-consuming devices receive varying volt-

ages, which is not suitable for light bulbs, heating devices, etc.

(Fig. 1.9);

c) a mixed system, in which a portion of the energy is distributed

at constant voltage U = const, while that part of the energy Intended

to power electric motors is distributed at a voltage that varies in

accordance with the law (U/f)n = const (this may be done by means of

a booster generator, as shown in Fig. 1.10).

A general drawback to all AC variable-frequency systems is the

need for an additional DC electrical system to supply special apparatus:

this increases the weights of transformers, motors, capacitors, ampli-

fiers, etc., whose dimensions are determined by the minimum frequency,
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and complicates parallel operation.

A constant-frequency AC system with constant voltage is the most

suitable for aviation purposes. Constant generator frequency may be

obtained by various methods which will be discussed below together

with the properties of this system.

Until recently, aircraft basically used 24-30 v DC; under the

conditions of ever-increasing power demands, hcwcever, such a system

no longer satisfies modern aircraft requirements either with respect

to the weight of electrical equipment or with respect to reliability,

especially for high-speed and high-altitude flights. Thus alternating

current came into use.

Three-phase 50-cps AC at 120 v was widely employed in the USSR

in 1934 on A.N. Týpolev's mammoth airplane "Maxim Gor'kiy."

The total current drawn by AC and DC current-consuming devices

Was 31.6 kw. Two three-phase synchronous generators of 3 and 5.5 kva

power at 120 v were installed aboard the aircraft together with two

DC generators of 3 and 5.8 kw power at 27 v. The generators were

driven by special internal-combustion motors at a speed of 3000 rpm.

The basic advantages of using alternating current in aviation are

characterized by the following data.

Direct-current aircraft generators of from 3 to 30 kw power ro-

tating at a speed of 4000-9000 rpm have a relative weight of 4-2 kg/kw,

while alternating current generators may be built in the 10 to 100 kva

power range for speeds of 8000-6000 rpm with relative weights of 1.5-

0.75 kg/kva, i.e., they are considerably lighter than direct-current

gen'ratorLi.

A comparison of the weights of AC and DC aircraft motors shows

that AC motors are two-three times lighter than corresponding DC

motors.
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TABLE 1 .3
Sample Distribution of Electric Power on Modern
Aircraft

S2 3

4. 3a.empomep.ne.niwe m xourpov~ube 1.5 'locouu.it 10
Opu6opu

5 Ocuemeuue 4.0 5evpa3sawm 11

6 PaAHoycTpoAcT&a V meKnpoamovatro 20 nelpeenul 12
3aexTpuuexanat.m 20.0 Bepa"snaun 11

saexTpouarpes I 0,0

9 Pasnoc 4.5 --

1 Fi"';: +< application; 2) average power drawn,
%; 3) ,'pe of current; 4) electrical measurement
and monitoring instrument; 5) lighting; 6) radio
equipment and electrical automatic devices; 7)
electrical mechanism; 8) electrical heaters; 9)
various; 10) direct; 11) AC or DC; 12) alternat-
ing.

Devices consuming electric current may be classified into two

groups for aircraft (Table 1.3):

1. Devices running on either type of current - deicing devices,

heaters, illumination devices, etc.; they can draw up to 75% of all

power.

2. Devices requiring constant-frequency alternating current - com-

munications and radar devices, gyroscope instruments, etc.; they may

take about 20% of the total power.

3. Devices requiring constant-voltage direct current - control

instruments; they take about 5% of the total power.

Thus, a fixed-frequency alternating-current system will supply

about 95% of all the power needs, and only about 5% of the power needs

to be converted into direct current, while with a direct-current sys-

tem, up to 20% of the total power must be converted with the aid of

rotating converters which are inefficient and have a high weight-to-

Spower ratio. It is important to note that power drawn by devices re-
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quiring alternating current has a tendency to increase, while direct-

current needs drop.

The weight of the electrical network may reach 100 kilograms, and

is increasing more rapidly than the weight of electrical equipment; on

large aircraft, system weight may exceed 50% of the weight of elec-

trical equipment. It thus becomes an urgent necessity to raise the

voltage of the aircraft electric system, which is best done by con-

verting to alternating current.

Below we list the advantages and drawbacks to alternating- and

direct-current electrical power systems.

Advantages in Using a Direct-Current System

1. Simplicity of parallel generator operation - speed regulation

is not required.

-2. Higher motor starting and overload torques.

3. Economical and simple motor speed control.

4. Less system conduccor weight for the same voltage.

Drawbacks

1. Limitations on power, speed, voltage, and high-altitude per-

formance.

2. Lower reliability, higher weight, and larger size of apparatus.

3. Higher power conversion (20%).

Advantages in the Use of Alternating-Current System

1. Good high-altitude performance owing to the absence of commu-

tators; equipment simplicity and reliability.

2. Higher maximum generator power.

3. Lighter and smaller generators and motors.

4. Possibility of stepping voltage up to 208 v and decreasing

network weight.

5. Decrease in interference with radio reception.
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6. Less power conversion (5%).

7. Possibility of operation with break in phase.

S Drawbacks

1. Presence of arrangement for frequency conversion and more com-

plicated parallel-operation apparatus.

2. Reactive power is drawn.

3. Mctor speed control is complicated.

1.4. VOLTAGE, FREQUENCY, AND NU1BER OF PHASES

The voltage of an electrical system and generator is determined

by: the amount of power supplied, the devices consuming electrical

power; the permissible voltage drop in the network; personnel and

flying-craft safety; operating reliability under high-altitude con-

ditions; the attempt to decrease transformer and converter power. In

addition, it is necessary to allow for the spacing between current-

carrying elements, the type of insulation, arc time, and the magni-

S tude of short-circuit currents.

As system power and the length of the electrical network increase,

the most efficient voltage also becomes higher. Here we must remember

that it is impossible to decrease conductor cross section below some
2

specific size, such as 0.5 mm , owing to mechanical-strength condi-

tions. Thus, an excessive increase in voltage is undesirable, since

in this case conductor cross section will be limited not by current

density or permissible voltage drop in the network, but by its me-

chanical strength.

From the standpoint of personnel safety, DC voltage should not

exceed 24 v, and AC voltage, 40 v. Thus, on modern flying craft which

as a rule use higher voltages, it is necessary to bbserve the rules of

electrical safe'y engineering.

The danger :,f fire due to a stable arc discharge may appear in
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TABLE 1.14
Comparison of Conductor Weight for Alternating-
and Direct-Current Electrical Systems

1I - L..- I Jb,
POA-OK I6 %OMt-SgUS 1nanP231crni 9TOK89MeANI SaeKapocm afteuxu J3v I*

SnOCTORMUf O 7HonPUoA. -MCeCa, 27 1 -

o6pamuuA nposA• a•3ewe 120 22.5IICOIrdt I OHnpJO°a lcea 27 10
nlePeHHuA •Ayxnposo~Aas chrea 120 45.0

~TpexlPOBOAmax ipeXIn3Ns ckcreUS 208j'120 0[upa Cos ? =0.75

1) Type of current; 2) electrical system; 3)
voltage, v; 4) weight of copper, %; 5) direct;
6) alternating; 7) single-wire system. return
conductor grounded; 8) two-wire system; 9)
three-wire three-phase system, cos ( = 0.75.

the presence of a continuing short circuit. Two types of short circuit

are possible: a short circuit that interrupts itself following rapid

local burning of conductors and structures, or the more dangerous cor.-

dition of a continuing short circuit resulting from prolonged burning

of an arc, leading to welding of the conductors.

The nature of a short-circuit process depends on the magnitude

of the current, conductor cross section, and the condition of the con-

tacting surface.

A direct-current arc will burn longer, all other conditions being

equal, than an alternating-current arc, especially at high altitudes

and higher voltages.

Large short-circuit currents lead to local burning out of con-

ductors, so that arc time does not exceed 0.1-0.3 sec, and if the

wire insulation is not combustible, fire hazard is slight. Small

short-circuit currents are more dangerous, since arc burning is more

Ptable and continues longer in this case.

Experience has shown that the consequences of short circuits pre-

"sent almost no practical hazards for voltages below ju v.
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At higher voltages, especially with direct currelIL, Lire hazard

rises, and at voltages above 250 v, a short circuit can eliminate It-

self only with difficulty.

The voltage value affects the weight of electrical equipment, I.e.,

an increase in voltage leads to some increase in the weight of genera-

tors and motors which is the greater the lower their power. The in-

crease in machinery weight is explained by the decreasing fill factor

for the active copper layer owing to an increase in the relative di-

mensions of insulation and a decrease in conductor cross section.

When the voltage of DC electrical machines is raised, their size

and weight rise for powers below 10 kw and drop for powers above 20

kw. This is explained by the fact that in low-power machines, a de-

crease in commutator weight is not compensated by an increase in machine

weight due to the decreasing degree of utilization of the active layer.

The weight of commutating apparatus and fittings (terminals, plugs)

decreases, while the weight of storage batteries (of the direct-current

system) increases with increasing voltage.

Energy losses in the system drop as the voltage goes up, since the

relative importance of voltage drops at contacts and in conductors de-

creases; in addition, in DC systems, there is a sharp drop in losses

at electrical-machine commutators.

in aircraft requiring more than 50 kw, at 30 v the power-system

conductor cross section is selected not on the basis of the permissible

current density, but from the permissible voltage drop, i.e., the

cross section is deliberately increased. Consequently, in this case

it is necessary to increase system and generator voltage, which is

ea5ily done by converting to alternatinF .urrent.

Calculations show that for an aircraft with a flying weight of

10 tons, an increase in the voltage above 120 v produces no noticeable

-33 -
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decrease in conductor weight, since 90% of the conductors already

have their minimum permissible cross section in terms of mechanical

strength. Consequently, in this case it makes no sense to increase

system voltage. For a craft with a flying weight of 50 tons, at 120 v

about 75% of the wires have the minimum permissible cross section, i.e.,

in this case it makes sense to increase the voltage still further.

Table 1.4 compares various electrical systems with respect to

weight of network copper for constant nominal power, and Lhe same

network length and current density.

From the point of view of decreasing netv.ork conductor weight,

it is advantageous to use 120 v DC. As we have mentioned before, how-

ever, difficulties are encountered at high altitudes with direct

current of this voltage.

m-w 2 2For electrical power systems

t_ • 2| with installed generator capacity of

the order of 100-300 kva and about

AV•e 100 km of conductor, three-phase AC

Va2 at 208/120 v prove to be optimum,

safe, and reliable. Under these con-

ditions, 30 v DC is not optimum, and

__ the system is less reliable owing toI Z. .3

the presence of commutators.
Fig. 1.11. Relative weight
of electric motors having With a further increase in air-
various powers as a function
of frequency; the weight of craft electrical-system power (1000
the motor at 400 cps is
taken as unity. 1) rpm; 2) kva) it Is possible that the voltage
watts; 3) cps.

will be increased to 380/220 v AC.

Thus, in modern aircraft electrical systems we find: direct cur-

rent at 30 v (across the generator terminals and 28.5 v In the line);

three-phase alternating current at 208/120 v (at the generator termi-
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nals and 200/115 v in the line) and single-phase alter:.:ting current

at 120 v (at the generator terminals and 115 v in the line).

It should be noted that the voltage fluctuation in an aircraft

network reaches +10% with direct current; this is due to the voltage

drop in the network as the current varies from 0 to the rated value,

by the large variation in cooling-air characteristics, and by imper-

fection in the voltage regulators.

The modern voltage regulators used in DC systems provide a volt-

age fluctuation at the generator terminals within limits of 3.5 v (as

the load changes from zero to rated value and the temperature ranges

from +50 to -60 0 C with flights at altitudes up to 20 km).

Modern general-purpose AC aircraft generators with voltage regu-

lators maintain the voltage across their terminals constant to within

_4%. Generators have recently been developed with regulation systems

that maintain the voltage across the terminals constant to within

+1.5-0.5%.

By decreasing voltage fluctuations at generator terminals, it is

possible to compress the range of line-voltage variation and, conse-

quently, to decrease the weight of electrical equipment; a further in-

crease in the precision of generator voltage regulation would lead to

instability in parallel operation, however.

The frequency of alternating current and its choice are determined

by the requirements of the current-consuming devices; rotational zpeeds

of generators, motors, and mechanisms, energy losses due to eddy cur-

rents and hysteresis.

All devices consuming electrical power on board aircraft can be

classified into three groups:

a) devices for which the frequency or even the type of current

makes no difference (heating and illuminating devices);

-. 35
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b) devices with which it is desirable to use higher frequencies;

they include static electromagnetic devices (transformers, magnetic

c) devices for which It is undesirable to use frequencies above

400 cps: electric motors, the electrical network, etc.

Magnetic amplifiers and transformers are widely employed in radio

installations and automatic-control systems; frequencies of 2000 cps

or more lead to a reduction in weight and shorter response times in

systems using automatic devices.

On the other hand, the majority of modern aircraft electrical

mechanisms use intermittently operating electrical motors running at

10,000-12,000 rpm and operating for spans of 6000-8000 rpm. Under such

conditions, it is desirable to use four- and six-pole motors (2p = 4

and 6) at a frequency of

f En . (3-E-2)(8000+12000) =400 cps.
60. 00

Restrictions are imposed on further increasing electric-motor

speed by the quality of off-the-shelf ball bearings, low reducing-

gear efficiency, which drops as the gear ratio goes up, and by increased

electromechanical time constant.

Figure 1.11 shows the relative weight of aircraft electric motors

as a function of frequency for n = 8000, 12,000, and 24,000 rpm.

Modern aircraft DC generators reach speeds of 10,000-12,000 rpm.

Speeds of 15-100-kva salient-pole alternators reach 8000-6000 rpm for

machines with six-eight poles, while for nonsalient-pole machines,

speeds reach 12,000-24,000 rpm with four or two poles.

Generator speed is limited by the mechanical strength of the

rotor; on this basis, nonsalient-pole generators may be constructed

for peripheral speeds of* up to 200 m/sec, and salient-pole machines
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for speeds of up to 70-80 m/sec.

Eight-four-pole generators display good weight arid zcower charac-

teristics in 10-100 kva sizes at speeds of* 6000-12,000 rpm, i.e.,

even at a 400-cps frequency.

Effect of Frequency Variation on Transformer Size and Losses*

It is easy to see how frequency variation affects the dimensions

of static electromagnetic devices by investigating a transformer.

The electromagnetic power developed by a transformer equals

S. =mE6=8,888L S [vA
40010000

or

S f•88 B 4
8-88 L [va/cm ],

SUSC wi00J

where
mwI= OOmwjq.=IOOjS. [amp],

B and Ss are the induction in the core and its cross sectioii,

cm ; m and w are the number of phases and the number of turns per

phase; j is the current density, amp/mm 2; qm is the cross-sectional
2

area of a single conductor, cm ; Sm = mwqm is the total cross-sectional

area of copper in the m phases of the winding.

By considering several geometrically similar transformers we see

clearly that they are characterized by a proportional change in all

linear dimensions and a constant copper fill factor and steel-core cross

section.

In the case under consideration, the copper cross section Sm, the

steel cross section S., and the transformer surface P vary in propor-

-ion to the square of the linear dimension; the weight (volume) of

copper G m and of steel Gs, i.e., the active weight Ga of the trans-

o-rer varies in proportion to the third power of the linear dimen-

Qicn-, and the electromagnetic power varies In proportion to the fourth
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power of the linear dimensions.

We may thus write S = S P - 2 .

In order to simplify the analysis, from this point on we shall

use relative units, and quantities corresponding to the initial fre--

quency will carry the subscript "0" and those associated with relative

units the asterisk "*"', i.e.,

A=, Go, P' __A, B, .

In view of this, we may write

'so
S = =j =j~~ Bfl~t,

whence we determine a transformer linear dimension

1= ~~~~SO.2S(j)-.5

the surface and cross section

R7 =S,-=S 1= 2 0So.5 (Bjf)-Oa,

as well as the weight
* 4D 07

Iron losses owing to polarity reversal are determined from the

well-known expression

PC-=kckcBf"'*`G. [w atts ],

or in relative form

The copper losses in the transformer windings are

P.=hk.k3J'G. [watts],

or In relative form

Here kvs(k and k (k* ) are coefficients that take into

account the rise in lo'c3es due to eddy-current reactions for the active
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steel and winding copper, respectively, and which de_.a..'- .al oz;. er

conditAons being equal) on the frequency: they may be renresenteo1 ink

the approximate form

k.%44'> I and k,.,• ', > 1,

where

a1<l, *<land.1>1.

If we substitute the values of Gm and Gs Into the expressions

for the losses, we obtain, respectively,

and 0.7 -.50.7&+6.,

Thus, the steel and copper losses are expressed as functions of

the electromagnetic power Se, the core induction B, the winding cur-

rent density j, and the supply-line frequency f.

Using these expressions, we determine the total transformer loss-

es XP and the ratio of the constant losses (P s) to the variable losses

kPM), i.e.,

P + P,=A N+kpI+,&p.
AV 0 +_PCO I-4kpg

or

-a

where

a--.d

- the ratio of transformer constant loss-s to variable losses.

in the last analysis, transformer relaEtve dimenol ons wi`:- riiing

frequency are determined by heat-rise conditions. The relative trans-

"for,,.er volUm..e changes in proportion to the third power of the linear

--mensions, and the relative heat-transfer surface in proportion to
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the square of the linear dimensions.

Thus, the specific heat flow, which characterizes transformer

heating, will rise in proportion to the first power of the linear di-

mensions for the constant transformer losses. Actually, the situation

is more favorable, since the relative total losses decrease as the

frequency goes up and, consequently, the specific heat flow rises
.

less rapidly than the linear dimenslor 1 decreases.

The temperature rise of a potted transformer may be characterized

in first approximation by the specific heat flow, i.e., the ratio of

the sum of the losses to the entire outside surface of the transformer

A= !; I+kPop 0.25 0-oa2.72-ox+.
17 +kpo;

In order to understand the results obtained, let us consider a

specific cask; we assume that the transformer electromagnetic power is
.

constan't, i.e., Se = 1, the specific heat flow stays at the same value,

i.e., cooling conditions are nearly identical for transformers at all

frecquencies (At = 1), the ratio of the constant losses to the variable
*

losses remains constant, i.e., kp = 1, and the thickness and grade of

steel as well as conductor dimensions remain unchanged so that n' =

1.35 and n"i = 2.0.

Ir view of this, the current density, induction, weight, and

losses as functions uf frequency will be:

2 W+e,--*

f or

where we assume that k l 1 and aI -- a2 0;

or

By the constancy of the specifil heat flow

4o 0-



*je -4*aa,-.,- a,)

t..J 7n-2 Or' ; O.&0"-o0.61•"

and =I

Using the values of j and B, we obtain the desired expressions

for the transformer weight and losses:

= A ~ -0.217+0-.67a,

Figure 1.12 gives a family of curves corresponding to

;,Aj2Pand(;=,?(!).
whnere

if we allow for the skin effect ('11 / a / 0), the induction in

the core decreases and the weight rises (dashed lines). The decrease

S�in the exponent n" (for induction) and the increase in the exponent

n' (for frequency) cause the induction to decrease more rapidly and

thus increase the weight.

48 4

* 0*

2 -' 1 7 S. B j

N•LZ.. I I

Fig. 1.12. Relatlve.values of weight,

induction., current de.isity, and tran-s-former losses as functions of fre-

quency. Solid lines - skin effect not
considered, dashed lines - skin effect
taken into account.
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It follows from what we have said that as the frequency rises, the
ac t, r •, - w~f dros of .monnotoncally, and the degree of

decrease 'epen's on Athel steel g-ade an O.An .1.4,

and a 1 ).

Experience and more detailed analysis show, however, that the de-

crease in transformer active weight with increasing frequency occurs

only up to some particular frequency after which the transformer active

weight begins to rise. This is explained by the increase in additional

losses and by the fact that the true cooling surface increases more

slowly than the square of the transformer linear dimension. Consequent-

ly, an increase in frequency leads to a decrease in transformner weight

and an increase in its efficiency; at some particular frequency (above

2000 cps, practically speaking) that depends on transformer design and

steel grade and size, the active transformer weight will be at a mini-

mum.

Effect of Frequency on the Dimensions of Electrical Machines

If we increase the speed of a generator while keeping the excita-

tion current constant, the induction and the flux in the machine air

gap will keep the same values. The voltage, frequency, and electromag-

netic power of the generator will rise in proportion to the increase

in speed. In order to keep the voltage across the generator terminals

constant, it is necessary to decrease the r .ber of aimature conduc-

tors while keeping the current density unchanged, and to increase the

armature cross section in proportion to the speed.

Thus, in the case given, the generator will develop greater power

at a higher frequency for the same voltage. In our example, the values

of current density in the excitation and armature windings, the line

load, and the magnetic-circuit load (magnetic induction) remain un-

changed and, consequently, so does the utilization factor a = kGAB6 ;
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in this case there will be an Increase in the specific' .- e 'n i c--nd

losses. It is possible to increase electromagnet1c swer tnd to de-

crease relative volume and weight. by increasing speed iNhwtb ýor-e-

soonds te an increase in the armature-en'.f frequency.

What we have discussed applies in equal degree to DC and AC ma-

chines. In machines, we are concerned with increasing the emf fre-

quency in the armature-winding sections.

Clearly, it is not always possible to increase the speed n, since

it is limited by the mechanical strength of machine rotating elements

and by the operating efficiency of bearings. If we must keep the speed

constant, it is possible to raise the frequency by increasing the num-

ber of poles.

If we increase the frequency by increasing the number of poles

for a given armature diameter D, length 1, and speed n there will be a

aecrease in the pole spacing and, consequently, in the current per

pole, given the same value of induction in the air gap (B 6 = const);

the specific copper and iron losses will rise and tne degree to which

the active zone is filled with copper will decrease.

Owing to the decrease in the flux per pole, the heights of the

center sections of the armature core and yoke will decr-ase. This in

turn will lead to a decrease in the machine outside diarmeter and an in-

crease in the internal diameter, provided the decrease in the heights

of the center portions is not limited by mechanical-strength consilera-

- ions.

in view of this, we may state that if the speed remains unchanged,

an increase In the frequency of synchronous and induction machines

c:an lead to a decrease in the relative volume and weight of the machine

O only to the limited degree to which it is advantageous to increase r:e

ru.,,ber of poles.
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In studying the effect of frequency, we make use of relative
Iwno .... d, Ic••A the symbol "*" while quantitles referring tu

the initial frequency carry the subscript ;;0;;. Then the expressions in

relative units needed for further analysis will take the f"ollowing

form where Se =.

The armature diameter is

0 - /

where X = X/X0 = l_/ is a structural factor.

The pole pitch is

O=A= 3 3/ r

v anl Apf p

The peripheral speed is

* :*A

Dn =

The machine length is
=--~-=if .~--- --..---

.nD 2  a 7,p2 r G p

Armature volume, using the bore diameter, is

on

where

p-- P--, o--.--
p o

etc.

Since it is possible to vary the frequency by changing the number

of polie Or the speed, w. shall consider these two methods below.

1. Let p = f and n = 1 = const; three variations are then possible.

a) The armature diameter and peripheral speed remain unchanged,

while the pole pitch varies Inversely with the frequency, i.e.,
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In this case Ghe relationships

j~and~L

, r will hold.

b) The armature diameter and peripheral speed Inctease In propor-

tion to the frequency, while the pole pitch i'.mains unchanged, i.e.,

b=;- f andc=4.

In this case, the equations

•,=l__and ;1=-.
• en

will hold.

c) The armature diameter and peripheral speed increase, while the

pole pitch is decreased so that the optimum value of the structural

factor remuins unchanged, i.e.,

a -
D and

In this case
and 1=

2. Let n = f and p = 1; then three variations also are possible.

a) The peripheral speed remains unchanged, while the armature di-

ameter and pole pitch are decreased in proportion to the increase in

frequency, i.e., v = 1 and D = =

In this case, it turns out that

DUl•. --- and =-

b) The armature diameter and pole pitch remain unchanged, while

rhe peripheral speed rises in proportion to the frequency, i.e.,

D=s=I ard;=.

"Consequently,
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c) The diameter and pole pitch are decreased, while the peripheral g
Speed rises if, such fashnon that the structural factor retains its op-

timum value, i.e.,

. • . • *•. /-

Ml=4and =

During design, we must attempt to ensure that the structural fac-

tor will have the optimum value, equaling X = p . Cases may occur,

however, in which this cannot be done owing to considerations of me-

chanical strength or predetermined machine dimensions.

In our future examinations of the effect of frequency on machine

dimensions, we shall consider all of the listed methods for varying

the frequency.

The basic design equation for electromagnetically excited elec-

trical machines is

in which machine volume is determined from bore diameter, and the

effect of frequency on electrical-machine size is not reflected.

In order to allow for the effect of frequency on machine size, we

use an equation of the form

on- (1.7)

which may be considered to be the basic design equation for electrical

machinery, determining machine volume from the outside diameter. This

last expression accurately reflects the weight and technological pe-

culiarities of an electrical machine, since the weight, installed di-

mensions, and production tooling are basically determined by machine

outside diameter rather than by bore diameter.
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It is easily shown that
X=L4 a l+] I+b -"-

where
Is' Ba , 10-'

a=------and b 1---
2/r k8 c Bc2  

15 ksc.'

- for external-armature electrical machines;
-' I Bg R 10-4

a /xt Bc1 .k adb= 15 ka.1.

- for internal-armature electrical machines; Se is the electromagnetic

power; a = kaAB 6 is.tie machine utilization factor; A and j are the

linear load, amp/cm and current density, amp/mm2 . For internal-arma-

ture machines, A corresponds to AV = 2w vI v/ amp/cm, and j = jv is the

current density in the excitation winding; B6 , B s.ya and BS1 are the

magnetic inductions in the gap and in the armature and yoke cores;

ka.s.ya and ka.s.v are the utilization factors for the active layer of

copper in the armature and excitation winding, respectively; ka and

k are the dispersion factor and the steel fill-factor for the arma-z .S

ture core; a' is the design pole span; n and v are the angular (rpm)

and peripheral (m/sec) speeds; D and 1 are the armature bore diameter

and design length; Dn and 1 are the machine external diameter and the
-ya

yoke length (I 1 ly)-

The quantities a and b as well as the ratio A/j are nearly con-

stant for any member of a series of electrical machine2 actually

studied. in order to simplify the analysis to come, we use relativ=

quantities and let b(A/J) = b2 = const.

Allowing for this, the expression for the relative external maclhine

volume will take the form
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Since n = non, v = vOv, p = pop, etc., the relative value may

be represented as

a+PoP +b2 .
i__.,no

~ f~O,/.I~ 2 0-9 (1.10)

If a =a 0 and b2 =b 2 0,

"&+p" op (V I)

where

In the last expression, we substitute the relative frequency f

for the relative number of pole pairs p, and make use of the fact that

•~ if a = ln21S.. . . . a r . . .;4,and-=/~
we then obtain

f. (1.12)

The utilization factor of the apparent specific peripheral force

G basically depends on the power and duty conditions of the machine,

the commutation,, and overload capability, the cooling system, and

class of insulation.

For machines of the same power and type designed for different

frequencies, the magnitude of a depends on the diameter and pole pitch

(number of poles), i.e., on the method used to increase the frequency.

If the frequency is increased by an appropriate increase in the

number of poles while the speed and diameter are held constant (by

means of a decrease in the pole pitch), then the copper fill factor

for the active inductor layer (ka.s.v) will decrease, leading to a
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drop in the excitation magnetizing force; thlb ma~e3 Lt- ,',ce iary to

decrease o.

If the frequency is increased by an appropriace itncreast In speed

(n) while the number o0 poles and the peripheral speed are kept con-

stant, the diameter and pole pitch will be decreased.

In this case, there will be a decrease In the value of o owing to

the reduction in the interpole (intertooth) space, which will also

lead to a drop in ka.s.v and excitation magnetizing force.

In the cases considered, the relative value o may (in first ap-

proximation) be represented as

for the first case, and as

0 -0

for the second case.

If the frequency is increased by increasing the number of poles

while the speed and pole pitch is kept constant or by increasing the

speed while holding the number of poles and the pole pitch constant,

the machine utilization factor will rise owing to better utilization

of the interpole space (with an increase in the number of poles, since

the degree of reduction is decreased) and an improvement in cooling

(v rises in both cases).

Accordingly, we shall henceforth assume that

a nd a 1.

When the pole pitch is decreased, q decreases, whlle when v In-

creases and T is held constant, It will increase.

In view of all this, the expression for the relative machine
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volume must be written as

(1.13)

An analysis of (1.13) shows that:

1) If the frequency is varied while the speed is held constant
. .

then

eo +'PoV ' y(-.b,)

and, consequently, it is possible to determine the frequency at which

the relative machine volume will be at a minimum, i.e.,

26o /+ . • ") (1.15)

The existence of an over-all volume minimum is explained by the

fact tha- as the number of poles is increased (the frequency goes up)

the decrease in per-pole flux decreases the height of the armature

core (the pole-wheel core), leading to a decrease in the inside dia-

meter. At the same time, there is a decrease in the machine utiliza-

tion factor and, consequently, an increase in its external volume.

Thus, at a specific value of a there is a frequency (number of

poles) for which the machine external volume is at a minimum.

Equation (1.15) was used to plot curves for the relative optimum

frequency (number of poles) foopt*opt) = c(•) for various values of n

and v (Fig. 1.13).

The curve of p = o(p) at n = 6000 rpm (v = 50 m/sec) was plotted

for an eight-pole 30-kva aircraft generator. If we assume that this

generator has an optimum number of poles at n = 6000 rpm, then A = 0.225.

The curves for n = 12,000 and n = 24,000 rpm were constructed on the

assumption that a, b, and A/J remain the same, while the peripheral

speed equals 50 and 100 m/sec (at n = 12,00r rpm) and 50 and 200 m/sec
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(for n = 24,000 rpm).

If we assume that 0 = 0.225, the optimum frequeiic,; 4j.i oe -520

c cps at n = 12,000 (v = 50 m/sec), and 560 cps (v 100 m/sec); the

ireq enc will tULL•' VJJV U-.J'I. CL L, LL = Ct p VJ I.JAIll •V = :V IIh U/Q %J AJIU 1,.0

S (v = 200 m/sec). Consequently, as the speed goes up (n and i, increase)

S the value of' the optimum frequency will rise.

Actually 0 / const, but depends on n and v(or D and T), i.e., to-

gether with the curves of Fig. 1.13, the considerations given charac-

terize only the qualitative aspect of this phenomenon - the increase

in optimum frequency with increasing speed. Concrete quantitative

relationships in general form can be obtained only with difficulty,

and only on the basis of empirical data.

e -A -- "-

I J"l,

404

4 -

Fig. 1.13. Relative optimum frequency

-(Po f or a synchronous genera-

tor as a function of the coefficient P,
speed n, and peripheral speed v. The
reference curve was plotted for n

6000 rpm v =50 m/sec, f = 400 cps,
and 2p0 = 4.
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2) If the frequency is increased while the speed remains un-

changed (n = 1) and v f I then, by (1.13)

.0 1 - -l a ,/-77-77 %&.Oil _ _ I+ +X 1, (1.16)

and the relative machine volume decreases monotonically as the fre-

quency rises until the decrease in armature-core height reaches the

limit imposed by mechanical-streingth considerations.

3) Where the frequency is raised by increasing the number of poles
*a*~ *a

and the structural-factor variation follows the law X = p = f,

&,, n =1 " e "1'

and

U' (1.17)

If we assume that e = 1 and a = 0.5 (for s alient-pole synchronous

machines), then

~ (j.~. V +4j. 17a)

4) If we raise the frequency and hold the number of poles and

peripheral speed constant, i.e., n = f and v 1,, then

a "+p. I+ .(1.18)

and, consequently, it is possible to determine the frequency at which

the machine relative volume is at a minimum. Unfortunately, the equa-

tion for the optimum frequency takes the form

7'PlyTb'+Afd'+Af.+AaV'j--batmIO.

i.e., It cannot be solved in the general form.
Here A1, A2 , and A3 are constants.

5) If the frequency is raised while the number of poles is held

constant and n = v f, then

"07 11" (1.19)
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T ABLE, 1.-5

Ef fe ct o f Various Yethods of Changing Frecuer.cy on the Size of,- Electr-ical Machines (Relative
M agnitudes)
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TABLE 1.5 (continued)

IIM~e g " / - - -•--•-" -T -

mee, 3ca'-s -9 .. Ls +j p
. .on J en- -- A, . + vv:on ~ KT _o

0 * 0

In aM variations, A l, B 6  I, S 1, 0 and c vary so that E = .

I) Method of changing frequency; 2) drawing; 3) and; 4) where; 5) varies little.

Io
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i.e., the relative machine volume will be inversely p-o"-irn,. nal to the

frequency.
6) .... r t.he .... in which th. + req .e..n.y Is ro.sed .y ,n-reasfn gr the

rotational speed while the structural factor is held constant, I.e.,

n f, p = l, andX p 1l

L3==~~pj/~ 7 ~.(1.20)

If we assume that a 1. and a = 0.5,

l (.20a)

For the sake of clarity, we have summarized in Table 1.5 the equa-

i tions c,. rresponding to the various ways of changing the frequency.

General Comments

1. To each rotational speed n and to each v there corresponds an

optimum number of poles, which also determines the optimum frequency.

2. For a given rotational speed, the optimum number of poles be-

comes somewhat larger as the power is increased and, consequently,

the optimum frequency also rises somewhat.

3. For the rotational speeds and powers used in aviation, the

optimum frequency lies in the 300-500 cps range.

As we know, frequency affects not only machine size but also the

iron and copper losses. Below we shall establish the magnitude of this

S effect.

Specific Iron Losses

Iron losses appear owing to variations in the magnitude and di-

rection of the magnetic field. Where the magnetic-field induction Is

distributed uniformly over the entire cross section of a steel lami-

nation, the specific losses owing to hysteresis and eddy currents are

determined from the equation [,V' I-t C
Pc r h o- +0 wat/kg

PC.,400 "• O-)oe! - watt/kg, (1.21)
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TABLE 1.6
Coefficients for Calculating Iron Losses

f ="0 15 ,C 3

ii~~i~~e~_f '~I ~ .17U~

10
334 0,35 0.5 6.UO 16.50 13.0 23.0

3340 0.35 0,40 6.90 14.10 12.0 21.0
3340 0.20 O,47 2,24 9.76 7,0 12.0 0.25 7.65

57 70 13.30 10,7 19.0
344 0.20 0.57 1.86 10,64 7,2 12.5 0.20 7.55
344 0,15 0.57 1.04 10.66 6,8 11.7
344 0.10 0,57 0.465 10,04 6.0 10.5

Note. P7. 5 and Pl0 are the specific losses re-
spectively for B., = 7500 gauss and Bsr = l0:000

gauss; av and ar are obtained by calculation,
using the values of A, p and plO.

1) Grade of steel; 2) p, ohlm-nmm2 /m; 3) ov, watt/kg;
4) ag, watt/kg; 5) f = 400 cps; 6) p7.52 watt/kg;
7) plo, watt/kg; 8) thermal gonductivity, watt/°C-cm;
9) specific gravity Ts, g/cm.; 10) Exxx.

where
A'

ag and ov are constants for tne material (Table 1.6); p is the elec-

trical resistivity of the steel, ohm-mm2/m; A is the lamination thick-

ness, mm; Vsr and f are the peak average induction over the shtc ;

thick4mess and the frequency; kmek is a coefficient allowing for me-

chanical working of the steel.

From the equation given it follows that

a) the hysteresis losses are proportional to the first power of

the frequency, and do not depend on the thickness of the laminatiLon;

b) the losses due to eddly currents are proportional to the fre-

quency and the second power of the lamination. thickness;

c) Iron losses due to hysteresis and eddy currents are propor-
- 56--
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. a . .

Fig. 1.14. Distribution of the relative mag-
netic induction over lamination thickness. a)
f = 100 and 1000 cps; b) f = 100 cps, various

I lamination thicknesses A (the induction at the
surface of a lamination is taken as unity). 1)
cps.

RIiRAt/ 3

Fig. 1.15. Iron losses over a
single cycle (watt/kg-cps) as a
function of frequency with B =
- 10,000 gauss and A = 0.35 mm.
1) Skin effect neglected; 2) skin
effect taken into account (exper-
Imental data); 3) Plo/f, watt/kg-
*cps; 4) f, cps.

& ~ ti onal to the square of the variable-field induction.

With higher frequencies or thicker laminations, It Is necessary to
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allow for the eddy-current reaction, which causes the magnetic field

(induction)to be distributed nonuniformly over the thickness or a

steel lamination (Fig. 1.14): the maximum occurs at the lamination

edges, with the minimum reached at the center; in addition, the phase

difference between the flux and the excitation magnetizing force

varies over the lamination thickness.

The eddy-current reaction and, consequently, the degree to which

the induction is nonuniform over a lamination thickness is greater the

higher the frequency and the thicker the lamination.

If we assume the mean magnetic permeability p to be constant, the

relative induction over the thickness of a lamination will be deter-

mined by the equation

* /ch 2ax+cos 2ex
Bang Cha +COS& (1.22)

where x is the distance from the lamination axis to the point at which

the value of B. is to be determined;

- is the reduced lamination thickness (an abstract quantity).

Where fA 2 > 80, the nonuniformity of the induction distribution

over the lamination thickness must be considered.

The nonuniform distribution of induction over the thickness of

steel leads to a decrease In the energy lost to eddy currents, and to

an increase in hysteresis losses, as shown in Fig. 1.15.

.. The decrease in losses due to eddy currents and the increase due

to hysteresis may be allowed for with the aid .of the reaction coef-

ficients

A , h a s - a n a s

x. CbAs-cosA,

2 chL a,-sta, (1.23)
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The coefficients kv and k are plotted in Fig. U.. b a :"Arctions

of the reduced lamination thickness A,; they differ substantiz-lly

Sfrom unity only where A1 > 2.

The specific iron losses owing to magnetic polarity reversal,

allowing for eddy-current reaction, are calculated from the formula

j g-. .,1 5 kr,- + as' :,at,/kg], (1.24)

--4---- ~- -i-lJ1~;

7J,; ! ,',,A-,! - - ,i_ I _
RZ I -Z

0 1 5 . 52 *5 . a 4 l ' if & a a . :)

Fig. 1.16. Reaction Fig. 1.17. Relative specific
coefficients k and hysteresis losses p gps and

kv as functions of relative s ecific eddy-current
tereduced lamina- losses pPs as a function of

tion thickness A1 - frequency, neglecting eddy-
a When current reaction; the dashed

= A 1 A1  line shows the effect of eddy-
-v = 3/A,; when A, current reaction. 1) PvPs; 2)

> 5, k :.o.5A,. 1) Pg/Ps; 3) cps.

kg; 2) kv.

At high frequencies, where the reduced lamination thickness. 1 > 4,

the reaction coefficients may be represented in the form

3075 /1000 40
S"q,"-g ;7? (1.25)

If we substitute Into (1.2-4) the values of kv and k from (1.25),

Swe obtain a new expression for the specific iron losses at the higher

frequencies and A.> 4.

PC TW(1.26)
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where

Thus, when the eddy-current reaction is taken into account and

Al > 4, the specific iron losses due to hysteresis and eddy currents

are proportional to the three-halves power of the frequency and the

first power of the lamination thickness.

Figure 1.17 shows the hysteresis and eddy-current losses as

functions of frequency; it follows from this that as the frequency

goes up, the relative losses due tc hysteresis drop.

If it ir desired to hold the specific losses constant as the

frequency goes up, it is necessary to decrease the induction in the

core, allowing for the fact that

so that the new Induction, in relative units, will be

here n' = 1.3-1.5 and n" = 1.8-2.2.

Aircraft direct-current machines are normally made with two to

ten poles, and run at speeds of n = 4000-12,000 rpm. The magnetic-

polarity change frequency in the armature of an aircraft direct-current

machine will then reach 600-800 cps, while similar general-purpose

machines have magnetic-polarity reversal frequencies of the order of

30-40 cps, i.e., 15-20 times less.

In general-purpose direct-current machines, the specific arma-

ture-core losses (steel Ell, A = 0.5 mm) equal 2-4 watt/kg, while in

aircraft machines of similar power (steel E34, A = 0.35 mm) they reach

50-60 watt/kg.

The specific core losses in alternating-current machines at
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frequencies of 400-500 cps are 15-20 times those enco.ntered 'Ln general-

Spurpose machines.

Active Weight and Losses in Armature Core

4 If we assume that the maximum induction In the armature core

B equals the induction in the center section of the armature teethya

B r the armature core losses may be represented by the equation

£~~4\4WO4~OC wtts(1.27)

where

p4 00 are the specific core losses f= 400 cps and B = 10 gauss;
0S

G is the weight of active steel in the armature, kg.
s

The weight o0" the active armature steel is determined from the

expression

So, = DIk. (1.28)

SQ where

4 )2 3  1] (1.29)

and

e s. "!jS (1.29a)

for external-armature and internal-armature machines, respectively.

Here 7n is the external armature diameter of an internal-pole

2machine; S = rD A/ is the armature cross section, using the boreya

diameter; S = z h b is the cross section of all armature slots; h
p p pp p

and b are the slot height and width; z is the number of armature-
p

slots; 1s = kz. I and s are the length and specific gravity of the

armature steel; d is the armature Inside diameter for an external-

pole machine; k is the core fill factor.z.3

6;Allowing for the fact thatA4 C
-61--
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D21- S,
?n

the equation for the weight of steel may be represented as

C-,=;Ic a'nd 0'miLSo .(1.30)

The ratio of the cross section of all armature slots to the

cross section of the machine as measured for the bore diameter equals

S, xD2 .jV (1.31)

where

S.. .b •'t~ "h-a.. .

-s -a

and

i. Ok- (1.32)

Since " A we may use the ratio D /D from (1.8)
*J p n

and the ratio Sp/Sya from (1.31), and obtain on the basis of (1.30)

p ya p )"="k -1jT'(-.5. -l-' +' L\--¥1-F -- --(i-+-• T-'-)A1 •(1.33)

or
°2

4 L i 'I 'I'j (l3a"+(A 
(1.33a)

for external-armature and internal-armature machines, respectively.

Where Se = 1, the weight of active armature steel may be repre-

sented in relative units as

0

-. (1.34)

taking (1.30) into account.

In investigating actual types of electrical machines, it is possi-

ble to assume that a, b, and bI remain nearly unchanged. As is clear

from (1.30) and (1.34) the speed (n and v), number of poles, and
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electromagnetic load have a direct effect on tne reliacive weignt of

i the armature steel.

The frequency does not enter into Expressions (1.30) and il.34);

a change in frequency, however, as we have already said, may be accom-
I
Splished (in the limiting cases) by increasing either the number of

poles or the rotational speed.

With the first method, by increasing the number of' poles while

holding the speed (n and v) constant, we decrease the height of the

armature core (pole wheel) and ks and, consequently, the relative

weight of steel Gs /Se as well.

With the second method, where we increase the rotational speed

(n and v) while keeping the same number of poles and the same machine

diameter, ks does not change in value, while the relative weight of

armature steel drops in direct proportion to the increase in frequency.

Thus, if in first approximation we assume, to simplify the araly-

sis, that electromagnetic loads o = AB6 remain constant when the fre-

quency changes, the frequency veriation will have no direct effect on

the relative armature steel weight.

The weight of the armature steel varies owing to a change in
4
Seither the number of poles or the rotational speed. It should be noted

Sthat the effect of a change in the number of poles on the relative

Sarmature-steel weight is slight, especially when we consider that

Swhen the number of poles increases, a decreases while the height of

the armature core cannot go below some specific value owing to me-

j chanical-strength considerations.

Taking (1.27) and (1.30) into account, we may write an expression

Sfor the relative armature-steel losses In the general case:
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Taking (1.35) into account, the armature-steel losses in relative

units may be re--reented as

Pc B'C

(1.36)

where

0±2ap4 ' 4I/ • ..(b

here

p. a2+2apo I/ 14bt'±p2 (b' - b)
_-An; b,=bA•__
J c JWo

(the "plus" sign applies to an external armature and the "minus" sign

to an internal armature).

Let us clarify the nature of the relationship between G. and Ps =

= 4(f) for the various ways of increasing the frequency.* * *.

If p=f, n= 1, andv=l, then

a'~2ap.7VfS (V_-_b

Thus, ks < 1 and it will decrease as the frequency goes up, i.e.,

&_•O-,))-• ; ._e•- 74-,,L. (1.37)

If n =1, while v = f, then

* c . a'K a fI. h'f-'4-p D'h h .~

Consequently ks < 1 and it will decrease as the frequency goes

up, and what is more, it will increase more rapidly than in the first

case, i.e., a1 < a 2 and

PC -' .' (1.37a)
*k * * *

If = f, but v= I and p= 1, then

V~ VI(o.b
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Thus ks > 1 where f > 1, and it increases as 6, ,utve &oes

Sup, i.e.,

and4

B- (1 137b)

If n = v = f and p = 1, then ks= 1 and, consequen'.?y, It will not

depend on the frequency, i.e.,

and

1AC= CIM-'•' (I1.37c)

Equations (1.36) and (1.37) show that where the induction (Bs) re-

mains unchanged, the iron losses depend on the frequency and core

weight.

If, therefore, the frequency is raised by increasing the number

* of poles while holding the rotational speed (n) constant, in first

approximation the iron losses will increase in proportion to the n'-th

power of the frequency.

Iron losses rise when the frequency is increased by increasing

the rotational speed (n), and the increase is proportional to the (n' -

l)-th power of the frequency, i.e., the increase is considerably

less than when the speed is held constant.

Specific Copper Losses

Specific copper losses may be found from the equation

P watt/kg(

2where j is the current density, amp/mwi is the specific gravity

of copper, kg/cm3  pt is the copper resistivity, ohm-m2rm;

23+
S"129.5- (1.39)
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tm is the temperature of the copper.

Depending on the copper temperature, Pt and km will equal:

_________ 20 j75 100 125j 150 17 20D ~ 225j 250

it ICA 17.54 21.3 [23.1 24.8 126.5 28.2 30,0 31.7 33.4

k'1,97 2.39 2.59 2.79 12.97 3.17 3.37 3.56 3.75

Depending on the cooling system, duty cycle, power, and class of

insulation, in aircraft electrical machines the current density will

be J = 8-20 amp/mm in the armature winding, and Jv = 5-10 amp/mm in

the field winding, i.e., the densities will be. 3-4 times greater than

for vimilar general-purpose machines.

Since winding heating and, consequently, the resistivity Pt for

aircraft-machine windings is greater than for general-purpose machines,

the specific copper losses in aircraft electrical machines will be 10-

20 times greater than for similar general-purpose machines. They can

reach values of pm.ya = 1200 watt/kg in an armature winding and pm.v =

300 watt/kg in a field winding.

As the data cited imply, specific copper losses considerably

exceed specific iron losses. In addition, Equation (1.38) does not

allow for the Increased losses in conductors carrying alternating

current where the skin-effect phenomenon is observed.

If we allow for the skin effect, which increases with increasing

frequenuy, conductor height, and copper cross section in the slot, by

introducing the skin-effect coefficient we can represent the specific

copper losses as

p.• (1.4o)

For a reduced conductor height h' < I

" * . ,+! Wn "'h!f(1.41)
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for a rectangular conductor cross section and
k k . 5..,= b 2.--.2 d' (4 f)

41for a circular conductor cross s.ction in the slot.

Here b and bm are the slot width and total width of copper in

I the slot; hm is the conductor height, cm; nm is the total number of1 m
Sconductors placed one above the other along the slot height; a and 0

are the temperature coefficient and the temperature rise; d Is the

conductor diameter, cm;

where Isr is the average length of the armature winding, cm; 1 is the

length of the armature, cm.

It follows from the equation given that the additional copper

losses are proportional to the square of the frequency.

Thus, an increase in frequency causes an Increase In the specific

iron losses that is proportional to the [n' = (l.3-l.5)]-th power of

the frequency and additional copper losses that are proportional to

the second power of the frequency.

Since an increase in the specific losses can lead to inadmissible

heating, it is necessary to diminish such an increase by reducing the

1 core induction and the copper current density and, consequently,, the

machine dimensions must be increased.

Iron and copper specific losses may be decreased by reducing

S lamination thicknass and increasing its quality, as well as by usIng

conductors of smaller cross section (height). The last method increases

the amount of production labor required and decreases the core fill

i factor kz.s and the slot fill factor kz p, which also entails an In-

Screase in machine dimensions.
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Weight of Copper and Losses In Armnatire Winding

The weight of copper In an armature winding Is determined from

the expression

0
M~ = nw.4 kg. p* (1 .42)

where mn and w are the number of phases and the ni-imber of turns in a

phase; q mnya is the cross-sectional area of one conductor., cm2

In view of the fact that; the linear load

A =2mv =!OOJVu.,, amp/cm,
ZD ; D-h

we obtain

A'.O,.S==-.D~k' -OOkgV
(1.43)

i.e., the weight (volume) of the armature copper i.s proportional to

the product of the total armature surface (701i) and the linear load,

and is inversely proportional to the current density.

If we assume that

ne.D 120.tfa 600&ct

the relative weight of copper in an armature winding will equal

1,6A I()A. 1-?- V.46, k
S.V -- Wk..Ig (1.44)

where v is in in/sec, j is In amp/mm 2,. B 6 is in gauss, and a = k a AB 6 *

It is of Interest to compare the weights of armature windings

*~(in relative units) for mach.Ines designed for different frequencies,

i.e., the 7alues of

j ew B (1.45)

In order. to make an approximate comparison of the weight and

dimensions of electrical mnachines (designed for different frequencies),.

we here consider the extreme cases in which the ratio X = l/b Is not

a function of the number of poles, but depends on the method used to
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Increase the frequency. Thus, in the general case we t~a wiica:

I+ 101 - -'

t a special case

A*-. +:pedhp0

"i *h~- t=

tt

I 3 4 5", 1 7 . a A7

I i - " •--•

Ii

Fig. 1.18. Values of k as a function of
the relati7ve number of pole pairs (*) for
various values of pO. 1) Synchronous ma-

chines; 2) induction machines.

Swhere X is determined by the empirical expression X = p;with suf-

, ficient accuracy, we may assume that for synchronous machines

and for induction machines

Figure 1.18 gives a family of curves plotted for synchronous (k =
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= 0.3 and a z 0.5) and induction (kN = 1.5 and a = 0.33) machines; the

family characterizes the effect of a variation in the number of poles

(mean turn length) on the weight of copper in an armature winding.

Certain conclusions may be drawn from Expressions (1.44)-(i.46),

e.g.:

a) in terms of the electromagnetic power of a machine, the weight

of copper in the armature winding is inversely proportional to the

current density, the air-gap induction, and the peripheral speed, and

also depends on the number of poles (the value of k);

b) if the frequency is raised while the values of peripheral speed,

current density, and gap induction are held constant, the relative

weight of the armature winding will decrease somewhat, since

O•=k<l;.

c) if the frequency is increased while the pole pitch remains

unchanged, i.e., if the peripheral speed is increased (V = i), then

i.e., the relative weight of the armature winding decreases when n = f

and rises when p = f;

d) if the structural factor is kept constant while the frequency

is increased, then Gm < 1.

Thus, an increase in frequency leads to a decrease in the rela-

tive weight of copper in the armature.

Using (1.40) and (1.43), we may represent the armature-winding

losses as

100 (1.47)

while for the heat flow at the armature surface due to losses in the

winding it turns out that

AS M=ND"Ak watt/cm2.
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In terms of the electromagnetic power of th i c Ic•irc-. t.kin

} account of (1.44) we find that the arinature-w ridln L,,C

S_ of' k. Diu L/a watCva.

The armature-winding losses in relative units o-cjrrit. :cc. var_-

ation of frequency can be found from (1.40) and (1.46). or from (1.48);

they will equal

j KJ'.(1.49)- "P 0,.A

where

and

9 or s.3Ibl2 0.-2 A_

It follows from (1.48) and (1.49) that:

a) in terms of the machine electromagnetic power, the armature-

winding losses are directly proportional to the current density and

inversely proportional to the air-gap induction and the peripheral

speed; they also depend on the number of poles (mean turn length);

b) if we increase the frequency and keep the peripheral speed,

current density, and gap induction the same, then k < 1 and the rela-

tive armature-winding losses P = kv. k i.e., they vary onlym.ya vM

slightly;

c) if we increase the frequency while keeping the pole pitch con-

s1t.ant (V = f), then k Z 1 and

B..,=

i.e., it decreases as the frequency goes up;

d) if we vary the frequency while keeping the optimum structural

* factor (X = p ), then
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or, when a = 0.5,

Thus, an increase in peripheral speed leads to a decrease in

weight and armature-winding losses, while increasing the rotational

speed n has no effect on the weight or armature-winding losses.

Weight of Copper and Losses in Field Winding

The weight (volume) of field-winding copper is determined from

the equation

=.= V..9L= 2pw ,,,., kg . (1.50)

In view of the fact that the magnetizing force for all poles equals

Fx= 2pw1,, = 2Opw~q.J, amp- turns,

while the total cross-sectional area of the field winding is

IOOJS

we obtain an expression for the volume VM.v and weight Gm.v of the

field-winding copper, i.e.,

"100- , c"

and

G•. = 00j, = , (l.50a)

where AV = 2F//wD is the linear load in the excitation circuit, amp/cm.

Thus, the weight (volume) of copper in a field winding is direct--

ly proportional to the product of the total excitation magnetizing

force and the mean turn length, and is inversely proportional to the

current density.

A more detailed analysis shows that if the quantities A, B6, and

6'/V (the relative air gap) remain unchanged when the frequency varies,
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then the total machine excitation magnetizin• V'or e unciere1-ad 's In.

J versely proportional to the rotational speed (n) an(- arect L.-

tional to the product of the peripheral speed (,) ant- -'r load-

i n the excitation circuit (A ) and does not depend direcýz!i cn the
I V

i frequency; the volume and weight of the field winding are Inversely

• porportional to the peripheral speed of rotation, are directly pro-

, portional to the ratio (A /Jv), and depend on the number of poles so

! that if we raise the frequency by increasing the number of poles with

n and v = const, the total excitation magnetizing force will remain

practically unchanged, and the weight of the field winding witll de-

crease owing to a decrease in the mean turn length.

Field-winding losses. The specific field-winding losses are found

from (1.38) and do not depend on the frequency. At the same time, the

total excitation-winding losses depend on the frequency to the same

degree that the weight of the copper does, that is to say we find

from (1.38 and 1.50a) that

where

- o

In like manner, we can find an expression for the excitation

*losses per kilovolt-ampere of electromagnetic power:

-=- - ~ A'" (1.52)
$, 1W, soJ' IGS CV,

In relative units, the same expression will take the forn.

Sp _Af, J,
S Ah ;* (1.53)

When the frequency is increased, the specific field-winding loss-

ies remain unchanged; the relative losses and the relative weight of

"icopper decrease where the number of poles remains constant, and they
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TABLE 1.7
Specific Losses, Current Density, and Electro-
magnetic Loads

7 I 2AsmausouP.ue rc;e:aTopU - 3O_ xucro nriuejiexez

Trimm reuepaxopoe nOCTo •KHZ 4n e q IeocwitUl -.-epememum

=1.5+30 xKm D 100 6 Ka50zq

Yje•bue norepa a

Pc 50.60 100÷120 2+4 5+10

Pu.. 250- 1000 250-1000

pal., 150÷250 150-250

rJonoclb toxa S

in 10÷.20 10.20 3-8 3+8

13 5!8- 5+8 2+4 2+4

Aa'lefta,, marpy3k•m a
JbwflJa Rap 200+400 - 0 5 150.300 160.210

,uxl AM . u a 600o+7001 650o00

.12 x utodfumni 4000-1001 80÷00 1is0 150D
5 ~pomuaIw I M+ am ~ I

1) Type of generator; 2) aircraft generators;.3) general-purpose machines; 4) direct-current,
Pnom = 1.5-30 kw; 5) alternating-current, 400

cps, Snom = 15-100 kva; 6) direct-current; 7)

50-cps alternating-current; 8) specific losses,

watt/kg; 9) current density, amp/mm 2; 10) linear
load, amp/cm; 11) induction B6 , gauss; 12) n,
rpm; 13) speed v, m/sec.

may even increase where the rotational speed n is constant (provided

that v = f = P).

Number of phases. In general-purpose electrical systems, a three-

phase alternating-current system with grounded neutral is normally

employed. The singJle-phase alternating-current system is normally used

for electrified transportation systems. Modern flying craft use single-

phase and three-phase alternating-current systems.
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The basic advantdges of trie sinrgle-Ohabe ,.yo.c,. cc.

a) simplification and weight reductioi: !n f n• .

work whein t-he Qinc1.o-onnrl-notnP IT.

I i bULM ML IC- llZ11M l£' ll 1 ý11 U ;l ,a.'L~L'%.CL.L L,)

b) a eduction in the weight of transformers, anc z c..•a ifi

the number of fuses and switches;

c) simplification of protective and switching appara~us.

At the same time, we should assume the following to be d_,awbacks

to this system as compared with a three-phase system:

a) increased wbight and reduced efficiency of motors and genera-

tors;

b) more complicated starting circuits and reduced motor reliabil-

ity;

c) an increase in conductor weight when the two-wire system is

used;

d) the high vulnerability of the system - damage to a conductor

causes the system to fail.

Where a three-phase system is used with a grounded neutral at

generators and motors, it is equivalenr to a four-wire system, since

a metal frame can be considered to be a return conductor of large

cross section. In this case, a single-phase load can be connected

across either the phase or line voltage. In addition, iZ one or two

conductors are broken, three-phase motors can continue in two-phase

or single-phase operation for brief periods of time. Ruiliabil~ty of

tr,e electrical power system is increased. A drawback of the th-ee-Dhase

groun0.1d-neutral system is the presence of currents due to ph"se neu-

_ral pulling, which distort the line-voltage form factor.

In view of these difficulties and the several undisputed advant-

Ss of three-phase current in alternating-current systems, the three-
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phase grounded-neutral system has been adopted.

1.5. LOSSES IN AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL MACHINES

Aircraft electrical machines carry high electrical loads and

operate at high speeds and elevated frequencies. This increases the

specific losses in electrical and magnetic circuits, as well as losses

owing to air friction, losses in sliding contacts and in bearings

(Table 1.7).

As we know, losses may be clagsified as copper losses (armature,

commutating-pole, compensating, and fteld windings)

P,= P,.2+ P,.L3+PM.L@+PM.3'

and as iron losses (armature core, teeth, and additional losses)

~Pe&, + P..$+ P.41

as mechanical losses (brush friction against the commutator, ventila-

tion losses, and bearing losses)

'PmZ&Ig,.+P,+Pumx4

and as electrical losses at a sliding contact

From the viewpoint of heating, losses may be classified in a

somewhat different manner, e.g., armature losses Pya = Pm.ya + P s

commutator losses Pk = Pt.k + Pe.k and inductor lo3ses:

Table 1.8 gives a sample loss distribution for direct- and

alternating-current aircraft generators.

The data given show that:

a) in direct-current aircraft machines, )0-50% of all losses

occur in the commutator, and 70-80% of all losses are concentrated in

the armature and commutator; in general-purpose machines of identical

powers, only about 10% of the losses occur in the commutator, and

about 60% of the losses are concentrated in the ormature and commu-
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TABLE 1.8

Sample Loss DisLribution (in per cent oý tcs';n
losses)

PoA TOK 2 Mflc~oitwu '-.,'

ram3pnopw, 6 o6yeAO 7 1 F
113 4 1•13 3o 'ou 3l03o6y. e l U14.au"oS6
MeasnoMep1me DorpM 0

169 B'14 mo3ce" Z KTOPS 27 37 .4,

170 B ofext e 4 onoauHeo9buX DO-
SaSOCOB

I ,B Crau N xope 8 13.5 13
A[ Mexauftccame unoe{x .20 11 .

S16 143 HH1 Ha Tpeame meiroK 17 3,0 ,
17 B xo.neaope 40 9 -

S18 B zxope 3 50 57

19 B xo•aek-zope asKOPe 7. 59 -

2K. a. x 76 1 3

1) Type of current; 2) direct; 3) alternating;
4) losses- 5) generator; 6) aircraft; 7) general-
purpose; aircraft; 9) In armature winding; 10)
in commutating-pole winding; 11) in sliding con-
tact; 12) for excitation; 13) excitation losses
in field winding; 14) in armature core; 15) me-
chanical losses; 16) mechanical losses due to
brush friction; 17) in commutator; 18) in arma-
ture; 19) in commutator and armature; 20) effi-
ciency.

tator.

b) in alternating-current aircraft machines, 5-5-60% of all losses

are concentrated in the armature, and 15-20% in th,: field winding, as

against 5-8% for direct-current aircraft machines.

Large commutator losses complicate the problem of cooling a

machine, especially at high ambient temperatures.

Figure 1.19 gives a sample loss distribution for a 6-k-w DC aircraft

igenerator as a function of rotational speed.

An analysis of the data given shows that as generator speed In-

creases:
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a) no-load and mechanical losses
S.2r -

rise sharply, In a s near fashion;

b) the total Losses i the machine

psi •and the commutator losses rise con--

siderably and also nearly linearly.
,4

0,5 c) the total armature losses rise

0 slightly;
4000 5s0o 80o N700 8000 noY r7

Fig. 1.19. Relat-ive losses d) the field-winding losses drop
in direct-current aircraft
generator as a funition of by a factor of 7.7 when the speed is
rotational speed. PO andr 0 adoubled, while the total losses in the
Pmekh are the no-load andSmechanical lohses no and excitation circuit drop by a factor ofmechanical losses; Py and

* ya
XP are the total armat re only 2.7.
and generator losses; fr"

d aIt. should be noted that losses inPm.v" and Pv are the loss-

es in the regulator, field the armature winding, in the commuta-
winding, and in the excita-
tion circuit; Pk are the ting-pole winding, and the electrical

commutator losses. 1)
"P /P 4000; 2) •mekh ) losses at the sliding contact change
*n n mk*Pya; )r; 5) Pv; 6) Pm~v; slightly and can be considered to be

7) P, rpm. independent of rotational speed.

Thus, as the rotational speed increases, the constant losses rise

sharply, while the variable losses, which are proportional to the

square of the current, tend to decrease. This means that maximum gen-

erator efficiency shifts towards higher loads when the rotational

speed is increased. Normally, the constant and variable losses are so

distributed that maximum efficiency is found in the rated-power zone

at minimum speed. At higher rotational speeds and rated currents, con-

sequently, a generator will operate at lowered efficiency. The situ-

ation is actually even worse, since a generator frequently operates

at less than rated load.

It follows from what we have said that In designing variable-
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P 4

illl i I II•!t I]Ii t t J~t - ýI i• iL_ I t'l-

S! ! I i I t l | 1 i 1 -1 1 ._L4 -__ 1 J1

Fig. 1.20. Nature of variation in rela-
tive armature losses P /2;P and inya
'-elative commutator losses Pk',zP as a

func~tion of rated power of a DC gener-
a *(P1tor (inom ~ )Pnom ; 2) kw.

speed generators it is necessary to select the electromagnetic loads

so that maximum efficiency occurs at a speed that corresponds to the,

maximum period of rated-load operation.

The main portion of the constant losses Is made up of mechani-

cal losses and, in particular, losses due to the friction of brushes

against the commutator.

Fi.gure 1.20 shows the relative armature and commutator losses as

functions of rated power for aircraft DC generators; it follows from

this figure that the relative commutator losses rise as the rated

power increases.

Friction losses at the sliding contact might be decreased by

-taking the radical measure of reducing commutator diameter to a value

Dk = (o.7-o.)D.

As has already been shown, the excitation-circuit losses are

made tp of the field-winding losses Py. R 12 and the losses in them~v v v

variable resistance (carbon stack) of the voltage regulator 
- R T 2

ator~~~~ (Po)ri nm;v w

Ie. ,

P. U. ~(Rj+ Rp) I.=P.9+ P#_(14

i~2 -79-



The way in which the excitation current, depends on the load

current can be approximated by an expression of the form

----!..s[1 -+ I I .(./i '(1.55)

where Iv.kh.kh is the no-load excitation current, which does not de-

pend on the load current; Inom is the rated load current; I is the

actual value of load current; iv is the actual value of e;%.itation

current corresponding to I; Iv.nom is the rated-load excitation current.

The exponent k ranges from 1.1 to 2.0 depending on the type of

machine.

Taking (1.55) into account, it is possible to show that in ap-

proximation the losses in the excitation circuit and field winding

consist of two components:

Pv.kh.kh' which doe iot depend on the generator load but cor-

responds to the no-load excitation losses, and Pv.nagr' which depends

on the second power of the load; it may also be shown that all genera-

tor losses occurring at constant rotational speed can be divided with

sufficient accuracy into constant losses, not depending on the mag-

nitulide of the load: and equaling

P,PC+ + =(1.56)

losses depending on the iirst power of the load and equaling

P, -. Psx,- kl. (1.57)

and losses depending on the second power of the load and equaling

P2 = P.. + PK.. + P.., + Pg..,, = k2,P. (1.58)

Taking all of this into account, the total machine losses under

surface operating conditions. (subscript "0") may be represented as

or
(1,P- I+E' : P2N

( P" (1.6o)
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It is clear that the efficiency will be at a maxirrum when the

sum of all losses per unit power Is at a minimum, . .e.. at tne miniimum

9 value of the ratio 7.P/IU (with U = const).

Co.-eq,,ntl,, It • nPeessary to find the product

---r= 'P k,

and then

k3 =k21= or p,=p,. (k'.61)

Thus, the efficiency reaches its maximum when the load is such

that the losses proportional to the square of the current P2 = kI21

equal the constant losses Pp = kP.

The P1 = k11 losses, which are proportional to the first power of

the current, have no effect on the position of the efficiency maximum.

For a more accurate investigation, it is necessary to take into

account the fact that as the load decreases there are also decreases

in winding resistances owing to the temperature reduction and in the

voltage drop and, consequently, in the loss at the sliding contact.

Effect of Cooling-Air Parameters on Loss Magnitude

Iron losses do not depend on cooling-air parameters, i.e., on

altitude or flight speed.

Losses in windings, at the sliding contact, and friction losses

depend on altitude and flight speed and do not remain constant when

cooling-air parameters change: these parame. s are temperature,

pi'essure, and composition.

The losses vary in the following way as a function of winding

temperature and current:

p=ý. - )2 23 54 H2
P9.0 PO \ 1j0• =3+4,, (1.62)

where RmH and RR0 are the winding resistances at currents IH and 10,

respectively; H = t - kh and -O t gO - tkhO are the winding

temnperature rises; t khi s the "cold" winding temperature; tgH, tgO
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are the "hot" winding temperatures; I* = IH/I0 is the relative high

altitude current.

The subscript "0" indicates surface conditions, the subscript

I "H" indicates high-alt tude conditions.

If winding temperature reaches t = 2500 for operation at the
C-1 1.ý gH

altitude H, while T 1000 for operation under surface conditions,
g.0

the relative winding losses at rated current IH = 1 wil! rise by

? _ 3 12O 1,45 times.
235+100

Thus, for the same value of load current, the change in copper

losses is determined by the temperature of the "hot" winding under

high-altitude conditions tgH and under surface conditions tgO-

Friction losses are made up of cooling losses, sliding-contact

losses, and bearing losses.

The bearing losses are small and have little effect on the

general picture; we may thus neglect them.

The sliding-contact friction losses Pt.k are considerable, espe-

cially in commutator machines, and they increase at high altitudes

owing to an increase in the friction coefficient p:

Mor (.1C.63)
The ventilation losses P consist of two parts: losses in the

fan and ventilating system Pvl and the air-friction losses of rotating

machine elements P

Fan losses depend on the quantity of air by weight driven through

the machine and on fan construction. Losses due to air ýriction at ro-

tating elements depend on the structural characteristics of the machine,

the characteristics of the ambient, and the rotor peripheral speed.

Allowing for fan losses, the power spent to move Q• m3 /sec of

air at a useful fan pressure of hmm H20 is found from the equation
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P, z-"g = QOgQ a = G.2 watt.. -..U

2
Here ht h/1 = (v /g)y is the theoretical fan Va. ; 's the

peripher-i speed (m/sec) taken at the maximum ilametei- c., Lie fa,.

The air weight flow rate Gv = Qvy is proportional to the sum of

the losses XP introduced by the air, and Inversely proDortional to the

permissible temperature rise, i.e.,

a - g/sec, (1.65)

where YP is expressed in watts.

"-v = tv.g - tv.kh is the temperature rise in the cooling air,

i.e., the difference in the temperatures of the outlet tV.g and inlet

t.'.kh air, normally equal to 30-50°.

Allowing for flight altitude, with Qv = const

AlHf = Gem =i7N (1.66)P". a,,-

Losses due to air friction on rotating parts depend on the struc-

tural features of the machine and thus cannot be represented by a

general equation. As a rule, an equation using empirical coefficients

is set up to represent the air-friction losses for each actual machine

type.

The friction losses resulting from rotation of a smooth cylinder

in atmospheric air can be found from the expression

1,2 1f5An=76r4dlwiatts*. (1.67)

Here t is the frictional momeat, g'cm; pH is the mass density of
the air, i.e., the mass per unit volume, from Table 1.1, g-sec2 AM

c H is the aerodynamic friction coefficient equal to

"053 adf
Y-Re f

for laminar and turbulent flow, respectively, where the Reynolds num-

ber is found from the expression
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TABLiE 1.9
Calculation of Air-Friction Losses

II

1 BHx cenes.N poropa J o FeouxpuqecK1i Iawop I , 4d1

L R4[I + 4
-Z t• 

-1 0.4RS

1) Shape ofrotor cross section; 2) geometrical

factor IIr dl.

VH is the kinetic viscosity of air, i.e., the ratio of the viscosity

of the medium to its density.

The critical value of the Reynolds number Rekr at which laminar

boundary flow becomes turbulent is

Rem.-48 500.

The geometrical factor fr4 dl is determined by the form and di-

mensions of the rotating body (Table 1.9).

Under flight conditions, the magnitude of the friction losses

will change owing to variation in the air density p and the electro-

dynamic friction coefficient c.



The degree of friction-loss variatlon under highb-alt.t,,dp cn-r-

ditions may be found from the expression

* *,
re0 I'0= - cO P' Civ Cw.

where T H is found from (1.2) or Table 1.1; and

C = H" for laminar flow;

c- , V-=,wt for turbulent flow.

The total machine losses owing to cooling will be:

Pvo -vl 0 + P at sea level and
0 0

vH -J + Pv2 H at altitude H.

The relative var..±tion in total cooling losses will be

;-;--==•" I ,+'M (1.69)WO, * q% PV%+Pi

The electrical brush-contact losses Pe.kH rise somewhat under

high-altitude conditions owing to the increased voltage drop at the

sliding contact AU, which results from impairment of cormutation con-

ditions at high altitudes.

The function AU = f(H and v) cannot be evaluated analytically;

it can be determined only experimentally for each type of machine and

grade of brush.

The constant losses P can be assumed, in first approximation.
p

to be independent of the cooling-air parameters, i.e., of altitude and

flight speed since the increase in sliding-contact friction losses is

somewhat compensated by the decreased air-friction losses. Thus, in

first approximation

P•n PC±+PWA, + P+." .. Zx•35J480p.F MZ.R 235-j-4o

0 i " (1.70)

'The losses proportional to the first power of the current depend
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on the cooling-air parameters. The relative importance of these losses

is slight, however, and we do not know the function (AUH/AUo) = f(H

and v). In first approximation, we may assume that they do not depend

on altitude or flight speed, i.e., when operated at nominal ratings,

• • k U. fandP,.-P,.=P,. (1.71)

Under high-altitude conditions, the losses proportional to the

square of the current may be represented in rated operation, in first

approximation, as

Wp% 23S+fro (1.72)

The total losses under high-altitude operating conditions for a

current IHp a speed n(f) = const, and a voltage L = const will be, in

first approximation,

S23W • (1.73)

Here and above Pas, PmO" Pvo' Pt.kO' Pe.k0 are the iron losses, copper

losses, ventilating losses, losses owing to brush-contact friction,

and electrical losses under surface conditions;

PP" P,, and P2 are the constant losses, the losses proportional

to I, and the losses proportional to I under rated operation.

If we still proceed on the basis of the assumpti that in climb-

ing to the flight altitude the winding temperature must remain un-

changed, then when n(f) = const and U = const, it is necessary to de-

crease the current.

Under these conditions, the total losses are found from Equation

(1.73) where t gH = t go*

1.6. HEATING AND COOLING OF AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL MACHINES

The power developed by an electrical machine is determined basic-

ally by the amount of the heat losses that can be removed from the
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machine by thermal radiation, convection, and thermal r.'.tlvity. In

choosing electromagnetic loads, it Is necessary to hawv I m4nA ra

tional distribution of heat losses, and to consider ths c-nd.tions un-

der which they are removed.

In designing a cooling system, it is necessary to distribute the

cooling medium so as to ensure that it will be conveyed to the hottest

sections.

An electrical machine will be well utilized only if all of its

parts are heated uniformly within permissible limits established with

an eye to service life and duty cycle.

The sources of thermal energy in an electrical machine are: the

magnetic system in which the magnetic induction changes periodically;

the electrical system - windings, connections, and sliding contact;

surfaces of friction with the cooling medium, sliding contacts, and

bearings.

Permissible Temperature Limits

The dimensions of an electrical machine of given power are deter-

mined in considerable measure by the permissible temperature of in-

dividual machine parts, chiefly the windings. The permissible tempera-

tures are in turn conditioned by the type of materials used, the duty

cycle and service life of the machine, as dell as by the predetermined

value of efficiency.

In general electrical-machine design, the maximum permissible tem-

perature of machine parts for continuous operation should not exceed

1300 with class B insulation or 1050 for class A insulation. The am-

bient temperature is here taken to be 350 C.

In the design of aircraft electrical machines, the maximum per-

O m issible temperatures may be increased considerably when the shorter

service life of electrical machines is taken into account.
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The maximum permissible temperature of aircraft electrical ma-

chines is limited by: a) the decrease in mechanical and dielectric

the drop in mechanical and magnetic properties of magnetically soft

and magnetically hard materials at temperatures above 150-2000; c) the

impairment of mechanical properties of nonferrous and ferrous struc-

tural materials at temperatures above 200-2500; d) the decrease in

mechanical strength and electrical conductivity of conductor materials;

f) [sic] by difficulties encountered in lubricating bearings at tem-

peratures above 1500; g) by the considerable deterioration in the

properties of brushes and commutation at temperatures above 2000 owing

to extreme heating of commutator and brushes, which intensifies ionic

processes at the sliding contact, and decreases the contact resistance,

which increases the current in a short-circuited section and impairs

commutation.

When the temperature changes from -60 to +2000, winding resistance

changes by a factor of more than 2.2, which causes considerable fluc-

tuations in voltage, power, and speed, depending on the temperature.

~lWN WHUUpeitesbume inpeammeRUR
q l &MlMN, I Teu'•e Jypau _renepa

upN t -- - 401

24 M0om 3OP a uoYmAeRae - U-aShuM 155 195
uaacca A

5Toxe 9 17 215
* C 20W 240

6 koaemop 175+225 21,+265
7 nloummmmut 150+200 190-240

1) Machine parts; 2) maximum temperatures, 0C;
3) temperature rise at t = -400; 4) armature
and field windings - class A insulation; 5)
the same, class B; 6) commutator; 7) bearings.

Depending on insulation class, lubricant grade, and commutator

design, aircraft electrical machines will support the maximum tempera-
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Stures and temperature rises shown in the table.

As we shall show, the higher the maximum permissible t•'njieratures

f for machine parts under surface conditions, i.e., the hMgher the ra-

jchine thermal load, the lower the altitude at which it will be able to

,develop rated power at the maximum permissible temperature.

,Thermal Design of an Electrical Machine

The problem of the thermal design of electrical machines consists

in determining the temperature rise for Individual portions of the ma-

"chine over the ambient temperature for a given duty cycle.

From the thermal viewpoint, an electrical machine is a complicated

system consisting of distributed heat-energy sources (windings and the

active iron) separated from each other by boundary layers (insulation).

The thermal calculations represent, the most laborious element of

electrical-machine design. The simplest machine structure repre3ents a

complicated system from the thermal v-iewpoint. The complexities in-

volved in thermal calculations result from the fact that the thermal

process is a multistage and universal phenomenon, and from the diffi-

culties involved in determining the thermal constants (heat capacities,

heat-transfer coefficients, and thermal conductivities) of the individ-

ual elements. In an electrical machine, the thermal process simultane-

ously includes free and forced convection, thermal radiation, and

-thermal conductivity. The heat capacity, heat-transfer coefficient,

and thermal conductivity depend on the grade of materials used, design

and manufacturing features of the nachine, and cooling-medium charac-

teristics (pressure, temperature, the velocity of the air), etc.

The temperature distribution within the volume of each machine

ielement will follow its own laws. The temperature of the same element

Smay take on different values in the radial and axial direction; tern-

4 peratures in end sections of windings may differ from temperatures in
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the active portions, while the temperature

oc / CJ5of an armat.re core will be lower at the

cooling-medium inlet than at the outlet,

etc.

_r 
Thus, the concept of "temperature

rise" normally refers to average tempera-
Fig. 1.21. Heating
curve for homogeneous tures in the heated body. The ambient tem-
body. OA) Adiabatic
process; AB) transient perature is taken to mean the temperature
heat-transfer; BC)
steady-state process. of the air within the room containing the
1) Time.

electrical machine, which may be enclosed

or open; for machines using external or internal forced-air cooling,

the air temperature at the machine inlet is taken as the cooling-medium

temperature.

As Is well known, the heating process for a homogeneous body is

represented by an exponential curve (Fig. 1.21).

At the beginning of the heating process (section OA) there is a

linear rise in body temperature. Consequently, the heating process oc-

curs adiabatically without transfer of heat to the surrounding medium.

All thermal losses occurring in the heated body go in their entirety

to raise its heat content. The curved portion of the heating curve AB

(the "elbow" of the heating curve) corresponds to a transitional heat-

transfer regime in which part of the thermal losses go to raise the

heat content of the body, and part escapes to the surrounding space.

Finally, section BC on the heating curve corresponds to steady-state

heat transfer, with all thermal losses delivered to the surrounding

space; consequently, the heat content of the body will remain constant.

In general form, thermal processes in an electrical machine cor-

respond to an analytic scheme using distributed constants, which may

be represented by a system of differential equations in partial deriva-
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tives. The solution of such a system of equations is complicated, and

at the present time is not sufficiently reliable, owing to inaccuracy

.�in the initial p,ýrameters.

The task can be simplified for all practical purposes by making

several asslamnpions. We shall give the basic assumptions.

1) The temperature of an element is assumed to be constant over

its entire volume and equal to some average temperature, I.e.. we do

not consider the temperature field within a separately considered ele-

ment of a complex body. This simplification, Justified in practice,

makes it possible- to deal with a heat-flow scheme "with lumped con-

stants," i.e., to represent the thermal process by a system of ordinary

linear differential equations of first order. The solution of such a

system of equations, however, requires a determination of the roots of

the characteristic equation, which, as a rule, is of high order.

2) The temperatures of individual machine sections are taken to

be steady-state quantities, with the heating time assumed to be long

(operation on section BC) or, conversely, the thermal process is con-

sidered to occur so rapidly that there is no heat transfer (adiabatic

process) and the temperatures of individual machine sections are taken

to rise almost linearly (operation on section OA).

In the first case, temper'ature calculations reduce to the sclution

of a system of ordinary linear algebraic equations, while in the second

case, they reduce to the calculation of a simple equation for t..e .dia-

batic thermal processes oz-Qurring in the individual machine elements.

if, however, the thermal process occurs rapidly but ends on c. section

of the exponential curve where there is a point of inflection, it is

necessary to solve a system of differential equations in the thermal

9 calculations.

Thermal calculations for aircraft electrical machines operating
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under high-altitude and high-speed conditions are also complicated by

the fact that the cooling-medium characteristics change continuously,

and the laws governing heat transfer to a rarefied gas at high speeds

may have special features.

As we know, the temperature of the winding copper equals the mean

temperature of the cooling air plus the temperature drop in the insula-

tion and the temperature drop in the boundary layer, i.e., the drop

from the winding surface to the cooling air. The temperature drop in

the insulation, i.e., the thermal conductivity, is almost independent

of the cooling-air characteristics (altitude and flight speed), while

the air parameters and nature of the air flow strongly affect the

value of the heat-transfer coefficient.

With forced convection, the heat-transfer coefficient may be rep-

resented, approximately, by the expression

.(1.74)

where a 0 is the heat-transfer coefficient with po = 760 mm Hg and v = 0;

Sis the air density, mm Hg; P is a coefficient that characterizes ven-

tilating conditions at the part surface.

Under surface conditions, the air in the air ducts of machines

(fixed or rotating) will be characterized by turbulent flow, which en-

sures a vigorous transfer of heat from the hot machine surfaces.

In high-altitude operation, air density decreases and its kine-

matic viscosity rises; as a result, the turbulent duct air flow becomes

laminar, and in this connection there is a sharp drop in the intensity

of heat transfer.

Thus, the increase in machine-element temperature with increasing

height is caused not only by a decrease in air density, but also by a

change in the nature of the air flow.
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The nature of the ai", flow can change only in stationary ventilat-

ing ducts. In internal-a.nature electrical machines, we soeak of the

air ducts between the field and commutating-pole windings. while in

external-armature machines, we speak of air duct* in the armature. The

nature of t-.e air flow in the machine air gap and in rotating air ducts

does not change, owing to the artificial t.urbulence set up in the

stream.

Under high-altitude conditions, there is an especially sharp de-

terioration in the heat-t ,',:n.f*-r c)nditions for stationary machine

parts. As a result, ti-ý ..oLest areas in a machine may not be the same

for high-altitude and surface operation.

Numerous studies have shown that in dire~.t-current machines, tem-

peratures rise more in field windings and especially in conmmutating-

pole windings than in armature windings or in the commutator.

Thus, in designing aircraft electrical machines it is necessary

to take special measures to create artificial turbulence in the air

flow over stationary machine parts, or else to decrease the thermal

load on such elements.

For aircraft machines, we may use an approximate expression for

the heat-transfer coefficient, taking the form

ao "C+P N(1.75)

r76O)0

Cooling Systems for Aircraft Electrical Machines

The increased flight speeds and altitudes of modern flying craft

requi-re that especial attention be paid to the study of electrical-

machine cooling systems.

Ln order to evaluate such systems it is necessary to take into

account: a) system weight and size; b) ease of installation and tech-

*• nical servicing; c) reliability and simplicity; d) the way in which
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the system depends on altitude and flight speed; e) system effect on

the flying craft from the viewpoint of fuel consumption, decreased

lifting capacity and thrust.

The following basic air-cooling systems are in use for aircraft

electrical machines:

natural cooling, enclosed or screened electrical machines without

forced-air ventilation;

self-cooling, electrical machines with a shaft-mounted fan

(Fig. 1.22);

c) b
Fig. 1.22. Diagram showing
self-cooling, a) Internal ax-
ial; b) external axial.

forced-air, independent, or external cooling, electrical machines

ventilated by air forced through by the dynamic pressure of the oncom-

ing air stream (Fig. 1.23).

In all systems used to coo2 aircraft electrical machinery, the

altitude and flight-speed cooling characteristics are of considerable

interest.

The altitude-speed cooling characteristic of an electrical machine

Is the name normally given to the relative winding temperature as a

function of flight altitude and speed under rated operating conditions,

I.e.,

i"==(Hand v)

at rated power, speed, voltage, and power factor. We may also take the
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Fig. 1.23. Forced-air cooling systems. a) Ex-
ternal axial ventilation; b) internal axial-
radial ventilation; c) internal axial ventil-
ation. 1) Inlet; 2) outlet.

relationship

P. -=•-(H and v)

aa the altitude-speed cooling characteristic, with the winding tempera-

ture, voltage, speed, and cos T remaining constant. (P is the rated

power.)

Below we shall examine the enumerated systems for cooling aircraft

electrical machines.

Natural cooling is accomplished by the transfer of heat from the

surface of a machine owing to heat radiation and free convection. The

heat carried off owing to thermal conduction through points of contact

of the electrical machine with surrounding objects sometimes reaches a

considerable magnitude, but it cannot be calculated, and we shall not

consider it here.

The heat transferred by thermal radiation per unit surface may be

determined from the equation

A, [. =({.] watt/m2, (1.76)

where Tk = 273 + tk, 0K, and tk, 0 C is the frame temperature; TV =
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--273 + tvP, 0K and tv, 0C is the ambient temperature; e is a coeffi-

cLentt that characterizes the state of the cooling surface; for elec-

trical machines E = 0.85-0.92.

If we assume that the amblent temperature corresponds to the SA

for adiabatic deceleration, then if we allow foi4 the variation in air

tempK'ratuiae with altitude (in accordance with the SA) and for flight

speed, we may represent Eq. (1.76), approximately, in the form

AN :z_154 [(2.73 + 12,88 -0.65H +i j-~Yi(.?T
for the troposphere, and In the form

A.•s._::54{(2. j-i-o-•)" [2.16÷,,pt _i M(178

for the stratosphere. Here v is the flight speed, m/sec; H is the

flight altitude, km.

Heat transfer due to free convection may be determined per unit

surface froa the equation

A. 3.8• • watt/m2, (I. 79)

where Ok= Tk - Tv = tk - t v is the frame temperature rise; p is the

absolute air pressure, kg/cm ; Dn is the outside diameter of the ma-

chine, cm.

If we assume that the ambient temperature corresponds to the SA

with adiabatic deceleration, the housing temperature rise with alti-

tude and flight speed taken into account will be

*-=t.--15+6.65/--P( )' at /-<Ii Ila

and

4=tx+56.5-pij~) at 1>1km. (1.80)

At the maximum free-stream air temperature

#=4t.-60+8.331--pj,(•)' at H<12kmn
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and

9.t+0-,1 at Hl> 12 a. (.1

The relative heat-transfer values for radiation and free convection at

high altitudes may be represented in the form

A (.73+[2.16J (1.82)

AO (2.73 + _ 4 - M.8

from the SA, at v 0 = 0 and H_> !I km,

INH_&P (1.83)

where p*H = pH/P0 from (1.3) or Table 1.1;

The subocript "H" refers to high-altitude conditions, and the subscript

"0" to surface conditions.

Where Ok = 0, heat transfer by thermal radiation and free convec-

tion equals zero. This occurs at flight speeds of:

v=-48.5rt,3+65H-I5 m/sec at H<11 kIm

and

-==48,5Y/tF-56,nm/sec at H>11 kmn. (1.84)

Figure 1.24 shows the relationships

Afl=A,+A,=f(H) at t,=60--2O°andv=O.

The data given makes it possible to draw certain conclusions, e.g.:

1) Within the troposphere, heat transfer by thermal radiation and

free convection increases, while within the stratosphere, heat trans-

fer by thermal radiation remains constant while heat transfer by free

convection falls with increasing altitude and nearly vanishes at an

altitude of 20 kIn; since the relative importance of heat transfer by

free convection is slight, however, the total amount of heat trans-

ferred is determined by thermal radiation, and is nearly independent
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Fig. 1.24. Heat transfer by radia-
tion and free convection as a func-
tion of the altitude H and frame tem-
perature tk (neglecting adiabatic

compression). 1) An, watt/r 2 ; 2) H,
kin.

of altitude.

2) The relative heat-transfer value rises more rapidly within the

troposphere with increasing altitude the lower the frame temperature.

If we assume that heat transfer is the same at sea level and at high
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altitudes, then the lower the frame temperature, the higher the per-

missible flight altitude; thus at tk = 1000, it is 27 kin, but at tk =
'4 = 120u, it is only 20 km.

3) As the flight speed goes up, the amount of heat transferred by

thermal radiation and free convection decreases sharply. At flight

speeds greater than 400 m/sec, natural cooling systems are unsuitable.

4) The efficiency of natural cooling is small; the heat trans-

ferred per unit area is only 6-15 watt/deg-2 , and natural cooling can

be recommended only for aircraft electrical machines of less than 100

watts power and for short-time duty at high altitudes, but not for

high flight speeds.

High-altitude cooling characteristics. The thermal losses ZP,

that can be removed from the surface F of an electrical machine by

natural cooling are determined from the heat-balance under steady-

estate conditions, i.e.,

£P= FA= 8A=F",a watts, ((1.85)

where = tk- is the frame temperature rise; A = A + Ak = uik is

the heat transferred from unit surface or the specific heat flows due

to radiation and convection, watt/m2 ; A = Ai + Ak is the heat trans-

ferred from a surface, watt/deg; a = ai + ak is the heat transfer per

unit surface, watt/m2 -deg.

Since At (Ai, a.) and Ak (Ak, ak) depend on the condition of the

cooling medium, i.e., its temperature t, thermal conductivity X6, beat

capacity c, humidity, etc., the heat loss ZP that can be removed with

natural cooling depends on altitude and flight speed.

The amounts of heat that can be removed from a machine surface on

the ground and at high altitudes will differ in accordance with the

* ratio of the amounts of heat transferred per unit surface, i.e.,
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7 X'"If A. H+A H. AL~P -= ,-.-ACo AA. (1.86)fPO A.O+Ax A0 t

if the ambient temperature rises, the amount of heat transferred

to the outside space will decrease and, consequently, in order to main-

tain frame and winding temperature at the previous level it is neces-

sary to make an appropriate decrease in the amount of heat liberated

within the machine.

If the temperatures of frame and windings are identical under

ground and high-altitude conditions, the relationship among the vari-

ous types of losses Pp, P', and P2 will remain nearly unchanged.* In

this case, the relationship between the load current at high altitude

and the heat carried off, i.e., in essence, the expression for the

natural-cooling altitude characteristic may be determined by using

(1.60) and (1.86) from which it follows that

yP--A.,P., 1+a.171 •+• 2 -- AH,(I.-a1 +a, (1. 87)

and

S±+a,.,1 ,,+ [a'- .. (1 -I-a12+a2')]=O.

where aI = PI/Pp; a 2 = P2 /Pp, and a12 = al/a 2 = PI/P 2 are the relative

heat-loss coefficients.
*

By solving the quadratic equation for the load current IH we ob-

tain

)N 0,5 ,a.-± V025 + a,,(1+a 1 2+aO)-ai-.

The current IH will always be less than zero and, consequently,

the last equation will take the form

IN== tf 0,25a0,-2 +AJA(I +a,,+-a 2 ')-a 2' ",0,5a, 2  (1.88)

where

AH = f(H and v), i.e., In = ;(H and v)

and will represent the altitude characteristic of an electrical machine

with natural cooling.
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If aI is small, al. - 0 and the expression for the current will

be simplified:

,!V +a, - I An (PP4- P2) - P.

The relative heat-transfer value A, for which the machine will. not

develop power, i.e., at which its useful load will be zero, is deter-

mined from the condition that 1% 0, i.e.:

" " P. (1.90)
1+41+42 P,+P-+P2

or

" R _ a P. (1.91)

in physical terms this means that losses carried off to the out-

side space at an altitude H will equal the constant losses, i.e., the

no-load losses and, consequently, the machine cannot develop useful

power.

SnThus, we have established a relationship between the relative

load current IH and the relative amount of heat transferred by radia-

tion and free convection (A " If we know the relative loss

coefficients a. and a 2 , we can determine the variation in machine load

as a function of altitude and flight speed where the winding tempera-

tures are held constant.

Forced-convectlon coolin_ - self-cooling or forced cooling- and

their efficiencies are determined by the amount of cooling gas, by

weight, that passes through the machine in unit time, and b)p its tem-

prerature.

qThe weight flow rate of a gas may be determined with self-cooling

or external forced cooling from the expres..ion

O== Qj=SV SV VAA&fiic/r (1.92)

"where vv and y are the speed in m/sec and the specific gravity in kg/m 3
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of the cooling gas;

(1.93)

is the dynamic gas pressure at the machine inlet, mm H2 0;

Ah == Rh, = L- Il (1.94)

is the pressure drop in the machine;
R L"=2gh (1.95)

is the aerodynamic resistance of the machine, whose numerical value is

determined by the shape and dimensions of the air duct; S is the cross-

sectional area of the inlet orifice cf the machine; Q is the gas vol-

3, 2ume, m3/sec; g = 9.81 m/sec is the gravitational acceleration.

The relative variation in air weight flow rate may be found as a

function of altitude from the expression

GH-vH;H= VkH•=VAh,(, (1I. 96)

where the relative values are

_ON -V 1 ;h,_= 4  AA-- H

The subscript "H" corresponds to operation at altitude H., and the sub-

script "0" to operation at sea level.

Self-cooling as we have said before, is carried out with the aid

of a fan mounted on the shaft of the electrical machine. This cooling

system is used in aircraft generators with powers of up to 1-1.5 kw,

as well as in aircraft electric motors and converters for almost all

power ranges (Fig. 1.25).

The basic drawback inherent in all self-cooling systems lies in

the fact that cooling efficiency drops sharply with increasing altitude

and flight speed. Another substantial drawback to the self-cooling sys-

tem lies in the fact that preheated air whose temperature is nearly
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independent of altitude may penetrate the machine. In addition, this

air may contain oil and fuel vapors.

Let us determine useful power as a function of flight altitude

and speed, i.e., let us find the altitude characteristic of a machine

using self-cooling.

With self-cooling, the amount of gas by volume that flows through

the electrical machine is independent of flight altitude or speed and,

ccnsequently, the velocity of the air remains constant, i.e.,

vH = vO and v*H = I.

In this case, it follows from (1.96) that the relative weight

flow rate of the cooling gas is directly proportional to the relative

specific gravity of the gas, i.e., when v*H = 1

S0 --- HO n-- T='" 711-ý0H (at H< I I vx)

and 7 (1.97)
bu.= ajf•v•~ ( at H> 1 ! ).

The air pressure created by a fan on the shaft of an electrical

machine is proportional to the square of the rotational speed and to

the specific gravity of the air, i.e.,

=k --0 0) ff. (1.98)

where kv is a constant corresponding to the air pressure at sea level
(0 = 1.225 kg/in3 and t = 150 C) with a shaft speed n = 1000 rpm.

The relative air pressure may be represented as a function of

flight alti ide and the change in fan speed by the equation

4N="" = =•.,- (1.99)

where
n.="-

no

With constant shaft speed, the air pressure at the machine inlet
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a)

• •-• . - . - ,

b
Fig. 1.25. Diagram showing converter self-
cooling, a) 1A-2500 converter; b) PO-1500 con-
verter.

is proportional to the specific gravity. Allowing for the relattve

specific gravity of air in accordance with the SA, we obtain

20-H

and
* 2 -0.16 (M-11) (1.100)

for the troposphere and stratosphere, respectively.

Heat losses. As is inowr, the heat carried off by a cooling gas

isI(

IP= Qcb, [(kwil1
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Since the volunetric heat capacity c = cp y, expressed in kw-sec/PC,

Js numerically equal to the specific gravity for air, we obtain

E ,= Q78. = 0.0.. (1.102)

The amount of air supplied by a centrifugal fan is proportional

to the shaft speed, i.e.,

E PE Inoa' (1.103)

where Ov = t v.g- tv. kh is the temperature rise in the cooling gas.

We may assume in first approximation that the heat absorbed by

the cooling air is proportional to the winding temperature rise Xre'

i.e., in accordance with (1.102)

where

ti ; t,.

are the temperatures of the winding and the air at the machine inlet,

respectively.

Thus, the heat losses carried off by cooling air are proportional

to the temperature rise in the machine elements above the inlet-air

temperature, to the air specific gravity, and to the fan speed.

The relative amounts of heat removed by the cooling air may be

represented as a finction of altitude and flight speed by the expres-

sion
S( . )

where for the troposphere, the relative values of temperature rise are

expressed bV the equations

11. j-- 15 -- + 6.5,-
_ _ _ _ (1.105a)

two -- 15-- P, Vi00,

(with t talken from the SA) and
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• ,.,-6o-p,,(100) + 8.33H
N 8,3311 (1. 105b)

,.0o-6-,,00

(with t at maximum value), where tmW and t~in are the winding tempera-

ture s.

Formula (1.104) gives a relative heat-loss value that is too low,

since it does not allow for natural heat transfer by thermal radiation,

free convection, and thermal conduction. Experiments have shown that

the relative heat losses are proportional to (yH) 0 9 , i.e., we may as-

sume in approximation that with self-cooling

FA,;G0 0 ;

,V On .a f" ( 1. 106)

It is interesting to determine the relative temperature rise when

the relative heat losses ,.-emoved by the cooling air remain constant.

In this case = 1 and

(O9O." (1.107)

If we assume windi•• temperatures tmO = tmH = tm and a ground

speed v 0 = 0, then in place of (1.105) we shall have

|.1 I + ,._H-60 (1.108)

For the stratosphere, the value 8.33H is replaced by a constant

equal to 100 in (1.105) and (1.108). In view of what we have said, tak-

Ing (1.106) into account, we obtain an expression for the relative

heat loss removed by the cooling air:

" /•-f =J I+ ;.N (1.109)
for the troposphere, and

'm - 0P "42+ (1. 109a)
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Fig. 1.26. Relative heat losses car-
ried off with self-cooling as a func-
tion of altitude. 1) Troposphere; 2)
stratosphere.

for the stratosphere (using the maximum temperature in accordance with

the SA).

Figure 1.26 shows the relationship ZP*H = f(H) for various wind-

ing temperatures tm or temperature rises in accordance with the SA

,with respect to sea level Om = tm - 15, with the temperature rise due

to adiabatic compression neglected,

Equations (1.106) and (1.109) as well as the curves of Fig. 1.25

3oistructed from these equations give the relative losses in an elec-

trical machine that are carried off by the cooling air provided that

ýhe winding temperatures remain conseant with changes in altitude and

flight speed.

if v. - v0 or tm i const, It is necessary to take the value of

: from (1.105) and (1.106).

The following relationship exists among the losses in an electri-
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'N i-t--tocal machine, the rated power Phnom' and the

______e__ efficiency:

P, P"0 , ')if I -To

where P and Pnom0 are the rated powers
0 O•c/ at a given altitude and at sea level, re-

I- spectively.

-2 0C {" If we assume that the efficiency of

5 10 15 NMm an electrical machine at rated power and

Fig. 1.27. Alti-
tude characteris- tm0 = tmH is nearly independent of alti-
tic for self-
cooled aircraft DC ude and flight speed, i.e., that the sum
electric motor, of the losses developed does not change,
tH/tO = f(H) with

power held con- then
stant and various
winding tempera- 7--I
ture rises under
ground conditions, and
S OmO = 20, 40, and-- 7000.

-- • " Pmu ,o 11*x

Consequently, Expression (1.106) represents the height and speed

characteristic of an electrical self-cooled machine operating with

rated load.

Figure 1.27 gives the altitude characteristics for aircraft self-m.s

cooled motors for various winding-temperature values.

We may draw the following conclusions from the material presented

above:

1) At l.-w 'light speeds (v < 200 m/sec) and constant fan speed,

machine temperature begins to fall while the aircraft is climbing and

reaches a mininmum at some specific flight speed; it then rises sharply,

reaching the rated value at some particular altitude. The higher the

temperature of the machine (windings, iron) on the ground, the poorer

the high-altitude characteristics of the machine. This is explained by
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Fig. 1.28. Arrangement of generator and methods of
connecting air duct. a) Air released into space
wader cowl; b) air released behind aircraft-engine
cowl; c) connection of air duct; G) generator.

the fact that the relative effect of the temperature drop in the tropo-

sphere is weaker the higher the nominal temperature of the machine.

2) The efficiency uf a self-cooling system drops sharply with in-

creasing altitude owing to a decrease in the weight flow rate of the

air, especially in the stratosphere where the temperature is constant

while the aiL density continues to drop.

3) Self-cooling is unsuitable for high-altitude and high-speed

flights (v > 300 m/sec) where the machine is operated continuously,

since cooling efficiency drops as a result of the lowered density and

increased temperature of the air.

Forced cooling is accomplished by means of the oncoming air

stream which arrives at the generator owing to the action of the dy-

namic head; it is employed for generatofts having powers above 1.0-1.5

kw.

Figure 1.28 shows the various methods used to connect air ducts

* and various generator arrangementit; Fig. 1.29 shows a forced-air cool-

ing system for an 18-kw generator.
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There are two possible types of forced-air cooling.

1) The dynamic pressure at the machine air inlet remains practi-

cally constant under all flight conditions.

This may occur when the flight speed rises as the altitude in-

creases. In this case (where hvH ' hvo) the equation

7 H V'H

hv__H 2g __h+j == T _o = o+--• _ý _•
"O V02

will hold, in approximation, for the relative dynamic pressure at the

machine inlet and thus

0-10 HH (1.111)

i.e., the relative velocity v*H of the air entering the machine, de-

sending on the altitude, will rise in inverse proportion to the one-

half power of the air density.

Fig. 1.29. External forced-air
ceiling of DC aircraft generator.

According to (1.111) the relative weight flow rate of the air

equals the square root of the relative specific gravity of the air,

since
• • • r21 -/ ,-H

4 -- 7•"= '--•----0+H (at H</ 11 x.x)

and (1.112)

0,- 545e-°I VY-,,, (at H>11 s x).
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2) The flight speed remains almost constant with changes in alti-

tude.

In this case, the velocity of the cooling-system air will remain

constant, v*H = 1, and the relative dynamic head will drop as the al-

titude increases in accordance with the relative specific gravity of

the air, i.e.,

S •[ • • (1.113)

The relative weight flow rate of the air, as in the self-cooling

case, equals the relative specific gravity:

20-H (1.114)
20+H

or

O,3e-D. 1 6 (Ht-i: .'

Thus, where the dynamic pressure at the generator air intake re-

maims constant, the decrease in air specific gravity with increasing

altitude is compensated to some extent by an increase in air velocity.

If, however, the flight speed does not depend on altitude, the drop in

air density with increasing altitude is not compensated by an increase

in flight speed, and the efficiency of a cooling system using external

forced air turns out to be the same as that of a system using self-

cooling.

The heat losses carried off by the cooling medium are roughly pro-

portional to the weight flow rate of the cooling medium and to the tem-

perature rise in the electrical machine

ZP.• ;.O.,(1.115)

where "m = -m -- tv.kh is the winding temperature rise over the !alet-

air temperature. The relative heat losses carried off by the cooling

air as a function of altitude and flight speed will be

S- 111 -
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Taking the value of G*H from (1.96) we can find

EAM= ..4 -V .. n..• IN..(i i

Ir-v1- vH 1, 'Expre3sion k1.110) will De

Z,•,=i,.y•.(1.i18)

Substituting into (1.118) -he value of Y-H from (1.112) we obtain the

relative heat losses at tmH = tm0 = tm and v0 = 0, e.g.:

F 2
1021

"". I+ ( j. (at H> 12 xv),

where M = tm - 600 c.

If the calculation is carried out with a temperature correspond-

ing to the SA, it is then necessary to substitute 6.5H and 71.5 for

the minuends 8.33H and 100, respectively.

If we take (1.88) and (1.115) into account, it is possible to

find the nature of the variation in the relative load current as a

function of altitude and flight speed, i.e., the altitude and speed

cooling characteristic for an electrical machine with tmH = tm0 = tm
!.=3 |O.2-Sa,,C-O.( -+a,2 +ai"') -a'--O.5a,1 . (1.120)

Where a 1 2 = (al/a2 ) -+ 0, i.e., for small losses that are propor-

tional to the first power of the current,

00

2a-')I--a'. (1. 120a)

Expression (1.120) is relatively complicated, and requires a know-

ledge of the loss coefficients a1 and a 2 .

The losses ZP cannot be connected with machine power by any gen-

eral relationship that is suitable for all types of electrical machines;

thus, for example, to make a preliminary determination of the cooling
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Fig. 1.30. Cooling characteristic of DC aircraft generators for
-various winding temperatures. The air temperature is taken from
the maximum SA value. The dashed curves show the relationship

.P* = f(H) for various tm, taking (1.121) into account. a) Adia-

batic deceleration neglected; b) allowance for adiabatic decel-

eration of v = 300 mr/sec and p1 = 4.3. 1) Speed neglected (v = 0);

2) v = 300 m/sec.

characteristics of aircraft DC generators, the relationship

can be used; here the exponent a = 2 when i*H > 1 and a = 1 when I*H H

= 0.5-1.

in view of what has been said, the altitude and speed cooling

characteristic of an aircraft generator may be represented in the form

0.(8 A '0 ) (a t 0,5 - lO)
and (1.121)

Table 1.10 gives the basic equations for this section, for the
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sake of clarity.

Figure 1.30a and b gives the altitude cooling characteristics of

aircraft generators for various winding temperatures and flight speeds.

TABLE 1. 10
Summary of Formulas Used in Cooling Calculations

1 2 11POAYS
oe h = I j6/ coast

3 Cxopocix HofemuuAl vivt = V0 . i .• ,s =0 oii
QRVQft 'Qj Vg 0 . V~"pacio Q,= 0.-o. =.- VH Q.--o.Q,-:

4 BecoeoA pSCXOA ma .1 7~=1 j.liVJiIO.
5 Aasneuxe ra~a va hV IV 7N'

8DPIOAg- is IN oI!PTIq)4l

3) gas velocity and volume flow rate; 4) gas
weight flow rate; 5) gas pressure at inlet; 6)
heat losses; 7) load current when t-i= tmo;o

at.

Basic conclusions: a) air velocity or volume flow rate are inde-

fendent of flight altitude and speed with self-cooling or external

iforced-air cooling if the dynamic pressure at the cooling-system inlet

(including the external forced-air case) varies in proportion to the

specific gravity of the air;

b) the weight flow rate of the air, determining cooling efficiency,

is proportional to the specific gravity of the air and the winding tem-

perature rise over the inlet-air temperature. Thus, the weight flcw

rate of air depends on flight altitude and speed;

c) as flight altitude increases, there is a decrease In the weight

- 114-
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flow rate of the air and, consequently, in cooling efficiency. The de-

creae in air temperature with increasing altitude that occurs within

the troposphere increases cooling efficiency;

S) an increase in flight speed increases air temperature and, con-

sequently, decreases cooling efficiency;

e) the greater the winding temperature rise under surface condi-

tions, the lower the altitude and flight speed at which the windings

will reach the maximum permissible temperature, i.e., the poorer the

machine cooling characteristics.

Flight efficiency. An essential defect in all forced-air cooling

systems using the dynamic pressure of the oncoming air is the increase

in the drag of the flying craft caused by distortion of the aerodynamic

shape of the flying craft owing to the installation of the intake duct

and the loss of power that results when the air flows through the gen-

erator cooling system.

Below we determine the power lost owing to the flow of air through

i the generator cooling ducts.

The magnitude of the Internal drag R is determined by the change

in momentum of the air stream, i.e.,

S(1.122)

; where Gv is the weight flow rate of the air, kg/sec; v 1 is the air ve-

locity at the inlet, which is nearly equal to the flight velocity v,

m/sec; v 2 is the air velocity at the outlet, m/sec; g = 9.81 m/sec 2 is

:the gravitational acceleration.

As a rule v >> v2 and (1.122) may be assumed to equal

oR -v kg. (1.123)

In order to overcome this drag, the aircraft engine must develop

i additional thrust, i.e., an additional amount of power that may be

- 115 -
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found fromn the equation

p pLv o.Wkg.m/sec (1.124)

o.r, since 75g = 735 and 1.36-735 1 1000, we find that

P hp = 10o. "I ) lk. (1.125)

For a propeller-driven craft, the engine should develop an addi-

tional amount of power equal to

,=L= ,( (1.126)
'h ak 7, Te 00)

where % is the aircraft propeller efficiency, equal to 0.75-0.8 for

modern propellers.

The amount of air by weight needed for cooling equals

G~ Q =~~ == -,kg/sec, (1.127)

where EP is the sum of the losses in the machine that heat the air, kv;

C is the specific heat of the air at constant pressure; it equals 4
I kw-sec/deg-kg; 0v = t - I is the temperature rise in the cool-v .g vk
Ing air.

If we assume that ia= 400 C, G, is expressed as

0.=o.025ZP kg/sec.- (1.128)

Taking (1.123), (1.125), and (1.127) into account, we obtain a

relationship between the internal drag R and the generator losses, i.e.,

n=J-- a =R kg/kw, (1.129)

and the relationship between the additional aircraft-engine power los-

ses and the generator losses with external forced-air cooling

=1oXPI. __N__PR 10 V N2
PR #-and - .- 0k. - 't-U ioo, (r.130)

Thus, the additional aircraft-engine power losses due to elec-

trical-machine cooling are directly proportional to the square of the

flying-craft speed and the sum of the electrical-machine losses, and

n.16 -



inversely proportional to the temperature rise of the air in the elec-

trical machine.

Figure 1.31 gives curves that show aircraft-engine power losses

} (at jv = 1) per kilowatt of electrical-machine loss as a function of

flight speed and -a

The sum of the losses and the relative electrical-machine losses

.may be represented in the for;

P_ P,,!(1-131)~
'rand-=--, (1.131)

where Pnom is the rated generator power, k-4; ig is the generator effi-

ciency.

Taking the value of ZP from (1.131)

kg

and

PMa g as To

The cooling-air flow rate will then equal

GoP 0 i--" kg/sec

a,-ridSand

GE kg/sec-kw. (1.133)
S• ~Pm,, 49 Tar"

Substituting the value of ZP from (1.131) into Eq. (1.130), we

obtain anexpression for the relative aircraft-engine power losses as

a 'f•nction of flight speed and generator efficiency (Fig. 1.32):

4T h o ", At- . (1 34)

where
;10

In determining efficiene'y, the power lost by an aircraft engine
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Fig. 1.31. Relative air- Fig. 1.32. Relative aircraft-
craft-engine power losses engine power losses to elec-to electrical-machine cool- trical-machine cooling as aing for various air tern- function of flight speed andperature rises. 1) v, m/sec. generator efficiency. 1) v,rn/sec.

due to electrical-machine cooling should be taken into account. Elec-
.trical-machine efficiency is called the flight efficiency when the
aircraft-engine losses going to cool the motor are taken into account;
the numerical value of this efficiency is determined from the expres-

sion

P_ I .
S= Ye +P~R. = + 1P P + (1.135)

Taking (1.131) and (1.134) into account, we obtain after some sim-

ple manipulations /
Vt

%= , "(1. 136)i ,+ s...(•0) (1-_.k)

Equation (1.136) gives a direct relationship between the flight

efficiency of an electrical machine and its efficiency and the aircraft

flight speed. The value of the coefficient k varies within narrow

limits, and for a given series of electrical machines and type of air-

craft engine, it will be nearly constant.
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a Figure 1.33 shows g= f(v) for

l F " rvvarii various values of qg [sic].

Equations (1.135) and (1-.136) and

the curves of Fig. 1.33 are of consider-

45 =able interest, since they permit a direct

deterntunation of the effect of electrical-

machine efficiency on aircraft-engine

J 0290 ZO ,JO 400 &V 700 303 100 power loss, and make it possible to find

Fig. 1.33. Flight effi- the flight efficiency of a machine. In
ciency as a function of
speed and generator effi- climbing, the quantity of air by weight
ciency.

To decreases and, consequently, there is a

corresponding decrease in the power lost

1) v, mn/sec. by the main engine.

Fuel consumed in overcoming decel-

. eration. In order to overcome the internal drag R due to deceleration

of the air stream iz the generator ventilating system, an additional

amount of power PR = Rv is expended and, consequently, additional fuel

is required; its weight will equal

o,l=- tPO=IP L k9. (1.137)

Here t = L/v is the duration of the flight, hr; L and v are the

route length, kin, and flight speed, km/hr; i is the specific fuel

flow rate, kg/kw-hr.

Taking the value of PR from (1.134), we obtain

, 0 , uo..,a -. '"-'-tt Ig. (1.138)

We let G g P be the generator weight, where g = GIn is
g g nom gg =g)/nom -

the relative weight of the generator; then the relatlve fuel consump-

. tion due to generator cooling is

3I
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After simple maninulation.s allowing for (1.136). we obtain the follow-

ing expression for the fuel consumed in cooling a generator:

l+k. Tr

and

ka
, '(TL 1 !-z. t kg/kw. (i. 140a)

Where v > 600 m/sec, Relationship (1.140a) is simplified and

Equations (1.138) and (1.140) show that the ordinary or flight

efficiencies of a generator have a considerable effect on the addi-

tional fuel consumed and, consequently, on the flight and takeoff

weights of the flying craft. If generator efficiency is increased, the

additi3nal fuel consumption decreases; in this case, however, there

will be an increase in the weight of the generatov.

It is of interest to determine the permissible increase in gen-

erator efficiency, based on keeping the added generator weight result-

nJg from an increase in efficiency equal to the corresponding decrease

in additional fuel consumed.

. The degree to which generator efficiency k can be increased may

be found approximately from the cordition that the increase in gen-

erator weight be compensated by a decrease in the additional fuel con-

sumed due to cooling and power takeoff, by using the expression

•(1.141)

which is meaningful for values of t such that k1 > 1.
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Here the coefficient a = 3-4 shows the relative increase in gen-
erator weight for an increase in efficiency 0.0= 1- Tg =.1

Sw-t.i-.hin veal limits (k2 > n_).

An analysis of the preceding equations clearly demonstrates the

superiority of alternating-current aircraft electrical machines which,

as a rule, are more efficient; it is clearly desirable to increase the

efficiencies of direct-current aircraft generators in any way possible

when they are cooled by the incoming air stream, sometimes even at the

expense of some increase in weight. It is also obviously necessary to

consider flying-craft function (flight duration and speed) in selecting

the utilization factor and power characteristics of electrical machines.

Here we have not considered the change in weight of associated

equipment resulting from a change in generator weight and fuel weight,

losses due to distortion of flying-craft aerodynamic form caused by

S the presence of ducts, etc. The considerations given, however, make it

possible to establish the boundaries for reasonable utilization of ex-

ternal forced-air cooling and indicate methods for expanding these

lim;its.

Air-cooling systems using the pressure of the oncoming air stream

are poorly suited for high-speed or high-altitude flying craft, and

new cooling systems for aircraft electrical machines are needed to

p provide an increase in flight altitude and speed.

-Ways of increasing Electrical-Machine Cooling Efficiency

We shall list some ways of increasing the efficiency of electric-

machixie cooling at high flight speeds and altitudes.

1. The region of applicability of forced-air cooling from the dy-

namic pressure of the oncoming air stream may be expanded in the fol-

!owing ways:

a) by decreasing the aerodynamic drag of the cooling system;
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b) by increasing the thermal resistance of the insulation, com-

mutator, brushes, soldered Joints, lubricant, bearings, etc.;

c) by increasing efficiency through the utilization of magnetic

materials with increased magnetic permeability and lower losses; by

increasing the quality of core stamping, assembly, and heat treatment,

and in some cases by increasing the weight of the machine;

d) by decreasing the amount of cooling air required through an

increase in the air temperature excess;

e) by decreasing the cooling-air temperature-by spraying water

into the air stream at the inlet (in addition, moist air has a some-

what higher heat-transfer coefficient). The amount of water used for

cooling is determined by the point at which 100% relative humidity is

reached, and the relative water flow rate depends on the inlet-air

temperature and its amount. The higher the temperature of the incoming

air and the more of it that there is, the lower the degree of utiliza-

tion of the cooling power of the water. Thus, high-power machines with

a relatively large air flow rate in cooling require a larger relative

expenditure of water at high speeds for cooling purposes. We may as-

sume to start with that 6-30 kw DC generators and 15-60 kva AC genera-

tors require 1-2 kg of water per hour for each kw of generator losses

for flights at altitudes of the order of 20 Im and at speeds of 650-

750 m/sec.

Regulation of the water flow rate requires the presence of a spe-

cial apparatus;

f) by using air from the cabin pressurizing compressor to cool

electrical machines.

The enumerated measures permit an expansion in the region of ap-

plication of air cooling; they do not, however, eliminate the organic

defects in this system (the decreasing weight flow rate of cooling air



with increasing flight altitude, the increasing air temperature and

Sdecreasing flight efficiency, i.e., increasing flight weight, occur-

Sring with increasing flight speed).

2. Liquid cooling of electrical machines by means of water, oil,

Saviation fuel, etc., as is well known is more efficient than gas cool-

ing.

The amounts of cooling medium by weight needed to carry off the

i same amount of waste heat are related in the following manner for

water, kerosene, oil, and air- 1:1.92:2.32:4.2. By volume, the quan-

tities are related, respectively, as follows - 1:2.4:2.45:4200.

I iXud'Nm ,Thus, as a cooling medium water is roughly

V twice as efficient as kerosene and four times

! (udfa ~as efficient as air. The liquid coolant may be

• I applied to the outside surfaces of the machine

S 1 (which should be shaped appropriately), intro-

Fig. l.34. Diagram duced within the machine with the aid of finned
of liquid-cooled
electrical machine, tubes or other devices, and may be brought into
1) Liquid.

the shaft to ducts in the rotating portion of

the machine (Fig. 1.34).

With a liquid coolant, very serious difficulties are encountered

in cooling the rotating portion of a machine. In DC and AC aircraft

Selectrical machines with rotating armatures, where up to 80% of all

losses are concentrated, it is difficult to use a liquid coolant,

since it is an extremely complicated matter to supply the coolant

Sthrough the shaft, especially where kerosene is used.

For stationary-armature electrical AC machines and, in particular,

Sfor induction and magnetoelectric generators, the liquid-cooling sys-

teem appears promising. For short-time-duty electrical machines, it is

possible to use water or oil without special flow-rate regulating ap-
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Any possible overconsumption of coolant may be compensated by the -"

reduction in control-apparatus weight. In addition, it is necessary to

consider the fact that when a liquid coolant is used, the degree of

utilization of the electrical machines is increased, and machine power

will rise by 30% or more.

Combined cooling systems exist that supply some fixed weight of

air to the interior hollow section of the machine, while a liquid hav-

ing a negative temperature (ammonia, for example) flows over the out-

side of the machine. The machine will then be thermally insulated from

the outside medium, and will operate reliably "under all flight condi-

tions.

3. Cooling of electrical machines by the evaporation of liquid at

the interior surface. If a liquid is evaporated at the hot inside sur-

face of an electrical machine, the high latent heat of vaporization

and high heat-transfer coefficient will produce efficient cooling.

At atmospheric pressure, the latent heat of vaporization of water

is 539 kcal/kg, while the heat-transfer coefficient of boiling water

is hundreds of times greater than that of air. As a result, it is only

necessary to evaporate about 1.55 kg of water per hour at a machine

surface in orCer to remove 1 kW-hr of waste heat.

Consequently, a 12-%w DC generator with a 75% efficiency, i.e.,

with losses equaling

V P=P,~ !-_rT=12 n'=4 kwr,0,75

will require about 6.5 kg of water per hour, and the over-all water

consumption will be

G.i4.55 t XP-4.2 f kg,

where t Is the length of the flight, hr.
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A 12-kw AC generator will have an

• 3 efficiency of 0.9 where cos q = 0.75 and,

consequently, only 2.1 kg of water will

be required for cooling purposes for one

hour of operation at full power.

At high flight speeds, the addi-

tional weight of cooling water is less

than the additional weight of fuel con-
Fig. 1.35. Diagram show-
ing cooling of electrical sumed with forced air cooling using ax-
machine by closed-cycle
evaDoration. 1) Cooler; ternal air, i.e., the flight weight of
2) pump; 3) fuel supply;
4) engine. the system will be less than with air

cooling.

For short fl.ghts it is sensible to supply water continuously in

a constant amount corresponding to full generator load, with no spe-

cial regulating system. Any excess amount of water consumed will weigh

less than the equipment used to control the water feed rate. When water

evaporation is used for cooling at high altitudes, the temperatures of

generator parts decrease, since at lo4 air pressures, the boiling

point drops and the latent heat of vaporization increases.

For long flights, it is possible to use a closed sealed cooling

system that circulates a constant volume of water; a diagram of such a

system is shown in Fig. 1.35.

After vaporization, the water is cooled, condensed in a special

device, and again supplied to the machine. In all cases, it is neces-

sary to protect the water against freezing or to use a mixture with a

low freezing point.

Water can be sippiled to a machine through a hollow shaft or

throiugh openings in the frame or in guards,

Cooling by evaporation of water has a favorable effect on sliding-
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contact operation, and increases the service life of brushes, rings,

and the commutator. Machine rated power may be increased by roughly

30% which to some degree compensates for the increased structural

weight of the system as a whole. Such a system tends to be freer from

external influences. The evaporator system and water supply may be

thermally insulated from tne external medium.

Cooling by liquid evaporation is best suited to short flights.

Where this system is employed, it is necessary to solve certain

structural problems, to investigate corrosion and the moisture tight-

ness of insulation where a machine is to operate with saturated water

vapor.

We should take note of the considerable structural and technolog-

ical difficulties that appear in the manufacture of devices for supply-

ing water to a machine in view of the relatively low water flow rate

and the danger that the small outlet holes may become clogged.

Of considerable interest is a system for external cooling by evap-

oration, in which the liquid is evaporated not on an inside surface of

the machine, but In machine cooling ducts or in an independent water

cooler (Fig. 1.36).

The coolant may be supplied to and evaporated in hollows within

poles, in ducts in the armature core, in frame ducts, at the commutator

surface, etc. In the last case, the system for coolant supply and

metering is simplified, and nozzles are eliminated.

A drawback to the external evaporation-cooling system in compari-

son with the internal system is the higher temperature of the machine,

especially at the sliding contact, and a somewhat higher water flow

rate.

As an example of the utilization of an internal evaporation-

cooling system, let us look at a three-phase 16-kva synchronous gen-
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Fig. 1.36. Diagram showing cooling system for
aircraft converter using evaporation of wateri
inu ducts. 1) Vapor; 2) duct.

erator with aspeed of 12,000 rpm, a line

S• voltage of 208 v. with cos 9 = 0.8, and an

! ... -• :. •'••]:•j.,efficiency 7ig :0.93 (Fig. 1-37).
'IDNI

.•i• • •f" 3.•This generator weighs 17.7 kg, andI

has the following bscexternal dimen-

sions: Dn = 23 madL = 320 mmn; the

flange diameter is 152 mm, and the diameter
Figs- 1.37. Th~ree-phase
-generator cooled by the under the holes is 127 mam. The water flowSevaporation of water on
,an nt-er-ior surf'ace, rate which amounts to 1.6 kg/hr in rated,

~/

operation is regulated by a special valve actuated by a temperature

relay installed on the generator.

Wat.er is supplied under pressure to the hollow generator shaft,

where it is sprayed onto the inner surface of the machine by four noz-

zles. The watt-er vapor is carried off through an opening in the genera-

tor. ITFhe evaporator system and generator water suoply are thermally

inasulated from the surrounding medium. The use of water evaporation

_cooi__ make, it possible to increase the rated power of the machine
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from 12 to 16 kva, i.e., by 33%.

It is of practical interest to determine the flight speed at which

it makes sense to replace an external forced-air cooling system by a

system using the evaporation of water at the machine surface. The solu-

tion of this problem involves considerable difficulties, and should be

carried out separately for each type of flying craft. In order to sim-

plify the problem, we determine the flight speed at which the addi-

tional fuel consumed for cooling by external forced air is equal to

the water used for evaporation. Here it is assumed that the increase

in generator utilization factor with evaporation cooling, the decrease

in fuel-tank weight, the elimination of air ducts, etc., compensate

the increase in installation weight, including the evaporator system

and water supply. If we assume that with evaporation cooling the weight

of the equipment rises sovewhat, this can be allowed for by a specific

coefficient, i.e., yGt = Gv, where y > 1.

Taking into account what we have said, we can write

(±)hiz1 912 t= i.5~ 1 -p

Solving this equation for the speed v, we obtain the flight speed

at which it is sensible to use evaporation cooling, i.e.,

S> 125 m/see,

which when 0.6 0.65 and k = 0.25 yields v > 320/4 /Ti.

If the coefficient 'y = 0.8 allows for the increase in system

weight, the flight speed at which it is sensible to use evaporation

cooling will equal 360 m/sec. Calculations for concrete cases show the

degree to which the magnitude obtained is correct.

4. Oil cooling of aircraft electrical machines has found ever-

increasing application in recent years (Fig. 1.38a and b).

Oil is supplied to and removed from the machine in the direction
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Sof the drive mechanism. Ln salient-pole AC generators, the oil is sup-

pl l� �arnftely through ducts in the generator stator and exciter

and then is sent through the generator inductor and the exciter arra-

Itutre. The oil flow rate is constant and does not depend on the genera-

Uor load.

a b

Fig. 1.38. Oil-cooled aircraft generators.
a) 100-amp 28-v 8000-rpm DC generator weigh-
ing 16.3 kg; b) 15-kva 208/120-v 12000-rpm
three-phase generator with cos T -0.75,
weighing 27.7 kg.

-A • --

Fig. 1.39. Comparison Fig. 1.40. Cooling by
of three-phase gen- means of air taken from
erators with air TKVRD compressor.
cooling 11 and oil
cooling .

QOil-cooled machines are characterized by the fact that on the

drive side, the bearing is located in the drive mechanism itself and,

consequently, such machines are made with a single bearing. Oil cooling

offers the following advantages.
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41.1) A decrease in machine dimensions*(Vig. 1.39)

that a 40-60 times smaller cross section is required for the passage

of oil than for the passage of air (this makes it possible to decrease

the machine diameter), while a decrease in the temperature gradient

along the machine length in comparison with air cooling makes it pos-

sible to increase the thermal load on the machine.

2) A decrease in power losses owing to deceleration of the air

stream, since with oil cooling a smaller amount of air is required to

cool the air-oil heat exchangers.

3) Machine power is independent of flight speed and height if the

temperature of the incoming oil does not exceed a specific limit

(150 0 C). A 40-kva generator with cos T = 0.75 develops full power at

an oil temperature of 150°C and an oil flow rate of 1320 liter/hr.

4) An increase in service life owing to the elimination of "hot

spots" in the machine caused by high axial and radial temperature 4
gradients, which also determine the service life. The temperature drop

in the oil normally equals several degrees (with air cooling Atv

= 40-50°C). In addition, it Is possible to provide more reliable oil

lubrication of the bearings.

5) Oil-cooled machines are more widely applicable - they are uni-

versal. By simply changing the heat exchanger, i.e., by cooling hot

cabin air, by evaporation, etc., it is possible to use the same machine

under various conditions.

5. Cooling by means of air taken off from a compressor is carried

out from an intermediate stage of an axial turbocompressor of a turbo-

Jet engine (TKVRD); the air is cooled in an intermediate air or liquid

radiator (Fig. 1.40).

The increased air temperature at the compressor output may be com-

pensated by a large weight flow rate, i.e., by an increase in the
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stream pressure and velocity. A system with an air-cooled radiator is

not as good as external forced-air cooling; a system with a liquid-

cooled radiator and, in particular, one using the Puel can operate at

high flight speeds and altitudes. Here it is necessary to remember,

however, that the draining of air from the TKVRD for generator cooling

has a noticeable effect, resulting in decreased thrust and increased

fuel consumption.

C} ______b,

Fig. 1.41. Cooling of air after
it has left air turbine, a)
Open-cycle system; b) closed-
cycle system using intermediate
air-cooled radiator; c) closed-
cycle system with intermediate
fuel- or oil-cooled radiator.
1) From tank; 2) to nozzles.

Figure 1.41 shows a cooling circuit for a generator that takes

. air from a TKVRD compressor; here the air is cooled in a power air tur-

bine. Compressor air is applied to the air turbine which actuates the
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generator and then cools it. In this case, the problems of constant

drive speed and generator cooling are solved simultaneously.

Since the temperature of the air at the compressor outlet is high

for generator cooling, additional cooling of the air with the aid of a

fuel-cooled radiator is needed.

The advantages of this system are independence of cooling-air

characteristics, constant rotational speed and lighter generator

weight, and the possibility of locating the generator in the most con-

venient position aboard the flying craft.

A drawback to the system is the low efficiency of the installa-

tion. At the input to the air turbine, the working pressure of the air

arriving from the compressor fluctuates over a broad range; conse-

quently, in order to keep the generator-speed constant, it is neces-

sary to throttle the air, leading to increased losses. In addition, as

we have already noted, thrust is lowered and fuel consumption raised

when air is bled from the compressor.

Methods exist for increasing cooling efficiency while using a gas

power turbine.

In the present work, we mention only certain basic cooling sys-

tems to provide a basis for considering an entire group of related

systems possessing intermediate properties.
I

Manu-
script [Footnote]
Page
No.

13 Here and belcw, all relative quantities are denoted by
the *.

?I A.I. Bertinov, Proyektirovaniye samoletnykh elektricheskikh
mashin [Design of Aircraft Electric Machines], Oborongiz
[State Press for the Defense Industry], 1953.
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37 A.I. Bertinov, Vliyaniye chastoty na razmery i poteri trans-
fonnatora (Influence of Fr•equency on Dimensions and LossesS of the Transformer], "Elektrotekhnika" [Electrical Engineer-
ingi, Izvestiya VUZ [Pull. Higher Tech. Insts.J], 195o, No. ,.

!00 Actually, the constant losses decrease somewhat under high-
altitude conditions due b1c a drop in ventilation losses.

Manu-
script (List of Transliterated Symbols]

SPage
No.

ii A3M = AEM = aviatsionnaya elektricheskaya mashina = air-
craft electrical machine

12 CA = SA = standartnaya atmosfera = standard atmosphere

17 = d = dinamicheskaya dobavka = dynaraic rise

17 TopM = tomu = tormozheniye = impact

i8 QxA = okhl okhlazhdeniye = cooling

20 T3 = TZ = tekhnicheskoye zadaniye = technical plan

S20 TT = TT = tekhnickeskiye trebovaniye = technical specifi-
cations

25 = p = preobrazovatel' = converter

26 BU = VDG = vol todobavochnyye generatory = booster genera-
tors

26 B = V = vypryamitel' = rectifier

26 H = N = nagruzka =load

26 r = G = generator = generator

37 3 = e = elektromagnitnyy = electromagnetic

37 c = s = serdechnik = core

37 m = i = med' copper

37 a = a = aktivnyy =active

38 z = v = vikhrevoy = eddy [-current]

46 H = n = naruzlnyy = external

4 47 = z.s = zapolnenlye serdechnika core fill factor

j 47 = a.s.ya aktivnyy sloy, yakorya active layer, arma-
ture
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47 a.C.B = a.s.v = aktivnyy sloy, vozbuzhdeniye = active lay-
er, excitation [windings

)1'7 *a - - ^vt - vm i"ý
46 CAg%- - L 17- 4. ASS. L V %AA. %.

47 B = v = vozbuzhdeniye = excitation

50 OnT = opt = optimal'nyy = optimum

51 XAC( = mn/sec

51 14 = cycles per second

51 OdlW9,H = oborotov v minutu = rpm

55 mex = mekh = mekhanicheskiy = mechanical

55 r = g = gisterezisnyy = hysteresis

55 cp = sr = sredniy = average

55 c = s = stall = steel, iron

58 ch = cosh

58 sh = sinh

61 3.cp = z.sr = zubtsy, sredniy = teeth, central

61 n = p =paz = slot

67 a.n = z.p = zapolneniye, paz = fill factor, slot

74 HOM = nom = nominal t nyy = rated

76 m...n = m.d.p. = med t , dopolnitel'nyy polyus = copper,
commutating pole

76 m¶.K.O = m.k.o = med', kompcnsatsionnaya obmotka = copper,
compensating winding

76 c.3 = s.z = stal', zubtsy = steel, teeth

76 c.O s.d = stal', dopolnitel'naya = iron, additional

76 T.K = t.k = treniye, kollektor = friction, commutator

76 nOA = pod = podshipnik = bearing

76 3.K = e.k = elektricheskiy, kontaktnyy = electrical, contact

76 1 = shch = shchetka = brush

76 N = i = induktor = inductor

78 p = r = regulyator = regulator

78 K = k = kollektor = commutator
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80 BeX.X = v.kh.kh = vozbuzhdeniye, kholostoy khod = no-load
excitation

80 B.HOM = v.nom = vozbuzhdeniye, nominal'noye = rated-load
excitation

80 B.Harp = v.nagr = vozbuzhdeniye, nagruzka = excitation, load

81 r = g = goryachiy =hot

81 x = kh = kholodnyy =cold

82 B = v = vozdukh = air (subscript to Q, G)

83 T = t = treniye = friction

84 Kp = kr = kriticheskiy = critical

85 n = p = postoyarnyy = constant

85 noAm = podsh = podshipnilc = bearing

85 M.B.X = m.v.kh = med', vozbuzhdeniye, kholostoy copper,
field-winding, no-load

95 R = i = izlucheniye = radiation

95 K = k = korpus = frame

116 B = V = vint = propeller

117 n = p = poteri = losses

119 T = t = toplivo fuel

119 r = g = generator = generator

130 TKBPA = TKVRD = turbokompressor reaktivnogo dvigatelya =
Jet-engine turbocompressor
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Chapter 2

GENERAL INFORMATION ON AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

2.1. CLASSIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

There are two ways of converting mechanical energy into electrical

energy: by the displacement of currents of electricity in a magnetic

4 field, or by the displacement of electric charges in an electric field.

The first method is used in electromagnetic machines, and the

isecond in electrostatic machines. So far, electrostatic machines have

been used more in physical laboratories than in engineering. Below we

( shall consider only electric machines based on the first principle;

Ithey are far and away the most common.

Aircraft generators may be classified as follows:

By the type of current:

a) direct-current generators;

b) alternating-current generators;

c) double-current generators.

By function:

a) generators used to supply the main electrical system;

b) emergency and stand-by generators;

c) converter generators;

d) special-purpose generators.

By operating principle:

a) synchronous, with electromagnetic excitation; magnetoelectric,

S excited by permanent magnet; and induction, using electromagnetic or

I permanent-magnet excitation;
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b) induction;

c) alternating- and direct-current commutator and collector

generatovs.

TABLE 2.1

Classification and Certain Features of* Aircraft Generators

Mai " iosa- B,,WBno.,,- I 5 •÷HHC na &....,, i,,olut o
1h- repa. 3 ca,,, oca 4 o . c•, I.. t C Tan pi.i,,o.•

TOPeS 4 oLzaa)Aelihtt 6-F3 14s Js Ru Hill tIIpalOpon

CHXmPOH.ie •.jCKTpo)ar- Bueluie CaMoOe.. 3 t I IL,0÷ 1600 206/120 Aaa 5.iexipoc- Zln. r.n.Th.
1iTmtce 3 AH BUty- A..IS 100÷,y2 115 c9C.1 U npOenpa- aOHOMI nfil-1 2ea.eA 1o.. AssraTe.ii no-

14 -1•5 1 17 acoviiIlOI'O 1'OKa!

I arpm- Llocrcsw.u- BHyIpcu- CaMoeN.- 1 H 3 t00+61M 2081120 Jiml npco6pa3o. Aiaimrare..b no-
NmKipaI- H M4 irumll- He THIARa•Nc 16 36 m 15 scareAe sI cneii- CTOmIIIOW :eica. as-z 1 9qiecKi. 10~ JCTaHO9OK Teasouaaaa nPHSAo.

_ 1 __ 20'am" 21 22 y o 23 PL
HHAY.yKTOp- 3Aea~poaar- BxyTpeH. Camoscti. I u 3 1006'W 115.60. A.xIe npeo6pa-o. Asaasaitrar mb,

Uwde ltiTHOC no. W:e IHANUMI, 16 30 Maeae ui (neu- Ast.iraIex nocioa€-
yc5 1Oe Horo ioza, asio-2 5 m a r mi sr a m 2 7 2 0 P "' A y s 2 3 1 1O 0 1 1 1 A n p L Bo . 1 2 9

AcH mxpoH- nlepc me iium. B uettim e Ca moseu.- 3 400-1600 203 1120
Uwe 3OXO co 32 11,,IA4,,. lbi30 T OIT- p. -13 33 npo°y

M focTossulo- Szelapo- Bmewx&:e Camoseam. - 30 RAm nenKpocu- AMilaaxrareaL..34 "O 'ona)- marutio I Tujall2, €ea N CUl U eja aSITONOMNA IIPK-
KOAACKTOp- 1 2 nP 360 3U-e 13

=35 2836 '37

floCrounau a- Bitetutuie C1aMoaemm- 3- - aOf am nusrasex cu- AlsurarTib no-
uni wairutTa- AautHI che-MI Ioam comor oaMai 3 2 je o C luCan blIUA I Up 1l-

20 oixZazAeHe 39 BoA 40
38

1 Type of current; 2) generator nomenclature; 3) excitation; 4) poles;
5 cooling system; 6) number of phases; 7) frequency, cps; 8) voltage,v;
91 generator region of application; 10) type of drive; 11) alternating;
12) synchronous; 13) electromagnetic; 14) external or internal; 15)
selfcooling, forced-air; 16) and; 17) for electric-power systems and
converters; 18) aircraft engine, independent drive, direct-current motor;
19) magnetoelectric; 20) permanent magnet; 21) internal; 22) selfcooling;
23) for converters and special installation; 24) direct-current motor,
independent drive; 25) inductor; 26) permanent-magnet electromagnetic;
27) internal; 28) selfcooling, forced-air; 29) aircraft engiz.- direct-
current motor, independent drive; 30) induction; 31) alternating current
from armature side; 32) external; 33) selfcooling, forced air; 34) di-
rect; 35) (direct-current), commutator; 36) for electric-power systems
and stand-by purposes; 37) aircraft engine, independent drive; 38)
selfcooling, natural cooling; 39) for supplying automatic-device sys-
tems; 40) direct-current motor, special drive mechanism.

By nature of drive:

a) generators driven by human muscle power - hand- or foot-
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b) generators driven by a st-eain olf oncoming ar(

4driven);

c) generators driven by the main aircraft engine;

d) generators driven by a special engine.

Table 2.1 shows certain features of aircraft generators, requiring

no further explanation, in accordance with the classification given.

2.2. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND BASIC TECHNICAL INDICES

The creation of a new machine normally involves two stages:

a) the design and manufacture of pilot models from TZ;

b) production and delivery of equipment in accordance with the TT.

As a rule, the TT are compiled on the basis of the finished and

accepted pilot models, and they are the.basic technical document.

The TZ and TT contain: rated characteristics, operating conditions,

test and acceptance methods, volume of installation, and certain other

data.

Owing to the fact that aircraft technology is developing continu-

ously and rapidly, the specifications for aircraft electrical machines

continuously become more demanding with respect to maximum power,

variety, and technical and economic characteristics. As a result, the

TZ and TT applying to aircraft generators are constantly changed.

Table 2.2 gives examples of some general technical specifications

for direct- and alternating-current aircraft generators designed for

the main electrical system of a flying craft.

Some technical data for modern general-purpose direct- and alter-

nating-current aircraft generators are given in Table 2.3.

Relative machine weights, characterizing their degree of utiliza-

tion, are given in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.

Table 2.6, which compares general-purpose and aircraft generators,
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TABLE 2.2
Sample Technical Specifications for General-Purpose Aircraft Generators

1 FeticpaTOPIA 2 floCIORHHfor von~ 3 nepeucaumoro io~a

4 BUcom.ocm & X'M 21 " 20
5 Oxpymaioulas ireunep3TYpa 8 *C 22 Ot -- 60 to -+60

6 Aa8feu.e a .,v" pr.cr. 22 Ot 760 ito 43

707moc-ireabsas •axatocTb 986 t t - 2=00 C

CpoK cayWGU 500 ,ac. a -ictce.c 3112 aci Co Aill S,.,nycua C 3aaoia
9 M .pau... um .penxe ]9Bexaaet. nPOerOeb n., f. 1= 15 Z4. awueiy.Tya 3.5 xx f- 53 zq, aura.uya 0.8 av

iea''pcm Met KC XACHU 25 Iseu 30 MmII. 26 Ipem 3 nac.

10 no HOLU1oC7, 17 501/c-2 "",. 27 50%-2 am,.. 90%-S ce,. 28
nleperpy3 a n o roxy 1 8 30 %-5 u m; 100% - 5 ce-. 2 9 f 0 -5 ima..; 100% - 5 ce . 3C

roo__1___--__,. _____________--_ _I- up* 29 r np . 0.9 U...

1l 1 Hcnu•aa me nonuweu- IO. O 5 z4-1 uH 1500 8 .5
Hb.1u.wt o6mo-ox a ro-1  uuAu Maa1peifMteu 1! lL 31 'W,"' 32

Pt~eM COCRMIIHII Conpoi.maeaue 20 oce 106 oe op 98% Sa2a.HoCT.

loommeume CXOpocTH RpaUlCeHx 12 20% csepx Hak6olabien cKopoc u a qelmeC 2 MRn. _j4

Ko034143e11 uamHocT. 13 --__ 0.75
CKopoc?• bpawa .q/ac'ro~a :14 3 W +-90o6N.."u 400 al .6
Hanpawerte a . 15 30 31120-

1) Generators; 2) direct-curgent; 3) alternating-current; 4) altitude,
1cM; 5) ambient temperature, C; 6) pressure, mm Hg; 7) relative humid-
ity; . ) service life; 9) mechanical strength; 10) overload; 11) winding
insulation, hot; 12) speed increase; 13) power factor; 14) rotational
speed/frequency; 15) voltage, v; 16) vibration at point of attachment,
jolting at point of attachment; 17) power; 18) current; 19) high-voltage
test; 20) resistance; 21) up to 20; 22) from xx to xx; 23) at; 24) 500
hr for 3-1/2 years from day of leaving factory; 25) f = 15 cps, ampli-
tude, 3.5 mm, time 30 min; 26) f = 53 cps, amplitude, 0.8 mm, time 3
hr; 27) 50% - 2 min; 28) 50% - 2 min; 90% - 5 sec; 29) 50%- - 5 mrin
100% - 5 sec; 30) 50% - 5 min; 100% - 5 sec, with U = 0.9 U ; 31J
1000 v at 50 cps - 1 min; 32) 1500 v at 50 cps - 1 mm; 33) above
106 ohms at 98% humidity; 34) 20% above maximum speed over a 2-min
period; 35) 3800-9000 rpm; 36) 400 cps.
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TABLE 2.3 TABLE 2.4

Technical Data for Aircraft Generator Relative Weight of Direct-Current Generators
Smf(P•)

ret~eparpu I 1ociosainoi'o Toia 3 r~epeumCHoro Toxa xamM
""14(+10 xJ -. ,% 1 1 15 is 21 24 [27 3

4 i"naonm uioIImocef P,0 . (0,3530) tem(3-1100) Ulf 1 1 2 61 1 1
5 iianpmepte Ba 30 15 208:121 5  2
6 'Zimopocib apaiuel]H n o6j'ui 3800-5900 upit PJ (1.5 W000 npii SM (30 xea )C""K, m 2 3.71 3 2.6 2.3 2,25 2.2 2.15 2.1 2.05 2.0

3000-.- 9000 1 1 1
4 4 00 - 1OW0-n PI 0,>1,5 6000 npH S.,U30le xsa

7 43TOac~~/ f. Z4 IOD 1 )6n k;287 Cea oxma.iemi, Camose.N.u.17 np 15 6 ) 1nom' kw; 2) Gg/Pnom, kg/kw.

PHOU < 1.0I Oxpo.as np 17 P, rp>o.8

9 Kom•@4wei, 9Iopm 0.75 TABLE 2.5

10 COCzeM3 9o36ywacezi. l'apaa:,en.foe ani cMe- OT nos6yx'ret. u-I Relative Weight of Alternating-Current Genera.
wai.oe 20 CfaOSo36y-jteIHe tors11 iVc11.o.•1elie HeKoMSexcitpoeaamoe._ C SMeMIMM SUM C SKY'!;

icou.eucpoEaHHoe 22 pe ,,H •,,i no.ltoca w-3 o f(Sr,,)

12 K.n. . 0,70+0.80 0.Sr,,,.95 S.M
13 Oiiicinennfuri sec 3,7-.2,0 nPH (3-30)xaem (2.33,÷1.0) 100-- -

I edl)t 16II

¶~1) Generator; 2) direct-current; 3) alternating 2 4X:-, 2.33 1,84 1.67 1.221 1.1271 1.151 1,1 1.0
current; 4) power range Pnom; 5) voltage, v; 6).j. .

speed n, rpm; 7) frequency f, cps; 8) cooling
system; 9) power factor; 10) excitation system; 1) s 2) G /Sn; 3) kva; 4) kg/kw.
11) construction; 12) efficiency; 13) relative nom g nom
weight; 14) kw; 15) at; 16) kva; 17) self-
ventilation with Pnom < 1.0; 18) forced-air;

19) forced-air with Pnom > 1.0; 20) parallel or

combination; 21) from exciter, or selfexcita-
tion; 22) uncompensated, compensated; 23) with
external or internal poles.



shows that alternating current-aircraft generators are lighter than

similar geticra1-purpose generators by more than a factor of 10.

TABLE 2.6

Comparison of General-Purpose and Aircraft Gen-
erators

1 2 C"1"POtHwe ' n iosca
THn remepanopa o6iUc1o npI.. j 4autWOo- o6wyero npH-i ap:altI,,.-

__14eck i 5 Hute M 15 CH"tiR c

6 P.o-- uoU ocmb a ,Im 15 15 25 25
(Ksa)

7 2p--icaio noaocoB 4 6 4 8

8 f--actmaos zq 50 400 66.? 267G,
-_ omo--c, tTeuRa sec 17.3 1.3 13.2 2

lPrmomeH~e secois 13.3 6.6

1) Type of generator; 2) synchronous; 3) direct-
current; 4) general-purpose; 5) aircraft; 6)
Pnom - power, kw (kva); 7) 2p - number of poles;

8) f - frequency, cps; 9) G /Pnom - relative
weight, kg/kw; 10) weight ratio.

2.3. DRIVES FOR DIRECT- AND ALTERNATING-CURRENT AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

The following basic types of drive may be used:

a) hand or foot power;

b) propeller drive;

c) aircraft-engine drive;

d) independent drive from special power plant.

Manual drive. Hand- or foot-powered generators are used infre-

quently for certain aircraft installations powering radio units,

lighting, etc., under forced-landing conditions. They are simple in

construction and may be made for low powers.

Propeller drive. The first aircraft generators were driven by a

propeller ("windmill"), mounted on the generator shaft and rotated by

the oncoming air stream during flight. The streamlined generator and
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propeller were mounted on the leading edge
J ... -•4/ of the aircraft (Fig. 2.1).

S TwotypNes of propellers were used:

7 .'~~ )fixed-pitch or variable-pitch. In the first
Scase, the generator speed depanded on the

Fig. 2.1. Wind-driven flight speed and the voltage was maintained
aircraft generator. 1) constant by means of a regulator in the
Wind unit; 2) genera-
tor; 3) aircraft wing. electrical circuit. In the second case, the

propeller pitch was automatically changed by means of a centrifugal

regulator, and thus the generator speed varied little when the flight

speed changed. In the latter case, the generator voltage cl.anged only

slightly, and this eliminated the need for using automatic voltage

regulators.

At present, such generators are used only on certain trainers

and gliders, since they have the following disadvantages:

a) the possibility that the generator will break away; this cre-

ates a hazard to the aircraft and, consequently, decreases its reli-

ability;

b) the increased drag, especially at high speeds, which impairs

the aerodynamic quality of the aircraft;

c) the need for checking the generator for operating capability

under ground conditions;

d) the limited power and low efficiency of the generator.

Main aircraft-engine drive may take the form of a direct drive

with the generator mounted on the main-engine.flange (Fig. 2.2a), or

a remote drive, with the generator removed to a separate installation

and driven with the aid of a flexible shaft (Figs. 2.2b and 2.3).

in the first case, the generator is attached to the aircraft-

Sengine drive box with the aid of a flange.
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The structural features are dictated by the location of the gen-

erator on the aircraft engine (requirement for minimum weight and size).

The mechanical stresses in the flange material and in the mounting

bolts, appearing owing to impact and vibration load factors limit the

weight of the generator and its tilting moment (the product of the

generator weight by the distance from the flange to its center of

gravity) to some specific value. Thus, the external dimensions (Dn and

L) of the generator should not exceed specified limits which permit the

construction of generators of only limited power.

Thus, with direct drive, the generator is limited in weight, ex-

ternal dimensions (length and diameter), and bending moment at the

generator flange.

Such a system, however, gives minimum weight, smallest size, and

is reliable and economical.

With remote drive, the limitations on machined diameter and

length, as well as on the bending moment, no longer apply, but addi-

tional area and weight are required.

The basic drawbacks to main aircraft-engine drive are: variable

speed; sharp change in engine speed and nonuniform engine operation;

the fact that different engines operate at different speeds; the elec-

trical system is not independent, i.e., the generator depends on the

operation of the main engines.

Independent drive arrangements are d±iAded into two groups: semi-

independent drives, which require that at least one of the main flying-

craft engines be in operation; and independent drives, whose operation

is completely independent of the main engines.

The first group includes gas turbines operating on the exhaust

gases of the main engines, steam turbines using the heat of the ex-

haust gases from piston engines, air turbines using air bled from some
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Fig. 2.2. Generator driven from piston aircraft
engine, a) Direct drive; b) remote drive. 1)
Bolts attaching generator flange to engine; 2)
generator drive; 3) rubber pads on which gen-
erator rests.

stage of a Jet-engine compressor, gas turbines using air taken from a

Jet-engine compressor together with additional fuel supplied to the

turbine.

Gas turbines, operated by the exhaust gases of the main engines,

are efficient only at low flight speeds. In addition, the exhaust-gas

energy is normally used to power superchargers, and it is therefore

g- inadequate to drive the generators.

Steam turbines are efficient, since they .operate with a closed

cycle, but this necessitates a steam boiler and condenser, which should

have a device to protect it against freezing. All of this makes in-

stallations using steam turbines cumbersome.

Air turbines have recently received considerable development for
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Pig. 2.t3. Generator driven by jet en-gine. 3.) Speed-control pump gears; 2
generator rotor; :3) fuel-pump gear; t)
extra drive mechanism; 5) landing-gear-
retraction pump gears; 6) rotor of air
sep. .tor; 7) rotor of tachometer gen-
era -,; 85 drive gear of central trans-
mission; 9) compressor rotor; 10) manual
drive.

generator drive purposes (Fig. 2.4).

Air compressed and heated in a turbojet-engine compressor is

supplied to the turbine. The power developed by the turbine depends

on the weight flow rate of the air and the temperature drop in the

air; the drop is determined by the pressure and temperature of the

supply air, and by the turbine efficiency. The air weight flow rate is

also determined by the temperature and pressure of the supply air and,

in addition, depends on the nozzle cross section.

Owing to the fact that as the altitude increases, the temperature

drop in the turbine becomes greater while the air weight flow rate de-

creases, the power developed by the turbine is nearly independent of

flight altitude.

With increasing flight speed, however, the power developed by the

turbine Increases, and it is necessary to design the turbine for opera-

tion while gliding or even for engine operation with the small amount of
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gas available when the aircraft is standing on the ground. Thus, at

cruising speed it is necessary to decrease the amount of power taken

by the turbine artificially by either throttling the air at the tur-

Fig. 2.4. Semi-independent air-turbine genera-
tor drive, a and b) Different arrangements. 1)
Air turbine; 2) generator.

bine inlet or by changing the nozzle flow cross section (by turning the

fixed blades). The first method of turbine control is less efficient

but structurally simpler, .and the turbine will weigh less. The second

* method is more efficient but the complex device used to change the

nozzle cross section increases the turbine weight; it thus is advan-

tageous when used for high-power turbines.

An advantage of the air turbine is the possibility of using the

air handled by the turbine to cool the generator (when the air in the

turbine expands, its temperature drops).

The low efficiency (not exceeding 0.6) of the air turbine is a

substantial drawback.

Gas turbines differ from air turbines In that a combustion cham-

ber is installed before the nozzle apparatus; fuel supplied addition-

ally is burned here. This decreases the flow rate of the air taken

from the compressor for the same turbine shaft power. Such turbines

may prove advantageous when used to drive high-power generators.

The advantages of semi-independent drive systems are:

a) the possibility in emergencies of switching the turbine from
-f
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b)

Fig. 2.5. Generator driven indepen-
dently by internal-combustion motor.
a and b) Different arrangements; 1)
motor; 2) generator.

one engine to another, which is done by means of a special supply-duct

device (common manifold);

b) the possibility of moving the generating unit from the power

bay (this is especially important for axial-f.ow turbojet engines) to

the central portion of the aircraft, eliminating the weight of the

heavy power conductors (the additional weight of the air ducts is

slight, since the air taken from the compressor is also used for cabin

supercharging, equipment cooling, etc.);

c) the ease of regulating generator speed, i.e., constant-frequen(

alternating current can be obtained (a gas-turbine system can hold the

speed constant within limits of the order of +0.5%);
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to its considerably higher speed.

The second group of independent drive arrangements includes: gaso-

line-powered internal-combustion engines (Fig. 2.5); air'turbines using

ram air (Fig. 2.6); and gas turbines with air induction (Fig. 2.7).

Fig. 2.6. Generator independent
gas-turbine drive. 1) Air intake;
2) generator; 3) compressor; 4)
conbustion chamber; 5) gas tur-
bine; 6) exhaust nozzle.

Independent installations do not depend for their operation on

the main aircraft engines, i.e., they may be used while the aircraft is

standing on the ground, and under emergency conditions. They possess

the same advantages as semi-independent drive arrangements.

They also present substantial draw-

backs, however:

.ct a) high weight, large size, and low

efficiency of the installation in compari-

son with generators driven by a main en-

o •gine;

b) poor high-altitude performance of

the units, i.e., additional air-compression

)in devices are needed;

Fig. 2.7. Rover gas tur- c) the independent engine is. less re-
bine.

uency liable than the main aircraft engine.

ýhej Owing to these drawbacks, independent drive arrangements are now

used only as emergency engines or as sources of electric power and com-
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pressed air In starting engines while the aircraft is standing on the

ground.

As an example of a high-power independent installation, we have

shown a single-stage gas turbine with radial air induction (see Fig.

2.7); at 24,000 rpm, it develops 44 kw of power while the aircraft is

standing on the ground and 20 kw when the craft is flying at an alti-

tude of 15 km and a speed of 800 km/hr. While the aircraft is standing

on the ground, it requires about 0.86 kg/kw.hr of fuel, and has a dry

weight of 52.5 kg.

Fighter craft have used a generator driven by an air turbine

(single-stage axial operated by ram air) as an emergency unit.

Two different forms of stand-by alternating-current sources are

in use: a) a reserve power-supply unit that moves out into the air

stream when an emergency occurs; b) a stand-by power-supply unit in-

stalled in a fixed position on the aircraft; when an emergency occurs,

a gate opens, and the oncoming air stream strikes the propeller that

actuates the generator.

It must be remembered that a reserve alternating-current supply

should be provided for various flight speeds, i.e., it is necessary

to regulate the speed of the generator propeller and the generator

voltage.

Independent installations are presently recommended as auxiliary

alternating-current supplies for emergency conditions, for engine

starting, and for special purposes.

In addition, in alternating-current electrical systems not using

batteries, alternating-current magnetoelectric generators, together

with rectifiers, may be used for excitation and for emergency power

for relay circuits.
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2.4. THE PROBLEM OF OBTAINING CONSTANT-FREQUENCY ALTERNATING CURRENT*

4 We have already noted that a constant-frequency alternating-current

system represents the most desirable choice for the electrical system

of a modern flying craft.

The simplest way of obtaining constant-frequency alternating cur-

rent is to use power plants consisting of a generator driven by a

special constant-speed motor. Such installations, however, as we have

noted above, are inefficient and are thus employed only in special

cases.

If the genf -ators are driven by an aircraft engine, their speed

will vary during .ight; It thus becomes necessary to manufacture de-

vices to convert na changing aircraft-engine shaft speed into a con-

stant speed for the generator shaft. Two methods may be used to obtain

constant frequency where the speed of the prime mover varies: a device

may be put between synchronous generator asid motor that will keep

the speed of the output shaft constant when the speed of the input

shaft varies; or alternating current may be generated with varying fre-

quency, corresponding to the motor speed, and the alternating current

may then be converted into direct current (for example, in commutator

systems).

Where the first method is used to solve the problem, mechanical,

electromagnetic, hydraulic, or electromechanical devices may be used.

Table 2.7 shows the basic systems used to obtain constant fre-

quency where the speed of the prime mover varies.

Mechanical Devices for Obtaining Constant Frequency

If the generator drive uses a multispeed reduction gear, the

generator speed will vary within a certain narrow range; the speed

fluctuations will be less severe the more stages in the reducing gear.

Where the range of variation In the drive speed is n max/nmin = 2.25,
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TABIE 2.7
Basic Frequency-Conversion Methods

Tit" flpcc6ja.3oaTC.1S1 O~ptiste4pniiidi oIIiocII 3 K. 11. A. 4 oco6-ota4moe
CK"Pwrit NANm '3aCoTU j Teibmbw 1C 1 1__________I_________________

M11OrOCrY1eJ1ai~Aae mexawiecc- MOT6 01 fl -a 7. rpN3 1 ca1owiai KOnICTpy-Y
xsi rc "'Ke•Top u i eapUaeaor 60.l bmne Na- II. A. Pe )KTtp3 DM- IrTHBHO. 1pY.3HO V11tp.tu.Itu. Iftl:Or

'r, Bap~aTopt GapxM N, scC cO)i 60A O HIICpuItiOIIIIOCTb

9 10 K.%. Mouwocwb. COACTC1"lu,,lWl,
3zew'pomarMiTuue iyru-rm c m 1eW'mge. qCU 6 o0.b- p lIp c CKoI)OCTCh i... UoCT fl

nuasxuM iI33CHCRHCM niepeAaToq- (2,-2.5) Z/KrnM iWe AH311=3011 M 3MCHeC- 'lreas411A 1101H Ciytýt11. YCJ-.10
Noro OZHOLLIets .i CNCHem IcnaoTsOA y 11)411u; IlpOCledI~rooruulexa II copocx I• ppas-leffilt

3aaarusaa s 14 l63aelpNOarH1THur1 TOPMo3 H Pa3mepu m aec ;op- To *e. m a T IA y
Alatepexiwtax C naaaaum 1a.e- No3a MOeM b axarC 2HaAors y•H-To we. %To N, A- NY
NCRRCM nepeiaTo'storo OTnioweItlI HOA myI)fYT

17 15 19 20
rma'pomytM c niAasxLu N3ue- K. n. ;. asy4)Tu--u 5. Tpe6ymrC.1OMCyHo IIIPOCHCTCey.

SCNiICM nepeAaToIHoro OTROwenmit K. n1. A. CMCrcjIdc-75% zOpOwO yppattACJUt

21 22 23 ITpe6yoT Nacgý mcMT nAO-
3 leXrWoaMMHRe (CCTM wi, ;. - K.U..it. .•..--pa,, st *,o.ym KON.YTaWH; ACrKO YUPJAR-~~~io 6axium~ie ~ t•u onwmxe ra~apilir n aitze em

25 26 27 1 28
23e 5punecKie £NcZCmu 1 Hue*T 6oab.-me ra- K. n. a. C•€CTCM HIINm HuejoicE nyth cumexmm rada-

-6apmu act: 75% puTom m nowMwHNs .nP.X.

1) Type of speed or frequency converter; 2) approximate relative
weight; 3) efficiency; 4) characteristics; 5) multispeed mechanical
reduction gears and variable-speed gears; 6) heavy and large; 7) re-
duction-gear efficiency high; 8) cumbersome, structurally complex,
difficult to control, and slow to respond; 9) electromagnetic clutches
with continuous variation of gear ratio; 10) (2-2.5) kg/kw; 11) clutch
efficiency low, and lower the broader the speed-change range; 12) the
power corresponding to the difference in speeds is dissipated in the
secondary element of the clutch. Clutch ccollng is complicated. They
are simple to control; 13) electromagnetic braking and differential
with continuously variable gear ratios; 14) the brake is smaller and
lighter than an analogous clutch; 15) the same as for a clutch; 16)
the same as for a clutch; 17) hydraulic clutches with continuously
variable gear ratio; 18) (1-1.5) kg/kw; 19) clutch efficiency, 85%, sys
tem efficiency, 75%; 20) requires a complex hydraulic system. Good con-
trol characteristics; 21) electromechanical system; 22) (3.5-5) kg/kw,
large in size; 23) system efficiency 65% or less; 24) requires commuta-
tor, has poor commutator, is easily controlled; 25) electrical system;
26) large and heavy; 27) system efficiency below 75%; 28) ways are
available to decrease size and increase efficiency.
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the utilization of a two-speed reduction gear makes it possible to main-

tain the generator shaft speed constant to within +17% of the nominal

value. This may be done by shifting tie reduction-gear transmission at

appropriate instants; a four-sp'eed tran3mission is used.

By increasing the number of reduction-gear speeds, it is possible

to gain a considerable increase in generator speed-regulation accuracy.

Thus, for example, a three-speed reduction gear from which nine differ-

ent ratios can be obtained will maintain generator speed constant to

within +10% of the nominal value.

The application of such multispeed transmissions on board aircraft

is limited by the fact that they do not provide for parallel generator

operatioi, since the speeds of the aircraft engines and, consequently,

the generator speeds will differ considerably among themselves. In ad-

dition, such devices are extremely cumbersome and structurally compli-

cated.

In order to use generators in parallel, it is necessary to employ

progressive transmissions with continuously variable gear ratios. Pro-

gressive speed regulation may be obtained by using various types of

mechanical, electromagnetic, hydraulic, and electromechanical devices -

variable-speed drives.

Mechanical versions are divided into friction, gear, inertial, and

lever types. The first two types of tranzmission are continuously oper-

ating transmissions, and the last two are impulse types.

Friction variable-speed drives are the most common type. Drives of

this type may take different forms:

a) they may involve direct contact with the working elements, with

rotation transmitted from the drive shaft to the driven shaft by the

direct contact of two gears or with the aid of a third idler gear;

b) planetary gears, in which Intermediate rollers execute complex
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Fig. 2.8. Mechanical friction-type
variable-speed drive for 30-kva
aircraft generator running at 8000
rpm. 1) Drive shaft; 2 and 3) disks;
4~) bushing- 5) generator shaft. 6)
rollers; 7) generator shaft; 8) ng;

- 9) nd; 10) drive shaft; 11) nd var.

Fig. 2.9. Mechanical variable-specd drive using changing oil viscosity.

motions (transmission with ball satellites).
c) belt transmission, in which the rotation is transmitted by

means of a flexible element (flexible belt).
Friction transmissions, as a rule, are relatively Inefficient.
Gear-type variable-speed drives are characterized by the absence

of slip and, consequently, by high efficiency. Drives of this type
may take the following forms:

a) chain drive, in which transmission is accomplished by means of
a flexible hinged chain with inserted strips, similar to a V-belt
drive, but differing in that a hinged chain is used in place of the
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belt, and the pulleys have radial slots;
•\ hec•a .... a drve,• In aIh -rotatlon is transmitted between

O ~ ~ ~ ~ ) IL ........ ýý ý' v -- 1- .-9 in "hc. ___,lnlhnt

.wo helical gears by meazi of an intermied 1 a ,.te ....... r.t . .. . n

move along its own axis of rotation;

c) planetary-gear drives, in which the gear ratio is regulated

,y axial displacement of the sun gear, which is engaged with conical

planet gears.

Inertial-type variable-speed drives are complex and automatically

chnange their Rear ratio as a function of the load on the drive shaft,

i.e., they are not suitable for our purposes.

Lever-type variable-speed drives are continuous-operation drives,

and since they lack slip elements, they are quite efficient.

As an example, we may take two types of mechanical variable-speed

drives manufactured in Great Britain.

One of them (Fig. 2.8) takes the form of a friction variable-

S speed drive with rollers 6 placed between two drive wheels 2 with semi-

toroidal recesses and one driven wheel 3. The wheels 2 are attached

to the drive shaft 1. The driven wheel 3 is connected to the shaft by

means of bushing 4.

The contact surfaces of the variable-speed drive elements operate

as in a deep-groove ballbearing. The speed of the output shaft is

held const ant by changing the angle of inclination a of the axis about

which the rollers rotate. The speeds are related as n g /n d

A device of this type used to drive a 30-kva generator at 8000 rpm

m:easures 30 x 40 x 40 cm3 . The service life without maintenance is 800

The second type of variable-speed drive (Fig. 2.9) transmits

z by t1,h frictional force in a thin layer of oil that forms be-

- in on the drive and driven shafts.
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The oil carried by the disks to their point of contact Is strong-

ly compressed and increases in velocity by a factor of 1000, which In-

creases the friction between the disks. The speed of the output shaft

is held constant by changes in the distance between the disk axles.

When used to drlv a 30-,,va generator, this type of variable-speei

drive weighs 20-23 kg.

A general drawback to all mechanical variable-speed drives Is the

fact that they are cumbersome, structurally complicated, and difficult

to control. Since in such devices the gear ratio is changed during

operation, it is necessary to apply considerable forces, i.e., the

actuating mechanism of the frequency regulator (electric motor, electro-

magnet, hydraulic cylinder) must have considerable power. As a re2uit,

the automatic-control system of an installation using mechanical vari-

able-speed drives is relatively slow-responding.

Electromagnetic Clutches

An electromagnetic clutch may be used as a device with a variable

gear ratio.

The electromagnetic clutch of Fig. 2.10 consists of two main ro-

tating parts, an armature similar to the rotor of an induction motor,

and an inductor, similar to the inductor of a synchronous or direct-

current machine.

One of the clutch elements is connected to the engine and is the

driving member, while the second element is connected to the generator

shaft and is the driven member.

Clearly, an electromagnetic clutch may be made with either exter-

nal or internal holes. Either the armature or the Inductor may be the

driving member. The excitation current is applied-to the winding

through brushes and slip rings.

Operating principle. When the clutch drive element rotates, an
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* I >;i.IkL=+oI"~ .+ .
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a)

te Fig. 2.10. Generator speed-stabilization ar-
rangement using an electromagnetic clutch.

t a) Wiring diagram; b) structural diagram; AD)
aircraft engine; ENM) electromagnetic clutch;
a) drive section of EM; b) driven section of
EMM; G) generator; TG) tachometer generator;
Reg) regulator; oV) excitation winding; OYa)
closed-coil armature winding; nO and ns)

;ro- variable and stabilized speed; 1) AD; 2) EMM;
3) line; 4) G; 5) TG; 6) Reg; 7) OV; 8) OYa;
9) AD; 10) EMM.

Le M_=o~ I; I

n I i
nn•

Fig. 2.11. Mechanical characteristics of E•4M.
a)- Decrease in moment of resiJst -ance from M s

to Ms; b) increase in drive-shaft speed from
en0 to n6.

or
emf with frequency

r-=PIZ
60

e is induced in the armature by the magnetic flux of the Inductor; here

iz the number of pairs of holes in the clutch; n is the speed ot' the

if' prime mover - of the clutch drive element.
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A rotating magnetic field is formed in the closed --C; ri.,t&r.

winding; the field interacts with the rotating field of the inductor,

causing the armature to rotate at a speed n <no.

Here the frequency of the current in the armature, as in an in-

duction machine, will be

f =pe-n-~f 0s,

where s = (nO - n)/n is the clutch slip.

In an induction machine, the rotating field is formed by a sta-

tionary three-phase stator winding supplied with three-phase current;

in our case, it is the pole windings, through which direct current

flows, that rotate. As in an induction machine, the slip is a function

of the load.

Since there are no friction elements in the transmission, such

clutches are called electromagnetic slip couplings to distinguish them

from electromagnetic friction clutches.

The mechanical characte-istics of the couplings are the same as

those of an induction machine.

By changing the clutch excitation current (as when the voltage

across the terminals of ani induction machine is va:ied) it is possible

to change the nature of the mechanical characteristic curve M = f(s),

as Is clear from Fig. 2.11.

The generator may depart from the nominal speed - the speed of the

driven clutch shaft ns - owing to a change in the active generator

load, i.e., a change in the braking moment on the shaft of the clutch

driven elemenL, or a change in the speed of the prime mover, and, con-

sequently, in the speed of the clutch driving element.

Let uq assume that the moment of resistance (the active load on

the generator) Ms decreases to the value MI (Fig. 2.11a); then If the

- 4
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Fig. 2.12. Effective Fig. 2.13. Clutch
external resistance R with armature in form
on stable operatW.-iL. of massive steel ring.
range of clutl, s

drive speed n 0 rermairis unchanged, the generator speed will increase to

the value n'. For, the generator speed to remain unchanged, it is
s

necessary to decrease the clutch -excitation current from IV2 corres-

ponding to the mechanical curve I, to I, , corresponding to the mechani-

cal curve II so that the mechanical curve II will pass through point A

(at the intersection of line M.1 and line n.). The change in excitation

O current is carried out automatically by an excitation regulator.

Let us next assume that the drive-shaft speed has increased from

to no' (Fig. 2.11b); then the mechanical characteristic curve I,

keeping its shape, is moved to the left by n' - no, and the generator

speed begins to rise since the moment of resistance P8  const, while

the torque M developed by the clutch rises to a value proportional to

the segment MI = Kn S. If the excitation current were not regulated,

tdhe generator speed would rise from n to n1; the increase in speed,

however, causes the tachometer generator to apply an impulse to tse

regulator, which decreases the excitation current from Iv to 1I, i.e.,

the clutch is transferred to curve II, which corresponds to higher

drive-element speed and a nominal speed ns for the driven element.

Thus, by changing the excitation current with the aid of a regulator,

I it is possible to maintain the speed of the driven clutch element con-

stant, i.e., the generator speed is held constant.
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The regulation system responds fairly rapidly.

As we have already noted, the clutch has the same curve for M =

= f(s) as an induction motor. The critical slip sk corresponding to

maximum moment is, as In an induction motor, proportional to the ratio

of the active resistance in the armature circuit to the total resis-

tance of the entire circuit, i.e.,

I (2.1)

For an induction clutch with a normal cage rotor, the critical

slip is sk = 0.05-0.2, and the appropriate clutch may be used for a

narrow range of speed variation, since the stable portion of the char-

acteristic is the region from s = 0 to s = sk.

In order to increase the critical slip sk' a phase-wound armature

with an external resistance R may be used in the clutch; this does not

give the proper effect, however, since the increase in sk Is accom-

panied by a simultaneous increase in the nominal slip Snom (Fig. 2.12),9

and the stable operating range As increases only slightly.

In order to increase the speed-regulation range, it is possible to

use the tendency of a current to flow to the outside of a conductor

(skin effect), i.e., the property of a conductor of increasing its re-

sistance as the frequency of the current flowing through it rises.

The utilization of a clutch making use of the skin effect - a clutch

with a deep slot or a clutch with a double squirrel caLe - permits

stable operation with large slips.

The most favorable characteristic is displayed by a clutch having

an armature In the foLm of'a massive steel ring (resembling K.I.

Shenfer's massive rotor). As we know, the characteristic curve M = f(s)

for such a clutch will theoretically not have a turning point no matter

how large a slip is desired (Fig. 2.13).
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For proper utilization or the skin effect, it i z necessary to ert-

ploy relatively high frequencies in the armatu-e. Thus the pole system

of such a clutch should be of the interlaced or inductor types (Figs.

2.14 and 2.15, respectively).

In a clutch with an interlaced pole system, the magnetic flux

changes from +€max t°-4min* The induction clutch is a parametric ma-

chine, in which the magnetic flux changes only from +Dmax to +Dmin' i.e.,

there is no reversal of sign. Thus, the dimensions of the active section

of the first machine are roughly one-half those of the inductor-type

machine for exactly the same value of electromagnetic moment. While in

a machine with an interlaced pole system any increase in the number of

poles is limited by the decreased mechanical strength of the pole

pieces (fingers) and by the increase in. the leakage flux between them,

in a machine using an inductor pole system, there is almost no limit

to the increase in the number of poles (teeth).

2 3

N

.55

Fig. 2.14. Interlaced pole Fig. 2.15. Inductor pole
system. 1) Pole; 2) steel system, 1) Poles; 2) steel
ring; 3) excitation wind- ring; 3) excitation wind-
ing. ing.

The magnetic-fluid (emulsion) clutch, which has recently found

wide application, should also be considered to be an electromagnetic

slip clutch with a broad speed-regulation range.

It operates on the following principle. A steel disk or drum

coupled with the driving or driven shaft of the clutch rotates In the

* gap of some magnetic system. The space within this gap is filled with

a mixture of oil and iron filings In a specific concentration. In the
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1 absence of excitation current, the clutch can

transmit only a small torque M (3-10% of the

maximum torque) owing to the viscous friction of

the disk or drum in the mixture and the friction

In the packing devices of the clutch. With excita-

Fig. 2.16. Me- tion current applied, a magnetic flux appears that
chanical char-
acteristic curve attracts the Iron filings in the mixture, so that
for magnetic-
fluid clutch. they cluster at the disk or drum; the forces with

which these particles engage each other increase and, as It were, in-

crease the viscosity of the mixture. As a result, the clutch becomes

capable of transmitting large torques, and it is possible to vary

clutch slip continuously by changing the excitation current.

The mechanical characteristic curves for such a clutch are shown

in Fig. 2.16.

The slope of the curves is determined by the concentration of the

working mixture. This type of clutch can also operate with no slip

whatsoever where appropriate mixture concentrations and excitation

current are chosen. Magnetic-fluid clutches are small in size when

compared with electromagnetic (dry) clutches able to transmit the

same torque; they are more complicated to operate, however, and have

a substantial drawback lying in the fact that their working speeds

are limited to 2000-3000 rpm owing to the harmful effect of centrifu-

gal forces on the particles in the working mixture.

In contrast to mechanical variable-speed drives, which are con-

stant-power torque converters, the electromagnetic clutch Is a con-

stant-torque power converter. The moment acting on the drive and

driven elements under steady-state conditions ere precisely the same

(electromagnetic), while the speeds differ.

If no Is the drive-element speed, n. the driven-element speed,
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and . th electrmagnetc moment of the clutch; which is independent

of the speed, the power applied to the cu , .0 . . 0 " ....

the power taken from the clutch Ps = nsM.

The difference in these powers is the clutch slip loss

APPo-P.M(no-&). (2.2)

Consequently, the greater the range of speed variations with the

clutch, the higher the losses and the lower the efficiency.

If we let the ratio nO max/no min = k, the minimum clutch effi-

ciency from the viewpoint of slip losses will be

%t"= P=, ,•Pm,, = + c.,-.) nJ .. ,1 1  (2.3)

In approximation we may assume that n. = no mn (without consider-

ing slip where full excitation current is applied to the clutch,

since it will normally equal 3-5%), i.e.,

Retain I

1A902 k - (2.4)

i.e., the minimum efficiency of a system using an electromagnetic

slip clutch is inversely proportional to the range of speed variation

for the drive shaft. For example, where

k=- =225, 'j,,,=:- =0,445.

System efficiency will be still lower, since it is necessary to

consider the losses in the generator and the clutch excitation winding.

The considerable amount of power evolved In the clutch as heat

complicates cooling of this unit, and this sometimes leads to an in-

crease in size.

Owing to the defects mentioned, electromagnetic slip clutches can

be used effectively only in the following cases:

a) narrow range of speed variation (low-slip operation);

b) wide range of speed regulation where the load is in the nature
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o a anfor ....... 4 contron1lng, the speed of a w nd-tunnel

blower (the load moment decreases With iner•easing zlp;

c) wide range of speed control with brief operating periods.

Electromagnetic Brakes

In addition to electromagnetic clutches, electromagnetic brakes

are used to maintain generator speed constant when drive speed varies.

2 ce,.. .3ct[,c3 3

471 r2

Fig. 2.17. Speed sta- ) a
bilization with the Z5•j>jj-,O
aid of an electromag-
netic brake and a dif- Fig. 2.18. Diagram of me-
ferential. D) Mechani- chanical differentials.
cal differential di- a) Center gear, constant
viding the speed and speed ng; b) center gear,
power applied to gen- varable speed n
erator anC. brake; T) T;
controlled variable- crown runner; s) pinions;
speed electromagnetic 1) AD; 2) G; 3) s.
brake; 1) AD; 2) line;
3) D; 4) G.

Figure 2.17 shows an arrangement in14 cemb

S5 rs which a brake is used for this purpose.

g-- If for a change in the driveshaft

{, ( speed no there is a corresponding

____ Z change in the shaft speed of the brake

24 nt, i.e., the shaft is braked to some

Fig. 2.19. Structural di- degree, the generator speed ng may be
agram for speed stabili-
zation by an electromag- held constant.
netic brake and a differ-
ential. 1) AD- 2) D; 3) There are several arrangements of
G; 4) line; 51 pinion.

mechanical differentials, but they all

reduce to two groups: those with positive simple-transmission gear
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ratios (with the crowi± rinner stopped) 'd > 0 (Fig. 2.18a) and those

with negative simple-transmission ratios id < 0 (Fig. 2.18b).

. Depending on the combination of directions and speeds with which

the crown runner and the central gears rotate, various types of diff-

ferentials may be obtained (dividing, integrating, retarding, ac-

celerating, or idling of the driven shaft).

The differential of Fig. 2.19 is best suited for use with genera-

tor drive; here crown runner c is a driven element, and the generator

is connected to central gear a and the brake to central gear b.

In this case, all of the differential shafts will rotate in the

same direction. The speeds of gears a and b are distributed as a func-

tion of the relationship of the resistance moments on these shafts.

Thus, where the moments of resistances on gears a and b are equal,

they will rotate at the same speed, equal to the speed at which crown

runner c rotates. Here pinion S does not rotate about its axis or

with respect to the central gears. If gear b is braked more heavily

than gear a, the latter will rotate at higher speed, since pinion $

will rotate about its axis.

The kinematic relationships for the differential are expressed by

the Willys formula

Sn6 - Beno -. no (2.5)

where 1i is the simple-transmission ratio.

If we let

neo-. n,=nr H n6anrt

then

nt + pno +s (2.6)
O The force acting on the pinion shaft is distributed equally, and
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equal forces act on the teeth of the central gears. Consequently, the

torques acting on gears a and b are related as the number of teeth

(diameters) of these gears, i.e.,

M." _. (2.7)

From the viewpoint of brake size, it is desirable to increase i j.

Actually, if the brake takes the form of an electric machine, the di-

mensions of the machine armature will be determined by the moment, i.e.

D1 - M.
n

The choice of i' is determined by the drive speed-variation range

and by the maximum brake speed nt max*

It follows from (2.7) that the drive speed

"n. +M.' • (2.8)

at maximum brake speed n t max

-,tl +" n, w.asI --A" (2.9)

at minimum brake speed nt min

t+an• 1 +12" (2.10)

The range of speed variation is

J -.. ,.a -,3r a+..,,. "(2.11)

whence the gear ratio or ratio of moments is

n I S (2.12)1

When nt min-' 0

Sk-1-T (2.13)

The brake speed is determined from (2.12) and is

n,-4,'.-(k12-1) 1 +_,iT a'. (2.:4)
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Whennt min ""0

m)k (2.15)

The maximum power absorbed by the brake, taking (2.14) and the

relationship Mt = M /I' into account, will equal
g d

Plwax == Mmen j= M,n, (k - 1) + Mrkn. min

or (2.16)
PtI" (k--i)[i+ ,h .,min'1

PrL t -' ljit ".

When nt min 0

't (2.17)

Minimum efficiency of the installation from the viewpoint of slip

losses in the brake, allowing for (2.16), will be

,qrmin17P P
4r-t P, a kli flyt mn,

1+ . (2.18)

When nt min-' 0

A=" - (2.19)

Pr Mr

gopu nT Mr. "0 "1

-.
A 1

,0,4 
Zo r-LiK ' .J_+A

__ - I F F I,

/.0 ,o 1,,8 22 2.6 9o

Fig. 2.20. Relative power and moment of
brake as a function of speed-variation
range.
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i.e., it is the same as for an electromagnetic clutch. Thus, an elec-

tromagnetic brake and an electromagnetic clutch are ePnuva1el!t from

the viewpoint of losses and efficiency. Figure 2.20 shows the relation-

ships Id = f(k) for nt max/ng = 2-1 and Pt max/Pg = f(k) for nt min - 0.

Analysis of these curves indicates that it makes sense to use a

brake with the range of speed variation for the prime mover small.

When k = 1.1-1.2, the brake will be roughly 15-5 times smaller than a

generator and corresponding clutch.

The maximum slip losses in the brake at nt max amount to only

10-20% of the generator power. At lower drive speeds (no < n0 max)"

the losses will be correspondingly lower. Thus, speed may be stabilized

with the aid of an electromagnetic brake and mechanical di.fferential

where the range of speed variation is small.

When operating with a wide range of speed variation, an electro-

magnetic brake should be used that has a deep slot, a massive armature

(taking the form of a hollow cylinder closed at one end), of the hys-

teresis or magnetic-fluid type.

It Is also possible to use a

q4Pq4phase-wound armature with leads to an
3r Texternal circuit. In this case, brake

U N,-ýbN -c0nt N 'c" u~mUvCuf speed is controlled by changing the

resistance in the external circuit of

Fig. 2.21. Arrangement for
using braking energy. R.Ch.) the armature.
Frequency regulator; R.T.) Thus, an electromagnetic brake is
regulator for temperature
(pressure, etc.). 1) Consum- smaller than an electromagnetic clutch
Ing device; 2) basic source;
3) G; 4) R.Ch.; 5) osn; 6) especially where the range of variation
R.T.

In the drive speed is small.

In installations using electromagnetic clutches and brakes, It is

possible to decrease the slip losses (increase the efficiency) by In-
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troducing additional step-type control, using mechanical drive-speed

ahifting or by changing the number of poles in a synchronous generator

-by switchin.afg.

In addition, installations using a brake can be made more effici-

ent by using the brake as an additional energy source in any constantly

operating system on board the aircraft, using the circuit of" Fig. 2.2-.

Such systems may include:

a) the heating system of the flying craft. In this case, the

braking element is an electrical alternating-current generator sup-

plying-several sections of the heating system. By switching several

sections.from this brake so that they are supplied by the main source,

it is possible to control the brake speed;

b) the supercharging system of a pressurized cabin or the genera-

tor cooling system. In this case, the braking element is a compressor

in which the air flow rate is automatically varied by the alternating-

current line frequency regulator;

c) a fuel or hydraulic system. In this case, the braking element

is a pump in which the flow rate is varied automatically by the alter-

nating-current line frequency regulator.

Hydraulic Devices

Hydraulic clutches may be of the throttle, turbine, or volume

types.

The first two types of clutches involve slip, i.e., they are

consta.t-torque devices, while the third type of hydraulic clutch, the

volume type, involves no slip, i.e., it is a torque converter (theo-

retically a constant-power device).

The throttle-type hydraulic clutch is the simplest in design. It

takes the form of a pump of any type, whose pressure and suction cavi-

ties are connected together by means of a throttling device; the pump
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houstng is able to rotate. The pump shaft is the drive shaft of the

,ucu-•u± and , ,... SO ...... ........... .... n ..... n ft. (o.r vice versa).

The Llutch throttle valve rotates to control the driven-shaft

speed. Theoretically, the driven-shaft speed may be controlled over a

range extending from zero (with the throttle valve wide open) to the

speed of the drive shaft (with the throttle valve completely closed).

Since the moments acting on the pump shaft and its housing are

equal, control of speed in this clutch occurs at the expense of a

power loss, i.e., a decrease in efficiency. In this connection, it is

necessary co solve the problem of removing the heat developed in the

clutch at large slips.

The chief drawback to such a clutch is its low efficiency and the

difficulties involved in cooling it.

The turbine-type hydraulic clutch takes the form of a centrifugal

pump and centrifugal nydraulic motor (turbine) combined into a single

structural unit.

The liquid circulates over some loop between the pump and the

turbine, with no intervening connecting ducts.

If we neglect losses due to dissipation, external ventilation,

and mechanical losses, the torques of the pump and turbine will be

4 equal. Thus, a change in the speed of the pump driven element with re-

spect to the drive element (turbine) will be accompanied by slip loss-

es proportional to the difference in the speeds.

The magnItude of clutch slip depends on the load and the degree

to which the working cavity of the clutch is filled with liquid. The

speed or the clutch driven element Is normally controlled by the

variation tn the degree to which the working cavity of the clutch is

filled; this is done by means of a valve that controls the supply of

oil tc the clutch. Ow-,, to the compactness, relatively low weight,
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and small size such clutches have been employed in aircraft engines to

Dower superchargers, and have recently found application in motor ve-

* aicles to replace gear boxes.

Throttle and turbine hydraulic clutches have a substantial draw-

back in their high losses and low efficiency in working at high slips;

in this they are similar to electromagnetic clutches and brakes. Volume-

type hydraulic clutches are free from this defect.

A volume-type hydraulic clutch is not liable to this drawback. In

order to explain the operating principle of hydraulic clutches with

continuously variable gear ratios, let us examine the operation of a

single element in such a clutch, consisting of two cylinders of which

one is a hydraulic pump N and the other a hydraulic motor M.

2
BaAa1

i:•ouaOmEJR f ceconst

Fig. 2.22. Operating diagram of
element in volume-type hydraulic
clutch. 1) Motor shaft; 2) gen-
erator shaft.

Fig. 2.23. Hydraulic trans- Fig. 2.24. Diagram of hydro-
mission with coitinuously mechanical transmission with
variable gear ratio. GM) Hv- differential (D). 1) AD; 2)

•~a~ clth N) pump; M) N; 3) GM; 4) D; '5) G.

,•~~~M a5]cuth

mokor; TG) tachometer gen..
erator; Reg) regulator; 1)

SAD; 2) N; 3) Gm; 4) Reg; 5)
G; 6) TG.
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As we can see from Fig. 2.22, the piston of the hydraulic pump

is fastened to the shaft by means of a cam arrangement that makes it-

possIble to change the eccentricity of the drive cam and thu5s regulate

the piston stroke, i.e., vary the volume of liquid taken in at each

pump stroke.

The pump drives a hydraulic motor; the shaft speed of the motor

depends on the amount of liquid supplied, i.e., on the throughput Q

of the pump.

If the shaft of the hydraulic pump is connected to the shaft of an

aircraft engine that varies in speed, the pump throughput will be de-

termined by the speed n and the eccentricity e, i.e., Q S en.

It is thus possible to control automatically the amount of eccen-

tricity so that with variable shaft speed the throughput remains con-

stant and, consequently, the hydraulic-motor shaft speed remains con-

stant.

Thus, we obtain a continuous automatic variation in the gear ra-

tio between the motor shaft and the generator shaft by means of the

hydraulic clutch. In actuality, the hydraulic clutch has several such

cylinders. Such hydraulic clutches are cal]ed volume-type clutches ow-

ing to the fact that the gear ratio is varied by changing the working

volume of liquid handled by the pump in each revolution.

The simplest arrangement for using a direct-action volume hydraul-

ic transmission is shown in Fig. 2.23.

The clvtch pump is driven by the aircraft engine, while the

clutch motor turns the generator shaft. The pump throughput changes

automatically as a function of generator load and aircraft-engine

speed.

In Lhis system, all of the power drawn by the generator passes

through the hydraulic clutch. The efficiency of such a clutch is
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rm = 0.75.

We should note that the most common type of variable-throughput

,umn - the niston pump - permits speeds of up to 5000-6000 rpm.

In differential hydromechanical systems, the generator is basical-

ly driven with the aid of a mechanical transmission, while the hy-

draulic transmission serves only to hold the generator speed constant.

Thus, if the generator has a speed n = 8000 rpm, and the aircraft

engine runs at 3000-8000 rpm, then the hydraulic transmission must add

a speed of from 5000 to 0 rpm.

The diagram of a differential hydromechanical transmission is

shown in Fig. 2.24. The utilization of such an arrangement with a hy-

draulic motor rotating in one direction makes it possible to increase

the over-all system efficiency by roughly 10-11%, while when a two-

direction (reversible) hydraulic motor is used, the increase is rough-

!y 17-18%, owing to the fact that only a portion of the power consumed

by the generator passes through the hydraulic clutch, and the abso-

lute losses in it decrease. In such systems, the hydraulic clutches

are smaller than direct-acting hydraulic clutches (see Fig. 2.23).

In aviation, we use a special type of volume hydraulic clutch.

In it, the power transmitted to the generator is divided without the

use of any planetary or differential mechanism; the pump housing and

motor housing are structurally integral, and are rotated by the air-

craft engine, while the hydraulic-motor rotor turns the generator. The

working cavities of the pump and motor are closed with respect to each

other and are separated by a distribution-valve device. The pump and

hydraulic motor in this clutch are of the piston type, with axial

piston displacement (Fi 2.25).

Drum 2 is connected to the drive shaft (in the hydraulic clutch,

the drum is the housing that is turned by a gear). Several (z) piston3
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of diameter d are arranged around a circle of diameter D in the drum.

The springs 4 press the pistons against the Inclined fixed ring 1.

7 ri! ,

-- P 9 PaOpes7 no AN

313
2 f. Do u(c4 wiocmj

I b)

Fig. 2.25. Structural diagram of aircraft
hydraulic clutch, a) Diagram; b) principle
of hydraulic clutch. 1) Inclined ring; 2)
clutch housing; 3) pistons; 14) spring; 5)
AD; 6) 14; 7) GM; 3) G; 9) section through
AA; 10) fluid outlet; 11 fluid inlet; 12)
working cavity; 13) intake cavity.; 114) D.

When the drum rotates, the pistons slide along the inclined disk and

execute a reciprocating motion; at each instant of time, the pistons in

one-half of the drum move to the left and take In liquid, while in the

other half (shown in Fig. 2.25b) for a given direction of rotation the

pistons move to the right, compressing the liquid. In order to decrease

the friction of the pistons against the disk, the latter is made in the

form of a thrust bearing.

Tt1 e;e throughput (di3charge) of such a pump will be

Q qn,, (2.20)

where

qh=z -- D, tg gz. (2.21)

is the volume of liquid pumped In each revolution.

Thus,
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i Qaa=D..#.tg y.. (2.22)

The hydraulic motor is built on the same principle as the pruM.p,

but in it the reciprocating motion of the pistons is converted into

r-otary motion of an Inclined ring. The output shaft of the hydraulic

motor is connected to the latter.

On the basis of the principle of reciprocity for hydraulic ma-

chines, the hydraulic-motor shaft speed will be

4 Dk,,ztg 7. (2.23)

If

D.r=D., d.-d. it zM.zUI

then

• .$= --n , Ig To'VY. (2.24)

Thus the speed of the inclined disk in the hydraulic motor will

be greater than the speed of its drive pump by a factor equaling the

ratio of the tangent or the pump-disk angle of inclination to the tan-

gent of the angle of inclination of the hydraulic-motor disk.

Since in the hydraulic clutch described, the pump housing and hy-

draulic-motor housing are one unit, the speed at which the inclined

disk of' the hydraulic motor rotates due to the hydraulica.ly-transmitted

reciprocating motion of the pistons will be augmented by the purop speed

: n, i .e.,

".,=".(I +--/- (2.25)

The speed of the hydraulic motor depends on the relationship be-

tween the magnitude and direction of the angles of inclination T for

the Dump and hydraulic-motor disks.

It follows from (2.25) that if T 0, nm = nn, I.e., in this
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case the hydraulic motor is rigidly connected to the pump by the fluid

in their working surfaces. Circulation of the liquid ceases, and power

is transmitted to the generator by purely mechanical means. Some slip-

page (nm < nn) Is possible owing to leakage.

If 'n is positive, i.e., the pumpdiskis inclined to the same

side as the hydraulic-motor disk, then .he ratio tan yn/tan 7m will

be positive and nm will be greater than nn. In this case, the pump will

supply liquid to the working cavity of the hydraulic motor, and its

disk will receive additional rotary motion with respect to the housing.

If yn Is negative, I.e., the pump disk is inclined in the opposite

direction with respect to the hydraulic-motor disk, the ratio

tan Yn/tan Y m will be negative, and nm will be less than nn. In this

case, the working and intake cavities of the pump will be interchanged,

and the hydraulic-motor disk will receive additional rotary motion ow-

Ing to displacement of the pistons In the direction opposite to the

rotation or the housing.

Thus, by changing the tilt of the pump disk in the hydraulic

clutch, it is possible to change the gear ratio continuously; here the

clutch hydraulic system itself carries only a portion of the power

transmitted to the generator. Such a hydraulic clutch Is therefore

smaller than when it is used in a direct arrangement.

For cases in which it is difficult to locate the hydromechanical
clutch on the engine, however, a purely hydraulic system is used (see

Fig. 2.23). Although the weight of the hydraulic units Is greater In

this system, the heavy power conductor from the power bays to the

central bus of the electrical system Is replaced by light-weight oll

lines.

Figure 2.26 shows a hydromechanical-clutch system with a variable

gear ratio made by the Sunstrand Company for a 40-kva generator running
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_ _

2 "Auc p5 I 2 5

1 13

Fig. 2.26. Diagram showing hydraulic-drive system with variable gear
ratio. i) Inclined disk and gear of constant-volume hydraulic motor; 2)
rotor and cylinder block; 3) servo piston; 4) control valve; 5) adjust-
able inclined disk of variable-throughput hydraulic pump; 6) driven
shaft, 6000 rpm; 7) clutch; 8) drive for oil pump and pump for working-
fluid leakage compensation; 9) tachometer-generator drive• 10) drive
shaft, 2400-9000 rpm; 11) protective valve; 12, 19 and 2) plugs; 13)

sediment. trap (pressure 1.05 atm); 14, 15 and 16) filter, radiator,
Sand pump for lubricating oil; 17) nozzles for lubricating gears, bear-

ings, inclined rings, and other drive parts; 18) sediment trap operat-
ing at atmospheric pressure; 20) protective valve for oil pump (1.05
atm); 21) working-fluid leakage-compensation pump; 23) filter; 24)
eccentric valve mechanism; 25) valve disk; 26) pipe thread.

at 6000 rpm.

In addition to the hydromechanical clutch (Fig. 2.27) this system

contains: a gear-type oil pump and filter for compensation of leakage

S • (pumping) of oili n the hydraulic clutch; it is driven by the hydraulic-

clutch drive shaft; a gear pump, radiator, and filter for lubricating
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the rotating parts of the clutch; a drain valve maintaining a minimum
[2

pressure of 18 kg/cm2 for the lines controlling the displacement of the

inclined disk; a drain valve in the lubrication system maintaining a

minimum pressure of 1 kg/cm2 ; an automatic regulator maintaining the

speed of the driven shaft constant, and consisting of a tachometer

generator, slide valve, and power hyd alic cylinder.

With a change in the drive-shaft speed from 2400 to 9000 rpm, the

drive-shaft speed is maintained constant at 6300 rpm, and the angle of

inclination of the pump disk changes from +240 (at maximum gear ratio)

to -5030' (at minimum gear ratio).

The cylinder block 2 is driven by the drive shaft with the aid of

gears 26 and 27 at a speed that is proportional to the prime mover

speed. The right-hand section of the cylinder block is a variable-

throughput hydraulic pump in which the stroke of the piston and plungers

25 vary as a function of the angle of inclination of the controllable

inclined disk 5. The left-hand side of the cylinder block is a constant-

volume hydraulic motor with a disk 1 set at a constant angle. The gear

oilpump used to compensate for oil leakage is also driven by the drive

shaft; it supplies oil at a mean pressure of 18 atm and keeps the

cylindrical spaces between the pistons and plungers '24 and 25) filled

with oil at all times. The working pressure of the fluid in the hy-

draulic clutch is of the order of 300 kg/cm2

The dry weight of the clutch is 31 kg, its dimensions 760 x 460

mm, and the efficiency 0.75-0.85. A clutch of this type has been used

since 1948 on United States aircraft (B-36) and others, and has been

adapted for manufacture in Great Britain.

Electromechanical Systems

Constant frequency may be obtained by using a combination of

several electrical machines (stages). Table 2.8 which shows the basic
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TABLE 2.8

Electromechanical Systems (Stages) for Obtaining Constant -Frequency Current
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TABLE 2.8 (continued).
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TABLE 2.8_(key)

1) Type of stage; 2) basic stage circuit; 3) composition of stan
(number of machines); 4) direct current; 5) alternating current; •,
rectifiers; 7) machine speed at optimum drive speed with k = 2.25, rpm*;
8j .machine design power for generated power of 30 kva with cos 3 = 0.75;
9 minimum stage efficiency; 10) stage weight, kg; 11 notes; 12)
dr_ nt 4_-o I - t -~ I! I A r4V^1 4 n

17) SG; 18) OP; 19) APCh; 20) kva; 21) kw; 22) GPT) direct-current
generator; DPT) direct-current motor; SG) synchronous generator; 23)
OP) single-armature converter; 24) APCh) Induction frequency converter
(two-way supply induction machine); 25) regenerative circuit; 26) V)
silicon rectifier; 27) BM) double rotating machine; 28) MSD) integrat-
ing differential; 29) AG) induction generator. Requires a synchrwonous
compensator or synchronous generator in the supply circuit; 30) AD)
induction motor- 31) V) silicon rectifier; 32) EMM) electromagnetic
clutch; 33) MRD) dividing differential.

types of stages using direct-current commutator machines also gives

approximate values for the powers of the machines used In the stages,

their approximate weight, and the efficiency of the system as a whole.

Three types of applications are possible for the stages: direct,

differential, and regenerative.

In direct arrangements (I and 2) all of the power generated by

the stage passes through the entire machine. The direct-current

generators in circuits 1 and 2 may be replaced by variable-frequency

-synchronous generators connected to a rectifier.

In differentia. and regenerative circuits, composition or divi-

sion of frequencies occurs; this may be done with the aid of: a) an

induction machine (one part rotates), b) a double rotating machine

(two elements rotate), or c) a mechanical differential (three parts

rotate).

In differential circuits (3-8) the power generated by a stage

is supplied over two parallel paths that come together again in a

special machine that acts as a mixer.

The speed (and power) mixer in differential circuits is an in-

duction frequency converter (APCh) in circuit 3-6, a double rotary

machine (BM) in circuit 7, or a mechanical Integrating differential
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",75;* i'. -

Fig. 2.27. Hydromechanical clutch
(housing removed). 24 and 25) Pistons
of hydraulic motor ard hydraulic pump;
26 and 27) drive gears.

a).no"- b)

Fig. 2.28. Power diagram for electro-
magnetic stages. a) Differential cir-
cuits; b) regenerative circuits.-

(MSD) in circuit 8.

The power diagram for such stages (with no allowance for losses)

is shown in Fig. 2.28a, where -A

post is the power passing through the direct-current element-;

Pper-is the power passing through the alternating-current element;-

Pkask = Pgen is the power generated by the stage.-

The power Ppost changes from zero to the maximum value determined:

by tite range of drive-speed variation, i.e., J

i where

Rapeu al

Circuit 6, which uses a solid-state rectifier V has the advantage

of permitting the main generating unit V + DPT + APCh to be locatedt
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away from the prime mover.

The double rotary machine (BM) in circuit 7 is a synchronous

generator in which the "stator" is forced to rotate in a direction op-

posite to the direction of rotation of the rotor. The frequency of

the alternating current taken from the slip rings equals

AM =P 60

A drawback to the double rotary machine is the relative complexity

of its construction (it requires two bearing systems, three power

slip rings, etc.).

In regenerative circuits (9-14) pait of the power taken from the

prime mover goes to generate alternating current at constant frequency;

the remainder of the power taken off is returned to the engine after

several conversions. The power circuit of such stages (with no allow-

ance for losses) is shown in Fig. 2.28b.

Here the maximum power P is also determined by the drive-
post.

speed Variation range, i.e.,

'The regenerative circuits 9, 11 and 13 are obtained respectively

fromd the differential circuits 3, 5 and 7 by changing the excitation

of 'the GPT and DPT machine. 2

In this case, the APCh is operated as an induction generator AG

(circuit 9) and as an induction motor (circuit 11), the SG operates

as a synchronous motor SD, and the double rotary machine BM as an

electromagnetic clutch EMM for which the slip energy is useful.

On this basis, it is possible to use precisely the same stage

both as a differential stage over one-half the drive-speed variation

range and as a regenerative stage over the other half of the range

(two-way regulation). Here it should be possible to change the polarity
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1for the excitation of one of the direct-current machines smoothly. in
.4

laddition to returning energy to the prirde mover (as in circuits 10 and

412)p it is possible to return energy to the direct-current system of

t'tne aircraft, if one is used. To do this, it is neces3ary to install

.a transformer with a controllable transformation ratio before rectifier

V, and to connect the rectifier coýtput to the line. Investigations

have shown, however, that the DC line in this case carries considerably

Igreater power than the power developed by the alternating-current

stage.

In the presence of variations in the driVe-shaft speed or varia-

tions in line load, stage frequency is regulated by changing the

Sdirect-current motor excitation or the excitation of the generator

supplying this motor.

.As a rough calculation shows, the relative weight of electrome-

chanical systems is quite high (3-3.5 kg/kva), while their efficiency

is relatively low (0.55-0.7). In addition, there are still commutators

for one or two machines in the stage, which decreases the reliability

of the aircraft power system; thus it is not recommended that they be

used for the modern speed range of an aircraft drive. They may find

Sapplication only for narrow drive-speed ranges.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Constant-frequency alternating current is best suited to

Saircraft power systems.

2. Where the speed of the prime mover varies over a small range,

! constant generator frequency may be obtained with the aid of an electro-

magnetic clutch (brake), hydraulic clutch of the turbine (throttle)

I type, or by electromechanical systems.

S3. Where the range of speed variation for the prime mover is

large, constant generator shaft speed may be obtained with the aid of
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Pig. 2.29. Comparison of weights
of several devices used to ob-
tain constant frequency. 1) Air'
turbine, 24,000 rpm; 2) hydro-
mechanical drive, 6000 rpm; 3)
gas turbine, 12,000 rpm; 4) unit
consisting of air turbine, gen-
erator, and regulator; 5) gen-
erator with hydromechanical drive;
6) unit consisting of gas turbine,
generator, and regulator; 7) G,
kg; .8) gas turbine; 9) hydraulic
clutch; 10) air turbine; 11)
generator power; 12) Pnom" kva.

volume-type hydraulic clutches for which r = 0.85 and the relative

weight equals (1-1.2) kg/kw.

4. Electromagnetic and hydraulic clutches provide for reliable

operation of alternating-current generators in parallel and maintain

the frequency constant with an accuracy of the order of +0.5%.

5. Independent and semi-independent generator drives by means of

air or gas turbines running at high speeds are being used on board air-

craft. An installation using an air turbine is lighter, and an In-

stallation with a gas turbine heavier, than a drive using a hydro-

mechanical clutch, but they are more efficient than the latter (Fig.

2.29).
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6. The utilization of clutches for speed conversion may also prove

'I useful in systems using direct-current generators. At a constant high

j speed, the latter will have higher power for the same size, lower

I relative weight, and better operating characteristics.

7. Electromechanical frequency-conversion systems clearly cannot

find application in aviation, since they normally use commutators and

'i are cumbersome.

8. Electrical frequency-conversion systems will be discussed in

j Part II of the book. As we shall show there, in the light of the latest

i achievements in the fields of semironductors and semiconductor triodes,

they may also prove suitable for aircraft applications.

!Manu-
script
Page

No. [Footrotes]

147 Paragraph 2.4 wa,. written by the author together with
Engineer V.S. Mloiniy.

[List of Transliterated Symbols]

L'35 T3 = TZ = tekhn!clieskoye zadaniye = technical plan

1 135- TT TT = tekhnicheskIye trebovaniya = technical specifi-
cations

S137 ROm = nom = nominal'nyy = rated

S137 r = g = generator = generator

14o H = n = naruzhnyy = external

i 150 g = d = dvigatel' = motor

153 AR= AD = aviatsionnyy dvigatel' aircraft engine

S153 3MM = M = elektromagnitnaya mufta = electromagnetic clutch

3 153 TI' TG = takhogenerator = tachometer generator

153 Per Reg = regulyator = regulator

i 153 OB OV obmotka vozbuzhdenlya = field winding
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153 Of = OYa = obmotka yakorya = armature winding

153 c s = stabilizirovannyy = stabilized (subscript to n)

153 = a = soprotivleniye = resistance (subscript to M)

155 B = v = vozbuzhdeniye = excitation

155 K = k = krlticheskiy = critical

160 A = D = differentsial = differential

160 P = G = generator = generator

160 T = T = tormoz = brake

160 C = S = satellit = pinion

161 4,, = a,b,c a• key-ed in Fig. 2.19

162 3 = e = electricheskciv = electrical

164 P .=-RCh = regulyator chasto'ty frequency regulator

164 P.T R.T = regulyator temperatury =ýtenperature regulator

164 ocH = osn osnovnoy = basic

167 = n =nasos= pump

167 m= m =motor =motor

167 PM = %I = gidravlicheskaya mufta = hydraulic clutch

1' 169 m = mufta =clutch

175 rHT GPT = generator postoyannogo toka = direct-current
generator

175 AnIT = DP = dvigatel' postoyanmogo toka = direct-current
motor

175 CF = SG = sinkhronnyy generator = synchronous generator

175 Of = OP = odnoyakornyy preobrazovatel' = single-armature
converter

176 AIM = APCh = asinkhronnyy preobrazovatel' chastoty = induc-

tion frequency converter

176 B = V vypryamitel' = rectifier

176 EM = = birotattvnaya Inashina = double-rotating machineS176 MCE = NSD = summiruyushchiy differentsial = Integiating dif-

ferent ial
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176 Ar = AG = asinkhronnyy generator = induction generator

177 AA = AD = asinkhronnyy dvigatel' = induction motor

MPR = MRD razdelyayushchiy differentsial = dividing dif-
ferentsial = dividing differential

S 179 nep = per = peremennyy = alternating

U79 nOCT post postoyannyy = direct

179 KacK kask = kaskad = stage

179 PeH gen = generiruyemyy generated

179 npXB = priv = privodnoy = drive

180 CT St = stator stator

180 POT rot = rotor = rotor
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Chapter 3

ALTERNATING-CURRENT AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

3.1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON ALTERNATING-CURRENT AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

Alternating-current generators may fundamentally be classified

in accordance with Table 2.1.

The first three types of generators are of practical importance
in aviation. Electromagnetically or magnetically excited synchronous
generators are used in single-phase and three-phase models for 208/
/120 v on the main line and for 36 and 120 v for converters. Inductor-
type synchronous generators are used chiefly in the single-phase ver-
sibo for 120 v.

TABLE 3.1
Three-Phase 400-cps Generator Series

1 M 15'1q1.2S 301n.15 "4533.n& 0'45 80,60 100,7
2 Cupoca n o6!.un ::ui raG
3'hixcsaooc 2p 6 8
-4 j.az 7  0.81 0..8 0.91 1 0." I 0.9
5 &c G. st 20 j30 ý42 34 0 go

1) Power S kva/kw; 2) speed n, rpm; 3) num-nom,
ber of poles 2p; 4) efficiency ni; 5) weight G,
kg. i

A three-phase 400-cps generator series used for main aircraft
electrical systems can be represented in the form of Table 3.1.

This series has a power factor of cos V = 0.75; air-blast cool-
ing-, by the oncoming air stream is used; permissible overloads are
150% for two ain at 208 v and 200% (current overload) for 5 sec at
187v:

Tt- series of 400 cps generators for conversion may be repre-

sented oy the followirng series of powers:
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0,0L.:5r 0S1 0,17 0MO5 0.5 0.75

,.0 1.5 3.0 4.5 6,0 .10

1) Power S kva.

The generators in this series are three- or single-phase (m = 3

or 1) and have power factors of cos = 0.6-0.9 depending on the re-

gion of application.

Depending on the number of phases and the region of application,

the voltage will normally equal 208/120, 36, or 120 v; cooling is by

selfventilation.

The generator weights and efficiencies have been adjusted for

Ioperation at an altitude of 15 lan. With increased altitude, generator

I efficiency drops and generator weight increases.

-For powers up to 1.5 kva, inductor, magnetoelectric, and syn-

chronous generators are used. For powers of 3 kva or above, synchron-

Sous gen erator s u sing electrom agn etic excitation are u sed .

Synchronous Electromagnetically-Excited Generators

Choice of a type of synchronous generator. In low-power and low-

voltage machines, it is possible to use synchronous generators with----

I internal or external poles of the direct-current machine type.

I Generators intended for the basic electrical system (with powers

up to 30 kva) and generators used to form converters (with powers up

to 10 kw) may be made with either internal or external poles. Gen-

erators for powers of 30 kva or more are normally made with internal

poles,

Synchronous machines with external poles offer the following

advantages at low powers:

Ov a) increased area for installation of the field winding for the

same armature diameter;
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b) improved rotor construction, since It is difficult to mount
rotating poles and field windings on small-diameter machines;

c) the magnetic system may simultaneously serve as the machine

frame;
) e1 staiA-g di'ect-current machine models can be used;

e) improved conditions for cooling-air passage in motor-genera-

torS, since as a rule the motor and generator are made with the same

number of poles and identical armature diameters;

f) simplified control systems for converters owing to the fact

that the field winding is more accessible.

At the same time, such machines also possess substantial dis-

advantages:

a) the need for taking off alternating current through slip

rings, which considerably increases the structural length of the ma-

chine and the losses, especially at low voltages (in three-phase ma-

chifnes with a grounded neutral, four slip rings are used): the pre-

sence of the sliding contact in the alternating-current circuit leads

'troan increase in the phase "voltage skewing" and is an obstacle to

any increase in the accuracy of voltage regulation, since the voltage

drop across the contact may not remain the same, but may vary in

-_-b) In order to increase the voltage-regulation accuracy, it is

Important for the magnetic circuit to have minimum hysteresis since

machines with external po02.s will always have a longer path for the

lines of force in the plain section of steel, which reduces the pos-

sibility of precise regulation;

c) the losses developing in the rotor (armature) as a rule con-

siderably exceed the losses In the stator (inductor), i.e.,

P.a+ p,+P,.ZP.,,

It Is difficult, however, to remove heat from the rotor surface at
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high altitude. and flight speeds;

d) for the same outside diameter, which is the dimension of

S -greatest interest, the armature size will be less for external-pole

4machines and, consequently, the utilization factor for such machines

1will be lower.

In fact, in Internal- and external-pole machines, the outside

Idiameter is determined by the following equations, respectively:

Do.,=DC+%) ; D-,2 )D2 (1+-€) (3.1)

Swhere

A.+h, h_+_An+a
-- K I--(3.2)

lp, hya, and hm are the heights of the slot, yoke, and (magnet) pole,

respectively.

The subscript "I" indicates internal-pole machines, and the sub-

script "2" external-pole machines.

"As a consequence, where the outside diameters of machines a:'e-

identical, i.e., Dnl = Dn, we find from (3.1) and (3.2) that

I l,~-- ,(,I ,, -)N

while the ratio --

D2 7t+P [

If we take as approximate values for the coefficients I 1.2

1.25 and ,2 = 2.5-2.8, depending on the number of poles the ratio oft'_

Sthe armature diameter for an Internal-pole machine (D,) to the dia-

meter in an external-pole machine (D2 ) will equal roughly

2p 4 6 8 to

*0 1.40 1,o I . 1,2 12
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Thus given the same outside machine diameter, the diameter of

the armature for an Internal-pole generator will be greater and,

consequently, its power will increase, all other conditions being

This fact nearly nullifes the advantages listed for external-

pole electrical machines.

Generators for the main electrical power system, normally of

30 kva power or more, are best made with internal poles. For con-

verters, the choice of generator type Is determined by the actual

application conditions (power, number of phases, regulation circuit,

etc.), and a separate selection should be made for each special case.

At high peripheral speeds (v > 50 m/sec), it is difficult to

Install internal poles. In this case, synchronous nonsalient-pole

achines may be used; in such machines, the field winding is laid in

-slots and fastened securely with wedges and circular bands.

Peripheral speeds of synchronous nonsalient-pole machines may

reach 200 m/sec where the rotor is made of 30 KhGSA steel rod.

-At peripheral speeds of less than 100 m/sec, the rotor may be

I- made-from sheet steel; even at these speeds, however, it is frequent-

sy sensible to use a plain rotor. Increased mechanical losses (fric-

-tion losses) at high rotary speeds do not lead to a sharp drop in

genrator efficiency, since at high flight speeds the air density

dr'o~ps 8.

Where aircraft generators are driven by special air or gas tur-

bines, they normally are made in two- or four-pole form, i.e., they

run at 12,000-24,000. rpm, using nonsalient-pole construction.

Design Features and Fundamentals of Aircraft Synchronous Generators

Aircraft synchronous generators differ from general-purpose
generators in: a) short service life -500 hr, rather than 10-20
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years; b) frequency (speed of rotation) - 400 cps, rather than 50; c)

cooling-system intensity, air blasting by the oncoming air stream,

evaporation of liquid on an interior surface, cooling by means of a

liquid at a positive or negativw temperature, etc.; d) increased elec-

trical (A and J) and thermal (At) loads; e) certain structural ele-

ments. At the same time, the magnetic loads (B 6 and B) and the

general structural assembly remain nearly unchanged.

3P

#3

Fig. 3.1. Three-phase 30-kva,
Li400-800-cps 4 000-8000-rpm

aircraft salient-pole syn-
chronous generator. 1) Slip

,rings and brushes; 2) exciter;
,..... .*,,,,,z,,.,3j , .,.u t generator; l4) fan; "

Ii II1VAI I. built-in clutch.

As we have already mentioned, aircraft generators have less than

one-tenth the weight of general-purpose generators, and are 20-25% 4

lighter than direct-current aircraft generators, and are considerably

more efficient.

Both salient-pole and nonsalient-pole synchronous generators

are used for aircraft purposes.

Salient-pole generators are made with external or internal ar-

j matures. Figures 3.1-3.3 show the structural make-up of a three-phase

salient-pole aircraft machine with an external armature.

Figures 3.4-3.7 show the general structural make-up of an air-

craft generator with an internal armature. The generator of Fig. 3.5

uses three slip rings with no neutral lead. The generator of Figs.

3.6 and 3.7 are provided with a neutral lead.
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Generators with internal salient poles nornally use an exciter

located on the generator shaft and slip rings placed beyond the ex-

citer (see Fig. 3.1) or located between the generator and exciter

(see Fig. 3.2).

The exciter and slip rings are located on the side opposite the

drive mechanism. If the excitation circuit is supplied from an ex-

ternal direct-current source, no exciter ls used, and the axial di-

mensions of the machine are decreased considerably. The generator

frame Is flange-mounted to the drive motor. The generator flexible

shaft is attached to the prime-mover shaft wlth the aid of the splined

end of the flexible shaft (see Fig. 3.2).

The generator flexible shaft is connected to the hollow rotor

-bushing either by a cone or by splines (see Fig. 3.2).

In generators using Internal salient poles, it is important to

mount securely the poles and field windings located on the poles. In

generators with external poles, it is important to mount securely the

end section of the armature windings by maeans of rings taking the

torm of hollow cylinders slipped ever the end section of the winding

or by means of wire wrappings (the first method is more reliable,

although more expensive and more complicated from the production

viewpoint). The hollow rotor buc ing which carries either the poles

with field winding, or the armature core with aimature winding, Is

supported on two ball bearings. In order to improve rotor cooling and

to permit operation in the absence of an air blast (at lower power)

a fan Is installed on the rotor shaft; its diameter is approximately

equal to that of the. rotor.

The armature winding is normally of the two-layer type with

short pitch and continuous class A or B flexible insulation. The end

sections are bent Into a cone. The armature slots are half-open or
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Q5
.3.

4V

Fig. 3.2. Three-phase salient-pole direct-current synchronous gener-
ator, 40 kva power, 400 cps frequency, 6000 rpm. 1) Air duct, 2)
exciter; 3) slip rings and brushes; 4) field winding; 5) armature
winding; 6) lead terminals; 7) flange; 8) flexible shaft; 9) hollow
shaft (rotor bushing); 10) armature core.

Fig. 3.3. Over-all view of Fig. 3.4. Over-all view of three-
three-phase aircraft gen- phase aircraft generator with
erator with external arma- internal armature.
ture.
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Fig. 3.5. .Construction of three-phaze salient-pole variable-
frequency aircr'aft generator witth Internal armature, 1) Frame;
2) epo~lei 3) field winding; 41j damping element; 5) protective
rin~g; 6Jarmature; 7) boss: __) saAn ring; 9) hollow- shaft; 10)
flex~.ble shaft.; 1].) guard; .L2) brush kto'der; 13) brushes; 14)
sg~alsPring; 15) bus ; 16) panel for leads; 17) lead box;

cover; 19) connector; 20) protect ve ribbon; 21) endl piece;
22)nut on prime-mover end- -
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Fig. 3.6.-Rotor of salient-pole l5-kva 208/120-v 400--cpa aircraft-
generator with internal Armature and integral exciter, Cos v~ =,0.75.-
1) No more than 20; 2) section through AOB; 3)for Installation of"
*block; 4) sectioz. through EF.

Fi.3.7. Stator of generator of Fig.
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Pi.3.8. Rotor arnd stator for three-phase nonsalient-pole aircraft
&ebdrator., 5.5 kva power. a) Rotor; b5 stator. 1) Rotor force; 2)
baids-a; 3) rotor bushing; 4~) field winding;, 5) armature core; 6) ar-
m-Atiure winding.
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open.

Figure 3.8 shows the construction of a nonsalient-pole three-

phase generator used In an aircraft converter set.

The rotor is laminated. The bands are solid. The armature wind-

ing is of the two-layer type with short pitch. Air cooling Is used.

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show one possible design for a two-pole air-

craft synchronous generator of 50 kva power using a solid rotor.

In designing a generator, we try to obtain minimum weight and

size while providing the required strength. We shall not consider

structural details here.

_3.2. EXCITATION AND SELFEXCITATION OF SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS

The operation of modern direct- and alternating-current gener-

ators is based on the utilization of time-constant magnetic excita-

tio0 fields. This system Is widely employed owing to the simplicity

n•d-convenience of inducing direct and alternating currents by means

of time-constant magnetic fields.

-Electrical currents can also be Induced with the aid of varia-

bledmagnettc (or electrical, in electrostatic machines) excitation

fields; this is a more complicated matter, however, since it is

_,_-necessary to insure that the motion of the current-carrying conduc-

-tors ad the variation in the magnetic field remain synchronized and

in pvhase.

'Thus, If we have an alternating-current circuit containing a

resistance R, inductance L, and capacitance C, by changing the ar-

angement of the elements of this circuit, i.e., the system L and C,

in speclal cases It .may prove possible to excite electrical currents

w-1,thout changing the resistance, i.e., without using commutation to

change alternating current Into direct current. Where the alternating-

curTent circuit does not contain capacitance, selfexcitation without
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commutation is impossible.

S Selfexcitation is possible in a circuit containing R, L and C

Sif the natural resonance of the system is used and L or C are peri-

Sodically changed in connection with this resonance.

As an example of selfexcitation in an alternating-current cir-

cuit, we may cite the selfexcitation of a selfcontained induction

generator connected across an appropriate capacitance.

If the system is linear, the selfexcitation process continues

until the insulation breaks down or the power of the prime mover

i turning the variable inductance proves inadequate. As we know, steady-

} state conditions cannot obtain in a linear system and, consequently,

I it cannot be used as a current generator. In order to obtain stable

selfexcitation, as in the case of constant-field excitation, it is

necessary to use the nonlinearity of the magnetization curve for

steel.

Selfexcitation due to variation in circuit constants (L or C)

is called parametric excitation and generators built on this princi-

ple are called parametric generators. The theory of parametric ex-

citation and parametric machines is due to the Soviet physicists

Mandel'shtam and Papaleksi.

As yet, parametric generators have not found application in

aviation, and thus we shall henceforth consider only excitation and

I selfexcitation systems using time-constant fields.

Synchronous generators may be classified by method of excita-

tion into two main groups: generators with separate excitation and

Sselfexcited generators.

A separate excitation system is a system in which the magnetiz-

. j Ing force (n.s.) for excitation is independent of the generator oper-

ating regime.
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An excitation system is called dependeht or a selfexcitation

system if the n.s. for excitation depends on the operating regime of

the generator.

In the first case, an external (separate) direct-source current

Is needed to supply the generator excitation circuit.; In the second

case, there is no need for a separate direct-current source.

Separate-excitation systems do not require remanent magnetism

in synchronous generators, while with selfexcitation systems, It is

necessary.

The basic excitation systems for synchronous machines are the

following.

Separate-excitation systems

a) excitation from a separate direct-current source - the air-

craft electrical system for a converter;

b) excitation from a direct-current generator - an exciter lo-

cated on the generator shaft (single-stage or two-stage excitation

system).

Dependent-excitation (selfexcitation) systems

a) permanent-magnet excitation;

b) generator excitation from Its own alternating-current system

through a rectifier;

c) excitation from an integral (combined) exciter.

Sometimes the excitation systems of synchronous generators are

provided with partial or complete selfregulation of the excitation

in a manner similar to that used with direct-current with compound

excitation. Such excitation or selfexcitation systems are called com-

pound systems.

Compound excitation and selfexcitation systems

a) excitation and compounding from exciter;
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b) selfexcitation and compounding from rectifier;

c) selfexcitation and compounding from integral exciter.

Below we shl11 discu ss rX-^ I ex.4e .4At.a W and selfexcita-•at.L&

systerits for syn hr ORou o- geneatL 3.

i Synchronous machines with separate exciters

Separate excitation of a synchronous generator may be accom-

plished by various methods: from the aircraft direct-current elec-

trical system, from a special direct-current generator, or from a

rechargeable battery.

ir

g3 3

Pa

2 OrN

a) -b,)

Fig. 3.11. Separate excitation of genera-
tors from aircraft power system. a) With
one voltage regulator; b) with two regu-
lators operated in parallel. OVG) Genera-
tor field winding; Rr) regulator resis-
tance; K.K.) slip rings; Ubs) aircraft

power-system voltage; 1) G; 2) OVG; 3)
SR; 4) Ub.s"

Alternating-current generators used in a converter set normally

draw power for the excitation circuit from the main aircraft direct-ý

current system. Figure 3.11 shows circuits used to excite alter-

hnating-current generators from a separate direct-current source.

Here the generator voltage is regulated by varying the resis-

tance in the generator excitation circuit. A drawback to the system

is the relatively high regulation power together with the consider-

able rate of the regulators owing to the need to change the rela-

tively large generator excitation current. In addition, this system
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4-

Fig. 3.12. Separate ex- Fig. 3.13. Separate ex-

citation from exciter citation from exciter (two-
(single-stage excita- stage excitation system).
tion system). V) Excit- PV) Pilot exciter; OVPV
er; OW) exciter field excitation winding of pil6t
windin; 1) G; 2) OVG: exciter; 1) 0; 2) OVO; 3)
3) V; 4)0W; 5) Rr. V; 4) OW; 5) PV; 6) OVPV;

7 Re

is not selfcontained, since it depends on the external direct-current

source and is thus less reliable. For generators of the order of

50kVa power, it is necessary to use a design employing two voltage

regdlators and three slip rings on the rotor (Fig. 3.11b).
-Excitation of a synchronous machine from an exciter (Figs. 3.12

and 3.l• located on the generator.shaft is the most common method used

i.nýmdern general-purpose synchronous machines; in essence, they are

S tvo-machine combinations consisting of an alternating-current machine

and;exclters - direct-current generators. The exciter draws its

power (4-1O%) from the power of the alternating-current machine, pro-
iliding a Selfcontained excitation system. The drawback is the con-

* siderable increase in machine size and weight (for low powers, ex-
* citer dimensions are of the same order as the generator dimensions).

Exciters are made with parallel or compound excitation with or

without compensation.

An exciter is less reliable structurally than a generator.

About 80% of all failures involving low- or medifm-power generators

normally occur as a result of damage to the exciter, and only 20%

owing to generator damage, i.e., the degree of reliability of an
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Installation is in the last analysis determined by the reliability of

the exciter, resulting in a manyfold reduction in over-all reliabil-

3 •Ity.

In addition, we still have the commutator sliding contact with

all of its inherent disadvantages at high altitudes and flight speeds.

STHus, exciters for aircraft generators should be of especially reli-

able design, and should provide stable and sensitive excitation of

the alternating-current generators under all possible operating con-

ditions.

Fast-responding excitation systems, i.e., systems that rapidly

re~tore voltage across the generator teritinals following a change

in operating conditions are especially important in starting engines

of comparable power, in short circuits, and in order to increase

operating stability in parallel. It is determined by the exciter

voltage reserve, and by its ceiling voltage and the voltage rate •of

rise.

The ceiling excitation voltage is the name given to the ratio

of the maximum exciter voltage at zero voltage-regulator resistance

to the nominal voltage. It is not specified by any standard, and nor-

mally it equals 1.5-2.0.

The higher the voltage reserve required, the higher the ex-

citer power and the larger its dimensions. Thus, if the nominal ex-

citer power equals

SRo
==U kw- 1j

and the exciter reserve (ceiling) equals 2, the exciter power should

be quadruple the rated power, i.e.,

The voltage rise rate is the name given to the time required
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for a predetermined voltage level to

be reached when the excitation current

is changed abruptly.

P'igure3.l4 shows the nature of the

.6SS exciter volt~age rise Uv af~ter the reg-
5

4S tim ulator resistance Rr has been short-

Fig. 3.14. Determining circuited, i.e., following an abrupt
the voltage rise rate for
an exciter. Uv~n and Uv.k) change in exciter field current.
Exciter voltage before and If we draw line ad at an angle a
after sudden removal of
regulator resistance "r" so that ab = 0.5 sec, the area of tri-

) Uv;2)Uvn; 3) Uv.k;
4 t, sec; 5) OV; 6) V; angle abd will equal the area of aecb,

) Rr" i.e., S1 = and in this case the

nominal exciter rise rate will, according to the standard (GOST

183-55), be determined by the ratio of the segments bd/ab, i.e., by

the tangent of the slope angle of line ad. The time corresponding to

segment ab equals 0.5 sec. The magnitude of segment bd is expressed

S in fractions of the nominal exciter voltage.

The nominal excitation increase rate for general-purpose ex-

citers lies in the range

duea 1.0~ =02A0

High-speed exciters for synchronous low-power generators have

a ratio

S- 3 -and higher

Generator voltage can be regulated by changing the resistance

in the exciter excitation circuit, or by changing the resistance in

the generator excitation circuit.

In the latter case, the regulation power is roughly ten times

that of the first case, since the exciter excitation current is
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roughly one-tenth of the generator excitation current. In view of

this, voltage regulation is carried out by changing the exciter exci-

3 j tation current.

In high-power machines (aenrnn-purposeV- two-stage system of

excitation is sometimes used (Fig. 3.12b). The drawback to this sys-

tem is the presence of two exciters on the machine shaft - the ex-

citer and the pilot exciter. The system does, however, increase the

voltage rise rate, decrease the control current (power), and elimi-

nate the danger of magnetic reversal in the exciter, which can occur

with sudden generator short circuits.

Here we must keep in mind stable operation of the excitation

system under all synchronous-generator operating conditions: from no-

load conditions (operation on the initial section of the magnetiza-

tion curve) to overload conditions.

Excitation stability can be increased by shifting excitation

regulation from the pilot-exciter circuit to the exciter circuit; in

this case, the voltage across the exciter terminals will be constant;

this, however, removes one of the important advantages of two-stage

regulation - the decreased regulation power.I
Synchronous machines with se]fexcitation

Permanent-magnet excitation. As we have already mentioned,

selfexcitation systems include those in which the excitation magnet-

Izing force depends on generator operating regime. By this defini-

tion, permanent-magnet excitation should be classified among the

selfexcitation systems, since the magnetizing force of the magnets

Sdecreases with increasing longitudinal component of the armature

magnetizing force. Without going into the theory of synchronous ma-

chines using permanent-magnet excitation, which will be treated

separately, we only note that the basic advantages of this excitation
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system are: a) absence of an exciter 'and, consequently, of e sliding-

contact commutator; b) simplicity, reliabillty, and Indepen'dence of

the excitation system; c) good high-altitude performance, better high-

altitude efficiency, and In some cases as we shall show in Chapter It,

lower generator weight.

Generator excitation from an Internal alternating-current line

is possible where a solid-state, mechanical, or electronic rectifier

is used.

In this case, the generator has an ordinarily accepted design

and Is distinguished only by the fact that the field winding is sup-

plied with direct current from an internal alternating-current line

through a rectifier and, consequently, there is no exciter. The

generator voltage !.,- held constant with the aid of a regulator oper-

ating In the excitation circuit.

Figure 3.15 shows four excitation circuits for three-phase syn-

chronous generators. Circuit a is used where the direct-current ex-

citation voltage corresponds to the alternating-current line voltage

and magnitude. Where It is desirable to have the excitation voltage

differ considerably from the alternating-current line voltage, a

transformer (circuit b) may be used, or a second additional three-

phase winding may be placed into the armature slots of the generator;

this winding is intended only to supply the field circuit through a

rectifier (circuit c) or, finally, a tap may be made from a part of

the winding of each armature phase in order to supply the excitation

circuit through a rectifier (circuit d).

Let us examine certain advantages and disadvantages to the cir-

cuits shown. The maximum power taken from the line for excitation

PsIv will in the general case. (Fig. 3.15b) be
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4 Fig. 3.15. Selfexcitatlon circuits for synchro-
nous generators. V) Rectifier; T) transformer;
R ) regulator resistance; R.) excitation-wind-

r) P ) mv.ing resistance; 1) P1.v; 2) V; 3)? ; 14) Rmv,

Pv; 5) Rr; 6 ) v; 7) Pt.r 8) RmV.-

Pip PuwPS
'rap pCOS lýP ' izTap COS ;P 7% UranTp COS?Tp (5

Here Pi Pvv is the rectifier output power (direct-current ex-
v.P

citation), equal to the maximum excitation power In the absence of

Sadditional resistances in the excitation-winding circuit; P =

= Pp/•v.p = Pv/•v.p is the transformer power; Pv = Rv 1  are the

losses in the excitation winding under rated conditions; IV$ Iv.p'

and ltr are the efficiencies of the excitation circuit (up to the

rectifier), the rectifier, and the transformer, respectively.

We shall assume that the excitation-circuit power factor before

the transformer (for the line in the absence of a transformer) equals

unity. For circuits a, c, and d, which do not contain transformers,
Swe shall have in place of (3.5)

a,* (3.6)

The design generator power P should be considered to be theg.r
S~-205-
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amount of power expended on excitation, i.e.,

"-o- P+P. Pt. A (3.7)

where kr = Pg.r/Pg = 1 (Ps.v/Pg) is the rise factor for the design

generator power in comparison with its nominal value (P ). Circuits

a, b, and d are equivalent with respect to the design generator pow-

er. Circuit b, which has a transformer, has a higher design power

and, consequently, leads to a larger generator.

For circuit b the factor ký equals

INP~es "r ST (3.8)

while for all the remaining circuits it equals
.pa

P- l+ . a (3.8a)

The complete copper cross section in the generator armature

slots is identical for circuits a, c, and d, and Is less than that

for circuit b in the ratio kr:k• < 1.

The copper cross section for the auxiliary winding S In cir-m~v

cuit c equals

* ,1 pr (3-9)

where

Ir AcD P__sm,. r, 2mwr I, .•/ 2e,
Sj jI7 .-y-= "J (3.10)

Is the total copper cross section for the generator calculated using

a nominal generator power P = mU I ; A = 2mwglg/IrD Is the linear

load.

Here we assume that the current density and winding factor of

the basic and auxiliary windings are the same. The total copper

cross section in the armature windings Is

S,. , - Sm. r + Su. , - S.. AP
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4
where

I =+sT: + +(3.1)iPr
T%- c4rbui%4t a, th tit= * copni czrti f'np the armiature

winding, if we take (3.10) and (3.11) into account will equal

2a,,Pr. pSm.=a sm. rkp-s•=Uri (3.12)

In circuit d, a part of the winding for each phase from the

neutral point to the tap should have a larger cross section than the

portion from the tap to the phase output. If the rated load current

of the generator is 1 , an additional excitation current equal to
PC-*.,U,"
P= Us, (3.13)

will flow from the neutral point to the tap.

F -----

t" Ca ~;X

Fig. 3.16. Curren, distribution in
circuit with tap. 1) Line.

STe alternating current I is added vectorially to the load
iv

• current I (Fig. 3.16). Consequently, the scalar resultant Current

S flowing through the phase section from the neutral point to the tap

~ will equal

to am I+k + +2 c°(?t- 4 c" (3.14)

1Here cos pv and cos Tg are the power factors for the excitation

i and load curcluts, respectively.
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If we take cos vv = 0.95 and cos vg 0.75, then cos(9g- qv ) 9

= 0.92, and with an accuracy sufficient for practical purposes,

•iVn'Auaa I•.&j Ematy be Wribteki a

1834+4 1 + ", (3.15)

The cross section of the armature conductors in the section un-

der consideration should be increased in the ratio

4.0 P.4 U, Ur
K.,' , "T.I+ P ,- us(3.16)

If we assume that Ps v O.O5 Pg, while U = 4U , the copper cross

section should be multiplied by a factor of 1.2. Thus, in circuit d

it is desirable to form the armature winding from conductors of larg-

er cross section from the neutral point to the tap and of smaller

cross section from the tap to the phase output. The total armature

copper cross section will then remain the same as that in circuits a

and c.

Practically speaking, generator dimensions will be identical

for circuits b and c, since the increase in armature copper cross

section in circuit b is compensated by a drop in the slot fill fac-

tor in circuit c owing to the presence of two windings in the arma-

ture slots.

- Comparing circuits b, c and d, we note that the drawback to

circuit b is the presence of a transformer ane increased general

losses owing to the additional losses from the transformers; it does,

however, make use of a standard generator. The advantage to circuits

c and d are the absence of a transformer and associated losses. These

circuits, however, require structural modifications in the armature

winding of the generator, which is undesirable and represents a draw-

back to these circuits.

Circuits c and d cannot be used in practice ',3r synchronous
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machines with external poles, since it would be necessary in this

I case to double the number of slip rings. A substantial disadvantage

3 • • to circuit d is the presence of electrical coupling between the gen-

Serator winding and the excitation circuit.

Taking what has been said into account, let us select one of

the circuits shown. As we know, several conditions must be satisfied

for selfexcitation of a synchronous machine, namely: a) the machine

Sshould possess remanent magnetism; b) the resistance in the excita-

tion circuit should be below the critical value; c) the speed of the

machine should be above the critical value; d) the current flowing

in the excitation circuit should be so directed that it reinforces

the remanent-r- - tetism field.

The resistance in the excitation circuit consists of the ex-

citation-winding resistance Rm.v, the regulator resistance R , and

the rectifier resistance Rvpr, i.e.,

R+ (3.17)

With selfexcitation of a machine, the regulator resistance is

made as small as possible. During the selfexcitation process, Rm.v +

+ Rr = const, while the rectifier resistance is a variable that de-
r

pends on the applied voltage and the current flowing through it;

thus, R will be large at low voltages (small currents) such as
vypr

occur at the beginning of the selfexcitation process, while it will

be small at the end of the selfexcitation process, where the voltage

S(current) rises. In this connection, at the initial instant of

S generator selfexcitation, when the residual voltage is small, the

Sexcitation resistance will be greater than critical, and selfexcita-

tion will not occur.

Figure 3.17 gives the no-load curve I for the generator and the

volt-ampere curve 2 for the excitation circuit, which is nonlinear
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owing to the nonlinearity of the rectifier resistance. Selfexcitation

cannot occur on section OA, since the volt-ampere curve for excitation

lies above the no-load curve.

Thus, a substantial disadvantage to this excitation system is

the fact that natural selfexcitation is impossible owing to the

large rectifier resistance at the initial instant of selfexcitation.

Special measures must bi taken to increase the residual flux

in order to provide selfexcitation, such as-the introduction of

additional voltage into the excitation circuit, a decrease in the

rectifier resistance at the initial selfexcitation instant, etc.

As investigations have shown, regardless of the selfexcitation

system used, the residual flux of a machine excited through a recti-

fler should be greater than the natural remanent flux of ordinary

machines, and this must be taken into consideration when a generator

magnetic circuit is designed.

| /' We shall indicate several methods for

jo obtaining selfexcitation.

_ 1) In order to increase the residual

a voltage, part of the magnetic flux path Is

IOU /made from solid magnetic steel, or a special

heat-treated sleeve or pole is used (Fig.e Ia

Fig. 3.17. Initial 3.18).
section of no-load One possible design is shown In Fig. 3.19.
curve I and exci-i i tation volt-amperetaincurve 2. The arrangement shown provides for selfexcita-

tion, but complicates generator construction

and increases its axial length and weight. The utilization of mag-

netic inserts located under the pole, or of sleeves of magnetic ma-

terial will also provide selfexcitation; here, however, there Is a

considerable increase In the reluctance presented to the main flux,
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Fig. 3.18. Arrangement Fig. 3.19. Location of
of magnetic inserts in permanent magnet for

Smachine with internal increasing remanent
(a) and external (b) flux. 1) Pole core; 2)
poles. 1) Pole piece; permanent magnet; 3)
2) permanent magnet; nonmagnetic insert; 4)
3) pole core. field winding; 5) pole

piece; 6) stator; 7)
bushing.

which leads to an increase in the excitation magnetizing force re-

quired. As a result, the dimensions of the generator and rectifier

are-increased and, in addition, efficiency drops. Thus, for example,

in a four-pole 50-cps l0-kva generator, in order to increase the

Sresidual voltage from 2.3 to 12.7%, it is necessary to use a 20-mm

thick insert of YeKhZ chrome steel (Br = 9500-9000 gauss and Hc =

- 55-60 oersteds).

A permanent magnet to be used in generator selfexcitation should
be made from a magnetically hard alloy with a high remanent induction

Br, a relatively small coercive force H. and, consequently, a rela-

i tively high magnetic permeability (permeance) ý = 0.5 (Br/Hc).

! These conditions are satisfied by chromium and tungsten steels for

which Br = 8500-10,000 gauss, H. = 60-40 oersted, and . = 70-125.

If we assume that at the initial instant, of selfexcitation, the

voltage across the generator terminals is created solely by a perma-

n ent, magnet, we can then determine in approximation the height of

S the permanent magnet from the equation
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His as (3.18)
Here Fs- O.8kakB& (3.19)

is the magnetizing force for one pole under no-load conditions at

rated voltage: Uost and Un are the residual and normal voltages of

the machine; ks = F1F6 = 1.2-1.4 is a coefficient that takes Into

account the reluctance of the machine magnetic circuit (with the ex-

ception of the air gap); k6 is an air-gap coefficient; 6 is the

length of the air gap, cm; B6 is the no-load air-gap induction at

rated voltage; Hm = kMe is the magnetic field strength of the per-

manent magnet (for chromium and tungsten steels, which are recom-

mended, we may take Hm = 0.95H. for inductions Bm < 3000 gauss).

Thus, for chromium and tungsten steels we may assume in approxi-

mation that the ratio Uost:Un = 0.1, and we find that

SC,. (3.20)

The cross section of the permanent magnet is taken to equal the

cross section of the pole; the induction In the magnet will then not

exceed, as a rule, 1000 gauss.

2. Selfexcitation of a generator at the initial instant may be

brought about by connecting into the excitation circuit an additional

external voltage which is later taken out of the circuit. As th4

source of the additional voltage we may use: a rechargeable battery,

a stepped transformer or a series transformer, or a potential regu-

lator. This, however, complicates the excitation circuit, reduces

the electrical-system reliability, and increases the weight of the

Installation; thus,. thls method cannot be recommended for aircraft

applications.

The utilization of a series transformer may prove desirable If

It 1s used simultaneously for compounding purposes.
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3. At the initial Instant, the rectifier, resistance may be de-

4 creased by disconnecting a portion of the series-connected rectifier

4 elements. When t 's is done, a higher alternating-current voltage

will appear, across the remaining part of the rectifier, and the rec-

Stifier resistance w ill drop ow ing to the decreased number of ser ies-

Sconnected elements and owing to the decrease in the resistance of

i the remaining elements (caused by the increase in voltage). This

method of solving the problem is dangerous, since it may lead to rec-

tifier failure. Where the rectifier service life is short (500 hr),

ho;ever, an improvement In quality by this method may prove desira.-

ble.

4. In circuits using stabilizing transformers, selfexcitation

can be used successfully if one, or preferably two, phases of the

series transformer are briefly short-circuited. The voltage relay

forming the short circuit should operate perfectly in order to avoid

transformer failure.

3.3. EKCITATION SYSTEMS WITH STABILIZATION (COMPOUNDING)

For normal operation of devices consuming electric power, it

is necessary to keep the line voltage nearly independent of the mag-

L nitude and nature of the load. Especially great line-voltage fluctu-4
ations occur when induction motors are started directly, if their

J power is of the same order as the generator power. Voltage fluctua-

tion causes overheating and underheating of radio tubes and light

bulbs, changes the operating conditions of motors, etc. In aircraft

electrical systems, the voltage across the generator terminals should

be held to with +2% of the rated value under all possible operating-

Scondition variations.

As a rule, the voltage is held constant with the aid of special

voltage regulators: vibrator-type carbon, magnetic, electronic, or
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a) b)

Fig. 3.20. Voltage stabilization
with exciter used for excitation.
a) Co ound exciter 'ield wind-
Ing; 0) compound generator field
winding; 1) G; 2) wx; 3) TS; 4)

Vt; 5) V; 6) OVGx.

1 •Iecombination regulators that maintain

-i r4- -the necessary voltage level; such de-

viceo are not considered in this

course. We shall mention only the

arrangement and operation of machines

and machine systems that have the pro-

perty of automatic voltage selfregula-

Fig./3.21. Double-winding tion.
TS s tabilizing transform-TS :abizi)Gen transform)-ne Voltage Stabilization With Excitation
er. 1) Generator; 2) line. From an Exciter

Figure 3.20 shows a separate-excitation circuit in which the ex-

citer field w-Inalng is supplied from an internal alternating-current

line through a three-phase rectifier.

In order to obtain the effect of automatic voltage selfregula-

tion, a rectifier is connected into the alternating-current line

through a three-phase two-windlng current transformer, which is called
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a stabilizing transformer (TS).

Figure 3.21 shows the wiring diagram for a two-winding three-

SnhqC ta.qbilI1nstransfo.,mer where the directions of the windings are

the same for each phase.

The primary winding of the stabilizing transformer is connected

I in series with the generator armature so that the beginning of the

. winding is connected to the generator and the end to the line. Here

i the beginnings of the secondaries are connected to the rectifier and

the ends run to the appropriate (main or additional) leads of the

armature winding, depending on the type of selfexcitation circuit.

With the connections shown for the windings, their magnetizing forces

will be in opposition and, consequently, the resultant transformer

flux and the emf in the secondary will, be proportional to the dif-

ference in the winding magnetizing forces, i.e.,

Under no-load conditions, where there is no current Il in the

transformer primary, the no-load excitation current I20 Will flow in

the secondary.

Under these conditions, the TS secondary operates as a reactance

coil (reactor) connected in series with the electrifier, and drops

the voltage across its terminals to an amount

O';unp 0"MO -= 12O 21

Under no-load conditions, the flux (D in the TS is determined

by the magnetizing force I20w2 of the secondary; it induces a small

emf in the piximary of the TS.

At some load current I'll for which the magnetizing forces of

the primaiy and secondary are equal, i.e., I'lw, = 12 w2 , the flux in

d @the TS will equal zero, since the magnetizing forces due to the wind-
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igs will cancel. Under such conditions, the inductive reactance of

the TS secondary will nearly be zero and the voltage across the recti-

fier terminals will increase to the generator voltage

U,,up - Ur - 12R2 - Ur.

If the load current increases, the magnetizing force due to the

primary will exceed that of the secondary, and a flux F will appear in

the stabilizing transformer; this flux will induce an additional emf

in the secondary. At the same time, the voltage applied directly to

the rectifier from the line through the secondary, acting as a reac-

tance coil, will decrease, since when a flux appears in the TS, its

impedance rises. Under such conditions, the TS operates as a booster

transformer.

Thus, a voltage that depends on the load current appears across

the output terminals of the TS to which the rectifier is connected. It

is clear that a change in the phase of the load current (power factor)

is not handled by the TS, and this is one of the drawbacks to this

system of voltage stabilization.

Figure 3.20b shows a voltage-stabilization circuit that differs

from the one Just discussed in that the field winding of the generator

is split into two sections. One of them is powered by an exciter that

provides the necessary no-load excitation, and its magnetizing force

is independent of the generator operating conditions; the second wind-

ing-, drawing its power from the alternating-current line through a

rectifier, develops a magnetizing force that is proportional to the

load current, i.e., it depends on the generator operating conditions.

Under no-load generator conditions, as in circuit a, the ex-itation

magnetizing force is formed by winding OVG1 and, to some degzee, by

winding OVG2 . The excitation current in winding OV0 2 is small, since

the large reactance of the stabilization-transformer secondary is con-
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nected between the rectifier and the alternating-current source. When

there is a load on the generator, the armaturi re cuxrent flows around
44%.n MOl( wnvea~ fA 4-U 1^--" Im-o--acts as a reac~tor ast a

£&' Lt. V& "4.LJ& . j 3 "A A T.A %AL. &%.; .46C %0~ %0 .. %;-A JA. t o. LDU L,

stabilizing booster transformer. The inductive reactance of the TS

secondary falls and the emf induced in it, ..htch adds vectorially with

the line voltage, increases the voltage across the rectifier and, con-

sequently, the excitation curre.z in winding OVG2 . This is the way in

which the stabilizing action of the transformer appears.

Comparing uti a and b we note that:

a) the power of the exciter in circuit b is roighly half that of

the exciter in circuit a;

b) the powers of the rectifier and stabilization transformer in

circuit a are roughly one-.fifth to one-tenth those of circuit b;

c) for a generator with internal rotating holes, circuit b re-

quires four slip rings as against two for circuit a, which causes the

machine to be lengthier and heavier.

The circuits shown in Fig. 3.20 provide voltage stabilization to-

gether with reliable selfexcitation.

Voltage Stabilization with RectIfier Excitation

Figure 3.22 shows four voltage-stabilization circuits using three-

phase stabilization transformers with two or three windings.

Circuits a, b, and c, using two-winding transformers, differ

solely in the method used for connecting the ends of the TS secondary

S to the alternating-current source: in circuit a, they are connected to

S the generator armature-winding leads, in circuit b, to the leads of

I the auxiliary armature winding, and in circuit c, to taps on the gen-

erator armature winding. In circuits b and c, the nominal excitation

voltage does not depend on the nominal generator voltage.

The arrangement and operation of a two-winding stabilization
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Fig. 3.22. Voltage-stabiliza-
tion circuit with rectifier
selfexcitation. 1) TS; 2) Rr.

transformer have already been discussed. In voltage-stabilization cir-

cult d, a three-winding stabilization transformer is used, which com-

bines on one core a two-winding stabilization transformer and a three-

winding voltage transformer; one of the windings is connected in

series with the armature winding as a current-transformer primary; the

second is connected in parallel to the armature winding as the primary

of a voltage transformer; the third winding, connected to the recti-/
fler, acts as the secondary for both primaries.

Figure 3.23 shows the way in which the windings are arranged on

the core.

When there is no load on the generator, the t.hree-windIng TS

works as an ordinary two-winding voltage transformer. At this time,

the minimum voltage will appear across the excitation winding, corres-

ponding to no-load current. When the generator is under load, the

transformer flux rises under the influence of the serles-winding mag-
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Fig. 3.23. Three-winding stabilization
transformer. a) Arrangement of windings;
b) wiring diagram; c and d) conventional
designations for three-winding transformer.
1) Transformer core; 2) current-transformer

imary; 3) voltage-transformer primary;

secondary; 5)magnetic shunt; 6) gen-
orator; 7) TS; 8) line; 9) V.

netizing force. As a result, there is an increase in the emf induced

in the transformer secondary; this emf is proportional (with the trans-

former unsatuorated) to the load cur-rent, i.e.., as the load current in-

creases, the magnetizing force due to the excitation winding rises, as

is necessary to stabilize the generator voltage.

As we can see from Fig. 3.23, the voltage primary of the TS 1z,

i not concentric WiLh the secondary as is normally the case, but it is

4 higher on the transformer core. In addition, there is a magnetic shunt

consisting of steel laminations located between them. The magnetic

shunt between the voltage primary and secondary makes it possible (by

varyirn the dispersion flux) to establish the required voltage at the

rectifif-er input when there is no load on the generator. By increasing

the dispersion flux (increasing the thickness of the magnetic shunt),
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we can decrease the emf induced in the TS secondary.

Voltage Stabilization with Excitation Taken from an Integral Exciter

Figure 3.24a shows an excitation circuit in which the nagnetic

circuits of the synchronous-generator and exciter armatures, as well

as their prin-iry windings, are combined.

This system provides a decrease in the axial dimensions of the

machine and permits some voltage stabilization (selfregulation). As

investigations of such an aircraft generator, constructed in accord-

ance with a proposal of the author and with his participation, have

shown, however, there are substantial drawbacks: it is difficult and

sometimes impossible to obtain a symmetric exciter armature winding

(and as a result impermissible sparking occurs at the collector); the

external characteristic curve for the exciter drops off sharply.

Below we discuss the basic features of this system and possible

ways to improve it.

A single-armature double-current synchronous generator is a syn-

chronous generator with an integral exciter and two independent arma-

ture windings. A single machine structure combines an alternating-

current generator and a direct-current generator - the exciter, de-

signed to supply the alternating-current generator excitation circuit.

The armature winding of the alternating-current generator, which is

connected to slip rings, and the armature winding of the direct-current

generator (the exciter), which is connected to a commutator, are lo-

cated in exactly the same slots.

The machine is normally made with fixed external poles and a ro-

tating armature. Machine selfexcitation is provided by residual mag-

netism. Single-armature double-current generators are always made with-

out commutating poles and are built only for low-power machines.

A single-armature double-current generator has the advantages of
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Fig. 3.24. Excitation from in-
tegral exciter, a) Standard
circuit; b) compound circuit;
G) generator; V) exciter; Reg)
regulator; VI) rectifier; TS)

stabilization transformer. 1)
OVG; 2) Reg; 3) V; 4) G; 5)
line; 6) TS.

decreased weight and smaller axial machine dimensions owing to the

Sutilization of a common magnetic system (see Fig. 3.6).

A substantial drawback to the single-armature double-current gen-

erator is the sharply dropping external alternating-current generator

characteristic curve observed even with a purely resistive load.

The sharp drop in generator voltage with increasing load current

results from the fact that the longitudinal component of the alternat-

I ing-current armature magnetizing force reduces the main machine flux

Sand, consequently, the emf and voltage for the generator and exciter

! armature windings. A decrease in the voltage across the exciter ter-
minals and, consequently, in the excitation current lead to an addi-

tional reduction in the main machine flux, i.e., to an additional de-

crease in the emf and voltage for the alternating-current generator

armature. Thus, the alternating-current generator voltage drops under

'the influence of:

a) the voltage drop across the armature resistance;

b) the reduction in main flux caused by the magnetizing forces of
21 -221 -
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the exciter and generator armatures;

c) the additional decrease in main flux due to the decreased ex-

citer voltage resulting from the effect of the armature magnetizing

force on the main field.

fi-1- d ¶,f d _: --

\ :

qb
0)

Fig. 3.25. Diagram showing magnetizing
forces of generator and exciter armatures.
a) With-brushes at neutral position; b)
brushes shifted.

When the generator terminals are short-circuited, the main flux

drops to zero. In this case, the machine loses excitation, and the

generator short-circuit current decreases to an amount determined by

the residual magnetism.

The external characteristic curve for a single-armature double-

current generator is similar to that for a direct-current machine with

shunt excitation. The progressive reduction in main flux that occurs

when the load increases due to the decreased excitation flux causes

the machine to have an external characteristic curve that drops away

steeply. In order to increase the stability of the external character-

Istic curve, it is necessary to increase the excitation current with

increasing load. This may be done by:

a) shifting the brushes from the geometrically neutral position

in the direction of armature rotation;

b) using two independent excitation windings supplied, respec-

tively, from transverse and longitudinal excitation brushes;
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c) using two independent excitation windings supplied, respec-

Stively, from the exciter and from the alternating-current line through

" a stabilizing transformer and rectifier (compound circuit, Fig. 3.24b);

d) properly arranging an additional compensator.

4 Shifting brushes in the direction of rotation. Figure 3.25 shows

diagrams for the magnetizing forces of a double-current two-pole ma-

c hine with the brushes in the neutral position and shifted in the di-

Srection of rotation.

I If we assume that the load on an alternating-current generator

remains constant, the longitudinal and transverse components of the

generator-armature magnetizing force, as well as the angular displace-

Sment of the current vector (magnetizing force) with respect to the

voltage vector (the angle *) will be constant, and will not depend on

the excitation-brush positions.

Depending on the nature of the load - the power factor - the

longitudinal component F d of the armature magnetizing force willya.d
weaken or reinforce the main machine field Fv. In the case under con-

sideration, when cos q lags, the magnetizing force F will weakenya d

the main field (Fig. 3.25a).
As we know., the transverse component F of the armature mag-

ya•q

net-zing force distorts and somewhat weakens the main field.

With the brushes- at the neutral plane, there is no longitudinal

magnetizing-force component fya d due to the exciter armature, and the

longitud-tnal component fyaq' which equals the maximum exciter-

armature magnetizing force, distorts and somewhat weakens the main ma-

chine field. The magnetizing force fya of the exciter armature is

roughly one-tenth to one-twentieth the magnetizing force F due to
ya

,the generator armature, and its effect is frequently neglected.

If we move the exciter brushes through an angle A in the direc-
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tion of armature rotation, as shown in Fig. 3.25b, we find that: a)

the direction and magnitude of the magnetizing-force vector for the

generator armature remains unchanged; b) the direction of the exciter-

armature magnetizing force fya changes, since the axis of the magnetiz-

ing force for the exciter armature, which is rigidly coupled to the

brush axis, moves in the direction of armature rotation, also through

the angle 0; c) the magnitude of the excitation current and, conse-

quently, the magnetizing force fya will also vary owing to the fact

that the voltage across the excitation-winding terminals can vary in

the general case; d) a longitudinal excitation-armature magnetizing

force appears and there is a decrease in the magnitude of the trans-

verse component.

By projecting the magnetizing force fya due to the exciter arma-

ture on the fixed pole axes dd and qq, we obtain the longitudinal com-

ponent fya d and the transverse component fya q of the magnetizing

force due to the exciter armature. The first component (Fig. 3.25b)

will weaken the main machine field; as we have already mentioned, how-

ever, the effect of the exciter-armature magnetizing force is slight.

The emf in the exciter armature winding, induced by the magnetiz-

Ing force due to the pole windings, Fv, decreases owing to the fact

that the magnitude of the emf in the exciter armature is determined by

the longitudinal component of the pole-winding magnetizing force Fv dl'

and its magnitude drops as the brush-shift angle increases,.and equals

zero at 0= 90°.

At the same time, an additional emf is induced in the exciter ar-

mature winding by the magnetizing force F dd due to the generator

armature; this quantity is proportional to the load, and to some de-

gree cancels the decrease in pole-winding magnetizing force. To deter-

mine the magnitude of the magnetizing forces due to the pole and gen-
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I erator-armature windings, which induce the emf in the exciter armature,

we project Fv and F onto the brush axis qlql and the axis dldI.v ya
' | 4 It is clear that where there is a definite relationship between

the armature magnetizing force and the excitation winding magnetizing

force, it is possible to obtain a condition that must be satisfied for

the generator voltage to remain nearly constant under load variations.

When the load power factor varies, the angle of rotation of the

brushes should also change. By moving the brushes, we reduce the flux

linkage between the exciter-armature winding and the field due to the

pole-excitation winding and increase the flux linkage with the gen-

erator-armature field. As a result, the excitation magnetizing force

of the exciter increases when the angle P changes to some specific

value.

A single-armature double-current synchronous generator with two

field windings is set up and connected as shown in Fig. 3.26.

In contrast to a single-armature double-current generator with a

single excitation winding, the machine under consideration uses a

double set of brushes, one normal set on the transverse axis and a

second additional set on the longitudinal axis of the pole; there are

two field windings - one supplied bj the transverse brushes and a sec-

ond supplied by the longitudinal brushes; the main poles are split in

order to reduce the field in the commutation zone of the longitudinal

brushes.

Operating principle. As we know, when the armature of a direct-

current machine is rotated under no-load conditions in a longitudinal

field, an emf is induced in its winding; the maximum emf occurs on the

transverse pole axis qq (here the brushes are located on the longi-

tudinal pole axis; they may be arbitrarily located on the transverse

pole axis, however).
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If there is a load on the machine, the transverse armature cur-

rent will appear, the armature winding will rotate in two fields, and

two emf's will be induced in it; one of them will have a maximum on

the transverse-brush axis, owing to the longitudinal field, and the

second additional emf will have a maximum on the pole axis dd owing to

the transverse armature field. If the brushes are set on the longi-

tudinal pole axis, an emf will appear across their terminals that is

proportional to the flux at the transverse machine axis and, conse-

quently, is proportional to the load current. In a single-armature

S~b

Fig. 3.26. Single-armature double-
current generator with two field
windings. a) Field-winding connec-
tions; b) structural diagram.

double-current generator, the transverse armature field is formed by

two components: the transverse field due to the alternating-current

generator and the exciter transverse field. Thus, the magnetizing

force due to the excitation windings fed by the transverse brushes is

supplemented by the magnetizing force of the excitation windings fed

by the longitudinal brushes; this quantity is proportional to the load

and, consequently, maintains the generator voltage at roughly the same

value.

In order to clarify the physical basis for this phenomenon, we

have given in Fig. 3.27 a diagram showing the mactine magnetizing

forces in the presence of an inductive load.
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Fig. 3.27. Magnetizing-force diagram for
single-armature double-current generator
with two field windings. a) Generator-
armature magnetizing force; b) exciter-
armature magnetizing force; c) magnetizing
forces due to generator and exciter arma-
tures.

Here diagram a shows the magnetizing forces due to the alternating-

current generator, i.e., the excitation magnetizing force Fv directed

along the longitudinal pole axis; the transverse magnetizing-force

component Fya due to the generator armature and the longitudinml@y q
magnetizing-force component Fya d due to the generator armature are

opposite in direction to the magnetizing force due to the excitation

winding.

Diagram b shows the magnetizing forces due to the direct-current
exciter with the double set of brushes; here f is the transverse

ya q

magn-tizing-force component of the exciter armature due to the current

a = v this is the current that flows in the transverse arma-

ture circuit. Where the armature is drum-wound, the brushes qq are lo-

cated structurally on the longitudinal pole axis; fya dis the longi-

tudinal magnetizing-force component of the exciter armature due to the

'current 'ya d = Iv d flowing in the longitudinal armature circuit.

The complete magnetizing-force picture shown in diagram c is ob-

tained by combining diagrams a and b.

The magnitudes of the exciter transverse current IV and trans-
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verse magnetizing force fya q are determined by the resultant longi-

tudinra_ field of then mache when theb hythp. are At th. geometric

neutral plane. The exciter longitudinal current 1 ya d and longitudinal

magnetizing force fya d are determined by the resultant machine trans-

verse field; the excitation current from the longitudinal brushes Iv d

increases as the load increases (the transverse armature reaction in-

creases), while the excitation current from the transverse brushes

Iv q drops under the influence of the load, since the longitudinal

field decreases.

When the alternating-current generator is running without load,

the traWs.3rse armature field is nearly zero, since the transverse ex-

citer-armature magnetizing-force component is small and may be neg-

lected. Consequently, the main excitation field is determined by the

magnetizing force due to one excitation winding connected to the trans-

verse brushes of the exciter.

When the generator winding is connected to a composite load an

armature reaction appears that weakens the main field but simultane-

ously induces an emf and a current in the longitudinal armature cir-

cuit, which supplies the additional excitation winding. Thus, where

the armat-ure magneti.-ing force and the excitation-,winding magnetizing

force bear a specific relationship to each other, it is possible for

the reinforcing and bucking fields to cancel, and the voltage across

the generator terminals will remain nearly constant under load varia-

tions.

The drawbacks to this system involve design and production diffi-

culties in making the second set of brushes, especially where more

than four poles are used; increased losses at the collector and de-

terioration of collect;YP cooling; lack of access to the collector; and

the fact that the generator voltage depends on the power factor.
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Excitation 3ystems not making use of sliding contacts make it pos-

!sible to eliminate one major drawback to all of the systeis enumerated

for the excitation or selfexcitation of classical synchronouc machines,

i.e., the presence of a sliding brush contact.

New systems have recently been proposed for exc".ting classical

machines without sliding contacts, both in the USSR and abroad. In

1955, a French patent was published describing a selfexcitation system

for a synchronous machine that did not make use of brushes. This sys-

tem differs from the selfexcitation systems discussed in that the

"slip rings-brushes" unit on the generator shaft is replaced by a

rotating transformer excited from the alternating-current line. The

secondary ,olt.,, doubled in frequency, is rectified by a dry recti-

fier located on the shaft of the generator and applied to the genera-

tor field winding (Fig. 3.28).

The absence of a sliding contact improves servicing, Increases

the high-altitude performance characteristic, service life, and operat-

ing reliability, eliminates radio interference, anJ reduces the weight

and cost of the machine. At the seane time, the system possesses all of

the defects of selfexcitation systems (high regulation power, diffi-

culty of selfexcitation) and, in addition, results in increased axial

dimensions and structural complications fcr the machine. Py combIning

the regulation system and the rotating transforr.er, it is possible to

reduce the weight and size of the system (for exznple, thg control

winding can be placed in the stator slots).

in 1955, the author suggested two new systems, shown in Figs.

3.29 and 3.30a.

The selfexcitation circuit shown in Fig. 3.29, in contrast to

that of Fig. 3.28, uses a synchronous exciter in place of the rotating

transformer, i.e., it employs a synchronous three-phase machine whose
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Fig. 3.28. Peifex- Fig. 3.29. Selfexcita-
citation system tion system without
without sliding sliding contact using
contact using rotat- synchronous exciter
ing transformer VT SV and rotating rec-
and rotating recti- tifier V. OW) Syn-
fier V. OVG) Genera- chronous-exciter ex-
tor field winding; citation winding; VI)
Reg) voltage regu-
lator; ST) double- rectifier. i) Genera-
winding stabilizing tor; 2) line; 3) Reg.
transformer. 1)
Line; 2) Reg.

AM

Fig. 3.30. Generator without sliding contact. a) Independent ex-
citation system using synchronous exciter, ZEPV magnetoelectric
pilot exciter, and rotating rectifier V; b) construction of gen-
erator. I and 2) Generator stator and rotor; 3) rotating recti-
fler; 4 and 5) stator and armature of three-khase exciter.

excitation circuit is supplied from the alternating-current line

through a rectifler V. The advantages of this circuit in comparison
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iwith the French system include a voltage-regulation power requirement

ro1,gh~v one-tenth that of the -French circuit, since with our circuit

"the excitation power of the synchronous exciter is regulated rather

than the excitation power of the synchronous generator; a considerable

'decrease in the dimensions.of the regulator and stabilization trans-

former (TS); an improvement in generator operating conditions and a

decrease in its power, since the selfexcitation circuit draws consider-

-ably less total power (and especially reactive power) from the gen-

erator circuit; and the possibility of providing more reliable selfex-

citation by increasing the residual voltage in the synchronous exciter.

An autonomous independent excitation system is shown in Fig. 3.30;

it differs from the circuit of Fig. 3.29 in that the synchronous-

exciter field winding is supplied from a three-phase magnetoelectric

generator located on the shaft of the machine. With respect to inde-

tofee itnh ssm sil to pendence, power regulation, and reliabilityo selfxciti, thi system issmlrt
6 - system with a direct-current exciter, but of-

" " %7 \ .fers several advantages over the latter sys-

Fig. 3.31. Struc- tem, since there is no sliding commutator
tural diagram of
compensated syn- contact.
-chronous generator.
1 and 2) Core The presence of a magnetoelectric syn-
(stator) and arma-
t.ue winding of al- chronous pilot exciter complicates the design
ternating-cu32rent
exciter; 3) steel of the entire installation to some degree. It
exciter ring (rotor);
4) aluminum exciter is necessary to remember, however, that the
spider; 5 and 6) ex-
citat!on winding and power and dimensions involved are slight and,
armature w.nding of
generator; 7) gen- in addition, the pilot exciter can work at a
erator poles.

higher frequency (1000-1600 cps), thus de-

9 -r-asing not only the pilot-exciter dimensions but also the dimensions

Sof the magnetic regulator, where used.
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Fig. 3.32. Compensated-generator con-
nections. SG) Generator; SV) syn-
chronous exciter; V) rectifier; OVG)
generator field winding. 1) Uv.

This system can be recommended for hi~h-power aircraft generators

and for high speeds where a sliding contact is especially undesirable.

Further modifications of the systems of Figs. 3.29 and 3.30 are

possible In accordance with the systems discussed previously.

The general drawback to all excitation and selfexcltation systems

not using sliding contacts is the presence of a dry rectifier carrying

the full generator excitation power on the shaft (or within a hollow

shaft) of the machine. This drawback can be minimized, however, If

silicon rectifiers are used; modern silicon rectifiers can deliver

about 200 watts from each cubic centimeter., and they operate reliably

at a temperature of 2000°C. Thus, a silicon rectifier with a volume of

up to I0 co must be placed within the hollow shaft cf a 50-100 kva

aircraft generator,, which is perfectly possible from the structural

viewpoint.

Compnsated synchronous generator Voltage transformer-compounded

system-3 react to a cha-Ae in load current,, but are not affected by the

phase.

Figure 3.31 shows a system produced in 1948 at the suggestion of

the author; it reacts to a change in the magnitude and phase of the

load current. The distinguishing characteristic of this compensated

synchronous machine is the presence of an integral alternatin-current
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iP eciter consisting of an exciter stator built up of laminations and

a nan evniter rotor: and an ex-

Sciter winding resembling a generator armature winding and located in

the exciter-armature slots.

As Fig. 3.31 shows, the generator armi-.A.re winding is also laid

.in the exciter-armature slots. The exciter-armature winding may be con-

nected to taps on the generator-armature winding (Fig. 3.32a) or to a

special excitation winding laid in the generator-armature slots (Fig.

3.32b).

Operating principle. When the generator is running without load,

the voltage across the excitation-winding terminals will correspond to

the voltage across the generator armature-winding taps, to which the

terminals are connected, or to the voltage across the special armature

winding. It is clear that the magnitude of this voltage should be so

selected that the generator will develop the rated voltage. In this

case, the exciter will not operate and the generator will draw selfex-

citation from its own circuit. In this mode of operaticn, the exciter-

armature winding will represent an inductive reactance connected in

series with the excitation circuit.

If there is a load on the generator, a current will flow through

the armatuwe winding that will form a rotatiln armature-reaction field

in the magnetic systems of the generator and exciter. The armature-

reaction field induces an emf in the exciter winding that is propor-

tional to the armature current (provided the magnetic circuit is weakly

saturated); the phase corresponds strictly to that of the armature mag-

netizing force. Thus, the magnitude of the excitation-winding voltage

equals the geometric sum of the vector corresponding to the portion of

the generator armature voltage UvI that is nearly independent of the

load, and the vector correspond:Lvg to the exciter armnature voltage Uv 2 ,
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which is proportional to the load current (Fig. 3.33a).

• hne direction of the vector for the voltage Uv in the excitation

winding will be determined by the nature of the load.

With a purely resistive load (cos * 1) the magnetizing-force

axis for the armature will be shifted by 90 electrical degrees with

respect to the axis. The exciter voltage vector will be shifted by

about the same angle with respect to the generator voltage vector.

With a purely reactive load (inductive or capacitive), with the

axes of the armature and pole magnetizing forces coinciding, the ex-

citation-voltage vector will add algebraically with the armature-

voltage vector with an inductive load and will subtract with a capac-

itive load (Fig. 3.33b).

ValpDI

LL, 2

It= •ar so const
Cesfipsonst Cos0y =wr

Sa) b

Fig. 3.33. Voltage diagrams for
compensated generator. 1) Induc-
tive load; 2) capacitive load.

Thus, the exciter voltage proves to be a function of the magni-

tude and phase of the load, and the machine is capable of voltage self-

regulation.

Tests of a 15-kva aircraft generator made in accordance with the

circuit shown have indicated that the generator reacts to changes in

the magnitude and nature of .he load, and at constant rotational speed

holds the voltage constant to within +3%. At the same time, it does

not react to variations in speed or winding temperature, which have a
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Fig. 3.34. Working connection diagram for
compensated aircraft generator, 15 kva,
6000 rpm, 400 cps, 208/120 v.

I
1 1,, - - isubstantial Influence on the generator24 i

- ,- voltage.

OF [11- Compensated synchronous generators

4, , have an advantage over selfexcitation

V r systems using three-winding compounding

Sexcitation when the generator terminals

are short-circuited.

3g.35. Regulation The built-in alternating-current

j curves and alternating- exciter is small in size; the dimensions
Icurrent exciter voltage
1Uv2 as a function of load are determined by the difference in the
jcurrent (experimental
idata; magnetic circuit of loaded and no-load generator excitation+I exciter oversaturated). powers. Combination voltage-stabilization

systems are possible using exciters built into the stator and installed

on the generator shaft.I
SCompensated synchronous generators may find application when high

voltage-stabilization accuracy is not required.
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Figures 3.34 a-nd 3.35 show connection diagrams for a compensated

aircraft synchronous generator of 15 kva power, and its regulation

curves I = f(I ).

8 g

Fp-A rr )t__

Fig. 3.36. Basic circuit of synchronous
generator with mechanical rectifier..

A synchronous generator with mechanical rectifier is made with

internal rotating salient holes and a stationary armature. Two three-

phase windings are laid through the same armature slots: the generator

winding G and the winding V used to supply the excitation circuit.

The mechanical rectifier converts the alternating current of wind-

Ing V into direct current, which is applied to the excitation winding

located on the generator poles. It consists of the stationary brushes

a, b, and c spaced 120 electrical degrees apart and fastened to the

frame, and the rotating commutator K located on the generator shaft.

The commutator consists of 2p active (current-carrying) sectors and 2 p

insulating (non-current-carrying) sectors, as shown in Fig. 3.36.

Current from the three-phase winding V reaches the rotating com-

mutator of rectifier K through the fixed brushes a, b, and c. Recti-

fled current from the commutator is applied to the rotating excitation

winding, which is rigidly connected to the commutator.

A three-phase three-winding stabilization transformer is used for

automatic voltage regulation.
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S The synchronous generator with the mechanical rectifier (which is

really an inverted commutator) is lighter in weight and shorter along

the axis. This machine is essentially a single-armature double-current

generator with two alternating-current windings and the collector re-

placed by an inverted commutator.

Synchronous machines with mechanical rectifiers are employed for

generators of up to 100 kva power at 50 cps, and may be used for avia-

tion purposes.

3.4. ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS ALLOWING FOR
ARMATURE RESISTANCE

Modified voltage diagram. In studying synchronous machines, it is

customary to neglect the armature-winding resistance. As we shall show

below, this cannot be done in studying miniature and low-power syn-

chronous machines. In considering the armature resistance, it is con-

;q

@!T

" U---- 
- • R - . .

d , Es _,, - . r --P\\

!6,- 

11
Ii': siQ .£,h \~ t z> __

19 V

0 a- b c

Fig. 3.37. Vector diagrams for synchronous-
machine voltage.

venient to use the relative parameters for synchronous machines and

. modified voltage diagrams constructed with the new parameters taken

into account. In order to make the essential nature of the problem
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clear, we have given voltage diagrams In absolute and relative units.

Figure 3.37 shows vector voltage diagrams for a synchronous gen-

erator with a composite load and lagging current.

Figures 3.37a and 3.37b apply to salient-pole generators with
xd > Xq and xd <Xq, while Fig. 3.37c applies to a nonsalient-pole

synchronous generator.

Figure 3.38 gives analogous vector voltage diagrams in relative

Units. Going from the vector diagrams of Fig. 3.37 to the vector dia-

grams of Fig. 3.38, expressed in relative units, the angles i, 0, and

t, as well as the armature current remain unchanged. In this case, the

parameters will equal, in relative units,

Xd- =

- U =- (3.21)
, Xm U

% #
eg. 3.8 etrdaEas Xor 14hrno

machie vol age uin rlav unts

%I

5#4P

I d iti

f ~ 08

-F8

4i)

E.IE

Fig. 3.38. Vector diagrams f~or synchronous-
machine voltage in relative units.

In addition, we introduce the notation
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Il

IFig. 3.39. Modified vector voltage diagrams
for synchronous machine in absolute and rela-

tive units.

-- , 607, E,,(3-.-2)

In studying synchronous machines, taking into account the arma-
i
Sture resistance, we use the modified voltage diagrams shown in Fig.

3.39 corresponding to Figs. 3.37 and 3.38.

The following notation is used in the vector diagrams of Fig.

3.39:
the relative synchronous inductance along the longitudinal and

transverse axes of the machine is

A--d-= (3-221)

the magnetic-system unbalance is

t=--L- (3.23a)
Pf X4 X

ED a 3.3bI-

Taking the modified substitution diagrams into account, it is pos-
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s ,ble to write the basic equations for a synchronous generator, allow-

i- for the armature resistance.

Itrmature ourrent

The complex armature current and the absolute value of the arma-

tuwi current for a synchronous machine equal

1i -ji- and I=V/+. (3.24).

"On the basis of the diagram of Fig. 3.39a, the equilibrium equa-

tidons will be
•~~ I /J--.UCose=

S- 'qI+,ucs~o=0. (3.25)

.lv�Ing the two last equations simultaneously and taking (3.23b)

-- to account, we are able to obtain a general expression for the longi
tudi•al-and transverse armature currents of a synchronous machine

-(3-26)U, •,P i@COt~PdI"IU (326

aid

Iq~~mh!!OSO r I4cs~;+su S1 a (32I
PdOl

The "plus" sign on Id corresponds to a lagging current (inductive

load), while the "minus" sign indicates a leading current (capacitive
lod).

If we neglect the armature resistance (R - 0), then

I'd * and U'/Pd = U/Ixd

In this case, Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) will be

±,t-i p;.,.- 0 r,6)=-. A .- CoSo) (3.28)
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and

S,,kU'k-'sin O=k U sin 0. (3.29)
= X4

For synchronous machines with nonsalient poles, Od =q and k = 1,

I U4 1, ';, ,+ 0-, (3.30)

and

__=. (A-cos ) A;'+sin( 1+P;-2 (3.31)
Substituting into (3.24) the currents Id and I frcm (3.26) and

q

(3.27), and also allowing for the fact that

cos0=O0.5 (1 -cos 2Q) and sin2 Q = 0,5 (1 - cos 20),

"following simple manipulations, we obtain a general expression for the

absolute value of the armature current:

I2 --

YtX (k-1) sine I-(k- 1) [0.5 (k+ 1) tos 26+-kP,;' sin 20 -+

Y +0.5(k 2+ 1)+& 2p;,2 . (.2

For nonsalient-pole machines, k = 1, and Eq. (3.32) for the arma-

tvze current will be considerably simplified:

' /1+ j- 2EocosO.3133)

If we neglect the armature resistance (R = 0), then the armature

current with k 1 and k = 1 will be, respectively,

i,=U Y'7i'L •-2E-Oocos(,--O,5(- 2- i)cqs2O+O,5(1-FIk) (3-34)

and

r=u' 'v Vi+ Po- 21 coso. (3.34a)

Let us consider the ultimate operating mode for a synchronous ma- ,
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chine - a steady-state symmetric short ciriuit across the generator

terminals, with U = 0 and t 0 = EdU=o

in this case, the longitudinal and transverse short-circuit cur-

renit components, as well as their ratio will equal, rerpectively, from

(3.26) and (3.2-)

Ids -• I + 2(3.35)

X +,t;;2 (3.36)
14ff__ I. pq tq te•
4x -- 0• (3.3?)

After U' has been introduced under the radical in Expression

(3.32) the expressions for the steady-state symmetric short-circuit

current will take the following form:

in the general case, where k 1I and R 0

___+__ f +i ; (3.38)

wher k= l and R O, we find from (3.38) that

is__ (3.39)

F d Y 1+rd Vi'

If we neglect the armature resistance, then regardless of the

type of synchronous machine (k 1 1 or k = 1) the short-circuit current

wll be

r'-j; r * 
(3.40)

Equation (3.38) which represents the short-circuit characteristic

for a salient-pole synchronous machine allowing for the armature re-

slstance, may be changed as fL'ollows:

2 1.. U.+,
I.+_•;'_,____

S24 -(3.41)



and

VI y+t2J; 2  Eot 1' .2+

+kp;" -E" ,kc, (3.42)

Swhere

xd=--XI- q _, oQI

and

* I ij I -+P =tga (3.43)

is the slope tangent for the reduced relative short-circuit character-

In the linear section of the no-load characteristic

E*kA ýI 3 or :6 1 -kJA!~=.

and

(3.44)

is the slope tangent for the no-load characteristic curve; WV is the-

number of field-winding turns per pole; k. is a coefficient that al-

lows for the magnetic reluctance of the iron in the magnetic circuit;

I*v = Iv/Iv.nom and Iv.nom are the relative and nominal excitation

currents; kf is a form factor.

The effect of the armature resistance on the short-circuit cur-

rent (see Fig. 3.40) may be found by taking the ratio of the current-

I obtained from (3.38) allowing for the resistance to the current

obtained by using (3.40) and neglecting the resistance, i.e.,

I. Y,+k2 •Vh2+p (3.45)
f. l+kQj 2 -. 1 +

for salient poles;

ii 7z- -- F;, (3 1.46)
• V,+• 2 ,k3



* -2 - * - -

Fig. 3.40. Effect of armature resist-
ance on the steady-state short-
circuit current as a function of

for nonsalient poles.

The effect of magnetic-system unbalance on the magnitude or the
atewdy-state symmetric short-circuit current is found from the deriva-

tive of Eq. (3.38)-with respect to k with

0' const and Od const,

2+J + i .le,.,+l
i~hI tA~2 =0.

The solution to the last equation leads to the equation k = 1.

C.onsequently, the short-circuit current is at a minimum for given

values of E'^ and for nonsalient-pole synchronous machines. Equation

(3.39) corresponding to Ik at k = 1, gives the minimum short-circuit

current.

Taking the ratio of the current Ik from (3.38) to the current

Ik min from (3.39) we obtain an equation that shows the way in which

* 11/1k mn = f(k) depends on Oda i.e., allows for the effect of magnetic-

system unbalance (type of salient pole) on the short-circuit current:
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1 -.,

L =, ,,-F , I-, +- P2+ , > 1 (3.47)
t T wi A d

•,I• _. When •d - 0 the ratio 3.lk mn -

- 3 _ for any real value of k (Fig. 3.41).

4 402 An analysis of the funct-ion,, shown in

Figs. 3.40 and 3.41 shows that:

1,0 1a) the short-circuit current depends

o 00205 0,8401.2116 1.8 Z on the armature resistance R when 1d < 5

Fig. 3.41. Effect of and is nearly independent of it when Pd >
4 magnetic unbalance on
4 steady-state short- > 10;

circuit current.
I b) the magnetic unbalance has a no-

Sticeable effect on the short-circuit current where 1d < 5 and has prac-

tically no effect when Pd > 5;

*c) the value obtained for the current Ik when the magnetic unbal-

ance is neglected tu.rns out to be too low.

We use (3.38) to find the magnitude of the armature resistance

B o {i+-k2p EO 1/k2±+(348

and in relative units

-- , (3.49)

n where Ik = Iw/inom represents the number of times the steady-state

i synnnetric short-circuit current exceeds the rated current; E

= E/Unom represents the number of times the no-load emf exceeds the

rated voltage.

SNo-Load Electromotive Force

The expression for the no-load emf E0 , corresponding to excite-

tion with a load kcl is found by us'ing the relative parameters

i and k). To do this, we change the first equation of (3.25), allowing
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for the fact that

IJ--sin'=-Isin iy_+0) and 4-ho•,•Icos( J:0)

(here the "plus" sign refers to the generator mode of operation for

the synchronous machine, and the "minus" sign to motor operation),

i.e.,
E;=U co COS 6 -4- cos0+

+IIPd sin (?0) cos (?-)]. (3.50)

Remembering that

cos ( 0) cos ?cos 0: sin sin 0

and

sin (? k 0) siny cosO c COS ? sin 0,

we can represent the last expression in the following form:

* •qlf' ±;(psn,±s.•.cosY)] cose+)

(3.51a)+ (P., o,,•,,.,in),,in

letting the relative load inductance be

(3.52)

and the relative load resistance

J, A . (3.53)-/ R A

taking the armature-winding resistance as unity, we are able to obtain

an expression for the absolute value of the load impedance and power

factor

as well as for
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* ~and

tgy?= -q -=Pa
SR, R.

where Rn(Rn) and Xn(*) are the resistive and reactive components of

the load impedance Znom.

Taking these last expressions into account, we are able to obtain

the ratio

(3.56)
i R R Cos V

The load current will then equal

I'-U. 1P, (3.56a)
.1

Representing (3.56) and (3.56a) in-the form
Lu_ : _ p, - 1 "

1 and (3.5T)
C-cOs_

Swhere

PdE~5d~and ~AR
RF .Pd Rx-

vwe obtain a new expression for the emf from (3.51):

E,= Ugcosy'C si : o 4) o

+0dcos 'f sinp) sino. (3.58)

In (3.58) the unknowns are cos 0 and sin 0, which are found easily

by using the diagram of Fig. 3.39 and the trigonometric relationships

given earlier.

It follows from the diagrams that

IP sin o5 TI d C4-. I OS[pCos + l) F sin +o)]-*1 =IllPcos y• sin y)Cos-(P-, siflnC cos,?) silfn (3.59)
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or, in the generator mode,

UW"+I(( sin +-cos?)J sinS=I(P(. Cos?- si .n)coss. (6 *eas%13..,0%

On the basis of (3.60) we are able to write the following very

important expressions:
Ia

the tangent of the internal working phase-shift angle 0 i-g
= acos --s sing r

7 +Psi, + cos,

or., allowing for (3.57) and substituting k and Od for t•q

tgO= ( +Fg )(3.61)

the cosine of the working phase-shift angle 8 Is

Cos#= ___ _T______" _I h--• __ 2 h2+1 ; (3162)1 At 2- k +2 + #'

the sine of the working phase-shift angle 8 is :
COST

-j-G-ktgI)
, ) +(3.63)
V ~ 3 +~k+pdtg,?)+j

Substituting the values of cos 9 and sin 8 from (3.62) and (3.63)

into (3.58), we obtain an expression for the emf E0 expressed in terms

of the new relative machine parameters, i.e.,

1+2kCwy4>5+T +)'r+)E,+,( .,e_,
+ Cos + ) (364)

As a rule, we are interested in the iiariation In generator volt-

age as a function of the load, i.e., the external machine characteris-

tic. It Is clear that this magnitude Is the reciprocal of lot and it

takes the form of an expression for the family of external character- *
istics

, 1
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.•u_•= U" = +( °"Y)(I +2& '-)+ T-

E; COs,\? .. Ad +k (3.65)

SWe have thus obtained a general expression for the external char-

$acteristics of a salient-pole synchronous machine that allows for the

jresistance, I.e.,

AU = U/E0  f(6 and vp),

I1where 6 R /R = R characterize3 the relative load magnitude.
wrn/R **

For nonsallent-pole synchronous machines k = I and Expression
4t

4 (3.65) will be

AU= (3.66)

If we neglect the active armature resistance (R = O0 d = =" a0"9

Sd/6 = pdn), we obtain from (3.65)

Swhere I • 1, and from (3.66)

_ _ _ _ _(3.68)

SAU=:v'~~~~~I+,,,,k +,.o,'

Swhere k 1 =1; here -3.66

i Equations (3.65)-(3.68), expressed in the relative parameters •,

S6, and k, may be represented in a different form:instead of AU according to (3.65):

Eqain (3.6+5-+43+26,x,+pressed (i.65 )

instead of AU according to (3.66):,

4 -219-
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, ,4

AU= ,(3.66&)

Finally, instead of AU according to (3.67):

(3.67a)
I+X4r* + +2;xs, h

and instead of AU according to (3.68)0:

AU=-I/V *7 • si. (3.68a)

It should be noted that if we find the extremum of Expression

(3.65) with respect to k we will find that the voltage drop is at a

maximum or AU is at a minimum (all other conditions being equal) when

k = 1, i.e., the mnium value of AU is found from (3.66). This means

that if we plot the external characteristics for a salient-Pole syn-

chronouds machine usLng Expression (3.66), which Is intended for a non-

salient-pole machine, the results obtained will be too high, i.e._,

t-here Is a certain safety factor involved in the calculations.

The external characteristics for a nonsallent-pole synchronous

machine may be represented in relative coordinates AU = U/E0 and Ikl

= I/Ik. To obtain an analytical expression for the external character-

istics in relative coordinates it is necessary to represent (3.66) in

the form

Since, by (3-39) and (3.57)

we can obtain an equation for the family of ellipses

t--J'+I,,'+2hUt., f± (3.69)

The ellipse axes, inclined to the AU and Ik aies at an angle of

450, are represented by the equations
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fl: I(370
""in vIny+'Fcos and + sin f+Po•1Os? (3.70)

If we use the fact that

Rtgp--p- and _in d .Pd
maniulatons Exrs ions -]• +

following simple manipulations, Expressions (3.69) and (3.70) can be

1represented in the form

1==A•-+I,' +2W 1, cos (?-P) (3.71)

and

-= V -cos(,- P); +(3.72)

b=l'+cos(p-P). 3

+-:

4U.-

Iv

Fig. 3.42. External charac+eristics for
synchronous machine ý.n relatLive units with
""constant excitation and cos - unchanged.

Analysis of (3.69) and (3.70) has shown that whens

+ U 5P+_-c +-ctg7[

the ellipses become circles with the equations
~251-
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a b (3.73)
while when

the ellipses become line segments with equations of the type

1=='+Ifl'+2AUI, -=o. - ; (3.74)

a= P", b=oo. (3.75)
72 . .

Figure 3.42 shows external characteristic curves plotted in rela-

tive coordinates for various values of Od and cos T.

13Electrical Power

In the general case, the electrical power of a -synchronous machine

U expressed by the product of the complex current I = Iq- J3d and

the complex conjugate* of the voltage U = U cos 8 - JU sin 9, I.e.,

where - [(4tsO+-isinO)--(Idcs--I'slne)J. (3.76)

P#=49u(,, Cos +I ,,e) (3.77 )

is the in-phase electrical-power component, and

Qo==MU (Ico.s I- s.,inS ) (3.78)

It the reactive electrical-power component.

The same expressions can also be obtained directly from the ex-

pression for the in-phase and reactive components of the electrical

power of a synchronous machine if we take account of the fact that

1,=jS ~I ;t=Ian t.

Substituting the values of Id and Iq from (3.26) and (3.27) into

Expressions (3.77) and (3.78), we are able to obtain after simple

manipulations expressions for the in-phase and reactive electrical-

power components of a salient-pole synchronous machine, allowIng for

the resistance of the armature winding
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P# =A4A.(sin 0 Api cs e)- -2M79

Sand
"Q;=Ar E(cosO-kP;'sn0)+- cos20--! 1. (3.80)

L 2 2j

where

U1'*A j.: T-i+

As (3.79) implies, the active component of the P.!-ctrical power

contains constant, sinusoldal, and cosinusoidal components of the ftun-

I damental frequency, as well as a sinusoidal component at the first

harmonic.

The ý?eactive component of the electrical power, according to

(3.80), contains constant, cosinusoidal, and sinusoidal components of

the fundamental frequency as well as a cosinusoidal component at the

first harmonic.

If we neglect the armature-winding resistance and make use of:the--

fact that in this case = • and -y 1, we are able to obtain in

place of (3.79) and (3.80)

.,=A [Aosi0+0.5 (k- ).sin 201 (3.81)

.and

Q;=A[k4cos0+O,5(k -1)cos29O-O,5(k-P1YT. (3.82)

In contrast to the in-phase electrical-power component, even at

R 0 the reactive component contains a constant component equaling

-0.5(k + l)(mU2 /Rod).

Equations (3.79)-(3.82) are considerably simplified for nonsalient-

pole synchronous machines for which k = 1 and, consequently, •d =-ft

and xd = x. In this case, the in-phase and reactive components of the

electrical power, allowing for R, will be

P,-,, [4 (s,+P;' co,,)- P;. ( So383)
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and

Q.--AT,[ [A(C.c•oSe-pi an )-,] (3.84)

where

Where the armature-winding resistance equals zero, the same elec-

trical-power components will be

~P==AAo sln 0 =--!. o.s. (3.85)

and

Q;r-A (Ee.coso--1)= coso-'. (3.86)

Figure 3.43 shows the function P./A = f(e) for various values of

--wth Ao = 1 and A = const.

The curves of Fig. 3.43 show that when the armature-windilng re-

sistance Is taken into account, the amplitude of the electrical power

decreases (the decrease is greater the smaller &) while there is a

decrease in the critical internal phase-3hift angle . i.e., the

-angle at which the power is at a maximum (the decrease is greater the

The maximum in-phase electrical power for a nonsalient-pole syn-

chronous machine Is determined by the maximum of Expression (3.83),

i.e., by the expression
A 1A sno 11 p'csjpt1=o.

from which it follows that the critical angle for the internal phase

shift is found as

9:,,c~p, (3.87)

It has thus been established that the maximum electrical power

for a nonsalient-pole machine, allowIRg for R. will occur for an in-
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Pons

Fig. 3 .4 3 . Variation in the electrical
power of a nonsalient-pole synchronous
machine as a function of the working
iangle 0.

ternal phase-shift angle 0 = arctan dd = V and not at 0'

= 7/2 as in the R = 0 case.

The maximum in-phase electrical power will then equal

P,... =+ P2 , -,). (3.88)

Since when R 0, max - 7r/2, in accordance with (3.85) the max-

imum in-phase electrical power, neglecting R, will be

-- Ak, -- =Eo'. ((3. 89)
XE

The ratio of the maximums for the in-phase electrical power with

and without allowance for R will clearly be determined by the expres-

sion

i = f(•d)~ for values of 0-
Figure 3 .44 shows the functions kgvax

and emax ((13)"
The curves show that for •d < 10, the peak value P and the

angle e max(allowing for R) depart considerably from the values P'a _M

and 0' (corresponding to R = 0).max
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Fig. 3.4•. Effect of armature resist-
ance on maximum value or electrical
power and critical internal phase-
shift angle for a nonsalient-pole
synchronous machine.

Electromagnetic Power

The electromagnetic power of a synchronous machine, i.e., the

S power of the rotating field, may be defined as the produce; of the com-

plex current and the complex conjugate of the fictitious emf Ea (see
:yaYig. 3.37).

SFor nonsalient-pole synchronous machines, if we do net consider

the saturation of the magnetic-circuit iron, the fictitious emf equals

te actual emf, ie., E - E0 .

In salient-pole synchronous machines, Eya c E0 and the fictitious

4*f may be represented by the equation
E•4-I-t(xd-x.) 1

or, (3M91)

When Pd(xd) > P (xq), which is normwally the case, E'ya(Eya) <

o(Eo), while when Pd(xd) < Pq(xq), conversely, E'ya(Eya) > E'o(Eo)-

In view of what we have said, the electromagnetic power may be

written in the form

S= MR [1(, jiy..,i(4 I8h) (3.92)
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Swhere

P+.=mR(EI 4 1~gZI k (3.93)

Sis the in-phase electromagnetic-power component,

Q.==rnRI(E-iP4.~-k)(3-94)

i is the reactive electromagnetic-power component.

An equation for P. may be obtained if we take into account the

i fact that the electromagnetic power equals the electrical power plus

Sthe losses in the armature winding.

Substituting the values of Id and Iq from (3.26) and (3.27) into

f (3.93) and (3.94), we obtain the following expressions for the in-

phase and reactive components of the electromagnetic power for a

I salient-pole synchronous machine, allowing for the armature-winding

resistance:

I (k)Cos a !sin 8)1 (3.95)

and

I k-IO 0 -C.s--LsIn6YT ~ (3.96)

Iwhere
4 A -U2__;

If we neglect the armature-winding resistance, then in analogy

with (3.81) and (3.82) we find that

4--A [•in o +o,5(k-,)s•, 2Ol, (3.97)

e. P' ' and

Q=2 cos57
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0o.5 (k-1),cO-o5 (k-0-5 ]. (3.98)

For nonsalient-pole synchronous machines, where k = 1. = O .

and xd = Xq, these last equations, as in the electrical-power case,

are considerably simplified.

Thus, the electromagnetic power equals

Sý=(,4- lid) E;Rm,= mf,,,•IJ-MRIe. (3.99)

The expanded values for the in-phase and reactive components of

the electromagnetic power, allowing for the armature resistance, will

equal, respectively,

(sn + cos ) (3.100)

and

Qý==A7, , -oos -S--. (3.101)

where

When R = 0, the same expressions will equal

n i-(3.102)

Q; =* Q-- cos ) MW C cos. (3-103)

The maximum value for the in-phase electromagnetic power of a

nonsalient-pole synchronous machine may be found by taking the deriva-

tive of Expression (3.100) with respect to 0 and setting it equal to

zero, i.e.,

dP, 4 d m -0-c" lnse
"-- .I - A l, (sin$...+ - ) 0.

After simple manipulations., we find that the critical internal

phase-shift angle for which the in-phase electromagnetic power is at a

maximum will equal

$I.,.----arc Pd @-m.al,(3.1o14)
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iFig 3. 45. Variation in the electromag-
netic power of a nonsalient-pole syn-
chronous machine as a function of the

S0 -angle 0.

!where• = arctan 13d is t.',e internal phase-shift angle corresponding

max-

Ito the maximum electrical power according to (3.87).

, The maximumL in-phase electromagnetiq-_power is found from the ex-

! pression

-43- [-
J/_ -+p~ -(33105)

The rati3.of 5he Vaximu aui onri the electroaseeet-mgei

1power wh n etisc powsiereof an whnont saientplece s iln-a

OF Figue 345chronws mahie a function ovP, ff theaiosvluso

angle2e.



while Fig. 3.46 give a = and kCnx f (6d) and also,

for the sake of comparison,

P+ =at=!+h ,ma2

Here the ratio of the maximum in-phase electroi:.agnetic power to

the maximum in-phase electrical power for a nonsalient-pole synchronous

machine will equal

+ -MAR= o T-A. (3.107)

p
Ift=

W 2

4a. -e . RM9,,0-i1 42 !iia~ 1 -illl !1 Ii l

Fig. 3.46. The same as Fig. 3.441, but forj
electromagnetic power.

Looking at Figs. 3.43-3.45, we see that the maximum electrical

p~ower P developed by a generator and the critical Internal phase-

shift angle xdecreases as the relative inductance Pd decreases.

Thus, when is 1,p = 0.25 and max =450 as against values of

an ea = 900 for the case in which the erarergy dissipated/Iax = I and "max
In the armature winding is neglected.

The maximum electromagnetic power and the critical internal

Dbase-shift angle 0e]._x~ rise az the relative induc'tance decreases.

For the case In which the energy dissipated in the armature wind-

Ing is neglected, • = I and _max =l max X 900

.26o



The maximum electrical power witax w-th Ld < 1.8 begins to de-

]crease owing to a sharp drop in the electrical power; when I'd < 1.8,

lit drops faster than the armature-winding losses rise, and as a result

the electromagnetic power, which equals their sum, decreases.

. Parametric Power

In the absence of excitation (A= O), the equations for the elec-

Strical and electromagnetic powers of salient-pole synchronous machines

Iand their relative values will equal, respectively,

P,_=P,.=Aj [O.5(k-l) sin2O-k;'j,. (3.108)

S'P=1 -t-l_'- [I' stn29--"---.cos29, (3-109)

! where

I When R =0, since in this case y= I and d the same expres-

sions will be:

S-Pa=A ! sin20-!!LP- ' sin 2g. (3.110 )

If we allow for the armature resistance R, an additional constant

1component with a negative sign will be introduced into the expression

1 for the electrical power, while constant and harmonic components at

I the first harmonic will be introduced into the expression for the elec-

Stromagnetic power.

The presence of a constant component with a negative sign in the

.1expression for the electrical power means that under no-load condi-

itions for a parametric synchronous generator, where 0 = 0, in addition

A to the reactive current used to form the magnetic field, wattful cur-

} rent will also be drawn from the line to cover the losses in the arma-

Sture copper caused by the flow of no-load current.

To find the maximum parametric power (moment), we must find the
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maximum of Expression (3.109), i.e., we must set the derivative

dP+ d=jj[ ++ +12cseI=O

equal to zero.

Here B is the constant from Expression (3.109).

Solving this equation, we obtain the value of the angle epmax at

which maximum parametric power is reached; in this case
P- h

and

Making use of the fact that

a 26, nag=-+-)P-" "VO T +) +2 T -- P

and

sln2e, + -- ... ____ -_

we can use (3.109) to obtain an expression for the maximum parametric

power in the form

If we neglect the energy dissipated in the armature winding, then

R=o, Pd. = 0 y = , and It follows from (3.112) that
Ae,-A (3.113)

2 .tg

The effect of the armature resistance on the maximum parametric

power Is determined by the relationship

*ma .,[(h ~(3.1114)

Analysis of (3o109)-(3.114) shows that a salient-pole synchronous

machine without excitation can develop an electromagnetic power

(torque) in the motor and generator modes; the Internal shift angle
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i ,max~ i.e., the angle between the transverse rotoj. axis and the ex-

Sternal-voltage vector at which the machine develops maximum electromag-

Snetic power, equals +450 where no energy is dissipated in the armature

i winding and is le3s than +450 when we take the armature resistance

into account; the maximum electromagnetic power for a synchronous ma-

I chine without excitation, allowing for R, is lower the smaller 1d"

Thus, in unexcited operation, the effect of the armature-winding

resistance results in some drop in the maximum power (torque) and the

! limiting angle for stable operation of the machine.

3.5. CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

The properties of electrical machines are described by character-

j istics, which normally give the graphical relationships among the fun-

damental quantities. Fundamental alternating- and direct-current ma-

chine quantities include: U, the voltage; I, the load-current; I, the

excitation current; n, the speed; f, the angle by which the brushes

are shifted away from the neutral plane for direct-current machines,

and the power factor (cos q)) for alternating-current machines.

I The relationship among the fundamental quantities may be repre-

Ssented by an equation of the form
V 1. 1( . AS.,0=0Or f(u. I. '.n.,.•)=o. (3.n15)

In machines with commutating poles, the brushes are normally set

Sat the neutral plane and, consequently, the brush shift angle away

Sfrom the neutral plane is 1 = 0.

For machines without commutating poles, the brushes may be shifted

a way from the neutral plane by a fixed angle, i.e., 0 = const.

Thus, Eq. (3.115) will take the form
f 1(u. 1. 11 X) =0. (3.1n6)

4 for all direct-current machines in which the brush position is fixed

and for all alternating-currents in which cos V = const.
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In general-purpose generators, the speed is normally held con-

f(u1, I, I-0. (3.117)
Expression (3.117) is the equation of a surface, and is called

the fundamental characteristic equation for a generator.

For a motor, the line voltage is normally constant. In this case,

(3.116) will be

f(19 4, t)-0. (3.138)

i.e., Expression (3.118) is the fundamental characteristic equation

for a motor.

We may use (3.117) to obtain a series of generator characteris-

tics, including:

the no-load characteristic

E=U,8f(Ij or 4-p(I) at 1=0,

i.e., the magnetization curve, providing that the excitation current 1

-does not flow through the armature winding;

the short-circuit characteristic

I= f(k) at U= &;

the load characteristic

U = f(I.,) at I= const;

the external characteristic -

U = f(I) at RV = const or IV= const;

the regulation characteristic

I =f(l) at U = const.

As we know, all the remaining characteristics may be constructed

from the no-load and short-circuit characteristics, I.e., they are

fundamental in this sense. The external and regulation characteristics

determine the operating properties of the generator.

The shapes of the characteristic curves are affected by the sys-
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tern of excitation used for the machine, and thus the characteristics

are investigated with reference to each type of machine excitation.

The characteristics of aircraft generators operating at constant speed

do not differ, for all practical purposes, from the similar character-

istics for general-purpose generators.

Henceforth, we shall consider only certain features of aircraft-

generator characteristics.

In contrast to general-purpose generators, aircraft generators

are sometimes operated at varying speeds. In this case, the appropriate

characteristics are plotted for each speed. As a rule, the character-

istics are found for three speeds: maximum, rated, and minimum.

No-Load Characteristic

E =f(Iv) at Rn =,I =O, and n =const.

This characteristic determines the magnetic properties of the ma-

chine, and is the same as the magnetic characteristic for an inde-j

pendently excited machine.

The emf induced in the armature winding, as we know, equals

I

where w is the number of phase turns; kf is the field curve form fac- I

tor; ko is a winding factor.

With the rated voltage unchanged, aircraft machines operate with

low saturation at high speeds, but even at the maximum speed, where

the saturation is greatest, it is normally somewhat less than in gen-

eral-purpose machines. The limitation on the saturation of aircraft-

genertator magnetic circuits is caused by the need:

a) to decrease machine size, leading to a decrease in the space

available for the excitation winding;

b) to limit the maximum excitation current when a vibrator volt.
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age regulator is used;

n) tn limit fhe e^x4cfat*nV 4 " •4n 1.,0es when n carbon ,,,uln,-r

Is used.

These considerations limit the magnitude of the excitation mag-

netzing force Fv, i.e., the size of excitation winding that may be

Installed on the machine poles; it is thus necessary to decrease the

saturation somewhat.

As a rule, at the lowest speed nmin, the machine operates on a

"knee" on the magnetization curve, which corresponds to the average

saturation level.

The effect of speed on the no-load characteristic. If the excita-

tion current and, consequently, the flux 4 do not depend on the speed,

the no-load emf will be directly proportional to the speed.

This will occur when the generator field winding Is supplied from

Sa constant or regulated dfrect-current source. In this case, the mag-

netic flux in the afr gap and the magnetic-system saturation will re-

main constant.

SIf the excitation current is supplied by an exciter installed on

the generator shaft, its magnitude will in turn depend on the speed

(in the absence of a voltage regulator). Thus, with independent ex-

citer excitation •

i84=V =~coast Us X;-. R .

with parallel exciter excitation

I--•ie'mf( ) and U a n , where >.

Thus, with independent exciter excitation and no regulator, the

generator emf is proportional to the square of the speed E n 2 , while

with parallel excitation

S=- n ere a,< 1.



'In this case, the magnetic flux and magnetic-system saturation will

Si ncrease as the speed rises (this case is of no practical importance).

If a regulator is used to hold the voltage constant across the

generator terminals when a variable speed is involved, as the speed

rises, the excitation current and the magnetic flux in the machine air

gap will drop.

As we have already noted, generators operating with variable

Sspeeds have a family of no-load characteristics, each corresponding to

its own speed (Fig. 3.47a). It is possible, however, to represent the

entire family of characteristic curves by one reduced curve. To do

this, we use the relative form of the no-load characteristic, i.e., we

construct the relationship

or

I.

S/ / :,ooo I .0.71S.

V 5--h_-

£5 Fg 3.7.N-la geeao curve with.

vrigpto a -o

Fig. 3.47. charctersti genereatorcuves unith.

la cac t in -
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instead of

where E= Unom a v = I/Iv.nom" in relative units.

In this case, in place of the family of no-load curves (Fig.

3.47a), we will have only one curve (Fig. 3.47b), corresponding to the

initial frequency at which the nominal voltage corresponds to point C.

Any value may be taken for the initial frequency; it is convenient,

however, to use the initial speed for which the rated power of the ma-

chine is determined.

If the generator voltage remains unchanged at high speed, the op-

erating poInt corresponding to the rated voltage will be shifted down-

ward toward the origin away from point C; when the speed drops, it

shifts upward along the curve, as we can see from Fig. 3.47b. Curve 3,

corresponding to the initial speed, can be considered to be the ini-

tial relative characteristic that does not depend on the speed, i.e., 4

If the rated voltage remains constant when the speed changes, the

nadtinal voltage at the initial speed nnach = 4000 rpm (nnach r=, )

will correspond to point C, since at the initial speed, the character-

istic �(nnach/n) will coincide with the characteristic E. The rated

voltage at n = 8000 rpm (nnach:n = 0.5) corresponds to point A, which

Is located below point C, while the nominal voltage at %in = 3000 rpm

(nnach:n 1.33) corresponds to point D, located above point C.

Thus, when the speed changes from nmax to n the point corres-

ponding to the nominal voltage moves along the curve from A to D.

All statements applying to the no-load curve, and given in the

general course on electrical machines, are also applicable in the

given case although it Is necessary to remember that the location of

the nominal-voltage point on the curve depends on the speed.
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Thus, when nr 2 nnach, the excitation current corresponding to

-the rated voltage amounts to 42% of the current at n,,., (point A),

while at half voltage, the current drops to 20% of the rated value.

S When the speed decreases, the excitation current rises sharply

lowing to the increased magnetic-system saturation, and when n =

= 0 . 7 5 nnach, at rated voltage it amounts to 195% of the current at

nnach (point D).
*!

The curve for .'= f(T') clearly shows the relationship between

the excitation magnetizing force and the speed where the voltage is

held constant.

An analysis of the machine magnetization curve (Fig. 3.48) is car-

ried out with the aid of several coefficients.

The magnetic-circuit coefficient, which is defined as the ratio

of the no-load magnetizing force at a point corresponding tn Unom or-

E to the magnetic potential difference across the air gap, i.e.,

V& + Ue*.• "+ 14 1l+-• = l ÷ 1,4. (3. 120) --

It characterizes the distribution of no-load excitation magnetitz-

Ing force between the air gap U6 and the iron U

The relative magnetic-saturation coefficient, which is defined as

the ratio of the voltage Ua (the y-axis segment on Fig. 3.48 cut off

by the tangent to point A, corresponding to the nominal voltage) to

the nominal voltage

Sk.= X -0.5-o.0,6 (3.121)

ko.n 0 in the absence of saturation, and it approaches one under

strong saturation.

The magnetic-saturation coefficient, which is defined as the ra-

tio A of the relative change in excitation current (All =,V v to

the relative change in voltage; (AL' = A/4) at the nominal point,
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FSf

X

-- 'I 1

Fig. 3.48. Analysis of no-load

eirve.

Lie." IatUo and n and

a I l, t*
nim. nom, nlsi fnola

A6 20.S

A& Ad.U (3.1L22)

Figure 3.48 may be used to establish the relationship between the

relative magnetic-saturation coefficient ko.n and the magnetic-satura-

tion coefficient k in the form

1 &a

and (3.123)

This last expression shows that there is a constant relationship

between k. and ko.n and, consequently, in order to analyze the mag-

netization curve only two indices need be used, namely: the magnetic-

circuit coefficient k. and the relative magnetic-saturation coeffi-

cient ko.n.

We recall that k. does not characterize circuit saturation, but
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44

Fig. 3.49. Relationship between

ii!

magnetic -satura tion coefficient
kand relative magnetic-sat-

nv

uration coefficient co~n.

IFonly indicates the relationship between-the magnetizing forces ex-

pended on forcing the flux through the steel and the air.

If the saturation curve is expressed in relative form, then kon

and kn characterize the tangent slope at the point taken as the ini-

tial point, i.e., the point with the coordinates (1, 1), and the mag-

nitude of ko.n is read directly from the y-axis (segment OA1 ). The

magnetic-saturation coefficient is in this case defined as the ratio

k I I I'
I i- k.. I - 6A1  A1.-j

Figure 3.49 shows the function kn = f(ko.n)
Short-Circuit Characteristic

I =f(I) at z =0, U =0 and n = const.

Vector diagrams corresponding to steady-state symmetric short-

circuiting of a synchronous machine are shown in Fig. 3.50 for a sin-

gle phase, with and without an allowance for the armature resistance;

A the figure is selfexplanatory.

411 The excitation short-circuit magnetizing force Fk is used to corn-
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jf Zg J'}s

"" 2t -fi E itq

F6 0, ,, ' 14

b)

if R 14 Id

-d)

Fig. 3.50. Vector diagrams for steady-state
short circuiting of synchronous salient-pole
machine, a) Armature resistance neglected- b)
with allowance for armature resistance; cS
with allowance for armature resistance and
synchronous reactances used in longitudinal
(Xd) and transverse (xq) axes; d) the same,

relative parameters.

pensate for the armature-reaction magnetizing force F and the mag-ya
netic drop Fs due to the fJux that induces the emf E which compen-

sates completely for the voltage drop across the armature winding,

Be Ikzk so i.e.,

tJ,'s,+ .,.(3.1241)

The steady-state short-circuit current is made up of two compo-

nents:

onitudinal

sin -(3-125)

and transverse

it 1C~st1A--'-q(3.126)
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_where, from the diagram of Fig. 3.50,,

Iqxq 4t .
Sin

Stnce, from the vector diagram, segment Oa equals
Sb~~-'• M, cos ft = /02R

.,we take the value of I from (3.126) and obtain an expression for the
q

-'emf Ek in the following form:
kR

S.Ild+I'FR=R2•Ix+RI4 -x- (3.127)
dxd +-/,,R,/= p,,o +•l-d

or

k + 92d

Pd

Taking (3.126) and (3.127) into account, the new expressions for

d and I will be

qx
___d (3.128)

and

(3.129).X.~ =(k+g)k-'"(. ~O

where

Od -d

k=- =Ex-

On the basis of the preceding equations, the short-circuit cur-

rent will equal

R2 + XXq k d3l0

so that the absolute value will be

1333____ . P__ (3.131)
R2 + xxq h+d

The short-circuit characteristic is the relationship between the

armature current and the excitation current. If we neglect the Iron
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saturation or we use the straight-line section of the no-load charac-

teristic, the emf will be a linear function of the excitation current,

i.e.,

Ez=eMI, 2tJMI.,

and
E' =, -• I,= 2,fI,=p'I,.

8• •j In this case 4

,/ ,I l.~1=P19 R-+-•=d*.xf• (3.132) •

where p' = p/R.

This last equation corresponds to a

straight line which is also the short-

S * Ia circuit characteristic for constant speed

and the conditions assumed. If we also

Fig. 3.51. Short-cir- consider the saturation, which is involved
cult characteristic.

only for short-circuit currents exceeding

the nominal current by several times, the short-circuit characteristic

(kh.k.z.), like the curve for the no-load characteristic (kh.kh.kh.)

will take the form shown in Fig. 3.51.

let us recall that a decrease in the synchronous induction on the

longitudinal axis Xd(•d) increases the value of I. for the same value

of 1(Iv) with an increase in saturation. The short-circuit character-

istic remains linear as long as the vertex of the reactive triangle

(point b, Fig. 3.51) remains on the linear section of the magnetiza-

tion curve. With a further increase in excitation current, the vertex

of the 'eactive triangle moves above point b 2 and the short-circuit

characteristic will no longer be linear.

If we neglect the armature-winding resistance, as Is normally
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Sdone for medium- and high-power synchronous iachines, thenI
I -==O. (3.133)

SxZg *j

The effect of the armature resistance on the short-circuit cur-

r rent has been discussed in §4 of this chapter. Here we need only note

Sthat when Od > 5, the armature-winding resistance may be neglected. In

Saircraft tachometer synchronous generators, 0 < 5, and the resistance

has a noticeable effect on the short-circuit current.

I Effective speed on the short-circuit characteristic. Since E

-27rf1d•, xd 2 irfLd, Xq 2 lffLq, and

•p, 2,xl. =2,x ,.r

Expression (3.131) is represented in the form

+(2xLq) 2

or (3.134)
(3*

0 )+ (2xTa)2

where T = M/R, Td = Ld/R.

With high frequencies and a low resistance

T (f ,I

I and the current is independent of the speed (frequency).Sk

At low frequencies and high values of R, the short-circuit cur-

rent depends on the speed (frequency), and drops when it decreases.

In aircraft electrical systems, synchronous generators can oper-

ate with frequencies varying over the range f 2 /fl = 2.0-2.5.

The effect of fre ..... v variation on the short-cir.uit current

may be determined by using ut.a relationship
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:-a= ;/,rTaPi

which, provided that f 2 fI = I and

POx Af f2 'eE,*

may be written as

is -,+odl -- V ,+ (3.135)

e0 • 0

-i -+P2

Fig. 3.52. Relative steady-
state short-circuit current as
a function of frequency.

Here:

Iiiand Od, are the short-circuit current and the relative induc-

tance at the initial frequency fl;

Ik2 and 1d2 are the r3me quantities at the changed frequency f2"

When f = (f 2 /fr) -+ 0, the ratio Ik2/Ik. also approaches zero;

when = 1, it approaches I/• = 1; when --- , the ratio is fre-

quency-independent, i.e.,

Figure 3.52 gives the function Ik = I(/Ik3. " ) for different

values of the parameter pd with k = 1.5.

If the frequency drops to half the nominal value, there will be
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Ino decrease in the short-circuit current when Od > 10. while where

-d I there", will Vu Ad^,no f-" Ar ^P fhe nf-A rated val

-If the frequency reaches twice the nominal value, there will be

no change in the short-circuit current where Od > 5. At the same time,

it will increase roughly to 1.25 times the rated value when Pd

The short-circuit characteristic for synchronous generators in-

,tended to supply the main aircraft electrical-system line is frequency-

iindependent over tkl, normal range of frequency variation, since •d > 5

for these generator,- For tachometer generators, where 3d may be less

than five, and the .-,,1%uency may change by more than a factor of two,

the short-circuit characteristic does depend on frequency.

As we know, the short-circuit ratio (o.k.z.), which characterizes

the steady-state short-circuit current, equals

0 .X .K' ( 3 . 1 3 6 )

where F0 is the no-load excitation magnetizing force with rated volt-

age across the armature winding; Fk.nom is the short-circuit excita-

tion magnetizing force with rated current in the armature winding; Io

is the short-circuit current for a magnetizing force FO; Inom is the

rated current.

The o.k.z. represents the number of times that the short-circuit

current exceeds the rated current with no-load excitation. If we make

use of the fact that when R = 0, Iko = UnoIXd, Expression (3.136) may

be represented in the following form:

0.K . (3.137)

Thus, the o.k.z. equals the reciprocal of the unsaturated induc-

tive reactance of the machine in relative units.

The o.kz. Is one important quantity characterizing the operation
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TABLE 3.2
Short-Circuit Ratio for Various Types of Syn-
chronous Machines

i. 06mero 2il Atelleawlls 2 A miomuue

3nefal~ol~on cunae 4 93HOflO.VXjoCua
7' hAligonolloc. ~?1Csnhgo6e3 'cno- c yenxo. xomne,,ca. ].we c ¥cno-i no- :.

2p=2 -=4 KO.TreCoA ! 3oHo 1 1ItC t, I
-/oorau 06°zO°I0 I P o06orxoA n.e

SI 6.,.,.olO- C yfoKi.,÷~ ~~. ooo
0. 5+0.7 1 0."+1.01 0.8-.1.4 10.3-1.4 1 0,4:-0.6J 0.5-0.7 1j.-.0

1) General-purpose; 2) aircraft machine; 3) non-
salient-pole; t4) salient-pole; 5) no damper wind-
ing; 6) with damper winding; 7) c ndensers; 8)
salient-pole with damper winding; 9) nonsalient-
pole.

of a synchronous machine. Table 3.2 gives values of the o.k.z. for

various types of synchronous machines.

The larger the o.k.z. and, consequently, the lower the value of

xd, the less effect the armature reaction has on machine operation. A

machine with a large o.k.z. will have an external characteristic whose

slope is lower, i.e., there will be less voltage variation, and it

will have good overload capacity, and will be more stable in parallel

operation. Thus, from the viewpoint of synchronous-machine operating

characteristics, it is desirable to increase the o.k.z..

The magnitude of the o.k.z. is determined chiefly by the air-gap

dimensions, since 75-85% of the excitation no-load magnetizing force

F0 - 0.86'B 6 ks goes to force the flux through the machine air gap.

When the air gap is increased, not only F0 increases, but also the

short-circuit excitation magnetizing force Fk.nom, although the latter

increases far less than F0 , and the o.k.z. thus increases.

If we assume that the machine is not saturated (Fig. 3.53), It is

easy to establish the relationship between the air-gap dimensions and

the magnitude of the o.k.z.

Using the notation of Fig. 3.53a, te may write
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UN * 41

2 F -- 2-2

FT,

a) b .)

Fig. 3.53. Relationship between o.kz. and air--
gap dimensions, a: 1 and 2) No-load character-
istics for gap 61 and 62; 1' and 2') short-

I circuit characteristics for gap 61 and 62; b)
o.k.z. as a function of air-gap size for vari-
ous values of F /F.

a ya
-/ Fo, o.P;,a, I .

( 1o. 3. z - (3.138)

For the same machine, but with an increased gap 62, we obtain

re, O.84Si~s- I
(0. K. (3-139)

The relative increase in the o.k.z. due to an increase in the air

I gap is found from the ratio of (3.138) to (3.139), i.e.,

(0.K.s342  -gel + A,
(0. IL 3-)~ Fs +

It follows from Fig. 3.53a that

F52.- -, FM -2

and then

( 0 . K . 3 -) 2 8 2 - - 3 1 0

"In deriving Eq. (3.140) we assume that the reactive triangle (F.
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and F ya) remained unchanged and moved parallel to itself. If we assume

that Fsl/Fya = 0.5, then when the design air gap is doubled, 62/6, = 2,

the o.k.z. will increase only by a factor of 1.5, while where Psl/Bya

= 1, the increase factor will be only 4/3.

The larger the ratio Fsl/Fya, the less the o.k.z. will rise as

the air gap increases.

Figure 3.53b shows the function (o.k.z.) 2 /(o.k.z.)l = f(6 2/6 1 )

for various values of the parameter Fsl/Fya = 0.1-1.0.

As the machine air gap increases, it is also desirable to increase

the size, weight, and cost of the machine for considerations of cool-

Ing and decreasing the added losses. The power of a synchronous machine

is normally limited by the excitation winding, and when the air gap

increases, the excitation magnetizing force rises and, consequently,

there is an increase in the volume and weight of the copper, and of

the necessary cross section of the winding space. All of this leads to

increased size and cost for the machine. In designing aircraft syn-

chronous generators, the smallest possible air gap is normally selected

that will provide the necessary overload handling capability for the

machine. The size of the voltage variation is of secondary importance,

since automatic voltage regulation is provided.

Load Characteristic

U = f(Iv) or =q(l,() at I = const.

As we know, the load characteristic is of greatest interest with

.an inductive load, i.e.,

U= f(v) at cos v = 0 and I = const.

If we know the no-load, short-circuit, and load characteristics

for cos T = 0, it is possiblt to find the reactive triangle and, con-

sequently, the synchronous inductance on the longitudinal axis xd and

the leakage inductance xs.
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Figure 3.54 shows the rzactive tri-

& aingle abes wzi•£rc " "u = ryad
9d ponds to the magnetizing force for the

longitudinal armature reaction, and side

0.5 --. aC-=aEc s = -Jlxs is the dissipation volt-

age drop. The magnitude 0-- = F + F

C x -A =Fk is the excitation magnetizing force

Es ,in the presence of a tdady-state

0 . circuit and Ikc= 'nom.

Effect of speed (frequency) on the

SFig. 3.54. Effect of fre- load characteristic. As we have already
quency on short-circuit
triangle. The dashed shown, where the flux (excitation cur-
lines correspond to f 2 >

with R taken into rent) is independent of the speed, the

1 account ( = 1). generator emf is directly proportional

to the speed.

If we neglect the armature-winding resistance, the short-circuit

current will be independent of the speed. In this case, the position

of the initial load-characteristic point (with U = 0) will also be in-

dependent of the speed.

The dissipation emf E. = xs = I2irfLs is directly proportional to
the frequency. On our assumptions, the characteristic or reactive tri-

angle consists of the leg ab, which does not depend on the speed (fre-

quency): and the leg li, that is a linear function of the speed. On

the basis of what we have said, we have shown in Fig. 3.55 the load

characteristics for frequencies f and 2f, with no allowance for satura-

tion.

Thus, for each speed (frequency), it is possible to plot a cor-

* responding no-load curve and load characteristic. It is inconvenient,

however, to use a family of load characteristics that depend on the
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a)' b )

Fig. 3.55. Load characteristics, a) At fre-
quency I' and 2f; b) reduced load characteris-
tic.

frequency and we thus construct a reduced load characteristic (similar

to the reduced no-load characteristic), i.e., the function

0' --. =U'! (I, at I = const and cos (f = 0.
f ai

In plotting the reduced inductive load characteristic, it is nec-

essary to take account of the fact that the altitude of the reactive

triangle, which represents the voltage drop due to leakage fluxes,

must be represented in the scale of the reduced voltage, i.e.,

In this case, when the reduced reactive triangle moves so that

its vertex c slides along the reduced no-load characteristic, vertex b

describes the reduced load characteristic (Fig. 3.55b). Point A1 cor-

responds to rated voltage at rated load and the initial frequency. If

we double the speed, the rated-voltage point A1 will begin 'o move

downward toward the origie and will occupy a position corresponding to

the speed n/nnach = 2 (point B1 ). If, however, the speed is dropped to

0.8 of the initial speed, the rated-voltage point will move upward and
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OCeCpy position D,, corresponding to a speed ach 0.8. Thus, the
'-,.L- XIS Ul the l.rduced load characteristic, and is applicable to

any speed.

External Characteristic

U = (I) at I= const, cos q = const, and n corlst.

Figure 3.56 gives external character-
__ c, .1.0

a -• !istics for a synchronous generator plotted
z"to - -1-,- in relative units for various power fac-

S ,50 tors. The change in voltage across the gen-

. - -iI, I I- , j erator terminals with the magnitude and-. 5 -.0 ,s nature of the load is caused by the effect

Fig. 3.56. External of the armature reaction and the voltage
characteristics in rel-
ative units as a func- drop acrosstvhe resistances and reactancesStion of cos 9.in 

due to the armature-winding dissipation.

2I

"a) bd')

Fig. 3.57. External characteristics for dif-
ferent frequencies _f and 2f. a) pd > 10; b)

Id = 1; Ipred) maximum load current at rated
voltage.

The rigidity of the external characteristic for synchronous ma-

chines, which is determined by the tangent of the slope angle at the

S x-axis is considerably less than for similar direct-current machines

with parallel excitation.
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- "-i---•.- In synchronous machines, the volt-

i us age increase occurring with a drop in

44
- 0 the inductive load (cos T = 0.8) reachest

50%, while in direct-current machines, C

it does not exceed 15%. This is explained
,2 18 -- -- by the fact that the armature magnetiz-

Z4 L/ -- ing force in direct-current machines,

t• -/ with the brushes located at the geometric

-./neutral plane, does not buck the main

- -excitation field very much, while in al-
0 LU 20 4.0 i1 ternating-current machines, the effect

Fig. 3.58. Characteris-
of the armature reaction is large, andties for three-phase syn-

chronous aircraft genera-onou, 0 kaircraf geera, is greater the lower cos T. Considering
tor, 4o kva, 6000 rpm,
400 cps, cos T = 0.75.
1) Load curve, cos q = 0. all of this, we note that all other con-

ditlons being equal, in direct-current

machines the magnitude of the excitation magnetizing force and, conse-

quently, the weight of the field winding will be greater than for

direct-current machines.

Effect of speed on the external characteristic. When the speed

increases, the armature emf rises in proportion to n, and the initial

point (at I = 0) for the external characteristic moves upward along

the y-axis. The new emf value will be E0 2 = EoJ(f 2 /fl). It is assumed

that the e.xcitation current does not depend on the speed.

The point at which the characteristic bends (U = 0), correspond-

Ing to the short-circuit current, remains unchanged at high values of

3d" while at small values of 3d' it moves to the right along the x-axis.

Figure 3.57 shows the way in which the external characteristics change

with a speed variation of n2 :nI = 2:1 ror machines with Od > 10 and

d=l.
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if thc A•rt U/f cont. rpmninn unchanged when the frequency

ývaries, the magnetic load on the machine will remain unchanged, and

the relative change in voltage will not depend on frequeAcy. In this

case, it is possible to plot a reducei external characteristic that

does not depend on the generator speed, in the form of the function

'for various values of the parameter cos T, as we have done previously

for the reduced no-load and load characteristics. If, however, the

voltage across the generator terminals remains constant when the speed

% (frequency) changes, the degree of magnetic-system saturation will

Sdrop as the speed goes up and, consequently, the external characteris-

tic will depend on the frequency, and will have to be plotted for each

actual value of the frequency.

To conclude, we have shown the characteristics of a 40-kva three-

phase synchronous aircraft generator in Fig. 3.58.

3.6. SINGLE-PHASE SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS

Single-phase current is used in special cases: in aviation, rail-

way transportation, high-frequency induction heating; in agriculture,

-for household appliances, etc. The basic advantage to single-phase cur-

irent ii the reduced number of wires, which is especially important in

aviation. In aviation, single-phase synchronous generators are used

chiefly in direct-alternating current converters.

The theory of single-phase machines is used to analyze unbalanced

or single-phase operating modes for multiphase machines (phase failure,

anbalanced short circuit, etc.), and in this respect, it is rather gen-

eral in nature.

Construction

4 Single-phase synchronous generators are similar in construction



2

Fig. 3.59. Direct-current aircraft converter. Output: single-phase al-
ternating current at 400 cps, 4500 va power, 115 v, cos q = 0.9, n
= 8000 rpm. 1) Direct-current motor; 2) single-phase generator; 3)
centrifugal switch; 4) control apparatus.

to three-phase machines in the salient-pole or nonsalient-pole ver-

sions. Single-phase salient-pole generators are made with either in-

ternal rotating poles, or with external stationary poles, as in the

case of direct-current machines.

Figure 3.59 shows the construction of an aircraft converter using

a single-phase six-pole synchronous generator with external poles,

4500 va power, 115 v, 400 cps.

The armature is similar to the armature of a three-phase machine,

but it has a single-phase (one- or two-layer) winding that occupies

about 70% of the region surrounding the armature surface. Thus, about

1/3 of the slots do not carry the winding.

Three-phase machine- are frequently used as single-phase machines,

with only two of the three phases employed. Figure 3.60 shows a dia-

gram of a single-phase armature winding for a single-phase aircraft

generator.

It is pointless to make further use of the armature surface for
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placement of the winding, since there is only a slight gain in power

lor a considerable increase in the weight of the copper. The slots not

filled with the winding may be used as axial ventilation ducts.

11 Sx a HI in, H! n, nil a

Fig. 3.60. Winding of six-pole single-phase
aircraft generator (number of slots, zp
= 45, of which 6-6 = 36 are filled).

The pole system of a single-phase machine Is similar to that of a

three-phase machine, with the exception of the short-circuited damper

winding, whose purpose and peculiarities are explained below.

Utilization of Three-Phase Machine in Single-Phase Operation

Voltage. Two connections are possible for the armature windings:

a) two phases connected in series; one phase not used; in this

case, two-thirds of the armature surface is used, and the voltage

across the terminals of the single-phase machine will equal the line

voltage of the three-phase machine;

b) all three phases connected in series. in this case, 100% of

the armature surface is used, and the voltage across the terminals of

the single-phase machine will equal twice the per-phase voltage of the

three-phase machine.

Thus, when all three phases are used, 50% more copper is used in

the armature, and the voltage rises by only 15.6%. Figure 3.61 shows

possible connections for a three-phase winding for single-phase opera-

tion.
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Et. It

0~b)

Fig. 3. Possible connections of three-
phase wixiciing for single-phase operation. a)
Two phases connected in series, b) three
phases connected in series; E1D emf across

terminals of single-phase machine; E ) phase

emf for three-phase machine; 1) or.

Power. The degree of utilization of a three-phase machine employed

as a single-phase machine depends on the machine operating mode. Where

a three-phase machine is used as a single-phase machine, we may keep

either the current or the losses in the armature winding unchanged. In

the first case, the power of the single-phase machine, with the flux

and armature current constant, and two-thirds of the armature surface

filled by the winding, is determined from the following relationships:

on the basis of Fig. 3.61, the single-phase power delivered is

and the three-phase power delivered is

the ratio of the powers is

As 2

i.e., the degree of utilization of a three-phase model operated as a

single-phase machine is 5M when the current in the armature winding

remains unchanged.

In the second case, the armature losses are constant and, conse-

quently, the armature current may increase considerably. Using the con-

dition that the losses in the armature winding remain equal, we obtain

a new current in single-phase operation, i.e.,
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and the ratio of the c rrintB for the various arwature-copper losses

will then be
11-j1=125.

13-

The ratio of the powers in the single-phase (P,) and three-phase

(P ~ modes with two-thirds of the armature surface used, where
SE1 E .21 -_ 2. IF-M-A

and

3= 3ElIl,

will clearly equal
$.1' 0,707,
Ss 3

i.e., the degree of utilization of a three-phase model used as a

single-phase machine will be 70% where the armature-winding losses re-

main unchanged.

For low-voltage synchronous machines the temperature drop in the

insulation is small, and the copper temperature is determined by the

total armature losses. Consequently, in this case the degree of util-

ization of a three-phase machine in single-phase operation equals about

70%. In high-voltage machines, the temperature drop in the insulation

is considerable, and thus its degree of utilization in single-phase

operation is somewhat lower, lying in the

S1 = (0.7-0.58)s 3

range.

When all three phases of the armature winding are used, and the

armature current is kept unchanged (I1 1 = 1), the power developed

by the machine in single-phase and three-phase operation will equal

S =ElI = 2E 3 I and S3= 3E3 I.

In this case the power ratio will be

S/S 3 = 2/3 o.67,
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%4^1, 4ai ]5* I f7/nA;R 1.19;V0 greater than in the case in which

only two armature-winding phases are used.

Where three phases are used, the armature current cannot increase,

since in this case the losses in the windings would be the same for

the single- and three-phase versions. Thus, where three phases are

used, the machine utilization with respect to power rises by 15.5%,

while the weight of copper inc-eases by 50%.

If we proceed on the basis of the fact that the number of gaps

utilized in the single-phase machine amounts in general to a fractiot.

-y of the total number of slots, the total number of turns (conductors)

in the armature will equal
vs, == 7inw m " * v,*N, = 7N s ( 3. 141)

Provided that the losses in the armature of the single- and three-

phase machines are identical, the current in the single-phase machine

will be determined by the equation

(3.142)

Taking (3.141) and (3.142) into account, the linear load on the single

phase synchronous machine is found in the form

A =21 1 = 2mf ,,-A= 3= VxD A( = . (3.143)
-J

Thus, the line load on a single-phase machine in terms of the en-

tire armature perimeter is reduced by the factor Ajy.

In this case, the linear load per tooth carrying the winding in-

creases by a factor of 145, i.e.,

= -- = " (3.144)

where the subscript "p" refers to a slot.

The diameter and length of the armature for a single-phase machine

is found from the basic design equation
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Fig. 3.62. Relative Fig. 3.63. Distribution
a-mature volume for factor for single-phase
single-phase synchron- winding.
ous generator as a
function of the degree
to which the winding
fills the armature
with losses in the ar-
mature winding of the
single- and three-
phase machine held the
same.

.= or D21 "

not

Here Se is the electromagnetic power, va; X = I/D is the ratio of the

armature length to the armature diameter; aI = l.'65kfk0 laB6A1 1- 9 dif-

fers from the corresponding value for a three-phase machine in the

size of the winding factor k 0 1 and in the linear load.

The relative volume of a single-phase machine armature is greater

than that for a three-phase armature, all other conditions remaining

equal, by the ratio

(D21)1 C3 c kp3 As kp I
0D20 3  Ot kp Al A-p-I

Since the distribution coefficients for the single-phase and
three-phase windlngs may be represented in the form

10 sin 901

71.
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where 0 = mq is the number of slots per pole, while the ratio of the

distribution coefficients may be represented as

it can be found that
12!!L),= 1.5 1(f >
(04)3  s$in 0g 1

Figure 3.62 shows the degree to which the armature volume in-

creases for a single-phase machine as a function of -y, while Fig. 3.63

shows the function kr1 = f(T) for various values of 0.

It follows from Fig. 3.62 that where the armature-winding losses

are unchanged, the minimum armature volume for a single-phase machine

will occur at y = 0.75.

Thus, when y is increased above 0.75, an increase in the weights

of the armature and copper will result.

Armature Reaction

We shall henceforth consider only the basic space wave for the

armature magnetizing-force curve.

When current flows through a single-phase armature winding, it

forms in the machine air gap a sinusoidal distribution of the magnetiz-

ing force, fixed in space, and pulsating in time in accordance with a

sine law. At the same time, the field due to the excitation magnetiz-

ing force rotates in space. Thus, the problem of the armature reaction

for a single-phase machine reduces to establishing the relationship

between the pulsating armature magnetizing force and the rotating pole

magnetizing force.

The solution to this problem involves decomposing the pulsating

armature field into two fields each with half the amplitude, rotating

In phase in opposite directions at the same speed.

The equation for the pulsating space wave of the armature-winding
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,magnetizing force, formed by the first time harmonic of the current

.may be represented as the sum of two rotating fields

F*==F.j sin wtcosx s.~inj (t _Xc~ sin S 1 Wt-x (3145

Here the field Fyai/2 sin (wt - x(w/¶)), rotating synchronously,

forms the armature reaction for the single-phase machine.

It is stationary with respect to the pole winding, as in the case

of the armature reaction of a multiphase machine. The field rotating

in the opposite direction

induces into the pole system an emf and a current at twice the fre-

quency, as in the case of the emf and current3 in a short-circuited

transformer secondary.

As a rule, in order to eliminate (quench) the reverse field,

damper windings are used at the poles, and only the synchronous field

is considered, as is done for multiphase machines. In this case, the

armature magnetizing-force amplitude will equal

F.-~ - 0.45 k.,. (3.146)

Clearly, the sum of the two oppositely rotating fields will yield

a pulsating field that is initially stationary in space (time-varying).

Opposin Synchronous Armature Field in Single-Phase Machine

The opposing synchronous field, rotating with doubled speed with

respect to the pole system, induces emf's and cu.rents at twice the

frequency in the field winding, pole iron, and damper windings. In ac-

cordance with Lenz' law, these currents will form a flux directed

counter to the opposing field, thus reducing its magnitude.

If the machine is of the salient-pole type, the double-frequency

field in the excitation winding and pole steel decreases the opposing
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armature field only when its axis coincides with the longitudinal axis

of the machine, i.e., with the pole axis. When the axes of the arma-

t5Lre and excitation-winding opposing fields are w/2 apart, the bucking

effect of the excitation-winding fields vanishes, and the effect of

the pole-iron fields decreases considerably. Thus, the opposing arma-

ture field pulsates in time as it rotates.

With nonsalient-pole machines, the effect of the fields on the

pole-steel currents does not depend on the position of the armature

opposing field and their time pulsations will be reduced.

Eddy currents at twice the frequency in the iron and the excita-

tion winding increase losses, reduce machine efficiency, and raise the

temperature of the machine, especially that of the pole surfaces. In

addition, the alternating currents flowing in the excitation circuit

impair exciter commutation, where used.

When the excitation winding is opened, overvoltages appear owing

to the large number of turns that may reach 20 or 30 times the excita-

tion voltage, which may cause the excitation-winding insulation to

break down.

ihai of the Armature Voltage Curve

The armature opposing field will cause an alternating-current com-

ponent at the double frequency, 'per' to be added to the direct excita-

tion current I.post" Both of these currents will form the resultant

excitation current.

The instantaneous value of the resultant pulsating excitation-

winding will equal (Fig. 3.6 4 a)

I . + 2,, 24t. (3.1347)

The actual value of the pulsating excitaticn-winding current will

be
S+(3.148)
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a) b)

Fig. 3.64. Currents and voltages in ex-
citation winding in the presence of a
synchronous opposing field. a) Cuvrent
curve; b) voltage curve.

In like manner, we also find the voltage across the terminals of
'the excitation winding (Fig. 3.64b)

U--VU•+eU, (3-149)

The losses in the excitation winding are determined, in this case,

by the equation
(3.150)

They are greater than the losses due to the direct current by a factor

of

(-.)=~ + 'ue )2time~s.

No load. Under no-load conditions, a direct current Iv.post flows

in the excitation winding, while a sinusoidal emf is induced in the

armature winding. There is no double-frequency current in the excita-

tion winding.

Load. In a multiphase system, the power developed by the genera-

tor will be constant, while in a single-phase machine, the power will

pulsate at double the line frequency, as does the current flowing in

the machine.

In a single-phase machine, the armature current reacts on the

rotating inductor field only by means of the alternating fields; as a

result, higher harmonics appear in the pole system; if odd harmonics

appear in the armature, even harmonics will appear in the excitation
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Fig. 3.65. Diagram showing even harmonics
induced in excitation circuit and odd har-
monics induced in armature circuit. 1) Poles;
2) armature.

SM.dOtemop ' "• 2nxopa

*Us

e2

Us

I 8

Fig. 3.66. Current and voltage
curves in excitation and arma-
ture circuits for two-pole
short circuiting of nonsalient-
pole single-phase synchronous
machine with laminated-steel
rotor. a) No damper winding;
b) rotor with transverse damper
winding. 1) Inductor; 2) arma-
ture.

circuit.

In fact, the opposing armature field forms in the pole system a

single-phase a2ternating field at twice the freqciency that is station-

ary with respect to the pole system. The sIngle-phase fleld of the

pole systen. ma:. be split r.io two rotating fields each with half the

amplitude, one rotating In the direction of rotation of the poles, and
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;,e other going i the opposite direction. Both fields appear to have

twice the synchronous speed with respect to the poles, i.e., the rotor

field has a speed relative to the armature of 2n + n = 3n.

Figure 3.65 shows a diagram of the higher harmonics induced in

the stator and rotor circuits. The triple-frequency emf's and currents

of the armature induce the fourth harmonics of the emf and current

Jnto the pole system, and the latter In turn induce fifth harmonics of

the emf and current into the armature, etc.

As a result, the emf curve for the armature departs sharply from

sinusoidal shape owing to the superposition of the higher harmonics.

The emf and current curves are more distorted the greater the relative

armature current. With a short circuit, the current-curve distortion

is at its greatest. Allowing for all of this, single-phase machines

normally employ special short-circuited low-resistance windings located

in the longitudinal pole axis. These windings, called damper windings,

are designed to eliminate the armature opposing fields. They free the

excitation winding from the first-harmonic currents.

Figure 3.66 shows voltage and current curves for a single-phase

m,.achine with a damper winding and without a damper winding.

Thus, the opposing rotating armature field causes an in.crease in

losses, reducing efficiency (by several percent); it leads to a dis-

tortion tin the voltage-curve shape and to overvoltages in the excita-

tion w-indin$ (when it is opened).

7o]tage Vector Diagram

When a damper windLng is used, the vector diagram for a single-

h.p-se r'iachine is similar to that of a multiphase machine. A standard

,.etliod is used to allow for the armature reaction, dependiiig on -whet.er

salient or nonsilient poles are used. It must be remembered that the

resis.tance and inductive reactance of a single-phase winding are larger
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t.hn n the corresponding quantities for a multiphase machine. This In-

crease is due to the effect of remanents of the double-frequency op-

posing synchronous field.

In plotting a vector diagram for a single-phase machine, it Is

necessary to allow for the inductive reactance of the opposing phase

movement x2, which is included in the leakage inductance. Thus, the

internal machine emf is determined by the equation

E=fV(u cos s,7 +II),+(Usin •+x 5 ±x,)). (3.151)

Consequently, a single-phase machine should have a somewhat larger

magnetic flux than an analogous three-phase machine.

Imper Windings

There are two basic designs for short-circuited damper windings

which are generally made in accordance with the Dolivo-Dobrovol'skiy

"squirrel cage" design (Fig. 3.67).

0) b6)

-IC

Fig. 3.67. Basic types of damper elements. a)
Incomplete; b) complete; 1) short-circuited
turn; 2) rods of the element; 3) connecting
ares.

Incomplete squirrel cages (Fig. 3. 6 7a) are placed only on the

longitudinal machine axis at the poles, and are not connected together

electrically. A variation of the incomplete damper winding has a short-

circuited turn located under the pole piece. These elements eliminate

only the longitudinal component of the opposing field. U

Complete squirrel cages (Fig. 3.6T7) are located at the poles and
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are connected together by shorting rings. These elements are better,

since they eliminate both the lorwitudinal and transverse components

of the opposing field.

It is possible to use combination damper windings consisting of

open- or short-circuited elements and a turn under the pole piece.

In single-phase machines, complete damper windings are normally

used.

Where damper windings are used, the pole pieces should be lam-

Ina ted, so that the damping eddy currents flow only in the damper wind-

Ing, and do not cause additional losses in the pole piece.

"*he resistance of the damper winding should be as small as pos-

in order to decrease losses in the winding owing to the double-

frequently currents, which flow constantly.

In addition, the resistance should be considerably less than the
inductive reactance of the unit, so that the currents remain at an

angle of ,r/2 away from the induced emf's and, consequently, the flux

due to them will be 1800 out of phase with the armature opposing flux.

The impedance of the unit z should be small so that the currents

carried by it will be adequate to compensate the armature opposing

field and so that the excitation winding will be freed from double-

f•reuency currents, which is possible provided that Rv << zv.

This entails the requirement for the least possible resistance

and the limitation on the impedance of the damper winding, i.e., the

limitation on dissipation.

Several reconunenidations may be made regarding the design of damper

Wind ings.

1. The toolh pitch tu for a damper winding should equal roughly

,he tooth pitch of the armature winding ti in order to decrease l,6ses,
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where z is the number of armature slots.

Consequently, the total number of damper-winding rods should equal

the number of armature slots required for the complete pole arc of the

machine, i.e., NU = az (a is the pole coverage factor).

In synchronous motors, where the damping unit is designed for in-

duction starting, the tooth pitch tu should differ by 10-15% from t

in order to avoid the phenomenon of "sticking."

2. The slot dimensions for the damper winding are normally dic-

tated by the rod cross section; the rod is normally made of uninsulated

ground copper. The slots and, consequently, the winding must be placed

as close as possible to the air gap - at the surface of the pole piece.

In aircraft generators, the number of slots (rods) per pole varies

normally from 3 to 7. .t is preferable to use an odd number of slots

per pole. In order to decrease the reactance of the unit, the height

of the slot opening crosspiece hshch should be as small as possible

(0.2-0.3 .m), and the width of the opening as large as possible with

respect to the size of the rod. The width of the damper-winding slot

opening is limited by the increase in the air-gap factor k6 and the

rise in the pulsating losses at the pole surface and in the armature

teeth. if the pole pieces are beveled one tooth division, there is a

sharp decrease in the tootn harmonics. It is recommended that the end

rods of a damping unit be placed as close as possible to the edges of

the pole piece.

3. Depending on the type of damper winding and the machine char-

acteristics, the current in the damper winding will be determined by

the following equations:

a) Complete short-circuited winding. The currents in a rod and in
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the shorting ring equal, respectively,

b I,.,•0. 83A tr•p•];/,.,=o,26A,. [amp]. (3.152)

b) Incomplete short-circuited windiing. L.. this case, the currents

are not uniformly distributed, and there is a minimum at the pole axis

and a maximum at the edges of the pole piece. The currents in the edge

and center rods will be, respectively,

1 1.26 A"[amp
and Y.~ 4 (3.153)

The current in the short-circuited turn may be found, in approxi-

mation, from the equation

I = 0.2rA [amp]. (3.154)

Where combination damper windings are used- (a cage at the pole

plus a turn under the pole piece or a complete cage plus a turn under

the pole piece) the current in the rods (corinecting rings) will de-

crease, depending on the relationship between the dimensions of the

cage and the turn owing to the fact that the turn under the pole piece

is less effective than a cage on the pole piece.

4. The current density in the damper winding of a single-phase

machine is selected with an allowance for the operating mode, cooling

system, and energy losses in the winding, since current flows continu-

ously through the windin; during operation.

Owing to space limitations, increased current densities are al-

lowed in aircraft single-phase generators; thus for selfcooled genera-

tors

Ju - (15-20) amp/mm,

and for generators cooled by forced air

Ju = (20-25) amp/um.
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w4nally- in veneral-n",'nna machines

Ju = (5-10) amp/mi.

5. The cross section for rods and connecting arcs may be found by

dividing the correspondlng current by the permissible current density.

As a rule, the total rod cross section for a damper winding

amounts to (20-30)% of the total armature-winding cross section, while

the connecting-arc cross section is about 45% of the rod cross section

fa' each pole, i.e.,

YZ S,*Cj=NS,.,= (0.2 -4- 0.3) Z S,== (0.2 ÷ 0,3) 2wS,..

or

,.C= 0.4-0.6 • uM.S. (3-155)

The rod cross section for each pole will then equal
Six==(0.2 ý÷0.3) Ati

A

while the connecting-arc cross section will be

Sj., - (0.4 -.0---o ) -ly- I.C -, (0,4 --o,5) (3,.156)

6. The degree to which the opposing field is canceled may be

found approximately from the equation

kw= toys
C +(3.157)

where x = 0.66 + (hshch/bshch) (for the circular slots of Fig. 3.Cf7).

It follows from (3.157) that the opposing field will be canceled

out more the smaller the air gap 6, the tooth pitch tu, and the leak-

age conductanc. of the slot Xp.

In nonsalient-pole machines, a damper winding is formed by means

of a system of wedges and side retaining rings (caps) that lock in the

wedges.

Occasionally, copper strips are placed under the wedges, and a

cylindrical copper Jumper under the retaining rings; thus, a short-
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Fig. 3.68. Damper cages for nonsalient-pole
machines. 1) Bronze; 2) steeli 3) copper;
41) rotor; 5) wede; 6) cap; 7 copper strip.

circuited cage is formed on the rotor under the wedges and caps. Spe-

cially formed slots in the central teeth (poles) of the rotor may be

used to form the damper cage; copper rods are laid in the slots. Con-

tact between the rods is completed through the rotor faces,, as is

clear fv.om. Fig. 3.68.

The effect of dampers on a single-phase nonsalient-pole generator

O is characterized by the experimental data of Table 3.3.

TABLE 3-3
Effect of Dampers on Additional Losses and Tem-
perature of Pole Pieces

1 ' e3 y• c~nooTrC, i 4 C YCo1o,, re.1,U,
AMOUUIOCM flomcmadiz ý6180.1111-e %6joju ma)P

Ka j HaKOHCM1lK J l jlitkl'IIIIlha

750 18•a- A 3.75 95 0.8 34
1000 18 3.00 122 0.5 37
1000 I tIi.xrolaMU,.R 3.80 150 0.3 18

1) Power, kva; 2) pole piece; 3) no damper; 4)
with dampers; 5) additional losses %; 6) pole-
piece temperature, °C; 7) solid; 81 laminated.

Analysis of the data given shows that the use of dampers with a

3olid (forged) rotor causes a drop in the additional losses by a fac-

9 tor of 4.75-6, and a threefold decrease in the pole-piece temperature.

If a laminated rotor is used in place of the solid rotor, there will
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be a further decrease in the additional losses and in the pole-piece

temperature. The use of steel laminations in place of t'ic forging in-

creases the additional losses and pole-piece temperature rise in the

absence of the dampers.

Thus, where a damper winding is used, it is best to employ a lam-

inated rotor, and a solid rotor should be used in the absence of a

damper.

In conclusion, we should note that the majority of aircraft DC-AC

converters are of the single-phase type. The series of aircraft con-

verters uses various types of single-phase synchronous generators:

classical machines with electromagnetic excitation, inductor genera-

tors, and permanent-magnet generators.

These generators are driven by direct-current motors that are

manufactured together with the generai'ors in a single housing.

Manu-
script [Footnote]
Page

NO.

252 From this point on, we shall depart from the generally ac-
cepted notation, and use the symbol "`" for the complex con-
jugate, in order to avoid confusion with the notation for
relative quantities.

[List of Transliterated Symbols]

184 HOM = nom = nominal'nyy = rated

186 m = m = med' = copper

186 c = s = stal' = steel (iron)

186 Mex = mekh = mekhanicheskiy = mechanical

187 H = n = naruzhnyy = outside

187 n = p = paz = slot

187 R = ya = yarmo = yoke
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S187 p = polyus =pole

197 H.c = n.s = na.iaagnichivayuchshaya sila = magnetizing force

199 OB = OVG = obmotka vozbuzhdeniya generatora = generator
field winding

199 p = r = regulyator = regulator

199 r = G = generator = generator

199 6.c = b.s = bortset' = on.-board line

199 K.K = K.K = kontaktrnyye kol'tsa = slip rings

200 B = v = vozbuditel' = exciter

200 OBB = OW== obmotka vozbuzhdeniya vozbuditelya exciter
field winding

200 fIB = PV = podvozbuditel' = pilot exciter

200 OBTIB = OVPV = obmotka vozbuzhdeniya podvozbuditelya =
pilot exciter excitation winding

202 H = n = nachal'nyy = initial

202 K = k = konechnyy = final

S202 r OCT = GOST = Gosudarstv ennyy obsh ch esoyuznyy standa rt =
State All-Union Standard

202 ,,6,d = a,b,c,d as in Fig. 3.14

204 C.B = s.v = set', vozbuzhdeniye = line, excitation

205 T = T = transformator = transformer

205 M.B = m.v = med', vozbuzhdeniye = copper, excitation

205 Bf.n = v.p = vypryamitel', postoyannyy = rectifier, direct-
current

205 M.B = m.v = med', vozbuzhdeniye = copper, excitation

205 Tp = tr = transformator = transformer

205 r.p = g.r = generator, raschetnyy = generator, design

206 p = r = raschetnyy = design

206 M.B = m.v = med', vspornogatel'nyy = copper, auxiliary

209 Bunp = vypr = vypryamitel' = rectifier

212 OCT = ost = ostatochnyy = residual
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212 H = n = normal'nyy = normal

212 m = m = magnit = magnet

214 TC = TS = transformator, stabiliziruyushchly stabilizing
transformer

230 CB = SV = sinkhronnyy vozbuditel' = synchronous exciter

230 per = Reg = ) = regulyator = regulator

230 MEflB = MEPV = magnitoelektricheskiy podvozbuditel' = magneto-
electric pilot exciter

232. Cr = SG = sinkhronnyy generator = synchronous generator

236 K = K = kollektor = commutator

242 K = k = korotkogo zamykaniya = short-circuit

245 B.H = vin = vozburhdeniye, nagruzka = excitation, load

246 H =n =nagruzka = load

261 n = p = jarametricheskiy = parametric

265 r= forma =fonn

265 0 =0 = obmotka = winding

266 B.B = V = vozbuzhdeniye vozbuditelya = exciter excitation

267• Ha' = nach = nachal'nyy = initial

269CT = st = stator = stator

269 oH = o.n = otnositel'noye nasyshcheniye = relative satura-
tion

274 X.ic. = kh.k.z = kharakteristika korotkogo zamykaniya -

short-circuit characteristic

274 x.x.x = kh.kh.kh = kharakteristika kholostogo khoda = no-
load characteristic

277 O.K.3 = o.k.z = otnosheniye korotkogo zamykaniya = short-cir-
cuit ratio

283 npeA = pred = predel'nyy = maximum

291 3 = e = elektromagnitnyy = electromagnetic

294 nep = per = peremennyy = alternating

294 nOCT = post = postoyannyy = direct

298 y u = uspokoitel'nyy = damping
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298 ii=shah shchell slot

S298 a s= sterzhen' =rod

I 301' Kk-kolftso= ring

S301 Kp kr=Icraynyy = edge

I301 op sr o redniy = middle

1302 3arn =zagi zaglusheriiye =cancelation

S302 =d duga are
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Chapter 4

PERMANENT-MAGNET GENERATORS

4.'1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON PERMANENT-MAGNET GENERATORS

Permanent-magnet machines are those excited by permanent magnets.

The past years have seen an expansion in the field of application of

permanent magnets; this has been facilitated by the considerable sue-

cesses of the Soviet school of light metallurgy (work of A.S. zaymov-

skly, V.G. Lifshits, V.S. Meskin, B.Ye. Somin, A.N. Denisov, etc.),

which has developed high-coercion alloys for permanent magnets.

The properties of permanent magnets have been greatly improved.

over the past 30 years. In comparlson with specimens produced in,1920,

the specific magnetic energy has been increased by a factor of 20.

There has been a significant rise in the stability of magnets with re-

spect to the influence of service tlme, temperature variations, impact

and vibration loads, and the effect of extraneous magnetic fields.

Permanent magnets are finding ever-wider application in various: .

branches of science and technology as sources of magnetizing force ('in

electrical machines, instru3nts, and apparatus), as direction indica-

tors, and also in the formation of attractive forces (hoist magnets,

separators, etc.). As an example, permanent-magnet h1gh-frequency syn-

chronous generators have been built with powers of the order of 100

kva. Aircraft DC-AC converters are also frequently made with permanent-

magnet generators.

Over a certain power" range, permanent-magnet generators are

lighter and smaller than =mchines using electromagnetic excitation;
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this is due to the elimination of the exciter. As a result, the proo-

lem of commutation is eliminated; this is especially Important under

high-altitude and high-speed flight conditions, and it is in this con-

nection that permanent-magnet generators play a significant role in

aviation.

The advantages of permanent-'- -net machines increase as the fre-

quency ries,; the field of application of high frequencies is continu-

ally broadening. A frequency of 200 cps is used in general electrical-.

machine design for high-speed electric drive mechanisms (electrical

tools), 400-1600 cps for aviation and marine service, and frequencies

above 1600 cps in the ball-bearing industry, where there are induction*

motors running at 120,000 rpm or more, as well as in electrometallurgy.

Permanent-magnet gersrators differ widely in structural design,

-depending on function, power, way in which the magnetic system oper-

S a tes, -nd the type of material used.

Despite the fact that permanent magnets have been known for more

than 2000 years, the theory of ferromagnetism has been less thoroughly

studied than other fields of science, owing to its complexity. Thus

although electrical machines using permanent magnets have been made

since 1856, design procedures are less advanced than those for machines

using electromagnetic excitation. The accuracy of calculations for'

electromagnetically excited machines ranges from I to 2%, while design

accuracy for permanent-magnet machines is about 10%.

As a consequence of the variety of structural designs for magnetic

systems, and the presence of a complex relationship between permanent-

magnet characteristics and their shape, size, and the type of magnetic

material used, there does not exist at the present time a unified de-

sign method for magnetic systems using permanent magnets analogous to

that used for electromagnetically excited machines.
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S Existing design methods are either empirical (i.e., the optimum

magnetic system i det---4id Iy the m-.th.d of successive approxlma.

tion, while the initial dimensions are, to a great degree, selected

Sarbitrarily), or are based on design coefficients obtained experlmen-.

tally that have limited application.

The most complete theory of permanent-magnet electrical machines

has been given by the Soviet school of electrical-machine deslgners ;at

the All-Union Electrical Engineering Institute Imeni Lenin by A.I.
itI

Kanter, A.N. Larionov, and T.G. Soroker, as well as in publicationsb by

Ye.N. Razumovskiy, A.M. Senkevich, G.N. Senilov, etc.

The first .to use permanent magnets in the USSR were Academician

K.I. Shenfer, who used them for pyrometers, and Academician V.S. KNue-

bakin, who used them in a magneto.

* • Advantages of permanent-magnet machines

a) high operating reliability, structural simplicity and easeof'

servicing owing to the absence of sliding contacts and brushes, rotat-

ing windings and exciter, and the fact that the machine is independent

of direct-current sources;

b) high efficiency and low machine temperature rise owin to the

absence of losses in excitation and at sliding contacts; thus, for ex-

ample, a general-purpose 15 kw 220 v synchronous generator has an-ef--

ficiency • = 82.5%, while a permanent-magnet generator has an effi-

ciency of 91%;

c) the fact that the magnetic flux across the air gap does not

depend on the machine rotational speed or temperature (up to 1000);

d) absence of sparking conta~cts producing radio interference;

e) lower cost, weight, and size (absence of sliding contacts,,

field windings, and exciter) in low-power and high-frequency machines.
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Drawbacks to permanent-magnet machines

a) lack of a direct method of voltage regulation;

b) increased cost, weight, and size for medium-power machines;

c) relatively low maximum machine power (permanent-magnet genera-

tors are built for up to 100 kva power).

Magnet Oeration

If we magnetize a closed magnetic system such as a ring of con-

stant cross section, the process of magnetization is assumed to end

when saturation sets in, corresponding to an induction Bs in the mug-

rietic conductor (Fig. 4.1).

Fig. 4.1. Magnetization of a closed ring to
saturation.

If we gradually decrease the current in the magnetizing winding,

i.e., decrease the field strength (n.s.) to zero, the induction in the

magnetic conductor will drop to the val're of the residual induction Br,

which is a most important characteristic of a magnet. The magnet thus

obtained is neutral, since it does not develop a magnetizing force,

and cannot serve as a source of magnetic energy. A magnet in closed

condition cannot supply energy to external space, although it does poo-

seas a residual induction Br and a residual flux Pr = SBr (like a

short-circuited electrical circuit of a generator, in which the arma-

ture cujrent flows, but the power delivered by the generator to the
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external circuit is zero).

In a closed ring in? magnetic material, the lines of force cesm-

• plete their circuit only within the loop. Outside the magneti.c material

Sthere is no field, i.e., there is no leakage flux 6,, and the magnetic

I condition of the ring is determined by the points Br and H = 0 on the

magnet diagram (this actually is true for an ideal closed magnetic cir-

I cuit, but in practice the induction is close to the value of Br, and
1

the field strength is nearly zero).

The magnetizing force due to a closed magnet and its magnetic

flux are determined by the well-known relationships

and (4.1)

where F. = Oi8hHc is the magnetizing force due to the magnet, and is

analogous to the emf of an electrical element; R. and A. are, respec- &

tively, the internal magnetic reluctance-and the internal permeance of

the magnet; Hc is the coercive force (specific magnetizing force);-h•

is the length of the magnet along the magnetization path.

Equations (4.1) for the magnetic cfrcuit are analogous -to the c-dor-6_

responding equations for an electrical circuit, where the, flux 0 cOr -

responds to the- current 1I, and the magnetizing force F correspondst -to

i the emf E. This analogy breaks down, since in the electric circuit,

i the current is directly proportional to the emf acting in the circuit,

at constant temperature, while the magnetic flux is not proportional

to the magnetizing force as a consequence of the phenomenon of satura-.

i tion (g j4 const) and leakage.

4 If we cut the ring (Fig. 4.2) and form the air gap 6, as shown-in

T7 ;Fig. 4.2b, polarity appears on the surface of the magnet, chiefly near
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the gap surface.

When this happens, together with the basic flux Ln -he air 0',

thaev ao a rkge flux %, which will be cevt;rated

chiefly about the air gap, when the gap is small.

In this case, the magnet will have a field opposing the basic mag-

netization; this bucking field is proportional to the field in the air

gap. Since the field in the air gap is opposite in sign to the field

in the magnet, the induction in the magnet is decreased, and the op-

erating point will move down along the demagnetization curve. Point A,

which characterizes the condition of the magnet when 6 > 0, lies on

the demagnetization curve, i.e., on the external hysteresis curve in

the second quadrant, andois characterized by the quantities Oa < Or"

Ba <B andH >0.r a >0
If we increase the air gap still more (Fig. 4.2c), the leakage

field will increase, and the useful flux in the air gap will drop; the

working point that characterizes the magnetic condition of the ring in

the neutral condition will shift still further down along .the demag-

netization curve.

Now the magnet flux will pass through a large air gap, i.e., the

reluctance of the magnetic path rises and, consequently, the magnetic

flux and induction in the magnet drop to Wie values 4 al < Oa and Ba_

<AB (point A, on Fig. 4.2c).

The value B of the induction in the open magnet is determined by

the magnet dimensions and the size of the air gap (by the permeance or

reluctance). If we assume that the leakage flux % is constant and

traverses the entire magnet core, then 0 =0 + 0 and

(4.2)

where
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F1. 4.2. Fluxes and demagnet0a-
t1:o1 curve for r•:g ma'et AdthýI vious aCr gaps. A) IL-gnet Close~d,

i g= 0 andl u 0; b) magnet op-en,

6 isamall,4 is :mrall; C) 6Is
large, la is rge.

Th~e total magnetizing force developed by the-m-agnet co'nsists-of

t two parts: F , corresponding to the drop %04 in magnetIc potential In

the magnet (i.e., the magnetizing force used to overcome the internal

; reluctance % of the magnet) and F, corresponding to the drop in mag-

Snetic poteitial due to the reluctance of the air gap R6 06 (i.e., the

magnetizing force used to overcome the external reluctance of the nag-

* ~ net R6).

In the case given, the magnet is no longer neutral, -but develop
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a free magnetizing force F in the external loop in order to maintain

the magnetic flux 45 in the air gap.

.The free magnetizing force F. multiplied by the magnetic flux 4b

,of the air gap gives the external magnetic energy A of the magnet

available for use; then

A = B/87r erg/cm3 .

Thus, the permanent magnet becomes a source of magnetizing force

and magnetic energy for the portion of the magnetic circuit ly.n out-

side .the .imagnet.

IV we enlarge the air gap, the induction in the magnet will drop,

and the magnetizing force developed by the magnet in external space

(In the air gap) will rise.

-The position of point A on the demagnetization curve and, conse-

quenty, the values of B and H depend on the air-gap permeance; the

,smaller the gap and the higher the permeance, the higher B and the 0

aialler H (point A goes toward B ), aaid, conversely, when the air-gap

pelmance decreases, H rises and B falls (point A goes toward H,),

ere • the external ma-t energy will change, reaching a maximum

at ,a definiteý value zof the induction in the magnet Bnx*

gure •.3 •gives curves for A = f(B) and A = f(H). At point A.

t hemagnet (neglecting le ge) will develop the maximum specific e

iergy

A (BH)max/ 8 7 er g/cm3 .

Nggtieeversal line. If a magnetic system consisting of a mag-

net and external reluctance - an air gap - operates at point A on the

ma t demagnetization curve (Fig. le.5a), the application of an ex-

ternal magnetizing force may increase the induction in the magnet. In

this case, however, as we know, the magnetization process will not

take place in accordance with the external curve ABrp but in accordance
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I *1 ,x \ ff ,,

Fig. 4.3. Mignet energy curves., neg-
lectinlekse = f(B) and A=

S -(A).

14Wl~ with the secondary hysteresis curve AL.

i 1#'z which always lies below ABj,; It is

'f•,..called the magnetic-,ýreversal line. By'

! / -- changing the Interval -H(3I),, it IS pOisý i
-s-ble to obtain- a family of secondaq

-- loops - reversal diaes (Fi.

S+. ; ~Re~turn curves take the form of :r •

, - roW: sl~ping sharp 0+pnlopsA With-, 4uf;- +

"'fidlent- accwo-acy fdr+ practical Ouek, ++

X"" T e+ they- May- be -replaced, by a- s+inge- tena1h

•'-'• traigh magntic-reversal line-••

Fig* 4-4. Deagnetization +If-the field strength is ch d\ 4!

curve for -Alnico alloy,,... •..
and secondary hysteresis h

loops + mny times,, but the imits ofte Jf•r_

val AR are not viloated- the condition

of-the magnet will be determined stably by the reversal line AL. Thrus,

the properties of t~h- magnet are reversible and,, consequently,, the i

magnet has been stabilized. The same result may be obtain~ed +by cban&r•

ing the reluctance of the external loop,

•+ If within a device a closed body Is magnetized to saturation. • ++

Sduction, and the magnetizing curnt Is then turned iOft, the .•Aftetn 6
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Fig. 11.5. Operation of magnet on reversal
line. a) Diagram for magnet; OA) exter-
nal-loop reluctance without pole pieces
(R6 ); 00) external-loop reluctance with
pole pieces (R6 ); b) ring magnet with

pole pieces.

Br remaining within the magnet after this may be considered to be

residual, if we neglect the reluctance of the device used to complete

the magnetic loop. If we then remove the magnet from the magnetizing

device, owing to the demagnetizing effect of the ends., the induction

In the magnet will drop to B (point A, Fig. 4.5). If we now again

place the magnet in the device, the induction will begin to increase

(since the external reluctance Is reduced to zero), but the point A

willmove not toward Br, but toward L, i.e., it will move along the

reversal line.

A similar picture is obtained when we examine Fig. 4.5b, which

shows a permanent magnet with pole pieces (fittings).

A magnet without pole pieces operates at point A, while a magnet

with pole pieces operates at point C on the reversal line. Here tan cx

characterizes the permeance oL the external air-gap circuit in the ab-

sence of pole pieces, and tan al the permeance of the external circuit

with allowance for the pole pieces. Clearly,

tan Q > tan a and R6 > R61 .

U1he reversal coefficient is introduced to account for the phe-
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nomenon of magnetic reversal; it equals the tangent of the slope angle

of the reversal line:

L~ a B (4.4)t9 1,-- --

or the relative reversal coefficient is used; it is defined asIh ~I

trA (4-5)1g• =.I. / : -, P -t l' •

where p'v is called the reversible permeability, and 4v the relative

revers ib le permeability.

Thus, In the presence of a clIanging magnetic field or magnetic

reluctance, a magnat does not o--?r ate on the demagnetization curve,

but on the magnetic-reversal lir±o.

The location of each reverwc.a curve is determined by the position

of the initial point A on the eytcrnal hysteresis curve (the so-called

point of departure), the stabillz-,tion interval AH, and the reversible

peineability ýlv.

The reversal coefficient (:-e.-ersible permeability) varies as a

function of the induction, decrc-a-.,ing when the induction increases;

here the reversal curves become f iatter with respect to the H axis,

and the area enclosed by them d,&'c:ýeases.

Consequently, L' = f(B), .. , it is a variable. This variation,

however, is slight (especially -In the magnet's working region); thus,

the reversal lines may be conside.'ed to be nearly parallel to each

other, and L' taken as constanr-. ,.nd equal to the value obtained for

the point that corresponds to the maximum magnet energy (in this case,

ýr Vis a constant for the magnetic material).

We may ascrme in first approximation that the slope of the line

drawn through the center of a minor hysteresis loop (the slope or the

reversal line) equals the slope of the tangent to the main demagnetiza-
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tion curve at the initial point Br (sec? Fig. 4.5).

Values of reversible permeability:

for iron-riickel-aluminum alloys:

:,'--:tg .= 4-: 6;

for steels:

carbon 1'V -,i O-60,

chrome ' I 1-25;

tungsten it' 4 44-24;

Cor alloys:

Alni (AN) •'• .5I•0
v

Alnisi (ANK) 4'v =.-14;

Alnico (ANKO) 4 -- 3.5 (see §4.2)

The new magnetic materials (alloy:;) have lower reversible perme-

abilities, i.e., their reversal curves are flatter.

In conclusion, we should note that a

B, magnet co,,rating on the reversal line is

- --- ,- -estable .in the presence of external demag-

netizin, •ields if the field strength of

4. , I the cxter:ial demagnetizing field does not

Fig. 4.6. Diagram for exceed the field strength at the point of
magnet operating on re-
versal line neglecting departurc of the reversal line - point
leakage.

We shall agree to call the point Bv

at which the reversal line :.ntersectz the B axis the residual reversal

induction, and the point Hv at which t :c reversal line intersects the

H axis, the apparent reversal field .t.C.ength (Fig. 4.6).

The concept of apparent field strngth applies only to reversible

magnets operating on the reversal lir:co (stabilized magnets). The point

Bv actually exists as the end of the stabilization interval, while the 0
point Hv is fictitious. Clearly,, tan j:. = B/Hv = i'v" The reversal
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curve may be represented by the equation

B-B-(4.6)

All magnetic materials may be classified into two groups: soft

S magnetic materials, which have high permeability, low coercive force,

and small magnetic-reversal losses; and hard magnetic materials, hay-

Ing low permeability, high coercive force, and considerable magnetic-

reversal losses.

In this chapter, we shall consider only hard zg.netic materials.

Hard Magnetic Materials

2he hard magnetic materials include ferromagnetic alloys possess-

Ing high values of residual Induction Br and coercive force H0 . Thy

I are used as permanent magnets - sources of a permanent magnetic field.

Hard magnetic materials may be divided Into five main, grouPps;

1 •1) carbon alloy steels;

2) gtic alloys based on the ternary system;

3) cold- or hot-worked magnetic alloys;,*

1. 4) magnets compacted from powders, zietallocerismIc, and sinter6d

alloys;

5) magnetic alloys irlth added precious metals.

Carbon alloy steels. Prior to 1932, ýmartempered carbon alloy

~ steels were used for permanent magnets.

4 Depending on their chemical composition, these steels were cassil-

fled as simple carbon, tungsten, chrome, or cobalt steels.

Possessing high residual induction, they have low coercive force

S and, consequently, develop little magnetic energy.

A substantial drawback to plain carbon steels*is the considerable

S iapairnt of magnetic properties with age and under the lnflhenmeeof

I temperature variations, external magnetic fields, and shocks.
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Carbon alloy steels, using tungsten, chromium, molybdenum, and

cobalt as alloying additives, have better and more stablc magnetic

prope2* s.

The best alloy steel is cobalt steel containing up to 40% cobalt

(He = 250 oersteds, Br = 11,500 gauss).

Cobalt steel has a substantial disadvantage in the scarcity and

high cost of cobalt.

Ternary-system alloys. In 1931, a magnetic alloy called alni

(Hc 600 oersteds, Br = 7000 gauss) was discovered; it is based on

the ternary iron-nickel-aluminum system.

Alni alloy has rougly three times the specific magnetic energy

of the best cobalt steel, and is considerably less expensive, since it

is cast from more plentiful materials.

A substantial drawback to alni alloy is its great mechanical hard-

ness and brittleness; it can be neither machined nor forged. Alni

parts are produced by casting and subsequent precision grinding. Anl

•ols in the parts must be mcde during- casting.

A further Improvement in the iron-nickel-aluminum alloy was gained

by," alloying additives or by replacing the cobalt with copper and

silicon. Thus alnico and alnisi alloys were created.

A3l the magnetic materials discussed above are isotropic, i.e.-:

their magnetic properties are identical in that they do not depend on

the direction of the magnetiz.ig field.

Isotropic materials are convenient to use; they impose no limita-

tions on magnetic-circuit design.

It was discovered in 1938 that if alni and alnico alloys were

cooled in a strong permanent magnetic field (H = 15C0 oersteds) from a

temperature above the Curie point (13000) they would become .magneti-

call,y anisotRoIic, i.e., their magnetic properties would depend on the
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Ike# direction o.'," the masm~tizing field.

In anisotropic magnetic alloys, the

Ca4ChtE)b.' IOXP residual indiction in the direction of mag-

netization Is roughly doubled following

off tbermomagnetic treatment, with a slight In-

crease in coercive force.

Thermomagnetic treatment produces the

ae',best results with magnetic alloys with com-.

position Pe-Al-Ni-Coi-Cti-Ti,, where the -no-=-

Fig. 4.7. 1emagnetiza- inal spec-1fic energy is Increased to %.6)
tion curve for aniso-
tropic alloy of the x 106 erg/cim3 (this exceeds the MRaxiuui

jmagnico type and iso-
tropic alnico alloy. specific magnetic energy of alni. and altico-
1) x axis; 2) aniso-
tro2~ic mnagnico alloy; magnetically isotropic alloys by a factor
3) isotropic alnico

ialloy; 4i) z and z of three or four).
axes.

* P~gw. 1447 gives demagnetization-c crves-

for an anisotropic alloy of the magnico, type,, -as, well as -for the 7to

tropic alnico alloy.

Curve 1 corresponds to the properties along the Ma-gn'etizatio x

axis and curve 2 to the Z and z axes, perpendcua to thle m$AiX

axis.* Curve 3 corresponds to the magnetic properties of the same alloy

iIn the isotropic state (a:lnico),, I.e.,, prior to thermmghhetic treat-

tent.

It is Interesting to note that the alloys also become anisotropic

with respect to electrical resi1stance following thermomagntic treat-

ment, i.e.,, this type of treatment Is not purely magnetic in natur~e._

Plastic mapnetic alloy. The utilization of permanent rdagnetishýas

Ibeen hampered 4y the low specific magnetic energies of the mech*aical

O alloys suitable for machining; the complexity of the manufacturing-

process for parts made from metal alloys possessing high specific ing
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netic energies (of the alnico type) is a consequence of their great

hardness and brittleness.

Recently, high-coercion pljastLe magtie a-l lo 'vy ..-

mon: iron-nickel-copper, iron-cobalt-vanadiura, Iron-cobalt-molybdenum,,

etc.; these materials can be cold- and hot-worked.

Powder metallurgy magnets. As we know, when soft magnetic materi- !

als are ground up, their coercive force rises monotonically as the par- I

ticle size decreases. Thus, parts made from powders, even from soft

magnetic materials (iron-nickel alloy) become magnetically hard when

the particles are sufficiently small in size.

Vhen magnetically hard materials of the alni or alnico type are 4.

powdered, the opposite effect is observed: the coercive force decreases

As the particles are reduced in size. Magnets made from powdered al-

nJco, however, have good magnetic propev Gies. Alnico, made by powder-

metallurgy methods, can be used to make magnets of complex shapes and

small size by compacting; this yields products that are low in cost

idmade with a high degree of precision.

Magnetic materials made by compacting and rolling and containing

various proportions of powdered ferriL ox-ide (Fe 3 0) and cobalt ferrite
`3.

(CoO~ eO2 4 ), have good magnetic properties following thermomagnetic

-tkeatent, with B = 4000 gauss, Hc = 600 oersteds, and (BH) l ×Xr max
6

It is Important to take note of the low specific gravity (3.5

gfu)and high electrical resistance of these magnetic materials.

Permanent magnets made from compacted materials may be given any

shape without machiring, which is economical in mass production.

Magnetic alloys with added precious metals possess high coercive

force, as can be seen from Table 4.1. The alloys, however, being very

expensive, are used only in special cases.
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TABLE 4.1
Properties of Magnetic Materials
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Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.8 give the basic properties and demagnetiza-

tion curves for the basic permanent-magnet materials.

Ma.netizinz Permanent Magnets

The methods used to magnetize permanent magnets and the devices

employed for this purpose are determined by the design of the element

and the she-.; of the magnet. Magnetization may be carried out with di-

rect or alternating current by means of special electromagnets (out-

side machines), armature windings, or a special auxiliary winding

placed over the poles or body of the machine.

Synchronous-machine rotors of the "spider" type are magnetized on

special devices that take the form of very strong electromagnets witfi7

special movable pole pieces that correspond to the shape of the mag-

nets to be magnetized.

In order to bring the magnetic field into the saturated condition,

-the magnetizIng field strength should theoretically be infinite. When

-2-Ž5H0 , however, the residual induction and coercive force of the

mag tic material change little as the magnetizing field increases.

-When the magnetizing field is stronger than Hs < 5H,, the mag-

-netic propertles of the magnetic mater4.al are greatly Impaired.

It must be remembered that if the magnet is not of uniform cross

,section, it is possible that certain sections of the magnet will be

nder�agnetized, impairing the magnetic properties of the magnet as a

whole.

The magnetizing force of an instrument is absorbed chiefly by the

magnet, since the instrument core normally has- little reluctance, and

where w and I are the number of turns and the current in the coil of

the Instrument; h. is the length of the magnet along the magnetization
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path.

Ln order to obtain reliable agnetolz•- on -t is necessary that

Fe > or and H a i i es
Stability of Permanent Magnets

The term "stability" is understood as the ability of the magnet

to keep the magnetic flux constant under certain conditions that af-

fect it.
The initial magnetic properties of a permanent magnet may change

under the Influence of several internal or external factors. The in-

ternal factors determine the structural (metallurgical) stability, and

the external factors determine the magnetic stability of the magnet.

If the magnetic properties (flux) change owing to a variation In

the internal structure of the material - disorientation of the crys-

tals - the structural stability of the magnet is upset; in this case,

it is possible to restore the magnetic properties only by subjecting

the material of the magnet to heat treatment again.

If a change in magnetic properties occurs owing to external in-

fluences, the magnetic stability of the magnet is upset; in this case,

the magnetic properties of the material can be reestablished by a new

magnetization. Below we shall consider the external factor.

External factors Influencing magnet demagnetization are: tempera-

ture change, mechanical jolting, field reversal, and changing agnetic-

circuit reluctance.

Effect of temperature variation. Temperature has an effect on the

magnetic condition of a ferromagnetic substance. The temperature de-

pendence of the ferromagnetic properties of a substance is explained

by changes in molecular motion.

Temperathre changes in the -100 to +3000 range are of practical

significance for electrical machines and instruments. Consequently, it
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is necessary to consider only temperatures that do not lead to a dis-

turbance in magnet structural stability or irreversible •hanges in mag-

Reversible and irreversible changes (residual deformations) in

the magnetic properties of a magnet are observed with temperature vari-

ations.

The magnetic properties of a magnet, i.e., the values of Br, Rc,

and the energy BH are impaired whei, the temperature rises, and are Im-

proved when the temperature drops. As a rule, a magnet is magnetized

at temperatures of the order of 15-20o. If it is then cooled to a tem-

perature of the order of -1000, the residual induction Br and the mag-

netic flux in the air gap 4% rise slightly; the magnet, however,

nearly recovers its initial magnetic properties as soon as the tem-

perature is raised to 15-20,, i.e., the improvement in magnetic prop-

ertles with lowered temperature is reversible.

When the temperature of the magnet rises in comparison to the

temperature at which magnetization was carried out, an• irreversible

Impairment of the magnetic properties of the material is observed over

the first 3-5 cycles of temperature rise when a sort of temperature

stabilization sets in - the magnet has been formed. Reversible changes

in magnetic properties take place during succeeding temperature-

elevation cycles.

Figure 4.9 gives a demagnetization curve for alnico steel at tem-

peratures of 25 and 4500. Curve 1 corresponds to the initial magnetic

properties at 250. Curve 2 corresponds to the magnetic properties at

250 following 3-4 applications of a temperature of 4500. Thus, the

hatched region between curves 1 and 2 corresponds to irreversible loss

in magnetic properties under the influence of the 4500 temperature.

Curve 3 gives the magnetic properties at 4500. The region between
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curves 2 and 3 corresponds to reversible changes in magnetic proper-

Sties occurring with magnet temperature variation from 25 to 14500.

1 Trnva-Stii.•atons have shown that the degree

of Irreversible Impairment In magnet magnetic
6 properties, for a given size, depends on the

limiting temperature: the Impairment is greater

7z the higher the temperature; the dimensions of

the magnet - the slope of the permeability line -

A # • C 2W %

effect the value of the flux in the air gap forFig. 14.9. Tem-
perature forming a given temperature.
of a magnet.

Repeated magnetization restores the mag-

netic properties of a magnet, while if it is subjected to heat treat-

ment, all of what we have said earlier again applies.

Depending on the temperature and type of magnetic material, the

following changes In residual Induction are observed:

lonmUme 2 C..amce 3ez,,.mu B

I00Oj 0.5-s-2.5n 0.**2-0.

2W2+6" i-9

I Tmperature Increased to:

total; 4i) Irreversible.

hnisotropic materials show less reaction to temperature varia-

tions than do Isotropic materlals, and their flux loss Is leas.

After a magnet has been subjected to temperature forming, Its mag-

netic properties bear an inverse relationship to temperature changes

(within limits Imposed by the maxiJmu forming temperature).

The magnetic field strength may be found as a function of temea-

tuwe for t = (-60 to +lO0)OC by using the following equation:
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11 y- r-- -4, 1

t"C

Fig. 4.10. Residual inductions
of various alloys as a func-
tion of temperature. 1) Tung-
sten; 2) magnico; 3) alnico;
4) cunico.

where H0 is the field strength at t = 0;

0 -- a and b are constants that depend on the

ia -- e 61 - I" type of magnetic material and its dimen-
1 veu(* V l

sions.
Fig. 4. n. Residual in-
dduction as a function of The change in magnet flux may be de-
nimber of shocks. 1)
Numbr of shocks; 2) al- termined, in approximation, from the equa-
rdo-o, magnico.

tion
¢0=Oud1-a (1-.15)],

where a = 0.00017 to 0.00025 per 0 C.

Figure 4.10 gives curves for B = f(t) for various materials u.Ad

in permanent magnets.

In many cases, for exmple, in tachometer generators, instruments

for measuring power, \et'a. where it is necessary to have a constant

flux in the afr gap, it Is necessary to carry out temperature forming

of the magnet in the magnetic system roughly five times at a tempera-

ture somewhat exceeding the maximum temperature to be encountered un-

der service conditions. Thls eliminates irreversible changes in magnet

magnetic properties. r
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Magnetic-system temperature forming is still important when expan-

S sion and contraction of the metal in the magnetic circuit causes the

permeance to change, i.e., there may be a variation in the slope of

the permeance line and the flux in the air gap. For present-day mag-

nets, the maximum pemnissible temperature is 3000 C.

Effect of mechanical joltirg. Under the influence of Jolts (shocks

and vibration), permanent magnets suffer impairment of the initial mag-

netic properties, since certain of the domains in the direction of the

magnetizing field are disoriented.

The degree of demagnetization caused by Jolting depends basically

.on the coercive force. The magnitude of the coercive force character-

izes the stability with which the domains keep the directions that

Sthey have been given during magnetization.

Magnetic steels and alloys with low coercive forces experience

considerable demagnetization under the influence of mechanical shocks,

while alloys of the alnico type (with high Hc) are relatively stable.

Tests for magnetic stability during Jarring have been carried out
by dropping magnetized specimens from a height of 1 meter onto a wood

floor (Fig. 4.11).

The way in which Br. depends on the number of shocks varies mono-

tonically in accordance with an exponential function. After 1000 shocks,

the residual induction of alnico dropped roughly by 0.5%, while for

tungsten steel, Br dropped by 18%.

During shock testing of alnico, several specimens showed cracks,

while some fractured. This indicates that the physical properties of

~ •alnico limit its utilization under impact-load conditions more than

does the decrease in magnetic properties.

~ Experience gained in the utilization aboard aircraft of permanent-

magnet machines made from alnico, alnisi, and alni alloys have shown
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that the magnetic properties of the magnets do not deteriorate under

vibration.

An A ruile wmagaanetsae nnfot sa'hi14 d wi 4h respectn -.- mec^hannicbl

shocks and vibration, since modern him.h-coercion alloys are suffi-

ciently stable in this respect.

Effect of tension and compression on magnetic alloys. As a rule,

machining and plastic deformation is carried out after the internal

crystals of the magnetic alloy have been given their magnetic orienta-

tion.

As experiments have shown, the magnetic properties of soft and

hard magnetic materials depend on tension and compression due to ex-

ternal forces. The coercive force and residual induction lies under

tension. This improvement in magnetic properties is reversible, i.e.,

after- the tensile forces have been removed, the magnetic properties of

the materials are restored to the original levels.

Effect of external magnetic fields. The variation in magnetic in-

duction under the influence of external fields may be taken into ac-

count by using the demagnet.7ation curve for the magnet, if we know

the effective strength of the external field. Here it is necessary to

allow for the fact that the field of the permanent magnet affects the

external magnetic field, and thus the determination of the effective

external field presents well-known diffic'ilties. The field of the per-

manent magnet causes the strength of the external field acting on the

magnet to depart from its true initial value.

Figure 4.12a shows the magnetization curve for a magnet and the

line OR that corresponds to the permeance of the magnetic-circuit air

gap. The point at which the line OR intersects the BrHc curve (point R)

determines the magnitude of the magnetic induction in the magnet.

If an additional constant external demagnetizing magnetic field
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Fig. 4.12. Effect of external field lv on

magnitude of B depending on permeance of mag-
netic circuit (slope of line OR) and type of
magnetic alloy (curves 1 and 2).

of strength Hv is acting, line OR will be shifted parallel to itself

to the left by an amount Hv, while point R will shift downward along

the BrHc curve to point AO. In this case, the induction in the magnet

will drop by an amount AB. After the external field has been removed,

- point A0 returns to line OR, not along the demagnetization curve but

S along a minor hysteresis loop to point N. In this case, the magnetic

induction in the magnet drops by an amount AB', which represents the

Irreversible induction (flux) loss.
Subsequent applications of an external field of the same strength

will produce a further slight drop in magnetic induction, since sev-

eral of the early minor hysteresis loops do not come together but ap--

proach stability conditions asymptotically. After several repetitions

of the cycle (5-6) the minor loops begin to coincide, and there is no

further change in the induction.

The magnetic properties of the magnet may be restored by again

magnetizing the magnet to saturation.

The same phenomenon is also observed when alternating external

* m agnetic fields of the same strength are applied.

A 50-cps alternating field yields practically the same results as
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far as the change in B is concerned as a (5-6)-fold application of a

constant magnetic field of the same strength.

The reversible and irreversible changes in magnetic flux in a mag-

net caused by external magnetic fields also depend on the magnetic-

circuit reluctance and the type of magnetic material. Precisely the

same value of demagnetizing field Hv will produce diffe.-ing induction

drops in the magnet, depending on whether the magnet operates with a

large (AB' 1 ) or small (ABI) external reluctance (Fig. 4.12b).

The shape of the demagnetization curve, i.e., the type of material,

also affects the magnitude of B for a given value of demagnetizing

field (AB, and AB2 ) and (AB' 1 and AB'2).

Effect of h gh,:equeDncy external magpetic fields. Experiments

have shown that the m'-l materials used in permanent magnets are cap-

able of shielding themn.elves against the effects of high-frequency ex-

ternal transient fields.

If a permanent magnet is subjected to prolonged high-frequency

pulses of an external magnetic field, demwgnetization will be observed.

7he magnet will be demagnetized by each pulse in turn up to about

15 oscillations, and then a new magnetic condition will be established

in the magnet; it will be maintained despite the continuing action of

an external high-frequency magnetic field. It has been established

that the degree of magnet demagnetization is greater the higher the

coercive force of the material.

In materials with low values of Hc, electromagnetic shielding lim-

its the pentration of external magnetic fields-within the magnet, and

such materials are in a good position with respect to demagnetization.

Magnets may be shielded by applying a thin layer of material with

high permeance to the surface of the magnet; this is effective, for

example,, when the entire surface of the magnet is covered with a thin
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layer of copper.

A magnet is frequently shielded against

IL ._J the action of external fields with the aid

I "of a magnetic shunt, which damps the ex-

ternal magnetic field (this method is used

in many sensitive instruments).

Effect of variation in reluctance. The
Fig. 4.13. Effect of
variation in reluc- magnetic flux in the air gap may change
tance on magnetic
properties. also owing to variations in the reluctance

of the magnetic circuit.

In practice, a variation in R6 results from a change in the size

6 of the air gap in the magnetic circuit. This may happen as a result

Sof expansion and contraction of steel sections, shocks, and also oc-

curs frequently under normal service eonditions of the device itself

I (lifting magnets).

Let us assume that under operating conditions, a strip of soft

steel is periodically brought into and out of the air gap; in this

i case, the air gap will be either 61 or 62 (Fig. 4.13).

Let us magnetize the device with the steel strip in the air gap.

! In this case, line OI and point R on the BrHe curve will characterize

~ the magnetic condition of the device.

The first time the steel strip is removed from the air gap, the
• gap size will increase to 62, and the working point will shift along

the BrHc curve to position Ak. Line 0A0 and point A0 now correspond to

the new magnetic condition of the device, i.e., the magnetic induction

has decreased by the amount AB.

If we now return the plate to its initial position, I.e., decrease

the air gap to the initial value at 61, point A0 will move to point X

by way of a minor hysteresis loop. As the gap subsequently alternates
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between 61 and 62, the working point will move along the line AoM.

The effect of external reluctance on the magnetic properties of a

circuit with a permanent maenet denends on the sh, ne of the d.mantlza -

tion curve (Fig. 4.14). For example, in a device having an external

magnetic-circuit reluctance that is low (small 6) -vanadium steel with

6% W will develop more energy than alnico alloy (line O0), i.e., the

external magnetic-circuit reluctance has not been properly selected.

r

M AM 20 0 5

Fg. 4.14. Effect of external magnetic-

circuit reluctance on specific energy
developed by various a_-lDys. 1) Alnico.

An increase in the air gap causes a sharp drop in the induction

and external-circuit energy in a circuit with vanadium steel, while -

a circuit using alnico, the drop in induction is accompanied by an in-

crease in -xternal-circuit energy (line OA).

Magnet Stabilization

In order to increase the stability of permanent-magnet properties,

they are normally subjected to an aging process -,stabilization.

Magnet stabilization may be carried out by applying a constant or

alternating external demagnetizing field that is stronger than the

strongest field that can possibly appear during service, or by demag-
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IIse

SFig. 4.15. Magnet stabilization. a) By
external field gv; b) by opening mag-

Snetic circuit ("by air"). Thiý dashedlines indicate the position of' the
working point on the reversal line,,

Sdepending on the de&,ee of magnet sta-
i bilization.

nettzing the magnet in air under the influence of the free poles of

Sthe magnet itself (open-circuit stabilization).

SFigure 4.15 gives demagnetization curves for the first and second

icases (aand b).

Here line OR is the permeance line for the magnet In a closed
e crcuJ~t,, after the mantizing field has been removed.

3hn order to stabilize the magnet, we make use in case a of a

Sfield strength Hvp which corresponds to point A. with coordinates B.

Sand HO on the demagnetization curve or line H•A0, parallel to line OR.

SAfter the stabilizing field has been removed, point A. moves along a

Sminor hysteresis loop,, and the system working point becomes point N
i(with coordinates B and H),, which is located below point R.

SThe difference ( -B) is proportional to the loss In air-gap,

Sflux due to stabilization of the magnet;.

j. To stabilize the magnet In case b., It is taken out of the sag-

•:netilzu apparatus without shunting the poles. The magnetic-circuit

reluctance rises and point R moves to point A 0 which corresponds to
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the reluctance of the open magnetic circuit - of the free magnet (line

0%).

larl A-.~ U "It*~ i . 3. LAIC DYI M AL Moe

to point M. If the system operates with a constant air gap and there

is no secondary-circuit reaction in it, point M will be the working

point of the magnet.

Air stabilization is not recommended where magnetic materials

with low values of Br and Hc are to be used, since in this case there

is a considerable drop in the efficiency of the magnet.

The slope of the free-magnet permeance line 0A0 may be found by

plotting the field pattern for the free magnet and determining the

mean permeance of the external air gap.

In the interests of obtaining a stable voltage across generator

terminals, it is recommended that a magnet be stabilized within the

machine, using a sudden short-circuit current. This is especially sen-

sible with large values of transient reactance x'd (low values of

short-circuit current).

The degree of magnet stabilization Is is defined as the ratio

H/H with stabilization by external magnetic field and as the ratio

tan q/tan c 0 with open-circuit stabilization. The higher the degree of

stabilization, i.e., the higher the relative initial demagnetizing

field, the more stable the magnet will be under all external influ-

ences. The amount by which the degree of stabilization can be increased

is limited, however, since magnet efficiency decreases, i.e., the mag-

net becomes larger.

It is of interest to establish a relationship between the coor-

dinates of the working point: M (H, B) and the point of departure for

the reversal line A0 (Ho, BO) on the demagnetization curve.

Using the notation of Fig. 4.15a, the induction at the working
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point N may be represented as

+. (4.7)
j The expression for the field strength H is somewhat more compli-

cated.

Since tan a = B/H =B•/H0 - Hv), we may use (4.7) where ks

H=/H to obtain

H= (He -t(,.-))

or, rewriting the last expression for H, we obtain a quadratic equa-

tion of the forn

)P- (+ Q (80+ rIR) f14(Bo+Pý114)

whose solution gives the unknown field strength:

11= +_ 1 (4.8)M== . .L(+Tj÷V (I + kc +'4 +

Only the "minus" sign is meaningful in Fomula (4.8). If we sub-

stitute the value of H from (4.8) into (4.7), we then obtain

B= •*"", (I + k + ý( ( + ky, ,,,
8=[Wo~(Ik J+ (+k' (4.9)

Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) are used in practice, however.

By moving point Ao along the BrHc curve, we may use (4.7) and

(4.8) to construct the demagnetization curve along which the working

point M moves (dashed curves in Fig. 4.15) provided that ks and Ov

remain unch.2nged.

Let us find the equation of the working demagnetization curve for

case b, using the notation of Fig. 4.15b"

The induction at the working point B is found froia Expression

(4.7); in view of the fact that
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,g •c Ig ao 8o &C

the field strength H is found as
Hl o(Bo t ,Ho)H* 0 -a (4.10)

rplo + kcBo

If we substitute the value of H from (4.10) into (4.7) we then

obtain

B- DoMO (!v+k-1)+ k (4.11)
p~fHo+ AcB.

We thus obtain the desired relationships

H and B = f(H 0 , BO) for V'v and ks = const.

In like manner, for case a we may use (4.7) and (4.10) to plot

the working demagnetization curve.

4.3. lEAKAGE

The primary-circuit leakage flux in machines using electromagnetic

excitation becomes quite large, especially for salient-pole synchronous

manchines using internal poles and direct-current machines with commu-

tating poles. In aircraft machines, which are relatively low in power

and have high linear loads, the leakage 1lux reaches even greater val-

ues.

Considerable difficulties are encountered in calculating leaka-l

fluxes, since the leakage paths are complicated. This makes it neces-

sary to use empirical formulas.

In designing permanent-magnet machines it is assumed that the en-

tire leakage flux 0. is concentrated at the ends of the magnets, and

that there is a parallel working flux 48 in the air gap; in this case,

the flux will remain constant and will equal the sum of the fluxes 4) =

= 6 + 0. (actually, the flux 0 will be found only in the neutral sec-

tion of the magnet, and it will decrease as we approach the poles).
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Se,.., In machines using electromagnetic ex-

cittinin determining the reluctance of

~~2. ~~~the leakage-f.LUx pah, englc hepl
* .t

reluctance in comparison with the air-gap

reluctances. In permanent-magnet machines,

S.the pole reluctance cannot be neglected,

'U V since g= 5-8 in this case, and at the

f working value of induction, g = 1.5-3, so

/ that the reluctance R = iM m Is quite

large.
Fig. 4.16. Character-
istic curve of magnet Taking all of this into account to-
with allowance for
leakage. 4) Flux in gether with the fact that air gaps in per-
neutral section of
magnet; 06) flux in manent-magnet machines are made as small as

air gap; 0o) leakage possible and that the pole height is nor-
flux.

rmally small, we may conclude that the leak-

age factor for permanent-magnet machines is normally not considerable.

Figure 4.16 gives characteristic curves for a magnet, allowing

for pole leakage. Here the "a term in the magnetizing-force function

is represented as a line drawn down from the x axis at an angle a cor-

responding to tht leakage flux: the flux 0. is directly proportional

to the magnetizing force F, since the flux path Is basically completed
/

through air, and thus equals zero at point 0, where F = 0.

The tangent of the slope aa of the leakage line a equals the

leakage permeance of the magnet

tgs.-*P A..(4.22)

%ie curve makes it possible to determine the relationship between

the magnetizing force at the surface of a pole and the useful flux, if

we subtrac, the ordinates of line a from the ordinates of curve 4,
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i.e.,

r_ *erminin- Pole Leakage Flux

The entire pole leakage flux is divided into two parts: the pole-

piece leakage flux Oon" which is an external flux with respect to the

magnet; and the leakage flux between the surfaces of the magnet pole

core %omr which is an internal flux with respect to the magnet (Fig.

14.17).

Fig. 4.17. Pole leakage. a) Pole-leakage
pattern; b) dimension designations.

A)b)

z -i.

-ao-

Fig. 4.18. Effect of leakage flux Dom on the
distribution of induction, a) Change in in-
duction and field strength along height of
magnet; b) determination of design value of
field strength Hrasch"

No difficulties are involved in determining Ocn" and the calcula-

tion is carried out by a method tommonly employed in electrical-

machine design. I

The leakage flux Corm changes the Induction in the magnet along
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the height of the magnet, and as a result the specific magnetizing

force (field strength) developed by the magnet will also 'vary along

Sthe height of the magnet, which complicates designf ealau± uWris. ua:1i*

Sthe influence of the leakage flux (Dm. the induction decreases along

i the height of the magnet s3 we go away from the base of the pole (from

the point x = 0 to the point x = hm), while the specific magnetizing

force developed by the magnet increases (Fig. 4.18).

In Fig. 4.18b,, point 1, corresponding to the base of the magnet

(x = 0) has an induction B1 > B2 and a specific magnetizing force A=

o=0.8HI <A 2  0.2, where B2 and A2 are the coordinates of point 2,

which correspond to the surface of the pole at the pole piece (x =h).

If we allow for the fact that the induction is not constant along

the height of the magnet, the calculation of the leakage flux for the

pole core of a permanent magnet becomes greatly complicated.

Let us note that the induction in the core of an electromagnet

also varies along the height of the pole under the influence of 0(,,

and even more than in the case of permanent magnets. The specific mak-

netizing force, however, developed by an electromagnet varies less,

since the drop in magnetic potential in the pole core is slight, and

may be neglected. At the same time, the drop across the high reluc-

tance of a permanent magnet is large and the change in field strength

has a substantial effect on 0

In order to simplify the calculations for the internal scattering

flux, which depends on the distribution of magnetizing force along the

length of the magnet, we replace the true leakage flux by an equiva.

lent theoretical flux passing through the entire length of the magnet,

as in the case of the leakage flux for the pole pieces.

Thus, the internal leakage flux Is also considered to be external,

i.e., to originate entirely from the surface of the pole.
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The magnitude of the equivalent leakage flux for the pole core is

so chosen that the specific magnetizing force correspona..-g to the

equivalent pole flux will now be a constant quantity whi(:h when mul-

tiplied by the length of the magnet will equal the total magnetizing

force of the pole. We thus now proceed on the basis of the theoretical

field 3trength (point A on Fig. 4.18), which equals

AM

Hp&"fSHdx. (4.13)
0

Taking all of this into account

"and assuming that the cross section and

I I .- reversal factor along the entire height

S •- of the magnet are constmt, T.G. Soroker

P • •has suggested an expression f.r calcu-

lating the leakage permeance of the
L ,L16 1 18 ""04 poles in permanent-magnet machines; it

#I 1: vi the (.111
takes the form

Fig. 4.19. Design coeffi-
cients for pole leakage Ao,=k,..A,,÷AN,.(4.14)
kz.v= fe, p) and k, = is

- f(y)- 1) "Spider" rotor. where A = ?m~mi leakage per-

meance of the magnet pole; An! is the

leakage permeance of a pole piece; k z v = f('y, p) is a coefficient

that allows for the decrease in pole permeance caused by the allowar- C,4

for magnet reluctance;

•=j•, I= os--(11.15)

vv
Vis the reversal coefficient; X is the specific leakage permeance

of the magnet pole core, found as in the case of electromagnet machines;

min is the smallest pole separation (at the base); dmax is the maxi-

mum pole separation (at the tip of the pole core); h. is the height of 9
the magnet.



Fig. 4.20. Design coefficients
for pole leakage.

& b)

The kz.v function is found from Fig. 4.19 after the value of al

has been determined. For a rotor of the "spider" type the curve cor-

responding to -y < 0.15 is used, and A., = 0.

The leakage permeance of a magnet pole equals

A.,-,---h.( " A,-} (4.16)

where k1 = f(y) and k2 = f(bm/d mx).

For a "spider" type rotor

where

The leakage permeance of the pole pieces is

Am,=51, L-I- 12k, + W- (1. +1,)] k3+ '4.1 (4.18)

where Im is the length of the magnet core; Z2 is the length of the

armature core; and In is the length of a pole piece;

9 h~umi(±~ k44(= LZ/)
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kl k2 p, k3 , and k 4 are found fron Figs. 4.19 and 4.20.

M.I. Zemlyana use, a fluuxmeter to determine the infli•ence of the

1_1__ - - ____ ~ ~ - _-_- &j .%%- W JVhi- A"AA _ C%6lAltld 1 2t0fliv f 1  #q1 -v.~ ~ .- 4 % -',*-AL

bled in the armature with half-closed slots. The results of the inves-

tigation showed that the smaller the air gap in permanent-magnet ma-

chines, the greater the useful machine flux caused by the increase in

total flux and the decrease in leakage flux; at zero gap, the leakage

did not equal zero - the leakage flux travels along the magnet faces

and in the armature slots.

The leakage flux with zero gap under no-load conditions reached

10% of the total flux, i.e., ka = 1.1. When the gap was increased to

0.3 rmu, the leakage flux rose to 20% of the total flux 4D. A further

increase In 6 to 2 mm raised 0. to 0.34); when 6 > 3 mm, 0. increased

slowly and no longer was proportional to the gap size; it reached 0.70

with the rotor removed (free).

Here we should mention that the total flux 4D of the magnet also

decreased.

Experience has shown that with the rotor removed, the total flux

is roughly halved, and the leakage fl-.. rises to 70% of the total flux,

with the useful flux amounting to only 30% of the total flux, while

the leakage coefficient racChes the enormous value of 3,34.

Effect of Method of Magnetization and Fittings on Magnet Characteristic
Curve

If the magnetic circuit consists of several elements (magnet,

pole pieces, and armature), there will be three permeances:

a) the permeance of the free magnet (As);

b) the permeance of the magnet together with the pole piece (A'S);

c) thne permeance of the magnet in assembled form (A0 ) - in the

machine - as shown in Fig. 4.Si.
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i "~~-. I "~ I ,

pemac 4ihu fitig (lneOt) A')£I

4004

Fig. pterm feac t of method of magnetizing In
presence of fittings. a) Magnetization outside
machine without pole pieces; A a) free-magnet
permeance without fittings (line 0A0); Ala) free.

magnet permeance with fittings (line OM, point M
on reversal line AOL); AO) permeance of assem-
bled machine (line OR or M1 - the working point);

b) magnetization with pole pieces, outside ma-
chine; A' ) permeance of free magnet with fit-
tings (line OA'o, point A' 0 - on demagnetization

curve: 12 - working point).

The location of the working point under no-load conditions depends

on the method of magnetization. There are two possible ways of mag-

netizing a magnet - with or without the fittings.

If the magnet is magnetized (Fig. 4.21a) and the pole piece is

then attached to it and the inductor placed into the machine in this

form, A0 will be the point of departure for the reversal line AOL, and

M1 will be the no-load working point. Moreover, tan a, tan a1 , and

tan a2 refer, respectively, to the permearee-siof the free magnet, the

free magnet with pole pieces, and the magnet as assembled in the ma-

chine. Similarly, points A0 , M, and MH will correspond to the energy of

the free magnet, the energy of the free magnet with pole pleces, and

the energy of the magnet as assembled in the machine. If, however, the

magnet Is magnetized with the pole pieces attached (Fig. 4.21b), A#0
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will be the point of departure for the reversal line At0L', and M2

will be the no-load working-, point.

L~irje recltangle a2M~2B2  Is L8arger All atrea thana r=Utak:le-6L K1M1B10,~

the magnet energy, which is proportional to the area, will be greater

in the second case.

Thus, it is sensible to magnetize the magnet together with the

pole pieces, since in this case the point of departure for the re-

versal line will be raised, and the magnet will have a better weight-

to-strength ratio with open-circuit stabilization. Physically, this is

explained by the fact that the permeance of the free magnet with pole

pieces (fittings) is higher, and the leakage permieance lower, than in

the absence of the pole pieces.

4.4.* OPERATING MODES OF PERMANENT-MAGNET GENERATORS

No-Load Conditions

With no load on the generator, the magnetizing force at the pole

surface (i.e., the free magnetizing force, is used to overcome the

magnetic potential drop across the magnetic circuit (excluding the

permanent magnet itself). In the general case, the magnetic-potential

drop will equal

F0=u,+u, +Zu,. (4.19)

where U6 = 0.86'B 6 is the drop across the active air gap; Ushch

= 0. 8 6 shehBshch is t1e drop across the inactive air-filled slot; ZUi=

=+ UU + U+ is the drop in the magnetically soft steel sec-

tions of the magnet circuit; Uz and Uya are the drops in the teeth and

in the. armature core; Uk and U3 are the drops in the fingers (pole

pieces) and in the pole ring.

The curves for the functions 0 = f(F) or E = qp(F) are nearly

straight lines, since saturation of the magnetic circuit in permanent-

magnet machines is normally slight. If the line is taken to be straight,
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and we consider the drop across a slot as

*1,.fr part of the total drop in the secondary mag-
netic circuit.

F.=O8 8( +± ) =o.w-, (4.20)

Here 6" = k66 + 1.25(ZUi/B6 ) cm is the

reduced theoretical air gap with allowance

for the magnetic-potential drop in the en-

tire magnetic circuit of the machine, with
Fig. 4.22. Magnet dia-
gram, no-load condi- the exception or the permanent magnet;
tions. 06) No-load
line; 0O) leakage
line. Curve C is ob- (4.23)

tained by subtracting
the abscissas of curve is the maximumn induction in the air gap un-
B and line 06.

der no-load conditions;

@..#.1 ( ma xvie l]•s ](4.22)

is the useful flux in the air gap that induces the armature emf' E;

a' = b'/r is the calculated pole pitch, which in general will equal

+- 4 (4.23)

With the same air gap, i.e., 6 =6maX

-_ __4_ (4.24)

The coefficient k. f(6ma/6) is found from Table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2
Calculation of Pole Coverage

1.82 .1.5 2.0 2.3 3.0

S. I,1.0 0.m I 0. 0."1 0.1.

In the magnet diagram (Fig. 4.22), the no-load line is represented

by line 06, which runs at an angle 6 to the x axis. The tangent of the
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Fig. 4.23. No-load diagram with "air"
stabilization. 1) No-load curve allow-
Ing for saturation. x) No-load point
with operation on reversal line.

slope of the no-load curve equals the des±~ reluctance of the air gap

R6 , i.e.,

fe 0 .84-Ba &__

S&B -,8 Ra (4.25)
where S^

w S6 = a'-rl is the design air-gap cross-secton a*ea.

The design air-gap reluctance may also b•/obtained from the ex-

pression

R5-0. * (4.26)

If the rotor is magnetized while in the machine, under no-load

conditions the armature will develop an emf corresponding to the or-

dinate OE' 0 1 (Fig. 4.23); if, however, the rotor is magnetized while

outside the machile, the no-load voltage will be determined by the or-

dinate 0E0 1. The no-load voltage will drop by an amount E.01- E01 ow-

ing to the fact that in the second case, the magnet is stabilized "in

air" and operates on the reversal line.

It follows from Fig. 4.23 that when the actual no-load curve (1)
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is replaced by the straight line (2) there will be some increase In

Sthe no-load emf.

Operating Mode

When a load is placed on a permanent-magnet machine operating as

a generator or a motor, a current appears in the armature, which In

general forms direct-axis and quadrature-axis components of the arma-

ture-reaction magnetizing force.

The nature of the armature reaction In direct-current machines is

determined by the position of the brushes with respect to the neutral

plane, while in alternating-current machines, it is determined by the

power factor of the load.

In permanent-magnet machines,, the phenomenon of armature reaction

is basically different in nature than in machines using electromagnetic

excitation.

The basic difference lies in the fact that in machines using elec-

tromagnetic excitation, the armature reaction is reversible, i.e., it

acts only at the instant a current flows in the armature, and it dis-

appears entirely, leaving no residual effect when the load is removed.

Thus, an elastic deformation of the magnetic field occurs (with no re-

sidual deformations).

In permanent-magnet machines, the armature reaction is irrevers-

ible under certain conditions, i.e., when the load is removed (arma-

ture current ceases) the magnet turns out to be demagnetized under the

influence of the armature reaction that previously had occurred. Con-

sequently, in this case there is a residual inelastic deformation of

the magnetic field. In order to avoid residual deformations of the mag-

netic field, permanent-magnet machines are stabilized, i.e., are sub-

Jected to the action of a demagnetizing field whose magnitude exceeds

the maximum intensity of a field that may be encountered under service
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Fig. 4.24. Quadrature- Fig. 4.25. Quadrature-
axis armature-reaction axis armature-reaction
field in direct-current field in alternating-
permanent-magnet ma- current permanent-
chines. a) Without pole magnet machines. a)
pieces; b) with pole Without pole pieces; b)
pieces. with pole pieces.

conditions.

Let us consider the phenomenon of armature reaction in direct-

and alternating-current machines.

Quadrature-axis component of armatilre reaction. The quadrature-

axis armature-reaction flu- in electrox gnetically excited machines

deforms (distorts) the magnetic field in the machine air gap, inten-

sifying magnetization of one half of the pole piece, and reducing mag-

netization of the other half.

Owing to the phenomenon of saturation, field distortion leads to

some decrease in machine flux, which is provided for by a correspond-

ing increase in the excitation magnetizing force,

In permanent-magnet machines whose rotors are made without pole

pieces (Figs. 4.24a and 4.25a), the quadrature-axis flux 0yaq due to

the quadrature-axis component of the armature-reaction magnetizing

force will always be less than the same flux in similar machines using
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4 electromagnetic excitation.

This is explained by the fact. that in such machines, the reluc-

tance encouintered 'by the adrature axis 1r8...... e ....... ux. i

greater than in electromagnetically excited machines. As a matter of

fact,

where Rq = R6 + R + Rs.ya is the flux-path reluctance for the quadra-

ture axis (for one pole); R6 is the air-gap reluctance; Rm is the re-

luctance of the magnet material in the direction perpendicular to the

direct-axis field; Rs.ya is the reluctance of the armature teeth and

core; Fyaq is the quadrature-a:xis component of the armature magnetiz-

ing force.

The reluctance of the magnet material. Rm = tmALSm is large, sirce

the permeability of the magnet material is

0. L =3 -t- *12.

i.e., only 3-12 times more than the permeability of air, and 100-1000

times less than the permeability of the pole-piece steel. At the same

time, the reluctance of a soft-steel pole piece in an electromagnetic-

ally excited machine is so small that it can always be neglected.

Thus, the quadrature-axis fluxes in electromagnetic and permanent-

magnet machines, under identical conditions, will be related as the

reluctances

i.e., the quadrature-axis flux oyaq due to the quadrature-axis compo.

nent of the armature-field magnetizing force Fyaq in permanent-magnet

machines (without pole pieces) will always be less than the quadrature-

axis flux in exactly similar machines using electromagnetic excitatkin.
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Fig. 4.26. Distortion of field
in direct-current machine air
gap due to quadrature-axis ar-
mature reaction. 1) Curve for
field, no-load condition; 2)
curve for field under operat-
ing conditions, permanent-
magnet machine; 3) curve for
field under operating condi-
tions, electromagnetically ex-
cited machine ( 3 > 3).

In direct-current permanent-magnet machines, this leads to a situ-

ation in which the magnetic field in the air gap is less distorted,

i.e., the degree to which the induction maximum increases in the air

gap and the displacement of the physical neutral plane p (Fig. 4.26)

will be less.

This fact affects machine commutation favorably, and permits some

increase in the linear load and pole s n,. resulting in some reduction

in machine size.

In alternating-current permanent-magnet machines, a decrease in

the permeance for the quadrature-axis armature-reaction flux leads to

a decrease in the quadrature-axis armature-reaction synchronous induc-

tance xyaq"

If an alternating-current permanent-magnet machine is made with

soft-steel pole pieces (Fig. 4.25b) of sufficient height, the quadra-

ture-axis armature reaction will act as in the case of electromagnet-

ically excited synchronous machines. In this case, the armature reac-

tion is taken into account by a standard method.
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If the machine is made without pole pieces, with a "spider" type

armature (Fig. 4.25a), it is a complicated matrer to determine the er-

fect of the quadrature-axis armature react ion, sinlce- th.e...... '

of the magnet material is low, and must be taken into account. As in-

vestigations have shown, the quadrature-axis armature-reaction field

in such machines is small in comparison with the direct-axis field; it

magnetizes the magnets in the direction perpendicular to the initial

magnetization, and results in almost no change in the main flux or

leakage flux.

The quadrature-axis reactance is determined from the well-known

expression
xI=X3 ,o

where x is the leakage reactance; Xyaq is the armature-reaction (rmd-

rature-axis reactance, equal to
---- = -f- k,, Yl (. ,'1. 27)

Ius

Here k' ct/(l + 0.25b/ 6t'gv) is a coefficient that allows for the

decrease in the inductance Xyaq owing to the increased reluctance in

the quadrature-axis flux path in a machine that has a rotor of the

"spider" type, i.e., a rotor without pole pieces.

Direct-axis armature-reaction component. In direct-current ma-

chines with brushes located at the neutral plane, there is no direct-

axis armature magnetizing-force component. In synchronous machines, it

is determined by the well-known expression

Fe M= 0.45m -R, k,.

In permanent-magnet machines, the effect of the armature direct-

axis magnetizing force on the main field depends on the method used to

magnetize the magnet.

If magnetization is carried out in the assembled machine, the no-
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load point R (Fig. 4.27a) will be located at the intersection of the

demna tation-..- . curve (,,th leakage taken into account) Znd the

urve for.I the lio-load permeance 01.

No-load operation (prior to stabilization) corresponCs to a flux

(induction) in the air gap of ¢'o(B'o) and an emf E' 0 across the gen-

erator terminals.

If the generator is first loaded so that the maximum direct-axis

armature-reaction component equals Fya dk" then by drawing a line

parallel to OR, it is possible to obtain point A1 on the flux line P6

and point A0 on the demagnetization curve, which represents the point

of departure for the reversal line AoL (plotted in accordance with the

reversal coefficient Vv).

At o I A. "". 9

S•.t,• __L dP'
A- 4L

%A A

' m/~. 15 b I IC '0A

FC)

Fig. 4.27. Effect of direct-axis armature reaction, allowing for
leakage. a) Magnetization in assembled machine; b) magnetization out-
sid,3 machine (A. < Ak); c) the same (A3 > Ak).

Since point A1 corresponds to the maximum armature reaction, the

machine will operate in accordance with line AlL, which is the re-

versal line, with allowance for leakage.

It is clear that the machine voltage under no-load conditions

will be lower after the armature reaction E0 has taken effect than the

machine voltage in no-load operation prior to action of the armature "
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kreaction E',), ise., E'0 > EO. -

Machine operation as a function of load is determined by line A X.

Point N corresponds to loading of the machine by tim u."c-axis C-

rent Id ....

In the case under consideration, where the magnet has been mag-

netized in assembled form, the armature reaction demagnetizes the ma-

chine, i.e., there is inelastic deformation of the magnetic field, and

the operating point lies below point R.

If magnetization is performed outside the machine, it is neces-

sary to consider the case in which the permeance of the free magnet is

less than the short-circuit permeance and, consequently, the demag-

netizing effect of the armature reaction is less than the demagnetiz-

ing effect of the free magnet (Fig. 4.27b), as well as the case in

which the free-magnet permeance is er than the short-circuit per-

meance and, consequently, further demagnetization of the magnet may

"occur during a short circuit (Fig. 4.27c).

Di the first case, where the armature reaction is small, the

point of departure for the reversal line will determine the free-

magnet permeance (point A'o) which is less than the permeance of the

magnet during a short circuit, i.e., A. < Ak and, consequently, when

the armature current changes from zero to Ik, the working point will

shift along line KKh away from point Kh, which corresponds to no-load

conditions, to point K, corresponding to a short circuit. Thus, in the

case given, the armature short-circuit reaction will not lead to

residual deformation of the pole magnetic flux.

In the second case, where the armature-reaction .agnetizing force

* is high and the magnet permeance during a short Circuit Is less than

the air-gap permeance (A8 > Ak), the point of departure for the re-

r" versal line A0 determines the magnet permeance during a short circuit.
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Consequently, in this case the armature reaction will produce residual

deformation of the magnetic field.

Tp theo remgnetemeancep 4a l~ee 44av + -V,"14 =- , - " -- -w .L- - -d 4 - , i W .W a V 4 % ,0 V &• % 0. & V - &. .l % , % . •. &

meance, it makes se:lse to use a magnetic shunt during insallation or

disassemb:Ly of the magnet in order to increase efficiency. Where Aa >

> Ak, the magnetic shunt is not used, since the armature reaction re-

sults 4.n raore severe demagnetization of the magnet than does the de-

magnetizing effect of the ends of the free wagnet.

Magnet curves (see Fig. 4.27) are conveniently represented as

shown in Fig. 4.28.

Here line kKh represents the way In which machine emf depends on

armature magnetizing force (current) or represents the reversal line,

allowing for the leakage flux and the drop in the magnetic circuit;

line KA I represents the drop in the magnetic circuit under short-

circuit conditions; line AIA0 represents the shcrt-circuit leakage

flux. Point Rh on the Z axis corresponds to no load when F(I) = 0.

Point K corresponds to a short circuit with Fdk(Idk).

In permanent-magnet machines, the direct-axis armature-reaction

reactance (Xyad)m.e is less then in el .,tromagnetically excited ma-

ro P. A gl~ A c E

IZA i tl

IL L

Al••. r"

fa.d'8.Mgntcuvs.s b)

Fig. 4.28. Magnet curves.
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chines (Xyad)e.m, since the reluctance of the permanent magnet is in-

cluded in the path 4yad"

It follows from the equivalence scheme (FiK. 1.59) that

X. +• .
An. + A. + .-itx.tu+ ,+,

Thus, in contrast to electromagnetically excited machines, for

which (Xyad)e~m =x 6 = 6, i.e., depends on the air-gap reluctance,

the ratio (Xyad)m.e also depends on the magnet permeance xm = A. and

the pole leakage xa = AG.

If the ratio x x + x = 1- 19, then (Xyad)me/(xyad)em 0.5-

0.05. As a rule (Xyad)m.e decreases faster than (xyaq)m.e, and thus

(Xyaq)m.e.-_ (Xyad)m.e, while (Xyad)e.m > (Xyaq)e.m.

Complete relative magnet diagram. If we plot the magnet charac-

teristic - the demagnetization curve - in relative coordinates B

= B/Br and H = H/Hc, taking Br and H. as unity, we are then able to

obtain the normal relative characteristic (relative hyperbola), which

is suitable for all types of permanent-magnet materials (allowing foil

a difference in scales for each typE of material).

The relative magpet characteristic is approximated by a relative

hyperbola.

B:,

whe re

Bs is the saturation induction.

The Initial quantities taken as unity for the relative diagram

are: the induction and flux
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the emf

the coercive force and magnetizing force

H'= 1. FC=O.af8 h.= 1.

the armature current

PF,
0,45inka4'ow

the impedance

E1.
IC

the reluctance and permeance

4', PC.'=I

the permeability

B,',.-€ I;

the virtual specific magnetic energy

.-e o--=erg/cmB"
ex. 20Vx

where VIm = hm nm is the volume of one pole;

the virtual magnet power

so=,-M ,4 ki p4, F, f

..5 k t;00 100100

In the relative magnet diagram, the tangent for the slope of the
.

leakage line equals the relative leakage permeance A,* i.e.,

* 4' F Heh totg " = : (4.28)
;',- Fe B, ba At

while the tangent for the slope of the no-load curve equals the rela-

tive calculated air-gap reluctance

Pg= o. +s , S, I' R&•, (4.29)
SF0 6, HCS& R,

where Sm = bmIm is the magnet cross-sectional area; S6 is the theoret- 4

ical air-gap cross-sectional area; hm is the length of the magnet along
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the magnetization path (for one pole); bm is the width of the magnet;

II

i>Na

Fig. 4.2-.

rE
c\

Fig. 4.29. Complete relative magnet dia-
gram. 1) A; 2) B; 3) C'.

Figure 4.29 gives the complete relative magnet diagram for a

salient-pole electrical machine without pole pieces (of the "spider"

type). On this diagram: A is the demagnetization curve with no allow-

ance for leakage, i.e., D = 9(F) or t = 9(F); B is the demagnetization

curve allowing for leakage, i.e., ,5 = 9(F) or 06 = qp(F); C' is the

same quantity,, allowing for the drop in magnetic potential along the

magnetic circuit, i.e., allowing for the no-load curve.

Here and below the symbol *" indicates a relative quantity, i.e.,

.=-, , F etc.

Point k corresponds to the condition of the magnet under short-

circuit conditions provided that the coordinates (Idk, Edk) of point k

express, respectively, the direct-axis short-circuit current component

and the direct-axis short-circuit emf, equal to
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Edja 'd it(Xi +! 1 i 1 1 X (4.30)

with the armature-windlng resistance Rya taken into account or Edk

Idkxs, since x' 6 x where Rya is small.

The quadrature-axis inductance for a current I may be found di-

rectly from the diagram, using the curve for 6, as

X*#q =-=Z'ctg"'kjk3 (4.31)

since kqki cot 6 and ya = *q qzvya yot
Line A', drawn at an angle tan g to the x axis is the reversal

line, while B' is the reversal line allowing for leakage.

Line V1 is the reversal line allowing for the magnetic potential

drop in the external magnetic circuit, and is the internal machine

characteristic, i.e., represents the way in which direct-axis machine

emf depends on the direct-axis armature-current component; it is ob-

tained by subtracting from the x axis value of line B' the correspond-

ing x-axis values of the no-load curve. If wa assume that the machine

is not saturated, then line V' will be a straight line.

10 corresponds to the stabilized value of generator emf under no-

load conditions, and point 1dk to machine short circuiting, when thelodd

voltage across the terminals equals zero, and the entire emf is ex-

pended in the drop across resistance X'* 8. i to the current Idk. ,
line 'JdO is the external generator characteristic for a purely in-

ductive load, I.e.,

U,=EF,--I/x, = ,y(I).

Thus, for an arbitrary value of direct-axis armature current we

can find from the relative diagram:

a) the longitudinal stator-voltage component

b) the direct-axis voltage drop in the stator winding l ap

- 35'
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c) the magnetic potential drop in the magnetic loop - teeth, core,

gap,- U0,

d) the pole leakage flux ID"

If the machine is somewhat saturated, the curves B1. V', and

will be straight lines. In this case, tho machine direct-axis

reactance may be found from the diagram as

id-u.•. X, d = ! | i

In relative form, the direct-axis reactance is expressed in the

form

4,-X 10 =Od~tX.&(4.32)
*- -u-

The procedure for plotting a relative diagram for a magnet is as

follows:

- using relative units, introduce into the second quadrant the

magnetization curve A, into the third quadrant the leakage line a, and

into the first quadrant, the no-load curve 6;

- plot curves B and V in the second quadrant;

- determine the position of point k at the intersection of curve

V and line Ok, which runs at an angle x'a to the x-axis; here tan x' =

=X' /Zc and x' 5 = Ed/Idk;

- plot lines KA1 and AlA0 and find the point of departure for the

reversal line AO;

- plot the reversal line A' from the value of the reversal coef-

ficient P.;

- plot lines B' and V';

- Join Idk and E' 0 so as to obtain the external machine charac-

teristic for a purely inductive load, i.e., plot the curve represent-

ing the function
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Ud = q(Id) for coo = 0.

If we know the external characteristic for cos q = 0, it is pos-

sible to find the function U = 9(i) for a given value of cos T.

Let us consider in more detail the equation for the virtual mag-

net power in view of the fact that

4 ko
O,45 k4  OS('".J)---p ,,f

where kd is the direct-axis armature-reaction factor.

Thus, the power developed by a magnet is directly proportional to

the residual flux P~r' the coercive force Fc, and the frequency f.

While in this case the virtual specific energy of the magnet is

8-- 2-V, "(4.33)

on the basis of (4.33), the virtual magnet power will be
sC=O,89 (10-6 v.ACI V.Ajf - (4.34)

where Vm = 2phmSm = 97r(kd/kp)10 6 (Sc/BrHcf) is the total volume of the

magnet; Ac poln = AcVm is the total virtual energy for the magnet.

Thus, the virtual power developed by a magnet is directly propor-

tional to the total magnet volume Vm, the virtual specific energy of

the magnet Ac, and the frequency f, or it is directly proportional to

the total virtual magnet energy and the frequency.

The power developed by a permanent-magnet generator is a part cC'

the virtual magnet power, i.e.,

S= MUI=BS,.

where
-. l - U t E B I F2

MEIC E0,, E,I,

is the utilization factor for the virtual energy of the magnet, and

depends on magnet properties (•v" T)), the permissible voltage drop

AU = U/EO, and cos T.
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The ratio UI/EOIk = T(AU, cos T) is found by using a vector volt-

age diagram, while the maximum value for E0 1o/ErIc = 'l(Iv, 0) is

found from the magnet diagram (either graphically o- analyt.-Ica"Ll•,y by

approximation to the demagnetization curve).

By using (4.34) it is possible to find the basic dimensions of a

permanent-magne t machine
Sf-

D= / (4.35)

where a 3. 5.lo-8i3
where am.e =BrHckz.m,

B, AU2 I[l/U-2- cos2? -- sin ? for P.0 ;. x =x;

52,,t pal -00,5 (:,% -0,2); ,,;=0,9 -1.05 for A = 4 -- 10;

X = 'mD is a structural factor; kz.m = Sm/Sya is a factor representing

the degree to which the rotor cross section is occupied by the magnet.

For a rotor of the "spider" type

$, -- 22p--P

4

where a = bM/ and p < 1.
For a rotor with soft-steel pole pieces h high and p > 2 (on the

basis of the maximum possible magnet cross section)
ID--.2h, go 9

SE D tg-.

An increase in p causes a decrease in kz.m, especially when we go from

p = 2 to p = 3. When p > 5, kz.m = const.

It follows from the last expression that the power developed by a

permanent-magnet macaine in first approximation does not depend on the

speed, but is determined by the frequency and total energy of the mag-

net. This distinguishes permanent-magnet machines from electromagnetic-

ally excited machines.
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Short-Circuit Conditions

Transient processes in permanent-magnet machines havco a consider-

able effect on their operation under normal conditions, since tran-

sient currents may weaken the magnet permanently, and distort the

field in the air gap.

The degree of magnet demagnetization, i.e., the point at which

the reversal line departs, is determined by the maximum value of the

direct-axis armature magnetizing-force component.

In synchronous generators and motors operating in electrical sys-

tems of relatively high power, the maximum armature magnetizing force

will occur under asynchronous conditions when the line voltage and syn-

chronous-machine emf are 1800 out of phase. Asynchronous conditions

may occur for a synchronous machine when it drops out of synchronism,

or during the process of synchronization (asynchronous starting of

synchronous motors, and selfsynchranization of synchronous generators).

The maximum steady current flowin- in the internal machine cir-

cuit during synchronous operation with small slip may be found from

the equation

,=+/ orXd r+ -'rd+c

where the subscript "c" refers to line impedances.

The steady short-circuit current across the terminals of a machine

with excitation corresponding to E0 will equal

X4r

Consequently,

U
i., = .t.. 4 rIn ES Ad r--tXdt ' _Xd C

+-

and the maximum direct-axis armature-current component is
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4 (4.36)

In parallel operation of n generators of identical power, assum-

ing that

it follows from (4.36)

=( Eon (4.37)

If we assume that E0 = U,

Ida"-=2"-1 (4.38)
'In

i.e., when n -+ co, the current multiplier during a transient process

approaches Idmax/k -- 2, while where n = 2, 3, or 4, the current mul-

tiplier will be 1, 1.333, or 1.5, respectively.

Thus, the most dangerous condition from the viewpoint of demag-

netizing a synchronous machine (operated as a generator or motor) is

operation from a high-power line with the generator emf E0 vector 1800

out of phase with respect to the line voltage U vector with hyrposyn-

chronous conditions.

In direct-current permanent-magnet machines, the maximum direct-

axis armature magnetizing-force component will be found with the

brushes positioned at the neutral plane, while the maximum quadrature-

axis armature magnetizing-force component will occur when the genera-

tor is improperly connected for parallel operation, or when a motor is

operated under reverse-current conditions.

Influence of nature of short-circuit. The demaagnetizing effect of

armature magnetizing force during a short circuit depends on the rate

at which the short-circuit current rises. Where the armature magnetiz-

ing force rises slowly, i.e., when the short-circuited generator turns
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over from a stationary position, or when the short circuit is due to a

gradual decrease in external-circuit resistance to zero, the short-

circuit current and, consequently, its demagnetizing effect as well is

determined by the position of the reversal line and the no-load emf

that appears following the short circuit.

The instantaneous short-circuit current considerably exceeds the

steady short-circuit current, and is determined by the emf existing

prior to the short circuit.

In view of all this, the magnet should be stabilized by an instan-

taneous short circuit; in order to obtain reliable stabilization, at

least five short-circuiting operations should be carried out.

The nature of the short circuit has a particularly noticeable ef-

fect in the absence of rotor damper circuits.

Together with V.G. Andreyev, the author has conducted investiga-

tions into transient processes in single-phase and three-phase perma-

nent-magnet generators using aluminum-lined "spider" type rotors. The

generators were stabilized by opening the magnetic circuit, by direct

current, by balanced and unbalanced, instantaneous and gradual short

circuits. After each stabilization, th. generator was again magnetized.

In order to discover the effect of secondary damper circuits, inves-

tigatlons were also made in the absence of the aluminum rotor lining.

Figure 4.30 shows the shape of the magnetic field in the air gap

under no-load conditions with the magnet stabilized by opening the

magnetic circuit, by steady two- and three-phase short-circuit current,

by multiple instantaneous short-circuit two- and three-phase currents,

and by direct current.

Analysis of the oscillograms given has shown that:

a) the shape of the no-load magnetic-field curve depends on the 4
method used to stabilize the magnet;
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b) when the magnet is stabilized by opening the magnetic circuit,

the shape of the no-load field is the same as the shape of the no-load

field for machines using electromagnetic excitation;

c) when short-circuit current or direct current is used for sta-

bilization, the field curve displays an asymetric saddle-shaped pat-

tern;

d) maximum demagnetization of the magnet and distortion of the

field occurs when direct current is used for stabilization;

e) in addition to direct current, three-phase instantaneous short-

circuit current produces high demagnetization and field distortion.

Field irregularity owing to the quadrature-axis armature-reaction

field -is doubled when steady three-phase short-circuit current is used

for stabilization, while it rises by a factor of 3.5 when instantaneous

short-circuit current is used for stabilization. The increase in field

irregularity when instantaneous short-circuiting is used is explained

by the Increased dip in the curve, since the instantaneous short-

circuit current multiplier is greater than the steady-current multip;-

lier.

Figure 41.31 shows the shape of the field curve with rated current,

cos p = 0.96 and cos 4p 0.08, and stabilization by opening the mag-

netic circuit.

Figure 4.32 shows the shape of the field curve for steady two-

and three-phase short-circuit currents.

Figure 4.33 gives oscillograms for the emf curve with stabiliza-

tion by opening of the magnetic circuit and by means of instantaneous

4three-phase short-circuit current.

The curves show that the emf is nearly sinus6idal in shape, de-

spite the considerable distortion of the magnetic-field curve. We note

S • that the machine tested had a double-layer winding with short pitch
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Fig. 4.30. Shape of field in'air gap of three-phase perma-
nent-magnet aircraft generator with various stabilization
methods. a) "Air" stabilization; b) stabilization by steady
two-phase short-circuit current; c) stabilization by instan-
-taneous two-phase short-circuit current; d) stabilization by
direct current; e) stabilization by steady three-phase short-
circuit current; f.) stabilization by instantaneous three-
phase short-circuit current.

and a fractional number of slots per pole and phase.

Figure 4.34 gives field curves for stabilization by opening of

the magnetic circuit and by instantaneous short-circuit current., as

well as the emf curve for single-phase machines following stabiliza-

tion by instantaneous short-circuit current.

]Figure 4.35 shows an oscillogram for instantaneous short circuit-

ing of a three-phase direct-current generator.

The investigations carried out permit us to draw the following

conclusions *

1., In order to obtain stable characteristics for permanent-magnet
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Fig. 4.31. Shape of field curve
at rated current following
"air" stabilization, a )cos T =

= 0.96; b) cos T= 0.08.

Fig. 41.32. Shape of field curve
for steady short-circuit cur-
rent. a) Two-phase; b) three-
pha3 fie.

machines, they must (in general) be stabilized under no-load conditions

at maximum speed by instantaneous short-circuit current.
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Fig. 4.33. Shape of voltage curves for three-phase permanent-
magnet aircraft generator. a) No-load voltage following "arir"
stabilization; b) no-load voltage with stabilization by in-
stantaneous three-phase short-circuit current; c) voltage at
rated current and cos 1 = 0.96 ("air" stabilization); d) the
same, cos 9 = 0.08 ("air" stabilization).

Fig. 4.34. No-load field and voltage curves for single-
phase permanent-magnet aircraft generator. a) Field af-
ter "air" stabilization; b) field after instantaneous
short-circuit current stabilization; c) voltage after
instantaneous short-circult current stabilization.

2. In order to obtain a steady reversal line and maximum short-

circuit current (especially for single-phase machines), it is neces-

sary to carry out at least five short-circuiting operations.
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Fig. 4.35. Oscillogram showing instantaneous
short-circuit current for three-phase perma-
nent-magnet aircraft generator. a) Armature
current after short circuit; b) phase volt-
ages.

3. The "voltage loss" due to stabilization depends on the machine

parameters and the efficiency of the rotor damper circuits. For rotors

made of alnisi alloy lined with aluminum, the voltage loss is

E. 100=1 0-..40%

when

Snom = 75-500 watts.

4. In machines using magnets made from alnisi-alnico alloy, the

short.-cfrcuit permeance is less than the permeance of the open mag-

netic circuit, and thus they retain their properties when the rotor is

disassembled without magnetic shunts.

5. Voltage calibration (decreasing the voltage to the rated value)

may be carried out intelligently by applying direct current to the ar-

mature winding while the machine rotor is turning.

6. The presence of an aluminum lining decreases the voltage loss

by about 2-20% when Snom = 75-500 watts and, consequently, correspond-

ingly increases machine efficiency.

7. When the rotor carries damper windings, an instantaneous short

circuit decreases the no-load voltage in comparison with a slow short

circuit by roughly 5-10%. Mhen there are no damper windings, the de-

magnetization due to an instantaneous asymetric'short circuit Is con-
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siderably increased.

8. The direct-current short-circuit component disappears rapidly,

and the sustained condition sets in after two-three cycls. 6
The magnitude of the sustained short-circuit current is directly

proportional to the residual emf following the first instantaneous

ehort circuit. The amplitude of the instantaneous short-circuit cur-

rent is low and is determined by the emf prior to the occurrence of

the short circuit.

9. The nature of the instantaneous short-circuit process and the

quantitative relationships are nearly identical for single- and three-

phase machines.

10. The quadrature-axis armature magnetizing-force component acts

directly on the ends of the permanent-magnet poles, producing alter-

nate magnetization perpendicular to the main flux. The quadrature-axis

alternate magnetization of the pole ends deforms the field curve in

tke machine air gap. The field distortion remains after the load has

been removed, i.e., this phenomenon is irreversible. The distortion is

greater the greater the load (armature current). Maxinmum residual dis-

tortion of the magnetic field in the g .p occurs when there is a short

circuit across the machine terminals in the presence of a capacitive

load.

11. In permanent-magnet machines lising "spider" type rotors, the

quadrature-axis armature-reaction field is smaller in magnitude than

in a corresponding electromagnet machine; Its effect, however, is con-

siderable from the viewpoint of residual distortion of the air-gap

field.

The voltage curve for permanent-magnet generators Is nearly sin-

usoidal when the winding is properly chosen.
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4.5. DESIGN OF PERMANENT-MAGNET GENERATORS

Figure 4.36 shows several designs of alternating- and direct-
W current synchronous permanent-magnet generators.

Synchronous permanent-magnet machines are normally made with in-

ternal salient poles. If external fixed salient poles and a rotating

armature are used, one of the important advantages of these machines

disappears, since in this case a sliding contact is required to take

off the alternating-current energy.

In general structural make-up, armature, and armature (stator)

winding, synchronous machines excited by permanent magnets or electro-

j magnets are similar. They differ only in rotor construction.

Fig. 4.36. Permanent-magnet machine design. a) Two-pole direct-
"current generator; b) four-pole type 4UG-1 tachometer generator.

1) Permanent magnet; 2) armature; 3 and 4) frame.

There are three main types of rotors for permanent-magnet machines:

a) roturs with salient poles of the "spider" type for low-power

machines;

b) rotors of interlaced design for medium-power machines;

c) rotors of salient-pole construction with soft-steel pole pieces

_ for medium- and high-power machines.
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"SPider" Type Rotors

From the structural and production viewpoints, "spider" type ro-

tos-• are• splest of all, and o0£ei; the followin- advantager.s

- simplicity of structure and production;

- good utilization of the armature volume by the magnet as com-

pared with other types of rotors, providing smaller machine dimensions

(Fig. 4.37).

The basic drawbacks are:

- incomplete utilization of the magnet material (Fig. 4.38);

- smaller specific magnetic energy than other types of rotors,

owing to the complexity of the spider shape;

- instability of magnetizing-force and emf curves;

- high sensitivity to instantaneous short-circuit current;

- low mechanical strength, limiting the peripheral speed of the

rotor;

- limited values of air-gap induction (2000-6000 gauss, depending

on type of material used) and limited linear load (short magnetization

path).

A "spider" type magnet may take tie form of several elements con-

nected in parallel (Fig. 4.38a).

During magnetization, the same magnetizing force is applied to

all points on the magnet pole surface, and the flux flowing through

the length of the magnet will be greater than where the flux path is

shorter. Consequently, the magnet is not magnetized uniformly over its

cross section. In addition, the cross-sectional area of the main por-

tion of the rotor is normally made 5-10% greater than the pole cross

section, since during operation the flux in the main portion of the

rotor is greater than the flux in a pole by the magnitude of the leak-

age flux; this also obstructs uniform magnetization of the magnet.
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Since the spider is magnetized by means of a special apparatus,

the induction in the main portion of the rotor decreases during mag-

vnetizqtinn owing to the leakage flux, which shunts the main field (Fig.

4.38b).

During magnetization of the magnet, the leakage flux may reach a

large value, since the permeability of the magnet material is compar-

able with the permeability of air.

Fig. 4.37. Construction of "spider" type rotors. a) Four-pole rotor
for tachometer generator, made from alnico surrounding nonmagnetic
shaft; b) six- pole generator rotor enclosed in aluminum. 1) Magnet;
2) aluminum; 3) shaft.

As a result, cases can occur in which the magnetic material of

the main part of the rotor not only increases the magnetic energy of

the rotor, but decreases the degree of magnetic utilization of the ro-

tor core in the external circuit owing to an increase in the over-all

reluctance of the magnetic path. Thus, the rotor drum affects the ma-

chine magnetic circuit as a considerable reluctance, rather than as a

eource of magnetic energy. During operation of the machine, on the

other hand, the induction in the basic portion of the rotor is some-

what greater than the induction in a pole core owing to the phenomenon

of leakage (Fig. 4.38c).
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Fig. 4.38. Analysis of "spider" rotor design.
a) magnet element aa 1 considerably shorter

than bbl; b) induction in neutral plane less

durng magnetization than at poles (Om < 4);

c) during service, induction in the magnet
neutral plane greater than at poles (4ý > 4);m
d) magnetization of spider by winding lo-
cated on poles.

This phenomenon may be counteracted by making the main portion of

the rotor equal in cross-sectional area to the area of a pole core,/
and by decreasing the 2eakage fliix during magnetization by appropriate

choice of pole sizes. If the spider is magnetized with the aid of a

winding on the poles (Fig. 4.38d), this drawback will be removed; this

cannot be done for practical reasons in aircraft machines, however.

If rotors of the "spider" type do not have soft-steel pole pieces,

distortion of the air-gap field will result, and there will be strong

demagnetization of the magnet due to instantaneous short-circuit cur-

rents.
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The magnetic field formed by the quadrature-axis armature magnet-

zirg-force component F travels at right anl!es to the poles; al-

though it has no noticeable effect ' ,, or WIV £U&64&.V% %1= jJV •,.L"- ,

it sets up a residual field deformation in the air gap.

When the pole pieces are made of soft steel, the quadrature-axis

armature field does not produce residual field deformations, since it

travels along the pole piece.

The position of the armature-reaction magnetizing-force axis

changes relative to the pole axis, depending on the nature of the load.

Consequently, the armature-reaction magnetizing force produces asym-

metric demagnetization of the pole ends. As a result, the shape of the

field in the gap is distorted as is the machine emf curve, which now

depends on the nature of tae load.

When an abrupt short circuit occurs, a pole of hard magnetic ma-

terial with low permeability and high resistivity (0.7-0.8 ohm.mm2 /m)

damps the magnetizing force due to the sudden short-circuit current

only slightly, and the eddy currents in the pole core will be small in

magniýude and will be rapidly attenuated.

As a result, the sudden short-circuit current magnetizing force,

which is attenuated very little by pole eddy carrents decreases the

magnetization of the pole more than would a steady short circuit.

The-influence of abrupt short-circuit current may be reduced by

forming a damper system on the rotor; this is done by surrounding the

rotor with almuinum or coating the surface of the pole with a thin

layer of copper.

The presence of a damper system is especially Important if we

wish to decrease the effect of the reverse field in single-phase ma-

chines.

The magnitude of the air-gap induction depends on the conditlon
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for maximum field energy. Thus, if alnisi alloy is employed, the air-

gap induction will be B6 < 2200-2400 gauss, disregardirK,, dependences
on nowet•. freuencyev. and an.Ad_ Tt•nn hA innrAnsAd nnlv ;-I rhanaina

the type of magnetic alloy used, and this is a drawback to :,e design.

The length of the magnet is hm = Rp-T'; it determines the magnet

magnetizing force F0 = 0 8hmHc, and is normally small, especially

where there are a large number of poles and, consequently, the pole

pitch T'is small. Thus, in order to decrease the effect of armature

reaction, the linear load (A) is decreased; this quantity is directly

proportional to the armature magnetizing force, since

F --0,45k.ATv- A,

where R is the armature radius and y < 1.

A decrease in the linear load leads to an increase in machine

weight, however.

Thus, in "spider" type rotors1, the choice of values for B6 and A

will depend on the type of magnetic alloy employed, which sometimes

leads to nonoptimum designs, and limits machine power.

The application of "spider" type rotors is also limited by mechan-

ical-strength conditions - by a periphr _'al speed of the order of 30 to

45 m/sec.

For an alloy of Fe, Ni, and Al, the breaking stress is 200-300

kg/cm2 ; the permissible stress (for a safety factor of two-three) is

of the order of 100 kg/cm2 . Consequently, rotor diameters should not

exceed the following values (for v = 45 m/sec):

ln. 06jwwF 300o0 6000 1000 12000 1 240001,,.cji. I Io~ usoo I uoto at2o I.o
A.r 30 is 10 8 4.5

1) n, rpm.

Figure 4.37 shows the construction of a "spider" type rotor used

in aircraft tachometer generators with about 10 va power, and in air-
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craft generators with about 1000 va power. In the first case, a four-

pole magnet is used, and in the second case a six-pole magnet.
14' 4-t.p "%r"f4 4^. 4-loti hA-MA 1wn ~4 AM 44- in aiaaamhlaA f'vnm
AJ6 tALL% £AAh %0~ J.16. £SJsS. 1- IVAM464 ~S-* -S* *'- -

several magnets (Fig. 4.39), since the magnetic properties of the mag-

net deteriorate in large castings.

-V-

Fig. 4.39. "Spider" type rotor
composed of several magnets.
1) Magnets; 2) nonmagnetic
sleeve.

The manufacture of a composite rotor complicates the production

process, since the volume of polishing and assembly work is increased.

In addition, the magnet pole axes may shift their relative positions.

'Thus, manufacturers attempt to attain a uniform magnetic structure

throughout the entire volume of a casting, and for a large-volume mag-

net, to use fewer magnets in the assembled rotor where possible. In-

vestigations have shown that covering rotors with aluminum increases

magnet efficiency and raises generator power up to 20%, depending on

the number of poles and the rated power.

The maximum power of a generator using a "spider" type rotor is

determined by the type of material used, the frequency, and the power

factor. If modern alloys are employed, at a frequency of 400 cps with

V cos q = 0.8, the maximum power will be 1.5-2 kva, while at a frequency
of 1000 cps with cos p = 0.8, power may be increased to 3-5 kva.
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"Interlaced", Rntonr

Figure 4.40 shows some possible structural configurations for in-

terlaced rotors. An interlaced rotor consists of a cylindrical magnet

and two disks of soft steel having projecting poles - "fingers."

One disk and all correaponding poles are of the same polarity,

Fig. 4.40. Interlaced rotors. a) Six-pole
generator; b) 14-pole generator; c) gen-
erator rotor and motor armature for six-
pole aircraft converter. i) Interlaced
ples; 2) pole disk; 3) cylindrical magnet;
) generator armature.

while the other disk is of opposite polarity. After polishing, the mag-

net is mounted in recesses in the pole disks, and held by the faces.

The shaft is normally made of a nonmagnetic steel, but It may. also

be made of an ordinary steel if a sleeve of sufficiently thick normag-

netic material is placed between the shaft and the magnet. Utilization 9

of the shaft or sleeve of nonmagnetic material eliminates the danger
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of shunting of the magnet's field.

The interlaced rotor is free from the drawbacks of the "spider"

~ • type of rotor, but it is more complicated to produce.

The rotor is magnetized in assembled form. The short cylAndrical

Smagnet is magnetized reliably, and the field within it is nearly uni-

form, which increases the efficiency of the magnet and permits heat-

I treated alloyb to be employed more effectively in the magnetic field.

Soft-steel pole pieces facilitate the formation of eddy currents

during transient processes; these currents reliably damp short-circuit

impulse currents. Thus, magnet stabilization is determined, for all

practical purposes, by steady, rather than impulse short-circuit cur-

rents, which also improves the magnet efficiency.

The demagnetizing effect of the armature magnetizing force is

less for machines with interlaced rotors than for machines with

"spider" rotors for steady conditions as well. This is explained by

the effect of leakage for the int,. Aced poles; it rises as the direct-

axis armature magnetizing-force component increases.

In view of what we have said, it proves possible to increase the

linear load on a machine with an interlaced rotor.

The air-gap field curve and, consequently, the emf curve as well

are stabilized, and their shapes are established by appropriate proc-

essing of the pole pieces, as in the case of electromagnetically ex-

cited synchronous machines.

The cylindrical magnet can be made more reliably than a spider

type, and the mechanical-strength limifations on peripheral speed can

be eased considerably.

The magnet of an interlaced rotor is made with a relatively small

ratio of magnet length to magnet diameter (I/D). It takes the form of

a flat cylinder, since the magnet cross section
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to a single pole; k. is the-, leakage factor; Bm is the induction in the

magnet. NN

a m2

Fig. 4.41. Double Larionov ro-
tor. 1) Interlaced pole; 2)
cylindrical magnets; 3) shaft;
4) nonmagnetic sleeve; 5) soft-
steel ring; 6) fan.

The length of the magnet is determined by the magnetizing force

required to force the flux through the -a.&netic-circult reluctance,

allowing for the armature reaction.

The peripheral speed of an interlaced rotor may reach values of

100 M/sec. For peripheral sz.eeds of a magnetic cylinder exceeding 50

m/sec, it may be fastened with the aid of a thin hollow steel cylinder

of nonmagnetic material similar to the cylinders used to fasten the

end portions of windings for nonsalient-pole synchronous machines.

The maximum dimensions of the magnet cylinder limit the maximum

machine power for a given frequency.

A.N. Larlonov suggested a double interlaced rotor that increases

the maximum power of a machine with an interlaced rotor. As Fig. 11.413
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shows, the magnets are connected in parallel, and the flux is doubled;

S~It is thus possible to decrease the radial dimensions of the rotor or
to increase the power of the machine.

In machines using interlaced rotors, the linear load may be in-

creased to 250 amp/cm, while the air-gap inductance may be raised to

S6000-7000 gauss, disregarding the dependence on the kind of alloy em-

ployed. The choice of A and B6 is dictated by the conditions that per-

mit optimum machine dimensions to be obtained, and by the need to sat-

2isfy the applicable technical specifications, as in the case of elec-

tromagnetic machines.

By increasing A and B6 , we are able to construct high-power per-

manent-magnet machines. At frequencies of 500-1000 cps, generators us-

ing interlaced rotors may be built with-powers of the order of 10-20

kva. Thus, the advantage of the interlaced rotor is a higher degree of

magnet utilization, stable magnetizLng-force shape, better emf shape,.

and the possibility of raising the maximum power.

A drawback to interlaced-rotor machines, especially in sizes be-

low 1000 watts, is the fact that the radial machine dimensions are

greater. In addition, in such machines, the magnet makes less use of

the rotor cross section than in the case of a spider-type rotor; this

results in increased size and weight. It should be noted that at high

speeds, the ends of the fingers bend, and thus special mountirms must

be used.

For low-power machines, a decrease in magnet weight does not lead

to a decrease in over-all machine weight owing to the need for locat-

ing the poles between the starter and the cylinder magnet.

When the frequency is increased (number of poles raised), there

is a decrease in the degree of utilization of the rotor cross section

by the magnet, i.e., the ratio

D i38I 
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is reduced for a "spider" type rotor, while for an interlaced rotor,

the ratio

x U

does not depend on the number of poles.

When the frequency is raised, there is a proportional decrease in

magnet volume; this gain may be realized entirely with an interlaced

rotor by an appropriate reduction in magnet length and, consequently,

machine length. Thus, at high frequencies (large number of poles), in-

terlaced-rotor machines can be smaller and lighter (providing better

use is then made of the magnet) thaxn "spider" type machines.

Rotors with Pole Pieces

Rotors with soft-steel pole pieces are complicaled to produce,

but they offer several substantial advantages.

A permanent-magnet rotor with pole pieces is similar to an elec-

tromagnetic rotor in which the core and field winding (electromagnet)

have been replaced by a permanent magnet.

Pole pieces permit increased air-_- induction, sinusoidal dis-

tribution of magnet flux over the pole pitch, regulation of the pole

leakage flux (for optimum use of the magnet), and damping of the mag-

netizing-force reaction due to transient currents.

Permanent-magnet machines using pole pieces can attain 100 kva

power at 400 cps, and this still does not represent the limit.

Figure 4.42 shows construction of a rotor for which each pole

consists of several permanent magnets taking the form of rectangular

parallelepipeds.

The soft-steel permanent magnets are attached to the pole ring

with the aid of pole pieces also made from soft steel.
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Fig. 4.42. Rotor of 6.3-kva 60-cps four-pole
machine, a) Rotor assembly; b) machining of
outside diameter. 1) Prism pole magnets; 2)
pole pieces specially designed to increase
leakage; 3) steel nonmagnetic disk to
strengthen rotor; 4) element of rotor yoke;
5) steel rotor mounting screws.

_7

Fig. 14.143. Construction of rotor for 28-pole
75-kva 400-cps permanent-magnet generator. a)
Ueneral view of rotor; b) rotor -3sembly; c)
magnet mounting. 1) Prism magnet- made from
magnico alloy; 2) soft-steel pole piece; 3)
steel mounting pins; 4) damper-wixiding rods;

1steel nonmagnetic disks forming rotor frame;
6 aluminum covering; 7) steel inside ring; 8)
soft-steel rotor yoke; 9) steel mounting pins
for elements of rotor yoke.
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The pole pieces are held tightly against

the pole ring with the aid of nonmagnetic-steel

bolts.

The pole pieces are made longer than the

stator core in order to protect the magnets

Figs4.4. Tagainst unbalanced demagnetization due to the

pole rotor with armature reaction. The thickness of the pole
pole pieces. 1)
Magnet; 2) pole pieces, dictated by structural considerations,
piece; 3) aluminum
covering, is normally inadequate to provide damping of

the magnetizing-force reaction eJ• to armature transient currents;

thus copper short-circuited turns (loops) are placed on the magnets

under the pole piepces, or else a damper winding is used with the pole

pieces.

Figure 4.43 shows the construction of a rotor for a three-phase

28-pole 75-kva 400-cps generator, while Fig. 4.44 shows the construc-

tion of a two-pole rotor in which the magnets are tangentially mag-

netized. Soft steel, which fills the space between the poles in the

tangential direction serves as the pole piece.

4.6. VOLTAGE REGULATION IN PERMANENT-MAGNET GENERATORS

Voltage regulation and stabilization is an important problem in

permanent-magnet machinez; Its solution presents considerable diffi-

culties and the following approaches may be used:

!) decreasing the voltage drop;

2) stabilizing the voltage by using capacitors;

3) regulating the voltage by means of interpole shunts;

4) regulating the voltage by changing the frequency;

5) regulating the voltage by means of saturable reactors;

6) regulating the voltage by varying the reluctance of the mag-

netic path.
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"7iDecreasing the Voltage Drop

Two factors are responsible for the voltage drop appearing across

O the armature-winding terminals when'we go from no-load to rated-load

Sconditions while the speed and temperature remain unchanged: the volt-

age drop in the armature circuit, and the reversible change in air-gap

flux due to the armature reaction.

Thus, In order to reduce the voltage drop, it is necessary to de-

crease the relative armature magnetizing force, i.e., to decrease the

direct-axis synchronous impedance of the machine, which is proportional

Sto the armature-reaction magnetizing force Fya

To reduce Fya and, consequently, Xd, we reduce the linear arma-

ture load (decrease the number of turns per phase for the same current)

and correspondingly increase the machine air-gap flux. This leads to

an increase in the voljom'i cf magnet and machine, as well as in the

short-circuit ratio, which normally 3quals one, and in this case rises

to 2-3.

Figure 4.45 shows the way in which the relative values of axial*

length I', magnet weight G' , linear load A', number of armature turns

W'ya, emf E'10  voltage U', power P', and efficiency I' depend on the

quantity AU = U/EQ for a permanent-magnet aircraft generator using a

spider made from alnisi alloy (the spider diameter remains constant).

Analysis of the curves given shows that when AU is raised from

0.78 to 0.9, it is necessary to double the axial length of the machine.

In order to obtain a value AU = 0.95, it is necessary to multiply the

length (volume) of the magnet by 3.5. Actually, the situation is even

worse, since in order to lengthen the ma&net, the shaft must be rein-

forced and the air gap increased, and the generator power must also

*, drop owing to failure to use the optimum magnet geometry.

A further decrease in the voltage drop makes no sense owing to
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Fig. 4.45. Relative values of size,
weight, number of turns in arma-
ture winding, linear load, no-load
emf, voltage, power, and efficiency
as functions of voltage variation.

the excessive increase in machine length.

It should be remembered that generator efficiency will drop in

this case, since the increase in surface and mechanical losses in the

core will not be compensated by decreased losses in the armature wind-

Ing•.

The method that takes into account speed changes, temperature,

cos 9, and the load gives a relatively high degree of voltage stabili-

zation; its advantage lies in its sim 1,icity and the absence of volt-

age-regulating devices. This method may be recommended for low-power

generators operated with a constant high power factor (cos q = 0.9)

and over a small load-variation range (0.5-1.O)Photo

As an example, we can cite a 200-va permanent-magnet generator

used to supply central power f = 400 cps; at AU = 0.95, it maintains

the voltage constant to within +8% under loads varying from zero to

rated value, in the presence of temperature fluctuations over the -500

to +6o0 C range, with a constant value of cos v = 0.6. The generator

uses a double-length (volume) magnet, and has higher losses than a sim--

ilar machine for which AU = 0.85.
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Voltage Stabilization by Means of Capacitors

Two types of capacitor stabilizers may be connected into the arma-

ture winding of a generator:

a) a series-connected capacitor stabilizer that compensates the

complete direct-axis generator reactance (a so-called series stabil-

izer);

b) a capacitive stabilizer connected in parallel and used to sup-

ply the generator with inductive or capacitive magnetizing current,

depending on the nature of the load (so-called parallel stabilizer).

SSer ie s stab ilizer . F igur e 4 .46a show s variou s w ay s of connecting

series capacitors into a generator armature circuit: direct capacitor

connection (for low-power generators delivering relatively high volt-

ages); connection through unsaturated step-up current transformers (in

order to reduce the compensating capacitance); connection through un-

saturated step-up current transformers whose secondaries are connected

to a delta-connected group of capacitors (the line voltage is applied

across the capacitor terminals).

Operation of these circuits is based on the fact that the voltage

drop in a generator caused basically by the armature reaction and

leakage fluxes is compensated by a capacitance connected in series.

If the capacitance is so selected that the reactance of the capac-

-itor xk equals the synchronous generator reactance xg, the generator

voltage drop will be determined purely by the resistance, which is.

normally small.

With a load varying from zero to rated value, series-connected

capacitors make it possible to stabilize the voltage to within 2% for

a constant value of cos 9 <0.8, and to within 5% when cos V = 1.0.

Figure 4.4l6b gives vector voltage diagrams for xk O, xk xg

and xk > Xg, with xk given for the armature circuit.
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Fig. 4.46. Capacitor connected in series with
armature circuit used for oitage stabiliza-
tion. a) Various capacitor connections; b)
vector diagrams for various values of the ra-
tio xkxd; c) equivalent circuit and external
characteristics.

Figure 4.46c gives the equivalent circuit for series compensation

and the external generator characteristic for various capacitances. If

the capacitor is brought into resonance with the synchronous reactance

of the machine, there will be a considerable reduction in the voltage

drop. Complete voltage stabilization, however, can be obtained only

provided that there is no saturation (xg = const) and that the nature

of the 1o.d remains unchanged (cos q- const). When coB q takes on
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other values for the load, the voltage stabilization is impaired, and

Othis is the basic drawback of this method, since there is no measuring

device that will directly sense d• - %."a COow f tVhe generator voltage

from the rated value. There should be no possibility of transformer

saturation, for if this were not the case, sharp increases in current

might cause the transformer inductance to vary within wide limits, and

resonance phenomena might appear in the transformer-capacitor circuit,

destroying any stabilization whatsoever. Small amounts of transformer

saturation lead to increased system weight and size, especially where

voltage stabilization is required for three-phase permanent-magnet gen-

erators.

As experiment and calculation have shown, voltages may be stabil-

ized to within 10% with provision for magnetic-system saturation and

variation in cos q) given a proper choice of capacitances. Here the gen-

O erator will weight considerably less than when the first voltage-

regulation method is used, since the armature reaction compensation

increases the utilization factor for the permanent ragnet. Large size

and high cost represent the basic disadvantages to voltage stabiliza-

tion of permanent-magnet machines by means of capacitors. Since the

capacitor reactance is inversely proportional to frequency, however,

high-frequency systems (including aircraft power systems) can make use

of capacitors that are considerably smaller and lighter.

CM.. ()may-
Fig. ..47. Voltage stabilization by
means of capacitors connected in
parallel with armature circuit.
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Parallel stabilizer. Figure 4.47 shows various ways of connecting

capacitors in parallel with a generator armature circuit.

Circuit operation is based on ferroresonance currents. The value

of the capacitance and the inductance of the saturated transformer

should be such that resonance occurs in the stabilizer circuit under

no-load conditions at rated voltage.

With this stabilization method, an inductive or capacitive cur-

rent is introduced into the armature circuit, depending on the nature

of the deviation of generator voltage from the rated value. The sta-

bilizer reacts directly to a voltage deviation from a given level, and

it acts directly on the armature circuit.

With this stabilization method, the. transformer should be satu-

rated. When the voltage is to be raised, the generator sees the sta-

bilizer as an inductance, when the voltage is to be dropped, the gen-

erator sees the stabilizer as a capacitance, while at resonance, the

stabilizer appears as a resistive load.

Consequently, this stabilizer represents an additional load on

the generator, necessitating an increase in the strength and size of

theMagnet.

A parallel stabilizer can stabilize output voltage to within

roughly 1-2% when cos p = 1. For lower values of cos T, stabilization

accuracy drops to 3-5%. Since the parallel stabilizer reacts to a de-

viation in stabilizing voltage away from the rated value, it to some

degree compensates for temperature variations in generator voltage,

and this represents an advantage for this type of stabilizer over the

series stabilizer; owing to the nonlinearity of the resistance pre-

sented by a parallel stabilizer, the device may distort the shape of

the generator curve at high values of inductive current. As far as

weight and size are concerned, this stabilizer is somewhat better than
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-the series stabilizer.

Series or parallel stabilizers cannot be used to stabilize the

voltage of permanent-magnet generatcrs supplying main aircraft power

systems-, since they do not provide the required precise voltage; they

may prove useful, however, for purposes of increasing cos 0, especially

at high frequencies and voltages.

SVoltage Regulation by Interpole Shunts

If a magnetic shunt is placed between the poles, a considerable

Sportion of the armature magnetizing force will be used to form the flux

through the shunt. In this case, there will be a considerable decrease

in the proportion of the armature magnetizing force available for di-

rect-axis bucking of the magnet magnetizing force.

This method gives positive results for load power factors of

cos T 1, since in this case the armature magnetizing force is di-

rected at right angles to the pole axis, while the quadrature-axis

armature-reaction flux completes its path almost entirely through the

shunt. This method cannot be used with lagging cos q.

Thus, the method of interpole-shunt voltage regulation may be

used when cos q = 1, and when the utilization of capacitors is limited

due to their size and cost.

Interpole shunts have not come into use in aircraft direct-current

machines.

Voltage Reaulation by Frequency Variation

Occasionally, the permanent-magnet generators used in aircraft DC-

AC converters use a system that regulates the voltage by changing the

converter rotation speed. Here it is possible to maintain voltage con-

stant to within +±% under loads varying from 0.3 to rated value, under

temperature fluctuations ranging from -50 to +60 0C, and with an un-

changed value of cos 9 = 0.9 (the frequency fluctuates over a +10% range).
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Voltage Regulation by Means of Saturable Reactors

The voltage of permarent-magnet generators may be _-gulated with

suffricient precision by means of saturable reactors connected into the

armature circuit.

The voltage across the output terminals of the reactor, equaling

is held constant by the varying inductive reactance xd of the reactor.

At rated load, xd should be at a minimum; in this case, the choke

magnetizing current will be at a maximum. As the load decreases, it is

necessary to increase xd in order to hold the voltage constant; this

is done by decreasing the reactor magnetizing current.

The basic drawbacks to this method are the decreased efficiency

of magnet utilization owing to the presence of ar additional inductance

in the armature circuit (xd) which increases machine size and weight;

the considerable size and weight of the reactors, and the increased

losses in the system when the reactor losses are considered.

Voltage Regulation by Variation of Magnetic-Circuit Reluctance

In 1951, a proposal was made* to regulate the flux in permanent-

magnet machines by varying the relucta • of the armature core by ap-

plying a controlled external field to it.

The regulated permanent-magnet machine differs from the ordinary

version only in that there is space for a toroidal magnetizing winding

2 (Fig. 4.48) in slots and on the outside surface of the armature core.

The circuit operates in the following manner. At zero load, the

flux in the machine is at its maximum, since there is no armature-

reaction magnetizing force, and the magnetizing force due to the mag-

net is expended solely in the magnetic drop in the external circuit.

Under these conditions, the magnetizing force due to the magnetizing

winding is at its maximum, since it must increase the armature-core
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reluctance to a point at which the increment is equivalent to the ef-

.feet of the direct-axis armature-reaction component.

In rated operation, the magnetizing force due to the direct-axis

armature reaction is nearly at its limiting value (permanent-magnet

generators are normally not designed for overload operation) and, con-

sequentl5, under these conditions the magnetizing force due to the mag-

netizing winding should be at its minimum, in accordance with the

Sregulator operating cycle (theoretically, F = 0).
p

Thus, the regulation system draws minimum power for regulation

under working conditions, and maxiimum power when the generator is run-

ning without load, which represents an advantage over orlinary voltage-

regulation systems for electrical machines using electromagnetic ex-

citation.

It must be noted that the magnitude of the maximum in-phase power

* Iexpended for regulation is less (even when the generator is running

without load) than that drawn by electromagnetically excited machines,

owing to the fact that there is no air gap in the magnetizing flux

path. For this same reason, the inductance of the magnetizing winding

is higher than the inductance of the field winding in an electromag-

netically excited machine.

A regulated permanent-magnet generator delivering 1000 watts of

power at 400 cps uses about 3% of rated power for regulation under op.

erating conditions, and about 10% under no-load conditions. With elec-

tromagnetic excitation, the same generator would use about 15% of the

rated power for excitation under rated conditions.

P-ecision of voltage stabilization is not limited by generator

characteristics, and depends on the type of regulator employed. Thus,

9 •series permanent-magnet generators provide a rated voltage constant to

within t3% under load changes of from 0 to 100%, temperature fluctua-
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tions ranging from -50 to +600°, and values of oos T = 0.6-1.0. The

-,tagc• .- • • ,t range may even be decreased to +0.5;-, i.e., this

method provides high precision of voltage regulation.

Regulated permanent-magnet generators are heavier than unregulated

generators owing to the fact that the generator has greater external

diameter (part of each armature slot is occupied by a magnetizing wind-

ing), while the height of the armature core increases (the induction

within the armature should not exceed 12,000 gauss for the grades of

steel normally employed); there is some increase in the volume of the

magnet, since regulated machines are made with relative voltage drops

of the order of 0.8-0.85, rather than the values of 0.75-0.8 used in

unregulated machines.

Thus, the weight of a regulated DC-AC converter delivering 1000

va at 400 cps (without control equipment) is increased by roughly 10%,

or by 25-30% in terms of the generator weight.

The total weight of the regulated converter, taking into account

the weight of all equipment, is increased by about 15%.

As calculations have shown, the relative increase in weight of

regulated permanent-magnet generators - -': as the diameter (power) of

the machines increases (and is slighi with machines having powers of

the order of tens of kva.

In order to increase the degree of utilization of regulated per-

manent-magnet machines, it is possible to use sheet steel with high

saturation induction (material of the armko type); this makes it pos-

sible to increase the induction in the armature core to 16,000 gauss.

In addition, it proves useful to connect capacitors into the armature

circuit, especially for machines running at high frequencies and volt-

ages.

Thus, the advantages of this voltage-stabilization system, which
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- good voltage-curve shape.

"The regulation characteristics, i.e., the curves reorLesenting the

relationship between the armature-core excitation magnet zing forceR

A 5/CM

1r I

0 
/ 00

Fig. 4.49. RegulatLion chariacteristic
curves for aircraft permanent-magnet
generators (t"spider" type rotor).

= f(B...a) with respect to AU.
IL H, ampere-turns/cm; 2) kgs; 3)

induction in armature yoke at HP = 0.

and the load current for constant voltage, speed, and power factor

Fp = f(I) for U = const, n = co.t., and cos -- const,

may be found experimentally, or by a graph-analytical method.

The magnitude of the specific excitation magnetizing force HP,

i.e., the excitation magnetizing force per centimeter of mean armature-

core length is determined by the armature-core induction due to the

alternating flux B and by the range of generator-voltage variation -s.ya 4
by the quantity AU = U/EQ. Figure 4.49 gives values of H = f(Bs.ya)

in terms of AU; the values were obtained experimentally.

In order to find Fp = f(I) it is necessary to have a family of

curves representing the simultaneous armature-core magnetization due

to the alternating and constant fields - the so-called volt-ampere
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characteristics B = (Her) with respect to Hp and the complete magnet

diagram, constructed with no allowance for the magnetic potential drop

in the armature core (Fig. 4.50).

The voltampere characteristics may be found experimentally or cal-

culated analytically. In the latter case, by using the hyperbolic sine

to approximate the volt-ampere characteristics, and assuming that,

roughly, the induction in the core varies in accordance with the law

B=B.+B.. sin wt.

we obtain an expression for the instantaneous field strength in the

core

/=u sh p B=U sh p(B 3+B.,. sin wt),

where a and p are approximation coefficients equaling, respectively,

0.17 and 0.00045 for E21 steel and 0.0115 and 0.0005 for armko; B is

the total induction in the armature core; Bp is the constant component

* of the induction; B is the peak value of the alternating induction

component.

This last expression may be represented in dimensionless form;

the volt-ampere characteristics will then be universal, i.e., they

will be suitable for all types of steels

h=-sh b==sh (b,+ b.sin wt).

where

h=Hb-=pB b3=pBs x' bu==PB~wa

After appropriate manipulation, the expression for the instantaneous

field strength will be

h=h.+ jh=,cos2nut- Y h2,+,sin(2n+I)wt.

where
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.A ,=-2J. (jb.-).E,

hu + j 2

jo(jb5 )

the are nth-order Bessel functions in the purely imaginary argument

(Jbm).

In order to determine the true strength of the alternating field

in the armature core, hefs it is necessary to square the alternating

part of the expression for h, and find its mean value over a cycle.

In view of all this, the true alternating field strength in the

armature core can be expressed with the aid of an infinite series

whose coefficients are Bessel functions of a purely imaginary argument,

i.e.,

a I

Using this last expression, we plot on Fig. 4.50 the dimensionless

volt-ampere characteristics

bm = l(hef) for h.

If we lay off on the dimensionless volt-ampere characteristics (see

Fig. 4.50) the line A'B', corresponding to the internal characteristic

AB taken from the relative magnet diagram, and converted to the scale

of the volt-ampere characteristics, the ordinate values of the points

at which line A'B' intersects the volt-ampere curves will give, in the

scale used, the no-load emf for various values of the constant field,

i.e., E0  f(Hp). Knowing the functions E0= f(Hp) andE 0 = (I),w

can plot the regulation characteristics

H= q(i).

The procedure used in making the plot is as follows:

31) we find to from the magnet diagram, disregarding the magnetic
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drop in the armature core (§4.7);

2) A0 is brought over from Er coordinates to bm coordinates;

o)from o.int. A- eorirzesponiding to E b coordinatesp we draw

line AMB' at an angle u'ad = arctan (bm/hef) to the x-axis;

4) we convert the ordinates for the points at which line A'B' in-

tersects bm = 91(hef) from the bm E nle to the Er scale, and obtain

the function

Eo-=f(h.).

If AU > 0.8, then with an armature-core induction of Bs.ya

10,000 gauss (for alnico and anisl. alloys), we may assume, initially,

a specific excitation magnetizing force of

H = 50 ampere-turns/cm.

Dimensions of magnetization winding. In determining the dimensions

of the magnetizing winding, it is necessary to allow for the fact that

the maximum voltage across the winding terminals will amount to about

45% of the line voltage, while the remaining voltage is accounted for

by the drop across the voltage regulator. The magnetizing-winding mag-

netizing force is determined from the expression

FSme,, &- =DH,, (i =. --- 1 H.man . ampere',turn (4-.39)

where HP max is the strength of the constant field in the armature

core with no load on the generator, ampere-turns/cm; Dn and hya are

the outside diameter and height of the armature core; HP = f(AU) is

found from Fig. 4.49.

The maximum generator no-load control current I Max is determined

by the type of regulator used, and should be so selected as to make

maximum use of the regulator rectifier.

The number of turns in tL., magnetization winding is

ma-o

- to -402-
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SThe crosc -tion of the magnetizing winding, if we take (4.39)

into account and assume that

will be

S.=P, l' H (4.40)

where In= 7rDn1 is the outside surface area of the armature core, cm2 ,

U.'s - 0.45 Ug;

in first approximation

. us.• a0" u,

The magnei Lzation-winding resistance is
a'.H, ma

" 2.2p. ,Noun EA: (4.431)

in first approximation

R,•5fl, Mn .10-' ohms.II 4,. s.

One maximum no-load magnetization-winding losses are

P, =,,--RI , ,.-2 Pgt 0!tfluf.aJ, ,, watts, (4.42)

where

amplM2.

The maximum specific heat flow due to magnetization-winding losses

is

,,,, ---- = 2 .p .hH,.,j...,. watt/cm2

no

and is nearly independent of generator power; it is a constant equaling

roughly 0.20 watts/cm2 when J p max = 8 amp/m2.

Depending on the type of regulator, it is reconmended that the

magnetizing-current factor be taken in the range k = ½ ma/i rain =

=4-6.
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The relative control power, since

will equal

= 6.9 pi. EOA "x JawalS'la( . -sf

=7,Opfl 8 uSi35Zls(.)I (4.43)
where kD = Dn/D, cr.e = 3.5-10-85HcBrkz.m is the degree of utilization

of the permanent-magnet machine.

In approximation

S DIHB, S"1 ("--. 'd, SU•)I.

i.e., the relative control power will in first approximation decrease

with increasing armature diameter (machine power), frequency, and

specific magnet energy. In addition, it depends on the values of cos 4P,
AU, £, 'r, and j±v", since the machine dimensions in turn depend on these

quantities.

The ratio of the total cross-sectional area of the magnetization

winding to the total cross-sectional area of the armature winding is

determi•ed from the expression

Fe iA_ H • .. , andy s.a=---

in the following manner:

E~3 .I.Hama( I-~).(4.44);S. Dj A Do-Y

The relative magnetizing-winding copper .ross section in the ar-

mature slots will decrease as the linear load (machine power) rises.

In low-power machines, the magnetization winding occupies about half

the slot cross section.

Regulation circuits. Voltage regulation and stabilization based

on changing the reluctance of the magnetic circuit by saturating the
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armature core with a constant flux can be classified as a direct regu-

lation method, since the sensing element of the regulator reacts to a

deviation of the generator voltage from a specified level. The regula-

tor is (,f the static type with a specific p. missible static response

that depends on how well the regulator characteristics match the

"regulation" characteristic of the generator.

S= f (I ) for Ug = con st an d n = con st .

For proper operation of the regulator with minimum static response

delay, the working magnetization current-change factor (constant flux)

should not exceed a specific magnitude that will be provided by a reg-

ulator of a given type for the given load resistance (magnetization-

winding resistance). With this method of regulation, the operating

peculiarity of the regulator•s lies in the fact that they operate, for

resistive-inductive loads, with considerable generator magnetization-

". winding inductance, which is considerably more than the inductance of

generator field windings for precisely the same power, owing to the

absence of a gap in the magnetization flux path.

When this method is used to regulate the voltage of permanent-

magnet generators, a regulator with a saturable reactor (an inductor

magnetic amplifier) may be used together with a carbon regulator,

working in conjunction with the magnetic amplifier.

The first type of regulator represents a direct-acting static

regulator whose measuring organ consists of the excitation winding of

the saturable reactor, which reacts directly to a departure in regu-

lated voltage from the predetermined value.

The basic generator-regulation circuit may be three-phase or

single-phase. The single-phase version, naturally, is used to regulate

. voltages in single-phase permanent-magnet generators.

The circuit of Fig. 4.51 uses a three-phase saturable reactor ID
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Fig. 4.51. Three-phase voltage-regulation
circuit for permanent-magnet generators.
OP) Armature-core magnetization winding;
M} three-phase magnetic amplifier; VI,
V2, and V3 ) solid-state rectifiers sup-
plying power respectively to magnetiza-
tion and feedback windings, bias winding,
and control winding. 1) Ustab.

whose inductive- reactance appears as a variable resistance In the cir-

cuit of the generator magnetization winding. This winding is supplied

from the generator voatage through the three-phase reactor and the

selenium bridge- V1. The capacitor C1 at the output of the selenium

bridge is used to compensate the considerable inductive reactance of

the generator magnetization coil, increasing the gain of the three-

phase reactor and circuit sensitivity. Dhe inductive reactance of the

choke controls the voltage-measuring organ of the circuit - the mag-

netizing winding of the three-phase reactor DT, which is supplied fror

the generator voltage through the full-wave selenium bridge V3. The

electromagnetic voltage stabilizer EMS is used In the circuit to cre-

ate the base bias voltage. The ampere-turns of the bias windiL.g, sup-

plied through V2 from the voltage of the EMS, may be used to set the

operating point on the three-phase inductor curve Idr = f(I).

We note that with this regulation method, owing to the consider-

able inductance of the generator magnetization winding, it is neces-

sary to raise the positive feedback coefficient for the three-phase
- 406



reactor. The feedback winding of the reactor is connected in series

with t•hne generator mLagnetization winding.

The circuit of Fig. 4.5ý was 1e A to te...t.. air t nermanent-

magnet generators of 75-1000 va power; their voltages were held con-

stant to within +2% (allowing for unbalanced line voltages). Here the

weight and size of the regulator corresponded roughly to the weight

and size of a regulator designed to regulate voltages of electromag-

netically excited generators.

The degree of voltage waveform distortion rises somewhat with In-

creasing magnetizing field strength (when H1P ma > 50 ampere-turns/cm).

The basic voltage waveform distortion is introduced by the effect

of the generator load on the nonlinear resistance of the three-phase

reactor and the selenium rectifiers where the apparent regulation

power is of considerable magnitude with respect to the rated generator

power.

The lower the generator power, the less the regulation power that

may be drawn from it, i.e., it is necessary to decrease the generator

magnetization current for the same F.-

This leads to an increase in the area occupied by the magnetiza-

tion winding and an increase in machine size, since the pure resist-

ance of the winding should not exceed a specific quantity dictated by

the conditions for the optimum saturable-reactor characteristic. The

resistive voltage drop across the magnetization winding should be

Vr

Thus for low-power generators (200 va or less), utilization of

this method leads to increased generator weight and size.

For high-power generators, considerable regulation power (con-

*- siderable magnetization current) may be permitted without noticeable
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distortion in generator voltage waw'frnm; here the relative regulation

power drops with increasing genera' ' pov, er. Thus, it makes the most

sense to use this regulation method for generators of 3C0 va or more

power.

Thus, for a generator with a power of about 500 Va, maximum ap-

parent control powr (no load) is

, va

for a wattful regulation power Pp.akt = p = 50 watts, and the mag-

netization winding occupies 50% of the slot cross section.

In order to decrease voltage unbalance in regulating a three-

phase permanent-magnet generator, the best solution is to use the

three-phase version, since it sets up a balanced load for the genera-

tor. The three-phase circuit weighs somewhat more than the single-

phase version, however.

4.7. ELEMENTS OF THE ANALYTIC THEORY OF PERMAK.NT-MAGNET GENERATORS*

The theory of circuits with permanent magnets is based on the de-

magnetization curve, which characterizes a source of magnetizing force,

and is called the magnet diagram. It is uniquely determined by: the

coercive force H., residual iaduction 3  hysteresis-curve form factor

oy, and the reversal coefficient pVIP

The form factor y is defined as the ratio of the maxiw-m magnetic

energy Amax = (BH/8n)max to the relative magnetic energy Ac = BrHc/8l,

i.e.,

sH (4.45)

The magnet diagram may be represented in Br and Hc coordinates,

in 0r and Fc coordinates, or in the relative units B = B/Br and H =

= H/Hc (see §4.4); here the units of reluctance Rr, permeance Ars, and

permeability pr are the quantities
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=-"- 0. : I"S R!! "

B, JA,=• •,5A A(-5

Here

R=-O,8--=O,8k. and A=i,,5L .

S, An ka

are the reluctance and permeance of the space occupied by the magnet

(not the magnet material); km = hm/Sm is the magnet form factor; hm

and Sm are the length and cross-sectional area of the magnet.

Here, in relative units, the reluctance and permeance of the ex-

ternal circuit will be

R, F F, .S

R,.=-= -j (4.47)

* where the symbol * indicates relative quantities.

Here, as we have already noted, regardless of the coordinate sys-

tem used, the following relationships will hold for the tangent of the

slope of line 06:

and (4.48)
tgjz=ctg a - . - = ,

where p. = i/•r is the relative permeability of the magnet material.

The magnetizing-force curves for modern permanesit-magnet materials

may be approximated, with adequate accuracy, by a rectangular hyper-

bola of the form

B=B, --H-- " =B-H -8 (if,--H) (449)'N- lie - -O "H ,• •-•( .9

' •oo
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Fig. 4.52. Relative saturation
induction (induction and field

strength at point BHmax) as
function of curve shape.
1) For.

( -- 4,z7.blA lA.ts, A c "

Ln MU 41I 42 1 42 4# Ul UM U

Fig. 4.53. Demagnetization curves in rela-
tive units. 1) Maximum-energy line; 2) hyper-
bole; 3) circle.

or in tae relative units

p=A- - - 1 (I- (4.49a)A-.h ,-,,h =-(2 /,•-T,),V}

Here H(H) is assumed to be positive for demagnetization and
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a B *Ha=•--. 8-., H=-. n'- ,-2,T,
fi li )_8/2 j 2 1

S= (B H )(JBrH ) = is the form factor for the dem agnetiza tion

curve.

Figure 4.52 gives As and a f(y), as well as Bm and = f() at

the point (BH)max.

Using (4.49) •t is easy to use the parameter y,, B., or a to con-

struct the re",'3m Qmagnetization curve. Analysis of (4.49) has

shown that when y = 0.25, the rectangular hyperbola degenerates into

the straight line

which corresponds to the least desirable shape for the demagnetization

curve as a triangle.

When y = 1, the hyperbola degenerates to a straight line parallel

to the x-axis, i.e.,

which corresponds to ideal permanent-magnet material having a demag-.

netization curve in the form of a rectangle; in this case, there Is no

reversal line, since pv = (AB/AlH) = 0.

When y = 0.5, the equation of the hyperbola takes the form

It may be replaced, with accuracy adequate for practical purposes, by

a circle (the dashed line of Fig. 4.53), whose form factor also equals

0.5, i.e.,

A=V,-C,.

Figure 4.53 gives demagnetization curves in relative coordinates;

the curves have various form factors.

If we assume that all the possible demagnetization curves lie in

the zone between the diagonal I and the rectangle 2, the form factor
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may theoretically vary from y = 0.25 (for the diagonal) to y = I (for

curve 2), i.e., 0.25 < y < I and, consequently, 1 < and 1 > a >

>0.

Modern permanent-magnet materials have form factors in the range

0.3-0.65; the first value applies to alloys of the alnisi type

(ANK), and the second to alloys of the magnico type (ANKO). Conse-

quently, for these materials, Bs = 3.15-1.06 and a =0.38-0-945.

The carbon, chrome, and tungsten steel used earlier had form fac-

tors of 'Y = 0.5.

Despite the great variety of applications and structural shapes

for magnets, magnetic circuits using permanent magnets may be classi-

fied into two basic groups according to operating mode.

The first group includes magnets used in circuits in which the

permeance remains unchanged and in which external magnetic fields have

no effect. The second group includes magnets used in circuits with

varying permeances, and experiencing the effects of external varying

magnetic fields.

For magnets working under a constant load - static mode - there

are two cases: the magnet is not stabi -zed and operates on the demag-

netization curve and, consequently, is irreversible; or the magnet is

stabilized and operates on the reversal line and, consequently, is re-

versible.

When the magnet works with a changing load- dynamic mode - the

magnet will always operate on the reversal line and will be reversible

(magnets of permanent-magnet machines).

When complicated permanent-magnet circuits are studied, the fol-

lowing assumptions, Justified by experience, are usually made:

a) the magnet is magnetized to saturaticn and, if it is aniso-

tropic, it is magnetized along the appropriate axes;
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b) the fittings are not saturated and, consequently, there is a

linear relationship between the magnetizing force and the flux;

c) t-hemge h-_ a onnstant cfoss section. the flux remains the

same along the length of the magnet, and is distributed uniformly over

its cross sections; transverse magnetization is neglected (this assump-

tion is correct where the magnet form factor k. < 2);

d) the entire magnet leakage flux $P emanates from the poles,

i.e., it appears in parallel with the pole flux P = D6 + .," and the

leakage factor ka = 0106 = const along the entire length of the magnet;

e) the permanent magnet is considered as a source of magnetizing

force and as a part of the magnetic circuit having a reluctance (per-

meance) Rm(A));

f) the internal.magnet magnetizing force Fc consists of the mag-

netizing force F which it develops at the pole surfaces and the mag-

Snetic potential drop in the magnet itself, i.e., F. = F + Rm4, where 4

is the magnetic flux within the magnet, and equals the sum of the flux

in the gap D and the leakage flux 0.;

g) if we do not take the leakage flux into account, the internal

magnet magnetizing force F,, after the magnetic potential drop in the

magnet itself has been subtracted, is expended in overcoming the mag-

netic potential drop in the external-circuit reluctance (air gaps and

magnetically soft sections of the circuit), and to compensate the de-

magnetizing effect of external fields.

As is well known, there is an electrical analogy for any magnetic

circuit. Utilization of equivalent circuits for the magnetic circuits

of permanent-magnet machines simplifies the analytical investigation

of such machines.

* Below we shall consider magnets operating on the reversal line

and in the dynamic mode, end we shall not go into the peculiarities of
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magnet operation on the demagnetization curve.

Operation on the Reversal Line

Let us consider the case in which a permanent magne; designed to

operate in a magnetic circuit with constant reluetance in the absence

of external magnetic fields is first stabilized, either by changing

the external permeance (leakage stabilization) or by means of an ex-

ternal demagnetizing field. In this case, the magnet will operate on a

minor hysteresis loop having initial point on the main hysteresis

curve and intersecting the y-axis (B) at point Bv.

As a rule, a minor hysteresis loop originating at the main hys-

teresis curve is replaced by a straight line connecting the initial

and terminal points of the minor loop. This line is called the reversal

line, and point A0 is called the point of departure for the reversal

line (0.1).

The position of the reversal line is determined uniquely by the

position of the point of departure on the demagnetization curve and

the reversal coefficient p'v"

If we assume that all the reversal lines are parallel, i.e.,

t --= const, they should also be paraL.-:. to the limiting reversal

line, which corresponds to the tangent to the demagnetization curve at

point Br. Thus, for a preliminary determination of the slope of a re-

versal line, it may be considered to be tangent to the demagnetization

curve at point Br, and the slope of the reversal line is determined as

the derivative of the equation of the demagnetization curve at point

Br where H = 0. If, for example, we approximate the demagnetization

curve by a rectangular hyperbola, by differentiation we obtain the fol-

lowing expression:

-a7= - . (4.50)
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It is clear that at y = 1, the reversal coefficient will equal

zero, i.e., there is no reversal cur"-' at y = 0.25, the reversal co-

efficient reaches its maximum of unity.

As a rule, the ratio P.,/Vk > l, and in the working zone it equals

roughly 3 for anisotropic alloys of the magnico type and 1.1-1.6 for

isotropic alloys of the alnico type.

For alloys with low demagnetization-curve form factors (Ny < 0.3),

"Vv approaches the value Vk as found from Expression (4.50). For alloys

with large form factors (y > 0.6), in the working zone gv exceeds 9k

by a factor of 2.5-3.

Figure 4.54 gives equivalent circuits for the magnetic circuit in

absolute and relative units, as well as magnetic-circuit hysteresis

diagrams for a magnet operating on the reversal line.

In the equivalent circuits, the internal reluctance of the magnet

is assumed to be constant. For this purpose, we introduce the concept

of the virtual magnetizing force, F = F/F 0 ; the magnitude of this

quantity is determined by the intersection of the reversal-line con-

tinuation with the x-axis. In this case, the working characteristic of

the magnetizing-force source takes the form of a straight line, while

the permeability and internal reluctance of the magnet are represented

by the equations:

- the reversal permeability (internal permeance of the magnet);

f A.

- the internal reluctance of the magnet.

Stabilization by Opening Magnetic Circuit

Figure 4.55 gives a magnetic-circuit diagram corresponding to mag-
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the entire magnet flux takes the form of a leakage flux (0 = V'.). In
practice, this-means that magnet stab-L.ization is carried out to a
value B0 = B'co = 10 tan ao- HoyAo, i.e.., the magnet is stabilized by
opening the magnetic circuit. Using the notation of Fig. 4.55', we

write certain relationships.
The inductions corresponding to the leakage flux are

hO=B-.=HoQtga=fIO^• b@S=!ftgC=H*A,. (4.51)
The virtual inductions corresponding to the slope of" the reversal

line are B,=oe,-o.H, 
.H.H,. (4.52)

The useful magnetic induction in the air gap is
-
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Fig. 4.55. Relative magnet diagram
for open-circuit stabilization.

=A--H(I.+ A.) -=B-HA.A (4.53)

where the induction Bv corresponds to the point at which the reversal

line intersects the B axis, i.e., to the maximum induction for an ex-

ternal magnetic reluctance of zero (Bv is the induction with the mag-

netic circuit short-circuited); it will equal

Here

A..== A. +-A3,

A +

AAu

H0 is the field strength corresponding to the point of departure

of the reversal line A0, i.e., the field strength for the open mag-

netic circuit.

If we make use of the value of Bv from (4.54), the induction in

the air gap can then be represented as

Let us establish the relationship between the coordinates of the
I,
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Fig. 4.56. relative useful energy for alnico
alloy as function of external-circuit Derme-
ance A* and leakage permeance A*, for re-

versal coefficient pv = 0.2. 1) Magdico.

*

point of departure of the reversal line (B0 = BJ, and HO) and the co-

ordinates of the useful-energy point ( * and H6 -- Since
z.=n..., ( *. . * .,

ha =Hfa 0= (H A.

then

A _..A.
:+;. +"- (4.56)

*0A" "" I

where A is the external-cireuit pe:•-meance.

Allowing for scattering, the expressions for H6 and B6, with the

magnet operating on the reversal line, can be found directly from the

equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.54.

The useil specific magnetic energy developed by the magnet in
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external space, allowing for (4.55), will be

At

or on the basis of (4.56)

A.,) *A A*.
"""a=BHO*I "--O"0 (4.58)

When the demagnetization curve is approximated by a rectangular

hyperbola, the x-axis value for the point of departure is found from

the expression
Blf , -I, 4A, I

(4.59)

Figure 4.56 shows a plot of the function a6 = f(A ) for several

values of A* for magnico alloy (ANK04).

In order to find the maximum useful magnetic energy in the air gap,

it is necessary to find the partial maximums, computing the partial

derivatives with respect to H and H0 , and approximating the demagnet-

ization curve. * *

On the assumption that H0 = const, i.e., B'I = const and A.

const, we find the field strength H for which the magnet develops

the maximum useful energy in the air gap while operating on the re-

versal line, at a-given value of leakage permeance, H. and A0. On the

basis of (4.57)

,dog dl

whence

2(,A+A..) 2

* and taking (4.51) into account, we find that
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04 (4.60)

i.e.,

'as$* (4.61)

since

Thus, if the point of departure of the reversal line corresponds

to the maxim= leakage flux, the maximiuR useful magnetic energy in the

air gap will a~pear durtng. operation at the center of the reversal

line, i.e., at the pbint at which the useful field strangth equals

half the field strength for the open magnetic circuit and the useful

induction equals half the induction far the short-cirinited magnetic

circuit:

The maxbdmn useful specific energy will then equal 4-

A -A -AR [erg/cM3 . .(4.62)

Absolute mapretU-enerjg maximum. If the leAkkage permeance, i.e.,

the quantity A. changes, the point of -.Fparture for the reversal line

AO(fO, Btu) will shift along the laain demagnetiza~tion curVe. Each re-

versal line, i.e., each degree of stabilization, will have its own

maximum useful magnetic energy.

In order to determine the optimum useful magnetic energy, i.e.,

the value of H. for which the optimum ugeful energy will be & loped

at the center of the reversal line it is necessary, as in the preced-

ing ease', to fiud the partial derivative of Expression (4.60) with re-

spect to AO in view of the fact that 6= 0.5%0 and B = f(Ho), i.e.,
d IAo; .. A

do&9i



2 4 4

and

d11
2ýAHo÷ .+ + o__ = 0. (4.63)

It is clear that in order to solve Eq. (4.63) it is necessary to

approximate the demagnetization curve in accordance with the procedure

discussed above, for example, in accordance witfi (4.49) in the form of

a rectangular hkyperbola.

In this case, optimum utilization of the magnet will occur at the

center of the reversal line, whose position is determined by the quan-
* * * (* *

tities H~max and = A 4v2 with Hmax= f(AM, Bs).

After certain manipulations we obtain

aswsi 2 A al in+Awsho U 1

"" t ~,• -8, , -.). -o, - .• ,• r,,(4 .64 )
4 is - oW

or, assuming that

we find

No" 0`1 •- -A °" & - "-'S ON "fig (4.65)

The field strength at the point of departure Homax for which the
magnet develops the absolute maximum of useful magnetic energy may be

found graphically.

As investigations have shown, Formula (4.65) yields considerable

errors, which increase as the value of y increases. This formula may

be used, however, for preliminary calculations in the absence of data

on the reversal coefficient. Figure 4.57 gives the functions
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Joe. .,V ;A ol a&. =I() f or M=const,

obtained by the author by calcula••-on for magneic alloys employed in

practice.

v .17 •- -•,i•, •,-
is NM 4

--_ I I I" I-" t

SI I 11

S, A A;"-5i

.119

47 V . -,-- .~:~ I:.. . -

a As 46 -. I O" 41 0 a Wq . 4,V2 41 AW V VI
) c

Fig. 4.57. Calculated curves for the absolute maximum of mag-

netic energy. a) Coordinates of point of departure of reversal

line (Homax and B max; b) coordinates of point of maximum use-

ful energy (Amax and B 6Mx); c) relative maximum energy.

Since it is not possible to solve Ea. (4.63) in a general form

suitable for subsequent utilization i k(.64) and (4.65), an approx-

imate equation is used here for the maximum useful energy; it takms

the form

at (0,25-+0,16 +,) -(.0,05 AM. (4.66)

Here the magnet uitilization factor will be

h al=l± ---=O-2 =0.16+OCzr-) A-. (4.67)

In conclusion, we note that by using triangle, circle, and rec-

tangle approximations it is possible to obtain analytical expressions

for all of the quantities of interest to us in a form convenient for

the investigation. They agree wel', as has been shown by a comparison
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of the results obtained with t1, circle and hyperbola approximations

(wit'h e =0.5,). This iveL us a ba -' 3 s t-udying circuits containing_

permanent magnets, with the appropriat.e appr-.....t4 O for thx magne

diagram used depending on the alloys employed.

Thus, if the operating point is located on the reversal line, at

the point of maximum useful magnet energy, and the magnet has been sta-

bilized by opening the magnetic circuit, the following laws will hold

for the optimum (absolute maximum) useful energy:

a) the operating point on the demagnetization curve is located

below the point (BH) max, i.e.,

max x o V-

and

A..< 1;

b) the larger Am, the larger the ratios

if m > I and ' -o ...

provided all other conditions renain the same;

c) the leakage factor will always be less than 2 for operation at

the optimum useful-energy point, i.e.,

X. <2.

General Case of Operation on Reversal Line

Let us study the equivalent circuit for a permanent-magnet ma-

chine making the following assu.ptions in addition to those made ear-

lier.

1. The machine magnetic circuit (Fig. 4.58) consists of the work-

ing air gap, secondary-circuit magnetic flux path (armature teeth and

core), primary-circuit magnetic flux path (pole piece, pole ring), in-

active air slot (between pole and pole ring, between pole and pole

piece, between pole ring and magnet), which have the following respec-
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L• ,/ 1 0 1!1 I elec 3 !

Fig. 4.58. Element of magnetic circuit for
salient-pole permanent-magnet machine with

pole pieces. The reluctances, fluxes, and mag-netizing forces are shown in relative units.
1) Armature; 2) magnet; 3) pole ring.

M~kI l A,'• .. •r A .
~~ý j~ * YFS

ZI
8 f 

0 sf ' "R Oe 
A Amis, A 

s * *I

*.jjfs 
R

OvcA0o v cxemna J 1.30u11Mf cxewa: . 2

Fig. 4.59. Equivalent circuits andi complete
magnet diagram in relative units.
"For F0 (internal) and (external)

tor characteristics. 1) Basic circuit; 2) in-.
verse cO'rcult.

tive reluctances (perineances):

464). kd (Ac)' 1;C1 (Ad) and4.(1,).

2. Since the 9agnetic circuit is not saturated, the reluctances

of the magnetically soft steel sections of the secondary magnetic cir-
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cult are included in the reluctance of the air gap, while the reluc-

tance of the mnagnet1cally Soft---------ct'ns of thepimary magnetic

ci•r.cV a%; U _u L, t.Lh-e %;.L•ai-t. Vr ltU .n.e.L L, '--.V L*W.LU%;Lobt11%;V.

3. The magnetic flux P emitted by the surface of a magnet pole is

assumed to consist of the useful flux (4 U), the primary-circuit (pole)

leakage flux 4), and the secondary-circuit leakage flux 0., i.e.,

where the flux 0U induces an emf corresponding in magnitude to the

voltage across the machine terminals U, the flux s induces the arma-

ture leakage emf, and the flux 06 = + 0s corresponds to the internal

emf E of the machine.

Figure 4.59 gives the equivalent magnetic-circuit diagrams for a

salient-pole machine and the complete magnet diagram.

In these circuits, R is a variable reluctance corresponding to

the direct-axis armature-reaction magnetizing-force component; R6 ,

Rshch" and Rc are fixed reluctances offered to the magnetic flux by

the air gap, air slot, and magnetically soft steel sections of the

circuit; is the internal magnet reluctance, which is constant for

operation on the reversal line.

The fluxes (D and (D shunt the useful flux, increasing D when

= const; consequently, the reluctances corresponding to these fluxes

diminish the over-all reluctance of the equivalent circuit. This means

that R. and R are connected in parallel to the reluctances Rshch, R6 ,

and Rc-

The equivalent circuit consi.dered Is suitable for any circuit

with permanent magnets and constant or variable circuit parameters. It

is clear that if the air-gap reluctance or steel permeability are

changed in the system, A6 or As will vary.

The equivalent circuit is compiled and corresponding equations
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written, depending on the actual object being investigated, with allow-

ance for constant and variable circuit parameters, as well as leakage

fluxes.

Below we have given several equations based on the equivalent cir-

cuit for the synchronous salient-pole machine.

The reluctance and permeance for the portion of the equivalent

circuit to the right of section 1-1 are

A-RA
+ 0_

R* RIR,
RS+R.

or after substitutions

and after defining + As we obtain

,* [A,+Ass (I+AR4)I

and (4.68)

A,==-•--:=k[A.+ A (1 +A.R.)

where

h4ý,Assk=k'k"+P'd4 = 0,• 4,8.I 9

1+R.A.. a a.

The expressions obtained for R and A are suitable for permanent-

magr~t ,machines with "spider" type rotors which have no air slots and,

consequently, for which there will be no section with a reluctance

•shch in the equivalent circuit.

In machines with soft-steel pose pieces, the equations become

more complicated: it is necessary to determine the reluctance and per-

meance for the portion of the replacement circuit to the right of sec-
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tion 2-2, i.e., we must allow for the relative reluctance (permeance)

of the slot. In this case

eO

P)=1?,+MM-•+ .R .. _=_._._._

and R+RRe k, 1 . (1 (4.6 9 )

"A- ^ -=k=2 [AI.+..(1 +AaA.)I.

where
kt

I-J-Rm+kAo--,*A.. •

The reluctance (permeance) of the complete equivalent circuit,

allowing for the internal magnet reluctance, i.e., at terminals 3-3,

is found from the expression

am h, IA.+A 4-•I+Ra& -)i

and (4.70)
Aa--•--kaAo+ ,, + +/a,.)-,)

where
A,

'1 (lk.+R.) A+ki tR.+R.a) hg a

Thus, the reluctance or permeance at any section is expressed, in

general, as

ha[A.+Z,.(O+AX.)I (4.71)I
A3=,. A[A.+A.,(1 +AA.)].

where
I

+ + ++.A.,)

Fluxes and emf's. The emf's are directly proportional to the cor-

responding magnetic fluxes; consequently, in the equivalent circuit

the flux 4 in the magnet corresponds to the virtual emf,, which equals

EO= kE., which equals the machine emf under no-load conditions, pro-
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vided that there is no primary-circuit leakage flux; the eraf induced

by the flux in the air gap will be E. = kEO while the voltage across

the machine terminals will be U = kE;U.

Let us determine the fluxes and emf's in the machine, neglecting

the voltage drop across the armature resistance.

The total machine magnetic flux is

S(14 .72 )

Here is the magnetizing force of the poles at the air gap.

The emf corresponding to the total machine flux is

-kl=k,& = kA,'A.(4.73)

The primary-circuit leakage flux is

A1e,= ,A,--- ®•. ®•a,.(4.74)

and its relative value is

AA,* A1 h, (A,+^,,(1+R1Xj]

The air-gap flux is

~ F1(A 1 -. FkI,+ -A,•- (4.76)

The primary-circuit leakage factor ka is determined by the ratio

of the fluxes:

0 (4i77)
#4 #S 9S Al -- A. • ,

where

4 A-. . A-, .,* (4.78)019 A,--A# kj•,, Ass

The machine emf induced by the air-gap flux is

- '-(4.7
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while its relative value is

E . A.

(4.80)

The secondary-circuit (armature) leakage flux will be, by Expres-

sions (4.72) and (4.76)

;4', ; _ *, , [ 1( I+ A) _OA,; N O + MA.
Re Re

FA, [I -- (A1 -A.) kaI=FA 3 (I - k•.A . (4.81)

The useful flux corresponding to the voltage across the machine

terminals will be

®'; ® U . ,,. k (4.82)
At

and its relative value is
* -

- .A-- (4.83)

The voltage across the machine terminals is

• A,• (4.84)

or

• • 0 ' 0 (4.85)
"A, A,+As,(t+A)(.)

Magnetizing forces and currents. The magnetizing forces are di-

rectly proportional to the currents and, consequently, in the equiva-

lent circuit a virtual current v= 13 corresponds to the virtual mag-

netizing force F V= F3, i.e., F3 = ki13. Similarly, F2 = kJ 2 , F1 =

= kuI1 , and F ya d = klya d' where the coefficient kI = 0.45m(w/p)kO.

The armature current is determined below. On the basis of the

9 equivalent circuit (Fig. 4.59) the magnetizing force in section 1-1 is

I4



P3 "-(4.86)

and

"-1,+(R.+Raa3(A.t^.,^. " (4.87)

The magnetizing force in section 2-2 is

A2

and

1I-R+R. ( A,+h1A ,)(k8)- . .. . .(4.88)

S1I MA1 A

4

? . f air.

k 2 ' A,: ' 9'.A, •rrx*F 71wVT-
" ',sea 2 Asso

Fig;. 4.60. Equivalent circuits corrzespond-

ing to Fig. 4.59, no-load and short-circuit
conditions. I) No-load; 2) short-circuit.

The ratio of the currents is

* . (4.89)
S,, A, h,' -+A.(.hA.."43
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It is now also easy to find an expression for the current in the

armature, since Fya = 4sRs R 'uya

and

1, = , ,,, .Re

(4.9o)

Thus, the direct-axis armature-current component will be

=a,,--(+R,A0 s)(+R.A.)

Thus, using the equivalent circuit, it is possible to establish

the law governing the variation of voltage across the machine terminals

and the direct-axis armature-current component when cos 9 = 0 and

Rya = 0o

The working regimes of electrical machines are normally analyzed

by a method that combines the no-load and short-circuit regimes. Thi$

presupposes linearity of the characteristic, which occurs in permanent-

magnet machines.

A machine under no-load conditions is characterized by absence of

armature current and, consequently, armature reaction and leakage are

absent, i.e.,

S/:.!.,i=0 . F , O. " 0 . -- , ,0 " .

The output terminals of the reluctance circuit are closed, while

the inverse circuit, using permeances, has open terminals (Fig. 4.68).

The short-circuited machine is characterized by absence of voltage

across the machine terminals, and thus the useful flux 4u will also

disappear, i.e.,
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TABLE 4.3
Plotting External Characteristic
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U=O, %zOand .0.

Under these conditions, the output terminals of the reluctance

circuit are open, while those of the inverse circuit are closed (Fig.

4.6ob).

In view of what has been said, making use of Expressions (4.68)

to (4.72) it is possible to write a series of equations that corres-

pond to the no-load and short-circuit regimes of the machine.

On the basis of the no-load regime, we can determine the no-load

emf, while the direct-axis short-circuit current is found from the

short-circuit conditions; we then can find the external characteristic

of the machine. All of the equations have been given in Table 4.3 for

the sake of clarity.

Plotting the external characteristic. Figure 4.61 gives a magnet

diagram in simplified form. Point A0 corresponds to the condition of

the magnet in its neutral plane under short-circuit conditions. The

short-circuit line 0A0 characterizes the permeance (reluctance) of the

external (with respect to the magnet) portion of the magnetic flux

path, allowing for the armature reactico under short-circuit condi-

tions. The coordinates of the point of departure for the reversal line

A0 (short-circuit regime) are F2k and Dk"

The slope of line OAw with respect to the x-axis is determined by

the short-circuit permeance (reluctance) in section 2-2 of the equiva-

lent circuit (see Fig. 4.60), i.e.,

""R*=d .= (4.92)

Point Kh corresponds to the condition of the magnet in its neutral

plane under no-load conditions. The no-load line OKh characterizes the

magnetic permeance (reluctance) of the portion of the magnetic flux
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Fig. 4.61.

path external to the magnet under no-load conditions. The coordinates

of the no-load point on the reversal line Pre F2kh and 0I..

The slope of line OIh wit%-h respect to the x-axils is determined by

the no-load permeance (reluctance) in section 2-2 of the equivalent

circui~t, i.e.,

* 'Z f- .1 4.3

For a "spider" type rotor, Ashch and

A2- A119 A,.=jl, Rf_=_R,._ R,_--..

Determaning ttk we find the point of departure for the reversal

line Ao and the value of teke Using the reversal coefficient " V an

plot the reversal line and then use the value of i to find the no-

load point Ifh and the value of EC1.I

@ *

Knowing E01 and t k" we find the no-load emf p 0 and the direct-

axis short-circuit current component !dk" and by connecting 1 0 and ldko

we obtain the external generator characteristic with no intermediate

plotting.
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Ma nu-
script [Footnotes)
Page

No.

346 See S4.7.

394 The author's proposal was developed and tests of industrial
specimens were carried out in cooperation with Engineers
V.G. Andreyev and S.R. Mizyurin.

408 A.I. Bertinov, Elementy analiticheskoy teorii magnitoelektri-
cheskikh tsepey [Elements of the Analytical Theory of Perma-
nent-Magnet Circuits] Trudy MAI 84 [Reports of the Moscow
Aviation Institute, 84I, Oborongiz, 1957.

[List of Transliterated Symbols]

309 u = m = magnit = magnet

315 B = V = vozvrat reversal

335 B = v = vneshniy = external

340 H = n = nakonechnik = pole piece

340 pacq = rasch = raschetnyy = design

342 3.B = z.v (zv) = zvezdochka = spider

344 = a = svobodnyy =free

346 t = shch = shchel' = slot

346 3 = z = zubets = tooth

346 R- ya = yakor' = armature

346 K = k = kogt' = finger

351 o = s = serdechnik = core

351 a = e ekektromagnitnyy = electromagnetic

35 HOM = nom = nominal'nyy = rated

354 K = k = korotkogo zamykaniya = short-circuit (also K)

355 X = Kh = kholostoy = no-load

356 m. = m.e = magnitoelektricheskiy = pe.manent-magnet

357 a.U = e.m = elektromagrLitnyy = electromagnetic

362 nojiH = poln = polnyy total
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363 3.H = z.m = zapolneniye, magnit = f:.ll factor, magnet

363 n = p = polyus = pole

382 B = v = val = shaft

389 K = k = kondensator = capacitor

389 r = g = generator = generator

394 A = d = drossell = reactor

399 3( = ef = effektivnyy = effective

399 sh = sinh

405 AT = dt = drossell trekhfaznyy = three-phase saturable
reactor

406 On = OP = obmotka podmagnichivaniya = magnetization windirgc

406 MY = MU = magnitnyy usilitel' = magnetic amplifier

406 B = V = vypryamitel' = rectifier

406 CTa6 = stab = stabilizator = stabilizer

406 EMC = EMS =-elektromagnitnyy stabilizator = electromagnetic
stabilizer

406 Ap = dr = drossell = reactor, inductor

406 ME = MEG = magnitoelektricheskiy generator = permanent-
magnet generator

406 BX = vkh= vkhod = input

407 aKT = akt = aktivnyy = resistive, dissipative, wattful

422 .M= i.m = ispol'zovaniye magnita = utilization of magnet

/

0
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Chapter 5

INDUCTION GENERATORS

5.1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON INDUCTION GENERATORS

Induction generators were invented in 1877 by P.N. Yablochkov and

Swere used to produce high-frequency current at 20-50 kc.

Over the past 25 years, induction high-frequency generators have

i come into wide use in aviation, electrometallurgy (arc welding, sur-

face hardening, melting, etc.), for high-speed electrical drive mech-

! anisms (textile motors, electric saws, hand electric tools), etc.,

where frequencies of from 200 to 10,000 cps are used, since in this

j range mechanical generators offer substantial advantages over elec-

tronic oscillators.

The Leningrad "Elektrik" plant makes induction generators for in-

dustry of up to 100 kva power at a frequency of 8000 cps. The "Elektro-

sila" and KhEMZ Plants manufacture induction generators with powers up

to 1000 kva at frequencies of about 10,000 cps.

For aircraft, single-phase 400-cps induction generators are used

in series MA converters for powers of up to 0.1 to 2.5 kva. Single-

phase induction aircraft generators are also made for 20 kva, 900 cps,

and 9000 rpm; 500 va, 6000 cps, and 12,000 rpm; 2.5 kva, 5000 cps, and

50,000 rpm; and so forth.

A large number of unusual induction generators having powers from

0.5 to 600 kva and frequencies of from 500 to 60,000 cps were created

i by V.P. Vologdin, in particular for use in aviation.

Definition. An induction machine is an electrical machine for
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which the main magnetic flux at an arbitrary point in the air gap

varies solely in magnitude. Otherwise, there would be a periodic change

i.. heLuLMUC • If, with the armature- winding owing to the variation in

air-gap permeance. This fact makes it possible to locate the field and

armature windings on the stationary part of the machine.

Arrangement. Induction generators are normally used as parts of

converters employed to change commercial line-frequency (50-60 cps)

alternati•g current into high-frequency (200-10,000 cps) alternating

current, or as parts of converters changing direct current into high-

frequency alternating current. The electric drive motor (in the first

Ottt
4 .

S.- 7
b) c)

Fig. 5.1. Single-phase homopolar induction gen-
erator, 400 cps, 8000 rpm. a) Double-unit con-
struction; b) single-unit construction; c) ac-
tive zone, three-phase construction, 800 cps,
8000 rpm. 1) Field winding; 2) armature wind-
ing; 3) armature teeth and core; 4) rotor
teeth and core; 5) rotor sleeve; 6) stator
housing; 7) flange.

case, an induction or synchronous motor, and In the second case a di-

rect-current motor) and the induction generater are normlaly placed in
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b)

Fig. 5.2. Multipolar induction generator
with classical active zone. a) Single-phase,
two excitation poles, 800 cps, 8000 rpm; b)
three-phase, four excitation poles (designa-
tions are the same as in Fig. 5.1).

a common housing, which permits a reduction in the axial dimensions

and weight of the converter. Far less frequently, induction generators

are driven by internal-combustion or turbine engines.

There are a large number of known structural designs for induc-

tion machines.

Figures 5.1-5.3 give transverse and longitudinal sections through

two of the main types of induction alternating-current generator that

are employed in aviation.

The main magnetic field is excited in the air gap of an induction

machi-.e by a winding 1, which is located in all types of induction gen-

erators on the stationary part of the machine (together with the arma-

ture winding); the field winding carries direct current.

The armature winding (alternating-current winding 2) is also al-

ways located in slots in the stationary part of the machine.

The teeth and core of the armature 3 and the teeth and core of

the rotor 4 are made from electrical-grale sheet steel 0.35-0.20 mm

thick, depending on the frequency. In the design of Fig.- 5.1, the rotor

teeth and core may also be made massive.

The rotor sleeve 5 and stator housing 6 are normally made from

armco steel; in the designs of Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, they are assembled
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from sheet steel.

In the single-1unAt desi,-n, the .lan.G 7, which carries the main

Clux, is also made from aimco steel;

In all single-phase induction machines of classical tyje, the

number of rotor poles equals half the number of stator teeth. For a

machine of m-phase design, there are twice as many stator tooth units

as there are rotor tooth units.

One peculiarity associated with the induction generator is the

fact that its frequency is twice as high as that of a synchronous gen-

erator having the same number of poles (teeth), i.e.,

f = z2 n/60 cps,

where the number of rotor teeth z2 corresponds to p rather than to 2 p.

Operating principle. The magnetic flux in the air gap is produced

by the field winding, which carries direct current (or by permanent

magnets). The direction of the magnetic flux is shown in Fig. 5.1. In

the double-unit construction, one unit contains only north poles, and

the second unit only south poles. In the designs of Figs. 5.2 and 5.3,

the field polarity changes, as in the classical consequent-pole machine.

When the rotor turns uniformly, t ze permeance of the air gap will

change periodically, since the number of stator poles (teeth) is 2 or

2m times the number of rotor slots (poles). Consequently, the magnetic

flux in the air gap will also change periodically from "max when the

axes of the rotor and stator teeth coincide, to 4rmin' when the axes of

the rotor and stator teeth differ by the angle w (Fig. 5.4). Thus, the

flux in the machine air gap will consist of constant and varying com-

ponents. The mean flux will equal 0 0 0.5 (Omax + Omin)' while the

variable flux will be D1 = 0.5 ("max "min)

The armature winding is permeated by a flux that periodically

changes in magnitude as the air-gap permeance changes; consequently,
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Fig. 5.3. Single-phase multipolar
induction generator with tooth-
type active zone. Four excitation
poles, four armature windings, a
frequency f = z2 n/60 = 36. 10,00o/60 =

= 6000 cps, n = 10,000 rpm. 1) Ro-
tor; 2) stator; 3) armature wind-
ing; 4) field winding.

the changkng flux component 4i induces a varying emf in the armature

winding. Thus, with constant magnetizing force and uniform rotor rota-

tion, the machine flux periodically changes in magnitude without chang-

ing sign, and induces a varying emf into the secondary winding.

Advantages: a) structural simplicity and reliability - the rotat-

Ing part of the machine carries neither windings nor sliding contacts,

which simplifies production and operation;

b) simplicity and reliability of voltage regulation;

c) possibility of increasing rotational speed up to 100 m/sec or

more;

d) higher efficiency owing to the smaller amount of excitation

power and the absence of sliding-contact losses.

Disadvantages: a) relatively poor weight/power ratio in these

models owing to the fact that the flux changes from "max to "min"
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a)

4 F

Fig. 5.4. Operating principle of induction
generators. a) Field and emf curves; b)
equivalent circuit of induction generator;
c)fluxes 4a and mn as functions of ex-

citation magnetizing force Fv. 1) Stator; 2)

tooth; 3) tooth; 4) rotor; 5) armature wind-
ing; 6) field winding.

rather than from +4) to -4);

b) high reactance, sometimes necessitating capacitive compensa-

tion;

c) the shape of the emf curve depends on the magnitude and nature

of the load.

Classification. It is desirable to classify induction machines as

follows.

In accordance with the spatial arrangement of field windings:

a) Homopolar (ring-type) generators having one field winding

Swhose axis coincides with the machine axis, I.e., the field winding

encloses the rotor axis. In such generators, the flux in the rotor
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Fig. 5.5. Field pattern in air gap of in-
duction generator. a) Classical active
zone; b) tooth-type active zone.

teeth does not change in sign, and the rotor may be made solid (see

Fig. 5.1).

b) Multipolar (segmental) generators having 2p,, field windings

whose axes are perpendicular to the machine axis, i.e., they do not

enclose the rotor axis. This type of induction generator is similar in

the arrangement of its magnetic system to a direct-current machine. In

generators of this type, the flux in the rotor teeth changes in sign

at a frequency of fr = (p n/60) and, consequently, the rotor should be

assembled from electrical-grade sheet steel (see Figs. 5.2 and 5.3).

ws AccordIng to the structure of the active band:

a) Classical type for which the rotor tooth pitch t equals twice
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the stator tooth pitch multiplied by the number of phases, i.e.,
t2 " 1- 2*••2nit1i and Z = 2iriz2"

b) Tooth type (see Fig. 5.3), where the rotor tooth pitch equals

the stator tooth pitch multiplied by the number of phases, i.e.,

t 2 = mt 1 and zI = mz 2.

c) System with pulsating flux in rotor teeth, where the rotor

tooth pitch is roughly equal to the stator tooth pitch. This system

makes no sense, and will not be considered here.

Figure 5.5 shows field forms for homopolar induction generators

with various active zones.

5.2. FUNDAMENTALS OF INDUCTION-GENERATOR THEORY

The working processes for all types of induction machines are

similar and thus results obtained for one such machine can be applied

to the others.

The induction generator is a salient-pole synchronous machine,

and thus the theory of salient-pole synchronous machines can basically

bc cxtended to inductor generators, providing that a suitable choice

of parameters is made.

If we take the rotor-tooth axis a the machine direct axis and an

axis rotated through an angle of 7T/2 with respect to the direct axis

as the quadrature axis, the direct-axis and quadrature-axis armature-

reaction inductive reactances will then be Yyad and 'yaq.

The leakage inductive reactances will be: in the slots, end sec-

tion, and as a result of higher magnetizing-force harmonics in the gap,

we will have xsd = xsq = xs-

The effect of armature reaction in an induction generator is sim-

ilar to the effect of armature reaction in an ordinary synchronous gen-

erator, i.e., an inductive load will decrease the main flux while a

capacitive load will increase it.
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.Permeances and Fluxes in the Air Gap of an Induction Generator

Figure 5:6 P-howa the pattern of variation in the magnitude of the

permeance and the flux (induction) in the air gap (which is propor-

tional to the permeance) for a classical active zone on the assumption

"d 4 q f a that the reluctance of the steel sec-
'"3

L "4", tions of the magnetic circuit equals

4 , *zero ( c- o); the surface of the stator

bore is smooth, i.e., k6 = 1; neither

r-r,- hysteresis nor eddy currents appear in

/h4.'h magnetic circuit; we consider only

*the first harmonic of the field.

As the rotor turns, the air-gap per-
Fig. 5.6. Field curve in

air gap of induction gen- meance in an induction generator changes
erator for closed arma-
ture slots. 1) Field periodically with a period equal to 2T,
curve in gap; 2) first
harmonic of field curve; as does the induction, which corresponds-

* 41) first-harmonic flux;

02r) flux at double the to the permeance.

ole pitch; 3) armature; Representing the permeance curve as
) rotor.

a harmonic series, we obtain the follow-

ing well-known expressions for the air-gap permeance:

f co a=.O-+±a.x cosnx + I blsinnx=1.+Vs~nn(a-vt).

where

as= f~xcosnxdz b,= 2- ~f(x)sinxxd x,

f dxI (5-1)

Since the field winding forms a magnetic field strength that is

"constant in space and in time over the length of the pole pitch on the
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armature surface, the air-gap induction will be proportional to the

permeances, I.e., B = FX and

B,=8.+ B. .cosn(a--t). (5.2)
I

where B0 = and Bn = X are the constant components and the

nth harmonic of the induction in the machine, air gap; U6z is the mag-

netic potential drop across the active band (air gap and armature

tooth).

The first harmonic of the induction and the first-harmonic flux

in the air gap will equal, respectively,

1r., o--,. B_,, Cos (a _q2: (5.3)

We determine the phase no-load emf

where

E,- 4.Io, ( 5.4 )

The air-gap permeance (induction) is a complex function of the

active-band geometry and depends on th. saturation of the magnetic sys-

tem. To simplify the problem, we assume that the active zone (rotor

and stator teeth) is not saturated and that its reluctance is taken

into account by means of an appropriate increase in the air gap. In

addition, we base the calculations on the excitation magnetizing force

corresponding to the active band U 6, which we assume to remain un-

changed. Under these conditions, it is possible to construct, as an ex-

ample, a simplified picture of the field in the air gap, and to deter-

mine X(B) for it. Some simplified field patterns are shown in Fig. 5.7.

The' simplest field pattern, consisting of constant XO(BO) and

variable XI(BI) components, can be represented by the simple expression
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SI=)O+, COSa==Io I +-!'Cos• (5-5)

•* •X! 9~ 10 _ ]~i

" -, 2j-o .IP- 1 '.-

max n min are the permeances of the air gap corresponding to

the tooth axis and the axis of the rotor intertooth space, respectively.

i _ 2 !

* a)

-io

L!i

fja iCe

Fig. 5.7, Simplified field patterns
for induction generator no-load con-
ditions, bz2 ) Width of rotor tooth;
bp2 ) width of rotor slot; Bz) maximum

induction along rotor-tooth axis;
Bp) maximum induction along slot

S~axis.

" ~The double pole-pitch flux is
-'b
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0:,.- 2,li,= B.,B (1--) + fOd (5.6)

The first harmonic of the flux going to induce the emf is

(5-1

The degree of flux utilization is
k-"@ __I 1l-pkl 1=, L1- ; ::t.0,38 . (5.8)

#31. x 1+

Here the maximum degree of air-gap flux utilization for inducing

the emf is only 31.8% at p = 0 and only 28.8% at p = 0.05 (the usual

value).

On the basis of the field shape (Fig. 5.7b), the amplitude of the

magnetic-induction first harmonic, considering that

B.Z-O04 %Uj ,, and .B = 0.4,0,
16a

will equal

Bi-(B.--B.)si,~ -, •=o.8Uj,1-,, S111,,," (5.9)

while the first harmonic of the flux will be

-3• 1 ¶=2 ', "a, (5.10)

Here

- .<- .,. (5.11)

The double pole-pitch flux is

qb -(BBO-+ BsB9,2) I,.-

O0.4inUa~ !.a (j +P ±2) (5.12)

where

&.a b32  2

The degree of flux utilization Is

,...S, , °'s (5.13)

-. S's8 +
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S When a1 = 0.8 and p1 = 0.05, the flux utilization is 42.5% of the

total air-gap flux, while when aI = I, it is 36.7%. As the relative

AW Sotor-tooth width al = bz2/ increases and the ratio p, 6z/6p in-

creases, the degree of f3ux utilization will drop.

If we assume that the ratio p1 = 0, we obtain an expression for

the field form of Fig. 5.7c.,

For the field distribution of Fig. 5.7d, the amplitude of the

first-harmonic for the curve can be represented, as N.Ya. Al'per has

,shown, in terms of the sine and cosine integrals in the form

1=!sin aL, + 7w Co I COS, 2[-C -

-sin%(5-141)

where y = aI - (6/pr), sp is an angle in radians.

as-A

43

Fig. 5.8. Coefficients for induction-gen-
erator magnetic circuit. Degree of flux
utilization kl = f(ca, 6,/i), degree of

utilization of induction generator kis =

= (azl, 6"/!) = k1•.

The first harmonic of the flux is

- *3ohB,~1-.!8,U-,),,. (5.15)
4



. °a). b

Fig. 5.9. No-load indaction dis-
tribution coefficient, a) Classi-
cal synchronous machine, k. =
= b'/br; b) induction generator,

k = b'z 2/bz 2.

The double pole-pitch flux is

=, 0 2,1u2~lLJ.). •, ,(5.16)

The degree of flux utilization

S(5.17)*

is found from the curves of Fig. 5.8.

When al = 0.8 and 61/T = 0.05, 32.3% of the flux is used.

Thus, the degree of utilization of the flux will turn out to be*

low if we base the calculation on the field distribution of Fig. 5.7a,

and high if we use the distribution o- Fig. 5.7b, in comparison with

the field of Fig. 5.7d, which resembles the true field.

Irn conclusion, for induction machines we determine the inducticn

distribution coefficient under no-load conditions, M, which in classi-

cal synchronous machines (Fig. 5.9) is found from the equations

O= B$I- Ba2',t BAb'1.;

to equal

In induction generators, it is necessary to proceed on the basis
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of the double pole pitch

02*,.--B.12 I =B,2,.'i= Bba.

11 i.e.,

A6= 2~ aIkBb (5.18)

Thus, the maximum induction in the air gap of an induction gen-

erator is

h a h=b' - +[(gauss] (5.19)

kak~d a kba21

and the magnetic potential drop across the air gap is-

U- = 0.86'B 6 ampere-turns, (5.20)

I where kis = klk = 2kl(a'/aj) is a coefficient characterizing the de-

gree of utilization of the induction generator, and is found from Fig.

5.8; a's br and b are design quantities.

Armature Reaction of Induction Generator

The armature reaction of an induction generator is determined as

in the case of salient-pole synchronous generators, while the effect

of armature magnetizing force on the main machine field will also de-

pend on the magnitude and nature of the load.

In the general case, the armature magnetizing force is split, as

is usual, into direct-axis and quadrature-axis components, and the di-

rect- and quadrature-axis armature-reaction fluxes are found by mul-

tiplying the magnetizing force by the appropriate peinmeance. Thus if

we consider only the first harmonic of the armature magnetizing force,

f.,-.F•,cos(--0. I
fs#=F,#s~n ($-at), (.1

a nd B O = f S,1+

where
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Fig. 5.10. Armature-reaction
field curves. a) Direct axis;
b) quadrature axis. I and 3)
Flux curves; 2 and 4) first
harmonics of the flux due to
direct-axis and quadrature-
axis armature magnetizing
force; 02.) double pole-pitch

flux due to magnetizing force
"Fyads "ld and ,'lq) first-har-
monic fluxes due to magnetizing
forces Fyad and Fyaq"

F,=O.45m-..

F.I=F.Sin* (5.22)
and c

In order to determine the armature-excitation field reduction co-

efficients kid (direct-axis) and klq (quadrature-axis) for the machine,

the armature-field curve of Fig. 5.10 is represented in series form

and the first harmonics are separated out and set equal to the first

harmonic of the excitation field.

Each harmonic of the armature magnetizing force forms an infinite

series of harmonics in the gap; we shall consider only the first har-
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monic, which is stationary with respect to the excitation magnetizing

force and which forms the armature reaction.

) The first harmonic of the armature magnetizing force for the di-

rect and quadrature axes forms all possible higher harmonics of the

induction. The instantaneous values of the direct- and quadrature-axis

inductions due to the first harmonic of the armature magnetizing force

will be

+ ÷ .I N - ,+..')dCO,,, -.n(O )]

and (5.23)

If we confine our examination to the first harmonic, the direct-

and quadrature-axis armature-reaction fluxes will be

2 _o__=Ba,=v,.-! .F1~ (,+Ž ,)cos(,€ t.I (5.24)

while the corresponding armature-reaction emf's will be

e, .,sin of

and

where

E"--4%lwjF,, d ()w+O,.51m) 1 -',O'.-(5 25~ (5.25)
E,,,=4ileff, q ,.(-o.Sk) 1O-6v.

If the amplitude of the first harmonic of the armature-reaction

magnetizing force equals the first harmonic of the excitation magnetiz-
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ine force under no-load conditions, ie.,, If Flyad = U~z, the reduc-

tions will equal (according to N.Ya. Al'per) (Fig. 5.11)

w= d+ 2.5&Vd

and A t (5.26)
#3q 1W--0.531U

Expression (5.25) has been obtained on the assumption that the

permeance of the stator center section and of the rotor is so large as

to be negligible. Actually, the magnetic potential drop in the center

section can be of the same order of magnitude as that across the air

gap. The center-section permeance affects only the direct-axis arma-

ture-reaction flux; the quadrature-axis armature-reaction flux is com-

pleted outside the stator and rotor supporting sections.

If we let A be the permeance of t.he supporting body and leakage

paths divided by the surface area of the stator bore, then

A =Ac+ A•,= Ac

and

*e U2p d

since the leakage permeance A. normally does not exceed several percent

of As.

The potential drop Us in the supporting body decreases the emf

due to the direct-axis armature reaction, as is provided for in the

coefficient

The magnetic-circuit coefficient ks = (FO/U 6z) = 1 + (Us/U 6 z) is

found from the no-load curve.

In the beginning of this section, we made the assumption that the

armature surface is smooth. If we allow for the presence of the slots,
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Characteristics of Induction Generators

Figure 5.12 shows the no-load. load- anda hort-nr1_cuit character-

istics. It is clear from this figure that the characteristics of in-
'r t; r a

I&I

20'

Fig. 5.12. Characteristics of induc-
tion generators. 1 and 11) No-load
characteristics for i-duction and
synchronous generators; 2) load
characteristics; 3) short-circuit
characteristic.

duction generators differ basically from similar characteristics for

other electric generators.

As a rule., the no-load curve E = f(Iv ) at I = 0 and2 the load

curve U = f(IV) at I = conIt consist of three sections: an initial

straight-line section corresponding to the unsaturated condition of

the magnetic circuit,, where the flux rises steeply'in proportion to

the excitation magnetizing force; a central curved portion correspond-

ing to mean saturation, where the flux increases noticeably, but not
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in proportion to the Increase in ex-~ita-

* I • straight-line section corresponding to

- the saturated state of the machine,

where the flux rises only slightly in

10 proportion to the excitation magnetizing

Fig. 5.13. Characteristic The induct.on-generator character-
of 30 kva, 1200 cps,
12,000 rpm aircraft in- istic (curves 1, 2, and 3) have critical
duction generator, m = 1.

points Ah, An, and Ak, where changes in

sign occur, i.e., below the points A, an increase in excitation mag-

netizing force is accompanied by increases in machine flux and emf,

while with a further increase in excitation magnetizing force, the ma-

chine flux and emf will drop. This is explained in the following man-

ner.

The changing machine flux that induces the emf into the armature

winding equals

where "max and "min are the fluxes whose paths are completed, respec-

tively, along the direct (iron) and quadrature (air) machine axes

(Fig. 5.12b).

The relationship "max = C(Fv ) which has a great deal of influ-

ence on the magnetic-circuit saturation, is represented by a curved

line, while the relationship 4min = f(Fv) is represented by a line

that Is nearly straight; thus with increasing excitation, the varying

flux (24 in Fig. 5.12c) increases below point A in accordance with the

curved section of "max = f(F v) and then begins to drop.

If the value of the minimum flux decreases to the value ofmin'

the critical point will move to the right along A'. Consequently, the
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larger the ratio bmax/min = Xmax/' min, the larger the excitation mag-

netiZing force req,,,u,'re to reach the critical point.

Thus, in induction machirie-, the magnetic c ...rcUit -uld A wen lV

saturated and the ratio Xmaxkmln should be as large as possible. For

high saturations, the utilization efficiency of the machine drops and

at a certain value of excitation, the voltage may even become equal to

zero.

From the physical viewpoint, the bend in the no-load curve may be

explained by the fact that the machine direct-axis permeance decreases

at high saturations and becomes comparable with the machine quadrature-

axis permeance and, consequently, the changing component of the fluc,

which induces the emf into the armature winding will equal the differ-

ence of the machine direct- and quadrature-axis fluxes, which first

reaches a maximum (point Alh) and then drops rapidly.

Figure 5.13 shows the characteristics of a 30 kva 1200 cps 12,000

rpm single-phase aircraft induction generator.

5.3. SOME REMARKS ON THE DESIGN OF INDUCTION GENERATORS

Choice of Induction-Generator Type

Manufacturing conditions and pow -- to-weight ratio considerations

make it desirable to design salient-pole synchronous generators for

frequencies of up to 500 cps with peripheral speeds of v < 50 m/sec

and - = (v/2f) > 50 mm.

Nonsalient-pole synchronous generators, for which each rotor

tooth is a pole, may be used for frequencies f = (v/2r) < 1600 cps

with v < 100 m/sec and for frequencies of up to 2400 cps with v < 150

m/sec and Tr > 30 mm.

Consequently, the upper frequency limit for sync'-"onous generators

is determined by the minimum pole pitch, which Is dictated by struc-

tural considerations, manufacturing conditions, and the power-to-weight
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ratio.

In induction generators using a tooth-type active zone with v

0 15;0 m/nen and a minimum rotor tooth pitch of 1.25 mm. it is possible

to obtain a frequency of f = 15,000/2 x 1.25 = 60,000 cps. A further

increase in frequency, however, is limited in induction generators by

the minimum armature tooth pitch in machines with a classical active

zone and by the minimum rotor-tooth width in machines using a tooth-

type active zone.

It is difficult to make a classical active zone for frequencies

above 2000-3000 cps, especially where m = 3; a tooth-type active zone

is therefore used.

The advantages of homopolar generators are: a) the rotor teeth do

not change magnetic polarity and thus need not be lamiLated, which

makes it possible to increase the rotor peripheral speed (up to 150

Sm/sec); the iron losses will drop;

b) the field winding will be smaller and lighter and, conse-

quently, the resistance and losses will be less;

c) single- and multiphase armature windings will be symmetric.

Drawbacks of homopolar generators: a) the excitation flux passing

Saxially along the rotor sleeve and stator yoke increases their cross-

sectional area and weight; currents will appear in the bearings and

Sthere will be increased leakage through the frame of the electric

Sdrive motor (single-frame construction);

b) the moment of inertia of the rotor (owing to the high weight)

and the magnetic-field inertia are considerable (the magnetic circuit

contains large massive sections);

c) the time constant T = L/R of the excitation circuit rises,

9 since the field winding his low resistance and high inductance (all of

• the excitation flux is linked with the entire field winding) leading
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to prolongation of transients and possible overvoltages when the load

is removed.

Advantages of heteropolar &enekators:e sz and weight of ^

sleeve and armature core are determined, in the main, by structural

considerations, since the number of field poles may be increased and

the cross section (weight) of the magnetic circuit decreased;

b) the moment of inertia, magnetic-field inertia, and excitation-

circuit time constant are lower than for homopolar machines;

c) there are no axial fluxes, which reduces leakage and is favor-

able from the viewpoint of bearing and drive-motor operation for single-

frame designs.

Drawbacks of heteropolar generators: a) higher losses in the iron

and the field winding;

b) need to take special measures in order to obtain symmetric ar-

mature windings, especially with a three-phase system;

c) lower permissible rotor peripheral speed (v < 90 m/sec);

d) considerable losses in rotor teeth.

Geometry of Active Zone

It is recommended that the follc-.Lug quantities be taken as basic:

the number of slc- -er pole and per phase is normally equal to unity

(q = 1). The total number of slots in the armature per unit (classical

active zone) is'

!201

where

z2-= 6 of/n.

The armature tooth and pole pitches are
*ýD '3%

t, n di=ml,.
, ! MS24 2=,f

If the speed and frequency are given, the tooth and pole pitches,
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•as well as the number of teeth and armature diameter may be found from

-the formulas given. It is desirable to use semienclosed armature slots,

as•t•his i-. eases-OP efficiency althouvsh it results

in some manufacturing complications.

The width of a rotor tooth, i.e., the pole width, is

bz 2 = lTO, where a, = 0.7-0.8.

The width of the space between poles is

buis=2-r-b.2=r(2-aj)(13I).

The depth of a rotor slot is

The air gap is made as small as possible, allowing for strength

-and manufacturing considerations, and considering the limitation of

surface losses; then 6 =0.2 + (D/500) am.

In order to improve the shape of the voltage curve, the rotor

teeth are beveled, which reduces the magnetic coupling between the ar-

mature winding and the field winding. We allow for this by means of

the bevel factor

a- 0., 0

where

Magnetic Circuit

In induction generators, the magnetic circuit is weakly saturated.

Saturation of the magnetic circuit decreases the modulation of the

flux in the armature teeth and, consequently, reduces the utilization

efficiency of the machine. In addition, a relative increase In the mag-

netic potential drop across the magnetic-circuit iron distorts the

shapes of the field and the machine emf curve, and also makes them

more dependent on the nature of the load.
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Thus, the choice of the magnetic loads in the iron is of basic

Importance.

Induction-machine design is frequently based not on the air-gap

induction, as is the rule, but on the permissible induction in the arma-

ture teeth. If we allow for the magnetic skin effect and the specific

iron losses, the armature-tooth induction will drop as the frequency

rises. Thus, for a frequency f = 400-10,000 cps, we can initially use

the following values of induction for the stator teeth, B:zs

f 400 ~~1000 j1600j20 00 W1- / I 0 oo I 16) ,ol•lool•

2 Bu 12000 11000 10000 9000 7000 6C00 5000
I 11000 10000 9C00 00 6C0 6FA 4000

1) £, .zs; 2) Bz. 8 , gauss.

The induction in the magnetic circuit outside the active zone

should not exceed roughly 1.' Bz.s"

Under no-load conditions, the magnetic potential drop across the

air gap is determined from the maximum induction in the air gap, i.e.,

B4X -It I, Bit€
01r &.C Kic

and

If the magnetic-circuit coefficient for the active zone is

,iUl - + 1'4

it is then necessary to consider saturation of the tooth zone. To do

this, we introduce the notion of the equivalent air gap 6'ekv k I6',

which we use to determine the coefficients k1 and kis as well as the

flux 4ý2T and the emf E kl:21 = 01.

Here Uzes and Uz.r are the magnetic potential drops across the

stator and rotor teeth.
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For a homopolar generator, calculations for the magnetic circuit

outside the active band are based on the Itota a L 'I ...X.

for the rotor yoke

S,. 0-- 2-P- p;

for the stator yoke, allowing for the leakage flux

where the leakage flux under no-load conditions is

0.9 - 2A.(Us, +U1..,)ý 0~,0502,.

Here U6 z and U are the magnetic potential drops across the

6z ya.r

active band and the rotor yoke.

Owing to the effect of the armature magnetizing force, the air-

gap field under load will differ from the no-load field: the main flux

will be supplemented by the differential leakage flux 64), which repre-

sents the difference between the total fluxes due to the excitation

magnetizing force and the armature magnetizing force for identical

values of the flux first harmonics.

It is usual to neglect the differential flux in magnetic--circuit

calculations for loaded synchronous machines, but in induction machines

M = (0.05-0.15)42.. and it must be taken into account during the calcu-

lations.

The approximate differential flux can be determined from the equa-

t ions
Ao=ý,FvdsA.

where A. (o 24F.)=01 jkf 0 is the magnetic-circuit no-load permeance;

F,•----45m(Wo.1*,'P)k 1d is the direct-axis armature reaction and 1 = 1-

- l.57(kl/k ld).

Allowing for saturation, the permeance A is found for an emf some-

what larger than E, i.e., we let
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10 (r; -- PC)

where F, and F't are found from the no-load curve for E and l.1lEO,

respectively.

Allowing for what we have said, the maximum calculated induction

in the air gap under load can be represented as

Its =-B, AR.

where

AB=,2 and B2,#..8 • 10 (f 0_ Fo)W

For the magnetic circuit outside the active zone, the calculated

fluxes under load will equal, respectively,

OLf- O. .,+pA®.

ID.%-.'. + pa+*U

0..- 2A. (Uso +J U.+ F+d,).

Parameters of Induction Generators

In view of the fact that the inductive reactances of induction

generators are considerably higher than those found in the ordinary

type of synchronous machine, the voltage drop across them is consider-

ably greater. Let us compare them, in relative units, for induction

and synchronous machines.

The leakage inductive reactance is

i~ t2,83 A

for induction machines, and

La8=2,83k*- a2k1 'A'

for synchronous machines. Their ratio is
0&-•-- • • •(2.0 ÷2.2) ,

since k,, = 0.5-0.4 while kf % 1.0-1.07.
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Here . is the number of slots per pole and per phase; ZX is the

Stotal leakage permeance, determined in the ..sual way.

0 ka ature-reaction inductive reac •ance (direct-axis and &-"oAAt,'

Saxis

Xsa U=,IO~dRA*A: 3+ks" Ai, 3" 4,

for induction machines, and

xs0 o.45kd 0 A"VU&

for synchronous machines. Their ratio is

1,, " k,-# k; Zo ;g (0.•-- .5)*.

since
k,,, o,9 1,4. k,= o,8- o,9 ,k 0. 5, . 1,,..3 A 3,

Similarly
* . 8 s* Atxs.,.*o.45khk,,k,. 4,.

for induction machines, and

0 At

for synchronous machines.

Their ratio is

"4- -0 2,0-1 2,4Xg, *,kk *k

where m = 1 and 2.25-2.7 where m 3, since

.,-=0,77 -÷0,5. k,=0.3-,- 0,7.
-- W--O.9-,- 0.8 and k..., 3k iz t.

Here kr.p = f(bshch/T) is the open-slot coefficient; k5 is the

* air-gap coefficient.
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Transient inductive reactance

It follows from the direct-axis transient equivalent circuit that

4uel *3+d~e-

' It-iwhere
4# •|-- 1--1,57.-II..I i f

For the quadrature axis

and
I I # 0 'Is

Fig. 5.14. Utilization ef- The usual relationships between
ficiency for lamination,
allowing for magnetic skin the reactances are
effect y = 9(A; f).

for induction machines, and

for synchronous machines.

The negative-sequence inductive reactance is

0 ,5 + X:,.)> x.,

since
and',, >xr

The synchronous inductive reactance is

• *•_

Where m=1 .,-xau+Xr

In order to reduce the inductive reactances, induction generators

are made with low linear loads and high air inductions, while to reduce

the voltage drop, capacitive compensation is frequently provided by

connecting a capacitor into the armature circuit.

Magnetic Skin Effect in Sheet Steel

It was noted in Chapter 1 that when fA 2 > 80, the phenomenon of
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magnetic skin effect in sheet steel must be taken into account. in mag-

netic-circuit calculations (in determining the field strength) it is

necessary to use the maximum induction in the irun, with an allowance

for the magnetic skin effect. Since this effect in produced solely by

the variable component of the induction, the expression for the max-

imum induction in the teeth, allowing for the magnetic skin effect and

considering only the first harmonic of the flux, will be

Ba.bc* c O1T180T~

where

Is the constz ,L component of the air-gap induction;

'2 W..

is the amplitude of the variable component of the air-gap induction;

y = V(A; f) is the sheet-steel utilization efficiency from Fig. 5.14.

Thus, the skin-effect phenomenon results in an increase in the

magnetic potential drop across the magnetic circuit and an increase in

the excitation magnetizing force.

Selection of Basic Dimensions

- If the size of the diameter is not limited by the peripheral speed

or installation conditions, it may be found from the basic design equa-

tion

where Se = Sn (E/U) is the electromagnetic power of the generator; X =

= I/D is a structural factor; %,= 1.68khh,AAFa 10-' is the machine utili-

zation factor or the specific tractive effort; kis = f(cl; 6'/T) is

the degree of utilization of the induction generator from Fig. 5.8.
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For heteropol- machines, here the armature in, g esn.... a 40 . .. 1., %0wndA. . n,,.g, doe,- not

fill thnie ekpie armature surface, it is necessary to multiply by a

factor that allows for the degree to which the armature surface is

taken up by the winding.

Let us compare the utilization efficiencies of single- and three-

phase induction generators and similar synchronous machines of classi-

cal type. For a synchronous machine, the armature volume will be

For the ratio of the induction-generator armature volume (D2 )1

and the armature volume for a similar synchronous machine (D 2), the

relationship

(D21)4 -

holds, where
i, . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5' £ (cos++A)2 + sn+.)4

is the relative emf for the induction and synchronous generators; k.,

and k0 are winding factors; km is a coefficient that characterizes the

utilization efficiency of the synchrol.ous machine when there is a

change in the number of phases (kc, = 1 when m = 3 and I = 0.71. when

m,=l1).

As a rule, Eli > E', since X'si > x'I. Consequently, for identical

generator powers, the theoretical electromagnetic power of the induc-

tion generator will be greater than that of the synchronous machine in

the ratio Eli/El = Ei/E = 1.1-1.2.

In single- and three-phase homopolar induction generators with

classical active zones, koi = 1. In three-phase synchronous generators

with short winding pitch, k0 = k x k = 0.91, while in single-phase

machines with diameter winding pitc!, k0 = m = 0.8.
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Taking the proper value for k and letting k 5  0.4-0.5 we find

-that
ODN~z 2,2 .2,7 fOr m 3

land

( I1,3-+- 1.7 for m-=1.

Consequently, it makes sense to use induction generators in the

single-phase version. As the frequency increases (with the speed un-

changed), the number of poles increases while the pole pitch is re-

duced; in synchronous machines, this latter fact causes a reduction in

the useful volume available between the poles for the field winding.

Thus, where the number of poles is greater than 8-10 or where the pole

pitch is of the order of 30-35 mm, it is necessary to increase the

size of the machine, in view of the reduction in the amount of inter-

* Opole space that is filled with copper. Here the dimensions of a single-

phase induction generator of less than 10 kva power may prove less

than those of a synchronous generator, since the reduction in pole

pitch has almost no effect on the utilization efficiency of the induc-

tion machine.

The following preliminary data may be used to select the linear

load:

1-t-2 2+3 3+6 6+10 10+20 W+50

sit' 80+ 1.V120-.1S~ 1G0+22( 200+25ý01 35 3W- 3-t0

1) kva; 2) amp/cm.

Losses and Efficiency

* Induction generators are more efficient than similar synchronous

machines. The losses are found by means of the usual formulas. The only
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"Fig. 5.16. Construction of 30 kva 1200 cps
12,000 rpm double-unit homopolar single-
phase aircraft induction generator; a) rotor;
bj stator. 1) Shaft; 2) bearing; 3) packing;

,ig. 5.15. Construction of 2500 va " 400 4fan; 5) key; 6) laminated rotor unit; 7)
cps 8000 rpm single-unit homopolar armco rotor sleeve; 8) key; 9) removable
single-phase aircraft induction gen. rotor unit; 10) nut; 11) laminated stator
erator. 1) Sleeve; 2) rotor and-tooth unit; 12) armature winding; 13) armco stator
core; 3) armature and tooth cote; 14) frame; 134) multilayer field winding; 15)
frame; 5) armature wiii,2tng; 6) field field-winding frame mounting.
winding 7) flange 8) cover; 9)Nbear-
ing; IOJ shaft; 11S feet.



exceptions are the lossis in the iron of the teeth, where the induc-

tion changes only in magnitude, with no change in sign, which affects

4-the, mnitc, f the hysteresil lORRes. Tn the latter case. the spe-

cific iron losses can be found in approximation from the equation
P, 2(&: ao.(A ( 2 -I-a(B 03]f watt/kg.

The total iron losses are

--- B"'\G.,k, •watts.

"Here a = 0.5 is a constant of the material (found empirically); k1

= f(A) is a technical coefficient; = 6.4 and 4.8, g = 3.8 and 2.8

for E3 and E4 steels, respectively; B. ' _±J_ is the constant cow-

ponent of the tooth induction; Ii-- .j, is the amplitude of the
-d 2 bsk3.c

alternating component of the tooth induction.

To conclude, we have shown in Figs. 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17 the con-

"struction of single- and two-unit homopolar aircraft induction genera-

tors of various powers.

,2

' I •.•.•..%"•'" "" ° ':•Fig. 5.17. Construction of

• ,,",••.•,f,•:Y"homopolar two-unit single-phase
• • aircraft induction generator

\• . ' . ', "-'" of special design. 1) Field
••:P•,•'•-...__ ,•iwinding; 2) armature winding;• " 3)armature core; 4) inductor

S(pole) core.
* -. 47 -
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The Soviet scientists A.Ye. Alekseyev, N.Ya. Altper, V.P. Volog-

din,, R.P. Zhezherin, M.M. Krasnoshapka, and M.A. Spitsyn, among others,

have made considerable contributions to the development of the theory *
of the working process ard to the development of calculation methods.

Manu-
script (List of Transliterated Symbols]
Page

No.

437 X3M3 = KhEMZ = Khar'kovskiy Elektromashinnyy Zavod = Khar'-

kov Electrical Machinery Plant

442 CK = sk = skos = bevel

443 B = v = vozbuzhdeniye = excitation

444 = ya = yakor' = armature

446 (= f = forma =form

447 3 = z = zubets = tooth

447 n= p = paz = slot

449 mc = is = ispol'zovantye = utilization

449 m = m = magnit = magnet

450 ep = or = sredniy = average

453 = e = elektromagnitnyy = -iectromagnetic

454 a = s = spinka = supporting body

455 m = shch = shchel' = slot

455 r.n= r.p = raskrytiye pazov = gap opening

456 H = n = nagruzoehnyy = load

456 K = k = korotkogo zamykaniya = short-circuit

456 x = kh = kholostoy = no-load

462 3.c = z.s = zubtsy statora = stator teeth

46? 3.p = z.r = zubtsy rotora = rotor teeth

462 3KB = ekv = ekvivalentnyy = equivalent

463 n.p = ya.r = yarmo rotora = rotor yoke
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463 R.c = ya.s = yarmo statora = stator yoke

4G1 = tnd'rLQUai*Lv snYJ LA L, J- v

466 u= gs = gertsy = cycles per second

468 y = u [not identified]

468 p = r [not identified]

471 c = s = stall = steel (iron)

471 B = V [not identified]

471 r = g r.-.et identified]

p
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Chapter 6

DIRECT-CURRENT AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

S6.1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON DIRECT-CURRENT AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

~Three basic direct-current generator series have come into use in

Soviet avi.ation: the DSF series, 0.3-1.0 kw power, 12-24 v; the GS

self-cooled series, 0.35-1.0 kw power, 27.5 v; the GSR high-speed

Sseries using forced cooling, 1.5-18 kw power, 28.5 v.

Table 6.1 gives the basic technical data for these series of

I direct-current aircraft generators, ranging in power from 0.3-18 kw,

Swhile Figs. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 illustrate their construction.

An analysis of the data indicates the high technical level of the

i GSR series of direct-current aircraft generators, which are character-

ized by structural reliability, good performance up to altitudes of 15

on or more, high speed (n = 3800-9000 rpm), high utilization efficiency

(3.7-2.0 kg/kw), and high electromagnetic loads: A = 300-450 amp/cm

with Pnom = 3-30 kw. The Pr induction is B6 = 6000-7000 gauss, the

current density in the armature winding is J = 15-20 amp/mm2 , in the

commutating-pole winding and compensation winding, Jd.p = Jk.o = 10-12
2 2

Samp/mm, in the field winding. J, = 6-8 amp/mm2, while at the brush

contact s = 20-30 amp/cm with om = 3-30 kw.

At the present time, aircraft use a single-wire direct-current

electrical system at 28.5 v, with the negative side grounded.

The utilization of high-voltage direct current (120 or 220 v) re-

Sduces the reliability of the electrical system.

i" 7 -
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TABLE 6.1
Basic Technical Data for Direct-Current Aircraft Generators

1 2 Howu.aue xau-e 7 8 t9 10 1-,,l o r17
4- 5_ , '_ ' 6 SK - . '! PI Ba. Paczox • no-mCo I

Tan 1  UPS- ~ TOK cEoCibm a ieaIuul car- Xmueue - 1 uN I. aft.KOM_.,_ ,.- a .A . -
rewoavva l z le"Nel a i I I TP,, H Ojlteax x •WP floe I O W-• =' ....

-0i- - Ni i -T - . = I- be-I'1~~~~9 le II -' I• • , •

2 1 c*-.• - 0.65 24 27.1 2,2-6,5 5.0 0 I
21Rtc*-1000 1.0 24 41.7 4,0-4,00 13,0 13.0 8.0_____I

22r~o 0.35 27.5 112.71 3,8-3.4 7.6 21.5 12 Bnesmuw 128 305,51 E

.22 III I caIoon39 -r

22 rC.M5 0.65 27.5 j23.6 3."-54 12,0 18,5 12 18 128 305.5 4 3ra 2r

22 rc-lo0o 1 -. 0 27.5 37.0k 3.-5,4. 14.4 1 t4.4 - 12 128 - 30-5.5J 4 I - 3r-s 2r

23rc.K-oo 1.5 27,5 5, 3.8-5.S 11.7 7.8 15 f111u301 130 265 4 - - r-s 2

214rcp.300 3,0 28.5 100 14.0-9.0 11.0 3.67 -15 40/ 4 4 mrC*72E

24 rcp Io 6,0 28.5 200 4.0-9.0 18.5 3.08 15 - 7O/2 o 140 315 4 4 mrc7 2

24 rcp-9oo 9.0 28,5 303 4.0-9.0 24.0 2.67 15 95,26 166 386 6 3 mrc-72C

24 rCP-1200 12.0 28.5 400D 4.0-9.0 28.0 2,34 15 8 4 mrc.72E

24 rcp.1eooo i 8,0o 28.5 600 1 3.8-9.0 41.5 2.23 15 235W400 198 480 8 4 MrC-92E

1) Type of generator; 2) ratings; 3) power Pnom. kw; 4) voltage U, v; 5)

current I, amp- 6) speed n, rpm; 7) weight G, kg; 8) weight-to-power ratio
G/P , kg/kw; 9) altitude HI, km; 10) air flow rate and pressure,

dm3 /sec, mm H20; 11) dimensions; 12) diameter D, nm; 13) length 1, m; 14)

number of poles; 15) main, 2p; 16) commutating; 17) type of brushes; 18)
external self-ventilated; 19) forced-air; 20) DOS; 21) DSF-xxx; 22) GS-xxx;
23) GSK-1500; 24) GSR-xxxx; 25) EG-8; 26i MGS-x.
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Fig. 6.1. Series GSR direct-current aircraft generators.
1) Weight (kg); 2) weight as a function of generator power;
3) power (volt-amperes).

Fig. 6.2. GSK-1500M generator. 1) Frame-monoblock; 2) field wind-
ing; 3) pole core; 4) armature winding; 5) shaft; 6) fan; 7) arma-
ture; 8) air intake.

Dimensions of Direct-Current Generators

Effect of rated voltage on dimensions of aircraft generator. As

we know, when the voltage increases, the volume and weight of the arma-

Sture increase, while the volume and weight of the commutator decrease.

SAs a matter of fact, the armature volume may be represented by the
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Fig. 6.3. 12 kw generator. 1) Lead box; 2) commutator; 3) field wind-
ing; 4) housing; 5) pole; 6) pole mounting; 7) armature winding; 8)
fan; 9) flexible shaft (spring); 10) armature; 11) commutating pole;
12) air inlet.

64 equation

D1=".16 04 cm. (6.1)
nAB& c

where D and I are the armature diameter

- , - and length, cm; Pe is the electromagnetic
a AV A W= a a x power, kw; A is the linear load, amp/cm;

Fig. 6.4. Relative weight B6sr = aB6 is the mean air-gap induction,
of aircraft-generator
commutator as function of gauss.
armature current.

Even though the rated voltage does

not enter into this expression, as this quantity increases, there is a

reduction in the current, the total number of armature-winding conduc-

tors increases in proportion to the voltage, and there is also an in-

crease in the thickness of the armature-slot insulation. This causes a

drop in the slot fill factor kz.p.

As a result, with B6sr = const remaining unchanged, the linear

load A should be decreased, since with the current density unchanged,

the cross-sectional area of the armature-winding copper should be de-

creased for the same slot cross section.
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Thus either the machine power will drop with the dimensions re-

maining unchanged (D 2 = const), or the armature dimensions will in-

2crease (D I = var) with the electromagnetic load unchanged (AB6sr

= const).

Thus, as the rated voltage increases, the armature size and weight

also increase.

The dimensions of the commutator are basically determined by the

magnitude of the rated armature current. Consequently, in first ap-

proximation the commutator size and weight will be inversely propor-

tional to the rated voltage. Actually, the relationship Gk = f(Un) is

affected by: the commutator diameter, reactance voltage, potential dif-

ference between neighboring commutator segments, etc.

As the voltage goes up, the decreasing commutator weight tends to

compensate for the increased armature weight, although this does not

prevent the reactance emf from increasing or remove structural limita-

tions.

Figure 6.4 shows the relative commutator weight as a function of

armature current; the curve, plotted from data for existing aircraft

machines, represents

=f V1(1).

The relative commutator weight for an armature current of 100 amp

is taken as unity.

Figure 6.5 gives curves for the total weight of an aircraft

direct-current generator as a function of the torque Pe/n for Unom

=30 v (curve A) and Unom = 120 v (curve B), and of the speed for

Unom = 30 v.

The curves are plotted from the empirical formulas

"(6.2)
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for generators with rated voltage of Unom = 30 v, and

S1(6.3)

for generators with rated voltage of Unom = 120 v.

An analysis of the curves given indicates that low-power genera-

tors (Pnom/n < 2) of the 30-v type.are lighter than 120-v generators;

for medium-power generators (Pnom/n = 2-4), the 30-v and 120-v machines

weigh nearly the same; for high-power generators (Pnom/n > 4), the

30-v generators are heavier than the 120-v machines.

Aircraft direct-current generators are built for up to 30 kw

power at initial speeds of 3800 rpm. This means that a change to 120 v

would lead to a slight weight reduction for generators of 18 kw or

more power, while 9- and 12-kw generators would weigh the same, and

there would be an increase in the weight of generators of 6 kw or less.

It is clear that for direct-current aircraft motors, especially

low-power machines, there will be a considerable increase in weight if

they are changed to 60 or 120 v.

In view of this, we shall consider below only 24-30 v direct-

current generators.

Effect of initial speed on generator size. The size and weight of

the armature, for a constant utilization efficiency (AB6sr) will be

inversely proportional to the speed

2 (6.4)

Actually, the machine utilization efficiency, equal to
a-1 i,65ABs, •0-9, (6.5)

may increase as the speed goes up, since the cooling ability of the

armature surface will increase.

Vommutator volume and weight are nearly independent of speed.

If we were to construct a series of aircraft generators using an
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Fig. 6.5. Total weight of aircraft generators
as a function of speed and torque. 1) Watts;
2) rpm; 3) for.

initial speed of' 4500 rpm rather than 4000 rpm, we should expect a

drop in generator weight,, considering (6.2), by the ratio

4)79



i.e., by about 11%.

From the point of view of mechanical strength of the armature,

there are no difficulties involved in increasing the speed to 10,000 Q
rpm; here the commutator dimensions may be determined on the basis of

commutation conditions, using the previous peripheral speeds. In this

case, generator weight will be leduced by about 13%.

Thus, we can recommend a further increase in initial speed of air-

craft generators to 4500-5000 rpm. If we increa3e generator initial

speed to 8000 rpm, there will be a weight reduction by about a factor

of 1.65,

0 , /_g = 1 6 5

while if the speed is held constant (with the aid of special devices),

it is possible to reduce the generator weight sharply or to raise the

rated power considerably, to imp-ove operating characteristics, since

the machine will operate at constant speed, to reduce excitation power

and the dimensions of the voltage-regulation apparatus considerably,

and to increase the accuracy of voltage regulation, since the range

over which the excitation current varies will be reduced.

Ticas in certain cases, we may recommend the utilization of con-

stant-speed clutches for aircraft direct-current generators; such de-

vices provide a rotational speed that is constant to within +5%.

Structural Elements

Structural differences between aircraft generators and machinea

designed for ground use are caused by installation and cooling condi-

tions, as well as by the attempt to decrease size and weight as much

as possible.

For the sake of example, we shall give a brief description of air

craft generators designed for high altitudes and high speeds,



where it is popsible to uie air cooling.

P1gures 6.6. 6.7. 6.8, and 6.9 show the construction of direct-

9 current aircraft generators using the pressure of the oncoming air-

stream.

AIL 9 10

Fig. 6.6. Construction of GSK-1500 M generator, no commu-
tating poles. 1) Armature; 2) pole with winding; 3) bear-
ing; I) flexible-shaft mounting; 5) fan; 6) terminal box;
7) frame; 8) armature winding; 9) hollow shaft; 10) flex-

* ible shaft.

The generators are of the plan type, protected construction, us-

ing shunt excitation without compensation. The generators are mounted

on the aircraft engine by the flange, and are driven through a reduc-

ing gear and a flexible splined shaft. The gland packing of the reduc-

ing gear keeps oil from getting into the generator. Type GSK-1500M

generators do not use commutating poles, while both GSR-3000 and GSR-

6000 generators use a full set of conmnutating poles, while GSR-9000,

GSR-18,000, and GSR-12,000 generators are provided with a half-set of

conmnutating poles. The arrangement of the structure is clear from the

figures.

Armature core. The armature-core assembly of a direct-current ma-

chine is made up of stamped laminations of electrical-grade steel, in-

*P sulated from each other and installed perpendicular to the shaft. As a

rule. the sheets from which the laminations are stamped are A = 0.5-
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0.2 mm thick. Steel 0.5 mm thick is used for a magnetic-reversal fre-

quency f = 50 cps; where f > 50 cps but less than 1000 cps. A = 0-35

mm, while when f > 1000 cps, it is desirable to use steel that is of

the order of 0.2-0.25 MM thick.

The slots in the armature laminations (in which the coil is wound)

are made by single-pass stamping, which ensures good quality and rapid

manufacture. Individual slot punches are used only in the manufacture

of one-of-a-kind or experimental machines. The armature slots are made

half-open or completely open, as a rule with parallel walls. With

half-open slots, the armature winding is sometimes placed into the

core slots from the end.

The armature core is either press-fitted onto the shaft (GSK-1500

generators) or onto a hollow sleeve - a hollow steel shaft. Final fi-

ber-glass laminate sheets. are placed at the ends of the assembly; they

are held against the armature assembly by backup washers made from an

aluminum alloy. These washers hold the assembly together, so that the

steel laminations of the assembly cannot come apart.

Torque is usually transmitted to general-purpose machines with

the aid of prismatic keys. In aircraft machines, a knuurled surface

with no key is used.

Core mounting. The following elements are used to mount the arna-

ture core in the axial direction:

a) press-fitted end washers;

b) thrust rings, shrink-fitted onto the shaft;

c) self-locking split thrust rings, installed in circular shaft

grooves;

d) coil holders.

Aluminum backup washers have been used in direct-current aircraft

machines.
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Tn medium- and high-power machines, the armature core is provided
w ax L a %IentsL ffor the cooling a.r. Radial ventilation ducts are not

provided, since the length of an assembly in a direct-current aircraft

machine does not exceed 125 mm.

The slots are frequently skewed in the armature core for a dis-

tance equal to one or one-half slot pitch. As a rule, the slots are

skewed to the left, i.e., the armature slots form a left-hand spiral

resembling a left-hand thread.

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the normal structural composition of a

typical armature in a modern aircraft generator.

Armature winding. The choice of armature-winding type is dictated

by the power, voltage, and speed.

In order to make the best possible use of the active band of the

machine, it is desirable to have the smallest possible number of pa-

rallel circuits, and the'maxilum conductor cross-sectional area.

Here, however, commutation conditions and temperature-rise con-

siderations limit the current in a circuit to no more than 300 amp in

general-purpose machines and 100 amp in aircraft machines.

In aircraft generators of less than 6 kw power, a wave-type arma-

ture winding is used, while for 6 kw or more, a lap winding is used.

The basic advantage offered by the lap winding is the forced dis-

tribution of current among the circuits, which improves commutation

conditions; the drawback to this type of winding is its sensitivity to

magnetic-system asymmetry.

In order to prevert equalizing currents from flowing through the

brushea, with multipole lap windings and multiple wave windings,

several points on the winding that would be at the same potential were

the field to be fully symmetric are connected together by low-resist-

ance equalizers.
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The equalizers carry a variable current that compensates for

pole-flux asymmetry and improves commutation conditiors. It is clear

that this will be accompanied by some additional heating of the arma-

Sf2
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b

Fig. 6.7. Construction (a) and wiring diagram (b) of GSR-3000
generator with full complement of commutating soles. 1) Ca
2) cap mounting; 3) flexible-shaft mounting; 41 bearing; )a
commutator; 6) field winding; 7) poles; 8) housing (mono-
block); 9) proLective guard; 10) armature winding; 11) bear-
Ing; 12) hollow shaft; 13) flexible shaft; 14) commutating-
pole winding; 15) conmiutating pole; 16) armature; 17) brush-
holder; 18) view from commutator.

ture winding. The number of equalizers that will maintain the equipo-

tential points on a lap winding will equal
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Fig. 6.8. Construction of 9.-kw generator with full complement of commutating poles. 1) Cap;
2) bolt; 3) self-locking nut; 4) washer; 5) sleeve; 6) nut; 7) locking tab; 8) washer; 9)
ball bearing; 10) key- 11) bolt; 12) locking tab; 13) laminated-fabric gasket; 14) lead;
15) flexible bus; 165 rubber cushion; 17) screw; 18) screw; 19) washer; 20) terminal panel;
21) ring (interbrush connection); 22) equalizers; 23) screw; 24) shaft; 25) protective
strip; 26) brushes; 27) commutator; 28) frame; 29) armature; 30) hollow shaft; 31) guard;
32) fan, 33) key; 34) washer; 35) ball bearing; 36) trap; 37) snap ring; 38) spacer; 39)
locking tab; 40) nut; 41) flexible shaft; 42) guard; 43) nipplei 44) clamp; 45) washer; 46)
screw; 47) bolt; 48) washer; 49) bolt; 50) washer; 51) bolt; 52) pin; 53) commutating pole
54) brass gasket; 55) screw; 56) commutating-pole winding; 57) laminated-fabric gasket; 585
field winding; 59) main pole; 60) screw; 61 nut; 62) washer; 63) screw; 64) laminated-fab-2 -; 68 scew 69) s9)prin)g-
ric sleeve; 65) mica washer; 66) micanite cover; 67) micanite insert; 68) screw; 69) spring;
70) lever; 71) brushholder.
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Pig. 6.9, Construction of l8-kw generator. A) Housing with poles, windings, and brushholders;
B) armature (with winding and commutator); C) housing with terminal leads; D) intake; E) pro-
tective strip. I) No. 140806 ball bearing; 2) snap ring; 3) spacer; 4) locking tab; 5) special
nut; 6 and 7) bolts; 8) washer; 9) self-locking washer; 10) brushes (unit); 11) screw; 12)
frame; 13) protective grill; 14) main pole; 1.5) commutating pole; 16) field winding; 17) com-
mutating-pole windings, 18) screw; 19) diamagnetic insert; 20) brtlshh~older; 21) cylindrical
coil spring; 22) lever; 23) screw; 24) insulating insert; 25) insulating sleeve; 26) nut; 27)
hollow shaft; 25) steel assembly; 29) insulating sheet; 30 and 31) backup washers; 32) r'9-

der; 33) commutator sleeve; 34) commutator segment; 35) insulating insert; 36) backup washer;
37) nut; 38) insulating cone; 39) armature winding; 40 arid 41) inserts; 42) wedge; 43) mica
strip; 44) insulation; 45) insert; 46) insulation; 47) band; 48) copper pin; 49) equalizer
ring; 50) insert; 51) No. 30804 ball bearing; 52).spring (shaft); 53) key; 54) washer; 55)
nut; 56) locking tab; 57) fan; 58) brass disk; 59) guard; 60) plastic pad (block); 615 tip;
62) conductor; 63) vinyl tube; 64) shunt-winding lead; 65) rubber gasket; 66) nipple; 67)
bolt; 68) sheet rubber; 6>, clamp; 70 and 71) bolts; 72) sleeve; 73) screw; 74) terminal
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strip; 75) bolt; 76) locking tab; 80) washer; 81) insert; 82) inter-
brush connection; 83) bolt; 84) locking tab; 85) washer.

f0 7 ; 2 ? 4"I 2 4 .3 2 1 $ 1"3 31 2 X

S35 36

228

S Fig. 6.1lO. Construction of armature for 18-kw generator. 1) Hollow
shaft; 2) steel assembly; 3) insulating sheet; 4) backup washer; 5)j backup washer; 6) spider; 7) commutator sleeve; 8) commutator segment;

4 9) insulating insert; 10) backup washer; 11) nut; 12) insulating cone;
13) armature winding; 14) insert; 15) insert between tiers; 16) wedge;

S17) mica strip; 18) insulation; 19) insert; 20) insulation; 21) band-
inug;2 copper pin; 23) equalizer circuit; 24) insert; 25) ball bear-

Sings; 26) spr-ing.; 27) key; 28) washer; 29) nut; 30) locking tab; 31)
S fan; 32) brass disk; 33) flange; 34) gland packing; 35• dimensions of

| AA; 3([) arrangement of winding in slot.

-.- ~ - -.IPO

I

4Fig. 6.11.. Aircr.aft-kgenerator armature; 1)

k Armature winding; 2) commutator segment;

) 3a) ventilation duct; 4) hollow shaft; 5)
ccsm3utator; 6) armature core; 7) banding
[ballouts 1 and 7 appear to have been in-
terchangedi.
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K

where K is the number of collector segments; a is the number of pairs

of parallel armature-winding circuits.

If the full number of equalizers 0:'ýre to be used, the machine

would become heavier and more complicated. As experience has shown, we

can-limit ourselves to a considerable smaller number of equalizers, in

particular:

K.n , (O,I5-+0,3) -,

where the first number corresponds to low-power generators (6-9 kw)

and the second to generators of 18-30 kw power.

The equalizers are made in the form of copper rings whose faces

are soldered to the commutator segments. Electrokarton (cardboard] in-

serts are used to insulate the rings. The cross-sectional area of all

equalizers may be taken to equal 10-15% of the cross section'of all

armature-winding conductors. The cross-sectional area of a connecting

ring normally equals 50-60% of the armature-winding conductor cross

section.

Figure 6.12 shows an equalizer-connection circuit for an 18-kw

generator.

For high-power heavy-duty aircraft generators, it may prove use-

ful to use a "frog-leg" winding, which combines the characteristics of

the armature winding and a complete equalizer system.

In modern aircraft generators, the slot insulation is made 0.2

m thick on each side.

Armature-windinS mounting. The armature winding is prevented from

moving radially with the aid of wedges in the active zone and wire or

hollow cylindrical banding at the end section.

For high speeds, hollow steel thin-walled cylinders are used in
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place of vIre banding; the cylinders are

fitted over the end sections of the winding.

i As a rule, wire banding is of the single-

layer type and does not exceed 10-15 mm in

67 width. A nonmagnetic wire 0.5 mm In diameter

with a yield point os = 180 kg/mm2 is used

Fig. 6.12. Equalizer- for banding purposes. The banding is fast-
circuit for commuta-
tor of aircraft gen- ened by means of tin clips 0.3 mm thick or
erator.

by means of clips formed from tinned strip

copper. In aircraft machines, the banding clips are made from Type M1

tinned strip copper which is h = 0.2 mm thick and b = 5 mn wide. In

special cases, clip thickness may be reduced to 0.1 mm.

b 6)
I

Fig. 6.13. Aircraft-generator commutator.
a) Normal construction. 1) Steel sleeve;
2 and_•) insulation.; 4) backup washer; 5)
nut; 6) spider; 7) commutator segment; b)
dcuble dovetail mounting.

The commutator. The commutator is the most critical element in a
i - 4•.9 -



direct-current machine and to a considerable degree determines the

conditions necessary for sparkiess commutation.

Commutators are classified into five groups by structure: cylin-

drical commutators pressed into plastic; cylindrical coranutators with

segments attached by means of dovetailing and conical snap washers;

cylindrical commutators with segments attached by means of locking

rings; combination cylindrical commutators in which locking rings are

used in addition to washers; and disk commutators whose segments are

attached with the aid of a locking ring.

Cylindrical commutators using dovetails are classified by method

of attaching the segments into arch and clamped types.

In arch-type commutators, only the dovetails are under pressure,

while in clamped commutators, the overhung ends of the commutator seg-

ments are also held. As a result of this compression, barrel-type

bending of the segments is prevented; this is an especially dangerous

phenomenon in long and high-speed commutators.

The choice of commutator type is dictated by the speed and cur-

rent. As a rule, aircraft generators employ cylindrical arch-type com-

mutators consisting of copper-cadmium segments of trapezoidal cross

section separated by inserts of solid micanite or mica and assembled

into a hollow cylinder.

The commutator attachment fittings consist of two steel beveled

washers held by tiebolts or a retainer nut. The commutator segments of

direct-current aircraft machines are normally assembled on a steel

sleeve (Fig. 6.13a) and fastened by means of a backup washer and nut.

The backup washers are insulated from the segments by means of micanite

insulating segments.

The commutator attachment fittings should provide a given degree

of compresbion on the insulation between the commutator segments under
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jall operating conditions in order to prevent radial displacement of

the insulation owing to crntrifugai forces; they sho,0'd keep the work-

ing surface cylindrical, and maintain plasticity in the axial direc-

tion to permit temperature variations and to maintain the cylindrical

shape of the surface.

In order to impart the required solidity to the commutator' and to

test its mechanical strength, the ,unit is speeded up to an excess

Sspeed n 1. 4 5nmax while heated to a temperature of 200-250°. fomuniuta-

i tor runout is of great importance to sparkless commutator operati.on;

Sin this connection, maximum permissible values of runcat have been de-

veloped empirically; for aircraft direct-current generators, runout

Sshould not exceed 0. 025 mm with Dk = 60-100 mm and 0. 03 mm with =

100-125 mm.

SFin ally , the commutat or sp ider r ib s sh ould coin cide with the a r-

Smature-core ribs in order to decrease the aerodynamic resistance of-

fered to the stream of cooling air.

For the neutral plane to be properly positioned it is necessary

for the armature-slot axis to coincide with the axis of the interseg-

ment insulation, or to be displaced by not more than 0.5 mm. The di-

rection of displacement depends on the direction of rotation and ma-

chine operating mode (generator or motor). For series GSR generators,

the slot axis can be displaced with respect to the intersegment insu-

lation by 0.5 mm to the right, looking away from the commutator.

The armature winding is connected to the ccimutator by soldering

or welding. Slots are milled into each collector segment. The length

and width is determined by the dimensions of the armature wire to be

connected and the method used to attach the wire to the commutator

segment (by the permissible current density in the contact). If the

armature conductors are soldered to the commutator plate, a hard sol-.
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der is used. Argon welding is frequently used in aircraft machines as

it provides reliable contact between the armature winding and the com-

mU,,At dur-ng dnWMinnn npann dn e An rt • mn o•m the arature-cnonductor

insulation during welding.

In high-power aircraft generators in especially severe service,

specially designed commutators are used with double dovetail mounting;

this provides reliable commutator operation at considerable tempera-

tures (Fig. 6.13b).

In order to reduce the amount of labor needed to manufacture the

commutator and its cost, the number of commutator segments should be

reduced to a minimum. In this case, however, we cannot exceed the per-

missible armature voltage ripple (k/p > 3) or the permissible average

voltage between neighboring commutator segments, i.e.,

b•--- <0or 5.>O.1 U~..

An upper bound to the number of commutator segments is imposed by

the peripheral speed (vk < 50-60 m/sec) and the minimum permissible

commutator pitch (rk > 3 mm).

Frame and guards. The frame of a direct-current machine acts as a

part of the magnetic circuit; it is made of type 10 steel or armco

steel.

Frame design will depend on machine function. Generators use a

flange-type frame in the form of a single unit_ including the guard on

the prime mover side. The frame is rolled from armco sheet steel,

welded and then annealed, while the frame is welded to the housing

and then subjected to heat treatment. The longitudinal frame seam is

located along the main-pole axis, which reduces its effect on the

frame flux distribution.

It is desirable to use seamless tubing in place of welded armcoE
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sheet-steel frames; substitution of the seamless tubing will reduce

Sconsumption of material, simplify production, and raise frame quality.

block) increases mechanical strength, decreases the number of fittings

and machine size, but somewhat complicates processing.

Holes are drilled through the end of the guard for stud bolts

which are used to attach the generator to the aircrzft engine. There

are ports in the frame on the drive side to permit escape of cooling

air; they also give access to the generator mounting. At the center of

the housing there are holes used to attach the main and commutating

poles. To prevent foreign substances from penetrating within the gen-

erator, the ports are provided with a cover that is attached to the

guard face4

The guards on the commutator end (Fig. 6.14) are made from AL9

- aluminum alloy. The guard structure should be strong and should pro-

vide access to the brushes and commutators; access is through ports

in the guard; the aluminum-alloy brushholder is mounted in the spaces

between the ports. A sleeve of type 45 steel is press fitted into the

guard; the outside bearing ring is located in this sleeve, which pro-

vides a reliable fit for the bearing, which is especially important

where the bearing is replaced during assembly or operation, since if

there were no steel sleeve, there would be wear on the seating sur-

face.

The guard is attached to the housing with the aid of a seating

collar and pin, and is attached to the housing by means of alloy-steel

bolts.

Guards can be attached to the frame by means of outside or inside

* locks. In the first case, the guard covers the frame, while in the

second case, on the other hand, the frame covers the guard. As a rule,
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internal locking is used in aircraft generators.

Poles and field ,,..nd.ngs. In meditum- and high- po.-:c r dircct-cur-

1-4--- removable main and Commutating poles are used. As a

rule, the number of commutating poles equals the number if main poles.

In general-purpose bipolar machines of 1-3 kw.; power and in aircraft

machirnes of up to 25 kw power, a half complement of commutating poles

is frequently employed.

The main poles are permeated by a constant flux and they thus

can be made solid, from one piece of steel. In this case, however, the

pole pieces should be made of 0.5 to 2.0 mm thick sheet steel in order

to reduce additional pulsation losses at the surface.

From the manufacturing point of view, it proves desirable to as-

semble the entire main (laminated) pole from steel sheets placed per-

pendicular to the shaft axis (Fig. 6.15). Another advantage of the

laminated pole is iiproved magnetic-field response time, which is im-

portant in the presence of transience. The layer of surface oxidation

also serves as adequate insulation for the laminations; the lamina-

tions are held together by rivets or study bolts.

Aircraft machines normally emplo, rivets; their diameter is cho-

sen with an eye to the fact that the number of rivets per pole should

be at least four, while the rivet diameter should be at least 3 mm.

The pole is attached to the frame by screws or bolts. There are

two methods of attaching poles to the frame; by drilling holes in the

pole core (for low- and medium-power machines) and by drilling a spe-

cial steel rod located in the pole core (for high-power machines).

The asymmetric shape of the pole piece (see Fig. 6.15) is caustd

by the fact that where a half complement of commutating poles is used,

the main poles are not arranged uniformly around the frame. The dis-

tance between the axes of main poles having a commutating pole located
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Fig. 6.1.4. Guard of 18-kw generator as seen from the comutator. 1)
Guard; 2) plastic cushion; 3) tip; 4) conductor; 53 vinyl tube; 6)
shunt-winding lead; 7) rubber gasket; 8) nipple; 9 bolt; 10) sheet
rubber; 11) clamp; 12 and 13) bolts; 14) sleeve; 15) screw; 16) tenri-
nal strip; 17) washer.

between them will always be greater than the distance between the axes

of main poles not having a commutating pole. At the same time, the

pole pitch at the gap remains the same, equaling T- 'D/2p.

The pole surface facing the housing should be manufactured to

correspond with the inside frame diameter, while the pole-piece pro-

file should follow the design data strictly.

The comutating poles are made from armco steel. The core of the

commutating pole is attached to the frame by means of screws, as are

the main poles. The asymmetric arrangement of the comutating pole

pieces when a half complement is used results from the attempt to de-

* ! crease the commutating-pole leakage flux.

The field windings of direct-current machines are stationary and
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are located on the main and commutating poles. Depending on the exci-

tation method used, the machine will have a parallel (shunt) or se-

quential (series) field winding or,* finally, both a parallel and a se-

Fig. 6.15. Pole lamination for a
generator with half complement
of commutating poles.

ries field winding (machines using compound excitation). Machines of

more than 3 kw power are usually prov ed with field windings located

on the commutating poles and connected in series into the armature

circuit.

Machines subject to a wide range of speed variations and operat-

ing under difficult commutation conditions are also provided with com-

pensating field windings placed in the pole pieces of the main poles

and also connected in series into the armature circuit.

From the structural viewpoint, there are two types of field wind-

ing: concentrated coil windings (wire or ribbon) and distributed wind-

ings.

Concentrated windings are normally used to excite main and commu-
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Fig. 6.16. Main-pole field windings and themir wiring diagram. 1) Sec-
tion through AB; 2) no more than; 3) tier; 4) view along arrow; 5) to-
tal; 6) number _f turns; 7) wiring diagram; 8) polarity is shown look-
ing from pole bore; 9) section through GD.

tating poles. Distributed windings are used for compensation,, and in

rare special cascs to excite the main poles.

Flexible wire coils wound from insulated types PEV-2 or PEM-2

wire are used for the main poles of aircraft machines. The coils are

insulated by a single-layer half cover of 0.06.-mm thick varnish silk

and a single-layer half cover of insulating tape 0.18 thick and 16-20

zwm wide. The coils are connected together by means of Type PShchNDO

flexible Insulated copper conductor, while Type MOShflOLK flexible cop-

Sper insulated conductor is used for the leads.
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The drawings of Fig. 6.16 clearly show the wiring diagram and

construction of the field coils for the main poles of an eight-pole

aircraft generator.

Wire or ribbon coils may be used for the commutating poles of

aircraft machines. As a rule, ribbon coils are used; they are wound

from uninsulated copper wire of rectangular cross section bent on the

high edge. Figure 6.17 shows the wiring diagram and construction of

the commutating-pole windings for an eight-pole machine using a half

complement of commutating poles.

The winding turns are insulated by a half covering of 0.06-mm

thick varnished silk. Strips of cardboard 0. 1 mm thick are placed be-

tween the turns.

The side surfaces of the poles are coated with No. 302 varnish

and a single layer of 0.1-mm thick cardboard is glued to them.

The windings are dipped in an oily cresol varnish and dried,

which Improves their moisture resistance.

In order to decrease the leakage flux at the commutating poles,

the windings are placed as close as possible to the armature surface.

The compensating windings are ma-±e In distributed form. A turn of

a compensating winding consists of two straight insulated conductors

of round or rectangular cross section, connected together by uninsu-

lated arcs of strip copper.

Shafts. Two types of shafts are made for aircraft electrical ma-

chines:

1) Shafts for high-speed machines, which form, a single unit with

the rotor and which are loaded by a distributed load due to their own

weight, the unidirectional force of magnetic attraction, and the

transmitted torque. These shafts have a central cylindrical section

(barrel) and end sections (shanks) of varying cross section. Shafts of
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%these types are used for synchronous nonsalient pole generators.

2) Shafts with a concentrated load due to the weight of the ro-

'to.J- the unidirectional force of magnetic attraction, and the trans-

fmitted torque, which are sometimes also loaded by a force applied to

Sthe free end of the shaft (gear transmission, clutch). This type of

ishaft is used for direct-current machines. Shafts of the latter type

-are stepped so that the core, commutator, fan, etc. can be fitted in-

Jdependently.

In order to increase mechanical strength and reduce processing

cost, it is desirable to decrease the number of steps and use onl ,..Ie

minimum difference between step diameters.

Keyways under the armature core are normally replaced by knurling

the shaft by means of toothed rollers, the shaft being polished before

and after knurling.

Shafts of general-purpose electrical machines of up to 120 mm in

diameter are usually made from Type st. 45 rolled steel In accordance

with GOST V1050-52. The shafts of aircraft electrical generators and

critical motors are made from 30KhGSA rolled steel.

The shafts of aircraft generators are driven from the aircraft-

engine crankshaft through a reducing gear and friction shock-absorbing

devices, elastic couplings, or flexible shafts. Since generators have

a speed-variation range of 3000-10,000 rpm, a reducing gear with a

gear ratio of 1.5-3.0 is used.

Owing to the nonuniform operation of the aircraft-engine prime

mover and the nonuniform moment of resistance of certain mechanisms,

the shafts of direct- and alternating-current aircraft generators are

connected to the aircraft engines through friction slip clutches (for

generators of up to 1.5 kw power) or the aid of a double (rigid and

flexible) shaft (for generators of 3 kw power or more). Friction
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clutches are normally adjusted for three or four times the rated

torque. For torques greater than the clutch tensioning torque, the

clutch will slip and protect the g6nerator shaft against twisting.

2

Fig. 6.17. Excitation winding of commutating poles. 1) No more
than; 2) section through MN.

The utilization of a double-shaft system, where an external hol-

low rigid shaft installed on bearings carries the weight of the arma-

ture, while an inside flexible shaft transmits the torque to the out-

side hollow shaft from the commutator endprovides conditions such

that oscillations in the drive-engine -orque or in mechanism moment of

resistance will be absorbed to a considerable degree by the flexible

shaft. The machine armature will then operate with the permissible •e-
I

gree of operating nonuniformity.

This is especially important for the case in which the generator

is driven by a piston aircraft engine. Even where jet aircraft engines

are used to drive the generator, so that there is no pulsating torque,

the generator must be protected against torsional oscillatior.-.

Bearings. Aircraft electrical machines use rolling-friction bear'-

ings almost exclusively; the important advantages of such bearings

are: small size and low weight, low friction losses and little wear,
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Iimplicity of servicinr and economy of lubricants, and the possibility

*f carrying considerable axial loads.

Almost all types of bearings have found application In electrical

1machine design. In aircraft electrical machine design, it is usual to

-employ single-row radial ball bearings consisting of an outer and in-

ner steel race, balls, snap ring, and protector rings.

Bearing seating. Various methods are

used to install ball bearings on a shaft and

In the housing, depending on the type,

6s power, and function of the machine. Enclosed

j 3 ball bearings are used in GSR-9000, a No.

N/ 180504 at the commutator end, and a No.

180506 at the drive end; they have two eas-

ily removable steel protector rings each,,

one on each side of the bearing; rubber
Fig. 6.18. Oil pro-
tective device of washers are placed between them for packing.
series GS generators.
1) Shaft; 2) nut; 3) Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 show standard
packing; 4) flange;

i 5j packing; 6) guard; methods for seating enclosed ball bearings
7 bearings, in a direct-current aircraft generator at

i the commutator end and at the drive end. The inner bearing race is

fitted tightly over the rotating shaft, while the outer races are fit-

Ited into bearing shields so that they can move. To provide for axial

temperature expansion of the shaft (shaft play) and to compensate for

I manufacturing and assembly tolerances on parts, one of the bearings

fixes the shaft position while the other permits &xial motion of the

shaft.

:ubrication. The basic requirement for a lubricant used in air-

Screrft electrical machines is that It operate satisfactorily under tem-

peratures varying from -60 to +100° or more. Special lubricant grades
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are used for thesiý purposes, in particular, GSA sperm-oil base lubri-

cant and the new OKB 122-7 lubricant used for the GSR .0MCrat.0# se-
ries..

Oil protective devices for series GSR generators are shown In

Figs. 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8; Fig. 6.18 shows the oil protective device for

series GS generators.

6.2. ARMATURE REACTION

Characteristics of armature reaction in aircraft generators. The

armature reaction, i.e., the effect of the armature magnetizing force

on the field-winding magnetizing force, Is considerably stronger in

aircraft generators than in general-purpose generators. This is ex-

plained by the fact that In aircraft generators the relative armature

magnetizing force is higher at the Initial rotation speed than In gen-

eral-purpose machines, i.e.,

/Ft> (eX*

In addition, at high speeds and with the voltage across the gen-

erator terminals constant, the magnetic flux drops; as a result the

magnetizing force at the poles (the excitation current) will also de-

crease as the speed Increases, while at the same time the armature

magnetizing force remains unchanged (we assume the machine is in rated

operation). Thus, at the maximum speed

As we know,

F.=±F FS. (6.6)

where F d is the magnetizing force due to the direct-axis reaction,

produced by the direct-axis armature-current component (it appears

When the brushes are shifted); Fqd is the magnetizing force due to the

quadrature-axis reaction, produced by the demagnetizing effect of the
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quadrature-axis component of the armature current; Fk is the magne-

tizing force due to the commutating sections (the commutation reac-

tion), caused by the effect on the main field of current variations in

the short-circuited sections oI the armature.

As a rule, the brushes are located in the neutral plane, and the

direct-axis armature reaction equals zero, i.e., Fyad = 0, and

(6.7)

The demagnetizing action of the armature quadrature-axis reac-

tion, as is known, equals zero for the linear sections of the no-load

characteristic, i.e., in regions of low and very high saturation. In

low-saturation regions, consequently (short-circuit operation at rated

current), Fyaq = 0 and the armature-reaction magnetizing force reduces

to the commutation reaction

F,= -. _ .. ,=t,,,A.(6.8)

The "plus" sign corresponds to slow commutation with the main field

being weakened; the "minus" sign corresponds to fast commutation with

the main field reinforced.

Fig. 6.19. No-load transition curve. 1)
General-purpose machine, F' < 1; 2)yaq
aircraft machine, F' > 1; 3) pole re-yaq
versed magnetically.
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Here bk.z is the width of the commutation zone, cm; A is the lin-

ear load, amp/cm; a is a coefficient equal roughly to C0 35-
- "-ofox: a 31 I- -• ------. --- & .%0,-_ - __ F/a- - ")C^ a. .
LAS". S, LCIrWV t5ez1t1-&VI~ AV ý- )JVV O&UIJI/ %131p r yaq - ->J

turns, and bk.z ' 1.3 cm; consequently, Fk.s = 0.35 x 380 x 1.3 = 260

ampere-turns, i.e., Fk.s is comparable in value to Fyaq and it cannot

be neglected, especially at maximum speeds. For purely straight-line

commutation, the commutation reaction Fk.s = 0.

For large relative armature reactions, where

0,5rA>F.= 0,8kABsk,. (6.9)

the magnetic field in the machine air gap will change Its sign, i.e.,

it will become "reverse." The phenomenon of field 'reversal" in the

air gap is especially well defined in direct-current aircraft ma-

chines (generators and motors) operating with overloads and at high

speeds where the excitation field is weak (F 0 small). In such a case,

the sign of the field will prove to be reversed for nearly half the

pole, and the true neutral plane will be displaced by nearly 90 elec-

trical degrees with respect to the normal neutral plane.

Figure 6.19 shows the no-load transition curve AR,1E , that at

the same time characterizes the distrf ution of magnetic induction in

the machine air gap.

The hatched region of width alb1 corresponds to a general-purposa

di.ect-current machine for which the phenomenon of magnetic reversal

In the air gap does not occur in rated operation (0.5 czrA < FO).

The hatched region of width AB corresponds to direct-current air-

craft machines, where field reversal in the gap can frequently be al-

lowed even in rated operation (0.5a'A > F0 1 ). In this case, a part of

the pole piece (OA) will be subject to a magnetic reversal, i.e., It

will be affected by a field of opposite sign.

The relative magnetizing force due to the quadrature armature re-
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action will be

F"--0 ---atA <i (6.10)

for general-purpose machines, and

bA >1 (6.11)

for aircraft machines.

Fig,._e 6.20 shows the field pattern in the air gap for an air-

craft generator in the absence of commutating poles and at high speed

(series GS generator), with the brushes located in the neutral plane.

A peculiarity of the field pattern in the air gap of the aircraft

machine is the appearance of the hatched area characterizing the-part

of the flux that demagnetizes the machine, changing the polarity of

the poles and sharply displacing the true neutral plane.

In machines with conductive excitation, the size of the air gap

has a considera-ble effect on the machine characteristic curve. It is

desirable to increase the air gap in order to reduce the distortion of

the field in the air gap due to the armature reaction and to reduce

surface losses. This, however, increases the reluctance of the mag-

netic circuit, thus necessitating an increase in the excitation magne-

tizing force in order to keep the flux constant. This results in in-

creased machine dimensions and losses. It has been established in gen-

eral electrical-macnlne design practice that permissible field distor-

tion will occur when the ratio

us + us -k,

Since

U&-ONB& and U,-kUs,

we obtain an expression for the minimum air gap

0 &0 At
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If the pole-span coefficient a = 0.68,

A the air-gap coefficient klc 1.15 and

kya =1.12,*we find that
' " '/ CM. (6.13)

-I-,* I In direct-current aircraft machines,

S/ I the air gap is made considerably smaller

.&-1 than Expression (6.13) would require in

I -order to reduce the size of the machine.

Thus, a greater air-gap field distortion

due to armature reaction is permittedFig. 6.2_0. Air-gap field
curves for an aircraft than for general-purpose machines. In
generator without commu-
tating poles. 00) No-load 6-18 kw aircraft generators, kya = 0.62
flux; 4ya and D) arma- and
ture-reaction flux and
flux under load; the 0o.23 A, 002 -- cs. (6.14)
dashed lines show the 1+k, aS
same fluxes for a gen-
eral-purpose machine. In aircraft motors, taking the

speed-regulation conditions Lnto account, we take

&x..0 At (6.15)

In compensated machines, wher there is no field distortion due

to the armature reaction, the size of the air gap may be obtained from

structural considerations by the formula

soft>0.01 +- CAm . (6.16)

where D and 1 are given in centimeters.

Armature-reaction calculations. The effect of the armature magne-

tizing force must be considered in determining the excitation magne-

tizing force under load. The direct-axis component per pole of the ar-

mature magnetizing force is found from the formula
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PS,-=cAA---=c . N (6.17)

Da 2azDs xDj

where c is the brush shift along the commutator away from the normal

neutral plane, cm; D and Dk are the armature and commutator diameters,

a cm; 2a is the number of parallel circuits in the armature winding; N

and N' = N/2a is the total number of armature conductors and the nuin-

ber of conductors in one armature circuit; I is the armature cur-ya

rent.

Where commutating poles are present, the brushes are normally set

at the normal neutral plane and, consequently, c = 0. Even in this

case, however, there will always be some brush shift due to brush wear

and as a result of inaccurate installation. In direct-current aircraft

machines, the linear load is considerable and thus even for a 1-2 mm

brush shift, the direct-axis armature reaction may have a considerable

influence on the main field, especially at high speeds. Thus, when A =

= 450 amp/cm and c 0.2 cm, the direct-axis reaction will be F -
•. •= 45 ampcm ad c 0.2cm, yad=

= 90 ampere-turns.

If we neglect the effect of the quadrature-axis armature magne-

tizing force outzide the pole arc, the per-pole quadrature-axis arma-

: ture magnetizing-force component will be determined, when c = 0, by

the equation

a,, ,A-. b a 2p (6.18)

where T and b are the pole pitch and width of the pole piece, cm; a =

= b/T is the pole-span coefficient.

When the machine is under load, the air-gap induction will de-

crease to a value Bn owing to the effect of the quadrature-axis arma-

ture reaction; this value is less than the no-load induction B6. The

* air-gap flux 0 will then decrease by a amount proportional to the

S difference of the hatched areas Sl and S2 (Fig. 6.21), i.e., AB =
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=B6 - Bn and

O% - .%B-- a.. lam %-b.A S,-S. (6.19)

The demagneti1ing e ffnt of the ",-adrature-axts amat-, e reacc-n

Fyaq is normally calculated graphically.

To do this, we superpose the tran-

L. sition no-load curve ABB on the pole

face, laying off to both sides of the

A. I -pole axis half the quadrature-axis ar-

mature-magnetizing force component and

then moving the curve quadrilateral aABb

S - - 4--- to the right until the curved triangle

I = A'A'I B becomes equal in area to

S1-The displacement along the x-axis

g 6th, s obtained will be measured in am-

the demagnetezing effect pere-turns and will give the per'-pole

due to the quadrature-axis value of F
armature reaction. qd

The flux bounded by the line

a'A'B'b' and corresponding to the pol' magnetizing force FO + Fqd

will equal the no-load flux, since it is obtained on the assumption

*Jthat the additional pole magnetizing force Fqd cancels the demagnetiz-

ing effect of the quadrature-axis reaction. In other words, the area

of a'A'B'bt is greater than the area of aABb by the area difference

S1 - S2, i.e.,

•. a cB.m AA--A- Bj- K' -

-- (-- 0,5KAK)F 4 + (•ABm +

+ AO.SK) .

Neglecting the difference 0.5(_K - T'K)Fqd, we find that AB-b-A =

,(6ax + Ain)Fqd and, iinally, 
0t
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f BO bA . (6.20)

SP The approximate value of F . may be found by a graph-analytical

method, taking account of (6.20) and using the equation

A -A
*ma -*mli

'. ZA..u. (6.21)

Swhere

S~A* -- &B.b.1m,, .b.I--

"-86 .b.I -9,*o

is the decrease in the useful air-gap flux owing to the effect of the

quadrature-axis arnature reaction; it may be found if we use a planim-

eter to find the areaL of the curved triangles S1 and $2; then

A=S,-, (6.22)&-A

i either by the approximate quadrature formula

= (00-,i% ) (-max -t o) A --

or

±a-%-,-,a. (6.23)

If we take (6.21) and (6.23) into account, the final expression

for the additional magnetizing force per pole will be

b*A AmA -- h. bA --%Bai

6 £$:+A~ts 6.l~ux~h~miC(6.24)
: "%' = ~6" Altw, + at.h, 6 A•s., + S•a.• •.2

The methods shown for finding AO and Fqd will give satisfactory

results for relatively low values of the quadrature-axis armature re-

Sact ion (0.5b- A < FO).

Under overload conditions, which can occur both at nmin and nax,

where the pole magnetizing force expended in the air gap and teeth

(FoI) is relatively small, it always turns out that 0.5b.A >> Vol.

In this case, the methods shown for finding the demagnetizing ef-
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feet of the quadrature-axis armature reaction is not accurate enough,

and we suggest that the following method be used.

Construct thE no-load transition curve or the approximate no-

load curve (by substituting F0 for FOI, Fig. 6.22). This curve will at

the same time represent the distribution of magnetic induction in the

air gap along the armature circumference. The pole arc is represented

in this case by the segment -a-l the field under the leading edge of

the pole piece will change in sign, i.e., will be "reversed."

The magnitude of the opposite-sign flux will be proportional to

the area of the curved triangle AlalO with base a1 0; allowing for the

effect of the quadrature-axis armature reaction, the useful flux in

the air gap will be proportional to the area 61 EiBibI which, using the

notation of Fig. 6.22, can be represented as

area 6,SB,b,- " 6

The mean air-gap flux, allowing for the quadrature-axis-armature

reaction can be found by dividing this last expression by the length`

of the pole arc, which equals aKSi = bA, i.e.,

2F# #gn.. -,j + Owns, .(6.25)

The decrease in the flux owing to the quadrature-axis armature

reaction will be, in absolute and relative units respectively,

I .+ 40.1+*..., (6.26)

and

4 -. (6.27)

where

F'q- Q.,b.A

Using (6.26) and (6.27), we can construct the relationship
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from the no-load curve.

In order to compensate for the effect of the quadrature-axis ar-

mature reaction F it is necessary to increase the excitation by

Fqd, so that the additional flux produced will equal the flux decrease

DA due to F . This last condition will be satisfied if bl.B 2 b 2 ,
yaq lB2-

Pig. 6.22. Determination of F

when 0.5bA > For.

4*- .--------- -- -t

-• . ---- o -q I .4- -

410.. F-.

45 V .49 U 1 0 44

Fig. 6.23. Demagnetizing compo-
nent of q>FaOIrature-axiW&'mature
reaction in relative units,.

Pqd =f yaq)

with base is equal in area to A~bA, i.e.,

1511 -
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16b AI * I + 4 0.1 +

whence

.A.b.A=FM Bbi +4KK,+B-- db on (6.28)6 0

The domagnetiz,9,Ag effect of the quadrature-axis amature reaction

can be determined by using the analytical expression for the no-load

curve.

Allowing for the compensation of the quadrature-axis armature re-

action, the air-gap flux under load should equal the no-load flux.

This is brought about by an increase in the excitation magnetizing

force to 0 = F0 + Fqd, i.e.,

e0kP

l-S- (6.29)

Approximating the no-load curve, for example, by the hyperbolic

tangent in the form 0
and -- ab +d : (6.30)

after evaluating the integral and redup'Lng the constants a and d, we

can obtain

a cb B (0 + O5A) )-In I
EB8A chB(4O-OUbA) ±'ahFan 1(6.31)and cb B (ee + oPA 6-1

In cbB(F4-OUbA) -D#A h BFG

Since

~ex + e-eXP-X+ P(- X)Cb X- 2 2 . I

Expression (6.31) may be written in exponential form
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"up 8 (4 + obA) + exp [- 8(/O + .5bA)i

ezpB (f- O.SbA) + exp [-B (- O.bA)I

Lr.du* SW A,-0 = ,VrkPK. (6. 32o )

where K = BbA tanh BF0 is known from the machine design calculations.

The magnitude of F' 0 , i.e., the magnetizing force for which the

flux under load equals the no-load flux, is found after manipulation

--of Expression (6.32) (see §6.3) as

I . expbA(th 1 (o+,)-, (6.33)
exp BbA - explBbA th BF"

Thus, the excitation magnetizing force that will compensate for

the quadrature-axis armature reaction will equal

F0 - F'° --F0 (6.34)

It should be noted that when Fod is calculated from the no-load

curve rather than the transition curve, the resulting values are some-

what high.

Figure 6.23 shows the functions Fqd = F • for the normalized

no-load curve of an. aircraft generator. Using these curves, it is pos-

sible to find the ampere turns required to compensate for the quadra-

ture-axis armature reaction rapidly and with sufficient accuracy.

6.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF DIRECT- CURRENT AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

In Chapter 3, we presented the general considerations that apply

to the characteristics of direct- and alternating-current generators.

In this section, we shall consider the special features of direct-cur-

rent aircraft-generator characteristics.

No-Load Characteristic

E = f(Iv) with R =, I = O, and n = const.

Figure 6.24 gives the normalized relative no-load characteristic

for direct-current aircraft generators; the curves have been plotted

from data obtained during tests of 3, 6, 9, 12, and 18 kw generators,

The relative characteristic curve shown for aircraft generators
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resembles the relative characteristic curve for synchronous machines.

j -q /, I -q]
11 1E I

~t
! J 1

III A i r4,

Fig. .6.24. Normalized relative no-load
curve for direct-current aircraft genera-
tors at various speeds. 1) Re.ative volt-
age; 2) relative excitation current.P i "

Fig. 6.25. Reduced normalized rela-
tive no-load characteristic for di-
rect-current aircraft generators.

Actual no-load curves for aircraft generators depart from the

normalized curve by +10%.

With a change in generator speed, the voltage across the genera-

tor terminals will be held constant automatically with the aid of a
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1voltage regulator, i.e.,

Um E-4V.= kn, -Ri.=const.

Where independent excitation is not used, for a machine under no

load

U=E-R E-=knO= const.

Consequently, where a voltage regulator is used the machine flux

will vary and will be inversely proportional to the change in speed:

&-I 5

I.e., in aircraft direct-current generators operating at changing

speeds with a constant voltage across the terminals, the degree of

saturation will fluctuate between wide limits.

If the speed increases, and the flux (excitation current) remains

unchanged, the voltage will increase and the magnetic-circuit satura-

tion of the machine (0 = E/kn = const) will then remain unchanged,

since the emf will also change appropriately as the speed increases.

- As we have already noted, for genera-

U .- -tors running with variable speed, it is

ii possible to plot a family of no-load

- -- curves, each corresponding to a particular

45111111. rotational speed. It is possible, however,

*., . to represent the entire family of curves

Fig. 6.26. Relative no- by one reduced curve (Fig. 6.25) if we

S load current as a func- construct the function
tion of speed.

It Is easily seen that in relative units the function

"" corresponds to the curve n = 1 on Fig. 6.24 if we take as the initial
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TABIE 6.2

Magnetic and Circuit Coefficients

Pa. a mom A. _. k. k. hk II _

1 1.34 0.60 2.50. I.CS 0,18 1.22
3 1.32 0.65 2.86 - - -

6 1.30 0,62 2.64 - - -

9 1.20 0.50 2,00 - - -

12 1.12 0.36 1.56 - - -'

18 1.09 0.38 1.61 - - -

1) Rated power P kw; 2) coefiicients at

nnach; 3) coefficients at nmax.

speed the initial rotational speed nO = nnach (rin). Consequently,

this curve will also be the reduced relative no-load characteristic

curve for any speed.

At a speed higher than the initial speed (nnach), then A corres-

ponding to the nominal voltage will be shifted nearer to the origin.

There will be a unique position on the curve corresponding to each

speed. The curve E' = f(IV) clearly represents the excitation magne-"

tizIpg force as a function of the speed at constant voltage.

Making use of the reduced normal Zed relative no-load curve, we

can plot the relative no-load excitation current as a function of the

speed (Fig. 6.26), i.e.,

7361 (').

Using coefficients, (3.120)-(3.122) were used to analyze the mag-

netization curve. Table 6.2 gives the values of the coefficients ks,

kn, and ko.n for certain types of direct-current aircraft generators.

Extternal Characteristic in the Absence of Voltage Regulator

U = f(i) with R• = const and Iv P const for various values of the

parameter n.

For the case given, the voltage across the generator terminals
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will be a function of the armature current and the speed, i.e., U =

a= f(Iya n). Practically speaking, the magnetic circuit cannot be sat-

W i urated, since the flux remains constant while the rise in voltage is

nearly proportional to the increase in speed.

In a generator using shunt excitation, the following factors will

cause the voltage to vary while the speed remains constant:

a) the voltage drop across the armature winding, which is nearly

proportional to the load, and the drop across the sliding contact;

b) the effect of the quadrature- and direct-axis armature reac-

tions, the field due to the commutating poles, and the reaction due to

short-circuited armature sections;

c) ti-e variation in the excitation current Iv resulting from

voltage variations across the terminals of the excitation circuit (in

machines using independent excitation, Iv = const).

Figure 6.27 shows external gencrator characteristics for three

different speeds.

Where no voltage regulator is used, the machine will operate sta-

bly until a bend of a curve is reached, i.e., until low-current values

corresponding to points B are reached; unstable operation commences

between points B and C. Three limiting current values can be seen on

the external characteristic curve: the rated, critical, and short-cir-

Scuit currents. The maximum current for a given speed, the so-called

i critical current Ikr, depends on machine saturation, brush position,

commutation conditions, winding temperature, and the resistance of the

excitation circuit.

In aircraft generators, the commutation conditions and winding

temperatures have a very great effect on the critical-current value.

9 • As the speed increases, commutation conditions are worsened and spark-

ing at the brushes increases for the same value of low current.
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As sparking increases, the voltage drop across the brush transfsp

contact rises, and since it is high, relatively speakiug, for the low

voltages used in aircraft generators, this will lead to a considerable

decrease in the critical current.

The""SJ;• saeefc s prodced y th

+tO0 '+ 600 0 NO • . ,.

-cers incsfrea -kinwindingr esist acsttr-

S- "•"'""•"suit from temperature rises.

S~As the speed increases, the current
I

SIkr rises and as a result there is an
a 45 0 45 £0 0 t o 4 increase in the stable portion of the

Fig. 6.28. External char-
acteristics for aircraft As a rule, the steady short-circuit
generators, relative
units, at initial speed, current hk is small; it is determined by

the magnitude of the emf due to residual

magnetism and by the speed. a

For the sake of example, we have shown in Fig. 6.28 the external
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" haracteristics for 12 and 18 kw aircraft generators in relative

units.

The External Characteristic in the Presence of a Voltage Regulator

In this case, the voltage across the generator terminals is held

constant at the no-load value until the so-called limiting load cur-

rent Ip. The voltage remains constant owing to the fact that the re-pr.

sistance in the excitation circuit is automatically varied in appro-

priate fashion.

For the limiting current Ipr, the resistance in the excitation

circuit will have its minimum value, which equals the sum of the cold

field-winding resistance "-.kh and the minimum regulator-circuit re-

sistance Rr min

,,= Rg..+R,,i.: (6.35)

In aircraft carbon regulators, the resistance of the compressed

carbon stack, i.e., the minimum regulator resistance, equals r mrin

= 1.5 ohms for a carbon stack of Pus = 90 watts power while Hr min

z 0.7 ohms where Pu. = 180 watts.

If the load resistance is reduced so that the armature current

exceeds 'pr' the regulator ceases to hold the voltage constant and the

machine begins to operate on the natural section of the external char-

acteristic curve: operation is stable up to points B and unstable from

points B to points C.

Under no-load conditions, the maximum excitation-circuit resist-

ance will be

R+(6.36)

where "r max and Rrmin are the maximum and minimum regulator resist-.

ances; lv.g is the field-winding resistance (hot value).

The external characteristic may be used to find the limiting gen-

erator current p that the machine can deliver at rated voltage and a59r
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given speed:

'win *-VA a -*r=psu 6 .3

The limiting current and, consequently, the overload performance

of a machine goes up as the speed increases provided they are not lim-

ited bý commutation :1eating conditions

: i '(see Fig. 6.27).

AO - - - -! For series GS generators, the limit-

4 . ing-current ratio will have roughly the

N - - - - - following values: I pr/Inom = 2.2-2.5 at
-I ' I prIno!m

-0 1 - - nin = 3800 rpm and 3.2-3.6 at rnmax = 5900

-tI 
rpm.

"4"X AV W a- I Thus, as the speed increases from
95 1 is 2 4 ST

3800 to 5900 rpm, i.e., by a factor ofPig. 6.29. Relative ex-
ternal characteristic 1.53, the linitIng current rises by about
curves. 1) rpm.

In modern 9-18 kw aircraft generators, this ratio will have lower

valuena, and at the initial speed will be

lap 4.".ýý .8, z- -- ,.
4Mo

and-- 1.

At the maxlmum speed (9000 rpm)

to r_ 275. lo_ -=27

and---,45.

As the speed increases by a factor %a,/nmin 2.25, the critical

current will rise by about 50%, the 1lmiting current by about 60%, and

the short-circuit current by about 20%.

Figure 6.29 gives typical relative external characteristics for

modern aircraft generators at various speeds, t.e.,it shows the function
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U

Curve... plottme for a an ,• not coincide and the dif-

ference will be greater the higher the relative low current. This re-

suits from the fact that speed fluctuations are accompanied by varia-

tions in machine saturation and commutation conditions such that the

voltage drop in the machine for the same armature current will be

greater at lower speeds. Thus, it is not possible to plot a single re-

duced external characteristic for all speeds in analogy to the method

used for the no-load function =

Regulation Characteristic

IV = f(I) for various values of the parameter n with U = const.

Figure 6.30 shows relative regulation characteristics for air-

craft generators.

-• Regulation characteristics for di-

rect-current aircraft genierators with a

IV -half complement of commutating poles show

_- - - - a "dip" at the maximum speed.

If the regulation characteristic has

/j a "dip" at high speeds (nkh/nnach > 2),

Si i.e., if for a low current in the-range

(0.15-0.5)Inom, the excitation current is

-- •lower than the no-load current, the gener-

0 0.25 5 45 ator will be unstable when operated in pa-

Fig. 6.30. Regulation rallel with other generators or a storage

characteristics of air-
craft generator with battery: it will have a tendency to self-
half-complement of com-
mutating poles for va- oscillation at high speeds.
rious speeds (relative A dip may appear in the regulation

characteristic of a generator at high speeds owing to the magnetizing
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effect of the cmmutating poles and the commutat ion currents in a

short-circuited section.

in fact, at the lowest speed, where the magnetic system is sat-

urated, the magnetizing cffect of a commutating pole and of the commu-

tation currents, which are proportional to the load current, will be

small in comparison with the magnetizing force due to the main poles.

At high speeds, the main-pole magnetizing force will drop sharply,

while the magnetizing forces due to the commutating poles, Fk, and the

commutation currents Fk,5 remain constant (the flux 4k will rise

owing to the decreased reluctance of the commutating-pole circuit).

As a result, the relative influence of the commutating-pole mag-

netizing force and the commutation-current magnetizing force will in-

crease, and where the armature currents are low a drop in excitation

current will result. With a further increase in the load current, the

excitation magnetizing force will rise more rapidly and F thanFk,

and the curve will turn upward.

In order to obtain stable operation from a generator that has a

"dip" in its regulation characteristic, we can make use of well-known

methods for increasing parallel-operat.on stabili- ,r (for obtaining ar-

tificial stability), i.e., equalizing connections n. be used between

generators operating in parallel, or stabilizing trar.sfonmers may be

employed.

It is better, however, to increase the natural parallel-operation

stability, i.e., to eliminate the dip in the regulation characteristic;

this may be done by appropriate adjustment of the machine magnetic

system (the main and commutating poles) and by the use of a full com-

plement of commutating poles.

For the reasons discussed above, it is not possible to construct

a single reduced regulation characteristic applicable for all ppeeds;
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for each speed it is necessary to plot an individual regulation char-

acterlstic, or to find it experimentally.

Operating or Speed Characteristic

Iv = f(n) with U = const, Rn = const and, consequently, I -

const.

As a rule, operating characteristics are found with the machine

heated up, with a constant load resistance and under no-load condi-

tions. Figure 6.31 shows typical operating characteristics for an air-

craft generator over the working speed range, i.e., from 4000 to 9000

rpm.

The speed range from 0 to

o- coo rnach is called the self-excita-

tion region. Within this range,

1-4.mO the field due to residual magne-

- - tism causes the generator voltage

3- -. -- to rise with increasing speed and

S- i-- excitation current to. some speci-

fic value, after which the voltage

regulator begins to act; as the

speed continues to rise, the regu-
Fig. 6.31. Operating character-
istic of aircraft generator. 1) lator decreases the excitation
.rpm,

current to the degree necessary to

hold the voltage across the generator terminal constant.

The minimum speed at which the generator can develop rated volt-

age is called the initial speed. There will be a difference between

the initial speed under no-load conditions and the initial speed at

rated load.

It is clear that the initial no-load speed will be lower than the

initial speed at rated load.
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A distinction is made between the initial speed with the minimum

regulator resistance present in the excitation circuit and the initial

speed in the absence of the regulator. Where there is no regulator re-

sistance in the excitation circuit, the generator will develop the

rated voltage or rated power at a lower initial speed.

As a rule, the initial speed is 10-12% more with no regulator

than the initial speed in the presence of a regulator.

For practical purposes we are clearly interested in the initial

speed at rated load, allowing for the regulator resistance. The volt-

age regulator should provide constant voitage in all rated generator

modes, by changIng the excitation current over a range extending from

Iv max at initial speed and rated current to Iv min at maximum speed

without load. The part of the range over which the excitation current

varies, the wider will be the range of variation in the voltage-regu-

lator resistance, which complicates the regulation problem. As a rule,

Iv max/'v min = 4.5-5.5 with nrax/nmin = 2.25.

Figure 6.32 shows relative operating characteristics under no-

load conditions and under rated load, i.e., I = f(n) at I = 0 and I

= 400 amp, as well as the relative exLitation current going to compen-

sate for the effect of the load (armature reaction and voltage drop in

the armature circuit), i.e.,

toA--tg =f().
(to-A -1 t)op. a-0M

An analysis of the curves given leads us to the following conclu-

sions.

1. Under no-load conditions, the excitation current would be re-

duced by a factor of 2.5 from the initial value as the speed increases

by a factor of 2.25, while at rated load, there will be a 3.5-fold

drop in the excitation current for the same speed increase.
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2. As the speed rises, the excitation current will drop relatively

more under load than the no-load excitation current does. This is ex-

42-L plained by the fact that as the

speed increases, the magnetic

I-,1 •-p.•m Isaturation decreases and, conse-

9 quently, there is a sharp drop in

the demagnetizing effect of the

quadrature-axis armature reaction.

3. The excitation current

going to compensate for the volt-

age drop across the armature re-

"sistance and for the quadrature-

axis armature reaction will drop

4,_• j• to 20% of its initial value, i.e..

by roughly a factor of 5, as the

2 speed increases by a factor of

2.25.
Fig. 6.32. Operating character-
istic in relative units. 1) rpm; 4. There is a sharp drop in
2) at.

the excitation current with in-

creasing speed on the initial portion of the characteristic curves,

where there is considerable magnetic-system saturation. At low satura-

tions, the magnitude of the excitation current will be nearly linear

in character, and will be determined solely by the magnetic potential

drop across the air gap and the voltage drop across the armature re-

sistance.

Generator emf as a Function of Speed Under No-Load Conditions

E = U 0 = f(n) with Rv = const and I = O.

This characteristic is of practical interest for aircraft genera-

tors, since it represents the initial section of the operating charac-
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teristic before the voltage regulator comes into operation, i.e., the

self-excitation zone.

!-,;

V"

Fig. 6.33. Generator emf and excitation
current as a function of speed. 1, Self-
excitation region.

In independently excited machines the no-load generator emf with

the brushes at the neutral plane will increase Ln proportion to the

speed, i.e., % = const and E = kn 0 a n.

With the brushes shifted away from the neutral plane, the cur-

rents In the cuimutating sections will affect the main machine field,

destroying the straight-line nature of the E vs. n curve.

In machines using shunt excitation the function E = f(n) is non-

linear, since with the excitation-circuir. resistance unchanged, the

excitation current will rise in proportion to the voltage across the

generator terminals while the armature emf of a self-excited generator

will change more rapidly with a change in speed than is the case in

an independently excited generator. In this case, the E = f(n) curve

will consist in three sections (Fig. 6.33). At low speeds, the genera-

tor emf produced by the residual-magnetism field 'Js small and conse-

quently, the excitation current is also small. In this case, the ma-

chine flux is nearly constant and the generator emf will vary in pro-

pcrtion to the speed, i.e., at low speeds the characteristic E = f(n)

will be linear in nature.
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S After some specific critical speed is reached, the effect of the

J excitation current increases noticeably and the generator emf rises

sharply as the speed and excitation current increase; as a result, the

icharacteristic curve comes nearly quaadratic.

With a further rise in speed, the excitation current increases

so much that the magnetic system begins to be saturated. When this

happens, further increases in excitation current are accompanied by

Salmost no rise in machine flux.

SAnalytical Expression of Characteristic Curves

It is difficult to express characteristic curves analytically,

since the relationship between magnetizing force and induction, upon

which all characteristics are based, is nonlinear. In many cases, how-

e ver, in order to generalize investigations it is desirable to have an

• analytical expression for the characteristics, even if it is only ap-

Sproximate. To do this, we use some well-known method to approximate

i the saturation curve, e.g., a hyperbolic tangent of the form (6.30)
i* 4-thDF+d.

where a, B, and d are constants; F = w = w (U/Rv) is the excitation
v ~vI

Smagnetizing force per pole.

The constants a, B, and d are found on the basis of the follow-

i ing considerations. In the absence of excitation current, F = 0 and

i the flux 0 equals the residual flux %st' i.e.,

* aO(6.38)

S At maximum excitation current Fx, the flux reaches its maximm,

i and the saturation curve will run almost parallel to the x-axis. In

this case, the expression

*am. eh Fa+&ý:& d~+.g (6.39)
will hold. This occurs when tanh = B, i.e., when •F . 3, since

"" tanh 3 0.995.
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Consequently, on the basis of (6.39), the constant a will equal

0 -*.n - *,a (6.o0)

and the equation for the flux will take the form 9
0 - t. - Be4, + ,,. (6.41)

Then the equation for the no-load characteristic will be written

as

knO- kA PI.o +(-8- 10)' tbB (6.42)

or
,E-fiý,+,e•.a t.B (6.43)

where EBot = kn~ost is the voltage due to residual magnetism;
z.m. = -o=) Eau -- .S

k = (p/al)(N/60) I0 8 is a structural coefficient.

If we make use of the normalized no-load curve in relative units

over the IV = 0-3 range and neglect residual magnetization, the miss-

ing coefficient B can be found in the following way.

With = I andA= 1

J!.. th = - 1.

g1.43 with =3.0 we find that
1.43thz 8 .th .7d B =O,.

Thus, the equation for the normalized no-load curve of the air-

craft generator will be

I =z.31b067o.. (6.44)

Expression (6.44) can easily be refined if we allow for the re-

sidual magnetization. In like manner, we can determine the coeffl-

cients for other excitation-current variation limits.

External Characteristic

The way in which the voltage acr'oss the generator terminals de-

pends on the load current is represented by the expression

U., E- E.,A -kR (6.45)
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With the brushes positioned arbitrarily, the flux P in the air gap

-will depend on the excitation current, the direct- and qua drature-aXis

.armature reaction, the commutating-pole field, and the currents in the

commutating sections. For a separately excited machine, the excitation

ci.rrent can be assumed to be constant, while with shunt excitation,

the excitation resistance remains constant while the excitation cur-

rent Iv = U/Rv turns out to be a function of the voltage across the

terminals of the machine. In this latter case, the analysis becomes

quite a bit more complicated.

External characteristic with separate excitation, Iv = const. We

use a well-known method for determining the additional excitation am-

pere-turns needed to compensate for the demagnetizing effect of the

quadrature-axis armature reaction in order to allow for the effect of

this reaction.

Using the notation of Fig. 6.19 and Expression (6.29) we can rep--

resent the mean flux in the air gap, allowing for the effect of the

quadrature-axis armature reaction, as

+A

bA

or, allowing for (6.30), as

,+oAb (6.46)
(-- - (athBBF+d]dF(

P-MbS
Since

th BF dF . n. ch BP•-i.

where K, is a constant of integration, following some simple manipula-

tions we obtain the following expression:

C 8 cba(- O.SbA)
8bA~ db(-~b)+. (6.47)

Taking the direct-axis armature reaction into account,
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a h C B(F±+O .5bA TF ol4d ( . 8
Sb e..,Ch B (F 4- 0.SbA T: FA,RIA4 1"chB(F--O.•bA fFE "(6.48)

In the gener& •e, the direct-axis field F. may have a "minus"
U

or "plus" sign. Now, making use or (6.45) and (6.48), we can write the

equation for the external characteristic:
In AlBnchB•( .J+A) + d-Ro, (6.49)

kq ~ch B(F' - O.bA)

where for brevity we let F' = FIFd.

When the armature reaction is completely compensated or under no-

load conditions, Eqs. (6.47) and (6.49) will become ambiguous; the am-

biguity may be removed, however, and then

Qu h kn (a tb BF+d) - E (6.50)

under no-load conditions

and U -khitl a 4B(F T F)+ d -Ruat (6.51)

where the armature reaction is completely compensated.

External characteristic with dependent shunt excitation. We shall

consider two cases:

a) the machine is compensated and there is no quadrature-axis ar-

mature reaction;

b) the machine is not compensated and the quadrature-axis arma-

ture reaction must be considered.

For the purposes of the study it is assumed that the brushes are

located at the neutral plane, commutation is linear, and there is one

commutating pole for every two main poles.

In the first case, on the basis of (6.30) and the assumption that

d = Oost = 0, the machine emf as a function of load current will be

8 - knm - &&a t BF -a Erosg th B E W. (652)
R&

where
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* E -, Rate

The voltage across the generator terminals will then be

Uu.eR-E..Ew,1h U-Rat.. (6.53)

,where g B(w/. ) = const.

Since

S•thz- .•-4&fdR= •-

we find on the basis of (6.53) that

U +RsasI- ms,,th pU E.023+1 (6"54)

On the basis of the value of 2gU and the accuracy of the calcula-

tion, we select the number of terms (k) to be used from the infinite

series. Here it is necessary to remember that the order of the finite

equation used to Jet.'--ine the voltage U will equal the number of

turns in the series.

Fig. 6.34. External character-
istic af aircraft generator in
relative units (simplified).

If 2jLU < 0.75 and the permissible error is 10%,. we may take ICk

=2. In this case, we obtain a quadratic equation of the type

U4R J." ...

Emu 1+P( (6.55)
and +.. U+-. .0..

.xwhere
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R.a.( -- E.. - - Rl 27.

Solving the quadratic equatiun, we obtain

PR.R
U1.2 -0.5Ra-R.Is, (7 - o.5R.,)2P- I (6.56)

where

"7 -Const, for n=, coast.

Thus, the external characteristic, i.e., the function U = f(Iya),

may be represented like an equation of the form

,, . (6.57)

+_/(e .- R.I.) -- "-4

Two voltages will correspond to each load-current value: one of

them (U1 ) will lie on the stable section of the external characteris-

tic, and the other (U2) on the unstable portion (Fig. 6.34).

The critical-current value will occur when

U 1 = U2 = --0R.I,, 0.5 [E..M (R.,.,+ aL,)].

or the expression under the radical equals zero, i.e.,

f,- - O,5R.,s)2-- ,at-- 0.

A,I
4 . +4,, -oo

and

la am [ R,' I R. R •

or after substituting the value 2y ax- (RV/Wv)'
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4
tog O- 8-, . . (6. 58)

The way in which the load current depends on the voltage across

the generator terminals is of practical interest. Equation (6.56) can

be represented as follows:

(Ul - 1 + o05Rs)2 ( - ,R, -

and, solving it for Iya, i, f±di that

Re I R, ("- ) (6.59)R,, BtT ,

Equations (6.55)-(6.59) were obtained on the assumption that

2BJU < 0.75. If, however, 1 < -.-.-U < 2, it is necessary to use a value

of k = 3, and in this case the external characteristic will take the

form of a cubic equation in canonical form, i.e.,

U+RI.1 BtU+(5,U)'
,Emu -I+BU + (BU)lu (6.60)

and 73+o2M+,aU+,0-o

where

BT.j'" + RJareaz

- BT (Bj' + R.t- ERa- £t)
,•= 5;"Rl.I

The coefficients a22 al, and a0 are functions of the load current and

speed. At constant speed, the exL ernal characteristic can be plotted

from Eq. (6.6o)

For an uncompensated machine with brushes located in the neutral

plane, linear computation, and 2p commutating poles, the air-gap flux,

emf, and voltage will be [considering (6.47) and taking d equal to

zero]
*p. UChbijs(Z-R*1@)+O,58bA1

BbA ch8, (E-RIs)0-.o5bAj (6.61)
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and

E -- _t. • 0.o-m (6.62)

where

Since cosh x = 0.5(eX - , this last expression may be written

as
*B,u+P + P-~u- 2vU 21,R,,/i.nU-, +,-B#U, = - - aXI-P2. (6.63)

where

B anj_ Ro

Removing the element containing U from (6.63) and eliminating the

logaritihm, i.e., writing
Ai,,•IU +1

A 2, e " U + 1( 6 .6 4 )

where

A, - 0 - @•?.5Ap -f ,,

and

JMARSl,
A2-e f- /(122. M).

we find

A, (A2eu -- i2") + A"e(2h+"P$W -

or

i[A + . .. ..8_+____ 1-0. (6.65)

Since the expression (2B, + gl)U is usually greater than unity,

it is necessary to take at least 4--5 terms of the infinite series.

If we take four terms of the infinite series, we will obtain a

cubic equation in canonical form:
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LR+6s'+,U+N--Oe (6.66)

where a2, a,, and a0 are functions of the load current and the speed.

Letting n = const, we can calculate the external characteristic

for the uncompensated machine with dependent shunt excitation.

Regulation Characteristic

Solving Eq. (6.49) for the excitation magnetizing force, we ob-

tain the function F = f(Iya) with U = const and n = const, i.e., the

regulation characteristic.

To do this we represent Eq. (6.49) in the formn

Ch IB(F Trd + 0'•SA)I j U + e,12- kad
ChIB(F F d--05bA)i BbA R (6.67)

or, for brevity, let

I (BISbAB) n ch (BFP += (6.68)

where
P MU + US,- EW,p--BbA_____,_ --,+R,-,)(,,n

p FlU+Ra.E~cr)UII(V,# a').

while considering that
d• (Bp"+p•) es""p t"-!r- • 0*•'

Z (BFI -- P) ,wa-+,-5P1 • (6.69)

and letting eA1 = A1 , we may use (6.68) to find that

Ale 8P' + Aj't-•'

or

(6.70)

We eliminate the logarithm and isolate the expression containing

F', i.e.,

+ .(6.71)

and
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(6.72)
Af - 0

Taking the logarithm of (6.72), we obtain the equation for the

regulation characteristic in the form

I A2,0-, (6.73)

Substituting the value of AI into (6.73), taking the values of

g and 1, and going over to exponential forms, we finally obtain

Izp(l+ U+RoI,--Es )bA-1
O-tET I. (6.74)

U+ Rate-- EO BbAaplBbAi--ezp 5

Above we have shown that %ost = d, Omax - Oost = a,

Lem an ". -ea. - Emz- Eamt

S- kad and £. hn'I.•.

If we use the simplified expression for the no-load curve, on the

assumption that %post =d = 0, we obtain

(U + RJ2, BbA)_ep(-BbA28 leSn A )
--cap I-- Fa ", (6.75)

Expressions (6.74) and (6.75) apply to self-excited machines. For

machines using self-excitation, the excitation current equals

from which, using (6.75), we can find the total resistance in the ex-

citation circuit.

6.4. DIRECT-CURRENT COIowJTATION

The maximum load for electrical-machine commutators is determined

not only by the temperature rise, but in many cases by the requirement

for sparkless operation of the sliding contact as well. U
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Major difficulties are involved in the study of commutation and

-tne practical attainment of sparkless machine operation, since many

different phenomena - electromagnetic, mechanical, physical, and chem-

ical - are involved.

The effect of mechanical and physical-chemical factors on spark

formation is especially great for aircraft commutator-type machines,

which operate in the presence of severe vibration and sharply varying

ambient-medium parameters.

From the practical viewpoint, the problem of commutation has been

solved for general-purpose electrical commutator machines. At the same

t.ve, further study of this problem is required for commutator machines

operating under severe conditions: direct-current aircraft machines

used at high altitudes and high flight speeds, high-speed motors with

a wide range of speed adjustment, motors used for intermittent duty

with a large number of cycles, etc.

The classical theory of commutation, based on the assumption that

the brush transfer-contact resistance is proportional to the area cov-

ered, i.e., that there is only contact conductance in the transition

layer, has become suspect owing to several experiments and theoretical

investigations carried out by Soviet authors (M.F. Karasev, O.B. Bron,

etc.). So far, however, we still do not have a generally accepted the-

ory of commutation which, in accordance with the latest studies, could

yield an engineering design method for obtaining sparkless operation

of commutator machines.

The fundamentals of the classical theory of commutation have been

covered in the general course in electrical machines. In the present

study, we consider only certain problems associated with special fea-

tures of aircraft commutator machines and commutation calculations.

In order to decrease weight and size, aircraft electrical ma-
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chines are made with high linear loads, high peripheral speeds, and

relatilvely small air gaps; this results in considerable distortion of

the magnetic field in the air gap, and increase in the mean reactive

emf in a short-circuited section (er ), and intense vibration.

The field distortion and associated sharp shift in the true neu-

-tral plane causes the commutating section to enter a zone in which the

armature-reaction field can act; this field induces an emf eyaq in the

commutating section that corresponds with cr-

Since the mean values of eyaq and er are proportional to the

speed, commutation conditions are impaired as the speed increases, es-

pecially when we consider that vibration and Jolting also increase.

We recall that in aircraft machines, the specific pressure on a

brush can reach 400-700 g/cm 2, i.e., it is 2-3 times greater than the

normally acceptable specific pressures, which results in some decrease

in the transfer-contact resistance and, consequently, in an increase

in the current through the short-circuited section and impairment of

ccmmuation conditions.

In aircraft electrical machines, there will always be an induced

transformer emf

e,;=-

where t is the variation time of the excitation flux; 0 is the excita-

tion flux provided by the main poles.

The transformer emf appears as a result of the continuous varia-

tion in the main flux, which is a consequence of the regulation of

generator voltage and motor speed.

If we also consider the variation in ambient-medium parameters

during high-altitude and high-speed flights, it becomes clear that

aircraft electrical machines operate under severe commutation condi-
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Stions.

It follows from what we have said that commutation problems

should be given especial attention in machine design and manufacture.

As we know from the general course, the instantaneous current in

a short-circuited section, on the basis of the classical commutation

theory, is found from the equation

05- + (6.76)

where \'e=-L-+-++ese+e, is the sum of the emfIs acting in the

short- circuited section; - = t/T is the relative commutation time;

Kr = (2rk + r)/R is the relative resistance of the section, r, and of

the risers, rk; R is the transfer-contact resistance; iya is the in-

stantaneous current in a parallel circuit of the armature winding.

Depending on the value of Xe, we can have: resistance commuta--

tion, where M = 0, delayed commutation, where Ze <0, and accelerated

commutation, where Ze > 0.

Accelerated commutation is the most favorable, since in this case

the current density at the trailing edge of the brush (which runs un-

der poorer conditions, from the vibration viewpoint, than the leading

edge) will be less and, consequently, the brush will leave the commu-

tator segment (opening a circuit with self-induction) at a lower cur-

rent density.

Assuming uniform (linear) variation of the current in the short-

circuited section (straight-line commutation), we find the mean reac-

tive emf in the form

e.= (6.T7)

i.e., the mean value of the reactive emf is directly proportional to

the armature current iya, the speed v, and the square of the number of
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tuns w2 in the short-circuited section.

On the basis of the classical theory of comp.utaticn, the factor

responsible for sparking is the excessive current density at the

trailing edge of the brush which results from the addition to the

working current of the additional current ik due to the reactive emf.

As we know, in the trailing portion of the brush, the working and ad-

ditional currents have the same direction, i.e.. i 2 = iya + ik; this

accounts for the tendency to foin an external commutating emf ek that

would comperaate er throughout the entire commutation cycle.

It is clear that this can occur only where the curve representing

the commutating emf is the mirror image of the reactive-emf curve.

Since this cannot actually occur, the basic cause of sparking must be

considered to be the presence of the uncompensated parts of er (Ae =

= er - ek in Fig. 6.35); as has been shown, they rise as the number of

turns, the load, and the speed increase. This accounts for the tend-

ency to limit er to the minimum possible value, which also leads to a

decrease in Ae (below it is shown that this is not so).

I i I * I I I

*,Ca 2uv) 1i II

"- a) bd

Fig. 6.35. Curves for reactance and commutation emf's. a) Uncompensa-
ted parts of emf; b) effect of current Iya or speed v on magnitude ofya- 9
u1compensated portion of emf Ae. 1) Or.
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Although the classical theory of commutation is based on the as-

eumpt÷on that there is purely contact conductance in the brush con-

P tauat, Wt"e LCatqeUVt ~nveMtgtoshv salse htmr ep~a

phenomena occur: ion processes, spark processes (due to contact vibra-

tions), and electrolysis of the thin layer of moisture that precipi-

tates on the commutator surface. Current can flow between brush and

commutator by way of contact conductance, ion conductance, and elec-

tronic emission.

In brushes carrying currents of less than 3 amp, contact conduc-

tance predominates, and the classical theory of commutation is ap~pli-

cable.

The processes occurring in brushes carrying more than 3 amp are

basically of ionic nature, and the classical theory of commutation is

inapplicable.

The Nature of the Sliding Contact

Even well-adjusted brushes and an outstandingly well-made commu-

tator will not provide a perfect match between the commutator and the

brush surface owing to brush play in the brushholder and the inevita-

table roughness of the commutator, the dif-

I ,fering thermal coefficients of expansion of
i ~the brushes and commutator, and vibration in

1 2 13 ,i,• the mechanical structure.

As a result, at any instant in time,

the contact surface between brush and commu-

Fig. 6.36. Illustra- tator consists of three parts, as it were:
tive diagram ofl a zone of direct contact the mechanical
sliding contact. 1)
Zone of direct con-
tact; 2) conducting contact, the zone filled with a conducting
layer of copper-car-
bon dust; 3) air gap; layer of copper-graphite dust, and a zone
4) brush; 5) comruta- containing a thin layer of air (Fig. 6.36).
tor.
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The zones vary continuously both in magnitude and their location

at the brush surface.

Thus t-hemre areo threep wqv~ frnT, P m~iprpnt- tnc flnw tl.-.io-h a czlidiinp

contact: through the direct contact; through the conducting layer of

copper dust, and through the thin air , p.

The current density at the contact points reaches values of sev-

eral thousand amps/cm2 with mean current densities of 10-30 amp/cm2.

As a result of the great current density, some of the contact points

become red hot, and others white hot. AS we know, at red heat, there

will be a flow of positive ions from anode to cathode (Fig. 6.37); the

acceleration of the ions will be greater the higher the voltage ap-

plied to the electrodes (commutator-brushes). In addition, electrons

are emitted from the cathode at white heat.

Thus, in a brush contact we observe thermal ionization at red--

hot points and thermal emission of electrons at white-hot points.

At some definite speed (determined by the voltage) of the posi-

tive ions, burst ionization will appear. In this case, the stream of

electrons from the cathode ionizes the gases lying between the elec-

trodes, forming an electric arc.

The transport of electricity by positive ions is accompanied by

anodic vaporization of matter. Since the vaporization temperature cof

copper (about 24000) is lower than the vaporization temperature of

carbon (about 40000), copper emits far more ions than carbon, i.e.,

anodic vaporization at the commutator is greater than anodic vaporiza-

tion at a brush. In addition, spark and arc discharges occur at the

sliding commutator contact as a result of the closing and opening of

cammutator-sectJ.on circuits.

As we know, vibration of a contact in an electrical circuit Is

accompanied by sparking at times of contact closure and by arcing at.
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times of contact opening (not visible at low voltages).

Since the opening of a contact is accompanied by an arc only when
the voltage-and current exceed specified values (Fig. 631); w r

gimes and zones are possible: pure spark discharges and spark and arc

discharges. Spark and arc discharges are accompanied by directional

transport of matter.

Ir

S5 2

1 IftomONev i I {Avg#M~ 31Oega9o

Fig. 6.37. Direction of anodic vapori-
zation and electron emission as a func-
tion of brush polarity (current direc-
tion). 1) Cathode; 2) ion; 3) anode;
4) electron; 5) brush; 6) commutator.

2

U L'rirpotslA 2 jo;.OB

Jou'O o

ao.o I.e pox',do I

Fig. 6.38. Tran- Fig. 6.39. Zone of
sition boundary minimum brush and
between spark- commutator wear.
discharge zone 1) Spark-discharge
and arc-dis- zone; 2) arc-and-
charge zone. 1) spark discharge
Spark-discharge zone.
zone; 2) arc-
and-spark dis-
charge zone.

In the presence of a spark discharge, the temperature of the

e •electrodes does not increase, and matter is transported from anode to

cathode, as in the case of anodic vaporization by positive ions. In an
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arc discharge, there occur temperature rises and matter is transported

from cathode to anode resulting in thermal destruction of the cathode.

If the electrical circuit operatcs in the zone of arc and spark

discharges, a region can also exist in which matter is transported

from anode to cathode by spark and from cathode to anode by arc in

roughly equal amounts (Fig. 6.39).

It is clear that for operation in the zone to the left of 1, mat-

ter will be transported to the cathode, while for the operation in the

zone to the right of 2, transported matter to the anode will predomi-

nate.

7..

1 f

41J4

Fi.,.4 .Crefoc urrn and

I '

Fig. 6.40. Curves for current and

reactance emf of commutation sec-
tion. A) Section closure; B) sec-
tion opening. a) Low inductance, w =
= ); b) higb inductance, w = 4.

Transport due to spark and arc discharges in a sltding contact

will depena on many factors, including the characteristics of the com-

mutation circuit, the brush material, and the properties of the medium

between the brush and comnutator.

We can state that In the general case current can flow through a
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sliding comnutatc-' contact in three parallel modes: using the contact

conductance, anodic vaporization, and spark or arc aischarge.

In accordance with what has been said, we should consider the

problem of minimum electrical wear on brushes and commutator (zone 1-

2).

Phenomena occurring in a commutation section. M.F. Karasev, gen-

eralizing studies of K.I. Shenfer, S.B. Yuditskiy, O.G. Vagner, O.S.

Yelokhin, and others, has used models, a cathode-ray oscilloscope, and

a peak voltmeter to study the nature of the commutation process in a

short-circuited section and the way in which e r depends on iya, w, n,

etc.

It follows from the experimental curves of Fig. 6.40 that: a) in

a commutation section there is no smooth variation in current, volt-

age, and contact resistance (rI and r 2 ), i.e., there is almost no re-

sistance commutation; b) in the general case, the commutation process

consists of two quite different phenomena: a rapid decrease in the

current to zero at the instant the section is closed (A) and an abrupt

rise in the current in the opposite direction when the section is opened

(B); these events are accompanied by corresponding voltage spikes.

Thus, commutation is a discontinuous rather than a continuous

process, and consists of two basically different phenomena accompany-

ing section closure and opening.

Experimental results agree with the physical picture of the ionic-

electronic nature of the sliding contact.

Effect of Various Factors on er max

Effect of load current (Fig. 6.41). The function er max = f(i ya)yan

displays abrupt variations, i.e., at low currents er max increases

slowly, and at some critical current in the section (ikr) it rises

sharply to a maximum value, and then remains constant with further
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S..increases in current. The abruptly

S•T-• t"1 changing function e= f(i in-+'k-- 4 ̂ " ^ _,,}" I IV." r%= fu . 4 n

-•..-•.•'•_[... I--•!°'Ing contact.

rent for various numbers of

cordingtoatho-eclasical nitusdegio as aoredsunder athea trecailnce

theory.
emf will appear. A further increase in

the current will not increase the peak reactance euf, but will only

increase its base width, indicating that there is an expansion of the

ionized region under the brush.

1 aacoringto helasicanThude; cnact coresuctanc pekredoiatanes

.on the section of low subcritical currents,

S-while ionization occurs when the critical

Za4 current is r ached and the contact conduc-

tance loses its importance. For currents1 2 3 j 6

Fig. 6.42. Quantity above the critical value, the ionization
er max as a function rate increases; as we know, however, this is

of number of turns in
section with n and I not accompanied by an increase in the voltage
constant. The-dashed
line shows the func- between the electrodes.tion er~ -a f(w)
according to the Effect of the number of turns. Despite

classical theor., the classical theory, the function er max =

= 2(w) (Fig. 6.42) is not parabolic in nature in the general form. For

a current of less than critical value (contact conductance), er max AP,

= f~w) will be parabolic, while for currents above I kr' the bend in
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the curve e r ax = f(w) will change sharply, and at low values w,

er max w. Where the number of turns Is large, er max is nearly in-

t, 1.5 ,80

MonU

moku

0 -Ai A V11.SO0 O00 1600 n o6Jm 3 a 25-

Fig. 6.43. The quantity Fig. 6.44. Quan-
er max as a function of tity er mzx as a

speed for small and large function of load
currents. 1) Large cur- current for vari-
rents; 2) small currents; ous contact-layer
3) rpm. temperatures.

dependent of w.

It has been found that the higher the inductance L of the section

the lower the currents at which the "parabolic" relationship commences

to cease to apply. This is explained by the fact that the factor re-

sponsible for the ionization is the electromagnetic energy of the sec-

tion, which is proportional to the inductance and, consequently, when

the inductance increases, less current is needed to trigger ioniza-

tion.

The quantity er max can characterize vaporization to some degree

only in the initial stage of the ionic process in the brush contact.

The quantity er max is characteristic of brush quality, rather than

its degree of vaporization. The degree of sparking and its intensity

is characterized by the ratio of currents i/ikr; specifically when

i/ikr .ý 1, there is no sparking, while sparking is observed when

i/ikr > 1.

Effect of speed. For currents below the critical value, the func-

tion %max f(n) (Fig. 6.43) will vary in a.ccordance with the conc',-
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sions of ciai D1v •taor, theory, i.e., erna = n, while for

currents exceeding the ci.L±cal value, where there is c ntact ioniza-

tion, er m will be nearly independent of the speed.

Effect of contact-layer temperature (Fig. 6.44). TI-a higher the

temperature in the coifrnutator contact layer, the lower the value of

load current at which ionization will comnmence in the contact layer

and the higher the value of ermax Thus, .ith an increase in commuta-

tor temperature there will be a drop in the value of the critical cur-

rent, i.e., the ionization triggering current and, consequently, all

other conditions being equal the spark formation will commence at

lower load values.

Role of the commutating poles. In classical commutation theory,

the commutating poles are considered as a device designed to compen-

sate for the reactance emf. Here it is assumed that once compensation

occurs, it will not be disturbed by variations in armature speed; in

practice, this is not the case, since it is impossible to obtain pe'-

feet compensation owing to the difference in the shapes of the ek and

er curves. As we know, the magnetizing force due to the commutating-

pole windings equals the sum of the a m.at-ure magnetizing force in the

commutation zorne and the magnetizing force needed to form the commu-

tating-pole flux. A series of experiments were carried out in order to

find the influence of the commutating poles; the results are given be-

low.

An anal2hlo1 of the oscillo-rams of Fig. 6.45 shows that in ma-

chines with commutating poles, the current distribution between the

trailing and leading portions of the brush is automatically kept un-

changed under load variations, i.e.,

:Z:const.
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Thus, series connection of the commutating-pole windings does

not compensate the reactance emf, but does keep the current distribu-

tion between the trailing and leading regions of the brush unchanged.

By varying the excitation of a Commutating pole, it is possible

to transfer the current-takeoff process from the *.illing region of

the brush to the leading region, and to change the current distribu-

tion to values favoring commutation (i 2 = 0.6-0.7 iya). It is possible

to shift the current takeoff function completely to the leading por-

tion of the brush and even to make i 2 negative (Fig. 6.46).

Consequently, the commutating poles can transfer a considerable

portion of the current takeoff function to the leading region of the

brush, which operates under less severe vibration; there is automatic

adjustment of the given (favorable) current distribution, i.e., the

ratio i 2 /iI = const, but it is not possible to eliminate sparking if

the electromagnetic energy of the section proves to be excessive. This

means that brush sparking is not caused by the fact that the ek and er

curves do not cancel each other out (ek and er have nothing in common),

but by the fact that an excessive load is permitted for a given brush

quality, and sparkless commutation is impossible. The degree of spark-

ing depends on the brush-contact operating regime, in the sense of the

distribution of current between the leading and trailing parts. We may

draw several conclusions from the preceding discussion.

1. At small loads, we basically have contact conductance in the

brush contact through the points of contact.

2. When the critical current is reached, the trailing edge of the

brush is abruptly ionized and the curves characterizing commutation

experience a sharp change in form.

3. The current and emf curves indicate that the commutation proc-

ess contains two time-delimited processes - section closure and open-
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ing, which correspond to drops in currents and

SI ithe corresponding reactance-vol -e peaks.

In actual machines (rathe.- than models)

"".T • these processes are less well defined owing to

the superposition of extraneous influences,

but they can always be observed.

I; 1 4. It has been noted that the quantity

er max corresponds to the voltage across the
Fig. 6.45. Ratio of electric arc. Since various grades of brush
current in leading
part of brush ik to will have d.ffering values of arc voltage, the
current in trailing
part of brush i 2 as value of er max will also be different for
a function of load. different brush grades.

5. When ionizatibn begins at the critical currcnt, sparking can-

not be noticed. The existence of brush-contact ionization at the crit-

L-4*. 'J'u. "4 •
" 0

. 0 r' coacm' a to e.rP:O L", e, > L-0 e.
1 bql c 42 d4 es

Fig. 6.46. Curves for current and reactance emf as a function of de-
gree of excitation of commutating poles (d.3.). a) Comnutating poles
not excited, ek = 0, delayed commutation; b) commutating poles ex-

cited, but ek and er have same direction - commutation greatly delayed;
c) commutating poles cxcited and ek opposite in direction to er; d)

commutating poles overexcited and ek > er, trailing edge of brush car-
ries no current, commutation accelerated; e) commutating poles consid-
erably overexcited,reactance emf at trailing edge of brush changes
sign.
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ical current can be verified by the abrupt variation in bruish-conta'At

conductance owing to the effect of temperature variation.

Experiments have shown that noticeable sparking at the brushes

appears when the load current i twc or three times the critical

value, i.e., when the ionization rate reaches some specific value.

It is possible to conclude that spark formation in sliding con-

tacts of commutator machines appears as the result of a vigorous ioni-

zation, and that is determined by the electromagnetic energy of the

section, all other conditions being equal.

For a given value of section electromagnetic energy, the appear-

ance of noticeable sparking is affected by numerous factors that de-

crease the critical-current value (brush quality, condition of the

rubbing surfaces, parameters of the ambient medium) and increase the

ratio i/ikr, which characterizes the ionization rate.

The basic data of the classical commutation theory have long ago

been shown to be inadequate. In view of the complexity of commutation

phenomena, however, it is only within the past decade that a new pic-

ture of the nature of the sliding contact has been formed. Unfortu-

nately, there so far is no mathematical solution for the commutation

problem that takes account of the ionic processes involved. It is nec-

essary to accumulate further experimental materials from models and

actual machines. We should take note of the analytical commutation

thecry of O.G. Wagner, which is based cn the constant voltage drop at

the brushes, and the theory of I.S. Yelokhin, based on the corstant

contact resistance of the leading and trailing brush edges. Both of

these theories give good agreement with experimental data for special

cases; they do not take into account all of the phenomena involving

cgommutation, however, and cannot be accepted as a general theory of

commutation.
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The classical commutation theory will be used henceforth, since

it pernmts examination of commutation with the utiliza,-ion of a large

body of experimental material.

A consider-able improvement in commutation can be obtained by

proper choice of commutation zone and commutator, brushes, and brush

holding device, active-layer geometry and winding circuit, as well as

by the utilization of commutating poles and compensating windings.

Commutation Zone

The commutation zone, i.e., the length of the arc along the arma-

ture circumference on which commutating sections are located, is de-

termined by the dimensions of the commutator and brushes, as well as

bV, the type of armature winding.

The width of the commutation zone may be found from the equation

(6.78)

where bt shch = bshch(D/Dk) and T = rk(D/Dk) are the brush width and

commutator pitch in terms of the armature circumference; • = K/(2p-y.)

is the decrease or increase in the winding pitch; n. = K/zp is the

number of elementary slots in a single slot; z and K are the number

of armature slots and commutator segnents; y1 is the coil pitch.

The commutation zone should not exceed the pole spacing, i.e.,

b.. <,t--b----, (I -- a) = b.. + 2t... (6.79)

where tk.z is the distance between the edge of a main pole and the end

of the commutation zone (Fig. 6.47).

This last expression may be written as

s - -- b) = kg (I -- • ,.(6.80)

In selecting the permissible width of the commutation zone, we

must consider that an increase in the ratio kk.z = bk.z/(r- b), i.e.,

a decrease in tk.z, will impair the electromagnetic processes in the 0
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commutation zone, since the commutation section will enter a region in

which the main-pole leakage fluxes will have a harmful effect; a de-

crease in the kk.z ratio, i.e., an increase in tk.z, favors the commu-

tation process but leads to a decrease in a and a corresponding in-

crease in machine size and weight.

The two requirements are contradictory and we select the maximum

commutation-zone width for which commutation is satisfactory, i.e.,

the main-pole leakage fluxes take on permissible values in the leading

and trailing portions of the commutation zone.

In general-purpose machines, the di-tance between the edge of the

main pole and the end of the commutation zone normally equals

t.4= (o,25 - o,35) 11 - a. (6.81)

Taking (6.79) and (6.81) into account, we find that

k..= 1K-3 =I 21 -0,5 --oS,, (6.82)

i.e., in general-purpose machines the commutation zone amounts to (50-

30)% of the interpole space, and bk.z = (0.5-0.3) x (T- b).

In aircraft machines using commutating poles

ts = (0,05 -t-÷0,2) (1--•) (6.83)

consequently,

==-0,9-+-0,6. (6.84)

In the absence of commutating poles

t.., z• (0o--- 0,075) (1 -,A), t

and

,- 1,0• 0.ioo85. (6.85)

If bk z is expressed in pole-pitch fractions, the width of the

commutation zone for a general-purpose direct-current machine will

equal bkz (O.l-O.15)T, while in aircraft generators it will reach

values of bk.z ' (0.2-0-25)T. In aircraft machines, the commutation
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Fig. 6.417. Simplified drawing of mag-
netizing force in cornrensated air-
craft generator. 1) irection of ro-
tation.

zone is increased in the attempt to reduce commutator length. As a nt

ter of fact, for constant current density, 3 shah =- const; the cross

section under the brush remains constant,, i.e.,.

I - ý W - ' I

If and are constant. the commutation zone can be expanded

by increasing bshah and, consequently, reducing the active length of

the commutator.

The width of a brush and the active length of the comutator, de-
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pending on the magnitude of the commutation zone, will equal

Ss )=ba- . (6.86)
,a3S. D

where

nk is the number of brushes per pole.

It must be remembered that shortening of the commutator by expan-

sion of the commutation zone (by increasing bshch) leads to increased

commutator heating. Actually, the temperature drop at the commutator

surface will be determined by the equation

As

where

A.= P IAU-+-P,. 3  2
-*= 6 --- - ---r [watt/cm ] (6.87 )

is the heat-transfer rate;

%=%+�V�V (watt/cm2 C] (6.88)

is the heat-transfer cefficient for the commutator surface; here

1.+bbn.+gia, [(cm] (6.89)

is the total commutator length (Fig. 6.48);

P,=P.,+P,., (watts]

are the total commutator losses;
P,.=IAU, (watts]

are the electrical lobses at the commutator;

P,.a-'9.81$SP4.Js [watts]

are the brush friction losses (Pshch is the brush pressure).

Since where vk and Dk are constant in value, Pk and ak do not de-

* pend on brush width, since
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4 and S =const.

the temperature drop at the commutator will be

f, gs. (6.90)

i.e., it rises with an increase in the brush width bshch and, conse-

quently, in the commutation zone bk.z. Thus, the increase in commuta-
tion-zone width is also limited by commutator heaoing.

177bU3
Fig. 6.48. Heat-transfer rate Ak and peri-

pheral speed Vk for aircraft-generator

commutators. 1) Watts/cr. ; 2) m/sec; 3) kw.

A commutation section located in the commutation zone on the arc

EB is subject to the action of the main-pole leakage fluxes. If a mag-
netizing force FA acts at point A (see Fig. 6.47), it will form a

field with induction at point -where the leading part of the short-

circuited section is located.

8&12 FA|

Similarly, at the trailing portion of the section (point C) the

main-pole leakage field B acts as a result of the magnetizing force

PD' i.e.,

B =,25-
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4, The fields BB and B induce an emf in the short-circuited sectionB B
A% -A 4- -- A-'%- A-- ;- . Aa. -- - - - .- U1.* A -U,.
Sthat hais th smetut d~ire 1Aufl as er C11U WIZ.lA.%;1A JI11kFC.Lrs MIUOL.LJ5¶Aj

Sditions.

By the measure of the degree to which commutation processes are

worsened in the commutation zone owing to the main-pole leakage fluxes,

we may use the ratio of the leakage magnetic induction in the commuta-

tion zone B and BB to the maximum commutating-pole induction B max

The permissible values of the ratios Bn/Bi x and B/Bk max will

depend on the magnitude of er for the commutating section, brush qual-

ity, the voltage between adjacent commutator segments, the rigidity of

the structure, and machining quality.

Determining Commutator Dimensions

For a given commutator active surface or total brush cross sec-

tion Sk = 2 pnkSshch,. the commutator may be made in two versions: a)

D D small, I'k large; b) Dk large, 1 'k small.

In the first case, the friction losses will be reduced, since

Pt.k = DI(vk) and commutation conditions will be improved. Here, how-

ever, cooling conditions are impaired, since Ck depends on4, and

there will be an increase in excitation-current fluctuations due to

shifts in the neutral plane that will be observed during operation.

Here the commutation zone bkz D/Dk will be increased, since the

ratio D/Dk will increase. This will prove harmful as long as the brush

width and commutator pitch re.,ain unchanged. If, however, the commuta-

tor diameter is decreased to some specific limit, there may be a cor-

responding decrease in brush width and commutator pitch, i.e., the ra-

tio bshch/Tk will remain unchanged. In this case, as the expression
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shows clearly, the commutation zone remains unchanged since

,D, D, .. D-.. and .=_.

Thus, bk.z does not depend on the commutator diameter provided by

bshch/ Tk = const.

By reducing the commutator diameter we decrease the commutator

losses, which is especially important in aircraft machines, where they

are large. In aircraft generators the commuator diameter normally

equals the armature diameter, while in direct-current general-purpose

machines, it is less than the armature diameter.

The shorter the brush, the more reliably an individual brush

makes contact and the better the cooling. The number of brush bolts

will always be taken equal to the number of poles. In contrast to gen-

eral-purpose machines where the brushes are staggered in order to re-

duce commutator wear, in aircraft machines they are placed in a single

row in order to reduce the axial lengths of the commutator.

SOptimum commutator dimensions. It is of practical interest to de-

termine the minimui surface or minimum volume of a commutator for a

given temperature rise Ok and active commutator surface Sk = 2 PnkIshch x
x CM . The commutator temperature rise may be represented by the equa-

tion

P- , . PL,+P,.(D-=g;. . (6.92)

In this case, the total heat-exchange surface of the commutator

will be

Sam=D, U+k.=f(6.93)

The commutator volume is
QD 4 P I 4,., 40w (6.94)

or, taking ak into account,
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Q = , 0+2 +,,,. (6.95)

where
J r.E = *k -

kt 9,81$SMP,Xp 19,6pnxS.=Pp 1,
aDex

Taking the derivative of (6.93) with respect to vk, we can obtain

the commutator speed and diameter for which the value of Sp.k will be

a minimum, while by taking the derivative of (6.95) with respect to

vk and assuming n = const, we can find the commutator speed and diame-

ter for which the commutator volume will be at a minimum (on the as-

sumption that vk is increased by increasing D

Current Density Under a Brush

The permissible current density under the brushes is determined

* from the heating conditions for the brush and commutator.

Substituting into (6.92) the active commutator surface and the

armature current, i.e., Sk = 2 plkbshch and I = PlkbshchJshch, we ob-

tain
.--- U.Sl, (2pI,,b.) PU. + -l- O ( pl•.) Im(696

D(6.96)

and theni since a_ = a0 + allyk, the current density at the brush

will equal

- ~fwDg 14 216 vo+&j)(w,.~ ~2 In• tba' we•, + J'... 19.62P,.p.

or

" t b (% +6 a-p.j. (6.97)

Thus, the permissible current density under the brushes will rise

with increases In the permissible temperature rise Or, the commutator
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pe.ipheral speed Vk, and the ratio 'k/lk, as well as with decreases in

the brush width, brush pressure Pshch' and voltage drop across the

sliding contact AUshch.

6.5. THE SLIDING CONTACT AT HIGH ALTITUDES

The condition of the sliding contact between brush and -omnmutator

determines the reliability of commutator-machine operation.

The carbon brush is widely used in electrical-machine design ow-

ing to the fact that it possesses two noteworthy properties: low coef-

ficient of friction and low contact resistance. Metals that have low

contact resistances cannot be used without lubrication, while all

types of lubricants, with the exception of graphite, are poor conduc-

tors and impair the contact.

Brushes may be made in almost any form and in any combination

with powdered metals, which makes it possible to manufacture them with

various characteristics and to use them under different conditions.

Under normal sea-level operating conditions, brush wear owing to elec-

trical and mechanical factors proceeds relatively slowly. Wear owirg

to the phenomenon of commutation is more important than are mechanical

factors. This is confirmed by the fat:- that brushes wear considerably

more rapidly at a commutator than at slip rings.

The brushes of aircraft electrical machines should provide almost

"dark" commutation (1-1/4 units on the scale) under all rated operat-

Ing conditions, allowing for variations in temperature, pressure, hu-

midity, and air composition; they should have relatively low losses at

high peripheral commutative speeds; there should be only slight wear

during high-altitude flights; and they should withstand the intense

vibration of the aircraft engine.

These requirements are satisfied by the electrically engraved

Type A brushes used in GS-series generators of 0.35-1.5 kw power and
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TABLE 6.3
The Basic Parameters of Brushes for Aircraft
Electrical Machines

*?,. /I CiK. l'.s.. AI Ia 9 . ,. A- KA

1o 12 13
"15 mrc-6 15 250 15 ?, 0 3-15 0.25 6.25 -

15 MFC-7 27 600 55 1,6-2.4 3-10 0,20 0,35 14-25

15 1rC48 28 600 55 2.0-2.8 6-16 0.20 0.50 11+21

1.5 Mrc-12 - - - 1,0 He 0,16 0.50 15f25.

A4. 15 250 15 0.7-1,7 2.5-10,5 0,20 0,20 26-35

A-12 24. 600 15 1.6 2,5--10,5 0.17 0.25 -

A-16 15 400 40 2.3 24-40 0.25 0.15 40+6C

A-29 24 500 40 3.5 10-17 0.22 0.20 -

1) Designation; 2) current density; 3) pressure
on brush; 4) commutator speed; 5) voltage drop;
6) resistivity; 7) coefficient of friction; 8)
wear in 50 hr; 9) Shore hardness; 10) 3shch'

O amp/cm2 ; ll) pshch' g; 12) vk, m/sec; 13) AUshch,
v; 14) p, ohm/am 2 ; 15) MGS; 16) no more than 5.

Z j. W2

f •~~~ ... 1  ,o.

be. ii a a a X . A "4

Fig. 6.49. Volt-ampere characteristic for high-altitude MGS brushes.
The dashed line gives experimental curves for v = 31 m/sec, and the
sol d lines represent averaged data for v = 40 m/sec. 1) m/sec; 2) amp/
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the Type MGS high-altitude copper-graphite brushes used in high-power

generator series. The basic characteristics of these brushes are shown

in Table 6.3.

Figure 6.49 shows the volt-ampere characteristic of MGS brushes.

It is clear that the steeper the volt-ampere characteristic of a

brush, the wider will be the range of current densities under the

brush for which the voltage drop will remain constant, and the smoother

machine commutation will be. The voltage drop or contact resistance de-

pends on the specific pressure of the brush, the ambient parameters,

and the commutation conditions.

As brush resistivity increases, the voltage drop decreases. With

increasing flight altitude, the contact resistance and contact voltage

drop will rise, and at altitudes of about 20 kmi will have roughly (at

the working current densities) twice their ground-level values.

Brush construction. As a rule, the current-carrying lead of the

brush cable is attached to the brush with the aid of a special fitting,

or is soldered on. Under high-temperature conditions, solder is not

reliable while if the fitting is used without soldering, there will be

a considerable increase in the contact resistance between the brush

and the brush-cable lead, causing additional heating of the brush. In

addition, this type of mounting is not reliable in the presence of vx!-

bration.

For aircraft brushes, it is worth using a "calked" connection;

here the brush cable is inserted in a drilled and tapped hole in the

brush which is then filled under pressure with a copper-graphite pow-

der containing up to 30% silver so as to fill the space between brush

and cable.

Brush installation. For two-way rotation, the brushes are In-

stalled radially, while for rotation in one direction, they are in-
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Yclined to the direction of rotation of the commutator. The brushes

will operate more stably if' they are located at an an&-e to the commu-

. tator. In this case, the friction forces appearing between brush and

commutator reduce the force with which the spring presses the brush

against the ring. As a result, the contact operates more smoothly;, and

friction losses between brush and ring are reduced.

As shown in Fig. 6.50, there are two

possible ways of installing brushes: in-

clined in the direction of rotation "trail-

170 t@ 2.•w0" Ing," and inclined against the direction
1-l---b -

a)b of rotation "leading." Brushes mounted in

Fig. 6.50. Arrangement the second manner are called reaction
of brushes at. commuta-
tor. a) Trailing brush; brushes and bare brushholders are called
b) leading brush. 1)
With rotation; 2) "re- reaction brushholders.S action.", . .

o The purpose of the 100 brush bevel is

to form a camponent of force in the direction of rotation due to the

brush-spring pressure. In this case, the brushholder and the forward

(leading) side of the ring form a damper that presses the brush

against the commutator and ring. As experience has shown, "trailing"

brushes provide more stable comiutation under speed variations. With a

reaction brushholder, as the speed increases, a tendency is observed

for the current at the leading edge of the brush to increase.

In machines designed f6or reversible operation, the brushes must

be installed radially with respect to the commutator.

Brushholder. Proper brushholder construction plays an important

part in good commutation. An unsuccessful brushholder design leads to

brush vibration, which causes sparking.

Figures 6.8 and 6.10 show some brushholder designs used in vari-

ous aircraft electrical machines.
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In all cases it is necessary to see that the gap between brush

and ring does not exceed 0.2-0.3 ram, and that the commuvator runout

does not exceed O-OP--0:3 mm.

The sliding commutator contact under high-altitude conditions.

During high-altitude flights (H > 6 lcn), there is increased wear on

normal carbon brushes and severe commutator wear. At altitudes H > 6

Ian, the brushes are found to wear out completely within 7 hr, while

when H > 10 kin, they wear out within 1-3 hr. Here the working brush

length wears away in (30-60) min.

Increased brush wear is accompanied by more vigorous spark for-

mation, loud friction noises, intense formation of carbon dust and,

finally, generator failure; this rapidly drains the storage battery

that supplies the electrical system of the flying craft and makes it

necessary to land, 6ince brushes cannot be changed in. flight.

The rapid brush wear is caused by the increased coefficient of

friction between brush and com-utator, which depends on the atmos-

pheric content of moisture and oxygen by weight, as well as on brush

temperature. The lower the moisture and oxygen contents and the higher

the brush temperature, the greater ti zoefficient of friction and the

greater the rate of brush wear.

The main cause for rapid brush wear is insufficient air moisture

content at high altitudes.

There is an intermediate iayer between brush and commutator - a

Jacket of water and gas - that acts as a lubricant during operation.

After a certain period of operation, bowever, a dark deposit usually

forms on the commutator surface; it consists of a 0.05-0.06 micron

thick film of cupric oxide and graphite, called "varnish" by men in

the field.

Copper cmnbines with oxygen to form the cupric oxide, while the
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,graphite layer is produced by transport of brush material. The surface

-fip. absorbs water vapor and oxygen from the air, fonming a water-gas

-&nell t-hW-t. acts as a lubricant b-t n . he br---e. .. d -o....t--o^. ,,

thus have semifluid friction, with a low coefficient of friction and

little brush wear. The important element in the lubricating layer is

! the moisture, which is practically absent at high altitudes, since the

i amount of saturated water vapor in the atmosphere decreases sharply

with altitude: at a height of 6 kIn, there is about 15 times less mois-

ture and at 10 len about 360 times less moisture than at sea level.

As investigations have shown, at altitudes up to 3 km (where the

amount of water vapor amounts to about 3.25 g/i 3 and a pressure of

3 mi Hg) brush wear reaches 1.0 mm over a 100-hr period, which is

'quite acceptable. As the amount of water vapor decreases, i.e., the

pressure drops below 3 mmn Hg, brush wear rises sharply and at alti-

S tudes above 6 kin, where the atmospheric moisture content drops sharply,

brush wear reaches unacceptable values.

Thus, at altitudes of the order of 6-8 1n, brush wear reaches

(5-10) mn per hour, while the commutator wear is 0.1 mm per hour,

while at altitudes above 8-9 km, where there is almost no moisture in

the atmosphere, brush wear reaches 22 mm. It is clear that a generator

will rapidly fail under 3uch conditions.

Figure 6.51 shows the effect of saturated water-vapor pressure on

the coef.icient of friction for various brush temperatures.

Analysis of the data indicates that as the temperature rises, the

coefficient of friction goes up considerably if the pressure of sat-

urated water vapor remains unchanged. At high temperatures, the coef-

ficient of friction depends little on the atmospheric vapor content,

* i.e., at high temperatures the coefficient of friction will be high

even in the presence of considerable quantities of vapor. For a water
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vapor pressure of less than 5 mm Hg with tshch = 800, there will be

Here we can also see that the pressure of dry oxygen affects the

brush coefficient of friction; when brushes operate in an atmosphere

of dry oxygen, the coefficient of friction increases from 0.15-0.2 at

a pressure of about 160 mm (at sea level) to 0.75 at a pressure of 10

mm (an altitude of 24 km).

4'

I I r

.•_,--Ix2

Fig. 6.51. Coefficient of fric-
tion for copper-carbon brushes
as a function of water-vapor
and oxygen pressure. Spring
pressure Rshch = 770 g/cm2 ; K

is the brush wear 'n an atmos-
phere of dry oxygen. 1) Sea
level; 2) m. Hg, Ppar ; K
Pkisl"

The brush wear K in an atmosphere of dry hydrogen at a pressure

of 160 mm Hg (corresponding to ground conditions) is quite large

(0.5 mn per hour). At pressures of 120 =u (1-2 kim) or less, the

amount of brush wear becomes unacceptable. At a dry-oxygen pressure of

20 m Hg (H = 15 k1m), the coefficient of friction is nearly triple the

ground-level value, while brush wear increases by roughly a factor of

30. The data given show that the atmospheric oxygen content has a no-

ticeable effect on the coefficient of friction and brush wear. Relia-
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•ble operation of a sl•di contact is not obtained, however, if the

dry-oxygen pressure is held Vo,,tra (6Uu H6 .

W Thus, at an altitude H > 6 km, the water and gas Jackets at the

commutator surface, which decrease friction, cease to be effective. In

the absence of a lubricating shell between commutator and brushes, the

* friction between the unlubricated surfaces increases many times, brush

Swear reaches 5-10 rmu per hour, rather than 0.1-0.5 Lm in 50 hr, while

the commutator wears at a rate of 0.0.5-0.01 mm per hour.

As pressure-chamber studies have shown, the protective shell van-

ishes more rapidly the lower atmospheric pressure, the higher the

Sspeed of the cooling air, and the greater the commutator -"•perature.

The commutator temperature is produced by commutator friction

and contact-resistance losses.

-As brush wear increases, friction losses rise by a factor of 3-4,

resulting In increased commutator temperature and, consequently, in-

creased brush wear. As a result the "shell" vanishes and the layer of

oxide on the commutator is ground off. At high altitudes, this layer

forms far more slowly than at the earth's surface.

The elimination of the oxide layer - the varnish - reduces the

"contact resistance between brush and commutator. With slip rings, this

has a positive effect, since the contact losses are. reduced, but for

a commutator the effect is negative, since the commutation currents

increase and, consequently, commutation is impaired and the contact

losses may become greater than on the ground. This situation will al-

ways occur in aircraft generators.

Thus, impairment of commutation at high altitudes is a conse-

quence of high brush wear, rather than its cause, as had been supposed

Searlier. It is clear that poor camutation also facilitates further

brush wear.
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Rapd bus ~:ar retescon~to w uiable for- f1urth1Aer& inrcr-eas

iii wcar Owlha to increased commutator temperature and Lrpaired commu-

tation.

Brush wear may be reduced by improving lubrication between com-

mutator and brush by employing brushes impregnated with a special com-

pound that is held for a long period of time at temperatures of up to

150-3000; by reducing commutator and brush temperature by improving

machine ventilation and commutation, and decreasing "current" and

pressure loads on brushes (here we do not recommend an increased in

forced-air ventilation of the commutator contact surface); and by im-

proving commutator lubrication by adding moisture to the air.

By impregnating the brushes with grease, their service life can

be increased by a factor of 100, extending it to hundreds of hours.

High-altitude brushes should be impregnated with a heat-resistant

compound that can form a lubricating layer under high-altitude condi-

tions. Zinc iodide and lead iodide are used as Impregnating substances.

They ensure normal brush wear, but are insufficiently heat-resistant.

Graphite brushes with admixtures of calcium sulfate or barium oxide

operate satisfactorily. Brushes made _-oma graphite, copper, and sulfur

briquetted at a pressure of 60-70 kg/cm2 have given good performance.

Rapid brush wear is only observed in generators. It does not oz-

cur in motors or converters, since the thermal loads are lighter and

the operating periods shorter (the high-altitude performance of

brushes becomes an acute problem for these machines as well at high

altitudes).

Adding moisture to the cooling air inproves brush operating con-

ditions. Where there is a large amount of moisture at the commutator,

however, a water layer forms between brush and collector and we have

fluid friction. In this care, the coefficient of friction is small,
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but the drop at the b. shes rises sharply, since the water film acts

as a dielectri.- and it Wl i.crease.th c r t e

Thus, there exists an optimum amount of moisture that provides

good commutation at the commutator. This consideration is important

where a machine is cooled by injecting water into the cooling-air

stream.

6.6. COMMTATING POLES AND COMPENSATING WINDINGS

SIn direct-current aircraft machines with field "reversal" it is

impossible for practical reasons to form a commutating field by shift-

ing the brushes, since in this case , short-circuited section would

enter the armature-reaction field, which exceeds the commutating

field, and commutation conditions would be Impaired. In addition, a

direct-axis component of the demagnetizing armature reaction would ap-

pear, requiring an increase in the volume of the field winding and im-

pairing the starting characteristics of electric motors.

In motors running under constant load without field reversal,

commutation may be improved by shifting the brushes in the direction

opposite to that in which the armature rotates. In direct-current

aircraft machines of 3-kw power or more, it is necessary to use com-

mutating poles.

As we have already said, there are half as many or exactly as

many commutating poles as main poles, and they are usually as long as

the main poles.

The utilization of commutating poles makes it possible to in-

crease the linear machine load and the magnitude of er, which in the

last analysis reduces machine weight and size and also increases re-

liability. Commutating poles are designed so as to provide accelerated

conmmutation, i.e., so as to shift current takeoff to the leading edge

of the brush.
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Effect of Comutating-Pole Magnetizing Forue on the Main Field

Below we shall discuss the effect of commutating-r-)1e magnetizing

~~~~~~C %I J UAALA J. J '-,AU "~LAU VGAS .LQU.LI

speeds, and with full and half complements of poles.

Fall complement of commutating poles. If tlh brushes are set at

the neutral plane, where a full complement of coamiutating poles is

used, their field will be superimposed on the field of the main poles

so that in half the armature core and in half the yoke the fields will

add and in the other halves they will subtract (Fig. 6.52). In addl-

S4

Fg. 6.52. Magnetic system of ma-
chine with full complement of com-
mutating poles.

tion, the ccmmutating-pole 'eakage flux Cka will also flow through the

main poles. At the same time, the magnitude of the field in the air

gap will remain unchanged.

Owing to saturation, the decline of the main field in half the

armature core and half the yoke will not be compensated by the

strengthening of the main field in the other half of the armature core

and the other half of the yoke, and the ovezx-all main field will be
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-weakened. Thus, the crmmutating-pole field reduces the main field and

i c-eazes the voltage drop, whIch is taken Into account In detei4iAnLhg

the main-pole wagnetizint; force by means of a corresponding increase

in the main-pole excitation magnetizing force by an amount Fkd that

corresponds to the demagnetizing effect of the conmutating poles. The

value of Fkd clearly rises with increasing magnetic-circuit satura-

tion.

If the brushes are shifted away from the true neutral plane in

the direction of armature rotation, the ccomutating-pole field will

weaken the main field in generator air gaps and intensify it for mo-

tors (Fig. 6.53). If the bi ushes are shifted against the rotation the

opposite phenomenon will occur.

I bi)
2

Fig.. 6.53. Effect of brush shift, full complement of commutating poles.
0 a) Hatched areas cancel; b) main field reduced by amount of hatchad

areas; c) main field reduced by hatched areas A and strengthened by
hatched comnutating-field quadrilateral. I) Field weakened; 2) field
strengthened.
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The flux 4) in the air gap between brushes may be determined, al-

lowing for the brush shift with 2c < bk, from the equat In

A6 ,& - . 2c . ^%I
" = (6 t',- to.9o)

where 4k is the commutating-pole flux; 4 is the main-pole flux, ne-

glecting the commutating-pole flux.

Fig. 6.54. Magnetic system of ma-
chine with half complement of com-
mutating poles.

The "minus" sign applies to a brush shift in the direction of ar-

mature rotation for a generator and against the direction of rotation

for a motor.

In machines with coomutating poles, the brushes are normally set

at the true neutral plane. In this case, however, there is a brush

shift owing to ina'ccurate installation of brushholders and displace-

ment of the brush axis when it wears.

Thus, there is some compounding action of the commutating poles

when a full complement is used and the brushes are set at the neutral

plane.
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Half complement of commutating poles. If the brushes are at the

-neutral plane, when a half complement of commutating poles is used,

-the main and commutating fields will be superposed not only in the ar-

-mature core and yoke, but also in the armature teeth and main-pole

core (Fig. 6.54).

In contrast to magnetic systems using a full complement of commu-

tating poles, in this case the commutating field increases the induc-

tion in certain parts of the armature core and the yoke without de-

creasing it in other portions. Main poles differing in polarity from

the commutating poles will have increased induction, since the main

and co, mutating fieads will be additive in them. The effect of the

commutating field is vtronger the greater the saturation of the mag-

netic system.

In addition with a half complement of commutating<1 oles and

brushes located at the neutral plane, the commutating field has a di-

rect influence on the main field in the air which is not observed to

be the case where a full complement of commutating poles is used.

A flux C + C k from the main north pole N enters the armature for

the length cf' a pole pitch (Fig. 6.55).

At the same time, one-half the commutating-pole flux (0.50 k) from

the armature enters the commutating pole for the same pole pitch.

Thus, the resultant flux in the air gap under the north pole will

turn out to equal 4K6 = 4) + 0k- 0 "5' t k = 4 + 0"50k"

A flux 4) enters the main south pole S from the armature for the

length of the next pole pitch, and a flux 0.5Dk enters the commutating

pole for the same length. Consequently, the resultant flux in the air

gap under the south pole will also equa2 06 = 0 + 0"50k"

* C.'rnsequently, with a half complement of commutating poles and

brushes located at the neutral plane, the commutating field will in-
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tensify the main field at all poles to exactly the same degree.

• •,ee eais ** e

0 *iSOsK 0 S#

Fl-ig. 6.55. Diagram showing flux distribu-
tion in air gap of direct-current machine
with half complement of commnutating poles.

--' j.!: fi
@ *I$@K , *-.4

Fi. .6.Efetofbus hitwith half complement of co.mutatinnpoes

pI
I i

I

I I

oL~es. a) Main field intensified by half of commutating-pole field
(ached section of main field); b) main field weakened (cross-hatched

areas).

If the brusihe3 are shifted away from the normal neutral plane in

the direction, of rotation of the generator armature (Fig. 6.56), the
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.influence of the commutating-pole field on the main field is reduced

land will reach zero when the brushes are shifted by about c = O. 5 bk,

S ,,•,•,• 1K 4V +VIA -OlAfh nA• f.ho rm 1•.$.• o-n l i ••

The magnitude of the flux in the air gap between the brushes will

4be, in this case,

5 0.050 1 -2 (6.99)

S for a brush shift c = O-0. 5bk and

for a brush shift c > bk.

When the brushes are shifted in a direction opposite to that in

which the generator anmature rotates, the field of the main pole of

like polarity is strengthened owing to 0 k'1 while the degree to which

the field of the unlike main pole is weakened by the commutating field,

is reduced, i.e., the main field of the generator is strengthened as a

P whole to a value 06 = 4 + k i.e., by 0 .50 k* The magnitude of the

flux in the air gap in the brushes is represented by the same formula,

but with a "plus" sign within the parentheses, i.e.,

S a,-°+o 5$(, +~(6.100)

When the machine is operated as a motor, the opposite phenomenon

occurs: when the brushes are shifted In the direction of rotation of

j the armature, the main fleld will be strengthened, while when the

brushes are shifted against the direction of armature rotation, the

main field will be weakened.

Thus, with a half complement of commutating poles, a brush shift

basically has the same effect as when a full complement is used.

Effect of Commutating-Pole Magnetizing Forces on the Main Field in the
reseiice Of Speed Variations

Where the load current is constant, the commutating-pole flux is
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nearly independent of speed. An inoreasL In speed reduces the re]uc-

tance of the commutat M,, agnet. , 1 Cic ui . t, w Ith thc -- anaetizing

fo1-ce constant in magnitude which leads to some increase in 4k and

0ko" This fact may be of importance at high magnetic-circuit satura-

tions where there is a broad speed-variation range.

As has already been shown, with the brushes of the neutral plane,

the commutating field strengthens the main field in the air gap only

where there is a half complement of commutating poles; in this case

0 (1 + O.'s .(6.101)

where

4•--t+0.5---

With the emf and load current constant, the flux in the air gap

should vary in inverse proportion to the speed. Consequently, when the

speed varies the last equation may be represented as

lei * 4V ' 2` 1 + 0.5 On n_.__.,lf (6.102)

where 0 is the main-pole flux neglecting 0k for nmin

1 +O,5-f n (6.103)
4:nmid

is a coefficient characterizing the degree of main-field compounding

with speed variation. If at minimum speed the ratio 4k4 = 0.2 and

yk = 1.1, then with a speed increase by a factor of 2.5, the compound-

ing coefficient will increase to yk = 1.25.

Thus, with the half complement of commutating poles, an Increase

in speed, while leaving the magnitude of the commutating-pole flux

nearly unchanged, will increase the degree to which it affects the

main field.

The Effect of Commutating-Section Magnetizing Forces on the Main Field

If the commutating poles are overexcited, ek > er, and additional
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2currents will flow in the commutating sections that accelerate commu-

-tation. Where the cormutating poles are unerexcited (ek < er), de

layed eomwutaVt4.oL Na %W. &rVe

The commutation currents form a

I, d'rect-axis field that intensifies
U*~~ ~ ~ %V U ( 41

_ .or weakens the main field, i.e., they

form a commutation reaction.

The magnetizing forces due to

the commutating sections reinforce

the main field in a generator where

V there is accelerated commutation

r i(Fig. 6.57c) and reduce it (Fig.
b ,5) 6.57b)- where there is delayed commu-

- -�-•-•_tation (in motors, this situation is

exactly the opposite).

U ! The magnetizing forces of the

commutating sections maybe found,

C ) in approximation, from the equation

Fig. 6.57. Effect of commu- FL•-__ 1 J.nT. (6.104)
Stating-section field on main

field. a) Straight-line com- where
mutation, kDs has no effect --

S on main field; b) delayed k, 4.15 10-8* &M - " I
commutation, ck. reduces

Smain field; c) accelerated
commutation, 0k-s intensi- Iya is the armature current; nk is

lies main field, the number of turns in the short-cir-

cuited section; wya is the number of turns in one parallel armature

circuit; 1 = b shch/k is the ratio of the brush width to the commuta-

tor pitch; 1 is the armature length; Rk is the total brush-contact re-

sistance; ¶ is the pole pitch; £ is the number of pole pairs; 5' = k66

is the design air gap; X is the conductivity, equal to 5-7;DDk is the

, •. -577 -
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commutator diameter; n! is the speed.

The commutating-section flux is

(6.105)

The resultant flux in the air gap may be represented by the ex-

pression

*a-@± 0g, and 0& = 0 +0.5 4b, + ,c (6.106)

for a full and half complement of commutating poles.

Making use of (6.104) and (6.106), we can write an expression for

the resultant flux in the gap in the presence of speed variations:

["13
Basc I -- •..I, • (6.1o7)

for a full complement of commutating poles and

+ . . Ra., _ "in 1

*(sofa)] J" g (6.108)

for a half complement.

In relative units, the resultant -'-flux is
S

(I_ + 0.5.) (6.i09)
a *

where the compounding coefficient for the first and second cases will

be, respectively,

(n 3~

and * . (6.110)
, = 1 -+ -• ( n~ ) ' + 0 .5 ib u , , .

It follows from these last equations, that with overexcitation of

the commutating poles (a "plus" sign in front of 0k.s) and with the

brushes located at the neutral plane, the main field would be rein-
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forced with increasing speed and load current owing to the effect of
the commtiiat1_nr-s.petion manPti44n& P %"02- 4,hn ÷$% . .

I _ ---- --- , C&A-

tating poles, there is also the additional direct Influence of the

commutating-pole field. The effect of speed and the degree of com-

pounding for the commutating-section field is especially important.

Thus, for example, for nmin = 3600 rpm and rated current, ok =

0.2 and Ok. s = 0.05.

With n = 3600 rpm, the compounding coefficient will equal yk =

1 + 0.05 + 0.5-0.2 = 1.15 with p commutating poles, while Yk = 1.05

where there are 2p commutating poles.
.

Where n = 9000 rpm, i.e., when n = 2.5:

..- I+0.0o(2.5) +0oO.2-o.-a.477 for a half complement of commutating poles;

7. -=+0.05(Z)-T=12= for a full complement. of comnutating poles.

The air-gap flux will be 06 = 1.15 or 1.05 with n = 3600 rpm

while 06 = 0.59 or 0.49 with n = 9000 rpm, i.e., as the speed Increases

by a factor of 2.5, the flux is reduced to 59% (49%) rather than to 40%

under the influence of compounding by the commutating poles and ccumnu-

tating sections.

Commutating-Pole Saturation Curve

The flux in the comrmtating-pole core and in part of the yolk

core (Fig. 6.55) will equal the sum of the commutating-pole fluxes in

the air gap Ok and the commutating-pole leakage flux 0 ko' i.e., Ok.m

=k + 4ka and 0k = 0k.m - Oka'

Figure 6.58a shows the way in which the flux in the commutating-

pole core depends on the load current, i.e., the function k.m =

-f(Iy).

We may assume in first approximation that the leakage flux will

vary as a function of load current in accordance with the straight

line OK1 .
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Let 'us fi:.d the effect of comm-utati-nig-l•,=.__e s _atu-•at in and leakage

aA, tAhe futai-pol Clux '"-I tut air gap. IUD-.t vf Cur,-ve,

i.e., the line representing the air-gap flux at the commutating pole

as a function of its magnetizing force should be linear (the line OK2 )

by the conditions required for good commutation. At some specific

* F

bg

Fig. 6.58. Magnetization of commutating
pole allowing for saturation and leakage
fluxes. a) Commutating-pole flux curves;
b) curves for magnetizing force and mag-
netic-potent ial drops.

load, however (above the rated value),

the cammutating-pole saturation curve*

sI~ will usually depart from a straight

on; RotS line !.. the direction of the x-axis.

The curve will bend rapidly, since the

air-gap magnetizing force will form a

small part of the over-all magnetizing

force. The saturation curve intersects

the x-axis at the load value (O0) such

that the flux in the core becomes equal
b =) to the leakage flux 4k.m = 0ka, and

Fig. 6.59. Equivalent cir-
cuit of commutating pole. this can only occur when the flux in
a) Magnetic circuit; b)
equivalent circuit. the gap Ok equals zero. This means that

at same specific load, the ccmmutating-pole field can change sign and,
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consequent•ly irease the reactance emf. i.e. hamper commutation.

where lines 03 and OAf, respectively, represent the cotmnutating-pole

magnetizing force Fk and the armature magnetizing force Fya as func-

tions of load current. It is clear that the difference Fk - F =

= f(Iya) - the line OA' 1 -- represents the commutating-pole magnetizing

force needed to force the flux through the comutating-pole magnetic

circuit, i.e.,

FS-F,=f (Ij==U,,+U.. (6.111)

The drop in the iron magnetic potential in the commutating-pole
air gap is represented by the curves Ukm = f(Iy) and Uk 6 = f(Iya)M

As the load current increases, the magnetic-potential drop in the

iron rises, while it falls in the air gap. A decrease in the magnetic-

potential drop across the air gap to zero indicates that the useful

flux 4 k has vanished. Physically, this means that as the load current

increases, the leakage flux Ok, rises while the useful fitLx 4k dimin-

ishes, and when 0k.m = 4k," the useful flux becomes equal to zero.

With a further increase in load current, the leakage flux reverses the

polarity of the ccmmutating pole. It is clear that the lower the rela-

tive value of the leakage flux, i.e., the smaller the leakage coeffi-

cient k% of the commutating pole and the lower the saturation of its

magnetic circuit, the less well-defined this phenomenon will be, and

the better the commutation under overloads.

Let us find an analytical solution for the phenomenon under con-

sideration.

If we use the notation of Fig. 6.59a, it is possible to obtain

the equivalent commutating-pole circuit of Fig. 6.59b. In accordance

g with the equivalent circuit, the equation for the magnetic-potential

drop along the main ccmmutating-pole circuit may be written in the
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following form:

F.-a= aR.±0 + ® m. (6.112)

Since

F,- 1,.3 A=•'

and 
I*1-=-=6A=

we find that

"(6.113)

It follows from (6.113) that the flux in the commutating-pole

air gap will equal

13 1,+.R =1+ R, (6.114)

where

,---ý7--const and 7,---7-consL

Is
As the load increases, 'oy drops somewhat, while it increases with

increasing speed, since in the first case circuit saturation rises,

while in the second case it drops.

4o . . . he commutation emf will be

Me .* ) (6.115)

where

w e=4nr-rfS;'10-4 and S,- -,
is . A6

Fig. 6.60. Satura- Since er = krIya. the degree of commutat-tion curves for
tomnutatrne pole. ing-pole excitation will be determined by the

express ion
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7M1

ks~u *ii _ A3 (6.116)

where

po, and k,= -j=const.

The reluctance of the leakage-flux circuit R and the reluctance

of the commutating-pole air gap Rk may be considered to be roughly

constant and independent of the load current, while the reluctance of

the main circuit R rises with increasing load current.

In view of what we have said, the following conclusions may be

drawn from Eq. (6.116).

1. In the absence of saturation of the ccmmutating-pole magnetic

circuit, i.e., where F = const, the flux 4k will increase in propor-

tion to the load current (curve 1 of Fig. 6.60).

2. Where the commutating-pole magnetic circuit is saturated and

there is no leakage (Oka = 0 and yu = 0), the flux variation will fol-

low curve 2.

3. Where there is saturation of the commutating-pole magnetic

circuit, and we take the leakage flux into account, the functions k =

= f(Iya) and ek = f(I ya) will lose their linear character, and may be-

come equal to zero under the influence of the leakage flux and may

even take on negative values (curve 3). Thus, where 'y = , the-

flux = 0, while in y > k/F, the flux will have a negative sign

at. k < O.

4. If the coomutation (commutating pole) is adjusted for rated

load current, then in the presence of overloads, where I'm rises, the

commutating pole will prove to be underexcited, and delayed ccmmuta-

tion will occur.

5. The larger the ratio i.e. the larger the air gap under
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the commutating pole, the smaller will be the effect of magnetic-cir-

cuit saturation, which has a favorable effect on overload commutation,

and reduces the effect of the commutating-pole field on the main fieid

at high speeds.

6. The larger the leakage flux (,ya ), the greater the influence of

magnetic-circuit saturation, which has an unfavorable effect on commu-

tation under overloads.

In aircraft machines, the air gap 6 k under a commutating pole is

usually small and the leakage large, which also has an unf,.vorable ef-

fect on commutation in the presence of overloads; commutation becomes

delayed. Thus, saturation of the commutating-pole magnetic circuit and

leakage lead to delayed commutation.

Design of Commutating Pales

Induction in a commutatIng-pole gap. The mean reactance emf in a

comiutating section does not depend on the number of commutating poles,

and equals -

- A i
2n. (6.117)

,Here X 5-7 is a coefficient for the mean specific permeance of the

commutating section; v is the armature speed, m/sec.

The emf induced in the commutating section by the quadrature-axis

armature field, eyaq, depends on the number of commutating poles.

If we neglect the magnetic drop in the iron of the transverse

circuit, then with a full complement of commutating poles and 1 1 Ik/

S-.5 a. (6.118)

With a half complement of commutating poles, one side of the corn-

mutating section will be located in an uncompensated quadrature-axis

armature field, and on our assumptions, a total emf
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I

2 -a O 1 (6.119)

will be induced in it.

If 1 = Ik, which, as a rule, will always be the case, with a full

complement of commutating poles, eyaq = 0, while with a half comple-

ment of commutating poles,

e_ A • 1 (6.120)

1 --. 100-100-100

The emf induced in the commutating section by the commiutating-

pole field will depend on the number of poles.

With a full complement of commutating poles

e..- 2 n.j A _t%. (6.121)

With a half complement of commutat~ing poles, one side of the com-

mutating section will come under the influence of the commutating pole

and, consequently,

,-- (6.122)
M0too0100'

In view of what we have said, the value of Bk is determined from

the condition ek > er + eyaq: with a full set of commutating poles and

_1= lek = er and

BI>1A. (6.123)

With a half set of commutating poles and 1 = 1 k, ek = er + eyaq

and

S(6.124)

1-.) (6.125)

With a half complement, the induction in a commutating-pole gap

increases by more than a factor of 2.

In order to obtain accelerated commutation, the gap induction is

increased by 10-15%. In this case
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B.=(I. -.-I.15) IA (6. 12-6)

and

&=(I.I -÷I.15) Ap.. (6. 17 )

Commutating-pole magnetizing forces. With a full complement of

commutating poles, the magnetizing force per pole is

F,=0O,5F, + Fw (6.128)

where Fok is the magnetizing force required to form the magnetic flux

in the commutating-pole air gap; O.5Fya = 0.5TA is the maximum arma-

ture magnetizing force with the brushes set at the neutral plane.

The magnetizing force due to all commutating poles is

F,= 2p (O,5F, + Fo). (6.129)

With a half complement of commutating poles, the magnetizing

force per pole is

F.--oF+- 41  (6.130)

while the magnetizing force due to all commutating poles is

E ,-p(0- 5F,++). (6.131)

The ratio of the half- and full-complem:!nt commutating-pole mag-

netizing forces equals

- --0.5 t(6.132)
Ira +2±*-

Consequently, the problem reduces to determining F'P and FOk.

The magnetizing force required to form the ccmmutating-pole flux for

the full and half complements will equal, respectively,

F=0.8.Bk,,--- (I.I-. 1,15)O0.8).Akak,,. (6.133)

, 0. =o.,!•: (I +o0.5 ) (o.,88 0 ~o,92 Mp,. (6.1•34)

where
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The air gap 6 under a commutating pole iz usually somewhat

larger than the gap 6 under a main pole, amounting in aircraft ma-

t *'

A moderate increase in the commutating-pole air gap leads to im-

proved commutation conditions, since this increases the linearity of

the commutating-pole magnetic characteristic and reduces the effect of

,the toothed armature shape on pulsation of the induction Bk-

The inequality

ksm+r+ > k,.+, 1.

holds for the commutating-pole magnetic-circuit coefficients since

with a half complement of commutating poles the flux ( is added to

the main flux in the armature core and teeth as well as in the main

poles and yoke.

If we assume that the length of the air gaps under the commutat-

ing poles is identical in both cases, we will have the ratio

In view of what has been said, we may write the ratio of the mag-

netizing force due to all commutating poles as

- -, . (6.136)
!+

If in this case we let

1,=t p,.----.= 2 ,6 . 1=6, k,,=t13 and T,=-1,3.

we then find that P'okk = 3.7, while with k = 0.015-0.025

0 P.-•-o.705 0.81.

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~8 -illIIl ll lliillIII lllalil llllil,,l1



For aircraft generators, we may assume that on the average Pk

0.75. Thus, the required magnetizing force for all commutating poles

turns out to be less for a half complement than for a full complement,

especially with an increase in the relative air gap 6 1/61k and the

permeance X.

The decrease in the total commutating-pole magnetizing force for

a half complement occurs owing to the fact that the armature reaction

is compensated only at half the commutating poles.

For a half complement of commutating poles, the magnetizing force

of one commutating pole increases by a factor of 2k = 1.5 times and

there is a corresponding increase in the leakage flux. The leakage co-

efficient in this case decreases, however, since the useful commutat-

ing-pole flux in tr gap rises still more, by a factor of pk = 2.6.

Thus

h: k.,6k.,, (6.137)

while the cross-section ratio for the commutating-pole core is

S= (6.138 )

Consequently, Sik.m > Sk.m" i.e., 1'sr.k > Isr.k as well; this

means that the cross section of the core and the mean length of the

cammutating-pole winding are greater for a half complement of comru-

tating poles, i.e., in this case both the decrease in armature and

core weight and the reduction in commutating-pole copper losses will

be negligible.

Compensating Windings

A compensating winding is normally used together with commutating

poles to compensate the quadrature-axis armature reaction within the

limits of the pole piece. The presence of a compensating winding re-
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sults in a situation in which the air-gap magnetic field remains prac-

tically unchanged when the machine goes from no-load to load condi-

tions.

This fact makes it possible to increase the average voltage per

segment by 25% under no-load conditions, and to reduce the air gap.

The linear load on the compensation winding should equal the lin-

ear armature load Ak.o = A or

S .. (6.139)

so that the number of compensating-winding bars per pole will be

N (6.140)2p 4P

and the compensating-winding cross section will be

S.ol$- I. *(6.141)

Effect of compensation on generator characteristics. Aircraft di-

rect-current generators of 6 kw power or more are sometimes made in

compensated form, especially where there is a wide range of speed va-

riation. As we know, the armature magnetizing force is compensated

with the aid of a winding placed in slots in the main pole pieces.

The compensating winding is connected in series into the machine

armature circuit, and is located on the pole quadrature axis, i.e., it

is rotated through 900 with respect to the field-winding axis and coin-

cides with the axis of the commutating-pole winding. Figure 6.61 shows

air-gap field curves for various methods of armature magnetizing-force

compensation.

Figure 6.61a shows field curves for, a compensated machine not us-

ing commutating poles; here the compensating-winding magnetizing force

is so chosen as to compensate the armature magnetizing force and form

a commutating field in the commutation zone. In this case the result-
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ant alr-gap field (curve 3) is sharply distortedd andd the 4..'& A, 0 4.....n

the pole pieces may change sign.

- .Figure 6.61b shows L'ield curves

, rfor compensated machines using unex-

'• I ' cited commutating poles, i.e., cornmu-

I tating poles without windings. Here the

compensating-winding magnetizing force

also exceeds the armature magnetizing

force and equals

F9=kF,=Ot-.A. (6.142)

"--/ , 4'- so that it equals zero on the pole axis

while at a distance of O.5cz¶ away from

the axis, i.e., at a pole edge, it

amounts to
A AM B,.,-- F. = 0.5 Fk --O.) ( cA = 0,325A.

Pig. 6.61. Field curves if k = 1.3 and a = 0.65.
for compensated generator.
A) Motor; B) generator. The resultant magnetizing force is

directed opposite to the armature magnetizing force and forms a trans-

verse field opposite in direction to he armature field (curve 2). Out-

a) bE)

Fig. 6.62. Structural diagram of 9-kw compen-
sated aircraft generator, a) Salient-pole con-
struction; b) nonsalient-pole construction.
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side the limits of the main pole, the transverse-field curve drops rap-

the magnetizing-force difference F - V decreases.

Figure 6.61c gives field curves for a compensated machine using

excited commutating poles. In this case, compensation of the armature

magnetizing force over the length of the pole arc is used as the basis

for selecting the magnetizing force Fk.o; the remaining portion of the

armature magnetizing force is compensated by the commutating-pole

winding.

Comparing the curves of Fig. 6.61, we see that the best results

are given by the last method of compensation, which provides nearly

constant field shape in the gap under all load conditions with minimrmi

consumption of copper.

The number of compensating-winding slots does not depend on the

number of armature slots. It is desirable, for structural reasons, to

have one or two bars in each slot. The slots normally are of the

closed or half-closed type.

Compensated direct-current generators may differ structurally,

for example, as shown in Fig. 6.62.

The advantages of machines using distributed field windings and a

compensating winding (Fig. 6.62b) are excellent cbmmutation character-

istics, minimum losses, and less departure from the neutral plane. At

the same time, they are poorer from the viewpoint of weight than sali-

ent-pole generators, whose field and compensating windings are of the

concentrated type. Compensated generators with salient poles are

roughly 10% lighter than compensated generators with nonsalient poles;

thus aircraft compensated generators are made with salient poles.

* Figure 6.63 shows the efficiency curve and external characteris-

tic for a compensated aircraft generator.
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It follows from these curves that as the vmchine goes from no

lod &o LateU loadp thvoll% VLýltag di'VJP5 by VILLY 4Vp W111; wnit:~ VzII.u

of a 6-kw generator reaches 80%.

Thus, a compensated generator has higher efficiency and a flatter

external characteristic than an uncompensated machine.

In general-purpose direct-current machines, compensating windings

are used when Pnomn • 350,000. In view of the wide range of speed va-

riation characteristic of aircraft generators, we can recommend that

they be of the compensated type when Pnomn > 100,000, where Pnom is

given in kilowatts, and n in revolutions per minute.

Despite their more complicated construction, compensated machines

offer several important advantages. The compensating winding, which

eliminates the effect of the quadrature-axis armature reaction, helps

to increase the maximum and critical armature currents and, conse-

quently, to improve the overload performance of the generator. As ex-

perience has shown, compensated machines make it possible to increase

Ikr and Ipr by roughly 25% (see Fig. 6.64), and, consequently, to de-

velop higher power for short periods of time.

In thi, connection, we should take
41

a q 9 note of several special features character-

U .izing the operation of direct-current con-

pensated aircraft generators.IV 4

SI 1. Under all operating conditions,

, • the air-gap magnetic field remains nearly

s n Ix 4 the same as under no-load conditions; under

Fig. 6.63. External all operating conditions, including over-
characteristic and ef-
ficiency curve of air- load and short circuit, commutation condi-
craft direct-current
compensated generator, tions are considerably improved and the
6 kw power.

voltage between commutator segments may be
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Ancreased to the maximum value.

f2. MU, , v. gap , may, , %Q be da,-,eRd- to the minimum value permitted by

. mechanical-strength considerations, in view of the absence of magnetic-

field distortion in the air gap under load; this makes it possible to

reduce the dimensions of the field winding and to decrease the excita-

tion power, which is important not only with respect to increased ef-

ficiency and decreased heating, but also with respect to decreased

power and size of the voltage regulator.

3. The dimensions of the comwnutating-pole winding are sharply re-

duced, since in designirg them we need only consider the uncompensated

portion of the Armature reaction.

If in accor; :.ice with (6.142) the cumpensating-winding magnetiz-

Ing force equals

Fx.=O,5iA,

.then an amount

F&'=O,5rA (1-a).

is used for the commutating pole.

AE a rule, ax 0.65 and, consequently,

F..-O,0.325t:A
and "z " (6.143)

I.e., the compensation of the armature magnetizing force Fya is due

65% to the compensating winding and 35% to the conmutating-pole wind-

ing.

We recall that in addition the commutating-pole magnetizing force

should form a commutating field, so that the magnetizing force for the

commutating-pole winding equals

F,,--F;+F=--O.5cA( --a) +0.8B;. (6. I41b)

0 where F"k Is the magnetizing force required to form the induction at
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the comunutating pole.

To what we have said we should add that the commutat'ng-pole

leakage flux for a compensated machine is reduced by 30-!!0% (kko = 3-4

in comparison with kka = 4-5 for uncompensated machines).

4. The linear load and peripheral speed of the armature may be

increased, which cancels any possible increase in machine size and

weight due to the utiilization of the compensating winding.

5. Operating stability at high speeds and small loads is increased

owing to the fact that the regulation characteristic becomes an ascend-

ing curve.

6. The phenomenon of magnetic pole reversal at high speeds is

eliminated, since the magnetic field in th gap is not distorted by

the load.

7. The range over which the excitation currents vary is decreased

and, consequently. the machine is less sensitive to increases in the

resistance of the field-winding circuit.

8. Additional losses in the armature core, brush contact, and

short-circuited sections are reduced owing to improved commutation; in

addition, excitation losses are reduc d.

ThMs the total losses in the machine are reduced for high speeds

and small air gaps, while efficiency rises.

To provide a comparison, we have shown in Fig. 6.64 experimen-

tally obtained external characteristics for compensated and uncompen-

sated generators of exactly the same power, running at n = 2500 rpm

with series resistances in the excitation circuit of rv = 1.0 and 0.25

ohns.

An analysis of these curves shows that a compensated generator

has a maximum load that Is greater than that for an uncompensated gen- i

erator by a factor of 260/200 = 1.3 where rv = 0.25 ohm, and by 200/
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/100 = 2.0 where rv = 1.0 ohm. This is especially important when sud-

Uel, load variatLons are encountered, a case in which certain genera-

tors fall, or when large motors are started.

A compensated machine will develop a high critical current at low

voltage, which is important in the presence of large overloads or

short circuits, where the voltage regulator does not work and the

voltage drops. As a result, the generator will have very high output

in all types of operation, even under emergency conditions.

LU ua

f&wpqvak 2- \ 28 -D "

-44

_______IV j 2 F I I -too

Fig. 6. 68. Comparison of external characteristics for compensated
and uncomipensated direct-current aircraft generators. I) Uncom-
pensated generator; 2) kw; 3) compensated generator; li) ohms.

A change in the series resistance in the excitation circuit from

1.0 to 0.25 ohm in an uncompensated generator causes the load current

to change by a factor of 2 (from 100 to 200 amp), while in the compen-.

sated generator it only changes by a factor of 1.3 (from 200 to 260

amp). This means that a change in the excitation-circuit resistance in

ecompensated machines has less effect on the armature current than in

uncompensated machines.

It also follows from Fig. 6. 61 that with constant load resistance

0 (line OA) 1• = 0.067 ohm, the compensated machine develops twice the

power (8 Icw as against i4 Ic) of the uncompensated machine. Thus, a
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change in excitation-circuit resistance and a decrease in voltage have

less effect on the power delivered by compensated generators, i.e.,

these machines are more stable and have greater operating reliability.

The existing notion that compensated generators are heavier and have

higher losses is baseless.

The number of turns and conductor cross section for compensating

and commutating-pole windings equal the number of turns and cross sec-

tion of the commutating-pole winding in an uncompensated machine (given

the simplifying condition that the current density is the same in all

windings); the mean turn length for the compensating winding is

roughly 40-50% greater than the mean turn length for the commutating-

pole winding. As a result, the weight of copper, voltage drop, and

losses rise by about 20-25%.

The increased losses and weight of copper, as well as the voltage

drop in the armature circuit due to the utilization of the compensat-

ing winding are balanced:

a) by a nearly two-fold decrease in weight and losses in the

field winding (the field winding weighs roughly 2.5 times more than

the comiutating-pole winding, since t.- current density in the commu-

tating-pole winding is roughly 2.2-2.4 times that in the field wind-

ing);

b) by a decrease in the voltage drop at the sliding contact owing

to improved commut-ation (this does not completely compensate, however,

for the increased voltage drop in the armature circuit);

c) by excitation losses - the losses in the field winding and

regulator decrease by roughly a factor of 2, which compensates for the

increased armature-circuit losses.

On the whole, the total copper weight and copper losses are lower

in compensated machines than in uncompensated machines; the voltage
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tat

ýdrop iz somewhat greater in compensated machines.

In 9-kw or larger direct-current aircraft machines it is desira-

o ble to use a compensating winding when nmax/nmin ý 2, despite the

structural complications involved.

6.7. STARTER- GENERATORS

Various methods are used to start aircraft engines.

In order to start piston engines, it is necessary to impart to

the crankshaft a minimum starting speed n that will overcome the

static moment of resistance Ms-

In order to start turbojet engines, the compressor must be

brought up to the speed n1 needed to begin turbine operation, and then

turbine rotation must be followed for some period of time. As a rule,

the turbine begins to operate at a speed n, = 9.00-1200 rpm, while the

turbine must be assisted until a speed n 2 = 1200-1500 rpm is reached.

A 3-7 kw direct-current electric motor with series excitation is

usually used to start modern piston aircraft engines of 1000-2000

horsepower. For direct starxing of a piston engine of about 1000 horse-

power, an electric motor is needed with a starting power Pnom= 7 kw

at a starting speed of np = 60 rpm, weighing about 15 kg together with

a 70 amp-hr storage battery weighing 70 kg. The starting period is 3-5

see long. A direct-action starter consists of an electric motor and

reducing gear.

In order to reduce the dimensions of the electric motor and stor-

age battery, indirect or combination starters are used. In indi.rect

starters (inertia starters), the aircraft engine is started by a fly-

wheel first brought up to speed by a high-speed electric motor, which

is disconnected when the aircraft engine starts. In combination start-

ers, both a flywheel previously brought up to speed and an electric

-motor are used.
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Since with inertia starters, an electric motor brings the fly-

wheel up to rated speed within 10-13 -ec, the power of t-he electric

motor and the storage-battery capacity are considerably reduced.

Inertia starters are considerably lighter and less efficient than

direct-acting starters. A combination-type starter has higher effi-

ciency for the same weight.

Modern turbojet engines are usually started by means of direct-

acting electric starters consisting of a compound-wound 3-7 kw elec-

tric motor and a reducing gear. The starting process is automatic: the

electric motor is connected to the line through a limiting resistance

(in order to decrease the torque of the electric motor for the first

1-2 sec after it is connected in order to avoid dynamic overloads on

the mechanism); the limiting resistance is cut out 3-4 sec after the

beginning of the starting process. After the limiting resistance has

been disconnected, the electric motor develops full torque and gradu-

ally picks up speed; it starts the engine within no more than 25-30

sec.

The rated power of the electric motor is determined by the re-

quirement that maximum power be devel p-d at the speed n1 at which

fuel is supplied and the turbine begins to operate, i.e.,

P,- 1.02 M'"' (6. 1• 4_

where M1 = Ms max is the motor moment of resistance at ni; nr is the

reducing-gear efficiency; g is a coefficient that takes into account

the relationship between the moment of inertia and moment of resist-

ance of the engine being started; for a starting period of 25-30 sec,

it equals 1.3-1.5.

Figure 6.65 gives characteristic curves for a Jet engine, i.e.,

it shows the moment of resistance as a function of speed, M. = f(n);
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it also shows the mechanicul characteristic curve for the electric

starter, i.e., the torque as a function of the speed, MI zz fkn).

At the speed nl corresponding to the beginning of tu:'bine opera-

tion, the moment of resistance of the aircraft engine is at its maxi-

mum and. the electric starter should develop its maximumn power. At the

speed n 2, the electric starter ceases to help the turbine and cuts

out.

The excess torque M' - = J(dw/dt) determines the acceleration

of the shaft and the length of the starting period.

The ratio M'1 /Ms max is determined by the given length of the

starting period, i.e., the time required zo reach the speed n 2 at

which the starter cuts out. As a rule M 1 = (l'5-2)Ms max *

In recent years, aircraft generators installed on the engines to

be started, and called starter-generators, have come into use for di-

* rect starting of turbojet engines.

The utilization of starter-&enerators reduces the size and weight

of the starting system, since it eliminates the special starting elec-

tric motor, although there is a resulting complication in the control

system.

Starter-generators use shunt or compound excitation; in the

starhung mode they operate as motors, while after the starting process

has been concluded, they operate as generators.

The powers of a machine in the generator and motor modes are re-

lated by the expression

n"EC- (6.146)

where Pg is the generator power at the initial rotational speed

Pst is the power In the starter mode at a speed nst = nl; Ig = ngnD

is the gear ratio between generator and jet engine; k is the overload
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coefficient in the starter mode (allowing for the short-time nature of

machine operation in this mode).

CM,

ale-

II

Fig. 6.65. C-haracteristics of jet en-
gine and electric starter drawing its
power from storage battery. N~omp ) mo

ment of resistance of compressor and
turbine at rest; M tr I moment of fric-

of engine; Mturb) t...que developed by

turbine. 1) rpm.

If we let 11g = 3800 rpm., nj1 = 700-800 rpm,, and kP = 1.5, then

Thus, 9-24 kw aircraft generators may develop 2.7-7.0 kw in the

starter mode with a gear ratio i = 1. Here the machine will be very

close to short-circuit operation (kp = 1.5), i.e., it will run under

unf.avorable conditions.

in order to increase generator power in the starter mode, it is

necessary to increase the gear ratio, making it greater than unity
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(for operation in the generator mode, however, it should be less than

unity). This problem is solved by the usc. of two-speed reducing gears:

one speed (i1 < 1) is used for generator operation and the other

(ist > 1) for starter operation.

The maximum electromagnetic power developed by the armature in

the motor (starter) mode is determined from the expression

dP*
d i, dt I (UE6)I--=0.

whence

/Sol= E6,- AU,, = oxx&

and

AS (IU- A -.), -PC_ = P" (6.147 )

where

•R. N

is the total circuit resistance for the storage battery (Rb), connect-

ing leads (Rr), and machine armature (ya); Wshch = AUshch/Eb is the

relative voltage drop at the brushes; Ie is the electrical efficiency

of the motor; Eb is the storage-battery emf; Imax is the maximim ma-

chine current, equal to one-half the short-circuit current Ik-

If we take into account the fact that the total machine armature

resistances

"la,

the relationship between "he power developed by the machine in the

starter mode and in the generator mode will then be

Ed 2 2 z--, (6.148)

where A ya = AUya/Unom is the relative total voltage drop in the ma-

chine amature.
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An anal•.,sis of the Iast equation shows that the larger the rela-

tive voltage drop at the brushes and the relative voltage drop across

the armature resistance, the less power the generator will develop in

the starter mode. If the voltage across the starter-generator termi-

nals is raised during starting (by connecting two storage batteries in

series), °shch and Atya will decrease and, consequently, the power

developed in the starter mode will Increase; for the same storage-bat-

tery characteristics, higher-power generators will develop relatively

large amounts of power in starter operation, since as the rated power

rises, the quantity Atya decreases while % increases.

Taking Unom = 28.5 v. E'b = 24 v,

AU.=0,063, &0,Oi +0,15,

,6=0.9 and ke 1+ 46-+ 2 -39

we obtain the relationship

PC?

In the Soviet Union, aircraft generators of 6 kw or more are pro-

duced in the form of starter-generators.

Choosing an Electric Starter for a Jet Engine

The choice of electric starter is dictated by the machine heating

specification and the length of the starting period, which are detc -

mined, respectively, from the characteristic curves I = 91(t) and n =

= V2(t) using the balance-of-moments equation

M'-'M=j! " (6.149)
3Ddt

and the known starter characteristic M = (p3(I), where M is the moment

of resistance of the aircraft engine in starting; M' is the torque ap-

plied by the electric starter to the shaft of the aircraft engine; J

is the moment of inertia of the aircraft-engine rotor (the moment of
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iner•-ia of the chine rotor' n. ••....... ge.. are ne-

To solve the nonlinear differential equation (6.149), we need to

know the starter mechanical characteristic n = fl(M), the aircraft-en-

gine characteristic M. = f(n), and the system moment of inertia J. The

functions n = fl(M) and M = t(I) can only be plotted for an actual

electric starter, however; thus the final choice of a starter cannot

be made unless we first know some of its characteristics.

In making a preliminary choice of an electric starter, we start

with the Jet-engine characteristic Ms = f(n) and the length of the

starting period (the number of attempts at starting, the intervals be-

tween attempts, the speed n2 at which the starter drops out, and the

time t 2 ).

The moment of resistance of the Jet engine equals

Me- (6.150)

The mechanical characteristic of the electric starter, referred

to the engine shaft, should provide the acceleration needed to permit

the starter drop-out speed n2 to be reached within the given time in-

terval.

This last condition can be satisfied if the reduced starter

torqu,. at the speed nI at which the turbine begins to operate exceeds

the maximum moment of resistance of the Jet engine Ms max by an

amvunt determine'i by the predetermined starting interval. As a rule,

M'1 = 1.5-3.0 Ma max"

The gear ratio for the reducing gear (between the electric starter

and the Jet engine) is selected on the basis of the requirement that

M>M._n and M>M,.A.

where Mred is the moment due to losses in the reducing gear at the

speed corresponding to starter drop-out.
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It# is necessary for P to be considerably larger than rM, I.e.,

there must be a large amount of excess torque when the starting proc-

ess begins (before n. is reached) in order to reduce the length of the

starting period.

An electric starter operates with large armature currents and

high magnetic-circuit saturations; thus in determining n = fl(M) and

M = the magnetic-circuit saturation and armature reaction are

taken into account. In addition, it is necessary to allow for the va-

riation in voltage ecross the storage-battery terminals owing to vari-

ation in current and capacity.

The electric-starter characteristics M = p3(I) and n = f,(i) are

found from the expressions

M=kJ4

and

#t=u-AW Re. (6.151)

where

pN9.812,a

N and a are the number of conductors and number of pairs of parallel

circuits in the armature winding; p is the number of pole pairs; 0 Is

the resultant magnetic flux in the gap.

Series Resistance in the Armature Circuit

In order to permit the starter shaft to engage the engine shaft

smoothly at the beginning of the starting process, the acceleration of

the electric-motor shaft is limited to about dw/dt = 0.3 per sec2. In

order to obtain the desired shaft acceleration at the beginning of the

starting process, a series resistance Rdob is connected into the anna-
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_ture circuit; it is later shorted out.

The value of the series resistance is determined on the assump-

tion that the dynamic moment and, consequently, the acceleration dur-

Ing the first stage of the starting process are roughly constant. Ac-

tually, it may be assumed that during the first stage of its starting

the moment of resistance roughly equals the friction moment, i.e.,

M.•M,,-•const;

the armature current, flux, and torque of the electric motor are

roughly constant, since the speed and, consequently, the back emf are

small, I.e.,

I=const. 0-const and M'•consL

Thus

.Mf--1,=J•-ý''CO, st and -!!-•consL

Knowing M1 = M + J(dw/dt), we use the curve M1 = f(I) to find

9 the armature current Iyal that corresponds to the first stage of the

starting process.

Then the series resistance in the armature for a given accelera-

tion will be

&,G (6.152)

while the speed at the end of the first stage of starting will equal

o,= t, -a •e, t.

where t 1 is the duration of the first stage of the starting process.

Figure 6.66 shows a general view and the construction of the Type

STG-12T compensated starter-generator.

Series GSR-ST starter-generators differ from series GSR genera-

tors only in that they use compound excitation. The series field wind-

P ing, used only In the starte.r mode, is used to Improve the starting
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characteristics of the machine in starter operation. In order to in-

crease the speed at the end of the starting process (with a slight de-
I

crease in torque), the machine is subsequently switched automatically

to series excitation (Fig. 6.67). We note that the starter-generators

are somewhat larger and heavier (by 10-20%) than the corresponding

generators.

A starter-generator is connected to the aircraft engine through a

multiratio reducing gear, which automatically shifts from the gear ra-

tio i 2 in motor operation to the gear ratio i = 0.8 in generator op-

eration.

In motor operation, the optimum gear ratio (i 2 = 1-1.7) is deter-

mined experimentally. If the gear ratio i 2 is increased, there will be

a reduction in the amount of electric power consumed by each start,

but the duration of the starting period will then be increased and the

speed (revolutions) to which the electric motor accompanies the air-

craft-engine turbine will be reduced. As a result, the temperature of

the gas in the exhaust nozzle of the aircraft-engine turbine will ex-

ceed the permissible value.

Figure 6.68 shows the wiring dip,,rain for a GSR-ST-6000A starter-

generator.

With this circuit:

- two starter-generators can be started alternately with the aid

of one Type AVP-1VD automatic timer;

- the starting apparatus cannot operate when the given starter-

generator is running in the generator mode;

- one starter-generator cannot be started while the other is op-

erating as a motor;

- the automatic timer will reset freely, i.e., without operating

the starting apparatus, if the supply voltage should be cut off during
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-67-

91

M-12 \13 "

b

Fig. 6.66. Type STG-12T 12-kw, compensated starter-generator. a) over-
all view; b) construction. 1) Frame; 2) main pole; 3) cornmutating pole;
4) field winding; 5) commutating-pole winding; 6) guard; 7) front
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guard; 8) brushholder; 9) brush; 10) panel; 11) cap with duct, 12) ar-
mature; 13) hollow shaft; 14) hub; 15) flexible drive sleeve; 16)
roller-tvye free-wheeling clutch; 17) RtP1 roller- 18 1•±re f
ric spacer; 19) satellite carrier; 20) ball bearings;211 _planet

e... -r-s;.. 22 :rn gear; 23 and r24)I s- p, ',, C u''UV cul bjp.LI I

spring; 27) ratchet wheel; 28) protective strip; 29) reducing-gear
housing; 30) flange; 31) nut.

19.9

Fig. 6.67. Typical oscillogram
for current drawn on a uncom-
pensated starter-generator in
the course of a starting cycle.
1) Compound excitation; 2) se-
ries excitation; 3) sec.

the starting process and then reappear.

Fig. 6.68. Wirig diagram for two starter-generators with starting and
control apparatus: AVP-lVD automatic timer, R-25A carbon voltage regu-
lator, RP-2 normally-closed contacts, MR-2, RP-3 and RL-9Sh relays, D-
5TR electric motor, GKM-50D and K1M-200D contactors, and DMR-400 re-
verse-current relay. 1) Battery; 2) switch; 3) generator; 4) main pos-
itive bus; 5) start; 6) equalizing bus; 7) to ignition.
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Manu-
script [List of Transliterated Symbols]
Page

No.

473 HOM = nom = nominal'nyy = rated

473 A.n = d.p = dopolnitel'nyy polyus = commutating pole

473 K.o = k.o = kompensatsionnaya obmotka

473 B= v = vozbuzhderiiye = excitation

473 shch = shchetka = brush (shchetochnyy)

474 H n = nagruzka = load

475 rcK = GSK [Type Designation]

475 rCH = GSN (Type Designation]

475 FCP = GSR (Type Designation]

476 K k = kollektor = commutator

476 = ya = yakor' = armature

476 4&=v= vol'y =volts

476 = e = elektromagnitnyy = electromagnetic

476 op = sr = sredniy = average

476 3.n= z.p = zapolneniye, pazy = fill factor, slots

479 1(o= kg [kilograms]

484 M =Sh = shina = bus

488 yp ur = uravnitel'nyy = equalizing

491 K = k = kollektor = commutator

499 FOCT = GOST = Gosudarstvennyy obshchesoyuznyy standart =

All-Union State Standard

502 aB = av = aviatsionnyy = aircraft

502 o6f = obshch = obshchego primeneniya = general-purpose

502 K.C= k.s = kommutiruyushchiye sektsii = commutating sec-
tions

503 K.3 = k.z = kommutatsionnaya zona = commutation zone

505 3 = z = [zubets = tooth]
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512 th = tanh

512 ch = cosh

516 Ham = nach = nachal t nyy = initial

516 O.H = o.n = otnositel'noye nasyshcheniye = relative satura-
tion

517 Kp = kr = kriticheskiy = critical

.518 np = pr = predel'nyy = limiting

519 x = kh = kholodnyy = cold

519 p = r = regulyator = regulator

519 y~c = u.s = ugol'nyy stolb = carbon stack

519 -..r = v.g = vozbuzhdeniye, goryacheye = excitation, hot

520 K = k = korotkogo zamykaniya = short-circuit

524 npx = pri = for

527 OCT = ost = ostatochnyy = residual

538 p = r = reaktivnyy = reactive

538 T = t = transformatornyy = transfomer

555 T = t = treniye = friction

566 nap = par = para = vapor

566 xmcn = kisl = kisiorod = oyr-e:n

587 CT = st = stator = stator

589 K 0.O = k.o = kompensatsionnaya obmotka = compensation winding

590 JIB = Dv = dvigatel' = motor

590 reH = Gen = generatoi- = generator

590 O.B = 0.V = obmotka vozbuzhdeniya = excitation winding

597 c = s = soprotivleniye = resistance

597 n = p = puskovoy = startir4g

S 599 CT = st = starter etarter

599 r = g = generator = generator

599 n = p = peregruzka = overload
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600 KOMn = komp = kompressor = compp%..or

600 Tp = tr = treniye = friction
*2

600 'prO= turb = turbina = turbine

600 = kg-m

601 6 = b = batareya = battery

601 np = pr = provod = lead

601 3 = e = elektricheskiy = electric

603 peA = red = reduktor = reduction gear

604 Ao6 = dob dobavochnyy = series

609 ABfI-IBAl = AVP-lVD

P-25A = R-25A

609 Pn-2 = RP-2

609 MP-2 = MR-2

609 PrI-3 = RP-3

609 P11-9M = RL-9Sh

609 J15TP = D5TR

609 KM-5011 = IK-50D

609 KM-200JI = K1--200D

609 AMP-400 = DM1e-400
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Chapter 7

PARALLEL OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT GENERATORS

7.1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON PARALLEL OPERATION

As a rule, alternating- and direct-current electrical machines

are operated together by connecting them in parallel; a series connec-

tion is used only in special circuits and shall not be considered

here.

As is well known, parallel operation of electric generators in-

creases the reliability of the electrical system, since when some of

the generators fail, the remaining generators provide electric power

to the most important units; it makes it possible in independent elec-

trical systems to start and supply motors having more power than a

generator taken separately; and the installed capacity required for

stand-by purposes is reduced.

At the same time, parallel operation of electrical machines re-

quires that especial care be taken in establishing connections, that

the loads (resistive and reactive) be distributed between generator-c

operating in parallel in proportion to their rated powers, etc.

All of this requires the utilization of additional automatic

equipment for connecting generators into the line and maintaining

proper operation with the parallel connection.

The problem of parallel operation of synchronous machines and en-

tire power systems has been solved for general-purpose installations,

while the problem of parallel operation of aircraft generators has as

yet not been solved completely.
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Parallel-operation conditc'iis are considerably more complicated

for aincraft generators than for stationary generators which operate

with identical prime-mover and generator power, with constant prime-

mover speed, with the speeds of all prime movers proportional to the

line frequency, with negligible accelerations (during variation of

prime-mover speed), and with the prime mover controlled by generator

operating conditions.

Parallel operation in aircraft power systems is characterized by

a generator power amounting to 1-2% of the engine power as well as by

the variable engine speed (speed variation range of 3:1 or more), by

the difference in speeds of system engines, by high accelerations oc-

curring with changes in prime-mover speed (an engine picks up speed at

a rate of over 2000 rpm per second), and by the fact that engine regu-

lation does not depend on generator operating conditions.

The following three cases of parallel operation of alternating-

current aircraft generators should be studied:

- parallel operation of constant-frequency generators driven

t.hrough a coupling with a continuously variable gear ratio;

- parallel operation of variable-frequency generators driven

rectly by a main aircraft engine;

- parallel operation of stabilized-frequency generators driven by

direct-current electric motors (converters).

Here we shall not consider parallel operation of synchronous gen-

erators with independent drive, since their operation is similar to

that of general-purpose generators.

In Chapter 1, it was shown that there are two alternating-current

aircraft electrical power systems: the constant-frequency system and

the variable-frequency system.

In the first system, generator speed is held constant while in
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the second system all generators turn at the same speed, but this

speed may vary within wide limits.

Here we shall consider conditions for parallel operation of gen-

erators in a constant-frequency system. Certain features of parallel

generator operation in a variable-frequency system will be considered

later.

In the general course on electrical machinery it was established

that two basic types of operation are possible with paralleled syn-

chronous machines: a) Joint operation of a generator and a line of

comparable power, where a change in excitation of one generator af-

fects the line voltage and, consequently, to keep the line voltage

constant it is necessary to make appropriate changes in the excitation

of the other paralleled generators;

b) operation of a generator into a line of nearly infinite power,

or a change in operation of one generator (variation in excitation or

load) has no effect on line voltage.

In aircraft electrical systems, from two to eight identical gen-

erators are operated in parallel. Since the line voltage is held con-

stant automatically with the aid of r gulators, it may be assumed that

with the exception of the dependence on the number of generators oper-

ating in parallel, each generator operates under the second set of

conditions, i.e., as if it were operating into a line of infinite

power. Here we neglect any possible delay in regulator operation,

which may be of importance in the study of transient phenomena.

•ii we shall hencf forth assume that parallel operation of air-

craft generators takes place under conditions of constant line voltage.

This assumption cannot be made in studying processes of switching to

parallel operation, especially for converters, since such switching is

accompanied by a brief drop in line voltage.
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As we know from the general course, in order to transfer a re-

sistive load from one generator to another, it is necessary to use the

drive-motor power regulator to cause the generator whose load is to be

increased to lead. The more heavily loaded generator operates with an

internal shift angle 01 (the angle between the machine quadrature

axis and the high-voltage vector) greate..- •han the value of the simi-

lar angle 0 for other identically loaded paralleled generators. The

generator excitation is varied only by changing the magnitude and

phase of the current; in this case, the real load remains unchanged.

From the viewpoint of minimum system losses, the most sensible

method is parallel operation of generators such that the real and re-

active loads are distributed among them in proportion to their rated

powers. For aircraft electrical systems, this means operation of all

generators with identical loads and identical power factors.

Figure 7.1 shows a circuit for parallel operation of three-phase

synchronous generators driven through a constant-speed transmission.

For voltage regulation, each generator is provided with a voltage

regulator RN while a power regulator RM is provided for regulation of

the speed (real load). When the generator operates independently, the

voltage regulator and power regulator maintain the given frequency and

alternating-current line voltage under variations in load and cooling-

medium temperature.

Stable operation is ensured by the fact that the regulators have

inherent static stability, i.e., a descending speed vs. real load

curve and a descending voltage vs. total load curve. For parallel gen-

erator operation, a real-load distributor RAN is added to the power

regulator, and a reactive-load distributor RRN to the voltage regula-

* tor; the switching circuits and operating principles of these devices

will be described below.
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For proper and efficient operation of an alternating-current

electrical system it is necessary for the reactive and real loads to

be distributed among the paralleled generators in proportion to their

rated capacities. In this case all of the paralleled generators will

'c

r PPfi M-

PA I

Fig. 7.1. Diagram showing parallel operation of three-phase genera-
tors. G) Generator; V) exciter; GP) hydraulic drive mechanismi M) free-
wheeling clutch; RN and RN) power and voltage regulators; SIN syn-
chronizing device; RN) overvoltage relay; VG and Vs) generator and

line switches; RAN and RRN [1 and 2]) real and reactance load distri-
butors; 3 and 4) reactance- and real-load signals; 5 and 6) speed and
voltage corrections.

have the same power factor equal to the load power factor, and the

system will have a power rating equal to the sum of the power ratings

of the generators entering into the system for minimum system losses.

When the uniform distribution of real or reactive load is upset,

the system cannot deliver rated power, since the permissible maximum

system power is reached when one of the generators carries its rate.

load, while the remaining generators will be underloaded.

The circuits used for distribution of reactive and real loads in

aircraft electrical systems take the form of voltage-regulating and

generator-speed-regulating devices which act to eliminate the load un-

balance between paralleled generators and thus provide minimum de-

creases in voltage and frequency (speed) with increasing load.

7.2. DISTRIBUTION OF RFACTANCE LOAD

A reactance-load distributor (FIg. 7.2) consists of current
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transformers TT whose primaries are connected into one of the genera-

tor phases and whose secondaries are connected into the primaries of

the coupling transformers of the voltage-regulator circuit; the coup-m

ling transformers TS whose primaries are connected to the voltage reg-

ulators and whose secondaries are connected to the three-phase line;

and the circuits (Fig. 7.3) used to connect the current-transformer

secondaries into the coupling-transformer primaries and which form the

circuit of the reaction-power distributor.

Operation of reaction-load distributor. When the generators are

loaded in proportion to their power ratings, currents proportional to

the load will flow through the secondaries of all the current trans-

formers. Where the generators have the same power rating, the effec-

r Ye3

AA

Fig. 7.2. Basic circuit for distribu-
tion of reactance load among three-
phase paralleled generators.

tive currents will be the same for each of them, i.e.,

iIu=4 -.. =1..

If load currents proportional to the power ratings flow in all

the paralleled generators, there will be no current in the primaries

of the coupling transformers, and a voltage proportional to the line
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voltage will be tppli ed h volag-regulator i-,,ts If for any

WAS t'h la CUrrn -i one of the paralleled generL:,bors rises in

comparison with the load current in the remaining generators, a reac-

tive equalizing current will appear in the circuit of the reactive-

load equalizer. The voltage drop due to the equalizing current in the

coupling-transformer secondary circuit combines with the .input voltage

of the voltage regulator, changing its magnitude so that the resulting

change in excitation current tends to reduce the additional voltage

due to the reactive current to zero.

II

Fig. A7.3 Reaction-load distributor

(RRN). aI and a2 ) TT primaries and

secondaries; bI and b2 ) TS primaries

and secondaries; II •2' "'' In

generator currents in windings a1;
£l/C, 12 /k, ... , I/k) currents in

I' ... , 1 17'4

widig a2;C I~ 1  I2T*., s

cugnrents in windings b1 ; Iur) equal-

izing current in RRN circuit; z1 ,

z29 ... ,Y Zn) impedances; 1) genera-

tor.

Thus the system, decreasing the equalizing current, ensures pro-

portional distribution of the reactive load with the rated voltage un-

changed.

The signal applied to the voltage-regulator input consists of two
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parts: a main part proportional to the line voltage, and a correction

that is proportional to the reactive component of the current in the

coupling-transformer secondary circuit.

If we assume that the paralleled generators, exciters, and regu-

lators have absolutely identical characteristics, identical signals

proportional to the line voltage will appear at the input of all volt-

age regulators when a change in system operation occurs and the magni-

tudes and phases of the currents in all the generators will vary iden-

tically. In this case, there will be no second signal from the reac-

tive-power distributor.

Under actual conditions, the characteristics of the generators,

exciters, and regulators will not be identical, and a current will

flow in each coupling transformer that will vary the excitation so as

to bring about a uniform distribution of the reactive load; when load

uniformity has been achieved, the currents cease to flow.

The effect of the reactive components- of the currents in the sec>

ondary circuit of a coupling transformer on the voltage of the nth gen-

erator may be found by using the equation

U.==UB--B,,s sin a= Uo.BA--4 (7.1)

where Un is the voltage of the nth generator; UOn is the reference or

rated voltage of the nth generator; I'n is the current in the coupling-

transformer primary; a is the phase angle by which the coupling-trans-

former current lags behind the generator voltage; I'n sin a- 1'M is

the reactive component of the coupling-transformer current; B1 is a

coefficient of proportionality, assumed to be constant over the work-

ing regulator range.

With a uniform distribution of the reactive load among the paral-

leled generators, II = 12 = *.. = In = I /a where I is the total line

current. If for any reason the load on one of the generators (1) be-
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comes different from that on the others, Il ?I I n, and an equalizing

equalizer, while currents I'i, I' 2 0 ... , I'n begin to flow in the

eoupling-transformer primaries.

In this case, when I, > Is/n, the following equations will hold

for elements 1 and n of the circuit of Fig. 7.3:

S+ (7 .2 )

L (7.3)

(7.4)

where k is the current ratio for the current transformers.

If we let Z = Z2 = ... = Zn be the [vector] impedances of the

coupling-transformer primaries, then neglecting the connecting-wire

resistances we can use the second Kirchhoff law to write an expression

for the circuit consisting of all the coupling-transformer primaries:

Az,+,;z+... +,.z11=o. (7.5)
Since Z1 = Z2 = ... = Zn, we find from (7.5) that

or
I;+(n- 1)/.=o,

since 12= = = I by hypothesis.
-Tnen

k=--i.(a-i) (7.6)

and

i.e.,

-- .k ---•-- (7.7)
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Substituting the expression for in' into (7.6) we find

"4= "- I•d -= (A1W4JAI). (7.8)
Ak nk

The vector difference in the load currents II - An contains

a real component AIa and a reactive component AI r; consequently, the

currents in the coupling-transformer primaries will also contain real

and reactive components, i.e.,

,,=-l Al, and 4 1 r,•9
nh nh k 79

and taking (7.6) into account, we also have

uk=- &I, nd (7.9a)

Under normal operating conditions, i.e., where the real load com-

ponents are uniformly distributed, only the reactive load components

will affect the voltage regulator; their difference will equal

A4=1, sin ip,-I. sin q. (7.10)

and, consequently, the reactive component of the coupling-transformer

primary current, in view of (7.9) and (7.10)), will be

4,--1-(f, sin,,?, z- 1. si,s.) (7.11)

for the first generator, and
- sin sin (7.12)

for the nth generator.

When 1 = In and •i = the currents I'r, and I'n in the

coupling-transformer primaries will vanish, and the signal appearing

at the voltage-regulator input will be proportional to the line volt-

age alone.

On the basis of (7.1), (7.11), and (7.12) we can obtain an ex-

pression for the voltage at the terminals of the generator (1) under

study, as well as for all the remaining generators
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g f - k,- (I, sin -. sin j. (7- 13)

Us=U U..•+ (I1 sinp,- I1 sin y.). (7.14)

The quantity k:2 = B/kc, which characterizes the resultant effect

of the reactive-load distributor, may be found experimentally. To do

this, we need to find the way in which the voltage across the tevmi-

nals of the investigated independently operating generator depends on

the reactive load, i.e., we have to plot the external characteristic

under an Inductive load. In this case, the r•atio kI = B/k will equal

the tangent of the external-characteristic slope angle with the sign

reversed, i.e., kI = -tan CI.. As a rule, kI = 0.1I in relative units,

i.e., as the ourrent varies from zero to the rated value (with cos T =

=0), the system voltage drops by AU = klU0 = 21 v with U0 = 208 v.

Equ.ations (7.13) and (7.14) may be used to study reactive-load

distribution systems under various system operating conditions.

Power Utilization Factor for Electrical System

Aw we have already shown, with a nonuniform distribution of reac-

tive load, there is a decrease in the degree to which the installed

generator capacity of an electrical sy tem is used. While one of n pa-

ralleled generators is underloaded owing to regulator error, the re-

maining (n - 1) generators carry rated load. In order to determine the

utilization factor, it is necessary to subtract (7.14) from (7.13),

making use of the fact that the voltages of all n generators are equal

0 Uo,--Uo.'-k, VI, sin 91--1. sin 4p.)

and

It, = All (7.15)

where

A,- -L and AU=Us-U0,
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3whence
cA"

SI,~1 sint=/. Sin'? .- ".(7.16 )

If we use a relative system of units with I taken as unity,

Is sin 4F, shn- (7.17)

A U

The reactive load (current) for all current-consuming devices

will equal

It sin' 11 sin 1, + I. - 1) sin y.

4 or, in relative units,

sin vm-1, sn ,+1,- )I) sn ,.. (7.28)

On the basis of (7.17) and (7.18), we obtain the relative reac-

tlve power

Q0

Q =-67--. -,.sinl = a si-nT. (7.19)

where I is the total line current and 1s = Is/In is Its relative

value.

On the assumption that the real loads on all generators are

equal, we may write

-=L - 1c cos p =y ncosv. (7.20)Ucl,

The total relative system power is

k +?+j1Snp, .,- All (7.21)

and

III.- CO-+sn'-e,) (7.21a)

if we neglect the variation in system voltage, which does not exceed

* .0.5-0.6%.
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The relative system available power or, in other words, the sys-

tem powerb- utj'1 t"^4- to A1F de- ined-3 i- relatti.ve .. i... by dividing

Expression (7.21a) by the number of paralleled generators, i.e.,

-- coso?+ sin--,-±- . (7.22)

Analysis of (7.22) shows that the decrease in system power, i.e.,

its utilization factor, depends on the system power factor, the coef-

ficient kl, and the shift in the regulator setting (An).

The smaller the coefficient k1 and the larger the number n of

paralleled generators, the less effect a shift in regulator settings

will have and, consequently, the higher the system uitilization factor

will be. In order to increase the system

power utilization factor in the presence of

regulator errors, it is desirable to make

the coefficient k1 as large as possible,

i.e., to obtain maximum slope of the exter-

nal characteristic under an inductive load.

This may produce fluctuations in the volt-

Fig. 7.4. System power age-regulatr on system, however, owing to

utilization factor. the presence of an unsteady current unbal-

ance. In view of this, kl is given the largest possible value consict--

ent with stable voltage regulation.

Thus, for example, the setting of one of the voltage regulators

is shifted below the rated value by AU 0.01, 0.025, 005, and 0.1,

while the remaining voltage regulators are set at the rated value.

Here, using the normal value for aircraft systems of cos q = 0.75 and

sin q = 0.661, and the experimental value kI = 0.106, we can find the

system power utilization factor from (7.22). The results of a calcula-

tion with n = 2-8 are shown in Fig. 7.4.
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A fault in a generator excitation system may produce an extremely

hig geVto %Volg n ano overvoltage - or q P the volt n Ag

Cto the amount determined by the residual magnetism, producing underex-

citation.

Overvoltage may be a consequence or: short circuits within the

exciter, damage to the voltage regulator, damage to the reactive-load

distributor, regulator errors, or broken wires between regulator and

distributor. Undervoltage may be a consequence of: a break in the gen-

erator excitation circuit or exciter excitation circuit, or a faulty

voltage regulator.

An extended period of overexcitation will lead to system over-

voltage.and, consequently, to increased power consumption and damage

to certain power-consuming devices; to increased excitation and reac-

tive currents (and, therefore, to increased exciter and generator tem-

peratures); to loss of synchronism, i.e., to large fluctuations in

currents and moments in all generators and to line-voltage ripple that

is somewhat greater in relative value than the rated figure.

An extended period of undirect citation or complete loss of exci-

tation will lead to a decrease in system voltage and, as a consequence,

to interruption of normal operation of current-consuming devices; to

faulty generator operation in the reactive mode, characterized by the

drawing of large amounts of reactive current from the line and a drop

in the real power to 0.25 times the nominal value (in this case, the

generator may go out of synchronism); to an increase in excitation

current and reactive current in the properly operating generators and

exciters of the system and, consequently, to an excessive increase in

their temperatures; to loss of synchronism, i.e., to large fluctua-

tions of currents and moments in all system generators and to a rela-

tive line-voltage ripple that is somewhat above the nominal value.
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System voltage and the equalizing reactive current in the pre-

sence of a malfunction in the excitation system of one of the paral-

leled generators may be determined analytically .nd use,• •n designing

the elect.-ical bystem and its protective devices.

7.3. REAL-LOAD DISTRIBUTION

Distribution of real load among paralleled generators is based on

precise regulation of drive-motor speed.

In'aircraft electrical systems, the generators are normally

driven by the main aircraft engines, wbose speeds are determined

solely by flight conditions and are independent of generator opera-

tion. Thus real-load distribution is accomplished by regulating the

speed of the hydraulic drive mechanism, which is the element directly

driving the generator.

The operating principle of the hydraulic clutch has been de-

scribed already: by changing the position of a "floating" ring, it is

possible to maintain constant speed of the hydraulic drive-mechanism

output shaft, which is connected to the generator shaft, under varia-

tions in the speed of the hydraulic drive-mechanism input shaft, which

is connected to the aircraft-engine sIT ••.

The angle of inclination of the "floating" plate is varied with

the aid of the power regulator. The real-power regulator should react

to variation in speed (variation in real load) of the individual gen-

erators.

The speed (frequency) stabilization device should meet the fol-

lowing technical requirements:

1. The given device should be designed to provide constant fre-

quency and the possibility of parallel operation.

In order to maintain synchronism, it is necessary for the genera-

tor axes to be shifted by less than 80 electrical degrees, which is
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I equivalent to a shift of up to 20 mechanical degrees for a machine in

which 2p = 8 and up to 260 where 2p = 6.

For proper distribution of loads among the generators, their axes

should be shifted by no more than 1-2 mechanical degrees.

2. Real power is distributed among paralleled generators by auto-

matic speed regulation, which provides uniform distribution of torque

among the generators. Here the regulator should maintain the following

speeds and frequencies under load variations:

PSg, a J 0 1 00 ) 20

afs 2 105 1 100±1 95*1

1) Pn, %; 2) n andf, %.

Arrangement and Operation of Speed-Regulation Circuit

Figure 7.5 shows the basic circuit used for real-power regulation

with paralleled alternating-current aircraft generators, while Fig.

7.6 shows the basic circuit.of the active-power regulator. It consists

of two main sections: the regulator itself (tachometer generator and*

servomotor) and a vector-sensing circuit that applies an impulse to

- the regulator that is proportional to the generator real power.

The regulator control signal is obtained from a three-phase per-

manent-magnet tachometer generator TG, which is actuated by the driven

shaft of the drive mechanism through bevel gearing.

The alternating voltage of the tachometer generator, which is

Sproportional to the speed, is rectified and applied through a series-

connected variable resistor R4 to the control winding of the regulator

K,. The solenoid armature of control windings K1 and K2 is connected

mechanically to the hydraulic-transmission three-way valve I and the

spring 3 that provides preliminary valve displacement.

Under steady conditions, the force due to the current in control
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winding KI Is balanced by the spring tension, and the valve "floats"

freely at the neutral position.

Any change in the angular velocity of the drive-mechanism driven

shaft (owing to variation in load or i; the angular velocity of the

drive shaft) causes E brief change in the current through control

winding K1 ; the temporary equilibrium of the valve is destroyed, and

it forces oil into the servodrive mechanism which changes the position

(inclination) of the movable plate.

In this case, the direction of the force acting on the val',e and

the change in plate inclination will be such that the initial angular

velocity of the driven shaft will be reestablished. When the normal

speed has been reestablished, the control valve 4 of the servodrive

mechanism returns to the neutral position. Thus the speed is continu-

ously regulated with the aid of a servomotor with electromagnetic con-

trol. The rheostat R5 , located on the flight engineer's instrument

panel, may be used to set the speed that should be maintained by the

regulator.

For proper parallel operation of synchronous generators it is

necessary for the generator speeds to rease as the load increases.

This is accomplished with the aid of the vector-sensing circuit.

Arrangement and operation of vector-sensing circuit. Generator

phase voltageisapplied to an autotransformer AT. The center tap of the

autotransformer secondary is connected to two identical transformers

TI and T2 at the common point a.

The voltages from the transformers (TI and T2 ) are rectified by

means of selenium rectifiers (V1 and V2 ) which are so interconnected

that the rectified voltages subtract, and the voltage difference is

applied to control winding K2 . Winding K2 is wound concentrically on

the core with the main control winding K1 . Since the secondary volt-
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*1,?o ___ __ __ ___ ___.

S '41

Fig. 7.5. Basic circuit used for real-power regulation with paralleled
Sthree-phase generators. 1) Drive mechanism for hydraulic-clutch varia-ble-inclination plate; 2) aircraft 1 3) hydraulic aluch; 4)

Stachometer generator; 5) generator; 6) speed regulator; 7) control
winding; 8) vector-sensing device; 9) control winding; 10) three-way
valve with electromagnetic control; 11) oil outlet; 12) oll inlet.

oI

AS I

•rI1O'AetL. : lb/t

1 ' pmc --- a8Pe'.m/1 /te .,ICeIIIom

Fig.7.5.6 Basic circuieet ue or relpower regulatir co-enswith para-ee
SuthrepAsetgenratsors.r T) Driv me)chaisrren hydraulic-clu(idtcvaica-)

Ta)chetrrgene ratsorme; 5) geeator 6) speed-ae regultor;e7) connetrol6' 2

g9

11Fig. 7.6. Basic arrangement of power regulator. Vector-sensing cir-
* ~cuit. AT) Autotransfonner; T1 and T2) current transforuers, (identical);

T) current transformer; V1 and V2) solid-state rectifiers connected
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in opposition (identical); C1 and C2 ) capacitors (identical); Rl)

fixed resistor; R2 and R3) variable resistors; K2 ) co.trol windIng re-

acting to generator real loads; TG) tachometer generator; V3 ) three-

pA,-e ret•tifer for "G; and R variable resistors for TG; KI) con-

trol winding reacting to generator speed; A) servomotor with electro-
magnetic control. 1) Three-way valve of hydraulic transmission; 2)
electromagnetic slide valvei 3) tensioning spring; 4) servodrive; 5)
control valve; 6) clutch; 7 vector-sensing circuit; 8) regulator; 9)
servomotor; 10) oil; 11) outlet; 12) inlet; 13) steady operation; 14)
tensioning spring; K3 ) protective winding of centrifugal switch TsV.

1 N0

feS peCos7#

Fig. 7.7. Voltage diagram for vector-
sensing circuit. a) cos q = 0 - out-
put voltages identical; b) cos # 1 0
- output voltages differ.

ages U3 and U4 are equal and also are opposite in sign after rectifi-

cation, the current in control winding K2 will equal zero.

If we now insert resistance RI b-ti.,een points A and A' and apply

across it a voltage proportional to the load current from the current
transformer T the voltages U3 and U4 will equal, respectively, the

sau= and difference of the voltage vector U axid the drop across resis-

tor RI, i.e.,

0#p30+RI and =tItR i.

Following rectification, the voltage difference U3 - U4 will no

longer equal zero and the current flowing in winding K2 will be pro-

portional to the voltage difference

Of,-, =(& ,+Rib- (0, + R,I).

Thus, in the presence of a load the signal corresponding to the
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Sgenerator voltage is increased or decreased by a signal proportional

to the load current, and a current will flow in control winding K2 ; a

V ~ P '~14-- If' e evnd p' i~ TcnReo-
" ",&1W %2' P 1 1 ,h the ripple in this current.

Winding K2 is so connected that in the presence of a load on the

generator, the direction of the flux will coincide with the axis of

the flux produced by K1 , i.e., it has the same effect on the servomo-

tor as an increase in shaft speed.

When the circuit of control winding K1 is interrupted, the gener-

ator can reach its maximum (dangerous) speed. The centrifugal switch

TsV is provided to prevent the machine from racing; at a predetermined

speed (n = 1.15n nom) it connects in the winding K3, which replaces the

faulty winding K1 ; it draws its power from the direct-current system.

A generator tends to lose speed under a heavy load and gains

speed under a light load; as a result, loads are distributed uni-

formly. With such a systen of regulating division of loads among gen-

erators, system frequency will drop by 5% in gollng from no load to

rated load.

It is clear from the vector dsgiaams of Fig. 7.7 that the circuit

reacts only to variations in real power.

Results of hydraulic-transmission tests. A system using two 30-kw

generators, cos 9 = 0.75 and f = 400 cps, were tested with aircraft

engines of 450 horsepower each.

Tht generators with exciters weigh 35.4 kg each, corresponding to

a wave-to-power ratio of 0.885 kg/kva or 1.18 kg/kw. The hydraulic

transmission weighed 25 kg, the regulators and auxiliary mechanisms

40.8 kg, and the tachometer generators 1.4 kg. Thus a complete set

weighed 67.2 kg with a driven-shaft speed variation range of 2700 to

7000 rpm. The tests showed that the generators came into synchronism

rapidly and operated stably, with the rotors connected while their
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axes were 180 electrical degrees apart, when the engines ran at dif-

ferent speeds, and when one of the engines was accelerat-d at a rate

of 1700 rpm per second.

Basic Equations

With a uniform distribution of the active load among the paral-

leled generators, there will be no current in the connecting wires. If

for any reason the active load on one generator increases in compari-

son with the load on the others, a current will appear in the circ'lIt;\

its magnitude and direction should ensure restoration of the uniform

active-load division among the generators through its action on the

slide valves of all n hydraulic drive mechanisms.

The following equations hold for the output voltages of the vec-

tor-sensing circuits (Fig. 7.8):

Ems =B211 cos T,

. .(7.23)
E.=BJ/.cosy.. I

Here the Eal, Ea2, ... , Ea are the output voltages of the vector-

sensing circuits; B2 is a coefficient of proportionality for the vec-

tor%-sensing circuits; qi" p2' """' ,n .r-. the angles by which the load

currents If, Is , *.., In lag behind the voltage.

The circuit of Fig. 7.8a may be converted to the circuit of Fig.

7.8b, for which the relationship

1.1 -1 Ee1-Ea=, n- I AE(7217.=- ., , (7.24)a RM - .•o

holds; here 02 is the resistance of the second control winding.

Taking (7.23 and 7.24) into account, we obtain

le 8_,,1 s, (11CS, ",CS) (7.25)

For an independent generator operating into an individual load,

the frequency will be nearly directly proportional to the voltage drop
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across the terminals of the 6ecoio control winding, which is a linear

function of the voltage Ea, i.e.,

f -fa-PU=-fo-PIsRa. (7.26)

where f 0 is the frequency level or the reference frequency of the set-

ting, i.e., the frequency determined solely by the first control wind-

ing (the generator no-load frequency); Ua and Ia are the voltage drop

and current for the second control winding (static-stability winding).

This expression can be applied to each of the paralleled ma-

- chines; consequently, in view of (7.25), we can write an expression

for all of the generators

1f=fo P- ,,.R 2 =fj, + •- (I cos Y,-1 JcosT C (.).

+ 13 O OS?) (7.27)

where K2 =B 2 and In =-I/(n - 1) for the nth generator.

The constant K2 may be found experimentally for an independently

operating generator for which the speed characteristic, i.e., the

function f = T(I), has been plotted. The constant K2 is the tangent of

the velocity-characteristic slope with the sign reversed, i.e.,

K,---tg U2.

+ i+ + 1
fat Ast Ass fa Rot

b. 9)

Fig. 7.8. Circuit of real-load
equalizer, a) Basic; b) equivalent.

OAs a rule, in relative units K2 = 0.05; this means that at a nom-

* inal. system frequency of 400 cps, the frequency will drop by eir
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-K 2f0  n0.05.400 20 cps with ,,.vartaton fro^m. *o,, load to rated load.

By Using a rheostat in the circuit of the second cc .trol winding

(static-stability winding) it is possible to change the slope of the

velocity characteristic, i.e., the quantity K2 (in practical terms,

over the range K2 = 0.16-0.04). Consequently, the vector-.sensing cir-

cuit will operate so that as the real load increases, generator speed

will decrease.

Experience gained in operating an independent generator without a

vector-sensing device has shown that the speed (frequency) cf the gen-

erator drops somewhat as the real load increases. This means that the

first control winding itself introduces some degree of static stabil-

ity. As the load rises from no load to the rated value, the frequency

will always drop by several cycles per second (where fo = 400 cps); in

this connection, we may assume that when the static-stability winding

circuit is interrupted K2 = 0 (i.e., the static stability of the first

control winding is neglected

We note that the voltage equations (7.13) and (7.14) are similar

to the frequency equations (7.27).

Electrical-System Power Utilization FR. .. tý

The utilization of electrical-system rated power decreases where

',here is nonuniform division of the real power among paralleled gener-

ators. Power losses due to disturbance of speed-regulator settings

(level) may be determined as in the case of disturbances to voltage-

regulator settings.

Thus, considering that all paralleled generators in a system have

the same frequency, we find from (7.27) that

O=f. - A. - K, (I, Cos , --. cos 4.)

or
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Is C, (7.28)

i (normally, fOn > fOl and Af has a "minus"- sign).

In relative units

$ ICos ==cosy- (7.29)

where

Af---- and. A,

The active load (current) for all .cur-

rent-consuming devices equals

Iocosy= 1 cosy+I.(n-1) cos ,..

Sor, in relative units,

•O=4-v,,-, 1&o,,+Qt-,) 0COS?,. (7.30)

Making use of (7.29) and (7.30) we find

I 4•D 4 4Z W The total relative power for the system

Fig. 7.9. Electrical- Is
system power utiliza-
tion factor as aho+O.
function of frequency P
unbalance. + 1'

maLCOSy,~ +Ws2 (7.31)

provided we neglect the small variation in system voltage.

The absolute value of the total relative power will equal

L~Iaij/n'+(cosyu- j' (7.32)

The system power utilization factor is

* Figure 7.9 shows the function
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k 8 4==(-j for cos?=0,75 or K..=0,05,

ating in parallel, the less effect disturbance of the speed-regulator

settings will have.

If we permit a decrease of 10% in the utiliz7,tion (kia 0.9), we

can pernit a deviation from power-regulator settings of 1.5% when n =

- 2 or 2.5% with n = 4 and 5.5% at n = 8.

7.4. CONNECTTION FOR PARALLEL OPERATION

The process of connecting synchronous machines for parallel oper-

ation is called synchronization. The problem is to maintain synchro-

nism after connection with minimum equalizing current and minimum ex-

cess-power surge at the instant of connection.

If the rules for connecting synchronous machines for parallel op-

eration are violated, equalizing-current surgcs and excess-moment

surges will appear.

Where frequencies are equal and phases coincide, but voltage dif-

ferences exist, an equalizing current will appear, equal to

or when R << x and R << x.

lip=-_j )(7
x'r+xc'

i.e., the equalizing current is basically reactive in nature. The di-

rection of the equalizing cu-rent Ls such that the machine field is

reinforced when the voltage is too low and the machine field fs weak-

ened when the voltage is too high, so that the voltage remains the

same across the line terminals.

When the voltages are equal but the frequencies or phases do not

correspond, a pulsation in the voltage difference will occur and a

real current component will appear that alternately places a real-
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Spower load on the line and the .,onnected machine.

The voltage pulsation (ripple) occurs within the double-voltage

Orange and the instantaneous values can be represented by the equation

SA. ~&=..--e, =•2E (sin w,t -- sin wt)

2= 2V sin '- cos (7.35)
2 2

where co and (2 are the line and generator angular frequencies; IT =

- E = E is the effective line voltage.
g

Two main types of machine synchronization are known: precise syn-

chronization, where the machines are connected to the line when volt-

ages and frequencies are equal and the excited generator running with-

out load and the line are in phase; and self-synchronization, where an

unexcited synchronous machine is connected to the line when the rotor

reaches subsynchrono.s speed.

Precise synchronization and self-synchronization may be initiated

manually, semiautomatically, or automatically. In aircraft electrical

systems, it makes sense to use an automatic or semiautomatic system

Sfor precise synchronization or self-synchronization.

Precise Synchronization

Two systems are used in practice for aircraft electrical systems:

a) the automatic system, in which the exciting generator is

brought into synchronism with the aid of a synchronizer and then con-

nected into the line;

b) the semiautomatic system, in which the exciting generator is

brought into synchronism with the aid of a synchronizer and kept in

this condition until it is connected into the line manually.

Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show one semiautomatic synchronization sys-

tem used with aircraft generators.

* Here differential selsyns are used to bring the generator auto-

"matically to within range of the synchronous speed, after which the
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inclination plate; 2) aircraft engine; 3) hydraulic clutch; 4) exci-
ter; 5) generator; 6) tachometer generator; 7) voltage regulator and
coupling transformer; 8) selenium rectifier; 9) synchronization con-
trol relay; 10) differential selsyn; 11) excitation control relay; 12)
speed regulator and a vector-sensing device; 13) command switch; 14)
excitation connect button; 15) I - disconnected; 16) II - synchroniza-tion; 17) IIIA- connected.

real-load distrlbution is used to brima the generator into synchro-

nism, and the machine is connected manually into the line.

Operating sequence for stnchronizing device of Fig. 7.11. If it

is necessary to connect generator G1 for parallel operation with gen-

erator t2, which is carrying a specific load, the following operations

must be carried out.
Initially, generator -1 is not excited, the command switch ;P is

set to position I-I, line contactor K is disconnected and pilot light

SL is lit, the contacts of the synchronizing relay -S are open, and

the vector-sensing circuit is connected as a real-load distributor

(i.e., resistor Gl of the w is connected across the current trans-
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In the connection process, the command switch is set to position

T 'r T •,,•, t.he apnppatnp JR .xcited by pushing button 15:

winding RS is then excited with generator voltage, RS switches the

vector-sensing device VMU to synchronizer operation, and applies line

voltage to the stator of the differential selsyn DS. The selsyn rotor,

which is always connected to the generator stator, derives its power

from the generator excitation.

Thus, the generator voltage is applied across the input auto-

"transformer of the VMU, while line voltage is applied across control

winding K2 and, consequently, the VMU reacts to the difference between

the generator and line voltages (sensing both magnitude and phase).

Line voltage at frequency fl is applied to the DS stator, and genera-

tor voltage at frequency f 2 to the rotor; consequently, the DS reacts

to the difference in frequencies.

We recall that the RS excitation winding and the DS rotor are ex-

cited by the generator and, consequently, excitation will only occur

when the generator is excited.

In the "ready" position, the synchronizing device operates as

follows: the DS rotor, running at a speed corresponding to the differ-

ence between the line and generator frequencies (f2 - fl) = Af, acts

through a reducing gear to move the lever of the frequency-control

rheostat (Rn) at a speed proportional to the difference between the

generator and line frequencies so as to reduce this difference, i.e.,

so as to bring the generator frequency to the line frequency. Roughly

2 seconds after KP has been set to the "ready" position, the fre-

quency difference becomes so small (0.5%) that the vector-sensing de-

vice may be brought into synchronism:,; this device electrically con-

trols the constant-speed hydraulic drive mechanism by changing the
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Fig. 7.11. Basic circuit used for semiautomatic synchronization of
three-phase aircraft enerators. RS) Synchronization relay; DS) dif-ferential selsyn; •4)vector-sensing device; KP) command switch. 1)
Speed regulator; 2) reducing gear; 3) to three-way valve; 4) connec-

ted; 5) disconnected t 6) excitation control relay, 28 v DC; 7) addi-t0ional line-switch contacts; 8) stato-; 9) rotor.

slope of the floating plate. The latter reduces the clutch output-

shaft speed until the difference in the voltages at the main contact-3

of line contactor K, i.e., the difference between the generator and

line voltages, is very small and the synchronization light goes out.

When synchronism is reached, KP shifts to the position III-III

1"connected") ; then the auxiliary contacts are used to close line con-

tactor K, and the generator is connected to the line; the synchroniza-

tion relay opens and the transformer is connected across the VMU in-

put, i.e., the V14U takes over the normal functions of a real-load dis-

tributor.
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An advartage of precise synchronization is the possibility of

1 limiting the equalizing-current and transfer-power surges to the de-

.5 d'c oftgn L.tw~1.t nA% V.; 9 synchroni!ýation is

the complexity of the synchronization apparatus and the fact that man-

ual synchronization requires highly skilled personnel. Precise syn-

Schronization, especially in ',"he presence of system frequency and volt-

age fluctuations, requires a relatively long period of time, which

, tends to cause accidents under emergency conditions.
In addition, if faulty connections are made with the method of

i precise synchronization, the current and transfer-power surges may ex-

, ceed those occurring under some synchronization. There are numerous

! examples of failure of large generators and transformers in high-power

electrical systems owing to erroneous connections when the method of

precise synchronization was used.

Improper connection of an excited synchronous machine (0 = 7r) may

produce current surges reaching values of

S.1.s.2 "rfe,

In - (7.36)4 T .2 + Z' -2•
It!Here X dl and x are the subtransient direct-axis inductive reac-

tances of the generator and the system; xs~ is the inductive reac-

) tance of the connecting lines between generator and system; E"d is the

subtransient emf.

For machines whose power is comparable with the system power

and

I,,.,= ••. 4 "/""(7.37)

i.e., the equalizing current roughly equals the maximum asymmetric

Sshort-circuit current.
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For machines whose power is considerably less than the line

power, i.e., when a connection is made to a high-power system, Xd22

-*0 and

1.,,=s2I.,,,

i.e., the equalizing current is close in value to twice the maximum

asymmetric short-circuit current.

When an excited machine is connected into the line, it may de-

velop a generator power exceeding the rated value by a factor of 4-6,

while when an unexcited machine is connected to the line, there will

be no synchronous moment owing to the absence of rotor flux.

Self-synchronization

Self-synchronization of synchronous machines, i.e., connection of

an unexcited synchronous machine into the system at subsynchronous

speed offers several important advantages, which also make this a de-

sirable method for aircraft electrical systems.

The basic drawback of the self-synchronization system is the

large equalizing-current surge that occurs when the unexcited genera-

tor is connected and the brief drop in system voltage.

The basic advantage in self-sync .onization lies in its simpli-

city, provided no errors appear, in its reliability, the low weight

of the control apparatus, the rapid response of the system, and the

possibility of making a connection in the presence of severe voltage

dips.

There are also two systems used in practice for aircraft electri-

cal systems:

a) automatic self-synchronization, where the synchronizing device

brings the unexcited generator to subsynchronous speed, connects it to

the line, and applies excitation;

b) semiautomatic self-synchronization in which the synchronizing
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4 device connects •ne generator into the line and applies excitation af-

ter the speed has been brought to the subsynchronous value manually.

matic self-synchronization; it is operated by the residual generator

voltage. It has two windings; line voltage is applied to one and gen-
~ erator voltage to the other. The windings are connected in opposition,

Smand a slippage of the order of 2% operates the relay, so that the gen-

i erator is connected to the line.

The possibility of using self-synchronization is determined by

*i the permissible equalizing-current surge, the possibility of pulling

I the machine into synchronism, and the magnitude of the system voltage

~ dip.

Equalizing-current surge with self-synchronization. A periodic

j current component calculated for the generator direct-axis transient

• • inductive reactance that does not exceed 3.5 times the rated machine

I current at the instant the unexcited generator is connected is a per-

missible value on power systems of the Soviet Union. For low-power

synch"ronous machines and, in particular, for aircraft machines with

short service lives, this quantity may safely be increased to a factor

of 5 or even more.

i We use Xd in the calculations, rather than x"d, since the sub-

transient current is so rapidly damped that, as measurements have

shown, it has no mechanical effect on the armature winding.

The direct-axis transient inductive reactance of a machine also

i determines the permissible current surge.

In view of the fact that aircraft generators normally are con-

nected to a line of comparable power, the current surge with self-syn-

* chronization cannot be more than quadruple the rated value, which is

quite acceptable.
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Transient currents (with self-synchro.nization). Let us connrcot an

twixcjcd Y-&chJronous miachine t~o th1-e li3ne when its rotor is turning

with a slip s with respect to the synchronous speed of the field that

determines the line frequency. In order to avoid insulation breakdown

due to overvoltage, the field winding is short-circuited or connected

across a low resistance at the instant of connection. Here free cur-

rent components that follow an exponential damping law will appear in

the stator and rotor windings.

The free current in a rotor with a short-circuited winding dies

out with a time constant T'd. If the rotor winding is connected across

a resistance, the current will be damped considerably more rapidly.

The magnetic field formed by the free rotor current turns together

with the rotor and induces a periodically damped current in the stator

winding at a frequency f(l - s).

The transient phenomena that occur when an unexcited synchronous

machine is connected to the line are in many ways similar to the

transient phenomena that accompany an abrupt short circuit (Fig.

7.12).

In the most unfavorable case, thE following currents flow in the

stator winding.

A forced periodic current with the line frequency f that depend;

for its magnitude on the slip s and that decreases as the slip is re-

duced. At the synchronous speed, where s = 0, the forced periodic cur-

rent reaches its minimum value, which is determined by the synchronous

reactance xd and the corresponding sustained short-circuit current.

Owing to the magnetic and electrical asymmetry of the rotor, the am-

plitude of the forced stator-current component will pulsate at twice

the slip frequency 2fs.

The periodically damped current, which has a frequency f(l - s)
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Fig. 7.12. Transient currents in
armature winding. ip) Periodic

component; lap) aperiodic compo-

ap

nent; I = i + lap) total tran-

i sient current.

and is induced in the stator winding by the free rotor current, is

* damped by a time constant T'de

The sum of the forced and transient damped stator currents will

give the resultant periodic stator current.

The free aperiodic current, which is similar to the aperiodic

abrupt-short circuit current, dies away rapidly with a time constant

Ta and forms a spatially fixed field that cuts the closed field wind-

ing, inducing an alternating current in it with frequency f(l - 8).

The slip s is taken to be positive when the rotor lags behind the

field set up by the line.

The Liitial free aperiodic current appearing in the field wind-

ing and, consequently, the transient periodic armature-current compo-

nent will depend on the relative positions of the field-winding axis

and the flux at the instant of connection. At an unfavorable instant,

* when the energy of the magnetic field is at a maximum, the aperiodic

current will be at a maximum while at another moment separated from
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the first by an angle 7r/2, there will be no such current.
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maximum value, while in the second case it will be at a minimum and

will equal the sum of the aperiodic component and the forced periodic

component. The maximum initial value of the aperiodic armature-current

component is determined by the transient inductive reactance x'd-

If the machine has short-circuited loops (damper windings), a

subtransient current component will also appear that is damped rapidly

with a time constant T" d* In this case, the maximum period armature-

current component is determined by the subtransient inductive reac-

tance X"d

A full damper cage is used in single-phase aircraft machines; the

magnitude of the free rotor current and the maximum initial armature

current will therefore depend little on the instant at which the ma-

chine is connected into the line. In addition, the forced-current pul-

sation due to slip will be smoothed considerably.

Conditions for Pulling into Synchronism

When an excited generator is connected into the line, the follow-

ing rotational moments act on its sha- r:

a) the synchronous moment due to interaction of the excitation

field and the quadrature-axis armature magnetizing-force component

M,= Edu sin 0=-.,.Usin 0;
X4

b) the reactive moment due to magnetic-system asymmetry

f= (- 1) sin 20;

c) the asynchronous moment due to interaction of the excitation

field and currents in short-circuited loops of the secondary circuit

when the rotor is running asynchronously
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or

the maximum value of the asynchronous moment equals 0.5-0.6 "nom in

the absence of a damper cage and Mas = Mnom where there is a damper

cage; it is important to note that the asynchronous moment reaches its

maximum at low slip s = 0.2-0.3%, while at a slip of 2-3%, it is re-

duced by roughly a factor of 10, and becomes too small to pull the ma-

chine into synchronism;

d) the torque developed by the prime mover Mdv (in converters,

the torque developed by the direct-current motor);

e) the moment of resistance due to forces of mechanical friction,

Mtr'
f) the dynamic moment due to inertial forces appearing during va-

riations in rotor speed,

In the equations given, xd and Xq are the direct- and quadrature-

axis synchronous reactances; J is the moment of inertia of the rotat-

ing parts; k is the number of pole pairs;

The equilibrium-of-moments condition for asynchronous rotation

may be represented in approximate form by an equation of the general

type

Mav= Mae -Alt ±(=0.+ + + NMj)

or
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For uniform rotation with constant slip, Mj = 0 and

M.,±(kslnG+kfts~n29+D.-)t (7-*39)(k R 719
where

When an unexcited machine is connected into line, i.e., in the

absence of excitation, the synchronous moment will equal zero and

lDS j d2O (7.40)

WSP lt PdtM.

If the power of the prime mover is used solely to overcome me-

chanical losses in rotation (Mdv - Mtr = 0), there will be no acceler-

ation of the rotor as a result of the prime-mover torque. In this

case, where the rotor speed nr is less than the synchronous speed of

the field n, the sum of the moments Mr + Mas will have a positive sign,

and the rotor will be accelerated up to the synchronous speed; where

nr > n, the moment Mr + Mas will have a negative sign, and the rotor

speed will be reduced to the synchronous speed.

At subsynchronous speed, the rotor may be pulled into synchronism

by either the reactive moment, where th. machine is not excited, or by

the syn.chronous moment, where excitation has been supplied to the ma-

chine.

At subsynchronous speed, the asynchronous motor is close to ze-o

for all practical purposes.

Experiments have shown that the reactive moment Mr will always be

adequate to pull the rotor into synchronism even for synchronous ma-

chines with nonsalient poles, where Mr is small.

When an unexcited machine is connected in by the method of self-

synchronization, the reactive moment acting on the rotor after damping

of the free current components in the stator and rotor will equal (ne-
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glecting the stator-winding resistance)

x[I I + + (sTy)2 sin (20-- arc g st-

-k ')2[11.(~ sin 6- arc tg-- j tnQ')1 (7.41)
where T'd is the time constant for a transient in the direct-axis cir-

cuit, equal on the average to TId 0.01 sec.
.d*

For aircraft generators, xd, Xq, X'd' and x'q equal approximately

x,==1,O-- 1,4; x,,=0,55-÷ 0.7;
je,-o.,15--o.2; je==;,: k 2Ao

If excitation current is applied to the rotor winding at the same

time the stator winding is connected to the line, then in addition to

the reactive moment M r' a synchronous moment MI. will appear in the

generator; it will increase in time in accordance with the exponential

function

The instant the rotor reach es the synchronous speed, the moment

NM is able to attain a magnitude that ensures reliable pulling into

synchronism under any conditions.

If the machine is pulled into synchronism by the reactive moment

before excitation is applied, two cases may occur:

a) incorrect self-synchronization, where the excitation polarity

is such that the rotor must turn through 180 electrical degrees and

will produce a transient-current surge when excitation is applied to-

gether with considerable fluctuation;

b) proper self-synchronization, where the excitation polarity is

such that the rotor maintains its synchronous position and the appli-
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cation of excitation current does not produce a noticeable transient-

current surge.
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zation to apply excitation before the machine is pulled into synchro-

nism by the reactive moment. In this case, both the time occupied by

the transient and the magnitude of surge currents will be reduced.

As studies of self-synchronization in aircraft generators have

shown, the closer the machine is to the subsynchronous speed at the

instant of connection, i.e., the less the slip, the shorter the tran-

sient. It may be assumed that with self-synchronization it is desira-

ble to connect a synchronous machine into the line of a slip s < +3%;

successful and safe self-synchronization is also possible when s =

= +10%, however.

Excess torque on the machine shaft at the subsynchronous speed

has a negative effect on self-synchronization. If at the instant of

self-synchronization Mvr > 0, i.e., the prime mover develops excess

torque, it may prove to be greater than the asynchronous moment devel-

oped by the machine and self-synchronization will be hampered.

In single-phase aircraft generat rs, a powerful damper cage is

normally used, and this moment is considerable. This facilitates self-

synchronization.

At the instant an unexcited generator is connected into the lIne, -....

the line voltage will drop; the drop will be greater the higher the

relative power of the machine being connected. Where the connected

generator has a power equal to the line power, the voltage may drop by

10-40%.

The line voltage will rapidly be restored, since the current in

the connected generator will drop rapidly; if, however, electric mo-

tors or other current-consuming devices having instantaneous under-
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•voltage protective devices are connected to the line, they may be

• turned off when the generator is connected in. Thiss must be taken intoam
Saccount in selecting types of protective devices.

The literature indicates that with self-synchronization, system

power should be at least 5 times the power of the machine being con-

nected. This is a baseless assertion.

Experiments carried out by the author for aircraft machines have

shown that self-synchronization of two synchronous machines of com-

parable or equal power is completely possible.

The resistance in the generator field-winding circuit plays a

positive role ý_n synchronous-machine self-synchronization; by increas-

ing the resistance, the length of the transient can be reduced.

We may draw the following conclusions from what has been said.

1. Two machines of equal power may be paralleled by the method of

self-synchronization.

2. It is desirable to connect an unexcited generator into the

line at minimum slip, although reliable self-synchronization is also

possible where s = +10%.

3. It is desirable to connect a generator when there is steady

asynchronous rotation, and the prime-mover excess torque equals zero.

Ii. Excitation should be applied before the machine is pulled into

synchronism; this should be done at minimum possible slip (s • 0.5%),

however. -

5. In order to speed up the self-syzichronization process, reduce

the duration of transience, and reduce the danger of field-winding

breakdown due to overvoltage, it is desirable to connect the field

winding across an absorbing resistor at the instant the generator is

connected into the line.
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7.5. PARALLEL OPERATION OF CONVERTERS

In combination electrical systems, the alternatinC-cii.-rent supply

in frequently centralized. In this case, several converters of rela-

tively high power are installed; they are operated in parallel. Paral.-

lel operation of aircraft converters is complicated by the fact that

they should maintain an assigned voltage level and alternating-current

line frequency under direct-current line-voltage fluctuations of +10%

of the nominal value, under loads varying from zero to rated value,

and over a broad range of ambient temperature variations.

The general requirements for systems of paralleled sýrnchronous

generators also apply with full force to converters using synchronous

generators.

Figure 7.13 shows the basic circuit for parallel operation of two

three-phase synchronous converters. The diagram shows the connection

of the power regulators RM and real-load distributor RAN, voltage reg-

ulator RN., and reactive-load distributor RRN.

For an independently operating converter., the frequency regulator

and voltage negulator, which may take various forms, keep the fre-

quency and voltage of the alternating --ul---ent line nearly constant un-

der variations in load, direct-current line voltage, and cooling-me-

dium temperature. Departure of AC frequency and voltage from rated

values can be reduced to ±O-05 for frequency, and +1% or less for

voltage.

The power and voltage regulators are statically stable,, i.e... the

speed (frequency) and voltage for the alternating-current line de-

crease, respectively, with increases in the generator real and reac-

tive loads.

Let us consider the principle on which the parallel-operation

circuit action is based, without inv-estigating the voltage regulator
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Fig. 7.13. Basic circuit for parallel operation of two aircraft con-
verters. RM and RN) Power and voltage regulators; RAN and RRN) real-
and reactive-load distributor; VG) generator excitation; PVD and uVD)
constant and controlled motor excitation; lreg) regulator resistance;
S and Rb.n) motor and generator ballast resistors.

or frequency (power) regulator.

Real-load distribution. In parallel operation of synchronous con-

verters, in addition to the power regulator there is a real-load dis-

tributor RAN, which consists of a special winding (control winding)*

located on the frequency regulator saturable reactor, and connected to

points a1 a,, (Figs. 7.13 and 7.14).

This last element reacts to the difference in the currents of the

direct-current drive motors of the paralleled converters.

If the real load is distributed unifot.ly between the drive mo-

tors of the paralleled converters, there will be no current in the RAN

circuit (between points a1 and a2 ), but if the real load on converter

P1 rises in comparison with the load on P2, t',e voltage at point a1

equal to Ual = Il", will exceed the voltage at point a2 , which equals

Ua2 = I2Rb

The difference in currents

Us--U.2= (I,--•) Rs'z - 11--1
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in the RAN circuit (between points a1 and a 2 ) will cause an equalizing

current Iur to flow; it will equal

ur M-Ua--U- 2 44 Z hO

AN, 'P 2, ' "

1

PAM,

Fig. 7.14. Real-load distribution circuit.
1) cps.

The PAN equall t;'ag current acts on the power regulators so as to

increase excitation current in the overloaded motor, and to decrease

the excitation current in the underloaded motor so that the speed of

the overloaded motor will drop somewhat and that of the underloaded

motor will rise.

The speed of the overloaded moto .All decrease and the speed of

the underloaded motor will rise until the operating angles of the syn-

chronous generators become nearly equal and, consequently, the real

loads are distributed uniformly between them. It should be noted that

this method for distributing real load between parallel generators is

an indirect method. In essence, it is the direct-current drive motors

that are being uniformly loaded.

If the function i = f(P ) hms identical values for all paral-

leled converters, the uniform distribution of real load will coincide

with nmiform loading of the drive motors.

Reactive-load distribution. For uniforn distribution of reactive
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load between paralleled generators, a reactive-load distributor RRN

is added to the voltage regulator. The distributor consists of a spe-

All PAY,

Fig. 7.15. Reactive-load distribution
circuit. 1) cps.

cial (control) windlng located on the saturable reactor of the voltage

regulator. The series-cormected control windings are connected to

points bI and b 2 (Fig. 7.15).

Real-load distributors react to the difference in excitation cur-

rents of the paralleled generators. With uniform reactive-load distri-

bution, the generator excitation currents are identical, the voltage

drops across all generator ballast resistors are identical, and there
-j

is no current in the RHN circuit. If the real loads are distributed

identically, while the reactive load on the first generator is greater

than that on the second generator, the voltage drop across the ballast

resistor of the first generator will be greater than for the second

generator, i.e., Ubl > Ub 2 . As a result, an equalizing current will

flow and will increase the excitation of the second generator and re-

duce the excitation of the first generator.

Connecting Converters for Parallel Operation

Synchronous converters are connected for parallel operation as
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are main-l.ne sy•,c•h"on0 Qee÷t by automatic or semiautomatic

prOc "-eyn ,ozatir, or by automatic or semiautomatic self-syn-

chronization. Everything that has been said previously applies, basi-

cally, to this case as well.

Figure 7.16 shows a parallel-operation circuit used for automatic

precise synchronization of two aircraft three-phase converters driven

P , PII- I
p I•,, , I I-

a, ., I~/I •e Iil . I,

I~I GIP/ 2  J7

MC, C,

Fig. 7.16. Basic circuit for parallel .co-nverter operation with precise
synchronization. ST) Synchronizing transformer (two-way power trans-
former); VS) synchronization switch; RS) synchronization relay; OVR)
relay excitation winding; OVK) contactor excitation winding.

by direct-current motors. Synchronization is accomplished with the aid

of two additional elements: a three-winding synchronizing transformer

ST ard a relay PS.

The synchronizer consists of the three-winding synchronization

transformer ST, the single-phase half-wave synchronization rectifier

VS, the synchronization relay RS with norznally closed contacts (which

are used to connect the generator into the line when It reaches syn-

chronism), and the direct-current VS circuit closed by contactor K11.
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,The synchronizing transformer is made with a separate magnetic circuit

so that the primaries will not be linked magnetically.

The synchronization-transformer primrnry consists •f two identical

opposing windings. Line voltage (or voltage from P2 ) is applied to one

winding, and voltage from converter P to the other. Thus, the flux in

the transformer core is determined by the difference in the magnetiz-

ing forces of the opposed windings, i.e.,

=1 u U,,,slUit n ).

( r+ J.-2L

If we assnume that r << « 2L and r << «ciL (the latter is the case

at subsynchronous speed), then

S=1 • •U,. si ,t .- U3. sin .,t)• (T7.4•5)

where
= 1.2512,,, 0,-7. 1-MU,.sinwat, 0,= UL4s=n ,t.

is the reluctance of the ST core, which is assumed to be constant

(the core is lightly saturated); w1 is the number of turns in each

transformer primary; Z2 = r + JuL is the impedance of the primary con-

nected to the line.

Two emf's are induced in the transformer secondary; they differ

in magnitude and frequency:

e, =4,4410-Ilf,, = 4,44 I0'wj,7 • U5, sin ,,t,

i.e.,

and similarly ea 'rAJf sin 02t.J (7.46)

The beat voltage equal to the difference of the emf's is applied

to the rectifier:
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O= , -e-= 11/2 (U, sin w,/- U2 sin w2t), (7. 47)

this voltage wIll equal zero only where the phases, frequencies, and

line voltages are the same for converter P2 and converter PI"

When converter P1 is connected to the line of converter P2V the

synchronization system works in the following way.

In the initial position of the "start" switch, contactors K.1 and

K12 are open, while the contacts of relay RS are closed. The "start"

switch'is used to actuate contactor Ki1 of the drive motor, which has

two additional contacts that:

a) connect the drive motor to the direct-current line - the motor

starts to run;

b) apply full voltage to the generator field winding - the gener-

ator is excited;

c) close the excitation-winding circuit of the synchronization

relay; the contacts of this relay open until DC voltage is applied to

the OVK.

In this position, the converter, as in independent operation,

reaches nearly the synchronous speed with the aid of the frequency

regulatcr and reaches rated voltage w4-h the aid of the voltage regu-

lator. Depending on the converter power, the process of attaining

rated voltage and a frequency near the rated value requires 1-2 sec.

The real- and reactive-load distributors are disconnected in this

case. The direct-current circuit of the synchronization rectifier VS

is completed by contacts of K.1 and current flows through it to keep

the contacts of the synchronization relay RS open. The current in the

VS circuit will flow until the voltage of converter P1 becomes syn-

chronized with the voltage of converter P2.

When a working degree of synchronism is reached, the current in

the relay excitation-winding circuit goes to zero, and the relay con-
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•tacts close the circuit cf' the excitation winding of generator contac-

tor '2, which connects the generator into the ilne and euts irf 1th

Sreal- and rea ct iv e-p ower distributors . Thus , th e p rocess of start ing

and synchronizing is completely automatic, with the sole manual of op-

eration being the pushing of the "start" button.

The automatic synchronization system has the following drawbacks:

- the excitation-winding circuit OVR of the relay may be open-

circuited or the OVK and OVR circuits may be connected simultaneously,

which when K,1 is actuated will cause the excited converter P. to be

connected by c ritactor K12 to the line without synchronization when

the speed is qu" - far from the synchronous speed (as a result there

will be large cu• 'ont and moment fluctuations);

- circuit complication and increased control-apparatus weight;

- more time required for synchronization in the presence of fre-

* quency and lire-voltage fluctuations.

Mien it is operating properly, the advantages of the system lie

in the reduced equalizing current, interchange power, and line-voltage

fluctuations.

Figure 7.17 shows the basic circuit for parallel operation of two

three-phase aircraft converters with automatic self-synchronization.

In contrast to the circuit of Fig. 7.16, there is no synchronization

transformer here, and converter Pi is connected into the line with the

aid of the time-delay relay R1V.

The self-synchronization circuit operates as follows.

With the "start" button in the initial position, the contacts of

contactors KI1 and relay HVV are open. The "start" button is used to

actuate contactor K,1 and start the motor. At the same time, voltage

* is applied to the excitation winding of relay RWl and the excitation

winding of contactor K2 1 , which connects the unexcited generator into
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Fig. 7T.17. Basic circuit for parallel operation of converters with self-
synchronization. RVV) Tfime-delay relay; 1) start; 2) cps.



the line. In this position, the speed regulator is receiving the line

voltage, and it attempts to bring the converter up to synchronous

speed. The voltage regulator is also under line voltage, but it has no

effect on the voltage of the P, generator, since its excitation cir-

cuit is open (RVV has not operated).

After a certain time interval, relay RVV1 operates, its contacts

supply excitation to the PI generator and cut in the real- and reac-

tive-load distributors.

The RVV1 time delay determines the time at which excitation is

supplied to tne generator; the delay should be chosen on the basis of

A the consideration discussed above.

Figure 7.18 gives as an example oscillograms showing connection

of a three-phase converter for parallel operation with the two syn-

chronizat ion methods.

The results of the oscillographic study of the various ways of

connecting three-phase aircraft converters of identical power for pa-

rallel operation are shown in Table 7.1.

The data given show that the best results are obtained with auto-

matic precise synchronization; this method requires relatively compli-

cated equipment, however. The self-synchronization method may be rec-

ommended for aircraft generators; in this case, it is desirable to

cut in the excitation at minimum slip.

The division of loads between two converters after they have been

connected for parallel operation is shown in Table 7.2; here one-half

of the load on converter P2 in independent operation is taken as 100%.

The table shows clearly that the power regulator provides uniform

load division between the motors and as a consequence, less accurate
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5
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b)

i'g. 7.18. Oscillograns showing� three-phase aircraft converter connec-
ted for parallel operation. a) Excited generator connected at f = 390
cps; b) self-synchronization system used for connection. 1) Zero line;
2) generator; 3) excitation; 4) motor; 5) see; 6) excited generator.

TABLE 7.1
Various Methods of Synchronization

CXWo.b-UeHe MaKcISu1.lbL TOK 6 B
nPUI DKAO-'IeHItH CIIIu;reHe Bpeux

Cuoco6 ____ a _anpawe- ycnowoe-

RKARqeHHo 03 3 WH. "He

Pa37- 6Yc•- rezepamopa Io6Jy)KACiin , CK.

pa Ae__ _ __ _ _____

Bu3memAe 
- (0,26-

9o36yuaemaoro 2.5 - (4+9)1,, 0.22U 1.316reuepaw •a

9B~mexite
MCe,,6y*AeN- 5 3.5 (2.5+3) Itom (5÷6) •... 0.57 UUo 18
umro renepalo-
pa (C3UOHNXX - 1.0 - (4 - 4 .5)Ia.,oM O.6 2 Uo 1,4
XH3aWbHU)

OTo man c118- 03 I - 1,6 uou 0.14
XPORX3aH 0.T6 - 2.21.,, --

1) Method of connection; 2) slip at connection, %; 3) generator; 4)
excitation; 5) maximum current at connection, amp; 6) voltage dip, v;
7) settling time, see; 8) connection of excited generator; 9) connec-
tion of unexcited generator (self-synchronization); 10) precise syn-
chronization.
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load division between the generators. A motor load variation range of

3% corre. .o to a generat•r load ,ariation ra•nge of 12% (+6%)

TABLE 7.2
Distribution of Converter Load

1 SOpTceT 2 Ceb nepemceworo -DK3

3 Amouowuas pa6oTa rpao6pa- 26.9 I100 209 398 100 0.69 100
So a 172

napneim j_'la 72 26,81 125 209 398 109,5 0.69 106

apeo6panosaaeaci n 6,8 122 398 1

I 2 0 90.5F.72 1 9

1) Aircraft electrical system; 2) alternating-
current line- 3) independent operation of con-
verter P2; 45 parallel operation of converters.

7.6. PARALLEL OPERATION OF VARIAELE-FREQUENCY GENERATORS

Alternating-current aircraft generators can also be operated in

parallel when they are driven directly by the aircraft engine with no

speed conversion.

Figure 7.19 shows a circuit for parallel operation of aircraft'

variable-frequency generators suggested and constructed by A.F. Fedo-

seyev.

r

Fig. 7.19. Block diagram for parallel op-
erxation of variable-frequency generators.
AD) Aircraft engine; 310l' combination
coupling built into generator; G) genera-
tore V) generator field winding; IAN and
IRNJ real- and reactive-load measuring
devices; RAN) real-load regulator; RV)
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excitation regulator; RR) aircraft-engine control.

/6 18 1

4'..
N~ T%

2z22

Fig. 7.20a. Construction of three-phase aircraft generator with exter-
nal poles and built-in combination coupling, a) Generator. 1) Frame;
2) pole; 3) field coil; 4) arx.aiure; 5' slip rings; 6) hollow shaft;
7) hub; 8) drive shaft; 13) guard; 14" ,rushholder; 15) brush; 16)
panel; 17) terminal-strip cover; 18' nipple nut; 19) blind flanged
section; 20) cap; 21 and 22) ball bearingsi 23) tachometer-generator
stator; 24) tachometer-generator rotor; 25) tachometer-generator hous-
in g .

The generators are operated in parallel with the aid of the com-

bination coupling KM, built into the hollow generator shaft (Fig.

7.20). It performs the following operations:

a) provides a rigid coupling between the generator and drive-mo-

tor shafts in the basic synchronous mode of the prime mover, i.e., on

the synchronous-motor speed (ndv = n.) and the generator power are be-

low the maximum values (Pn < Pg max) ;

b) operates as an asynchronous coupling with slip s when the mo-
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tor speed is below the synchronous value and the generator develops a

maximum power determined by the friction clutch (in this mode, the

friction clutch, as usual, absorbs an amount of power proportional to

the slip, thus reducing generator efficiency);

c) runs free, i.e., disconnects the generator shaft from the mo-

tor shaft when ndv < ns; in this mode, the generator operates as a

synchronous condenser, generatirj no real power but supplying magne-

tizing current (reactive power) to the line.

The combinat' '1a -iuupling consists of three elements: a free-

wheeling coupl:n, (wedge, roller, or spring), a friction clutch, and

a mechanical ball-type torque regulator.

As we know, a free-release coupling (free-running coupling) per-

mits the generator armature to rotate in one direction only: when

ndv < ns, the generat-i is disconnected. When the generator power

reaches the specific maximum value Pg max' the friction clutch begins

to slip, preventing a further increase in generator power; the differ-

ence in the powers, proportional to the slip s, is absorbed by the

friction clutch.

When ndv > ns, the friction clutch slips continuously, and losses

are developed in it.

The job of the mechanical power regulator is to activate the

friction clutch when the generator reaches the maximum power.

Clearly, Pg max is not determined by the generator parameters,

but by the friction-clutch adjustment.

The system operates 3o that the automatic generator real-power

regulator affects the speed of the prime movers so that their average

speed remains unchanged ane is determined by flight conditions. At the

same time, the speeds of the individual motors (their mutual synchro-

nization) are equalized.
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Fig. 7.20b. Construction of three-phase aircraft generator with exter-
nal poles and built-in combination coupling. b) Combination coupling.
9) Friction disks; 10) ball-type regulator; 11) spring; 12) free-
wheeling clutch proper.

Owing to the difference in the speeds of the individual engines,

cases may arise in the process of regulation in which the individual

generators operate In the asynchronous-coupling and free-running modes;

here, however, synchronism will be r. _..,Lained and the system will not

separate. In the asynchronous mode, the coupling operates intermit-

tently and at low slip so that the energy losses are small and system

efficiency high.

Proper distribution of the real load is accomplished with the aid

of the active-load regulators RAN, which act on the aircraft-engine

operating control RR so as to establish identical speeds. The reactive

load is distributed by the excitation regulator RV. Where the RR works

with a high degree of accuracy, the engines are maintained at the same

speed and there is no need for a power regulator.
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7.7. PARALLEL OPERATION OF DIRECT-CURRENT GENERATORS

Tn RStudving parallel operation, the following problems are con-

"sidered:

- connection and disconnection conditions for the machines;

- methods of shifting load from one generator to another;

- division of loads between paralleled generators in the presence

of external-circuit load variations;

- point of connection of voltage regulator;

- system stability under parallel operation.

The fundamentals of the theory of parallel direct-current genera-

tor operation have been covered in the general course of electrical

machines. Here we shall consider some special features of aircraft-

generator parallel operation.

Aircraft direct-current electrical systems normally consist of

two-eight generators of the same type and power. They must operate

stably with full utilization of the installed generator capacity under

sharp variations in prime-mover speed and at various speeds (3600-9000

rpm).

As we know, with milmntn system losses, generator power will be

used completely if the load is divided among the generators in propor-

tion to their rated powers.

Paralleled aircraft generators of identical power may be consid-

ered to be opera.ting satisfactorily when the load is divided uniformly

to within +10% under all operating conditions, there is no vibration

of the undercurrent-relay contact, and the line voltage fluctuates

within a +2% range.

As operating experience has shown, the problem of satisfactory

* parallel operation of aircraft generators still requires work.

The quality of parallel generator operation is determined by the
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characteristics of the generators, voltage regulators, and the line.

For proportional distribution of the load and stahle par-i11e1l ^ •--r

tion, the generator external characteristics should be siilar and

descending.

In practice, the external characteristics of generators of iden-

tical power and type will differ from each other owing to inevitable

manufacturing variations. The most important are: air-gap variation

over a +10% range, variation in magnetic properties of magnetic-cir-

cuit iron over a +5% range, the +5% tolerance for armature-circuit

winding resistances, fluctuation of the brush voltage drop to 0.5 v,

departure of brush position from the normal neutral plane.

Two cases of parallel operation can be distinguished:

a) parallel operation of a generator into a line having many

times the power of the machine under study, where it may be assumed

that U = const and .O;

b) parallel operation of generators of comparable power, where

the line voltage depends on the emf of the machine under study.

In either case, the machines may operate in accordance with their

natural characteristic or automatic v itage regulation may be used.

For aircraft purposes, parallel operation is accompanied by automatic

voltage regulation. In order to clarify the physical nature of the

phenomenon, however, we shall first consider parallel operation of

n generators without automatic voltage regulation, for shunt-excited

generators.

For parallel operation of a generator into a high-power line, the

current in the kth generator will equal

the load (line) current will be
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where Ek is the emf of the kth generator; Rk is the total resistance

for the kth generator (between busses); Is is the line current, which

considerably exceeds Ik; Rs is the total load (line) resistance; then

R.< Rk.

and the line voltage U is nearly independent of the generator current

Ik-

Parallel Operation of Generators of Identical Power

Figure 7.21 shows in simplified form the presently accepted sys-

tem used aboard aircraft to connect generators for parallel operation

(with automatic voltage regulation).

If we do not consider the effect of the voltage regulators, the

circuit of Fig. 7.21 may be simplified further to the form shown in

Fig. 7.22.

0 In analyzing R paralleled generators, the method of node volt-

ages may be used to replace them with a single generator having an

equivalent resistance between terminals and busses of

(7.48)

and an equivalent voltage at the terminals of

U. =f P. (7.49)
1

where Uk is the voltage across the terminals of the kth generator;

R= R"k + R'k is the resistance of the kth generator from the genera-

tor terminals to the busses; R"k is the resistance of the kth-genera-

tor circuit from the positive generator terminal to the posititive

Als ("plus" resistance); R'k is the same quantity measured from the

negative generator terminal to the negative bus ("minus" or ballast
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Fig. 7.21. Diagram f or parallel operation of four direct-current air-
craft generators.



resistance).

Using the node-voltage method and the notation of Fig. 7.22, we

can write the basic relationships for parallel operation.

The voltage at the busses will be
,u=. (75o

The total system current (line current) is

�us +R. (7.51)

If we take the least favorable condition for parallel operation,

Iwhere Uk > Ue, the current in the kth generator will equal

,,. U,-U U,(Rc++•)-U, (7.52)
*,t - R& (R. + R.)

The current Ik can be considered to consist of the average cur-

rent Isr = Is/n and the unbalanced current Iqk, which is absorbed by

the remaining (n - 1) generators of the system without entering the

line, I.e.,

PUg. 7.22. Basic circuit for parallel
operation of n generators wi.thout volt-
age regulators.

Sand thus the unbalanced c~urrent will be
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us .(n•, + R.)
, R ,, (R,+1?) (7.53)

a ~ ~ ~P*"m 4-t ^f* ~ A 'LA'4U'AA 4 .&~U ~ ~ Ti- 4. ~4- Ie 10 -"C Am e a

generators or the degree of overload on the overexcited generator may

be found by using the overload coefficient, defined as the ratio

1q = + ,= RcAU+t. + (7 .54)kal+4flI R,U,

where

Thus, proper load distribution occurs for equal voltages (Uk

U = AU= 0) and equal resistances nRe = k'

+ + 1_ 4
"' l', Ti iz IC

Rill R1I I 1,

Fig. 7.23. Location of voltage regulat .rs. V) Excitation winding; y)
variable resistance of regulacor in excitation-winding circuit; RN)
voltage regulator; wr) regulator working winding; Rr) resistance of

regulator working winding.

For the special case in which RI = =2 = Rn= R, Expressions

(7.48)-(7.53) will be simplified:

", R ; (7.55)

al
LI.•s,,YU.: (7.56)

I

I 2M U.; (7.58)
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S.... ' -"(7.60)

PC (nuk- iU.)-]- RV.

ho.2 (7.61)
4 S

Analysis of (7.52) shows that the expression

u,. R (7.62)

-u.) •+ R (761

corresponds to no load on the kth machine (1k = 0) and, consequently,

it will go over to motor operation when

<j *%

J?. T,*

and to generator operation when

W. > •+R
If we assume the load resistance to be constant (R = const),

then, as follows from (7.53), the division of current (load) among the

generators will depend on the excitation of the generators, allowing

for the armature reactions, i.e., the distribution will depend on the

values
u,. U,_u,%...u..

With variation in the machine excitation Uk, the generator cur-

rents and line voltage will also vary, as we can see from (7.50) and

(7.52). If we want to maintain the line voltage U constar.t, in distri-

buting the loads, it is necessary to vary the generator excitation so

as to keep the numerator of (7.50) constant, i.e.,

a

*. With a uniform division of current among the paralleled genera-
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tors, the unbalanced current Iq = 0 and the relative overload factor

kp = 1. In this case, we find from (7 a d (7 54) th neces'ary

condition, iv-- u,, ro--•v , Load U-1 ' •- .o i t takes t e / z:

U. n (Rc +.R.) (7.63)

nWhen Re = R/n this means that Uk = U = 1/n •Uk.

Parallel Operatlon of Generators with Voltage Regulators

In order to maintain the voltage constant under variations in

load, speed, and temperature, aircraft generators are provided with

voltage regulators. Consequently, parallel operation occurs under ar-

tificial external-characteristic conditions. Below we shall consider

problems of voltage-regulator location, equalizing-winding function,

and load distribation among paralleled generators.

Location of voltage regulators. Regulators may be connected

either to generator collecting busses [at points 1 (Fig. 7.23)] or di-

rectly across generator terminals (points 2 (Fig. 7.23)].

The following expressions hold for the first case:

V i _ u2- ,

ada +!L

R' , R; - Rc e;W

where U is the bus voltage; U1 and U2 are the generator-terminal volt-

ages; R"1 and R"2 are the resistances from the generator pole to the

bus; % is the load reststance.

It follows from (7.64) that the distribution of the common load

Is depends on U1 and U2 when U = congt, R"1 and R" 2 = const.

For the load to be dist•,ibuted evenly, it is necessary for U1 =

= U2 when R"i = R" 2 . The regulators are connected to the collecting 4
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busses, however, and, consequently, they react to the voltage devia-

tion at the busses and act so as to keep U = const. Thus, when U =

"- = uonst, , I ns a nl = " ' we w&& * Wa s- the nl

and the equation U1 R"2 = U2 R" 1 = const will hold, i.e., the load will

be distributed arbitrarily, since the last equation is satisfied by

any values of U1 and U2*

In the second case, where the regulators are connected to the

generator terminals, the current ratio will equal

1, 01,-UR; +1U (7.65)

where

AU= U--U2

and

u= U, - ( -&)eR- •, ± R;u, -,;,e+.

Since in the case given the regulators hold the voltages UI1 and

U2 constant, when the values of Is, R"I, and R"2 remain unchanged, the

ratio of the currents will have a quite definite value.

For a uniform current distribu-

I; I, tion, i.e., I = 12 = 0.5 Is, it is

necessary to ensure that the equations

Ru1 A "2 = R!' and U1 = U. hold.

" " " In this case

20c (T.66)
Fig. 7.24. Basic circuit U, Jr+24t
for parallel operation of
two generators using vibra- It follows from (7.66) that when
tor-type voltage regula-
tors. the load increases (R decreases) the

Bi

line voltage will drop if U1 = const. Consequently, for proper load

distribution, the voltage regulators must be connected to the genera-

tor terminals and not to the collecting busses.
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Function of equalizer winding. Equalizer windings are designed

for automatic equalization of voltage in paralleled gerfc-ators. They

usually have a small number of turns w._ and are located on the same

electromagnet core of the regulator as the working winding.

The equalizer circuit, consisting of the equalizing windings (r')

and connecting wires (r 0 ) may be connected between the positive gen-

erator terminals (Fig. 7.24) or between the negative generator termi-

nals (Fig. 7.25).

In the first case, the resistance between the positive generator

terminal and the bus R" is used as a ballast resistance, and the re-

quired voltage drop is created across this resistance when the genera-

tor current flows.

Ln the second case, the special ballast resistor R' is connected

into the negative side of the machine circuit.

The equalizer circuit is connected to the positive terminals in

low-power generators using vibrator regulators and to the negative

terminals in medium- and high-power generators using carbon or mag-

netic regulators.

In order to clarify the process c- :oltage equalization, let us

consider parallel operation of two generators with the voltage regula-

tors of Fig. 7.25 where E1 > E2 .

For the case under consideration, with R' = R' 2 the potential at

point a2 will be higher than the potential at a1 , since I1 > 12 and

the voltage drop across the ballast resistor Rt1 will be greater than

across H2 Since the voltage drops in the ballast resistances are not

the same, a current Iur will flow in the equalizing circuit. The mag-

netizing force due to the current flowing in the equalizing windings

is added to the magnetizing force produced by the regulator working

winding in the first generator and subtracted from the magnetizing
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force produced by the working winding of the regulator in the second

generator.

+ +

Fig. 7.25. Basic circuit for parallel
operation of two generators with carbon
voltage regulators.

4 E,199"A4 4

Fig. 7.26. Basic circuit for paral-
lel operation of n identical di-
rect-current generators provided
with voltage regulators.

As a result, the voltage of the first generator drops while the

voltage of the second generator rises. Thus, the currents flowing in

the equalizing connections act to balance the generator voltages.

The magnetizing forces due to the regulator-electromagnet wind-

ings for the overexcited and underexcited generators may be repre-

sented by the following expressions:

7
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FVI .I WPC=UI W V+I p. P

PP= a32 "V, IYI '(

where wr and Rr are the number of turns and resistance of the electro-

magnet windings of the voltage regulators; Wur and Iur are the number

of turns and current for the equalizing winding; U1 and U2 are the

voltages at the generator terminal with the equalizing circuit connec-

ted and a load current Is = 1 + 12; E1 and E2 are the voltages at the

generator terminals under no-load conditions with the equalizing cir-

cuit disconnected.

Where the generator parameters are identical, we find from (7.67)

that

Ii,=Ez--rJ,"

and

U2=E2'+'r,4,

where rr = Rr(wur/wr) is the reduced resistance for the regulator

working winding.

In this case, the current in the equalizing circuit will be

IIRI 12R.(7.68)

where-2r = 2r' + r 0 is the total resistance in the equalizing circutt.

Load distribution. The presence of the voltage regulators and

equalizing circuits complicates the solution of the problem at hand.

On the basis of the loop-current method, we may write 2n equa-

tion,- X.. the circuit of' Fig. 7.26 giving the generator currents I and

the equalizer-circuit current Iur in the form

{E, -,,,', 1,1) - R;•, - # (11 -- 1"1)=( .9
(7.69)=6 (.- ro, i.S,.) -P9 It- A (1.4- l,I.)

or
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1,P (,,,- ki) - 11, (r,, - F,
(k=2÷,,a) (k 2 (7.70)

* ,I (r, +)-,, (,1 ,(+) -1 1 M+ 14I 1 ( 0
(k = 2 -- )

where R1 =R7 + R' and Rk = R" R'k are the total resistances (in

the positive and negative sections) for t¾' nircuits of the first and

kth generators.

The current in the equalizing circuit and the current in the kth
,ie

generator are determined from the expressions

P- D

and (7.71)

where D is the determinant of System (7.70); D\ is a determinant of

order 2n obtained by substituting the column for the right sides of

the equations for the coefficients of the kth column of determinant D;

Dn+k is a determinant obtained by substituting the column for the

right sides of the equations for the coefficients of the (n +k)th col-

umn in determinant D.

The unbalanced current in the kth generator due to the remaining

(n - I) generators, in view of the fact that 18 = will be
• • 4Dc D l•

a--- D RD D.,+&. (7.72)

Using (7.71) and (7.72), we can obtain the load distribution

among n paralleled generators in general form, i.e., for any system

mismatch conditions.

Of practical interest, however, is the special case in which the

no-load voltages of all generators, except for one, are equal, i.e.,

SE,.ME,-E,- . .. =a 4 ,-E

T'if for the sake of simplifying the analysis of the last ca;:e we
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assume that for "plus" resistances

R;I A=•= . . .4'=.. R,

for "minus" resistances

WtR; e-r .. =,=,,

for the total resistances

R, -1 R,= R3 R=, = R.

for the equalizing-winding resistances

and for the reduced resistances of the regulator working winding

r., ==r.2= . r. = r,-r..

the problem will then reduce to parallel operation of two generators

of different power (Fig. 7.27).

, I *

R3'

Fig. 7.27. Basic circuit for parallel
operation of two generators of dif-
ferent power.

In this case, one generator G1 has a power PI, a voltage E1 , a

current I,, and resistances R"1 , Rt l, R, r' 1l = r', and rrl = rr =

= Rr(Wur/Wr); the other, equivalent generator Ge has a power corres-

ponding to those of the (n - I) generators of the system, and is char-

acterized by the fact that for this machine all system resistances are

decreased by a factor of (n - 1) while the current rises by a factor
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of (n - 1).

Thus, for the equivalent generator the following relationships

e hold:

the current in the equivalent generator is

1= (n--I)!;

the resistances of the equivalent generator are

R *OWR

n-I n-I a - I

the resistances of the equivalent regulator working winding are
R. r .=R." P WS. r-

• .. P9 wp n-I v. n-I

while the resistance of the equivalent equalizing winding is

' = r
"re n-I

The regulator voltage adjustment equations, which characterize

the load distribution, will then be

0 U,--E,-r/,, and U,-E,+rI,, (7.73)

where Ue and Ee are the equivalent-generator voltages under load and

at no load.

Considering the assumptions made, we obtain on the basis of

(7.70) the following system of equations:

I,,, (it 1) (., - WI) + I.,, (r,,--R) +
+1 3(.- I) R,-- (- 11)R=(n- I) E.(
In, (-1) (r + WI) + I,, (, (+re) - (.

-1, (n,- I)AZ + (Ic- 11) R'- 0o.

and
where we take into account the fact that Iurl= -2 Iurk and Is - =

n 2= XIk-

2
Making use of the equivalent-generator parameters in a ecordance

with the notation of Fig. 7.27, we may represent (7.74) as follows:

1,, (nr,, - - ) + 11 (R, + RJ.) - IRio - sE
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1,,, (fire+ + R-O- ) - , (ft +MV) +At,;= o.

Solving the last equation for lur and I.,, we obtain, following

simple manipulations,

anP (',.,+'r) ( + R+.)+ ;+. W,+and (7.75)

, +R 4- (P) + R;)- '

where
. (rp, ,•! .(re +,')

W= ,,+Ri+R; =.n.+,(+n-( I,)+R'"

Finally, the current unbalance for generator GI, equaling

will be

. (pAR' + )

(WI+ ) +R; + R; (7.76)

If we assume that R"1 = R" 2 = ... = R"n = R" and R'I = R' 2 = 2

R'n = R', then AR" = R"I- R" = 0, AR' = R'I-- R' = 0,

and
'AE n-1
- RO r,+r " (7.77)

It follows from this last expression that the greater the number

of paralleled generators, the greater the current unbalance (all ot.iý

conditions being equal).

Consequently, the greater the number of paralleled generators,

the more accurate the voltage-regulator adjustments must be (the

smaller the value of AE) for Iq not to exceed the permissible value.

The resistances R" and R' may be neglected in comparison with r',

since, as a rule, r' » R" and R.

In addition, we may assume that

'n AR- air"
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and

and then Excpression (7.76) will be simplified, taking the form

(t!IaE /C AR'

where R ~ -- t,(.8

L* r'4L

The degree to which the overexcited generator is overloaded, in

normal operation, may be found from the relative-overload factor

lc* w +4-

whence for an arbitrary line loadI

CWi - C.I M (7.79)

where

By using (7.79) it is possible to establish the relative perrnis*-

sible voltage unbalance (tAEAJno ) and the relative permissible resist4>

ance unbalance (AR-"/Rt ard ARt/Rt) on the basis of the given generator

relative overload factor.

"5i

0 2 4 1 1
Fi. 4---Prcntvltg-ms
mac safnto fnIe

of .paalldgnrtr-n

ofneparalleledlgeneratorsciand

genraorovrladcoffcint



Li 11 L
_- -.

-Ih

Fig. 7.29. Basic circuit for paral-
lel operation of two generators of
identical power.

The relative voltage unbalance may be represented as

C-s U.= 1 f-k j I ] (7.80)

where Unom and Inom are the rated voltages and currents for the gener-

ator.

Figure 7.28 shows the functions

Una.-=f th)
U-o,

when

iR; R;
Jr A

(corresponding to AR"/R" = AR'/R' = -0.1) and InomRl/Unom o0.048; the

curves show that the larger the number of paralleled generators, t-.e

more accurately the voltage regulators must work for a given degree of

overload (kr).

For the other special case of two paralleled generators of iden-

tical power (Fig. 7.29), we use Expressions (7.75) and (7.76), making

the substitutions n = 2, R"e = R1
2 , R' e = R' 2 , r'e=r', and rr.e

= rr. and find that
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10.• R.+ P)+R, +R W

and

where

,1+,p
p=2 +

As (7.81) shows clearly, uniform distribution of a load among

paralleled generators can occur only when I = 0, which takes place

when

E=0. A,'=M-P,;=o and A'=R;'-R;O.

Thus, the proper division of current among paralleled generators

may be upset when any of thc following are out of balance: the regula-

tor adjustment voltages, the resistances of the "plus" sections of the

generator circuits, or the ballast ("minus") resistances.

* Inequality of regulator adjustment voltages will cause a poten-

tial difference AE to appear between generators; this difference will

be maintained by the regulators. The result will be: in accurate regu-

lator adjustment, voltage fluctuations that will be tolerated by the

regulators, divergence in regulator characteristics, deterioration of

regulator adjustment during service, and poor temperature compensa-

tion.

Differences in generator-circuit pole resistances (AR ,' 0) can

occur owing to: manufacturing tolerances or elements forming the plus-

section resistance (relay windings, measuring instruments, connecting

wires); unequal contact resistances; nonuniform impairment of contact

condition during operation; and cooling conditions that differ. Unbal-

anced currents appear as a result of tais lack of equality.

SThe effect of contact resistances is large, since the "plus" re-
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istance- are measured in thousandths of an ohm.

Differences in ballast resistances (Awi i 0) appear for the same

reasons as differences in the plus resistances.

Let us investigate the factors that disturb parallel operation of

two generators of identical power.

1. Effect of regulator adjustment voltage unbalance. Let us as-

sume that E1 > E2 with fe"' = R"2 = R" and = R'l = R'2 i.e., AR"

0 0, AR' = 0; we can then find the unbalanced current in the form

/,,= -2,,= AE (7.82)
•R- r'+)?+

Thus, the unbalanced current depends solely on the regulator ad-

Justment-voltage inequality, and does not depend (.n the load current.

This also occurs under no-load conditions, where one generator oper-

ates as a motor with a current Iq while the other Zenerator supplies

the first machine.

If we open the eqvalizing circuit,

AE (7.83)

As a rule, R" is so chosen that th-e voltage drop across it with

rated current does not exceed some definite percent J of the nominal

voltage, i.e.,

W'I.=VJ.U and A"=E

Thus, in the absence of an equalizing circuit

0.5 AE

while if we assume that AE = 0.0 2 Unom and • = 0.02, then Iq0 =0.nom

and the current difference 110- 120 = 2 1 q0 = nom' i.e., the unbal-

ance-current ratio

I, n r,•+i -!

4 Jr R,+r-
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shows that the equalizer circuit reduces the unbalanced cw rent and,

consequently, equalizes tohe- vt- aOd % fn'e'% ,1^1 A

erators.

2. Effect of inequality of resistances of cross sections. Let us

assume that AE = 0, R'I = R' R', and R'I f f" 2 . In this case, AR' =

0, AR" W 0 and the unbalanced current

* AR* (7.841)
2(R;+R) 2Re ,-+e

is a linear function of load current.

If we disconnect the equalizing circuit, then

S-(7.85)

with R"1 + R" 2 z 2e(InO/Unom), we find that

•~~ " .oAR"
*4 Us

SAssuming that InARAnom = 0.01 and • = 0-02, we find that

I =-0.1251 .

The unbalance-current ratio

4 R,~+R, 2J (7.86)

shows that the equalizing circuit decreases the unbalanced current in

this case as well.

The load-current ratios in the absence and in the presence of the

equalizing circuit equal, respectively,

130 0-514-I,.R0
So,.s.+,;. R;(7.87)

Swheres whei. R" >R" 1>I,

': •685-'I
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•- ," - -, <t

R'+', "'

It folldws from (7.87) that in the absence of the equalizing cir-

cuit, the generator loads will be distributed in inverse proportion to

th.e distances of the positive generator-circuit sections, while when

the equalizer circuit is present, the load distribution depends less

on the rat io f"2R" i"

T4 OT Ic 'I' --" X - - I .....

. ,11M .

Fig. 7.30. Distribution of current between two paralleled generators
of identical power as a function of load. a) Solid lines R = 2 and

Rj/%I = 2s; b) broken lines Tq= Rýarl 2.

The last statement is a consequence of the fact that the current

in the equalizing circuit decreases the voltage at the loaded genr-,a-

tor and increases the voltage at the underloaded generator.

Thus, lack of equality between the resistances of the positive

generator-circuit sections has little effect on load distribution.

3. Effect of unequal ballast resistances. Let us assume that

Pja0 andAE = Ol • nd RI •/ l•. In this case., Aft I- R O n

AR' = Rj- P/ 0, and the unbalanced current
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R'R•+R 2e,+,l+ (7.

is a linear function of load current.

An we can see by comparing (7.84) and

78- Fi (7.88), when AR, = AR7, the unbalanced

currents will not be equal, I" < is, since
+ +' -- + or;•++ - , i.e., ballast (minus)

KS resistance unbalance has a greater influ-

ence on load-current distribution than

"plus" resistance unbalance.

The load-current ratio Is

a u~.~Th' a4 1. (T. 89)
Fig. 7.31. Distribution

of cnstat rted oadwhere when Wf/R > 1,,the ratioof constant rated load
(I= const) between . '+0.51R+I1

two paralleled genera- t+- 7

Stors of identical power R e Re+O.5(R#+R)
as a function of bal- 1+-_'.
last-resistance ratio
Pj/P (solid lines) and
"plus" resistance ratio In the absence of an equalizer cir-

•/•(dashed lines). cuit, ballast-resistance inequality will

have no effect on tbh* load-current distribution, since 1qo 0. At the

same time, when an equalizing circuit is present and LR' 9 0, an un-

balanced current will appear (Iq > 0) and, consequently, in the pre-

sence of ballast-resistance unbalances, equalizing windings aggravate

load-distribution nonuniformity.

In view of this, it is necessary to ensure precise equality of

the ballast (minus) resistances.

Figure 7.30 and 7.31 show several curves in relative form, char-

acterizing the distribution of current between two paralleled genera-

* tors of identical power as a function of load (with the resistance ra-



tio unchanged) and of resistance ratio (with the load unchanged) when

AE-O.

Manu-
script [List of Transliterated Symbols]
Page

No.

613 PH = RN = regulyator napryazheniya = voltage regulator

613 PM RM = regulyator moshchnosti = power regulator

613 PAR = RAN = raspredelitel' aktivnoy nagruzki = real-load
distributor

613 PPH = RRN + raspredelitel' reaktivnoy nagruzki = reactive-
load distributor

613 r = G = generator = generator

613 B = V = vozbuditel' = exciter

613 IM l GP = gidroprivod = hydraulic drive mechanism

613 -M = M = mufta = clutch

613 CKH = SIN = sinkhroniziruyushcheye ustroystvo synchroniz-
ing unit

613 P = R = rele = relay

613 B = V = vyklyuchatel' = switch (with subscripts g and s)

613 r = g = generator = generator

613 c = s = set' = line

615 TT = TT transfonmator toka = current transformer

615 TC = TS = transformator svyazi = coupling transformer

619 a = a = aktivnyy = active, real

619 p = r = reaktivnyy = reactive

622 mc = is = ispol'zovaniye = utilization

626 T = T = transformator = transformer

626 B = V = vypryamitel' = rectifier

627 AT = AT = avtotransformator = autotransforirer

627 Tr = TG = takhogenerator = tachometer generator
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S627 £,T13 TsV tsentrobezhnyy vyklyuchatel ' centrifugal
switch

S627 K = K = katushka = coil, lwinding

629 HOM = nom = nominal'nyy - rated

X} 633 = i = ispol'zovaniye utilization

634 yp = ur = uravnitel'nyy = equalizing

636 KH = KP = komandnyy pereklyuchatel' = command switch

636 K = K = kontaktor = contactor

636 CA = SL = signal'naya lampa = pilot light

636 PC = RS = rele sinkhronizatsii = synchronizing relay

.636 BMY = V14U = vektozmernoye ustroystvo = vector-sensing de-
vice

* 637 C= ID= differentsial'nyy sel'sin= differential selsyn

639 c.n = s.p = soyedinitel'nyy provod = connecting line

639 K = k = korotkogo zamykaniya= short-circuit

S639 y= ud = udarnyy = maximum-asymmnetry

643 n = p = periodicheskly = periodic

643 an = ap = aperiodicheskiy = aperiodic

644 c = s = sirnhronnyy = synchronous

645 ac = as = asinkhronnyy = asynchronous, induction

S645 A3B = dv = dvigatel' = mover, motor

645 Tp= 'tr = treniye = friction

645 Bp= Vr = vrashchatel'nyy = rotational

645 p = r = reaktivnyy = reactive

647 yCT = ust = ustanovivshiysya = steady-state

651 BF = VG = vozbuzhdeniye generatora = generator excitation

651 IIBJ = PVD = postoyannoye vozbuzhdeniye dvigatelya = constant

S 651 YBJ = UVD = upravlyayemoye vozbuzhdeniye dvigatelya = con-
trolled motor excitation

* 651 per = reg = regulyator = regulator
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651 6 = b = ballastnyy = ballast

652 e = v = volts

654 CT = ST = sinkhroniziruyushchiy transformator = synchroni-
zing transformer

654 BC = VS = vyklyuchatel' sinkhronizatsii = synchronization
switch

654 PC = RS = rele sinkhronizatsii = synchronization relay

654 OBP = OVR = obmotka vozbuzhdeniya rele = relay synchroni-
zation winding

654 OBK = OVK ="obmotka vozbuzhdeniya kontaktora = contactor
excitation winding

-655 u = m = magnitnyy = magnetic

657 PBB = RVV = rele s vyderzhkoy vremeni = time-delay relay

661 11 = P = preobrazovatel' = converter

661 iq = cycles/sec

661 AAl = AD = aviatsionnyy dvigatel' = aircraft engine

661 KM = IM = kombinirovannaya mufta = combination coupling

661 B = V = vozbuzhdeniye = excitation

661 IAR - IAN = izmeritel' aktivnoy nagruzki = real-load meas-
uring device

661 MPH = IRN = izmeritel' reakt tvnoy nagruzki = reactive-load
measuring device

661 PB = RV = regulyator vozbuzhdeniya = excitation regulator

661 PP = RR = regulyator rezhima = control

667 a = e = ekvivalentnyy = equivalent

670 n = p = peregruzka = overload

676 p = r = rabochiy = working
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